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1.1 Introduction

What is a general representation for bandpass digital and analog signals? How do we represent a
modulated signal? How do we evaluate the spectrum and the power of these signals? These are some
of the questions that are answered in this chapter.

A baseband waveform has a spectral magnitude that is nonzero for frequencies in the vicinity of
the origin (i.e., f = 0) and negligible elsewhere. A bandpass waveform has a spectral magnitude that
is nonzero for frequencies in some band concentrated about a frequency f = ±fc (where fc � 0),
and the spectral magnitude is negligible elsewhere. fc is called the carrier frequency. The value of
fc may be arbitrarily assigned for mathematical convenience in some problems. In others, namely,
modulation problems, fc is the frequency of an oscillatory signal in the transmitter circuit and is the
assigned frequency of the transmitter, such as 850 kHz for an AM broadcasting station.

In communication problems, the information source signal is usually a baseband signal—for
example, a transistor-transistor logic (TTL) waveform from a digital circuit or an audio (analog)
signal from a microphone. The communication engineer has the job of building a system that will
transfer the information from this source signal to the desired destination. As shown in Fig. 1.1, this

1Source: Couch, Leon W., II. 1997. Digital and Analog Communication Systems, 5th ed., Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River,
NJ.
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usually requires the use of a bandpass signal, s(t), which has a bandpass spectrum that is concentrated
at ±fc where fc is selected so that s(t) will propagate across the communication channel (either a
wire or a wireless channel).

FIGURE 1.1: Bandpass communication system. Source: Couch, L.W., II. 1997. Digital and Analog
Communication Systems, 5th ed., Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, p. 227. With permission.

Modulation is the process of imparting the source information onto a bandpass signal with a carrier
frequency fc by the introduction of amplitude and/or phase perturbations. This bandpass signal
is called the modulated signal s(t), and the baseband source signal is called the modulating signal
m(t). Examples of exactly how modulation is accomplished are given later in this chapter. This
definition indicates that modulation may be visualized as a mapping operation that maps the source
information onto the bandpass signal s(t) that will be transmitted over the channel.

As the modulated signal passes through the channel, noise corrupts it. The result is a bandpass
signal-plus-noise waveform that is available at the receiver input, r(t), as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The
receiver has the job of trying to recover the information that was sent from the source; m̃ denotes the
corrupted version of m.

1.2 Complex Envelope Representation

All bandpass waveforms, whether they arise from a modulated signal, interfering signals, or noise,
may be represented in a convenient form given by the following theorem. v(t) will be used to denote
the bandpass waveform canonically. That is, v(t) can represent the signal when s(t) ≡ v(t) , the
noise when n(t) ≡ v(t), the filtered signal plus noise at the channel output when r(t) ≡ v(t), or any
other type of bandpass waveform2.

THEOREM 1.1 Any physical bandpass waveform can be represented by

v(t) = Re
{
g(t)ejωct

}
(1.1a)

Re{·} denotes the real part of {·}. g(t) is called the complex envelope of v(t), and fc is the associated
carrier frequency (hertz) where ωc = 2πfc. Furthermore, two other equivalent representations are

2The symbol ≡ denotes an equivalence and the symbol
4= denotes a definition.
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v(t) = R(t) cos[ωct + θ(t)] (1.1b)

and

v(t) = x(t) cosωct − y(t) sinωct (1.1c)

where

g(t) = x(t) + jy(t) = |g(t)|ej 6 g(t) ≡ R(t)ejθ(t) (1.2)

x(t) = Re{g(t)} ≡ R(t) cosθ(t) (1.3a)

y(x) = Im{g(t)} ≡ R(t) sinθ(t) (1.3b)

R(t)
4= |g(t)| ≡

√
x2(t) + y2(t) (1.4a)

θ(t)
4= 6 g(t) = tan−1

(
y(t)

x(t)

)
(1.4b)

The waveforms g(t), x(t), y(t), R(t), and θ(t) are all baseband waveforms, and, except for g(t),
they are all real waveforms. R(t) is a nonnegative real waveform. Equation (1.1a–1.1c) is a low-pass-
to-bandpass transformation. The ejωct factor in (1.1a) shifts (i.e., translates) the spectrum of the
baseband signal g(t) from baseband up to the carrier frequency fc. In communications terminology
the frequencies in the baseband signalg(t) are said to be heterodyned up tofc. The complexenvelope,
g(t), is usually a complex function of time and it is the generalization of the phasor concept. That
is, if g(t) happens to be a complex constant, then v(t) is a pure sine wave of frequency fc and this
complex constant is the phasor representing the sine wave. If g(t) is not a constant, then v(t) is not
a pure sine wave because the amplitude and phase of v(t) varies with time, caused by the variations
of g(t).

Representing the complex envelope in terms of two real functions in Cartesian coordinates, we
have

g(x) ≡ x(t) + jy(t) (1.5)

where x(t) = Re{g(t)} and y(t) = Im{g(t)}. x(t) is said to be the in-phase modulation associated
with v(t), and y(t) is said to be the quadrature modulation associated with v(t). Alternatively, the
polar form of g(t), represented by R(t) and θ(t), is given by (1.2), where the identities between
Cartesian and polar coordinates are given by (1.3a–1.3b) and (1.4a–1.4b). R(t) and θ(t) are real
waveforms and, in addition, R(t) is always nonnegative. R(t) is said to be the amplitude modulation
(AM) on v(t), and θ(t) is said to be the phase modulation (PM) on v(t).

The usefulness of the complex envelope representation for bandpass waveforms cannot be overem-
phasized. In modern communication systems, the bandpass signal is often partitioned into two chan-
nels, one for x(t) called the I (in-phase) channel and one for y(t) called the Q (quadrature-phase)
channel. In digital computer simulations of bandpass signals, the sampling rate used in the simu-
lation can be minimized by working with the complex envelope, g(t), instead of with the bandpass
signal, v(t), because g(t) is the baseband equivalent of the bandpass signal [1].
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1.3 Representation of Modulated Signals

Modulation is the process of encoding the source information m(t) (modulating signal) into a band-
pass signal s(t) (modulated signal). Consequently, the modulated signal is just a special application
of the bandpass representation. The modulated signal is given by

s(t) = Re
{
g(t)ejωct

}
(1.6)

where ωc = 2πfc. fc is the carrier frequency. The complex envelope g(t) is a function of the
modulating signal m(t). That is,

g(t) = g[m(t)] (1.7)

Thus g[·] performs a mapping operation on m(t). This was shown in Fig. 1.1.
Table 1.1 gives an overview of the big picture for the modulation problem. Examples of the mapping

function g[m] are given for amplitude modulation (AM), double-sideband suppressed carrier (DSB-
SC), phase modulation (PM), frequency modulation (FM), single-sideband AM suppressed carrier
(SSB-AM-SC), single-sideband PM (SSB-PM), single-sideband FM (SSB-FM), single-sideband en-
velope detectable (SSB-EV), single-sideband square-law detectable (SSB-SQ), and quadrature mod-
ulation (QM). For each g[m], Table 1.1 also shows the corresponding x(t) and y(t) quadrature
modulation components, and the corresponding R(t) and θ(t) amplitude and phase modulation
components. Digitally modulated bandpass signals are obtained when m(t) is a digital baseband
signal—for example, the output of a transistor transistor logic (TTL) circuit.

Obviously, it is possible to use other g[m] functions that are not listed in Table 1.1. The question
is: Are they useful? g[m] functions are desired that are easy to implement and that will give desirable
spectral properties. Furthermore, in the receiver the inverse function m[g] is required. The inverse
should be single valued over the range used and should be easily implemented. The inverse mapping
should suppress as much noise as possible so that m(t) can be recovered with little corruption.

1.4 Generalized Transmitters and Receivers

A more detailed description of transmitters and receivers as first shown in Fig. 1.1 will now be
illustrated.

There are two canonical forms for the generalized transmitter, as indicated by (1.1b) and (1.1c).
Equation (1.1b)describes anAM-PMtype circuit as shown inFig. 1.2. Thebaseband signalprocessing
circuit generates R(t) and θ(t) from m(t). The R and θ are functions of the modulating signal m(t),
as given in Table 1.1, for the particular modulation type desired. The signal processing may be
implemented either by using nonlinear analog circuits or a digital computer that incorporates the R

and θ algorithms under software program control. In the implementation using a digital computer,
one analog-to-digital converter (ADC) will be needed at the input of the baseband signal processor
and two digital-to-analog converters (DACs) will be needed at the output. The remainder of the
AM-PM canonical form requires radio frequency (RF) circuits, as indicated in the figure.

Figure 1.3 illustrates the second canonical form for the generalized transmitter. This uses in-phase
and quadrature-phase (IQ) processing. Similarly, the formulas relating x(t) and y(t) to m(t) are
shown in Table 1.1, and the baseband signal processing may be implemented by using either analog
hardware or digital hardware with software. The remainder of the canonical form uses RF circuits as
indicated.

Analogous to the transmitter realizations, there are two canonical forms of receiver. Each one
consists ofRFcarrier circuits followedbybaseband signalprocessingas illustrated inFig. 1.1. Typically
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TABLE 1.1 Complex Envelope Functions for Various Types of Modulationa

Corresponding Quadrature Modulation
Type of Mapping Functions

Modulation g(m) x(t) y(t)

AM Ac[1 + m(t)] Ac[1 + m(t)] 0

DSB-SC Acm(t) Acm(t) 0

PM Ace
jDpm(t) Ac cos[Dpm(t)] Ac sin[Dpm(t)]

FM Ace
jDf

∫ t−∞ m(σ)dσ
Ac cos

[
Df

∫ t−∞ m(σ)dσ
]

Ac sin
[
Df

∫ t−∞ m(σ)dσ
]

SSB-AM-SCb Ac[m(t) ± jm̂(t)] Acm(t) ±Acm̂(t)

SSB-PMb Ace
jDp [m(t)±jm̂(t)] Ace

∓Dpm̂(t) cos[Dpm(t)] Ace
∓Dpm̂(t) sin[Dpm(t)]

SSB-FMb Ace
jDf

∫ t−∞[m(σ)±jm̂(σ )]dσ
Ace

∓Df
∫ t−∞ m̂(σ )dσ

cos
[
Df

∫ t−∞ m(σ)dσ
]

Ace
∓Df

∫ t−∞ m̂(σ )dσ
sin

[
Df

∫ t−∞ m(σ)dσ
]

SSB-EVb Ace
{ln[1+m(t)]±j ˆln|1+m(t)|} Ac[1 + m(t)] cos{ ˆln[1 + m(t)]} ±Ac[1 + m(t)] sin{ ˆln[1 + m(t)]}

SSB-SQb Ace
(1/2){ln[1+m(t)]±j ˆln|1+m(t)|} Ac

√
1 + m(t) cos{ 1

2
ˆln[1 + m(t)]} ±Ac

√
1 + m(t) sin{ 1

2
ˆln[1 + m(t)]}

QM Ac[m1(t) + jm2(t)] Acm1(t) Acm2(t)
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TABLE 1.1 Complex Envelope Functions for Various Types of Modulationa (Continued)
Corresponding Amplitude

and Phase Modulation
Type of

Modulation R(t) θ(t) Linearity Remarks

AM Ac |1 + m(t)|
{

0, m(t) > −1
180◦, m(t) < −1 Lc m(t) > −1 required for envelope de-

tection

DSB-SC Ac |m(t)|
{

0, m(t) > 0
180◦, m(t) < 0 L Coherent detection required

PM Ac Dpm(t) NL Dp is the phase deviation constant
(rad/volt)

FM Ac Df

∫ t−∞ m(σ)dσ NL Df is the frequency deviation con-
stant (rad/volt-sec)

SSB-AM-SCb Ac

√
[m(t)]2 + [m̂(t)]2 tan−1[±m̂(t)/m(t)] L Coherent detection required

SSB-PMb Ace
±Dpm̂(t) Dpm(t) NL

SSB-FMb Ace
±Df

∫ t−∞ m̂(σ )dσ
Df

∫ t−∞ m(σ)dσ NL

SSB-EVb Ac |1 + m(t)| ± ˆln[1 + m(t)] NL m(t) > −1 is required so that the
ln(·) will have a real value

SSB-SQb Ac
√

1 + m(t) ± 1
2

ˆln[1 + m(t)] NL m(t) > −1 is required so that the
ln(·) will have a real value

QM Ac

√
m2

1(t) + m2
2(t) tan−1[m2(t)/m1(t)] L Used in NTSC color television; re-

quires coherent detection

Source: Couch, L.W., II, 1997, Digital and Analog Communication Systems, 5th ed., Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, pp.
231-232. With permission.

a Ac > 0 is a constant that sets the power level of the signal as evaluated by use of (1.11); L, linear; NL, nonlinear; and [·̂] is the

Hilbert transform (a −90◦ phase-shifted version of [·]). For example, m̂(t) = m(t) ∗ 1
πt = 1

π

∫ ∞−∞
m(λ)
t−λ

dλ.

b Use upper signs for upper sideband signals and lower signals for lower sideband signals.

c In the strict sense, AM signals are not linear because the carrier term does not satisfy the linearity (superposition) condition.

FIGURE 1.2: Generalized transmitter using the AM-PM generation technique. Source: Couch, L.W.,
II. 1997. Digital and Analog Communication Systems, 5th ed., Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ,
p. 278. With permission.

the carrier circuits are of the superheterodyne-receiver type which consist of an RF amplifier, a down
converter (mixer plus local oscillator) to some intermediate frequency (IF), an IF amplifier and then
detector circuits [1]. In the first canonical form of the receiver, the carrier circuits have amplitude and
phase detectors that output R̃(t) and θ̃ (t), respectively. This pair, R̃(t) and θ̃ (t), describe the polar
form of the received complex envelope, g̃(t). R̃(t) and θ̃ (t) are then fed into the signal processor
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FIGURE 1.3: Generalized transmitter using the quadrature generation technique. Source: Couch,
L.W., II. 1997. Digital and Analog Communication Systems, 5th ed., Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River,
NJ, p. 278. With permission.

which uses the inverse functions of Table 1.1 to generate the recovered modulation, m̃(t). The second
canonical form of the receiver uses quadrature product detectors in the carrier circuits to produce
the Cartesian form of the received complex envelope, x̃(t) and ỹ(t). x̃(t) and ỹ(t) are then inputted
to the signal processor which generates m̃(t) at its output.

Once again, it is stressed that any type of signal modulation (see Table 1.1) may be generated
(transmitted) or detected (received) by using either of these two canonical forms. Both of these forms
conveniently separate baseband processing from RF processing. Digital techniques are especially
useful to realize the baseband processing portion. Furthermore, if digital computing circuits are
used, any desired modulation type can be realized by selecting the appropriate software algorithm.

1.5 Spectrum and Power of Bandpass Signals

The spectrum of the bandpass signal is the translation of the spectrum of its complex envelope.
Taking the Fourier transform of (1.1a), the spectrum of the bandpass waveform is [1]

V (f ) = 1

2

[
G (f − fc) + G∗ (−f − fc)

]
(1.8)

where G(f ) is the Fourier transform of g(t),

G(f ) =
∫ ∞

−∞
g(t)e−j2πf tdt ,

and the asterisk superscript denotes the complex conjugate operation. The power spectra density
(PSD) of the bandpass waveform is [1]

Pv(f ) = 1

4

[Pg (f − fc) + Pg (−f − fc)
]

(1.9)

where Pg(f ) is the PSD of g(t).
The average power dissipated in a resistive load is V 2

rms/RL or I2
rmsRL where Vrms is the rms

value of the voltage waveform across the load and Irms is the rms value of the current through the
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load. For bandpass waveforms, Equation (1.1a–1.1c) may represent either the voltage or the current.
Furthermore, the rms values of v(t) and g(t) are related by [1]

v2
rms =

〈
v2(t)

〉
= 1

2

〈
|g(t)|2

〉
= 1

2
g2

rms (1.10)

where 〈·〉 denotes the time average and is given by

〈[ ]〉
= lim

t→∞
1

T

∫ T/2

−T/2

[ ]
dt

Thus, if v(t) of (1.1a–1.1c) represents the bandpass voltage waveform across a resistive load, the
average power dissipated in the load is

PL = v2
rms

RL

= 〈v2(t)〉
RL

= 〈|g(t)|2〉
2RL

= g2
rms

2RL

(1.11)

where grms is the rms value of the complex envelope and RL is the resistance of the load.

1.6 Amplitude Modulation

Amplitude modulation (AM) will now be examined in more detail. From Table 1.1 the complex
envelope of an AM signal is

g(t) = Ac[1 + m(t)] (1.12)

so that the spectrum of the complex envelope is

G(f ) = Acδ(f ) + AcM(f ) (1.13)

Using (1.6), we obtain the AM signal waveform

s(t) = Ac[1 + m(t)] cosωct (1.14)

and, using (1.8), the AM spectrum

S(f ) = 1

2
Ac [δ (f − fc) + M (f − fc) + δ (f + fc) + M (f + fc)] (1.15)

where δ(f ) = δ(−f ) and, because m(t) is real, M∗(f ) = M(−f ). Suppose that the magnitude
spectrum of the modulation happens to be a triangular function, as shown in Fig. 1.4(a). This
spectrum might arise from an analog audio source where the bass frequencies are emphasized. The
resulting AM spectrum, using (1.15), is shown in Fig. 1.4(b). Note that because G(f − fc) and
G∗(−f − fc) do not overlap, the magnitude spectrum is

|S(f )| =



1
2Acδ (f − fc) + 1

2Ac |M (f − fc)| , f > 0

1
2Acδ (f + f )c + 1

2Ac

∣∣M (−f − f )c
∣∣ , f < 0

(1.16)

The 1 in
g(t) = Ac[1 + m(t)]
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FIGURE 1.4: Spectrum of an AM signal. Source: Couch, L.W., II. 1997. Digital and Analog Commu-
nication Systems, 5th ed., Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, p. 235. With permission.

causes delta functions to occur in the spectrum at f = ±fc, wherefc is the assigned carrier frequency.
Also, from Fig. 1.4 and (1.16), it is realized that the bandwidth of the AM signal is 2B. That is, the
bandwidth of the AM signal is twice the bandwidth of the baseband modulating signal.

The average power dissipated into a resistive load is found by using (1.11).

PL = A2
c

2RL

〈
|1 + m(t)|2

〉
= A2

c

2RL

[
1 + 2〈m(t)〉 +

〈
m2(t)

〉]

If we assume that the dc value of the modulation is zero, 〈m(t)〉 = 0, then the average power
dissipated into the load is

PL = A2
c

2RL

〈
1 + m2

rms

〉
(1.17)

where mrms is the rms value of the modulation, m(t). Thus, the average power of an AM signal
changes if the rms value of the modulating signal changes. For example, if m(t) is a sine wave test
tone with a peak value of 1.0 for 100% modulation,

mrms = 1/
√

2 .

Assume that Ac = 1000volts and RL = 50ohms, which are typical values used in AM broadcasting.
Then the averagepower dissipated into the 50 � load for this AM signal is

PL = (1000)2

2(50)

[
1 + 1

2

]
= 15,000watts (1.18)
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The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) rated carrier power is obtained when m(t) = 0.
In this case, (1.17) becomes PL = (1000)2/100 = 10,000 watts and the FCC would rate this as a
10,000 watt AM station. The sideband power for 100% sine wave modulation is 5,000 watts.

Now let the modulation on the AM signal be a binary digital signal such that m(t) = ±1where +1
is used for a binary one and −1 is used for a binary 0. Referring to (1.14), this AM signal becomes
an on-off keyed (OOK) digital signal where the signal is on when a binary one is transmitted and off
when a binary zero is transmitted. For Ac = 1000 and RL = 50 �, the average power dissipated
would be 20,000 watts since mrms = 1 for m(t) = ±1.

1.7 Phase and Frequency Modulation

Phase modulation (PM) and frequency modulation (FM) are special cases of angle-modulated sig-
nalling. In angle-modulated signalling the complex envelope is

g(t) = Ace
jθ(t) (1.19)

Using (1.6), the resulting angle-modulated signal is

s(t) = Ac cos[ωc + θ(t)] (1.20)

For PM the phase is directly proportional to the modulating signal:

θ(t) = Dpm(t) (1.21)

where the proportionality constant Dp is the phase sensitivity of the phase modulator, having units
of radians per volt [assuming that m(t) is a voltage waveform]. For FM the phase is proportional to
the integral of m(t):

θ(t) = Df

∫ t

−∞
m(σ)dσ (1.22)

where the frequency deviation constant Df has units of radians/volt-second. These concepts are
summarized by the PM and FM entries in Table 1.1.

By comparing the last two equations, it is seen that if we have a PM signal modulated by mp(t),
there is also FM on the signal corresponding to a different modulating waveshape that is given by

mf (t) = Dp

Df

[
dmp(t)

dt

]
(1.23)

where the subscripts f and p denote frequency and phase, respectively. Similarly, if we have an FM
signal modulated by mf (t), the corresponding phase modulation on this signal is

mp(t) = Df

Dp

∫ t

−∞
mf (σ)dσ (1.24)

By using (1.24), a PM circuit may be used to synthesize an FM circuit by inserting an integrator in
cascade with the phase modulator input.

Other properties of PM and FM are that the real envelope, R(t) = |g(t)| = Ac, is a constant, as
seen from (1.19). Also, g(t) is a nonlinear function of the modulation. However, from (1.21) and
(1.22), θ(t) is a linear function of the modulation, m(t). Using (1.11), the average power dissipated
by a PM or FM signal is the constant

PL = A2
c

2RL

(1.25)
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That is, the average power of a PM or FM signal does not depend on the modulating waveform, m(t).
The instantaneous frequency deviation for an FM signal from its carrier frequency is given by the

derivative of its phase θ(t). Taking the derivative of (1.22), the peak frequency deviation is

1F = 1

2π
Df Mp Hz (1.26)

where Mp = max[m(t)] is the peak value of the modulation waveform and the derivative has been
divided by 2π to convert from radians/sec to Hz units.

For FM and PM signals, Carson’s rule estimates the transmission bandwidth containing approxi-
mately 98% of the total power. This FM or PM signal bandwidth is

BT = 2(β + 1)B (1.27)

whereB is bandwidth (highest frequency)of themodulation. Themodulation indexβ, isβ = 1F/B

for FM and β = max[Dpm(t)] = DpMp for PM.
The AMPS (Advanced Mobile Phone System) analog cellular phones use FM signalling. A peak

deviation of 12 kHz is specified with a modulation bandwidth of 3 kHz. From (1.27), this gives a
bandwidth of 30 kHz for the AMPS signal and allows a channel spacing of 30 kHz to be used. To
accommodate more users, narrow-band AMPS (NAMPS) with a 5 kHz peak deviation is used in
some areas. This allows 10 kHz channel spacing if the carrier frequencies are carefully selected to
minimize interference to used adjacent channels. A maximum FM signal power of 3 watts is allowed
for the AMPS phones. However, hand-held AMPS phones usually produce no more than 600 mW
which is equivalent to 5.5 volts rms across the 50 � antenna terminals.

The GSM (Group Special Mobile) digital cellular phones use FM with minimum frequency-shift-
keying (MSK) where the peak frequency deviation is selected to produce orthogonal waveforms for
binary one and binary zero data. (Digital phones use a speech codec to convert the analog voice source
to a digital data source for transmission over the system.) Orthogonality occurs when 1F = 1/4R

where R is the bit rate (bits/sec) [1]. Actually, GSM uses Gaussian shaped MSK (GMSK). That is,
the digital data waveform (with rectangular binary one and binary zero pulses) is first filtered by a
low-pass filter having a Gaussian shaped frequency response (to attenuate the higher frequencies).
This Gaussian filtered data waveform is then fed into the frequency modulator to generate the GMSK
signal. This produces a digitally modulated FM signal with a relatively small bandwidth.

Other digital cellular standards use QPSK signalling as discussed in the next section.

1.8 QPSK Signalling

Quadrature phase-shift-keying (QPSK) is a special caseofquadraturemodulationas shown inTable1.1
where m1(t) = ±1 and m2(t) = ±1 are two binary bit streams. The complex envelope for QPSK is

g(t) = x(t) + jy(t) = Ac [m1(t) + jm2(t)]

where x(t) = ±Ac and y(t) = ±Ac. The permitted values for the complex envelope are illustrated
by the QPSK signal constellation shown in Fig. 1.5a. The signal constellation is a plot of the permitted
values for the complex envelope, g(t). QPSK may be generated by using the quadrature generation
technique of Fig. 1.3 where the baseband signal processor is a serial-to-parallel converter that reads
in two bits of data at a time from the serial binary input stream, m(t) and outputs the first of the
two bits to x(t) and the second bit to y(t). If the two input bits are both binary ones, (11), then
m1(t) = +Ac and m2(t) = +Ac. This is represented by the top right-hand dot for g(t) in the signal
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constellation for QPSK signalling in Fig. 1.5a. Likewise, the three other possible two-bit words, (10),
(01), and (00), are also shown. The QPSK signal is also equivalent to a four-phase phase-shift-keyed
signal (4PSK) since all the points in the signal constellation fall on a circle where the permitted phases
are θ(t) = 45◦, 135◦, 225◦, and 315◦. There is no amplitude modulation on the QPSK signal since
the distances from the origin to all the signal points on the signal constellation are equal.

For QPSK, the spectrum of g(t) is of the sinx/x type since x(t) and y(t) consists of rectangular
data pulses of value ±Ac. Moreover, it can be shown that for equally likely independent binary one
and binary zero data, the power spectral density of g(t) for digitally modulated signals with M point
signal constellations is [1]

Pg(f ) = K

(
sinπf `Tb

πf `Tb

)2

(1.28)

where K is a constant, R = 1/Tb is the data rate (bits/sec) of m(t) and M = 2`. M is the number of
points in the signal constellation. For QPSK, M = 4 and ` = 2. This PSD for the complex envelope,
Pg(f ), is plotted in Fig. 1.6. The PSD for the QPSK signal (` = 2) is given by translating Pg(f ) up
to the carrier frequency as indicated by (1.9).

Referring to Fig. 1.6 or using (1.28), the first-null bandwidth of g(t) is R/` Hz. Consequently, the
null-to-null bandwidth of the modulated RF signal is

Bnull = 2R

`
Hz (1.29)

For example, if the data rate of the baseband information source is 9600 bits/sec, then the null-to-null
bandwidth of the QPSK signal would be 9.6 Hz since ` = 2.

Referring toFig. 1.6, it is seen that the sidelobesof the spectrumare relatively large so, inpractice, the
sidelobes of the spectrum are filtered off to prevent interference to the adjacent channels. This filtering
rounds off the edges of the rectangular data pulses and this causes some amplitude modulation on
the QPSK signal. That is, the points in the signal constellation for the filtered QPSK signal would be
fuzzy since the transition from one constellation point to another point is not instantaneous because
the filtered data pulses are not rectangular. QPSK is the modulation used for digital cellular phones
with the IS-95 Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) standard.

Equation (1.28) and Fig. 1.6 also represent the spectrum for quadrature modulation amplitude mod-
ulation (QAM)signalling. QAMsignallingallowsmore than twovalues forx(t)andy(t). For example
QAM where M = 16has 16 points in the signal constellation with 4 values for x(t) and 4 values for
y(t) such as, for example, x(t) = +Ac, −Ac, +3Ac, −3Ac and y(t) = +Ac, −Ac, +3Ac, −3Ac.
This is shown in Fig. 1.5b. Each point in the M = 16 QAM signal constellation would represent a
unique four-bit data word, as compared with the M = 4QPSK signal constellation shown in Fig. 1.5a
where each point represents a unique two-bit data word. For a R = 9600bits/sec information source
data rate, a M = 16QAM signal would have a null-to-null bandwidth of 4.8 kHz since ` = 4.

For OOK signalling as described at the end of Section 1.6, the signal constellation would consist
of M = 2 points along the x axis where x = 0, 2Ac and y = 0. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.5c. For a
R = 9600bit/sec information source data rate, an OOK signal would have a null-to-null bandwidth
of 19.2 kHz since ` = 1.

Defining Terms

Bandpass waveform: The spectrum of the waveform is nonzero for frequencies in some band
concentrated about a frequency fc � 0; fc is called the carrier frequency.
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FIGURE 1.5: Signal constellations (permitted values of the complex envelope).
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FIGURE 1.6: PSD for the complex envelope of MPSK and QAM where M = 2` and R is bit rate
(positive frequencies shown). Source: Couch, L.W., II. 1997. Digital and Analog Communication
Systems, 5th ed., Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, p. 350. With permission.

Baseband waveform: The spectrum of the waveform is nonzero for frequencies near f = 0.

Complex envelope: The function g(t) of a bandpass waveform v(t) where the bandpass wave-
form is described by

v(t) = Re
{
g(t)ejωct

}

Fourier transform: If w(t) is a waveform, then the Fourier transform of w(t) is

W(f ) = =[w(t)] =
∫ ∞

−∞
w(t)e−j2πf tdt

where f has units of hertz.

Modulated signal: The bandpass signal

s(t) = Re
{
g(t)ejωct

}

where fluctuations of g(t) are caused by the information source such as audio, video, or
data.

Modulation: The information source, m(t), that causes fluctuations in a bandpass signal.

Real envelope: The function R(t) = |g(t)| of a bandpass waveform v(t) where the bandpass
waveform is described by

v(t) = Re
{
g(t)ejωct

}

Signal constellation: The permitted values of the complex envelope for a digital modulating
source.
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2.1 Introduction

To transmit analog message signals, such as speech signals or video signals, by digital means, the signal
has to be converted into digital form. This process is known as analog-to-digital conversion. The
sampling process is the first process performed in this conversion, and it converts a continuous-time
signal into a discrete-time signal or a sequence of numbers. Digital transmission of analog signals is
possible by virtue of the sampling theorem, and the sampling operation is performed in accordance
with the sampling theorem.

In this chapter, using the Fourier transform technique, we present this remarkable sampling the-
orem and discuss the operation of sampling and practical aspects of sampling.

2.2 Instantaneous Sampling

Suppose we sample an arbitrary analog signal m(t) shown in Fig. 2.1(a) instantaneously at a uniform
rate, once every Ts seconds. As a result of this sampling process, we obtain an infinite sequence of
samples {m(nTs)}, wheren takes on all possible integers. This form of sampling is called instantaneous
sampling. We refer to Ts as the sampling interval, and its reciprocal 1/Ts = fs as the sampling rate.
Sampling rate (samples per second) is often cited in terms of sampling frequency expressed in hertz.
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FIGURE 2.1: Illustration of instantaneous sampling and sampling theorem.

2.2.1 Ideal Sampled Signal

Let ms(t) be obtained by multiplication of m(t) by the unit impulse train δT (t) with period Ts

[Fig. 2.1(c)], that is,

ms(t) = m(t)δTs (t) = m(t)

∞∑
n=−∞

δ (t − nTs)

=
∞∑

n=−∞
m(t)δ (t − nTs) =

∞∑
n=−∞

m (nTs) δ (t − nTs) (2.1)
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where we used the property of the δ function, m(t)δ(t − t0) = m(t0)δ(t − t0). The signal ms(t)

[Fig. 2.1(e)] is referred to as the ideal sampled signal.

2.2.2 Band-Limited Signals

A real-valued signal m(t) is called a band-limited signal if its Fourier transform M(ω) satisfies the
condition

M(ω) = 0 for |ω| > ωM (2.2)

where ωM = 2πfM [Fig. 2.1(b)]. A band-limited signal specified by Eq. (2.2) is often referred to as
a low-pass signal.

2.3 Sampling Theorem

The sampling theorem states that a band-limited signal m(t) specified by Eq. (2.2) can be uniquely
determined from its values m(nTs) sampled at uniform interval Ts if Ts ≤ π/ωM = 1/(2fM). In
fact, when Ts = π/ωM, m(t) is given by

m(t) =
∞∑

n=−∞
m (nTs)

sinωM (t − nTs)

ωM (t − nTs)
(2.3)

which is known as the Nyquist–Shannon interpolation formula and it is also sometimes called the
cardinal series. The sampling interval Ts = 1/(2fM)is called the Nyquist interval and the minimum
rate fs = 1/Ts = 2fM is known as the Nyquist rate.

Illustration of the instantaneous sampling process and the sampling theorem is shown in Fig. 2.1.
The Fourier transform of the unit impulse train is given by [Fig. 2.1(d)]

F {
δTs (t)

} = ωs

∞∑
n=−∞

δ (ω − nωs) ωs = 2π/Ts (2.4)

Then, by the convolution property of the Fourier transform, the Fourier transform Ms(ω) of the
ideal sampled signal ms(t) is given by

Ms(ω) = 1

2π

[
M(ω) ∗ ωs

∞∑
n=−∞

δ (ω − nωs)

]

= 1

Ts

∞∑
n=−∞

M (ω − nωs) (2.5)

where ∗ denotes convolution and we used the convolution property of the δ-function M(ω) ∗ δ(ω −
ω0) = M(ω−ω0). Thus, the sampling has produced images of M(ω) along the frequency axis. Note
that Ms(ω) will repeat periodically without overlap as long as ωs ≥ 2ωM or fs ≥ 2fM [Fig. 2.1(f)].
It is clear from Fig. 2.1(f) that we can recover M(ω) and, hence, m(t) by passing the sampled signal
ms(t) through an ideal low-pass filter having frequency response

H(ω) =
{

Ts, |ω| ≤ ωM

0, otherwise
(2.6)
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where ωM = π/Ts . Then
M(ω) = Ms(ω)H(ω) (2.7)

Taking the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (2.6), we obtain the impulse response h(t) of the ideal
low-pass filter as

h(t) = sinωMt

ωMt
(2.8)

Taking the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (2.7), we obtain

m(t) = ms(t) ∗ h(t)

=
∞∑

n=−∞
m (nTs) δ (t − nTs) ∗ sinωMt

ωMt

=
∞∑

n=−∞
m (nTs)

sinωM (t − nTs)

ωM (t − nTs)
(2.9)

which is Eq. (2.3).
The situation shown in Fig. 2.1(j) corresponds to the case where fs < 2fM . In this case there

is an overlap between M(ω) and M(ω − ωM). This overlap of the spectra is known as aliasing or
foldover. When this aliasing occurs, the signal is distorted and it is impossible to recover the original
signal m(t) from the sampled signal. To avoid aliasing, in practice, the signal is sampled at a rate
slightly higher than the Nyquist rate. If fs > 2fM , then as shown in Fig. 2.1(f), there is a gap between
the upper limit ωM of M(ω) and the lower limit ωs − ωM of M(ω − ωs). This range from ωM to
ωs −ωM is called a guard band. As an example, speech transmitted via telephone is generally limited
to fM = 3.3 kHz (by passing the sampled signal through a low-pass filter). The Nyquist rate is, thus,
6.6 kHz. For digital transmission, the speech is normally sampled at the rate fs = 8 kHz. The guard
band is then fs − 2fM = 1.4 kHz. The use of a sampling rate higher than the Nyquist rate also has
the desirable effect of making it somewhat easier to design the low-pass reconstruction filter so as to
recover the original signal from the sampled signal.

2.4 Sampling of Sinusoidal Signals

A special case is the sampling of a sinusoidal signal having the frequency fM . In this case we require
that fs > 2fM rather that fs ≥ 2fM . To see that this condition is necessary, let fs = 2fM . Now, if
an initial sample is taken at the instant the sinusoidal signal is zero, then all successive samples will
also be zero. This situation is avoided by requiring fs > 2fM .

2.5 Sampling of Bandpass Signals

A real-valued signal m(t) is called a bandpass signal if its Fourier transform M(ω) satisfies the
condition

M(ω) = 0 except for

{
ω1 < ω < ω2

−ω2 < ω < −ω1
(2.10)

where ω1 = 2πf1 and ω2 = 2πf2 [Fig. 2.2(a)].
The sampling theorem for a band-limited signal has shown that a sampling rate of 2f2 or greater

is adequate for a low-pass signal having the highest frequency f2. Therefore, treating m(t) specified
by Eq. (2.10) as a special case of such a low-pass signal, we conclude that a sampling rate of 2f2 is
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FIGURE 2.2: (a) Spectrum of a bandpass signal; (b) Shifted spectra of M (ω).

adequate for the sampling of the bandpass signal m(t). But it is not necessary to sample this fast. The
minimum allowable sampling rate depends on f1, f2, and the bandwidth fB = f2 − f1.

Let us consider the direct sampling of the bandpass signal specified by Eq. (2.10). The spectrum
of the sampled signal is periodic with the period ωs = 2πfs , where fs is the sampling frequency,
as in Eq. (2.4). Shown in Fig. 2.2(b) are the two right shifted spectra of the negative side spectrum
M (ω). If the recovering of the bandpass signal is achieved by passing the sampled signal through
an ideal bandpass filter covering the frequency bands (−ω2, −ω1) and (ω1, ω2), it is necessary that
there be no aliasing problem. From Fig. 2.2(b), it is clear that to avoid overlap it is necessary that

ωs ≥ 2 (ω2 − ω1) (2.11)

(k − 1)ωs − ω1 ≤ ω1 (2.12)

and
kωs − ω2 ≥ ω2 (2.13)

where ω1 = 2πf1, ω2 = 2πf2, and k is an integer (k = 1, 2, . . .). Since f1 = f2 − fB , these
constraints can be expressed as

1 ≤ k ≤ f2

fB

≤ k

2

fs

fB

(2.14)

and
k − 1

2

fs

fB

≤ f2

fB

− 1 (2.15)
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A graphical description of Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. The unshaded regions
represent where the constraints are satisfied, whereas the shaded regions represent the regions where
the constraints are not satisfied and overlap will occur. The solid line in Fig. 2.3 shows the locus of
the minimum sampling rate. The minimum sampling rate is given by

min {fs} = 2f2

m
(2.16)

where m is the largest integer not exceeding f2/fB . Note that if the ratio f2/fB is an integer, then
the minimum sampling rate is 2fB . As an example, consider a bandpass signal with f1 = 1.5 kHz
and f2 = 2.5 kHz. Here fB = f2 − f1 = 1 kHz, and f2/fB = 2.5. Then from Eq. (2.16) and Fig. 2.3
we see that the minimum sampling rate is 2f2/2 = f2 = 2.5 kHz, and allowable ranges of sampling
rate are 2.5 kHz ≤ fs ≤ 3 kHz and fs ≥ 5 kHz (= 2f2).

1 2 2.5 3 4 5 6 7

2

3

4

5

6

7

k = 1

k = 2

k = 3

f fs B/

f f2 B/

FIGURE 2.3: Minimum and permissible sampling rates for a bandpass signal.
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2.6 Practical Sampling

In practice, the sampling of an analog signal is performed by means of high-speed switching circuits,
and the sampling process takes the form of natural sampling or flat-top sampling.

2.6.1 Natural Sampling

Natural sampling of a band-limited signal m(t) is shown in Fig. 2.4. The sampled signal mns(t) can
be expressed as

mns(t) = m(t)xp(t) (2.17)

where xp(t) is the periodic train of rectangular pulses with fundamental period Ts , and each rect-
angular pulse in xp(t) has duration d and unit amplitude [Fig. 2.4(b)]. Observe that the sampled
signal mns(t) consists of a sequence of pulses of varying amplitude whose tops follow the waveform
of the signal m(t) [Fig. 2.4(c)].

x   (t )

m (t )

p

m    (t )ns

t

s t

t

−T s  T s2T

0

0

0

d

s−T s  T s2T
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(b)

(c)

1

FIGURE 2.4: Natural sampling.
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The Fourier transform of xp(t) is

Xp(ω) =
∞∑

n=−∞
cnδ (ω − nωs) ωs = 2π/Ts (2.18)

where

cn = d

Ts

sin(nωsd/2)

nωsd/2
e−jnωsd/2 (2.19)

Then the Fourier transform of mns(t) is given by

Mns(ω) = M(ω) ∗ Xp(ω) =
∞∑

n=−∞
cnM (ω − nωs) (2.20)

from which we see that the effect of the natural sampling is to multiply the nth shifted spectrum
M(ω − nωs) by a constant cn. Thus, the original signal m(t) can be reconstructed from mns(t) with
no distortion by passing mns(t) through an ideal low-pass filter if the sampling rate fs is equal to or
greater than the Nyquist rate 2fM .

2.6.2 Flat-Top Sampling

The sampled waveform, produced by practical sampling devices that are the sample and hold types,
has the form [Fig. 2.5(c)]

mfs(t) =
∞∑

n=−∞
m (nTs) p (t − nTs) (2.21)

where p(t) is a rectangular pulse of duration d with unit amplitude [Fig. 2.5(a)]. This type of
sampling is known as flat-top sampling. Using the ideal sampled signal ms(t) of Eq. (2.1), mfs(t)

can be expressed as

mfs(t) = p(t) ∗
[ ∞∑

n=−∞
m (nTs) δ (t − nTs)

]
= p(t) ∗ ms(t) (2.22)

Using the convolution property of the Fourier transform and Eq. (2.4), the Fourier transform of
mfs(t) is given by

Mfs(ω) = P(ω)Ms(ω) = 1

Ts

∞∑
n=−∞

P(ω)M (ω − nωs) (2.23)

where

P(ω) = d
sin(ωd/2)

ωd/2
e−jωd/2 (2.24)

From Eq.(2.23) we see that by using flat-top sampling we have introduced amplitude distortion and
time delay, and the primary effect is an attenuation of high-frequency components. This effect is
known as the aperture effect. The aperture effect can be compensated by an equalizing filter with a
frequency response Heq(ω) = 1/P (ω). If the pulse duration d is chosen such that d � Ts , however,
then P(ω) is essentially constant over the baseband and no equalization may be needed.
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FIGURE 2.5: Flat-top sampling.

2.7 Sampling Theorem in the Frequency Domain

The sampling theorem expressed in Eq. (2.4) is the time-domain sampling theorem. There is a dual
to this time-domain sampling theorem, i.e., the sampling theorem in the frequency domain.

Time-limited signals: A continuous-time signal m(t) is called time limited if

m(t) = 0 for |t | > |T0| (2.25)

Frequency-domain sampling theorem: The frequency-domain sampling theorem states that the
Fourier transform M(ω) of a time-limited signal m(t) specified by Eq. (2.25) can be uniquely deter-
mined from its values M(nωs) sampled at a uniform rate ωs if ωs ≤ π/T0. In fact, when ωs = π/T0,
then M(ω) is given by

M(ω) =
∞∑

n=−∞
M (nωs)

sinT0 (ω − nωs)

T0 (ω − nωs)
(2.26)

2.8 Summary and Discussion

The sampling theorem is the fundamental principle of digital communications. We state the sampling
theorem in two parts.
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THEOREM 2.1 If the signal contains no frequency higher than fM Hz, it is completely described by
specifying its samples taken at instants of time spaced 1/2fM s.

THEOREM 2.2 The signal can be completely recovered from its samples taken at the rate of 2fM

samples per second or higher.

The preceding sampling theorem assumes that the signal is strictly band limited. It is known that
if a signal is band limited it cannot be time limited and vice versa. In many practical applications, the
signal tobe sampled is time limited and, consequently, it cannotbe strictly band limited. Nevertheless,
we know that the frequency components of physically occurring signals attenuate rapidly beyond
some defined bandwidth, and for practical purposes we consider these signals are band limited. This
approximation of real signals by band limited ones introduces no significant error in the application
of the sampling theorem. When such a signal is sampled, we band limit the signal by filtering before
sampling and sample at a rate slightly higher than the nominal Nyquist rate.

Defining Terms

Band-limited signal: A signal whose frequency content (Fourier transform) is equal to zero
above some specified frequency.

Bandpass signal: A signal whose frequency content (Fourier transform) is nonzero only in a
band of frequencies not including the origin.

Flat-top sampling: Sampling with finite width pulses that maintain a constant value for a time
period less than or equal to the sampling interval. The constant value is the amplitude of
the signal at the desired sampling instant.

Ideal sampled signal: A signal sampled using an ideal impulse train.

Nyquist rate: The minimum allowable sampling rate of 2fM samples per second, to reconstruct
a signal band limited to fM hertz.

Nyquist-Shannon interpolation formula: The infinite series representing a time domain
waveform in terms of its ideal samples taken at uniform intervals.

Sampling interval: The time between samples in uniform sampling.

Sampling rate: The number of samples taken per second (expressed in Hertz and equal to the
reciprocal of the sampling interval).

Time-limited: A signal that is zero outside of some specified time interval.
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3.1 Introduction

Pulsecodemodulation (PCM) is analog-to-digital conversion of a special type where the information
contained in the instantaneous samples of an analog signal is represented by digital words in a serial
bit stream.

If we assume that each of the digital words has n binary digits, there are M = 2n unique code words
that are possible, each code word corresponding to a certain amplitude level. Each sample value from
the analog signal, however, can be any one of an infinite number of levels, so that the digital word
that represents the amplitude closest to the actual sampled value is used. This is called quantizing.
That is, instead of using the exact sample value of the analog waveform, the sample is replaced by the
closest allowed value, where there are M allowed values, and each allowed value corresponds to one
of the code words.

PCM is very popular because of the many advantages it offers. Some of these advantages are as
follows.

• Relatively inexpensive digital circuitry may be used extensively in the system.

• PCM signals derived from all types of analog sources (audio, video, etc.) may be time-
division multiplexed with data signals (e.g., from digital computers) and transmitted over

1Source: Leon W. Couch, II. 1997. Digital and Analog Communication Systems, 5th ed., Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River,
NJ. With permission.
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a common high-speed digital communication system.

• In long-distance digital telephone systems requiring repeaters, a clean PCM waveform
can be regenerated at the output of each repeater, where the input consists of a noisy
PCM waveform. The noise at the input, however, may cause bit errors in the regenerated
PCM output signal.

• The noise performance of a digital system can be superior to that of an analog system. In
addition, the probability of error for the system output can be reduced even further by
the use of appropriate coding techniques.

These advantages usually outweigh the main disadvantage of PCM: a much wider bandwidth than
that of the corresponding analog signal.

3.2 Generation of PCM

The PCM signal is generated by carrying out three basic operations: sampling, quantizing, and
encoding (see Fig. 3.1). The sampling operation generates an instantaneously-sampled flat-top
pulse-amplitude modulated (PAM) signal.

The quantizing operation is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 for the M = 8 level case. This quantizer is said
to be uniform since all of the steps are of equal size. Since we are approximating the analog sample
values by using a finite number of levels (M = 8 in this illustration), error is introduced into the
recovered output analog signal because of the quantizing effect. The error waveform is illustrated in
Fig. 3.2c. The quantizing error consists of the difference between the analog signal at the sampler
input and the output of the quantizer. Note that the peak value of the error (±1) is one-half of the
quantizer step size (2). If we sample at the Nyquist rate (2B, where B is the absolute bandwidth,
in hertz, of the input analog signal) or faster and there is negligible channel noise, there will still be
noise, called quantizing noise, on the recovered analog waveform due to this error. The quantizing
noise can also be thought of as a round-off error. The quantizer output is a quantized (i.e., only M

possible amplitude values) PAM signal.

FIGURE 3.1: A PCM transmitter. Source: Couch, L.W. II 1997. Digital and Analog Communication
Systems, 5th ed., Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, p. 138. With permission.

The PCM signal is obtained from the quantized PAM signal by encoding each quantized sample
value into a digital word. It is up to the system designer to specify the exact code word that will
represent a particular quantized level. If a Gray code of Table 3.1 is used, the resulting PCM signal is
shown in Fig. 3.2d where the PCM word for each quantized sample is strobed out of the encoder by
the next clock pulse. The Gray code was chosen because it has only 1-b change for each step change in
the quantized level. Consequently, single errors in the received PCM code word will cause minimum
errors in the recovered analog level, provided that the sign bit is not in error.
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FIGURE 3.2: Illustration of waveforms in a PCM system. Source: Couch, L.W. II 1997. Digital
and Analog Communication Systems, 5th ed., Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, p. 139. With
permission.

Here we have described PCM systems that represent the quantized analog sample values by binary
code words. Of course, it is possible to represent the quantized analog samples by digital words using
other than base 2. That is, for base q, the number of quantized levels allowed is M = qn, where n

is the number of q base digits in the code word. We will not pursue this topic since binary (q = 2)

digital circuits are most commonly used.
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TABLE 3.1 3-b Gray Code for M = 8
Levels

Quantized Gray Code
Sample Word
Voltage (PCM Output)

+7 110
+5 111
+3 101
+1 100

Mirror image
except
for sign bit

−1 000
−3 001
−5 011
−7 010

Source: Couch, L.W., II. 1997. Digital and Analog
Communication Systems, 5th ed., Prentice Hall, Up-
per Saddle River, NJ, p. 140. With permission.

3.3 Percent Quantizing Noise

The quantizer at the PCM encoder produces an error signal at the PCM decoder output as illustrated
in Fig. 3.2c. The peak value of this error signal may be expressed as a percentage of the maximum
possible analog signal amplitude. Referring to Fig. 3.2c, a peak error of 1 V occurs for a maximum
analog signal amplitude of M = 8 V as shown Fig. 3.1c. Thus, in general,

2P

100
= 1

M
= 1

2n

or

2n = 50

P
(3.1)

where P is the peak percentage error for a PCM system that uses n bit code words. The design value
of n needed in order to have less than P percent error is obtained by taking the base 2 logarithm
of both sides of Eq. (3.1), where it is realized that log2(x) = [log10(x)]/ log10(2) = 3.32 log10(x).
That is,

n ≥ 3.32log10

(
50

P

)
(3.2)

where n is the number of bits needed in the PCM word in order to obtain less than P percent error
in the recovered analog signal (i.e., decoded PCM signal).

3.4 Practical PCM Circuits

Three techniques are used to implement the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) encoding operation.
These are the counting or ramp, serial or successive approximation, and parallel or flash encoders.

In the counting encoder, at the same time that the sample is taken, a ramp generator is energized
and a binary counter is started. The output of the ramp generator is continuously compared to the
sample value; when the value of the ramp becomes equal to the sample value, the binary value of the
counter is read. This count is taken to be the PCM word. The binary counter and the ramp generator
are then reset to zero and are ready to be reenergized at the next sampling time. This technique
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requires only a few components, but the speed of this type of ADC is usually limited by the speed of
the counter. The Maxim ICL7126 CMOS ADC integrated circuit uses this technique.

The serial encoder compares the value of the sample with trial quantized values. Successive trials
depend on whether the past comparator outputs are positive or negative. The trial values are chosen
first in large steps and then in small steps so that the process will converge rapidly. The trial voltages
are generated by a series of voltage dividers that are configured by (on-off) switches. These switches
are controlled by digital logic. After the process converges, the value of the switch settings is read
out as the PCM word. This technique requires more precision components (for the voltage dividers)
than the ramp technique. The speed of the feedback ADC technique is determined by the speed of
the switches. The National Semiconductor ADC0804 8-b ADC uses this technique.

The parallel encoder uses a set of parallel comparators with reference levels that are the permitted
quantized values. The sample value is fed into all of the parallel comparators simultaneously. The
high or low level of the comparator outputs determines the binary PCM word with the aid of some
digital logic. This is a fast ADC technique but requires more hardware than the other two methods.
The Harris CA3318 8-b ADC integrated circuit is an example of the technique.

All of the integrated circuits listed as examples have parallel digital outputs that correspond to the
digital word that represents the analog sample value. For generation of PCM, the parallel output
(digital word) needs to be converted to serial form for transmission over a two-wire channel. This is
accomplished by using a parallel-to-serial converter integrated circuit, which is also known as a serial-
input-output (SIO) chip. The SIO chip includes a shift register that is set to contain the parallel data
(usually, from 8 or 16 input lines). Then the data are shifted out of the last stage of the shift register bit
bybit ontoa singleoutput line toproduce the serial format. Furthermore, theSIOchips areusually full
duplex; that is, theyhave twosetsof shift registers, one that functions fordataflowing ineachdirection.
One shift register converts parallel input data to serial output data for transmission over the channel,
and, simultaneously, the other shift register converts received serial data from another input to
parallel data that are available at another output. Three types of SIO chips are available: the universal
asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART), the universal synchronous receiver/transmitter (USRT),
and the universal synchronous/asynchronous receiver transmitter (USART). The UART transmits and
receives asynchronous serial data, the USRT transmits and receives synchronous serial data, and the
USART combines both a UART and a USRT on one chip.

At the receiving end the PCM signal is decoded back into an analog signal by using a digital-to-
analog converter (DAC) chip. If the DAC chip has a parallel data input, the received serial PCM data
are first converted to a parallel form using a SIO chip as described in the preceding paragraph. The
parallel data are then converted to an approximation of the analog sample value by the DAC chip.
This conversion is usually accomplished by using the parallel digital word to set the configuration
of electronic switches on a resistive current (or voltage) divider network so that the analog output is
produced. This is called a multiplying DAC since the analog output voltage is directly proportional to
the divider reference voltage multiplied by the value of the digital word. The Motorola MC1408 and
the National Semiconductor DAC0808 8-b DAC chips are examples of this technique. The DAC chip
outputs samples of the quantized analog signal that approximates the analog sample values. This
may be smoothed by a low-pass reconstruction filter to produce the analog output.

The Communications Handbook [6, pp 107–117] and The Electrical Engineering Handbook [5, pp.
771–782] give more details on ADC, DAC, and PCM circuits.
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3.5 Bandwidth of PCM

A good question to ask is: What is the spectrum of a PCM signal? For the case of PAM signalling, the
spectrum of the PAM signal could be obtained as a function of the spectrum of the input analog signal
because the PAM signal is a linear function of the analog signal. This is not the case for PCM. As
shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2, the PCM signal is a nonlinear function of the input signal. Consequently,
the spectrum of the PCM signal is not directly related to the spectrum of the input analog signal. It
can be shown that the spectrum of the PCM signal depends on the bit rate, the correlation of the PCM
data, and on the PCM waveform pulse shape (usually rectangular) used to describe the bits [2, 3].
From Fig. 3.2, the bit rate is

R = nfs (3.3)

where n is the number of bits in the PCM word (M = 2n) and fs is the sampling rate. For no aliasing
we require fs ≥ 2B where B is the bandwidth of the analog signal (that is to be converted to the
PCM signal). The dimensionality theorem [2, 3] shows that the bandwidth of the PCM waveform is
bounded by

BPCM ≥ 1

2
R = 1

2
nfs (3.4)

where equality is obtained if a (sinx)/x type of pulse shape is used to generate the PCM waveform.
The exact spectrum for the PCM waveform will depend on the pulse shape that is used as well as on
the type of line encoding. For example, if one uses a rectangular pulse shape with polar nonreturn
to zero (NRZ) line coding, the first null bandwidth is simply

BPCM = R = nfs Hz (3.5)

Table 3.2 presents a tabulation of this result for the case of the minimum sampling rate, fs = 2B.
Note that Eq. (3.4) demonstrates that the bandwidth of the PCM signal has a lower bound given by

BPCM ≥ nB (3.6)

where fs > 2B and B is the bandwidth of the corresponding analog signal. Thus, for reasonable
values of n, the bandwidth of the PCM signal will be significantly larger than the bandwidth of the
corresponding analog signal that it represents. For the example shown in Fig. 3.2 where n = 3, the
PCM signal bandwidth will be at least three times wider than that of the corresponding analog signal.
Furthermore, if the bandwidth of the PCM signal is reduced by improper filtering or by passing the
PCM signal through a system that has a poor frequency response, the filtered pulses will be elongated
(stretched in width) so that pulses corresponding to any one bit will smear into adjacent bit slots.
If this condition becomes too serious, it will cause errors in the detected bits. This pulse smearing
effect is called intersymbol interference (ISI).

3.6 Effects of Noise

The analog signal that is recovered at the PCM system output is corrupted by noise. Two main effects
produce this noise or distortion: 1) quantizing noise that is caused by the M-step quantizer at the
PCM transmitter and 2) bit errors in the recovered PCM signal. The bit errors are caused by channel
noise as well as improper channel filtering, which causes ISI. In addition, if the input analog signal is
not strictly band limited, there will be some aliasing noise on the recovered analog signal [12]. Under
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TABLE 3.2 Performance of a PCM System with

Uniform Quantizing and No Channel Noise

Recovered Analog
Number of Length of Bandwidth of Signal Power-to-
Quantizer the PCM PCM Signal Quantizing Noise
Levels Used, Word, (First Null Power Ratios (dB)
M n (bits) Bandwidth)a (S/N)out

2 1 2B 6.0
4 2 4B 12.0
8 3 6B 18.1

16 4 8B 24.1
32 5 10B 30.1
64 6 12B 36.1

128 7 14B 42.1
256 8 16B 48.2
512 9 18B 54.2

1,024 10 20B 60.2
2,048 11 22B 66.2
4,096 12 24B 72.2
8,192 13 26B 78.3

16,384 14 28B 84.3
32,768 15 30B 90.3
65,536 16 32B 96.3

aB is the absolute bandwidth of the input analog signal. Source: Couch,
L.W. II 1997. Digital and Analog Communication Systems, 5th ed.,
Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, p. 142. With permission.

certain assumptions, it can be shown that the recovered analog average signal power to the average
noise power [2] is (

S

N

)
out

= M2

1 + 4
(
M2 − 1

)
Pe

(3.7)

where M is the number of uniformly spaced quantizer levels used in the PCM transmitter and Pe

is the probability of bit error in the recovered binary PCM signal at the receiver DAC before it is
converted back into an analog signal. Most practical systems are designed so that Pe is negligible.
Consequently, if we assume that there are no bit errors due to channel noise (i.e., Pe = 0), the S/N

due only to quantizing errors is (
S

N

)
out

= M2 (3.8)

Numerical values for these S/N ratios are given in Table 3.2.
To realize these S/N ratios, one critical assumption is that the peak-to-peak level of the analog

waveform at the input to the PCM encoder is set to the design level of the quantizer. For example,
referring to Fig. 3.2, this corresponds to the input traversing the range −V to +V volts where V = 8
V is the design level of the quantizer. Equation (3.7) was derived for waveforms with equally likely
values, such as a triangle waveshape, that have a peak-to-peak value of 2V and an rms value of V/

√
3,

where V is the design peak level of the quantizer.
From a practical viewpoint, the quantizing noise at the output of the PCM decoder can be cate-

gorized into four types depending on the operating conditions. The four types are overload noise,
random noise, granular noise, and hunting noise. As discussed earlier, the level of the analog wave-
form at the input of the PCM encoder needs to be set so that its peak level does not exceed the design
peak of V volts. If the peak input does exceed V , the recovered analog waveform at the output of
the PCM system will have flat tops near the peak values. This produces overload noise. The flat tops
are easily seen on an oscilloscope, and the recovered analog waveform sounds distorted since the
flat topping produces unwanted harmonic components. For example, this type of distortion can
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be heard on PCM telephone systems when there are high levels such as dial tones, busy signals, or
off-hook warning signals.

The second type of noise, random noise, is produced by the random quantization errors in the
PCM system under normal operating conditions when the input level is properly set. This type of
condition is assumed in Eq. (3.8). Random noise has a white hissing sound. If the input level is not
sufficiently large, the S/N will deteriorate from that given by Eq. (3.8); the quantizing noise will still
remain more or less random.

If the input level is reduced further to a relatively small value with respect to the design level, the
error values are not equally likely from sample to sample, and the noise has a harsh sound resembling
gravel being poured into a barrel. This is called granular noise. This type of noise can be randomized
(noisepowerdecreased)by increasing thenumberofquantization levels and, consequently, increasing
the PCM bit rate. Alternatively, granular noise can be reduced by using a nonuniform quantizer,
such as the µ-law or A-law quantizers that are described in Section 3.7.

The fourth type of quantizing noise that may occur at the output of a PCM system is hunting
noise. It can occur when the input analog waveform is nearly constant, including when there is no
signal (i.e., zero level). For these conditions the sample values at the quantizer output (see Fig. 3.2)
can oscillate between two adjacent quantization levels, causing an undesired sinusoidal type tone of
frequency 1/2fs at the output of the PCM system. Hunting noise can be reduced by filtering out the
tone or by designing the quantizer so that there is no vertical step at the constant value of the inputs,
such as at 0-V input for the no signal case. For the no signal case, the hunting noise is also called
idle channel noise. Idle channel noise can be reduced by using a horizontal step at the origin of the
quantizer output–input characteristic instead of a vertical step as shown in Fig. 3.2.

Recalling that M = 2n, we may express Eq. (3.8) in decibels by taking 10 log10(·) of both sides of
the equation,

(
S

N

)
dB

= 6.02n + α (3.9)

where n is the number of bits in the PCM word and α = 0. This equation—called the 6-dB rule—
points out the significant performance characteristic for PCM: an additional 6-dB improvement in
S/N is obtained for each bit added to the PCM word. This is illustrated in Table 3.2. Equation (3.9) is
valid for a wide variety of assumptions (such as various types of input waveshapes and quantification
characteristics), although the value of α will depend on these assumptions [7]. Of course, it is
assumed that there are no bit errors and that the input signal level is large enough to range over a
significant number of quantizing levels.

One may use Table 3.2 to examine the design requirements in a proposed PCM system. For
example, high fidelity enthusiasts are turning to digital audio recording techniques. Here PCM
signals are recorded instead of the analog audio signal to produce superb sound reproduction. For
a dynamic range of 90 dB, it is seen that at least 15-b PCM words would be required. Furthermore,
if the analog signal had a bandwidth of 20 kHz, the first null bandwidth for rectangular bit-shape
PCM would be 2× 20kHz ×15 = 600kHz. Consequently, video-type tape recorders are needed to
record and reproduce high-quality digital audio signals. Although this type of recording technique
might seem ridiculous at first, it is realized that expensive high-quality analog recording devices
are hard pressed to reproduce a dynamic range of 70 dB. Thus, digital audio is one way to achieve
improved performance. This is being proven in the marketplace with the popularity of the digital
compact disk (CD). The CD uses a 16-b PCM word and a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz on each stereo
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channel [9, 10]. Reed–Solomon coding with interleaving is used to correct burst errors that occur as
a result of scratches and fingerprints on the compact disk.

3.7 Nonuniform Quantizing: µ-Law and A-Law
Companding

Voice analog signals are more likely to have amplitude values near zero than at the extreme peak
values allowed. For example, when digitizing voice signals, if the peak value allowed is 1 V, weak
passages may have voltage levels on the order of 0.1 V (20 dB down). For signals such as these with
nonuniform amplitude distribution, the granular quantizing noise will be a serious problem if the
step size is not reduced for amplitude values near zero and increased for extremely large values. This
is called nonuniform quantizing since a variable step size is used. An example of a nonuniform
quantizing characteristic is shown in Fig. 3.3.

The effect of nonuniform quantizing can be obtained by first passing the analog signal through a
compression (nonlinear) amplifier and then into the PCM circuit that uses a uniform quantizer. In
the U.S., a µ-law type of compression characteristic is used. It is defined [11] by

|w2(t)| = ln (1 + µ |w1(t)|)
ln(1 + µ)

(3.10)

where the allowed peak values of w1(t) are ±1 (i.e., |w1(t)| ≤ 1), µ is a positive constant that is a
parameter. This compression characteristic is shown in Fig. 3.3(b) for several values of µ, and it is
noted that µ → 0 corresponds to linear amplification (uniform quantization overall). In the United
States, Canada, and Japan, the telephone companies use a µ = 255 compression characteristic in
their PCM systems [4].

Another compression law, used mainly in Europe, is the A-law characteristic. It is defined [1] by

|w2(t)| =




A |w1(t)|
1 + ln A

, 0 ≤ |w1(t)| ≤ 1

A

1 + ln (A |w1(t)|)
1 + ln A

,
1

A
≤ |w1(t)| ≤ 1

(3.11)

where |w1(t)| < 1 and A is a positive constant. The A-law compression characteristic is shown in
Fig. 3.3(c). The typical value for A is 87.6.

When compression is used at the transmitter, expansion (i.e., decompression) must be used at the
receiver output to restore signal levels to their correct relative values. The expandor characteristic is
the inverse of the compression characteristic, and the combination of a compressor and an expandor
is called a compandor.

Once again, it can be shown that the output S/N follows the 6-dB law [2]

(
S

N

)
dB

= 6.02+ α (3.12)

where for uniform quantizing

α = 4.77− 20 log(V/xrms) (3.13)
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FIGURE 3.3: Compression characteristics (first quadrant shown). Source: Couch, L.W. II 1997.
Digital and Analog Communication Systems, 5th ed., Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, p. 147.
With permission.

and for sufficiently large input levels2 for µ-law companding

α ≈ 4.77− 20 log[ln(1 + µ)] (3.14)

and for A-law companding [7]

α ≈ 4.77− 20 log[1 + ln A] (3.15)

n is the number of bits used in the PCM word, V is the peak design level of the quantizer, and xrms is
the rms value of the input analog signal. Notice that the output S/N is a function of the input level

2See Lathi, 1998 for a more complicated expression that is valid for any input level.
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FIGURE 3.4: Output S/N of 8-b PCM systems with and without companding. Source: Couch, L.W.
II 1997. Digital and Analog Communication Systems, 5th ed., Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ,
p. 149. With permission.

for the uniform quantizing (no companding) case but is relatively insensitive to input level for µ-law
and A-law companding, as shown in Fig. 3.4. The ratio V/xrms is called the loading factor. The input
level is often set for a loading factor of 4 (12 dB) to ensure that the overload quantizing noise will be
negligible. In practice this gives α = −7.3 for the case of uniform encoding as compared to α = 0,
which was obtained for the ideal conditions associated with Eq. (3.8).

3.8 Example: Design of a PCM System

Assume that an analog voice-frequency signal, which occupies a band from 300 to 3400 Hz, is to
be transmitted over a binary PCM system. The minimum sampling frequency would be 2 × 3.4 =
6.8 kHz. In practice the signal is oversampled, and in the U.S. a sampling frequency of 8 kHz is the
standard used for voice-frequency signals in telephone communication systems. Assume that each
sample value is represented by 8 b; then the bit rate of the PCM signal is

R = (
fs samples/s

)
(n b/s)

= (8 k samples/s)(8 b/s) = 64kb/s (3.16)
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Referring to the dimensionality theorem [Eq. (3.4)], we realize that the theoretically minimum
absolute bandwidth of the PCM signal is

Bmin = 1

2
D = 32 kHz (3.17)

and this is realized if the PCM waveform consists of (sinx)/x pulse shapes. If rectangular pulse
shaping is used, the absolute bandwidth is infinity, and the first null bandwidth [Eq. (3.5)] is

Bnull = R = 1

Tb

= 64 kHz (3.18)

That is, we require a bandwidth of 64 kHz to transmit this digital voice PCM signal where the
bandwidth of the original analog voice signal was, at most, 4 kHz. Using n = 8 in Eq. (3.1), the
error on the recovered analog signal is ±0.2%. Using Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) for the case of uniform
quantizing with a loading factor, V/xrms, of 10 (20 dB), we get for uniform quantizing

(
S

N

)
dB

= 32.9 dB (3.19)

Using Eqs. (3.12) and (3.14) for the case of µ = 255companding, we get

(
S

N

)
= 38.05 dB (3.20)

These results are illustrated in Fig. 3.4.

Defining Terms

Intersymbol interference: Filtering of a digital waveform so that a pulse corresponding to 1 b
will smear (stretch in width) into adjacent bit slots.

Pulse amplitude modulation: An analog signal is represented by a train of pulses where the
pulse amplitudes are proportional to the analog signal amplitude.

Pulse code modulation: A serial bit stream that consists of binary words which represent quan-
tized sample values of an analog signal.

Quantizing: Replacing a sample value with the closest allowed value.
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Manypractical design situations andapplicationsofPCMtransmissionvia twisted-pairT-1 telephone
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Manyphysical communications channels, suchas radio channels, accept a continuous-timewaveform
as input. Consequently, a sequence of source bits, representing data or a digitized analog signal, must
be converted to a continuous-time waveform at the transmitter. In general, each successive group of
bits taken from this sequence is mapped to a particular continuous-time pulse. In this chapter we
discuss the basic principles involved in selecting such a pulse for channels that can be characterized
as linear and time invariant with finite bandwidth.

4.1 Communications System Model

Figure 4.1a shows a simple block diagram of a communications system. The sequence of source bits
{bi} are grouped into sequential blocks (vectors) of m bits {bi}, and each binary vector bi is mapped
to one of 2m pulses, p(bi; t), which is transmitted over the channel. The transmitted signal as a
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function of time can be written as

s(t) =
∑

i

p(bi; t − iT ) (4.1)

where 1/T is the rate at which each group of m bits, or pulses, is introduced to the channel. The
information (bit) rate is therefore m/T .

Figure 4.1a Communication system model. The source bits are grouped into binary vectors, which are mapped to

a sequence of pulse shapes.

Figure 4.1b Channel model consisting of a linear, time-invariant system (transfer function) followed by additive

noise.

The channel in Fig. 4.1a can be a radio link, which may distort the input signal s(t) in a variety
of ways. For example, it may introduce pulse dispersion (due to finite bandwidth) and multipath, as
well as additive background noise. The output of the channel is denoted as x(t), which is processed
by the receiver to determine estimates of the source bits. The receiver can be quite complicated;
however, for the purpose of this discussion, it is sufficient to assume only that it contains a front-end
filter and a sampler, as shown in Fig. 4.1a. This assumption is valid for a wide variety of detection
strategies. The purpose of the receiver filter is to remove noise outside of the transmitted frequency
band and to compensate for the channel frequency response.

A commonly used channel model is shown in Fig. 4.1b and consists of a linear, time-invariant
filter, denoted as G(f ), followed by additive noise n(t). The channel output is, therefore,

x(t) = [g(t) ∗ s(t)] + n(t) (4.2)

where g(t) is the channel impulse response associated with G(f ), and the asterisk denotes convolu-
tion,

g(t) ∗ s(t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
g(t − τ)s(τ ) dτ

This channel model accounts for all linear, time-invariant channel impairments, such as finite band-
width and time-invariant multipath. It does not account for time-varying impairments, such as
rapid fading due to time-varying multipath. Nevertheless, this model can be considered valid over
short time periods during which the multipath parameters remain constant.

In Figs. 4.1a, and 4.1b, it is assumed that all signals are baseband signals, which means that
the frequency content is centered around f = 0 (DC). The channel passband, therefore, partially
coincides with the transmitted spectrum. In general, this condition requires that the transmitted
signal be modulated by an appropriate carrier frequency and demodulated at the receiver. In that
case, the model in Figs. 4.1a, and 4.1b still applies; however, baseband-equivalent signals must be
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derived from their modulated (passband) counterparts. Baseband signalling and pulse shaping refers
to the way in which a group of source bits is mapped to a baseband transmitted pulse.

As a simple example of baseband signalling, we can take m = 1 (map each source bit to a pulse),
assign a 0 bit to a pulse p(t), and a 1 bit to the pulse −p(t). Perhaps the simplest example of a
baseband pulse is the rectangular pulse given by p(t) = 1, 0 < t ≤ T , and p(t) = 0 elsewhere. In
this case, we can write the transmitted signal as

s(t) =
∑

i

Aip(t − iT ) (4.3)

where each symbol Ai takes on a value of +1 or −1, depending on the value of the ith bit, and 1/T

is the symbol rate, namely, the rate at which the symbols Ai are introduced to the channel.

Thepreceding example is called binarypulseamplitudemodulation(PAM), since thedata symbols
Ai are binary valued, and they amplitude modulate the transmitted pulse p(t). The information
rate (bits per second) in this case is the same as the symbol rate 1/T . As a simple extension of this
signalling technique, we can increase m and choose Ai from one of M = 2m values to transmit at
bit rate m/T . This is known as M-ary PAM. For example, letting m = 2, each pair of bits can be
mapped to a pulse in the set {p(t), −p(t), 3p(t), −3p(t)}.

In general, the transmitted symbols {Ai}, the baseband pulse p(t), and channel impulse response
g(t) can be complex valued. For example, each successive pair of bits might select a symbol from the
set {1, −1, j,−j}, where j = √−1. This is a consequence of considering the baseband equivalent
of passband modulation. (That is, generating a transmitted spectrum which is centered around
a carrier frequency fc.) Here we are not concerned with the relation between the passband and
baseband equivalent models and simply point out that the discussion and results in this chapter
apply to complex-valued symbols and pulse shapes.

As an example of a signalling technique which is not PAM, let m = 1 and

p(0; t) =
{ √

2sin(2πf1t) 0 < t < T

0 elsewhere

p(1; t) =
{ √

2sin(2πf2t) 0 < t < T

0 elsewhere

(4.4)

where f1 and f2 6= f1 are fixed frequencies selected so that f1T and f2T (number of cycles for each
bit) are multiples of 1/2. These pulses are orthogonal, namely,

∫ T

0
p(1; t)p(0; t) dt = 0

This choice of pulse shapes is called binary frequency-shift keying (FSK).

Another example of a set of orthogonal pulse shapes for m = 2bits/T is shown in Fig. 4.2. Because
these pulses may have as many as three transitions within a symbol period, the transmitted spectrum
occupies roughly four times the transmitted spectrum of binary PAM with a rectangular pulse shape.
The spectrum is, therefore, spread across a much larger band than the smallest required for reliable
transmission, assuming a data rate of 2/T . This type of signalling is referred to as spread-spectrum.
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FIGURE 4.2: Four orthogonal spread-spectrum pulse shapes.

Spread-spectrum signals are more robust with respect to interference from other transmitted signals
than are narrowband signals.1

4.2 Intersymbol Interference and the Nyquist Criterion

Consider the transmission of a PAM signal illustrated in Fig. 4.3. The source bits {bi} are mapped
to a sequence of levels {Ai}, which modulate the transmitter pulse p(t). The channel input is,
therefore, given by Eq. (4.3) where p(t) is the impulse response of the transmitter pulse-shaping filter
P(f ) shown in Fig. 4.3. The input to the transmitter filter P(f ) is the modulated sequence of delta
functions

∑
i Aiδ(t − iT ). The channel is represented by the transfer function G(f ) (plus noise),

which has impulse response g(t), and the receiver filter has transfer function R(f ) with associated
impulse response r(t).

FIGURE 4.3: Baseband model of a pulse amplitude modulation system.

Let h(t) be the overall impulse response of the combined transmitter, channel, and receiver, which
has transfer function H(f ) = P(f )G(f )R(f ). We can write h(t) = p(t) ∗ g(t) ∗ r(t). The output

1This example can also be viewed as coded binary PAM. Namely, each pair of two source bits are mapped to 4 coded bits,
which are transmitted via binary PAM with a rectangular pulse. The current IS-95 air interface uses an extension of this
signalling method in which groups of 6 bits are mapped to 64 orthogonal pulse shapes with as many as 63 transitions
during a symbol.
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of the receiver filter is then
y(t) =

∑
i

Aih(t − iT ) + ñ(t) (4.5)

where ñ(t) = r(t) ∗ n(t) is the output of the filter R(f ) with input n(t). Assuming that samples are
collected at the output of the filter R(f ) at the symbol rate 1/T , we can write the kth sample of y(t)

as

y(kT ) =
∑

i

Aih(kT − iT ) + ñ(kT )

= Akh(0) +
∑
i 6=k

Aih(kT − iT ) + ñ(kT ) (4.6)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.6) is the kth transmitted symbol scaled by the system
impulse response at t = 0. If this were the only term on the right side of Eq. (4.6), we could obtain the
source bits without error by scaling the received samples by 1/h(0). The second term on the right-
hand side of Eq. (4.6) is called intersymbol interference, which reflects the view that neighboring
symbols interfere with the detection of each desired symbol.

One possible criterion for choosing the transmitter and receiver filters is to minimize intersymbol
interference. Specifically, if we choose p(t) and r(t) so that

h(kT ) =
{

1 k = 0
0 k 6= 0

(4.7)

then the kth received sample is
y(kT ) = Ak + ñ(kT ) (4.8)

In this case, the intersymbol interference has been eliminated. This choice of p(t) and r(t) is called a
zero-forcing solution, since it forces the intersymbol interference to zero. Depending on the type of
detection scheme used, a zero-forcing solution may not be desirable. This is because the probability
of error also depends on the noise intensity, which generally increases when intersymbol interference
is suppressed. It is instructive, however, to examine the properties of the zero-forcing solution.

We now view Eq. (4.7) in the frequency domain. Since h(t) has Fourier transform

H(f ) = P(f )G(f )R(f ) (4.9)

where P(f ) is the Fourier transform of p(t), the bandwidth of H(f ) is limited by the bandwidth of
the channel G(f ). We will assume that G(f ) = 0, |f | > W . The sampled impulse response h(kT )

can, therefore, be written as the inverse Fourier transform

h(kT ) =
∫ W

−W

H(f )ej2πf kT df

Through a series of manipulations, this integral can be rewritten as an inverse discrete Fourier
transform,

h(kT ) = T

∫ 1/(2T )

−1/(2T )

Heq

(
ej2πf T

)
ej2πf kT df (4.10a)

where
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Heq(e
j2πf T ) = 1

T

∑
k

H

(
f + k

T

)

= 1

T

∑
k

P

(
f + k

T

)
G

(
f + k

T

)
R

(
f + k

T

)
(4.10b)

This relation states that Heq(z), z = ej2πf T , is the discrete Fourier transform of the sequence {hk},
wherehk = h(kT ). Sampling the impulse responseh(t) therefore changes the transfer functionH(f )

to the aliased frequency response Heq(e
j2πf T ). From Eqs. (4.10a–4.10b), and (4.6) we conclude that

Heq(z) is the transfer function that relates the sequence of input data symbols {Ai} to the sequence
of received samples {yi}, where yi = y(iT ), in the absence of noise. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.4.
For this reason, Heq(z) is called the equivalent discrete-time transfer function for the overall system
transfer function H(f ).

FIGURE 4.4: Equivalent discrete-time channel for the PAM system shown in Fig. 4.3 [yi =
y(iT ), ñi = ñ(iT )]

Since Heq(e
j2πf T ) is the discrete Fourier transform of the sequence {hk}, the time-domain, or

sequence condition (4.7) is equivalent to the frequency-domain condition

Heq

(
ej2πf T

)
= 1 (4.11)

This relation is called the Nyquist criterion. From Eqs. (4.10b) and (4.11) we make the following
observations.

1. To satisfy the Nyquist criterion, the channel bandwidth W must be at least 1/(2T ).
Otherwise, G(f + n/T ) = 0 for f in some interval of positive length for all n, which
implies that Heq(e

j2πf T ) = 0 for f in the same interval.

2. For the minimum bandwidthW = 1/(2T ), Eqs. (4.10b) and (4.11) imply thatH(f ) = T

for |f | < 1/(2T )andH(f ) = 0elsewhere. This implies that the systemimpulse response
is given by

h(t) = sin(πt/T )

πt/T
(4.12)

(Since
∫∞
−∞ h2(t) dt = T , the transmitted signal s(t) = ∑

i Aih(t − iT ) has power equal

to the symbol variance E[|Ai |2].) The impulse response in Eq. (4.12) is called a minimum
bandwidth or Nyquist pulse. The frequency band [−1/(2T ), 1/(2T )] [i.e., the passband
of H(f )] is called the Nyquist band.

3. Suppose that the channel is bandlimited to twice the Nyquist bandwidth. That is, G(f ) =
0 for |f | > 1/T . The condition (4.11) then becomes
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H(f ) + H

(
f − 1

T

)
+ H

(
f + 1

T

)
= T (4.13)

Assume for the moment that H(f ) and h(t) are both real valued, so that H(f ) is an even
function of f [H(f ) = H(−f )]. This is the case when the receiver filter is the matched
filter (see Section 4.3). We can then rewrite Eq. (4.13) as

H(f ) + H

(
1

T
− f

)
= T , 0 < f <

1

2T
(4.14)

which states that H(f ) must have odd symmetry about f = 1/(2T ). This is illustrated
in Fig. 4.5, which shows two different transfer functions H(f ) that satisfy the Nyquist
criterion.

4. The pulse shape p(t) enters into Eq. (4.11) only through the product P(f )R(f ). Conse-
quently, either P(f ) or R(f ) can be fixed, and the other filter can be adjusted or adapted
to the particular channel. Typically, the pulse shape p(t) is fixed, and the receiver filter is
adapted to the (possibly time-varying) channel.

FIGURE 4.5: Two examples of frequency responses that satisfy the Nyquist criterion.

4.2.1 Raised Cosine Pulse

Suppose that the channel is ideal with transfer function

G(f ) =
{

1, |f | < W

0, |f | > W
(4.15)

To maximize bandwidth efficiency, Nyquist pulses given by Eq. (4.12) should be used where
W = 1/(2T ). This type of signalling, however, has two major drawbacks. First, Nyquist pulses
are noncausal and of infinite duration. They can be approximated in practice by introducing an ap-
propriate delay, and truncating the pulse. The pulse, however, decays very slowly, namely, as 1/t , so
that the truncation window must be wide. This is equivalent to observing that the ideal bandlimited
frequency response given by Eq. (4.15) is difficult to approximate closely. The second drawback,
which is more important, is the fact that this type of signalling is not robust with respect to sampling
jitter. Namely, a small sampling offset ε produces the output sample

y(kT + ε) =
∑

i

Ai

sin[π(k − i + ε/T )]
π(k − i + ε/T )

(4.16)
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Since the Nyquist pulse decays as 1/t , this sum is not guaranteed to converge. A particular choice
of symbols {Ai} can, therefore, lead to very large intersymbol interference, no matter how small the
offset. Minimum bandwidth signalling is therefore impractical.

The preceding problem is generally solved in one of two ways in practice:

1. The pulse bandwidth is increased to provide a faster pulse decay than 1/t .

2. A controlled amount of intersymbol interference is introduced at the transmitter, which
can be subtracted out at the receiver.

The former approach sacrifices bandwidth efficiency, whereas the latter approach sacrifices power
efficiency. We will examine the latter approach in Section 4.5. The most common example of a pulse,
which illustrates the first technique, is the raised cosine pulse, given by

h(t) =
[

sin(πt/T )

πt/T

] [
cos(απt/T )

1 − (2αt/T )2

]
(4.17)

which has Fourier transform

H(f ) =




T 0 ≤ |f | ≤ 1 − α

2T

T

2

{
1 + cos

[
πT

α

(
|f | − 1 − α

2T

)]}
1 − α

2T
≤ |f | ≤ 1 + α

2T

0 |f | >
1 + α

2T

(4.18)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.
Plots of p(t) and P(f ) are shown in Figs. 4.6a, and 4.6b for different values of α. It is easily

verified that h(t) satisfies the Nyquist criterion (4.7) and, consequently, H(f ) satisfies Eq. (4.11).
When α = 0, H(f ) is the Nyquist pulse with minimum bandwidth 1/(2T ), and when α > 0, H(f )

has bandwidth (1+ α)/(2T ) with a raised cosine rolloff. The parameter α, therefore, represents the
additional, or excess bandwidth as a fraction of the minimum bandwidth 1/(2T ). For example,
when α = 1, we say that the pulse is a raised cosine pulse with 100% excess bandwidth. This is
because the pulse bandwidth 1/T is twice the minimum bandwidth. Because the raised cosine pulse
decays as 1/t3, performance is robust with respect to sampling offsets.

The raised cosine frequency response (4.18) applies to the combination of transmitter, channel,
and receiver. If the transmitted pulse shape p(t) is a raised cosine pulse, then h(t) is a raised cosine
pulse only if the combined receiver and channel frequency response is constant. Even with an ideal
(transparent) channel, however, the optimum (matched) receiver filter response is generally not
constant in the presence of additive Gaussian noise. An alternative is to transmit the square-root
raised cosine pulse shape, which has frequency response P(f ) given by the square-root of the raised
cosine frequency response in Eq. (4.18). Assuming an ideal channel, setting the receiver frequency
response R(f ) = P(f ) then results in an overall raised cosine system response H(f ).

4.3 Nyquist Criterion with Matched Filtering

Consider the transmission of an isolated pulse A0δ(t). In this case the input to the receiver in Fig. 4.3
is

x(t) = A0g̃(t) + n(t) (4.19)
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Figure 4.6a Raised cosine pulse.

Figure 4.6b Raised cosine spectrum.

where g̃(t) is the inverse Fourier transform of the combined transmitter-channel transfer function
G̃(f ) = P(f )G(f ). We will assume that the noise n(t) is white with spectrum N0/2. The output
of the receiver filter is then

y(t) = r(t) ∗ x(t) = A0[r(t) ∗ g̃(t)] + [r(t) ∗ n(t)] (4.20)

The first term on the right-hand side is the desired signal, and the second term is noise. Assuming
that y(t) is sampled at t = 0, the ratio of signal energy to noise energy, or signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
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at the sampling instant, is

SNR =
E
[|A0|2

] ∣∣∣∣
∫ ∞

−∞
r(−t)g̃(t) dt

∣∣∣∣
2

N0

2

∫ ∞

−∞
|r(t)|2 dt

(4.21)

The receiver impulse response that maximizes this expression is r(t) = g̃∗(−t) [complex conjugate
of g̃(−t)], which is known as the matched filter impulse response. The associated transfer function
is R(f ) = G̃∗(f ).

Choosing the receiver filter to be the matched filter is optimal in more general situations, such as
when detecting a sequence of channel symbols with intersymbol interference (assuming the additive
noise is Gaussian). We, therefore, reconsider the Nyquist criterion when the receiver filter is the
matched filter. In this case, the baseband model is shown in Fig. 4.7, and the output of the receiver
filter is given by

y(t) =
∑

i

Aih(t − iT ) + ñ(t) (4.22)

where the baseband pulse h(t) is now the impulse response of the filter with transfer function
|G̃(f )|2 = |P(f )G(f )|2. This impulse response is the autocorrelation of the impulse response of
the combined transmitter-channel filter G̃(f ),

h(t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
g̃∗(s)g̃(s + t) ds (4.23)

FIGURE 4.7: Baseband PAM model with a matched filter at the receiver.

With a matched filter at the receiver, the equivalent discrete-time transfer function is

Heq(e
j2πf T ) = 1

T

∑
k

∣∣∣∣G̃
(

f − k

T

)∣∣∣∣
2

= 1

T

∑
k

∣∣∣∣P
(

f − k

T

)
G

(
f − k

T

)∣∣∣∣
2

(4.24)

which relates the sequence of transmitted symbols {Ak} to the sequence of received samples {yk} in
the absence of noise. Note that Heq(e

j2πf T ) is positive, real valued, and an even function of f . If
the channel is bandlimited to twice the Nyquist bandwidth, then H(f ) = 0 for |f | > 1/T , and
the Nyquist condition is given by Eq. (4.14) where H(f ) = |G(f )P (f )|2. The aliasing sum in
Eq. (4.10b) can therefore be described as a folding operation in which the channel response |H(f )|2
is folded around the Nyquist frequency 1/(2T ). For this reason, Heq(e

j2πf T ) with a matched receiver
filter is often referred to as the folded channel spectrum.
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4.4 Eye Diagrams

One way to assess the severity of distortion due to intersymbol interference in a digital communica-
tions system is to examine the eye diagram. The eye diagram is illustrated in Figs. 4.8a and 4.8b, for a
raised cosine pulse shape with 25% excess bandwidth and an ideal bandlimited channel. Figure 4.8a
shows the data signal at the receiver

y(t) =
∑

i

Aih(t − iT ) + ñ(t) (4.25)

where h(t) is given by Eq. (4.17), α = 1/4, each symbol Ai is independently chosen from the set
{±1, ±3}, where each symbol is equally likely, and ñ(t) is bandlimited white Gaussian noise. (The
received SNR is 30 dB.) The eye diagram is constructed from the time-domain data signal y(t) as
follows (assuming nominal sampling times at kT , k = 0, 1, 2, . . .):

1. Partition the waveform y(t) into successive segments of length T starting from t = T/2.

2. Translate each of these waveform segments [y(t), (k + 1/2)T ≤ t ≤ (k + 3/2)T ,

k = 0, 1, 2, . . .] to the interval [−T/2, T /2], and superimpose.

The resulting picture is shown in Fig. 4.8b for the y(t) shown in Fig. 4.8a. (Partitioning y(t) into
successive segments of length iT , i > 1, is also possible. This would result in i successive eye
diagrams.) The number of eye openings is one less than the number of transmitted signal levels. In
practice, the eye diagram is easily viewed on an oscilloscope by applying the received waveform y(t)

to the vertical deflection plates of the oscilloscope and applying a sawtooth waveform at the symbol
rate 1/T to the horizontal deflection plates. This causes successive symbol intervals to be translated
into one interval on the oscilloscope display.

Each waveform segmenty(t), (k+1/2)T ≤ t ≤ (k+3/2)T , depends on the particular sequence of
channel symbols surrounding Ak . The number of channel symbols that affects a particular waveform
segment depends on the extent of the intersymbol interference, shown in Eq. (4.6). This, in turn,
depends on the duration of the impulse response h(t). For example, if h(t) has most of its energy
in the interval 0 < t < mT , then each waveform segment depends on approximately m symbols.
Assuming binary transmission, this implies that there are a total of 2m waveform segments that can
be superimposed in the eye diagram. (It is possible that only one sequence of channel symbols causes
significant intersymbol interference, and this sequence occurs with very low probability.) In current
digital wireless applications the impulse response typically spans only a few symbols.

The eye diagram has the following important features which measure the performance of a digital
communications system.

4.4.1 Vertical Eye Opening

The vertical openings at any time t0, −T/2 ≤ t0 ≤ T/2, represent the separation between signal
levels with worst-case intersymbol interference, assuming that y(t) is sampled at times t = kT + t0,

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . It is possible for the intersymbol interference to be large enough so that this vertical
opening between some, or all, signal levels disappears altogether. In that case, the eye is said to
be closed. Otherwise, the eye is said to be open. A closed eye implies that if the estimated bits
are obtained by thresholding the samples y(kT ), then the decisions will depend primarily on the
intersymbol interference rather than on the desired symbol. The probability of error will, therefore,
be close to 1/2. Conversely, wide vertical spacings between signal levels imply a large degree of
immunity to additive noise. In general, y(t) should be sampled at the times kT + t0, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
where t0 is chosen to maximize the vertical eye opening.
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Figure 4.8a Received signal y(t).

Figure 4.8b Eye diagram for received signal shown in Fig. 4.8a.

4.4.2 Horizontal Eye Opening

The width of each opening indicates the sensitivity to timing offset. Specifically, a very narrow eye
opening indicates that a small timing offset will result in sampling where the eye is closed. Conversely,
a wide horizontal opening indicates that a large timing offset can be tolerated, although the error
probability will depend on the vertical opening.
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4.4.3 Slope of the Inner Eye

The slope of the inner eye indicates sensitivity to timing jitter or variance in the timing offset.
Specifically, a very steep slope means that the eye closes rapidly as the timing offset increases. In
this case, a significant amount of jitter in the sampling times significantly increases the probability
of error.

The shape of the eye diagram is determined by the pulse shape. In general, the faster the baseband
pulse decays, the wider the eye opening. For example, a rectangular pulse produces a box-shaped eye
diagram (assuming binary signalling). The minimum bandwidth pulse shape Eq. (4.12) produces an
eye diagram which is closed for all t except for t = 0. This is because, as shown earlier, an arbitrarily
small timing offset can lead to an intersymbol interference term that is arbitrarily large, depending
on the data sequence.

4.5 Partial-Response Signalling

To avoid the problems associated with Nyquist signalling over an ideal bandlimited channel, band-
width and/or power efficiency must be compromised. Raised cosine pulses compromise bandwidth
efficiency to gain robustness with respect to timing errors. Another possibility is to introduce a con-
trolled amount of intersymbol interference at the transmitter, which can be removed at the receiver.
This approach is called partial-response (PR) signalling. The terminology reflects the fact that the
sampled system impulse response does not have the full response given by the Nyquist condition
Eq. (4.7).

To illustrate PR signalling, suppose that the Nyquist condition Eq. (4.7) is replaced by the condition

hk =
{

1 k = 0, 1
0 all other k

(4.26)

The kth received sample is then
yk = Ak + Ak−1 + ñk (4.27)

so that there is intersymbol interference from one neighboring transmitted symbol. For now we focus
on the spectral characteristics of PR signalling and defer discussion of how to detect the transmitted
sequence {Ak} in the presence of intersymbol interference. The equivalent discrete-time transfer
function in this case is the discrete Fourier transform of the sequence in Eq. (4.26),

Heq(e
j2πf T ) = 1

T

∑
k

H

(
f + k

T

)

= 1 + e−j2πf T = 2e−jπf T cos(πf T ) (4.28)

As in the full-response case, for Eq. (4.28) to be satisfied, the minimum bandwidth of the channel
G(f ) and transmitter filter P(f ) is W = 1/(2T ). Assuming P(f ) has this minimum bandwidth
implies

H(f ) =
{

2T e−jπf T cos(πf T ) |f | < 1/(2T )

0 |f | > 1/(2T )
(4.29a)

and
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h(t) = T { sinc (t/T ) + sinc [(t − T )/T ]} (4.29b)

where sinc x = (sinπx)/(πx). This pulse is called a duobinary pulse and is shown along with the
associated H(f ) in Fig. 4.9. [Notice that h(t) satisfies Eq. (4.26).] Unlike the ideal bandlimited
frequency response, the transfer function H(f ) in Eq. (4.29a) is continuous and is, therefore, easily
approximated by a physically realizable filter. Duobinary PR was first proposed by Lender, [7], and
later generalized by Kretzmer, [6].

FIGURE 4.9: Duobinary frequency response and minimum bandwidth pulse.
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The main advantage of the duobinary pulse Eq. (4.29b), relative to the minimum bandwidth
pulse Eq. (4.12), is that signalling at the Nyquist symbol rate is feasible with zero excess bandwidth.
Because the pulse decays much more rapidly than a Nyquist pulse, it is robust with respect to timing
errors. Selecting the transmitter and receiver filters so that the overall system response is duobinary
is appropriate in situations where the channel frequency response G(f ) is near zero or has a rapid
rolloff at the Nyquist band edge f = 1/(2T ).

As another example of PR signalling, consider the modified duobinary partial response

hk =



1 k = −1
−1 k = 1
0 all other k

(4.30)

which has equivalent discrete-time transfer function

Heq

(
ej2πf T

)
= ej2πf T − e−j2πf T

= j2 sin(2πf T ) (4.31)

With zero excess bandwidth, the overall system response is

H(f ) =
{

j2T sin(2πf T ) |f | < 1/(2T )

0 |f | > 1/(2T )
(4.32a)

and

h(t) = T {sinc [(t + T )/T ] − sinc [(t − T )/T ]} (4.32b)

These functions are plotted in Fig. 4.10. This pulse shape is appropriate when the channel response
G(f ) is near zero at both DC (f = 0) and at the Nyquist band edge. This is often the case for wire
(twisted-pair) channels where the transmitted signal is coupled to the channel through a transformer.
Like duobinary PR, modified duobinary allows minimum bandwidth signalling at the Nyquist rate.

A particular partial response is often identified by the polynomial

K∑
k=0

hkD
k

where D (for delay) takes the place of the usual z−1 in the z transform of the sequence {hk}. For
example, duobinary is also referred to as 1 + D partial response.

In general, more complicated system responses than those shown in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 can be
generated by choosing more nonzero coefficients in the sequence {hk}. This complicates detection,
however, because of the additional intersymbol interference that is generated.

Rather than modulating a PR pulse h(t), a PR signal can also be generated by filtering the sequence
of transmitted levels {Ai}. This is shown in Fig. 4.11. Namely, the transmitted levels are first passed
through a discrete-time (digital) filter with transfer function Pd(ej2πf T ) (where the subscript d

indicates discrete). [Note that Pd(ej2πf T ) can be selected to be Heq(e
j2πf T ).] The outputs of this

filter form the PAM signal, where the pulse shaping filter P(f ) = 1, |f | < 1/(2T ) and is zero
elsewhere. If the transmitted levels {Ak} are selected independently and are identically distributed,
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FIGURE 4.10: Modified duobinary frequency response and minimum bandwidth pulse.

then the transmitted spectrum is σ 2
A|Pd(ej2πf T )|2 for |f | < 1/(2T ) and is zero for |f | > 1/(2T ),

where σ 2
A = E[|Ak|2].

Shaping the transmitted spectrum to have nulls coincident with nulls in the channel response po-
tentially offers significant performance advantages. By introducing intersymbol interference, how-
ever, PR signalling increases the number of received signal levels, which increases the complexity of
the detector and may reduce immunity to noise. For example, the set of received signal levels for
duobinary signalling is {0, ± 2} from which the transmitted levels {± 1} must be estimated. The
performance of a particular PR scheme depends on the channel characteristics, as well as the type of
detector used at the receiver. We now describe a simple suboptimal detection strategy.
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FIGURE 4.11: Generation of PR signal.

4.5.1 Precoding

Consider the received signal sample Eq. (4.27) with duobinary signalling. If the receiver has correctly
decoded the symbol Ak−1, then in the absence of noise Ak can be decoded by subtracting Ak−1
from the received sample yk . If an error occurs, however, then subtracting the preceding symbol
estimate from the received sample will cause the error to propagate to successive detected symbols.
To avoid this problem, the transmitted levels can be precoded in such a way as to compensate for the
intersymbol interference introduced by the overall partial response.

FIGURE 4.12: Precoding for a PR channel.

TABLE 4.1 Example of Precoding for Duobinary PR.

{bi }:  1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0

{b′
i
}: 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1

{Ai }: −1 1 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1 −1 1 1

{yi }:  0 2 2 0 0 0 −2 −2 0 2

We first illustrate precoding for duobinary PR. The sequence of operations is illustrated in Fig. 4.12.
Let {bk} denote the sequence of source bits where bk ∈ {0, 1}. This sequence is transformed to the
sequence {b′

k} by the operation
b′
k = bk ⊕ b′

k−1 (4.33)

where ⊕ denotes modulo 2 addition (exclusive OR). The sequence {b′
k} is mapped to the sequence

of binary transmitted signal levels {Ak} according to

Ak = 2b′
k − 1 (4.34)

That is, b′
k = 0 (b′

k = 1) is mapped to the transmitted level Ak = −1 (Ak = 1). In the absence of
noise, the received symbol is then

yk = Ak + Ak−1 = 2
(
b′
k + b′

k−1 − 1
)

(4.35)

and combining Eqs. (4.33) and (4.35) gives

bk =
(

1

2
yk + 1

)
mod 2 (4.36)
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That is, if yk = ±2, then bk = 0, and if yk = 0, then bk = 1. Precoding, therefore, enables the
detector to make symbol-by-symbol decisions that do not depend on previous decisions. Table 4.1
shows a sequence of transmitted bits {bi}, precoded bits {b′

i}, transmitted signal levels {Ai}, and
received samples {yi}.

The preceding precoding technique can be extended to multilevel PAM and to other PR channels.
Suppose that the PR is specified by

Heq(D) =
K∑

k=0

hkD
k

where the coefficients are integers and that the source symbols {bk} are selected from the set
{0, 1, . . . , M − 1}. These symbols are transformed to the sequence {b′

k} via the precoding oper-
ation

b′
k =

(
bk −

K∑
i=1

hib
′
k−i

)
mod M (4.37)

Because of the modulo operation, each symbol b′
k is also in the set {0, 1, . . . , M − 1}. The kth

transmitted signal level is given by

Ak = 2b′
k − (M − 1) (4.38)

so that the set of transmitted levels is {−(M − 1), . . . , (M − 1)} (i.e., a shifted version of the set of
values assumed by bk). In the absence of noise the received sample is

yk =
K∑

i=0

hiAk−i (4.39)

and it can be shown that the kth source symbol is given by

bk = 1

2

(
yk + (M − 1) · Heq(1)

)
mod M (4.40)

Precoding the symbols {bk} in this manner, therefore, enables symbol-by-symbol decisions at the
receiver. In the presence of noise, more sophisticated detection schemes (e.g., maximum likelihood)
can be used with PR signalling to obtain improvements in performance.

4.6 Additional Considerations

In many applications, bandwidth and intersymbol interference are not the only important considera-
tions for selecting baseband pulses. Here we give a brief discussion of additional practical constraints
that may influence this selection.

4.6.1 Average Transmitted Power and Spectral Constraints

The constraint on average transmitted power varies according to the application. For example,
low-average power is highly desirable for mobile wireless applications that use battery-powered
transmitters. In many applications (e.g., digital subscriber loops, as well as digital radio), constraints
are imposed to limit the amount of interference, or crosstalk, radiated into neighboring receivers and
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communications systems. Because this type of interference is frequency dependent, the constraint
may take the form of a spectral mask that specifies the maximum allowable transmitted power as a
function of frequency. For example, crosstalk in wireline channels is generally caused by capacitive
coupling and increases as a function of frequency. Consequently, to reduce the amount of crosstalk
generated at a particular transmitter, the pulse shaping filter generally attenuates high frequencies
more than low frequencies.

In radio applications where signals are assigned different frequency bands, constraints on the trans-
mitted spectrum are imposed to limit adjacent-channel interference. This interference is generated
by transmitters assigned to adjacent frequency bands. Therefore, a constraint is needed to limit the
amount of out-of-band power generated by each transmitter, in addition to an overall average power
constraint. To meet this constraint, the transmitter filter in Fig. 4.3 must have a sufficiently steep
rolloff at the edges of the assigned frequency band. (Conversely, if the transmitted signals are time
multiplexed, then the duration of the system impulse response must be contained within the assigned
time slot.)

4.6.2 Peak-to-Average Power

In addition to a constraint on average transmitted power, a peak-power constraint is often imposed
as well. This constraint is important in practice for the following reasons:

1. The dynamic range of the transmitter is limited. In particular, saturation of the output
amplifier will “clip” the transmitted waveform.

2. Rapid fades can severely distort signals with high peak-to-average power.

3. The transmitted signal may be subjected to nonlinearities. Saturation of the output
amplifier is one example. Another example that pertains to wireline applications is the
companding process in the voice telephone network [5]. Namely, the compander used to
reduce quantization noise for pulse-code modulated voice signals introduces amplitude-
dependent distortion in data signals.

The preceding impairments or constraints indicate that the transmitted waveform should have a low
peak-to-average power ratio (PAR). For a transmitted waveform x(t), the PAR is defined as

PAR = max |x(t)|2
E
{|x(t)|2}

where E(·) denotes expectation. Using binary signalling with rectangular pulse shapes minimizes the
PAR. However, this compromises bandwidth efficiency. In applications where PAR should be low,
binary signalling with rounded pulses are often used. Operating RF power amplifiers with power
back-off can also reduce PAR, but leads to inefficient amplification.

For an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system, it is well known that the
transmitted signal can exhibit a very high PAR compared to an equivalent single-carrier system.
Hence more sophisticated approaches to PAR reduction are required for OFDM. Some proposed
approaches are described in [8] and references therein. These include altering the set of transmitted
symbols and setting aside certain OFDM tones specifically to minimize PAR.

4.6.3 Channel and Receiver Characteristics

The type of channel impairments encountered and the type of detection scheme used at the receiver
can also influence the choice of a transmitted pulse shape. For example, a constant amplitude
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pulse is appropriate for a fast fading environment with noncoherent detection. The ability to track
channel characteristics, such as phase, may allow more bandwidth efficient pulse shapes in addition
to multilevel signalling.

High-speed data communications over time-varying channels requires that the transmitter and/or
receiver adapt to the changing channel characteristics. Adapting the transmitter to compensate
for a time-varying channel requires a feedback channel through which the receiver can notify the
transmitter of changes in channel characteristics. Because of this extra complication, adapting the
receiver is often preferred to adapting the transmitter pulse shape. However, the following examples
are notable exceptions.

1. The current IS-95 air interface for direct-sequence code-division multiple access adapts
the transmitter power to control the amount of interference generated and to compensate
for channel fades. This can be viewed as a simple form of adaptive transmitter pulse
shaping in which a single parameter associated with the pulse shape is varied.

2. Multitone modulation divides the channel bandwidth into small subbands, and the trans-
mitted power and source bits are distributed among these subbands to maximize the in-
formation rate. The received signal-to-noise ratio for each subband must be transmitted
back to the transmitter to guide the allocation of transmitted bits and power [1].

In addition to multitone modulation, adaptive precoding (also known as Tomlinson–Harashima
precoding [4, 11]) is another way in which the transmitter can adapt to the channel frequency
response. Adaptive precoding is an extension of the technique described earlier for partial-response
channels. Namely, the equivalent discrete-time channel impulse response is measured at the receiver
and sent back to the transmitter, where it is used in a precoder. The precoder compensates for
the intersymbol interference introduced by the channel, allowing the receiver to detect the data by
a simple threshhold operation. Both multitone modulation and precoding have been used with
wireline channels (voiceband modems and digital subscriber loops).

4.6.4 Complexity

Generation of a bandwidth-efficient signal requires a filter with a sharp cutoff. In addition,
bandwidth-efficient pulse shapes can complicate other system functions, such as timing and car-
rier recovery. If sufficient bandwidth is available, the cost can be reduced by using a rectangular pulse
shape with a simple detection strategy (low-pass filter and threshold).

4.6.5 Tolerance to Interference

Interference is one of the primary channel impairments associated with digital radio. In addition
to adjacent-channel interference described earlier, cochannel interference may be generated by other
transmitters assigned to the same frequency band as the desired signal. Cochannel interference can
be controlled through frequency (and perhaps time slot) assignments and by pulse shaping. For
example, assuming fixed average power, increasing the bandwidth occupied by the signal lowers
the power spectral density and decreases the amount of interference into a narrowband system
that occupies part of the available bandwidth. Sufficient bandwidth spreading, therefore, enables
wideband signals to be overlaid on top of narrowband signals without disrupting either service.
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4.6.6 Probability of Intercept and Detection

The broadcast nature of wireless channels generally makes eavesdropping easier than for wired chan-
nels. A requirement for most commercial, as well as military applications, is to guarantee the privacy
of user conversations (low probability of intercept). An additional requirement, in some applications,
is that determining whether or not communications is taking place must be difficult (low probability
of detection). Spread-spectrum waveforms are attractive in these applications since spreading the
pulse energy over a wide frequency band decreases the power spectral density and, hence, makes the
signal less visible. Power-efficient modulation combined with coding enables a further reduction in
transmitted power for a target error rate.

4.7 Examples

We conclude this chapter with a brief description of baseband pulse shapes used in existing and
emerging standards for digital mobile cellular and Personal Communications Services (PCS).

4.7.1 Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)

The European GSM standard for digital mobile cellular communications operates in the 900-MHz
frequency band, and is based on time-division multiple access (TDMA) [9]. The U.S. version operates
at 1900 MHz, and is called PCS-1900. A special variant of binary FSK is used called Gaussian
minimum-shift keying (GMSK). The GMSK modulator is illustrated in Fig. 4.13. The input to the
modulator is a binary PAM signal s(t), given by Eq. (4.3), where the pulse p(t) is a Gaussian function
and |s(t)| < 1. This waveform frequency modulates the carrier fc, so that the (passband) transmitted
signal is

w(t) = Kcos

[
2πfct + 2πfd

∫ t

−∞
s(τ ) dτ

]

The maximum frequency deviation from the carrier is fd = 1/(2T ), which characterizes minimum-
shift keying. This technique can be used with a noncoherent receiver that is easy to implement.
Because the transmitted signal has a constant envelope, the data can be reliably detected in the
presence of rapid fades that are characteristic of mobile radio channels.

FIGURE 4.13: Generation of GMSK signal; LPF is low-pass filter.

4.7.2 U.S. Digital Cellular (IS-136)

The IS-136 air interface (formerly IS-54) operates in the 800 MHz band and is based on TDMA [3].
There is alsoa1900MHzversionof IS-136. Thebasebandsignal is givenbyEq. (4.3)where the symbols
are complex-valued, corresponding to quadrature phase modulation. The pulse has a square-root
raised cosine spectrum with 35% excess bandwidth.
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4.7.3 Interim Standard-95

The IS-95 air interface for digital mobile cellular uses spread-spectrum signalling (CDMA) in the 800-
MHz band [10]. There is also a 1900 MHz version of IS-95. The baseband transmitted pulse shapes
are analogous to those shown in Fig. 4.2, where the number of square pulses (chips) per bit is 128.
To improve spectral efficiency the (wideband) transmitted signal is filtered by an approximation to
an ideal low-pass response with a small amount of excess bandwidth. This shapes the chips so that
they resemble minimum bandwidth pulses.

4.7.4 Personal Access Communications System (PACS)

Both PACS and the Japanese personal handy phone (PHP) system are TDMA systems which have
been proposed for personal communications systems (PCS), and operate near 2 GHz [2]. The
baseband signal is given by Eq. (4.3) with four complex symbols representing four-phase quadra-
ture modulation. The baseband pulse has a square-root raised cosine spectrum with 50% excess
bandwidth.

Defining Terms

Baseband signal: A signal with frequency content centered around DC.

Equivalent discrete-time transfer function: A discrete-time transfer function (z transform)
that relates the transmitted amplitudes to received samples in the absence of noise.

Excess bandwidth: That part of the baseband transmitted spectrum which is not contained
within the Nyquist band.

Eye diagram: Superposition of segments of a received PAM signal that indicates the amount
of intersymbol interference present.

Frequency-shift keying: A digital modulation technique in which the transmitted pulse is
sinusoidal, where the frequency is determined by the source bits.

Intersymbol interference: The additive contribution (interference) to a received sample from
transmitted symbols other than the symbol to be detected.

Matched filter: The receiver filter with impulse response equal to the time-reversed, complex
conjugate impulse response of the combined transmitter filter-channel impulse response.

Nyquist band: The narrowest frequency band that can support a PAM signal without inter-
symbol interference (the interval [−1/(2T ), 1/(2T )] where 1/T is the symbol rate).

Nyquist criterion: A condition on the overall frequency response of a PAM system that ensures
the absence of intersymbol interference.

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM): Modulation technique in which the
transmitted signal is the sum of low-bit-rate narrowband digital signals modulated on
orthogonal carriers.

Partial-response signalling: A signalling technique in which a controlled amount of inter-
symbol interference is introduced at the transmitter in order to shape the transmitted
spectrum.

Precoding: A transformation of source symbols at the transmitter that compensates for inter-
symbol interference introduced by the channel.

Pulse amplitude modulation (PAM): A digital modulation technique in which the source bits
are mapped to a sequence of amplitudes that modulate a transmitted pulse.
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Raised cosine pulse: A pulse shape with Fourier transform that decays to zero according to a
raised cosine; see Eq. (4.18). The amount of excess bandwidth is conveniently determined
by a single parameter (α).

Spread spectrum: A signalling technique in which the pulse bandwidth is many times wider
than the Nyquist bandwidth.

Zero-forcing criterion: A design constraint which specifies that intersymbol interference be
eliminated.
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5.1 Characterization of Channel Distortion

Many communication channels, including telephone channels, and some radio channels, may be
generally characterized as band-limited linear filters. Consequently, such channels are described by
their frequency response C(f ), which may be expressed as

C(f ) = A(f )ejθ(f ) (5.1)

where A(f ) is called the amplitude response and θ(f ) is called the phase response. Another character-
istic that is sometimes used in place of the phase response is the envelope delay or group delay, which
is defined as

τ(f ) = − 1

2π

dθ(f )

df
(5.2)

A channel is said to be nondistorting or ideal if, within the bandwidth W occupied by the trans-
mitted signal, A(f ) = const and θ(f ) is a linear function of frequency [or the envelope delay τ(f )

= const]. On the other hand, if A(f ) and τ(f ) are not constant within the bandwidth occupied by
the transmitted signal, the channel distorts the signal. If A(f ) is not constant, the distortion is called
amplitude distortion and if τ(f ) is not constant, the distortion on the transmitted signal is called
delay distortion.

As a result of the amplitude and delay distortion caused by the nonideal channel frequency response
characteristic C(f ), a succession of pulses transmitted through the channel at rates comparable to the
bandwidth W are smeared to the point that they are no longer distinguishable as well-defined pulses
at the receiving terminal. Instead, they overlap and, thus, we have intersymbol interference (ISI).
As an example of the effect of delay distortion on a transmitted pulse, Fig. 5.1(a) illustrates a band-
limited pulse having zeros periodically spaced in time at points labeled ±T , ±2T , etc. If information
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is conveyed by the pulse amplitude, as in pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), for example, then one
can transmit a sequence of pulses, each of which has a peak at the periodic zeros of the other pulses.
Transmission of the pulse through a channel modeled as having a linear envelope delay characteristic
τ(f ) [quadratic phase θ(f )], however, results in the received pulse shown in Fig. 5.1(b) having zero
crossings that are no longer periodically spaced. Consequently a sequence of successive pulses would
be smeared into one another, and the peaks of the pulses would no longer be distinguishable. Thus,
the channel delay distortion results in intersymbol interference. As will be discussed in this chapter,
it is possible to compensate for the nonideal frequency response characteristic of the channel by use
of a filter or equalizer at the demodulator. Figure 5.1(c) illustrates the output of a linear equalizer
that compensates for the linear distortion in the channel.

The extent of the intersymbol interference on a telephone channel can be appreciated by observing
a frequency response characteristic of the channel. Figure 5.2 illustrates the measured average am-
plitude and delay as a function of frequency for a medium-range (180–725 mi) telephone channel of
the switched telecommunications network as given by Duffy and Tratcher, 1971. We observe that the
usable band of the channel extends from about 300 Hz to about 3000 Hz. The corresponding impulse
response of the average channel is shown in Fig. 5.3. Its duration is about 10 ms. In comparison,
the transmitted symbol rates on such a channel may be of the order of 2500 pulses or symbols per
second. Hence, intersymbol interference might extend over 20–30 symbols.

Besides telephone channels, there are other physical channels that exhibit some form of time
dispersion and, thus, introduce intersymbol interference. Radio channels, such as short-wave iono-
spheric propagation (HF), tropospheric scatter, and mobile cellular radio are three examples of
time-dispersive wireless channels. In these channels, time dispersion and, hence, intersymbol inter-
ference is the result of multiple propagation paths with different path delays. The number of paths
and the relative time delays among the paths vary with time and, for this reason, these radio channels
are usually called time-variant multipath channels. The time-variant multipath conditions give rise
to a wide variety of frequency response characteristics. Consequently, the frequency response char-
acterization that is used for telephone channels is inappropriate for time-variant multipath channels.
Instead, these radio channels are characterized statistically in terms of the scattering function, which,
in brief, is a two-dimensional representation of the average received signal power as a function of
relative time delay and Doppler frequency (see Proakis [4]).

For illustrativepurposes, a scattering functionmeasuredonamedium-range (150mi) tropospheric
scatter channel is shown in Fig. 5.4. The total time duration (multipath spread) of the channel
response is approximately 0.7µs on the average, and the spread between half-power points in Doppler
frequency is a little less than 1 Hz on the strongest path and somewhat larger on the other paths.
Typically, if one is transmitting at a rate of 107 symbols/s over such a channel, the multipath spread
of 0.7 µs will result in intersymbol interference that spans about seven symbols.

5.2 Characterization of Intersymbol Interference

In a digital communication system, channel distortion causes intersymbol interference, as illustrated
in the preceding section. In this section, we shall present a model that characterizes the ISI. The
digital modulation methods to which this treatment applies are PAM, phase-shift keying (PSK) and
quadrature amplitudemodulation (QAM).The transmitted signal for these three typesofmodulation
may be expressed as

s(t) = vc(t) cos 2πfct − vs(t) sin 2πfct

= Re
[
v(t) ej2πfct

]
(5.3)
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FIGURE 5.1: Effect of channel distortion: (a) channel input, (b) channel output, (c) equalizer output.
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FIGURE 5.2: Average amplitude and delay characteristics of medium-range telephone channel.

where v(t) = vc(t) + jvs(t) is called the equivalent low-pass signal, fc is the carrier frequency, and
Re[ ] denotes the real part of the quantity in brackets.

In general, the equivalent low-pass signal is expressed as

v(t) =
∞∑

n=0

In gT (t − nT ) (5.4)

where gT (t) is the basic pulse shape that is selected to control the spectral characteristics of the
transmitted signal, {In} the sequence of transmitted information symbols selected from a signal
constellation consisting of M points, and T the signal interval (1/T is the symbol rate). For PAM,
PSK, and QAM, the values of In are points from M-ary signal constellations. Figure 5.5 illustrates the
signal constellations for the case of M = 8 signal points. Note that for PAM, the signal constellation
is one dimensional. Hence, the equivalent low-pass signal v(t) is real valued, i.e., vs(t) = 0 and
vc(t) = v(t). For M-ary (M > 2) PSK and QAM, the signal constellations are two dimensional and,
hence, v(t) is complex valued.
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FIGURE 5.3: Impulse response of average channel with amplitude and delay shown in Fig.5.2.

FIGURE 5.4: Scattering function of a medium-range tropospheric scatter channel.

The signal s(t) is transmitted over a bandpass channel that may be characterized by an equivalent
low-pass frequency response C(f ). Consequently, the equivalent low-pass received signal can be
represented as

r(t) =
∞∑

n=0

In h(t − nT ) + w(t) (5.5)
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FIGURE 5.5: M = 8 signal constellations for PAM, PSK, and QAM.
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where h(t) = gT (t) ∗ c(t), and c(t) is the impulse response of the equivalent low-pass channel, the
asterisk denotes convolution, and w(t) represents the additive noise in the channel.

To characterize the ISI, suppose that the received signal is passed through a receiving filter and
then sampled at the rate 1/T samples/s. In general, the optimum filter at the receiver is matched to
the received signal pulse h(t). Hence, the frequency response of this filter is H ∗(f ). We denote its
output as

y(t) =
∞∑

n=0

In x(t − nT ) + ν(t) (5.6)

where x(t) is the signal pulse response of the receiving filter, i.e., X(f ) = H(f )H ∗(f ) = |H(f )|2,
and ν(t) is the response of the receiving filter to the noise w(t). Now, if y(t) is sampled at times
t = kT , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , we have

y(kT ) ≡ yk =
∞∑

n=0

Inx(kT − nT ) + ν(kT )

=
∞∑

n=0

Inxk−n + νk, k = 0, 1, . . . (5.7)

The sample values {yk} can be expressed as

yk = x0


Ik + 1

x0

∞∑
n=0
n6=k

Inxk−n


 + νk, k = 0, 1, . . . (5.8)

The term x0 is an arbitrary scale factor, which we arbitrarily set equal to unity for convenience. Then

yk = Ik +
∞∑

n=0
n6=k

Inxk−n + νk (5.9)

The term Ik represents the desired information symbol at the kth sampling instant, the term

∞∑
n=0
n6=k

Inxk−n (5.10)

represents the ISI, and νk is the additive noise variable at the kth sampling instant.
The amount of ISI, and noise in a digital communications system can be viewed on an oscilloscope.

For PAM signals, we can display the received signaly(t)on the vertical input with the horizontal sweep
rate set at 1/T . The resulting oscilloscope display is called an eye pattern because of its resemblance
to the human eye. For example, Fig. 5.6 illustrates the eye patterns for binary and four-level PAM
modulation. The effect of ISI is to cause the eye to close, thereby reducing the margin for additive
noise to cause errors. Figure 5.7 graphically illustrates the effect of ISI in reducing the opening of a
binary eye. Note that intersymbol interference distorts the position of the zero crossings and causes
a reduction in the eye opening. Thus, it causes the system to be more sensitive to a synchronization
error.
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BINARY QUATERNARY

FIGURE 5.6: Examples of eye patterns for binary and quaternary amplitude shift keying (or PAM).
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FIGURE 5.7: Effect of intersymbol interference on eye opening.

For PSK and QAM it is customary to display the eye pattern as a two-dimensional scatter diagram
illustrating the sampled values {yk} that represent the decision variables at the sampling instants.
Figure5.8 illustrates suchaneyepattern foran8-PSKsignal. In theabsenceof intersymbol interference
and noise, the superimposed signals at the sampling instants would result in eight distinct points
corresponding to the eight transmitted signal phases. Intersymbol interference and noise result in
a deviation of the received samples {yk} from the desired 8-PSK signal. The larger the intersymbol
interferenceandnoise, the larger the scatteringof the receivedsignal samples relative to the transmitted
signal points.

In practice, the transmitter and receiver filters are designed for zero ISI at the desired sampling
times t = kT . Thus, if GT (f ) is the frequency response of the transmitter filter and GR(f ) is the
frequency response of the receiver filter, then the product GT (f ) GR(f ) is designed to yield zero ISI.
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FIGURE 5.8: Two-dimensional digital eye patterns.

For example, the product GT (f ) GR(f ) may be selected as

GT (f )GR(f ) = Xrc(f ) (5.11)

where Xrc(f ) is the raised-cosine frequency response characteristic, defined as

Xrc(f ) =




T ,  0 ≤ |f | ≤ (1 − α)/2T

T

2
b1 + cos

πT

α

(
|f | − 1 − α

2T

)
,

1 − α

2T
≤ |f | ≤ 1 + α

2T

0, |f | >
1 + α

2T

(5.12)

where α is called the rolloff factor, which takes values in the range 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, and 1/T is the symbol
rate. The frequency response Xrc(f ) is illustrated in Fig. 5.9(a) for α = 0, 1/2, and 1. Note that
when α = 0, Xrc(f ) reduces to an ideal brick wall physically nonrealizable frequency response with
bandwidth occupancy 1/2T . The frequency 1/2T is called the Nyquist frequency. For α > 0, the
bandwidth occupied by the desired signal Xrc(f ) beyond the Nyquist frequency 1/2T is called the
excess bandwidth, and is usually expressed as a percentage of the Nyquist frequency. For example,
when α = 1/2, the excess bandwidth is 50% and when α = 1, the excess bandwidth is 100%. The
signal pulse xrc(t) having the raised-cosine spectrum is

xrc(t) = sin πt/T

πt/T

cos(παt/T )

1 − 4α2 t2/T 2
(5.13)

Figure 5.9(b) illustrates xrc(t) for α = 0, 1/2, and 1. Note that xrc(t) = 1 at t = 0 and xrc(t) = 0
at t = kT , k = ±1, ±2, . . . . Consequently, at the sampling instants t = kT , k 6= 0, there is no ISI
from adjacent symbols when there is no channel distortion. In the presence of channel distortion,
however, the ISI given by Eq. (5.10) is no longer zero, and a channel equalizer is needed to minimize
its effect on system performance.
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FIGURE 5.9: Pulses having a raised cosine spectrum.

5.3 Linear Equalizers

The most common type of channel equalizer used in practice to reduce SI is a linear transversal filter
with adjustable coefficients {ci}, as shown in Fig. 5.10.

On channels whose frequency response characteristics are unknown, but time invariant, we may
measure the channel characteristics and adjust the parameters of the equalizer; once adjusted, the
parameters remain fixed during the transmission of data. Such equalizers are called presetequalizers.
On the other hand, adaptive equalizers update their parameters on a periodic basis during the
transmission of data and, thus, they are capable of tracking a slowly time-varying channel response.

First, let us consider the design characteristics for a linear equalizer from a frequency domain
viewpoint. Figure 5.11 shows a block diagram of a system that employs a linear filter as a channel
equalizer.

The demodulator consists of a receiver filter with frequency response GR(f ) in cascade with a
channel equalizing filter that has a frequency response GE(f ). As indicated in the preceding section,
the receiver filter response GR(f ) is matched to the transmitter response, i.e., GR(f ) = G∗

T (f ), and
the product GR(f )GT (f ) is usually designed so that there is zero ISI at the sampling instants as, for
example, when GR(t)GT (f ) = Xrc(f ).

For the system shown in Fig. 5.11, in which the channel frequency response is not ideal, the desired
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FIGURE 5.10: Linear transversal filter.

FIGURE 5.11: Block diagram of a system with an equalizer.

condition for zero ISI is
GT (f )C(f )GR(f )GE(f ) = Xrc(f ) (5.14)

where Xrc(f ) is the desired raised-cosine spectral characteristic. Since GT (f )GR(f ) = Xrc(f ) by
design, the frequency response of the equalizer that compensates for the channel distortion is

GE(f ) = 1

C(f )
= 1

|C(f )| e−jθc(f ) (5.15)

Thus, the amplitude response of the equalizer is |GE(f )| = 1/|C(f )| and its phase response is
θE(f ) = −θc(f ). In this case, the equalizer is said to be the inverse channel filter to the channel
response.

We note that the inverse channel filter completely eliminates ISI caused by the channel. Since it
forces the ISI to be zero at the sampling instants t = kT , k = 0, 1, . . . , the equalizer is called a
zero-forcing equalizer. Hence, the input to the detector is simply

zk = Ik + ηk, k = 0, 1, . . .  (5.16)

where ηk represents the additive noise and Ik is the desired symbol.
In practice, the ISI caused by channel distortion is usually limited to a finite number of symbols on

either side of the desired symbol. Hence, the number of terms that constitute the ISI in the summation
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given by Eq. (5.10) is finite. As a consequence, in practice the channel equalizer is implemented as a
finite duration impulse response (FIR) filter, or transversal filter, with adjustable tap coefficients {cn},
as illustrated in Fig. 5.10. The time delay τ between adjacent taps may be selected as large as T , the
symbol interval, in which case the FIR equalizer is called a symbol-spaced equalizer. In this case, the
input to the equalizer is the sampled sequence given by Eq. (5.7). We note that when the symbol rate
1/T < 2W , however, frequencies in the received signal above the folding frequency 1/T are aliased
into frequencies below 1/T . In this case, the equalizer compensates for the aliased channel-distorted
signal.

On the other hand, when the time delay τ between adjacent taps is selected such that 1/τ ≥ 2W >

1/T , no aliasing occurs and, hence, the inverse channel equalizer compensates for the true channel
distortion. Since τ < T , the channel equalizer is said to have fractionally spaced taps and it is called
a fractionally spaced equalizer. In practice, τ is often selected as τ = T/2. Notice that, in this case,
the sampling rate at the output of the filter GR(f ) is 2/T .

The impulse response of the FIR equalizer is

gE(t) =
N∑

n=−N

cnδ(t − nτ) (5.17)

and the corresponding frequency response is

GE(f ) =
N∑

n=−N

cne
−j2πf nτ (5.18)

where {cn} are the (2N + 1) equalizer coefficients and N is chosen sufficiently large so that the
equalizer spans the length of the ISI, i.e., 2N + 1 ≥ L, where L is the number of signal samples
spanned by the ISI. Since X(f ) = GT (f )C(f )GR(f ) and x(t) is the signal pulse corresponding to
X(f ), then the equalized output signal pulse is

q(t) =
N∑

n=−N

cnx(t − nτ) (5.19)

The zero-forcing condition can now be applied to the samples of q(t) taken at times t = mT . These
samples are

q(mT ) =
N∑

n=−N

cnx(mT − nτ), m = 0, ±1, . . . ,±N (5.20)

Since there are 2N + 1 equalizer coefficients, we can control only 2N + 1 sampled values of q(t).
Specifically, we may force the conditions

q(mT ) =
N∑

n=−N

cnx(mT − nτ) =
{

1, m = 0
0, m = ±1, ±2, . . . ,±N

(5.21)

which may be expressed in matrix form as Xc = q, where X is a (2N + 1) × (2N + 1) matrix with
elements {x(mT − nτ)}, c is the (2N + 1) coefficient vector and q is the (2N + 1) column vector
with one nonzero element. Thus, we obtain a set of 2N + 1 linear equations for the coefficients of
the zero-forcing equalizer.
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We should emphasize that the FIR zero-forcing equalizer does not completely eliminate ISI because
it has a finite length. As N is increased, however, the residual ISI can be reduced, and in the limit as
N → ∞, the ISI is completely eliminated.

EXAMPLE 5.1:

Consider a channel distorted pulse x(t), at the input to the equalizer, given by the expression

x(t) = 1

1 +
(

2t

T

)2

where 1/T is the symbol rate. The pulse is sampled at the rate 2/T and equalized by a zero-forcing
equalizer. Determine the coefficients of a five-tap zero-forcing equalizer.

Solution 5.1 According to Eq. (5.21), the zero-forcing equalizer must satisfy the equations

q(mT ) =
2∑

n=−2

cnx (mT − nT/2) =
{

1, m = 0
0, m = ±1, ±2

The matrix X with elements x(mT − nT/2) is given as

X =




1

5

1

10

1

17

1

26

1

37

1
1

2

1

5

1

10

1

17
1

5

1

2
1

1

2

1

5
1

17

1

10

1

5

1

2
1

1

37

1

26

1

17

1

10

1

5




(5.22)

The coefficient vector c and the vector q are given as

c =




c−2
c−1
c0
c1
c2


 q =




0
0
1
0
0


 (5.23)

Then, the linear equations Xc = q can be solved by inverting the matrix X. Thus, we obtain

copt = X−1q =




−2.2
4.9

−3
4.9

−2.2


 (5.24)

One drawback to the zero-forcing equalizer is that it ignores the presence of additive noise. As a
consequence, its use may result in significant noise enhancement. This is easily seen by noting that
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in a frequency range where C(f ) is small, the channel equalizer GE(f ) = 1/C(f ) compensates
by placing a large gain in that frequency range. Consequently, the noise in that frequency range is
greatly enhanced. An alternative is to relax the zero ISI condition and select the channel equalizer
characteristic such that the combined power in the residual ISI and the additive noise at the output
of the equalizer is minimized. A channel equalizer that is optimized based on the minimum mean
square error (MMSE) criterion accomplishes the desired goal.

To elaborate, let us consider the noise corrupted output of the FIR equalizer, which is

z(t) =
N∑

n=−N

cny(t − nτ) (5.25)

where y(t) is the input to the equalizer, given by Eq. (5.6). The equalizer output is sampled at times
t = mT . Thus, we obtain

z(mT ) =
N∑

n=−N

cny(mT − nτ) (5.26)

The desired response at the output of the equalizer at t = mT is the transmitted symbol Im. The
error is defined as the difference between Im and z(mT ). Then, the mean square error (MSE) between
the actual output sample z(mT ) and the desired values Im is

MSE = E |z(mT ) − Im|2

= E




∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

n=−N

cny(mT − nτ) − Im

∣∣∣∣∣
2


=
N∑

n=−N

N∑
k=−N

cnckRY (n − k)

− 2
N∑

k=−N

ckRIY (k) + E
(
|Im|2

)
(5.27)

where the correlations are defined as

RY (n − k) = E
[
y∗(mT − nτ)y(mT − kτ)

]

RIY (k) = E
[
y(mT − kτ)I ∗

m

] (5.28)

and the expectation is taken with respect to the random information sequence {Im} and the additive
noise.

The minimum MSE solution is obtained by differentiating Eq. (5.27) with respect to the equalizer
coefficients {cn}. Thus, we obtain the necessary conditions for the minimum MSE as

N∑
n=−N

cnRY (n − k) = RIY (k), k = 0, ±1, 2, . . . ,±N (5.29)

These are the (2N + 1) linear equations for the equalizer coefficients. In contrast to the zero-forcing
solution already described, these equations depend on the statistical properties (the autocorrelation)
of the noise as well as the ISI through the autocorrelation RY (n).
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In practice, the autocorrelation matrix RY (n) and the crosscorrelation vector RIY (n) are unknown
a priori. These correlation sequences can be estimated, however, by transmitting a test signal over
the channel and using the time-average estimates

R̂Y (n) = 1

K

K∑
k=1

y∗(kT − nτ)y(kT )

R̂IY (n) = 1

K

K∑
k=1

y(kT − nτ)I ∗
k

(5.30)

in place of the ensemble averages to solve for the equalizer coefficients given by Eq. (5.29).

5.3.1 Adaptive Linear Equalizers

We have shown that the tap coefficients of a linear equalizer can be determined by solving a set of linear
equations. In the zero-forcing optimization criterion, the linear equations are given by Eq. (5.21).
On the other hand, if the optimization criterion is based on minimizing the MSE, the optimum
equalizer coefficients are determined by solving the set of linear equations given by Eq. (5.29).

In both cases, we may express the set of linear equations in the general matrix form

Bc = d (5.31)

where B is a (2N + 1) × (2N + 1) matrix, c is a column vector representing the 2N + 1 equalizer
coefficients, and d a (2N + 1)-dimensional column vector. The solution of Eq. (5.31) yields

copt = B−1d (5.32)

In practical implementations of equalizers, the solution of Eq. (5.31) for the optimum coefficient
vector is usually obtained by an iterative procedure that avoids the explicit computation of the inverse
of the matrix B. The simplest iterative procedure is the method of steepest descent, in which one
begins by choosing arbitrarily the coefficient vector c, say c0. This initial choice of coefficients
corresponds to a point on the criterion function that is being optimized. For example, in the case
of the MSE criterion, the initial guess c0 corresponds to a point on the quadratic MSE surface in the
(2N +1)-dimensional space of coefficients. The gradient vector, defined asg0, which is the derivative
of the MSE with respect to the 2N +1filter coefficients, is then computed at this point on the criterion
surface, and each tap coefficient is changed in the direction opposite to its corresponding gradient
component. The change in the j th tap coefficient is proportional to the size of the j th gradient
component.

For example, the gradient vector denoted as gk , for the MSE criterion, found by taking the deriva-
tives of the MSE with respect to each of the 2N + 1 coefficients, is

gk = Bck − d, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . (5.33)

Then the coefficient vector ck is updated according to the relation

ck+1 = ck − 1gk (5.34)

where 1 is the step-size parameter for the iterative procedure. To ensure convergence of the iterative
procedure, 1 is chosen to be a small positive number. In such a case, the gradient vector gk converges
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toward zero, i.e., gk → 0 as k → ∞, and the coefficient vector ck → copt as illustrated in Fig. 5.12
based on two-dimensional optimization. In general, convergence of the equalizer tap coefficients
to copt cannot be attained in a finite number of iterations with the steepest-descent method. The
optimum solution copt, however, can be approached as closely as desired in a few hundred iterations.
In digital communication systems that employ channel equalizers, each iteration corresponds to a
time interval for sending one symbol and, hence, a few hundred iterations to achieve convergence to
copt corresponds to a fraction of a second.

FIGURE 5.12: Examples of convergence characteristics of a gradient algorithm.

Adaptive channel equalization is required for channels whose characteristics change with time.
In such a case, the ISI varies with time. The channel equalizer must track such time variations in
the channel response and adapt its coefficients to reduce the ISI. In the context of the preceding
discussion, the optimum coefficient vector copt varies with time due to time variations in the matrix
B and, for the case of the MSE criterion, time variations in the vector d . Under these conditions, the
iterative method described can be modified to use estimates of the gradient components. Thus, the
algorithm for adjusting the equalizer tap coefficients may be expressed as

ĉk+1 = ĉk − 1ĝk (5.35)

where ĝk denotes an estimate of the gradient vector gk and ĉk denotes the estimate of the tap
coefficient vector.

In the case of the MSE criterion, the gradient vector gk given by Eq. (5.33) may also be expressed
as

gk = −E
(
eky

∗
k

)
An estimate ĝk of the gradient vector at the kth iteration is computed as

ĝk = −eky
∗
k (5.36)

where ek denotes the difference between the desired output from the equalizer at the kth time instant
and the actual output z(kT ), and yk denotes the column vector of 2N + 1 received signal values
contained in the equalizer at time instant k. The error signal ek is expressed as

ek = Ik − zk (5.37)
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where zk = z(kT ) is the equalizer output given by Eq. (5.26) and Ik is the desired symbol. Hence,
by substituting Eq. (5.36) into Eq. (5.35), we obtain the adaptive algorithm for optimizing the tap
coefficients (based on the MSE criterion) as

ĉk+1 = ĉk + 1eky
∗
k (5.38)

Since an estimate of the gradient vector is used in Eq. (5.38) the algorithm is called a stochastic
gradient algorithm; it is also known as the LMS algorithm.

A block diagram of an adaptive equalizer that adapts its tap coefficients according to Eq. (5.38) is
illustrated in Fig. 5.13. Note that the difference between the desired output Ik and the actual output
zk from the equalizer is used to form the error signal ek . This error is scaled by the step-size parameter
1, and the scaled error signal 1ek multiplies the received signal values {y(kT − nτ)} at the 2N + 1
taps. The products 1eky

∗(kT − nτ) at the (2N + 1) taps are then added to the previous values of
the tap coefficients to obtain the updated tap coefficients, according to Eq. (5.38). This computation
is repeated as each new symbol is received. Thus, the equalizer coefficients are updated at the symbol
rate.

τ τ τ τ τ

Σ Σ Σ Σ  Σ

+

∆

Input

+

Output

Detector

{y  }k

{e  }k

c −N+1c −N c1c0 c N

{z  }k

{I  }k

FIGURE 5.13: Linear adaptive equalizer based on the MSE criterion.

Initially, the adaptive equalizer is trained by the transmission of a known pseudo-random sequence
{Im} over the channel. At the demodulator, the equalizer employs the known sequence to adjust its
coefficients. Upon initial adjustment, the adaptive equalizer switches from a training mode to a
decision-directed mode, in which case the decisions at the output of the detector are sufficiently
reliable so that the error signal is formed by computing the difference between the detector output
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and the equalizer output, i.e.,

ek = Ĩk − zk (5.39)

where Ĩ k is the output of the detector. In general, decision errors at the output of the detector occur
infrequently and, consequently, such errors have little effect on the performance of the tracking
algorithm given by Eq. (5.38).

A rule of thumb for selecting the step-size parameter so as to ensure convergence and good tracking
capabilities in slowly varying channels is

1 = 1

5(2N + 1)PR

(5.40)

where PR denotes the received signal-plus-noise power, which can be estimated from the received
signal (see Proakis [4]).

The convergence characteristic of the stochastic gradient algorithm in Eq. (5.38) is illustrated in
Fig. 5.14. These graphs were obtained from a computer simulation of an 11-tap adaptive equalizer
operating on a channel with a rather modest amount of ISI. The input signal-plus-noise power PR

was normalized to unity. The rule of thumb given in Eq. (5.40) for selecting the step size gives
1 = 0.018. The effect of making 1 too large is illustrated by the large jumps in MSE as shown for
1 = 0.115. As 1 is decreased, the convergence is slowed somewhat, but a lower MSE is achieved,
indicating that the estimated coefficients are closer to copt.

FIGURE 5.14: Initial convergence characteristics of the LMS algorithm with different step sizes.

Although we have described in some detail the operation of an adaptive equalizer that is optimized
on the basis of the MSE criterion, the operation of an adaptive equalizer based on the zero-forcing
method is very similar. The major difference lies in the method for estimating the gradient vectors
gk at each iteration. A block diagram of an adaptive zero-forcing equalizer is shown in Fig. 5.15.

For more details on the tap coefficient update method for a zero-forcing equalizer, the reader is
referred to the papers by Lucky [2, 3], and the text by Proakis [4].
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FIGURE 5.15: An adaptive zero-forcing equalizer.

5.4 Decision-Feedback Equalizer

The linear filter equalizers described in the preceding section are very effective on channels, such as
wire line telephone channels, where the ISI is not severe. The severity of the ISI is directly related
to the spectral characteristics and not necessarily to the time span of the ISI. For example, consider
the ISI resulting from the two channels that are illustrated in Fig. 5.16. The time span for the ISI
in channel A is 5 symbol intervals on each side of the desired signal component, which has a value
of 0.72. On the other hand, the time span for the ISI in channel B is one symbol interval on each
side of the desired signal component, which has a value of 0.815. The energy of the total response is
normalized to unity for both channels.

In spite of the shorter ISI span, channel B results in more severe ISI. This is evidenced in the
frequency response characteristics of these channels, which are shown in Fig. 5.17. We observe that
channel B has a spectral null [the frequency response C(f ) = 0 for some frequencies in the band
|f | ≤ W ] at f = 1/2T , whereas this does not occur in the case of channel A. Consequently, a
linear equalizer will introduce a large gain in its frequency response to compensate for the channel
null. Thus, the noise in channel B will be enhanced much more than in channel A. This implies
that the performance of the linear equalizer for channel B will be sufficiently poorer than that for
channel A. This fact is borne out by the computer simulation results for the performance of the
two linear equalizers shown in Fig. 5.18. Hence, the basic limitation of a linear equalizer is that it
performs poorly on channels having spectral nulls. Such channels are often encountered in radio
communications, such as ionospheric transmission at frequencies below 30 MHz and mobile radio
channels, such as those used for cellular radio communications.

A decision-feedback equalizer (DFE) is a nonlinear equalizer that employs previous decisions to
eliminate the ISI caused by previously detected symbols on the current symbol to be detected. A
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FIGURE 5.16: Two channels with ISI.

simple block diagram for a DFE is shown in Fig. 5.19. The DFE consists of two filters. The first
filter is called a feedforward filter and it is generally a fractionally spaced FIR filter with adjustable
tap coefficients. This filter is identical in form to the linear equalizer already described. Its input is
the received filtered signal y(t) sampled at some rate that is a multiple of the symbol rate, e.g., at
rate 2/T . The second filter is a feedback filter. It is implemented as an FIR filter with symbol-spaced
taps having adjustable coefficients. Its input is the set of previously detected symbols. The output
of the feedback filter is subtracted from the output of the feedforward filter to form the input to the
detector. Thus, we have

zm =
0∑

n=−N1

cny(mT − nτ) −
N2∑
n=1

bnĨm−n (5.41)

where {cn} and {bn} are the adjustable coefficients of the feedforward and feedback filters, respectively,
Ĩ m−n, n = 1, 2, . . . , N2 are the previously detected symbols, N1 + 1 is the length of the feedforward
filter, and N2 is the length of the feedback filter. Based on the input zm, the detector determines
which of the possible transmitted symbols is closest in distance to the input signal Im. Thus, it makes
its decision and outputs Ĩ m. What makes the DFE nonlinear is the nonlinear characteristic of the
detector that provides the input to the feedback filter.

The tap coefficients of the feedforward and feedback filters are selected to optimize some desired
performance measure. For mathematical simplicity, the MSE criterion is usually applied, and a
stochastic gradient algorithm is commonly used to implement an adaptive DFE. Figure 5.20 illustrates
the block diagram of an adaptive DFE whose tap coefficients are adjusted by means of the LMS
stochastic gradient algorithm. Figure 5.21 illustrates the probability of error performance of the
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FIGURE 5.17: Amplitude spectra for (a) channel A shown in Fig.5.16(a) and (b) channel B shown
in Fig.5.16(b).

DFE, obtained by computer simulation, for binary PAM transmission over channel B. The gain in
performance relative to that of a linear equalizer is clearly evident.

We should mention that decision errors from the detector that are fed to the feedback filter have
a small effect on the performance of the DFE. In general, a small loss in performance of one to two
decibels is possible at error rates below 10−2, as illustrated in Fig. 5.21, but the decision errors in the
feedback filters are not catastrophic.
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FIGURE 5.18: Error-rate performance of linear MSE equalizer.

FIGURE 5.19: Block diagram of DFE.

5.5 Maximum-Likelihood Sequence Detection

Although the DFE outperforms a linear equalizer, it is not the optimum equalizer from the viewpoint
of minimizing the probability of error in the detection of the information sequence {Ik} from the
received signal samples {yk} given in Eq. (5.5). In a digital communication system that transmits
information over a channel that causes ISI, the optimum detector is a maximum-likelihood symbol
sequence detector which produces at its output the most probable symbol sequence {Ĩ k} for the given
received sampled sequence {yk}. That is, the detector finds the sequence {Ĩ k} that maximizes the
likelihood function

3 ({Ik}) = lnp
({yk}

∣∣ {Ik}
)

(5.42)

where p({yk} | {Ik}) is the joint probability of the received sequence {yk} conditioned on {Ik}. The
sequence of symbols {Ĩ k} that maximizes this joint conditional probability is called the maximum-
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FIGURE 5.20: Adaptive DFE.

likelihood sequence detector.
An algorithm that implements maximum-likelihood sequence detection (MLSD) is the Viterbi

algorithm, which was originally devised for decoding convolutional codes. For a description of this
algorithm in the context of sequence detection in the presence of ISI, the reader is referred to the
paper by Forney [1] and the text by Proakis [4].

The major drawback of MLSD for channels with ISI is the exponential behavior in computational
complexity as a function of the span of the ISI. Consequently, MLSD is practical only for channels
where the ISI spans only a few symbols and the ISI is severe, in the sense that it causes a severe
degradation in the performance of a linear equalizer or a decision-feedback equalizer. For example,
Fig. 5.22 illustrates the error probability performance of the Viterbi algorithm for a binary PAM signal
transmitted through channel B (see Fig. 5.16). For purposes of comparison, we also illustrate the
probability of error for a DFE. Both results were obtained by computer simulation. We observe that
the performance of the maximum likelihood sequence detector is about 4.5 dB better than that of
the DFE at an error probability of 10−4. Hence, this is one example where the ML sequence detector
provides a significant performance gain on a channel with a relatively short ISI span.

5.6 Conclusions

Channel equalizers are widely used in digital communication systems to mitigate the effects of ISI
caused by channel distortion. Linear equalizers are widely used for high-speed modems that transmit
data over telephone channels. For wireless (radio) transmission, such as in mobile cellular communi-
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FIGURE 5.21: Performance of DFE with and without error propagation.

FIGURE 5.22: Comparison of performance between MLSE and decision-feedback equalization for
channel B of Fig.5.16.
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cations and interoffice communications, the multipath propagation of the transmitted signal results
in severe ISI. Such channels require more powerful equalizers to combat the severe ISI. The decision-
feedback equalizer and the MLSD are two nonlinear channel equalizers that are suitable for radio
channels with severe ISI.

Defining Terms

Adaptive equalizer: A channel equalizer whose parameters are updated automatically and
adaptively during transmission of data.

Channel equalizer: A device that is used to reduce the effects of channel distortion in a received
signal.

Decision-directed mode: Mode for adjustment of the equalizer coefficient adaptively based on
the use of the detected symbols at the output of the detector.

Decision-feedback equalizer (DFE): An adaptive equalizer that consists of a feedforward filter
and a feedback filter, where the latter is fed with previously detected symbols that are used
to eliminate the intersymbol interference due to the tail in the channel impulse response.

Fractionally spaced equalizer: A tapped-delay line channel equalizer in which the delay be-
tween adjacent taps is less than the duration of a transmitted symbol.

Intersymbol interference: Interference in a received symbol from adjacent (nearby) transmit-
ted symbols caused by channel distortion in data transmission.

LMS algorithm: See stochastic gradient algorithm.

Maximum-likelihood sequence detector: A detector for estimating the most probable se-
quence of data symbols by maximizing the likelihood function of the received signal.

Preset equalizer: A channel equalizer whose parameters are fixed (time-invariant) during
transmission of data.

Stochastic gradient algorithm: An algorithm for adaptively adjusting the coefficients of an
equalizer based on the use of (noise-corrupted) estimates of the gradients.

Symbol-spaced equalizer: A tapped-delay line channel equalizer in which the delay between
adjacent taps is equal to the duration of a transmitted symbol.

Training mode: Mode for adjustment of the equalizer coefficients based on the transmission
of a known sequence of transmitted symbols.

Zero-forcing equalizer: Achannel equalizerwhoseparameters are adjusted to completely elim-
inate intersymbol interference in a sequence of transmitted data symbols.
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Further Information

For a comprehensive treatment of adaptive equalization techniques and their performance charac-
teristics, the reader may refer to the book by Proakis [4]. The two papers by Lucky [2, 3], provide
a treatment on linear equalizers based on the zero-forcing criterion. Additional information on
decision-feedback equalizers may be found in the journal papers “An Adaptive Decision-Feedback
Equalizer” by D.A. George, R.R. Bowen, and J.R. Storey, IEEE Transactions on Communications Tech-
nology, Vol. COM-19, pp. 281–293, June 1971, and “Feedback Equalization for Fading Dispersive
Channels” by P. Monsen, IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, Vol. IT-17, pp. 56–64, Jan-
uary 1971. A through treatment of channel equalization based on maximum-likelihood sequence
detection is given in the paper by Forney [1].
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6.1 Introduction

The terminology line coding originated in telephony with the need to transmit digital information
across a copper telephone line; more specifically, binary data over a digital repeatered line. The
concept of line coding, however, readily applies to any transmission line or channel. In a digital com-
munication system, there exists a known set of symbols to be transmitted. These can be designated as
{mi}, i = 1, 2, . . . , N , with a probability of occurrence {pi}, i = 1, 2, . . . , N , where the sequentially
transmitted symbols are generally assumed to be statistically independent. The conversion or coding
of these abstract symbols into real, temporal waveforms to be transmitted in baseband is the process
of line coding. Since the most common type of line coding is for binary data, such a waveform can be
succinctly termed a direct format for serial bits. The concentration in this section will be line coding
for binary data.

Different channel characteristics, as well as different applications and performance requirements,
have provided the impetus for the development and study of various types of line coding [1, 2].
For example, the channel might be ac coupled and, thus, could not support a line code with a dc
component or large dc content. Synchronization or timing recovery requirements might necessitate a
discrete component at the data rate. The channel bandwidth and crosstalk limitations might dictate
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the type of line coding employed. Even such factors as the complexity of the encoder and the economy
of the decoder could determine the line code chosen. Each line code has its own distinct properties.
Depending on the application, one property may be more important than the other. In what follows,
we describe, in general, the most desirable features that are considered when choosing a line code.

It is commonly accepted [1, 2, 5, 8] that the dominant considerations effecting the choice of a line
code are: 1) timing, 2) dc content, 3) power spectrum, 4) performance monitoring, 5) probability of
error, and 6) transparency. Each of these are detailed in the following paragraphs.

1) Timing: The waveform produced by a line code should contain enough timing information
such that the receiver can synchronize with the transmitter and decode the received signal properly.
The timing content should be relatively independent of source statistics, i.e., a long string of 1s or 0s
should not result in loss of timing or jitter at the receiver.

2) DC content: Since the repeaters used in telephony are ac coupled, it is desirable to have zero
dc in the waveform produced by a given line code. If a signal with significant dc content is used
in ac coupled lines, it will cause dc wander in the received waveform. That is, the received signal
baseline will vary with time. Telephone lines do not pass dc due to ac coupling with transformers
and capacitors to eliminate dc ground loops. Because of this, the telephone channel causes a droop
in constant signals. This causes dc wander. It can be eliminated by dc restoration circuits, feedback
systems, or with specially designed line codes.

3) Power spectrum: The power spectrum and bandwidth of the transmitted signal should be
matched to the frequency response of the channel to avoid significant distortion. Also, the power
spectrum should be such that most of the energy is contained in as small bandwidth as possible. The
smaller is the bandwidth, the higher is the transmission efficiency.

4) Performance monitoring: It is very desirable to detect errors caused by a noisy transmission
channel. The error detection capability in turn allows performance monitoring while the channel is
in use (i.e., without elaborate testing procedures that require suspending use of the channel).

5) Probability of error: The average error probability should be as small as possible for a given
transmitter power. This reflects the reliability of the line code.

6) Transparency: A line code should allow all the possible patterns of 1s and 0s. If a certain pattern
is undesirable due to other considerations, it should be mapped to a unique alternative pattern.

6.2 Common Line Coding Formats

A line coding format consists of a formal definition of the line code that specifies how a string of
binary digits are converted to a line code waveform. There are two major classes of binary line codes:
level codes and transition codes. Level codes carry information in their voltage level, which may be
high or low for a full bit period or part of the bit period. Level codes are usually instantaneous since
they typically encode a binary digit into a distinct waveform, independent of any past binary data.
However, some level codes do exhibit memory. Transition codes carry information in the change in
level appearing in the line code waveform. Transition codes may be instantaneous, but they generally
have memory, using past binary data to dictate the present waveform. There are two common forms
of level line codes: one is called return to zero (RZ) and the other is called nonreturn to zero (NRZ).
In RZ coding, the level of the pulse returns to zero for a portion of the bit interval. In NRZ coding,
the level of the pulse is maintained during the entire bit interval.

Line coding formats are further classified according to the polarity of the voltage levels used to
represent the data. If only one polarity of voltage level is used, i.e., positive or negative (in addition
to the zero level) then it is called unipolar signalling. If both positive and negative voltage levels are
being used, with or without a zero voltage level, then it is called polar signalling. The term bipolar
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signalling is used by some authors to designate a specific line coding scheme with positive, negative,
and zero voltage levels. This will be described in detail later in this section. The formal definition
of five common line codes is given in the following along with a representative waveform, the power
spectral density (PSD), the probability of error, and a discussion of advantages and disadvantages. In
some cases specific applications are noted.

6.2.1 Unipolar NRZ (Binary On-Off Keying)

In this line code, a binary 1 is represented by a non-zero voltage level and a binary 0 is represented
by a zero voltage level as shown in Fig. 6.1(a). This is an instantaneous level code. The PSD of this
code with equally likely 1s and 0s is given by [5, 8]

S1(f ) = V 2T

4

(
sinπf T

πf T

)2

+ V 2

4
δ(f ) (6.1)

where V is the binary 1 voltage level, T = 1/R is the bit duration, and R is the bit rate in bits per
second. The spectrum of unipolar NRZ is plotted in Fig. 6.2a. This PSD is a two-sided even spectrum,
although only half of the plot is shown for efficiency of presentation. If the probability of a binary
1 is p, and the probability of a binary 0 is (1 − p), then the PSD of this code, in the most general
case, is 4p(1−p) S1(f ). Considering the frequency of the first spectral null as the bandwidth of the
waveform, the bandwidth of unipolar NRZ is R in hertz. The error rate performance of this code, for
equally likely data, with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and optimum, i.e., matched filter,
detection is given by [1, 5]

Pe = 1

2
erfc

(√
Eb

2N0

)
(6.2)

where Eb/N0 is a measure of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the received signal. In general, Eb is
the energy per bit and N0/2 is the two-sided PSD of the AWGN. More specifically, for unipolar NRZ,
Eb is the energy in a binary 1, which is V 2T . The performance of the unipolar NRZ code is plotted
in Fig. 6.3

The principle advantages of unipolar NRZ are ease of generation, since it requires only a single
power supply, and a relatively low bandwidth of R Hz. There are quite a few disadvantages of this line
code. A loss of synchronization and timing jitter can result with a long sequence of 1s or 0s because
no pulse transition is present. The code has no error detection capability and, hence, performance
cannot be monitored. There is a significant dc component as well as a dc content. The error rate
performance is not as good as that of polar line codes.

6.2.2 Unipolar RZ

In this linecode, abinary1 is representedbyanonzerovoltage levelduringaportionof thebitduration,
usually for half of the bit period, and a zero voltage level for rest of the bit duration. A binary 0 is
represented by a zero voltage level during the entire bit duration. Thus, this is an instantaneous level
code. Figure 6.1(b) illustrates a unipolar RZ waveform in which the 1 is represented by a nonzero
voltage level for half the bit period. The PSD of this line code, with equally likely binary digits, is
given by [5, 6, 8]

S2(f ) = V 2T

16

(
sinπf T/2

πf T/2

)2
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FIGURE 6.1: Waveforms for different line codes.
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Figure 6.2a Power spectral density of different line codes, where R = 1/T is the bit rate.

+ V 2

4π2

[
π2

4
δ(f ) +

∞∑
n=−∞

1

(2n + 1)2
δ(f − (2n + 1)R)

]
(6.3)

where again V is the binary 1 voltage level, and T = 1/R is the bit period. The spectrum of this
code is drawn in Fig. 6.2a. In the most general case, when the probability of a 1 is p, the continuous
portion of the PSD in Eq. (6.3) is scaled by the factor 4p(1− p) and the discrete portion is scaled by
the factor 4p2. The first null bandwidth of unipolar RZ is 2R Hz. The error rate performance of this
line code is the same as that of the unipolar NRZ provided we increase the voltage level of this code
such that the energy in binary 1, Eb, is the same for both codes. The probability of error is given by
Eq. (6.2) and identified in Fig. 6.3. If the voltage level and bit period are the same for unipolar NRZ
and unipolar RZ, then the energy in a binary 1 for unipolar RZ will be V 2T/2 and the probability of
error is worse by 3 dB.

The main advantages of unipolar RZ are, again, ease of generation since it requires a single power
supply and the presence of a discrete spectral component at the symbol rate, which allows simple
timing recovery. A number of disadvantages exist for this line code. It has a nonzero dc component
and nonzero dc content, which can lead to dc wander. A long string of 0s will lack pulse transitions and
could lead to loss of synchronization. There is no error detection capability and, hence, performance
monitoring is not possible. The bandwidth requirement (2R Hz) is higher than that of NRZ signals.
The error rate performance is worse than that of polar line codes.

Unipolar NRZ as well as unipolar RZ are examples of pulse/no-pulse type of signalling. In this
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Figure 6.2b Power spectral density of different line codes, where R = 1/T is the bit rate.

type of signalling, the pulse for a binary 0, g2(t), is zero and the pulse for a binary 1 is specified
generically as g1(t) = g(t). Using G(f ) as the Fourier transform of g(t), the PSD of pulse/no-pulse
signalling is given as [6, 7, 10]

SPNP(f ) = p(1 − p)R|G(f )|2 + p2R2
∞∑

n=−∞
|G(nR)|2δ(f − nR) (6.4)

where p is the probability of a binary 1, and R is the bit rate.

6.2.3 Polar NRZ

In this line code, a binary 1 is represented by a positive voltage +V and a binary 0 is represented by
a negative voltage −V over the full bit period. This code is also referred to as NRZ (L), since a bit
is represented by maintaining a level (L) during its entire period. A polar NRZ waveform is shown
in Fig. 6.1(c). This is again an instantaneous level code. Alternatively, a 1 may be represented by a
−V voltage level and a 0 by a +V voltage level, without changing the spectral characteristics and
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FIGURE 6.3: Bit error probability for different line codes.

performance of the line code. The PSD of this line code with equally likely bits is given by [5, 8]

S3(f ) = V 2T

(
sinπf T

πf T

)2

(6.5)

This is plotted in Fig. 6.2b. When the probability of a 1 is p, and p is not 0.5, a dc component exists,
and the PSD becomes [10]

S3p(f ) = 4V 2Tp(1 − p)

(
sinπf T

πf T

)2

+ V 2(1 − 2p)2δ(f ) (6.6)
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The first null bandwidth for this line code is again R Hz, independent of p. The probability of error
of this line code when p = 0.5 is given by [1, 5]

Pe = 1

2
erfc

(√
Eb

N0

)
(6.7)

The performance of polar NRZ is plotted in Fig. 6.3. This is better than the error performance of the
unipolar codes by 3 dB.

The advantages of polar NRZ include a low-bandwidth requirement, R Hz, comparable to unipo-
lar NRZ, very good error probability, and greatly reduced dc because the waveform has a zero dc
component when p = 0.5 even though the dc content is never zero. A few notable disadvantages
are that there is no error detection capability, and that a long string of 1s or 0s could result in loss of
synchronization, since there are no transitions during the string duration. Two power supplies are
required to generate this code.

6.2.4 Polar RZ [Bipolar, Alternate Mark Inversion (AMI), or Pseudoternary]

In this scheme, a binary 1 is represented by alternating the positive and negative voltage levels, which
return to zero for a portion of the bit duration, generally half the bit period. A binary 0 is represented
by a zero voltage level during the entire bit duration. This line coding scheme is often called alternate
mark inversion (AMI) since 1s (marks) are represented by alternating positive and negative pulses.
It is also called pseudoternary since three different voltage levels are used to represent binary data.
Some authors designate this line code as bipolar RZ (BRZ). An AMI waveform is shown in Fig. 6.1(d).
Note that this is a level code with memory. The AMI code is well known for its use in telephony. The
PSD of this line code with memory is given by [1, 2, 7]

S4p(f ) = 2p(1 − p)R|G(f )|2
(

1 − cos2πf T

1 + (2p − 1)2 + 2(2p − 1) cos2πf T

)
(6.8)

where G(f ) is the Fourier transform of the pulse used to represent a binary 1, and p is the probability
of a binary 1. When p = 0.5 and square pulses with amplitude ±V and duration T/2 are used to
represent binary 1s, the PSD becomes

S4(f ) = V 2T

4

(
sinπf T/2

πf T/2

)2

sin2(πf T ) (6.9)

This PSD is plotted in Fig. 6.2a. The first null bandwidth of this waveform is R Hz. This is true for
RZ rectangular pulses, independent of the value of p in Eq. (6.8). The error rate performance of this
line code for equally likely binary data is given by [5]

Pe ≈ 3

4
erfc

(√
Eb

2N0

)
, Eb/N0 > 2 (6.10)

This curve is plotted in Fig. 6.3 and is seen to be no more than 0.5 dB worse than the unipolar codes.
The advantages of polar RZ (or AMI, as it is most commonly called) outweigh the disadvantages.

This code has no dc component and zero dc content, completely avoiding the dc wander problem.
Timing recovery is rather easy since squaring, or full-wave rectifying, this type of signal yields a
unipolar RZ waveform with a discrete component at the bit rate, R Hz. Because of the alternating
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polarity pulses for binary 1s, this code has error detection and, hence, performance monitoring
capability. It has a low-bandwidth requirement, R Hz, comparable to unipolar NRZ. The obvious
disadvantage is that the error rate performance is worse than that of the unipolar and polar waveforms.
A long string of 0s could result in loss of synchronization, and two power supplies are required for
this code.

6.2.5 Manchester Coding (Split Phase or Digital Biphase)

In this coding, a binary 1 is represented by a pulse that has positive voltage during the first-half of the
bit duration and negative voltage during second-half of the bit duration. A binary 0 is represented
by a pulse that is negative during the first-half of the bit duration and positive during the second-
half of the bit duration. The negative or positive midbit transition indicates a binary 1 or binary
0, respectively. Thus, a Manchester code is classified as an instantaneous transition code; it has no
memory. The code is also called diphase because a square wave with a 0◦ phase is used to represent a
binary 1 and a square wave with a phase of 180◦ used to represent a binary 0; or vice versa. This line
code is used in Ethernet local area networks (LANs). The waveform for Manchester coding is shown
in Fig. 6.1(e). The PSD of a Manchester waveform with equally likely bits is given by [5, 8]

S5(f ) = V 2T

(
sinπf T/2

πf T/2

)2

sin2 (πf T /2) (6.11)

where ±V are used as the positive/negative voltage levels for this code. Its spectrum is plotted in
Fig. 6.2b. When the probability p of a binary 1, is not equal to one-half, the continuous portion of
the PSD is reduced in amplitude and discrete components appear at integer multiples of the bit rate,
R = 1/T . The resulting PSD is [6, 10]

S5p(f ) = V 2T 4p(1 − p)

(
sinπf T/2

πf T/2

)2

sin2 πf T

2

+ V 2(1 − 2p)2
∞∑

n=−∞,n6=0

(
2

nπ

)2

δ(f − nR) (6.12)

The first null bandwidth of the waveform generated by a Manchester code is 2R Hz. The error rate
performance of this waveform when p = 0.5 is the same as that of polar NRZ, given by Eq. (6.9),
and plotted in Fig. 6.3.

The advantages of this code include a zero dc content on an individual pulse basis, so no pattern
of bits can cause dc buildup; midbit transitions are always present making it is easy to extract timing
information; and it has good error rate performance, identical to polar NRZ. The main disadvantage
of this code is a larger bandwidth than any of the other common codes. Also, it has no error detection
capability and, hence, performance monitoring is not possible.

Polar NRZ and Manchester coding are examples of the use of pure polar signalling where the pulse
for a binary 0, g2(t) is the negative of the pulse for a binary 1, i.e., g2(t) = −g1(t). This is also
referred to as an antipodal signal set. For this broad type of polar binary line code, the PSD is given
by [10]

SBP(f ) = 4p(1 − p)R|G(f )|2 + (2p − 1)2R2
∞∑

n=−∞
|G(nR)|2δ(f − nR) (6.13)

where |G(f )| is the magnitude of the Fourier transform of either g1(t) or g2(t).
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A further generalization of the PSD of binary line codes can be given, wherein a continuous
spectrum and a discrete spectrum is evident. Let a binary 1, with probability p, be represented by
g1(t) over the T = 1/R second bit interval; and let a binary 0, with probability 1−p, be represented
by g2(t) over the same T second bit interval. The two-sided PSD for this general binary line code
is [10]

SGB(f ) = p(1 − p)R |G1(f ) − G2(f )|2

+ R2
∞∑

n=−∞
|pG1(nR) + (1 − p)G2(nR)|2 δ(f − nR) (6.14)

where the Fourier transform of g1(t) and g2(t) are given by G1(f ) and G2(f ), respectively.

6.3 Alternate Line Codes

Most of the line codes discussed thus far were instantaneous level codes. Only AMI had memory, and
Manchester was an instantaneous transition code. The alternate line codes presented in this section
all have memory. The first four are transition codes, where binary data is represented as the presence
or absence of a transition, or by the direction of transition, i.e., positive to negative or vice versa. The
last four codes described in this section are level line codes with memory.

6.3.1 Delay Modulation (Miller Code)

In this line code, a binary 1 is represented by a transition at the midbit position, and a binary 0 is
represented by no transition at the midbit position. If a 0 is followed by another 0, however, the signal
transition also occurs at the end of the bit interval, that is, between the two 0s. An example of delay
modulation is shown in Fig. 6.1(f). It is clear that delay modulation is a transition code with memory.
This code achieves the goal of providing good timing content without sacrificing bandwidth. The
PSD of the Miller code for equally likely data is given by [10]

S6(f ) = V 2T

2(πf T )2(17+ 8 cos 2πf T )

× (23− 2 cosπf T − 22 cos 2πf T

− 12 cos 3πf T + 5 cos 4πf T + 12 cos 5πf T

+ 2 cos 6πf T − 8 cos 7πf T + 2 cos 8πf T ) (6.15)

This spectrum is plotted in Fig. 6.2b. The advantages of this code are that it requires relatively
low bandwidth, most of the energy is contained in less than 0.5R. However, there is no distinct
spectral null within the 2R-Hz band. It has low dc content and no dc component. It has very good
timing content, and carrier tracking is easier than Manchester coding. Error rate performance is
comparable to that of the common line codes. One important disadvantage is that it has no error
detection capability and, hence, performance cannot be monitored.

6.3.2 Split Phase (Mark)

This code is similar to Manchester in the sense that there are always midbit transitions. Hence,
this code is relatively easy to synchronize and has no dc. Unlike Manchester, however, split phase
(mark) encodes a binary digit into a midbit transition dependent on the midbit transition in the
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previous bit period [12]. Specifically, a binary 1 produces a reversal of midbit transition relative to
the previous midbit transition. A binary 0 produces no reversal of the midbit transition. Certainly
this is a transition code with memory. An example of a split phase (mark) coded waveform is shown
in Fig. 6.1(g), where the waveform in the first bit period is chosen arbitrarily. Since this method
encodes bits differentially, there is no 180◦-phase ambiguity associated with some line codes. This
phase ambiguity may not be an issue in most baseband links but is important if the line code is
modulated. Split phase (space) is very similar to split phase (mark), where the role of the binary
1 and binary 0 are interchanged. An example of a split phase (space) coded waveform is given in
Fig. 6.1(h); again, the first bit waveform is arbitrary.

6.3.3 Biphase (Mark)

This code, designated as Bi φ-M, is similar to a Miller code in that a binary 1 is represented by a midbit
transition, and a binary 0 has no midbit transition. However, this code always has a transition at the
beginning of a bit period [10]. Thus, the code is easy to synchronize and has no dc. An example of Bi
φ-M is given in Fig. 6.1(i), where the direction of the transition at t = 0 is arbitrarily chosen. Biphase
(space) or Bi φ-S is similar to Bi φ-M, except the role of the binary data is reversed. Here a binary 0
(space) produces a midbit transition, and a binary 1 does not have a midbit transition. A waveform
example of Bi φ-S is shown in Fig. 6.1(j). Both Bi φ-S and Bi φ-M are transition codes with memory.

6.3.4 Code Mark Inversion (CMI)

This line code is used as the interface to a Consultative Committee on International Telegraphy and
Telephony (CCITT) multiplexer and is very similar to Bi φ-S. A binary 1 is encoded as an NRZ pulse
with alternate polarity, +V or −V . A binary 0 is encoded with a definitive midbit transition (or
square wave phase) [1]. An example of this waveform is shown in Fig. 6.1(k) where a negative to
positive transition (or 180◦ phase) is used for a binary 0. The voltage level of the first binary 1 in
this example is chosen arbitrarily. This example waveform is identical to Bi φ-S shown in Fig. 6.1(j),
except for the last bit. CMI has good synchronization properties and has no dc.

6.3.5 NRZ (I)

This type of line code uses an inversion (I) to designate binary digits, specifically, a change in level or
no change in level. There are two variants of this code, NRZ mark (M) and NRZ space (S) [5, 12]. In
NRZ (M), a change of level is used to indicate a binary 1, and no change of level is used to indicate a
binary 0. In NRZ (S) a change of level is used to indicate a binary 0, and no change of level is used to
indicate a binary 1. Waveforms for NRZ (M) and NRZ (S) are depicted in Fig. 6.1(l) and Fig. 6.1(m),
respectively, where the voltage level of the first binary 1 in the example is chosen arbitrarily. These
codes are level codes with memory. In general, line codes that use differential encoding, like NRZ
(I), are insensitive to 180◦ phase ambiguity. Clock recovery with NRZ (I) is not particularly good,
and dc wander is a problem as well. Its bandwidth is comparable to polar NRZ.

6.3.6 Binary N Zero Substitution (BNZS)

The common bipolar code AMI has many desirable properties of a line code. Its major limitation,
however, is that a long string of zeros can lead to loss of synchronization and timing jitter because
there are no pulses in the waveform for relatively long periods of time. Binary N zero substitution
(BNZS) attempts to improve AMI by substituting a special code of length N for all strings of N zeros.
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This special code contains pulses that look like binary 1s but purposely produce violations of the AMI
pulse convention. Two consecutive pulses of the same polarity violate the AMI pulse convention,
independent of the number of zeros between the two consecutive pulses. These violations can be
detected at the receiver, and the special code replaced by N zeros. The special code contains pulses
facilitating synchronization even when the original data has long string of zeros. The special code is
chosen such that thedesirable properties ofAMIcoding are retaineddespite theAMIpulse convention
violations, i.e., dc balance and error detection capability. The only disadvantage of BNZS compared
to AMI is a slight increase in crosstalk due to the increased number of pulses and, hence, an increase
in the average energy in the code.

Choosing different values of N yields different BNZS codes. The value of N is chosen to meet the
timing requirements of the application. In telephony, there are three commonly used BNZS codes:
B6ZS, B3ZS, and B8ZS. All BNZS codes are level codes with memory.

In a B6ZS code, a string of six consecutive zeros is replaced by one of two the special codes according
to the rule:

If the last pulse was positive (+), the special code is: 0 + − 0 − + .

If the last pulse was negative (−), the special code is: 0 − + 0 + − .

Here a zero indicates a zero voltage level for the bit period; a plus designates a positive pulse; and a
minus indicates a negative pulse.

This special code causes two AMI pulse violations: in its second bit position and in its fifth bit
position. These violations are easily detected at the receiver and zeros resubstituted. If the number of
consecutive zeros is 12, 18, 24, . . . , the substitution is repeated 2, 3, 4, . . . times. Since the number
of violations is even, the B6ZS waveform is the same as the AMI waveform outside the special code,
i.e., between special code sequences.

There are four pulses introduced by the special code that facilitates timing recovery. Also, note that
the special code is dc balanced. An example of the B6ZS code is given as follows, where the special
code is indicated by the bold characters.

Original data: 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

B6ZS format: 0 + 0 + − 0 − + − + 0 − 0 − + 0 + − + −

The computation of the PSD of a B6ZS code is tedious. Its shape is given in Fig. 6.4, for comparison
purposes with AMI, for the case of equally likely data.

In a B3ZS code, a string of three consecutive zeros is replaced by either B0V or 00V, where
B denotes a pulse obeying the AMI (bipolar) convention and V denotes a pulse violating the AMI
convention. B0V or 00V is chosen such that the number of bipolar (B) pulses between the violations
is odd. The B3ZS rules are summarized in Table 6.1.

TABLE 6.1 B3ZS Substitution Rules

Number of B Pulses Polarity of Last Substitution Substitution

Since Last Violation B Pulse Code Code Form

Odd Negative (−) 0 0 – 00V

Odd Positive (+) 0 0 + 00V

Even Negative (−) + 0 + B0V

Even Positive (+) – 0 – B0V

Observe that the violation always occurs in the third bit position of the substitution code, and
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FIGURE 6.4: Power spectral density of different line codes, where R = 1/T is the bit rate.

so it can be easily detected and zero replacement made at the receiver. Also, the substitution code
selection maintains dc balance. There is either one or two pulses in the substitution code, facilitating
synchronization. The error detection capability of AMI is retained in B3ZS because a single channel
error would make the number of bipolar pulses between violations even instead of being odd. Unlike
B6ZS, the B3ZS waveform between violations may not be the same as the AMI waveform. B3ZS is
used in the digital signal-3 (DS-3) signal interface in North America and also in the long distance-4
(LD-4) coaxial transmission system in Canada. Next is an example of a B3ZS code, using the same
symbol meaning as in the B6ZS code.

Original data: 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
B3ZS format:

Even No. of B pulses: + 0 0 − + 0 + − + − 0 − 0 + 0 0 + −
Odd No. of B pulses: + 0 0 − 0 0 − + − + 0 + 0 − 0 0 − +

The last BNZS code considered here uses N = 8. A B8ZS code is used to provide transparent
channels for the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) on T1 lines and is similar to the B6ZS
code. Here a string of eight consecutive zeros is replaced by one of two special codes according to the
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following rule:

If the last pulse was positive (+), the special code is: 0 0 0 + − 0 − + .

If the last pulse was negative (−), the special code is: 0 0 0 − + 0 + − .

There are two bipolar violations in the special codes, at the fourth and seventh bit positions. The
code is dc balanced, and the error detection capability of AMI is retained. The waveform between
substitutions is the same as that of AMI. If the number of consecutive zeros is 16, 24, . . . , then the
substitution is repeated 2, 3, . . . , times.

6.3.7 High-Density Bipolar N (HDBN)

This coding algorithm is a CCITT standard recommended by the Conference of European Posts
and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT), a European standards body. It is quite similar to
BNZS coding. It is thus a level code with memory. Whenever there is a string of N + 1 consecutive
zeros, they are replaced by a special code of length N + 1 containing AMI violations. Specific codes
can be constructed for different values ofN . A specific high-densitybipolarN (HDBN) code, HDB3,
is implemented as a CEPT primary digital signal. It is very similar to the B3ZS code. In this code, a
string of four consecutive zeros is replaced by either B00V or 000V . B00V or 000V is chosen such
that the number of bipolar (B) pulses between violations is odd. The HDB3 rules are summarized
in Table 6.2.

TABLE 6.2 HDB3 Substitution Rules

Number of B Pulses Polarity of Last Substitution Substitution

Since Last Violation B Pulse Code Code Form

Odd Negative (−) 0 0 0 –  000V

Odd Positive (+) 0 0 0 +  000V

Even Negative (−) + 0 0 +  B00V

Even Positive (+) – 0 0 –  B00V

Here the violation always occurs in the fourth bit position of the substitution code, so that it can
be easily detected and zero replacement made at the receiver. Also, the substitution code selection
maintains dc balance. There is either one or two pulses in the substitution code facilitating synchro-
nization. The error detection capability of AMI is retained in HDB3 because a single channel error
would make the number of bipolar pulses between violations even instead of being odd.

6.3.8 Ternary Coding

Many line coding schemes employ three symbols or levels to represent only one bit of information,
like AMI. Theoretically, it should be possible to transmit information more efficiently with three
symbols, specifically the maximum efficiency is log2 3 = 1.58 bits per symbol. Alternatively, the
redundancy in the code signal space can be used to provide better error control. Two examples of
ternary coding are described next [1, 2]: pair selected ternary (PST) and 4 binary 3 ternary (4B3T).
The PST code has many of the desirable properties of line codes, but its transmission efficiency is still
1 bit per symbol. The 4B3T code also has many of the desirable properties of line codes, and it has
increased transmission efficiency.
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In the PST code, two consecutive bits, termed a binary pair, are grouped together to form a word.
These binary pairs are assigned codewords consisting of two ternary symbols, where each ternary
symbol can be +, −, or 0, just as in AMI. There are nine possible ternary codewords. Ternary
codewords with identical elements, however, are avoided, i.e., ++, −−, and 00. The remaining six
codewords are transmitted using two modes called + mode and − mode. The modes are switched
whenever a codeword with a single pulse is transmitted. The PST code and mode switching rules are
summarized in Table 6.3.

TABLE 6.3 PST Codeword Assignment

and Mode Switching Rules

Ternary Codewords Mode

Binary Pair + Mode − Mode Switching

11 + − + − No

10 + 0 − 0 Yes

01 0 + 0 − Yes

00 − + − + No

PST is designed to maintain dc balance and include a strong timing component. One drawback
of this code is that the bits must be framed into pairs. At the receiver, an out-of-frame condition
is signalled when unused ternary codewords (++, −−, and 00) are detected. The mode switching
property of PST provides error detection capability. PST can be classified as a level code with memory.

If the original data for PST coding contains only 1s or 0s, an alternating sequence of +− +− · · ·
is transmitted. As a result, an out-of-frame condition can not be detected. This problem can be
minimized by using the modified PST code as shown in Table 6.4.

TABLE 6.4 Modified PST Codeword

Assignment and Mode Switching Rules

Ternary Codewords Mode

Binary Pair + Mode − Mode Switching

11 + 0 0 − Yes

10 + − + − No

01 − + − + No

00 0 + − 0 Yes

It is tedious to derive the PSD of a PST coded waveform. Again, Fig. 6.4 shows the PSD of the
PST code along with the PSD of AMI and B6ZS for comparison purposes, all for equally likely binary
data. Observe that PST has more power than AMI and, thus, a larger amount of energy per bit, which
translates into slightly increased crosstalk.

In 4B3T coding, words consisting of four binary digits are mapped into three ternary symbols.
Four bits imply 24 = 16possible binary words, whereas three ternary symbols allow 33 = 27possible
ternary codewords. The binary-to-ternary conversion in 4B3T insures dc balance and a strong timing
component. The specific codeword assignment is as shown in Table 6.5.

There are three types of codewords in Table 6.5, organized into three columns. The codewords in
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TABLE 6.5 4B3T Codeword Assignment

Ternary Codewords

Binary Words Column 1 Column 2 Column 3

0000 − − − + + +
0001 − − 0 + + 0

0010 − 0 − + 0 +
0011 0 − − 0 + +
0100 − − + + + −
0101 − + − + − +
0110 + − − − + +
0111 − 0 0 + 0 0

1000 0 − 0 0+ 0

1001 0 0− 0 0+
1010 0 + −
1011 0 − +
1100 + 0 −
1101 − 0 +
1110 + − 0

1111 − + 0

the first column have negative dc, codewords in the second column have zero dc, and those in the
third column have positive dc. The encoder monitors the integer variable

I = Np − Nn , (6.16)

where Np is the number of positive pulses transmitted and Nn are the number of negative pulses
transmitted. Codewords are chosen according to following rule:

If I < 0, choose the ternary codeword from columns 1 and 2.

If I > 0, choose the ternary codeword from columns 2 and 3.

If I = 0, choose the ternary word from column 2, and from column 1
if the previous I > 0 or from column 3 if the previous I < 0.

Note that the ternary codeword 000 is not used, but the remaining 26 codewords are used in a
complementary manner. For example, the column 1 codeword for 0001 is −−0, whereas the column
3 codeword is ++0. The maximum transmission efficiency for the 4B3T code is 1.33 bits per symbol
compared to 1 bit per symbol for the other line codes. The disadvantages of 4B3T are that framing is
required and that performance monitoring is complicated. The 4B3T code is used in the T148 span
line developed by ITT Telecommunications. This code allows transmission of 48 channels using only
50% more bandwidth than required by T1 lines, instead of 100% more bandwidth.

6.4 Multilevel Signalling, Partial Response Signalling,
and Duobinary Coding

Ternary coding, such as 4B3T, is an example of the use of more than two levels to improve the trans-
mission efficiency. To increase the transmission efficiency further, more levels and/or more signal
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processing is needed. Multilevel signalling allows an improvement in the transmission efficiency at
the expense of an increase in the error rate, i.e., more transmitter power will be required to maintain
a given probability of error. In partial response signalling, intersymbol interference is deliberately
introduced by using pulses that are wider and, hence, require less bandwidth. The controlled amount
of interference from each pulse can be removed at the receiver. This improves the transmission effi-
ciency, at the expense of increased complexity. Duobinary coding, a special case of partial response
signalling, requires only the minimum theoretical bandwidth of 0.5R Hz. In what follows these
techniques are discussed in slightly more detail.

6.4.1 Multilevel Signalling

The number of levels that can be used for a line code is not restricted to two or three. Since more
levels or symbols allow higher transmission efficiency, multilevel signalling can be considered in
bandwidth-limited applications. Specifically, if the signalling rate or baud rate is Rs and the number
of levels used is L, the equivalent transmission bit rate Rb is given by

Rb = Rs log2[L] . (6.17)

Alternatively, multilevel signalling can be used to reduce the baud rate, which in turn can reduce
crosstalk for the same equivalent bit rate. The penalty, however, is that the SNR must increase to
achieve the same error rate. The T1G carrier system of AT&T uses multilevel signalling with L = 4
and a baud rate of 3.152 mega-symbols/s to double the capacity of the T1C system from 48 channels
to 96 channels. Also, a four level signalling scheme at 80-kB is used to achieve 160 kb/s as a basic
rate in a digital subscriber loop (DSL) for ISDN.

6.4.2 Partial Response Signalling and Duobinary Coding

This class of signalling is also called correlative coding because it purposely introduces a controlled or
correlated amount of intersymbol interference in each symbol. At the receiver, the known amount of
interference is effectively removed from each symbol. The advantage of this signalling is that wider
pulses can be used requiring less bandwidth, but the SNR must be increased to realize a given error
rate. Also, errors can propagate unless precoding is used.

There are many commonly used partial response signalling schemes, often described in terms
of the delay operator D, which represents one signalling interval delay. For example, in (1 + D)

signalling the current pulse and the previous pulse are added. The T1D system of AT&T uses (1+D)

signalling with precoding, referred to as duobinary signalling, to convert binary (two level) data into
ternary (three level) data at the same rate. This requires the minimum theoretical channel bandwidth
without the deleterious effects of intersymbol interference and avoids error propagation. Complete
details regarding duobinary coding are found in Lender, 1963 and Schwartz, 1980. Some partial
response signalling schemes, such as (1−D), are used to shape the bandwidth rather than control it.
Another interesting example of duobinary coding is a (1−D2), which can be analyzed as the product
(1 − D) (1 + D). It is used by GTE in its modified T carrier system. AT&T also uses (1 − D2) with
four input levels to achieve an equivalent data rate of 1.544 Mb/s in only a 0.5-MHz bandwidth.

6.5 Bandwidth Comparison

We have provided the PSD expressions for most of the commonly used line codes. The actual
bandwidth requirement, however, depends on the pulse shape used and the definition of bandwidth
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itself. There are many ways to define bandwidth, for example, as a percentage of the total power or
the sidelobe suppression relative to the main lobe. Using the first null of the PSD of the code as the
definition of bandwidth, Table 6.6 provides a useful bandwidth comparison.

TABLE 6.6 First Null Bandwidth

Comparison

Bandwidth Codes

Unipolar NRZ BNZS

R Polar NRZ HDBN

Polar RZ (AMI) PST

2R Unipolar RZ Split Phase

Manchester CMI

The notable omission in Table 6.6 is delay modulation (Miller code). It does not have a first null
in the 2R-Hz band, but most of its power is contained in less than 0.5R Hz.

6.6 Concluding Remarks

An in-depth presentation of line coding, particularly applicable to telephony, has been included in this
chapter. The most desirable characteristics of line codes were discussed. We introduced five common
line codes and eight alternate line codes. Each line code was illustrated by an example waveform. In
most cases expressions for the PSD and the probability of error were given and plotted. Advantages
and disadvantages of all codes were included in the discussion, and some specific applications were
noted. Line codes for optical fiber channels and networks built around them, such as fiber distributed
data interface (FDDI) were not included in this section. A discussion of line codes for optical fiber
channels, and other new developments in this topic area can be found in [1, 3, 4].

Defining Terms

Alternate mark inversion (AMI): A popular name for bipolar line coding using three levels:
zero, positive, and negative.

Binary N zero substitution (BNZS): A class of coding schemes that attempts to improve AMI
line coding.

Bipolar: A particular line coding scheme using three levels: zero, positive, and negative.

Crosstalk: An unwanted signal from an adjacent channel.

DC wander: The dc level variation in the received signal due to a channel that cannot support
dc.

Duobinary coding: A coding scheme with binary input and ternary output requiring the min-
imum theoretical channel bandwidth.

4 Binary 3 Ternary (4B3T): A line coding scheme that maps four binary digits into three
ternary symbols.

High-density bipolar N (HDBN): A class of coding schemes that attempts to improve AMI.
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Level codes: Line codes carrying information in their voltage levels.

Line coding: The process of converting abstract symbols into real, temporal waveforms to be
transmitted through a baseband channel.

Nonreturn to zero (NRZ): A signal that stays at a nonzero level for the entire bit duration.

Pair selected ternary (PST): A coding scheme based on selecting a pair of three level symbols.

Polar: A line coding scheme using both polarity of voltages, with or without a zero level.

Return to zero (RZ): A signal that returns to zero for a portion of the bit duration.

Transition codes: Line codes carrying information in voltage level transitions.

Unipolar: A line coding scheme using only one polarity of voltage, in addition to a zero level.
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7.1 Introduction

Full-duplex data transmission over a single twisted-pair cable permits the simultaneous flow of
information in two directions when the same frequency band is used. Examples of applications of
this technique are found in digital communications systems that operate over the telephone network.
In a digital subscriber loop, at each end of the full-duplex link, a circuit known as a hybrid separates
the two directions of transmission. To avoid signal reflections at the near- and far-end hybrid, a
precise knowledge of the line impedance would be required. Since the line impedance depends on
line parameters that, in general, are not exactly known, an attenuated and distorted replica of the
transmit signal leaks to the receiver input as an echo signal. Data-driven adaptive echo cancellation
mitigates the effects of impedance mismatch.

A similar problem is caused by crosstalk in transmission systems over voice-grade unshielded
twisted-pair cables for local-area network applications, where multipair cables are used to physically
separate the two directions of transmission. Crosstalk is a statistical phenomenon due to randomly
varying differential capacitive and inductive coupling between adjacent two-wire transmission lines.
At the rates of several megabits per second that are usually considered for local-area network ap-
plications, near-end crosstalk (NEXT) represents the dominant disturbance; hence adaptive NEXT
cancellation must be performed to ensure reliable communications.

In voiceband data modems, the model for the echo channel is considerably different from the
echo model adopted in baseband transmission. The transmitted signal is a passband signal obtained
by quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), and the far-end echo may exhibit significant carrier-
phase jitter and carrier-frequency shift, which are caused by signal processing at intermediate points
in the telephone network. Therefore, a digital adaptive echo canceller for voiceband modems needs
to embody algorithms that account for the presence of such additional impairments.

In this chapter, we describe the echo channel models and adaptive echo canceller structures that are
obtained for various digital communications systems, which are classified according to the employed
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modulation techniques. We also address the tradeoffs between complexity, speed of adaptation, and
accuracy of cancellation in adaptive echo cancellers.

7.2 Echo Cancellation for Pulse–Amplitude Modulation (PAM)
Systems

The model of a full-duplex baseband data transmission system employing pulse–amplitude mod-
ulation (PAM) and adaptive echo cancellation is shown in Fig. 7.1. To describe system opera-
tions, we consider one end of the full-duplex link. The configuration of an echo canceller for a
PAM transmission system is shown in Fig. 7.2. The transmitted data consist of a sequence {an}
of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) real-valued symbols from the M-ary alphabet
A = {±1, ±3, . . . ,±(M − 1)}. The sequence {an} is converted into an analog signal by a digital-
to-analog (D/A) converter. The conversion to a staircase signal by a zero-order hold D/A converter
is described by the frequency response HD/A(f ) = T sin(πf T )/(πf T ), where T is the modulation
interval. The D/A converter output is filtered by the analog transmit filter and is input to the channel
through the hybrid.

FIGURE 7.1: Model of a full-duplex PAM transmission system.

The signal x(t) at the output of the low-pass analog receive filter has three components, namely,
the signal from the far-end transmitter r(t), the echo u(t), and additive Gaussian noise w(t). The
signal x(t) is given by

x(t) = r(t) + u(t) + w(t)

=
∞∑

n=−∞
aR
n h(t − nT ) +

∞∑
n=−∞

anhE(t − nT ) + w(t) , (7.1)

where {aR
n } is the sequence of symbols from the remote transmitter, and h(t) and hE(t) = {hD/A ⊗

gE}(t) are the impulse responses of the overall channel and the echo channel, respectively. In the
expression of hE(t), the function hD/A(t) is the inverse Fourier transform of HD/A(f ), and the
operator ⊗ denotes convolution. The signal obtained after echo cancellation is processed by a
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detector that outputs the sequence of estimated symbols {âR
n }. In the case of full-duplex PAM data

FIGURE 7.2: Configuration of an echo canceller for a PAM transmission system.

transmission over multi-pair cables for local-area network applications, where NEXT represents the
main disturbance, the configuration of a digital NEXT canceller is obtained from Fig. 7.2, with the
echo channel replaced by the crosstalk channel. For these applications, however, instead of mono-
duplex transmission, where one pair is used to transmit only in one direction and the other pair
to transmit only in the reverse direction, dual-duplex transmission may be adopted. Bi-directional
transmission at rate % over two pairs is then accomplished by full-duplex transmission of data streams
at rate %/2 over each of the two pairs. The lower modulation rate and/or spectral efficiency required
per pair for achieving an aggregate rate equal to % represents an advantage of dual-duplex over
mono-duplex transmission. Dual-duplex transmission requires two transmitters and two receivers
at each end of a link, as well as separation of the simultaneously transmitted and received signals on
each pair, as illustrated in Fig. 7.3. In dual-duplex transceivers it is therefore necessary to suppress
echoes returning from the hybrids and impedance discontinuities in the cable, as well as self NEXT,
by adaptive digital echo and NEXT cancellation [3]. Although a dual-duplex scheme might appear
to require higher implementation complexity than a mono-duplex scheme, it turns out that the two
schemes are equivalent in terms of the number of multiply-and-add operations per second that are
needed to perform the various filtering operations.

One of the transceivers in a full-duplex link will usually employ an externally provided reference
clock for its transmit and receive operations. The other transceiver will extract timing from the
received signal, and use this timing for its transmitter operations. This is known as loop timing,
also illustrated in Fig. 7.3. If signals were transmitted in opposite directions with independent
clocks, signals received from the remote transmitter would generally shift in phase relative to the also
received echo signals. To cope with this effect, some form of interpolation would be required that
can significantly increase the transceiver complexity [2].

In general, we consider baseband signalling techniques such that the signal at the output of the
overall channel has nonnegligible excess bandwidth, i.e., nonnegligible spectral components at fre-
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FIGURE 7.3: Model of a dual-duplex transmission system.

quencies larger than half of the modulation rate, |f | ≥ 1/2T . Therefore, to avoid aliasing, the signal
x(t) is sampled at twice the modulation rate or at a higher sampling rate. Assuming a sampling rate
equal to m/T, m > 1, the ith sample during the nth modulation interval is given by

x

[
(nm + i)

T

m

]
= xnm+i = rnm+i + unm+i + wnm+i , i = 0, . . . , m − 1

=
∞∑

k=−∞
hkm+ia

R
n−k +

∞∑
k=−∞

hE,km+ian−k + wnm+i , (7.2)

where {hnm+i , i = 0, . . . , m − 1} and {hE,nm+i , i = 0, . . . , m − 1} are the discrete-time impulse
responses of the overall channel and the echo channel, respectively, and {wnm+i , i = 0, . . . , m−1} is
a sequence of Gaussian noise samples with zero mean and variance σ 2

w . Equation (7.2) suggests that
the sequence of samples {xnm+i , i = 0, . . . , m − 1} be regarded as a set of m interleaved sequences,
each with a sampling rate equal to the modulation rate. Similarly, the sequence of echo samples
{unm+i , i = 0, . . . , m − 1} can be regarded as a set of m interleaved sequences that are output by
m independent echo channels with discrete-time impulse responses {hE,nm+i}, i = 0, . . . , m − 1,
and an identical sequence {an} of input symbols [7]. Hence, echo cancellation can be performed
by m interleaved echo cancellers, as shown in Fig. 7.4. Since the performance of each canceller is
independent of the other m − 1 units, in the remaining part of this section we will consider the
operations of a single echo canceller.

The echo canceller generates an estimate ûn of the echo signal. If we consider a transversal filter
realization, ûn is obtained as the inner product of the vector of filter coefficients at time t = nT ,
cn = (cn,0, . . . , cn,N−1)

′ and the vector of signals stored in the echo canceller delay line at the same
instant, an = (an, . . . , an−N+1)

′, expressed by

ûn = c′
nan =

N−1∑
k=0

cn,kan−k (7.3)

where c′
n denotes the transpose of the vector cn. The estimate of the echo is subtracted from the

received signal. The result is defined as the cancellation error signal

zn = xn − ûn = xn − c′
nan . (7.4)

The echo attenuation that must be provided by the echo canceller to achieve proper system oper-
ation depends on the application. For example, for the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)
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FIGURE 7.4: A set of m interleaved echo cancellers.

U-Interface transceiver, the echo attenuation must be larger than 55 dB [10]. It is then required
that the echo signals outside of the time span of the echo canceller delay line be negligible, i.e.,
hE,n ≈ 0 for n < 0 and n > N − 1. As a measure of system performance, we consider the mean
square error ε2

n at the output of the echo canceller at time t = nT , defined by

ε2
n = E

{
z2
n

}
, (7.5)

where {zn} is the error sequence andE{·}denotes the expectationoperator. For aparticular coefficient
vector cn, substitution of Eq. (7.4) into Eq. (7.5) yields

ε2
n = E

{
x2
n

}
− 2c′

nq + c′
nR cn , (7.6)

where q = E{xnan} and R = E{ana
′
n}. With the assumption of i.i.d. transmitted symbols, the

correlation matrix R is diagonal. The elements on the diagonal are equal to the variance of the
transmitted symbols, σ 2

a = (M2 − 1)/3. The minimum mean square error is given by

ε2
min = E

{
x2
n

}
− c′

optR copt , (7.7)

where the optimum coefficient vector is copt = R−1q. We note that proper system operation
is achieved only if the transmitted symbols are uncorrelated with the symbols from the remote
transmitter. If this condition is satisfied, the optimum filter coefficients are given by the values of the
discrete-time echo channel impulse response, i.e., copt,k = hE,k, k = 0, . . . , N − 1.

By the decision-directed stochastic gradient algorithm, also known as the least mean square (LMS)
algorithm, the coefficients of the echo canceller converge in the mean to copt. The LMS algorithm
for an N-tap adaptive linear transversal filter is formulated as follows:

cn+1 = cn − 1

2
α∇c

{
z2
n

}
= cn + αznan , (7.8)
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where α is the adaptation gain and

∇c

{
z2
n

}
=

(
∂z2

n

∂cn,0
, . . . ,

∂z2
n

∂cn,N−1

)′
= −2znan

is the gradient of the squared error with respect to the vector of coefficients. The block diagram of
an adaptive transversal filter echo canceller is shown in Fig. 7.5.

FIGURE 7.5: Block diagram of an adaptive transversal filter echo canceller.

If we define the vector pn = copt − cn, the mean square error can be expressed as

ε2
n = ε2

min + p′
nR pn , (7.9)

where the term p′
nR pn represents an ‘excess mean square distortion’ due to the misadjustment of

the filter settings. The analysis of the convergence behavior of the excess mean square distortion was
first proposed for adaptive equalizers [13] and later extended to adaptive echo cancellers [9]. Under
the assumption that the vectors pn and an are statistically independent, the dynamics of the mean
square error are given by

E
{
ε2
n

}
= ε2

0

[
1 − ασ 2

a

(
2 − αNσ 2

a

)]n + 2ε2
min

2 − αNσ 2
a

, (7.10)

where ε2
0 is determined by the initial conditions. The mean square error converges to a finite steady-

state value ε2∞ if the stability condition 0 < α < 2/(Nσ 2
a ) is satisfied. The optimum adaptation

gain that yields fastest convergence at the beginning of the adaptation process is αopt = 1/(Nσ 2
a ).
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The corresponding time constant and asymptotic mean square error are τopt = N and ε2∞ = 2ε2
min,

respectively.
We note that a fixed adaptation gain equal to αopt could not be adopted in practice, since after echo

cancellation the signal from the remote transmitter would be embedded in a residual echo having
approximately the same power. If the time constant of the convergence mode is not a critical system
parameter, an adaptation gain smaller than αopt will be adopted to achieve an asymptotic mean
square error close to ε2

min. On the other hand, if fast convergence is required, a variable gain will be
chosen.

Several techniques have been proposed to increase the speed of convergence of the LMS algorithm.
In particular, for echo cancellation in data transmission, the speed of adaptation is reduced by
the presence of the signal from the remote transmitter in the cancellation error. To mitigate this
problem, the data signal can be adaptively removed from the cancellation error by a decision-directed
algorithm [5].

Modified versions of the LMS algorithm have been also proposed to reduce system complexity.
For example, the sign algorithm suggests that only the sign of the error signal be used to compute
an approximation of the stochastic gradient [4]. An alternative means to reduce the implementation
complexity of an adaptive echo canceller consists in the choice of a filter structure with a lower
computational complexity than the transversal filter.

At high data rates, very large scale integration (VLSI) technology is needed for the implementation
of transceivers for full-duplex data transmission. High-speed echo cancellers and near-end crosstalk
cancellers that do not require multiplications represent an attractive solution because of their low
complexity. As an example of an architecture suitable for VLSI implementation, we consider echo
cancellation by a distributed-arithmetic filter, where multiplications are replaced by table lookup and
shift-and-add operations [12]. By segmenting the echo canceller into filter sections of shorter lengths,
various tradeoffs concerning the number of operations per modulation interval and the number of
memory locations needed to store the lookup tables are possible. Adaptivity is achieved by updating
the values stored in the lookup tables by the LMS algorithm.

To describe the principles of operations of a distributed-arithmetic echo canceller, we assume that
the number of elements in the alphabet of input symbols is a power of two, M = 2W . Therefore,

each symbol is represented by the vector (a
(0)
n , . . . , a

(W−1)
n ), where a

(i)
n , i = 0, . . . , W − 1, are

independent binary random variables, i.e.,

an =
W−1∑
w=0

(
2a(w)

n − 1
)

2w =
W−1∑
w=0

b(w)
n 2w , (7.11)

where b
(w)
n = (2a

(w)
n − 1) ∈ {−1, +1}. By substituting Eq. (7.11) into Eq. (7.1) and segmenting the

delay line of the echo canceller into L sections with K = N/L delay elements each, we obtain

ûn =
L−1∑
`=0

W−1∑
w=0

2w

[
K−1∑
k=0

b
(w)
n−`K−kcn,`K+k

]
. (7.12)

Equation (7.12) suggests that the filter output can be computed using a set of L2K val-

ues that are stored in L tables with 2K memory locations each. The binary vectors a
(w)
n,` =

(a
(w)
n−(`+1)K+1, . . . , a

(w)
n−`K), w = 0, . . . , W − 1, ` = 0, . . . , L − 1, determine the addresses of

the memory locations where the values that are needed to compute the filter output are stored. The
filter output is obtained by WL table lookup and shift-and-add operations.
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We observe that a
(w)
n,` and its binary complement ā

(w)
n,` select two values that differ only in their

sign. This symmetry is exploited to halve the number of values to be stored. To determine the output
of a distributed-arithmetic filter with reduced memory size, we reformulate Eq. (7.12) as

ûn =
L−1∑
`=0

W−1∑
w=0

2wb
(w)
n−`K−k0


cn,`K+k0 + b

(w)
n−`K−k0

K−1∑
k=0

k 6=k0

b
(w)
n−`K−kcn,`K+k


 , (7.13)

where k0 can be any element of the set {0, . . . , K − 1}. In the following, we take k0 = 0. Then the

binary symbols b
(w)
n−`K determine whether the selected values are to be added or subtracted. Each

table has now 2K−1 memory locations, and the filter output is given by

ûn =
L−1∑
`=0

W−1∑
w=0

2wb
(w)
n−`Kdn

(
i
(w)
n,` , `

)
, (7.14)

where dn(k, `), k = 0, . . . , 2K−1 − 1, ` = 0, . . . , L − 1, are the look up values, and i
(w)
n,` , w =

0, . . . , W − 1, ` = 0, . . . , L − 1, are the look up indices computed as follows:

i
(w)
n,` =




K−1∑
k=1

a
(w)
n−`K−k2k−1 if a

(w)
n−`K = 1

K−1∑
k=1

ā
(w)
n−`K−k2k−1 if a

(w)
n−`K = 0

. (7.15)

We note that, as long as Eqs. (7.12) and (7.13) hold for some coefficient vector (cn,0, . . . , cn,N−1),
the distributed-arithmetic filter emulates the operation of a linear transversal filter. For arbitrary
values dn(k, `), however, a nonlinear filtering operation results.

The expression of the LMS algorithm to update the values of a distributed-arithmetic echo canceller
takes the form

dn+1 = dn − 1

2
α∇d

{
z2
n

}
= dn + αznyn , (7.16)

where d ′
n = [d ′

n(0), . . . , d ′
n(L − 1)], with d ′

n(`) = [dn(0, `), . . . , dn(2K−1 − 1, `)], and y′
n =

[y′
n(0), . . . , y′

n(L − 1)], with

y′
n(`) =

W−1∑
w=0

2wb
(w)
n−`K

(
δ

0,i
(w)
n,`

, . . . , δ
2K−1−1,i

(w)
n,`

)
,

are L2K−1×1vectors and where δi,j is the Kronecker delta. We note that at each iteration only those
values that are selected to generate the filter output are updated. The block diagram of an adaptive
distributed-arithmetic echo canceller with input symbols from a quaternary alphabet is shown in
Fig. 7.6.

The analysis of the mean square error convergence behavior and steady-state performance has been
extended to adaptive distributed-arithmetic echo cancellers [1]. The dynamics of the mean square
error are given by

E
{
ε2
n

}
= ε2

0

[
1 − ασ 2

a

2K−1

(
2 − αLσ 2

a

)]n

+ 2ε2
min

2 − αLσ 2
a

. (7.17)
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The stability condition for the echo canceller is 0 < α < 2/(Lσ 2
a ). For a given adaptation gain,

echo canceller stability depends on the number of tables and on the variance of the transmitted
symbols. Therefore, the time span of the echo canceller can be increased without affecting system
stability, provided that the number L of tables is kept constant. In that case, however, mean square
error convergence will be slower. From Eq. (7.17), we find that the optimum adaptation gain that
permits the fastest mean square error convergence at the beginning of the adaptation process is
αopt = 1/(Lσ 2

a ). The time constant of the convergence mode is τopt = L2K−1. The smallest
achievable timeconstant isproportional to the totalnumberofvalues. The realizationofadistributed-
arithmetic echo canceller can be further simplified by updating at each iteration only the values that
are addressed by the most significant bits of the symbols stored in the delay line. The complexity
required for adaptation can thus be reduced at the price of a slower rate of convergence.

FIGURE 7.6: Block diagram of an adaptive distributed-arithmetic echo canceller.
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7.3 Echo Cancellation for Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (QAM) Systems

Although most of the concepts presented in the preceding sections can be readily extended to echo
cancellation for communications systems employing QAM, the case of full-duplex transmission over
a voiceband data channel requires a specific discussion. We consider the system model shown in
Fig. 7.7. The transmitter generates a sequence {an} of i.i.d. complex-valued symbols from a two-
dimensional constellation A, which are modulated by the carrier ej2πfcnT , where T and fc denote
the modulation interval and the carrier frequency, respectively. The discrete-time signal at the output
of the transmit Hilbert filter may be regarded as an analytic signal, which is generated at the rate of
m/T samples/s, m > 1. The real part of the analytic signal is converted into an analog signal by a D/A
converter and input to the channel. We note that by transmitting the real part of a complex-valued
signal positive- and negative-frequency components become folded. The image band attenuation
of the transmit Hilbert filter thus determines the achievable echo suppression. In fact, the receiver
cannot extract aliasing image-band components from desired passband frequency components, and
the echo canceller is able to suppress only echo arising from transmitted passband components.

FIGURE 7.7: Configuration of an echo canceller for a QAM transmission system.

The output of the echo channel is represented as the sum of two contributions. The near-end echo
uNE(t) arises from the impedance mismatch between the hybrid and the transmission line, as in the
case of baseband transmission. The far-end echo uFE(t) represents the contribution due to echos
that are generated at intermediate points in the telephone network. These echos are characterized by
additional impairments, such as jitter and frequency shift, which are accounted for by introducing a
carrier-phase rotation of an angle φ(t) in the model of the far-end echo.

At the receiver, samples of the signal at the channel output are obtained synchronously with
the transmitter timing, at the sampling rate of m/T samples/s. The discrete-time received signal
is converted to a complex-valued baseband signal {xnm′+i , i = 0, . . . , m′ − 1}, at the rate of m′/T
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samples/s, 1 < m′ < m, through filtering by the receive Hilbert filter, decimation, and demodulation.
From delayed transmit symbols, estimates of the near- and far-end echo signals after demodulation,
{ûNE

nm′+i
, i = 0, . . . , m′ − 1} and {ûFE

nm′+i
, i = 0, . . . , m′ − 1}, respectively, are generated using m′

interleaved near- and far-end echo cancellers. The cancellation error is given by

z` = x` − ûNE
` − ûFE

` . (7.18)

A different model is obtained if echo cancellation is accomplished before demodulation. In this
case, two equivalent configurations for the echo canceller may be considered. In one configuration,
the modulated symbols are input to the transversal filter, which approximates the passband echo
response. Alternatively, the modulator can be placed after the transversal filter, which is then called
a baseband transversal filter [14].

In the considered realization, the estimates of the echo signals after demodulation are given by

ûNE
nm′+i =

NNE−1∑
k=0

cNE
n,km′+ian−k, i = 0, . . . , m′ − 1 , (7.19)

and

ûFE
nm′+i =

[
NFE−1∑
k=0

cFE
n,km′+ian−k−DFE

]
ejφ̂nm′+i , i = 0, . . . , m′ − 1 , (7.20)

where (cNE
n,0, . . . , c

NE
n,m′NNE−1) and (cFE

n,0, . . . , c
FE
n,m′NFE−1) are the coefficients of the m′ interleaved

near- and far-end echo cancellers, respectively, {φ̂nm′+i , i = 0, . . . , m′ −1} is the sequence of far-end
echo phase estimates, and DFE denotes the bulk delay accounting for the round-trip delay from the
transmitter to the point of echo generation. To prevent overlap of the time span of the near-end
echo canceller with the time span of the far-end echo canceller, the condition DFE > NNE must be
satisfied. We also note that, because of the different nature of near- and far-end echo generation, the
time span of the far-end echo canceller needs to be larger than the time span of the near-end echo
canceller, i.e., NFE > NNE.

Adaptation of the filter coefficients in the near- and far-end echo cancellers by the LMS algorithm
leads to

cNE
n+1,km′+i = cNE

n,km′+i + αznm′+i (an−k)
∗

k = 0, . . . , NNE − 1, i = 0, . . . , m′ − 1 , (7.21)

and

cFE
n+1,km′+i = cFE

n,km′+i + αznm′+i (an−k−DFE)
∗e−j φ̂nm′+i

k = 0, . . . , NFE − 1, i = 0, . . . , m′ − 1 , (7.22)

respectively, where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation.
The far-end echo phase estimate is computed by a second-order phase-lock loop algorithm, where

the following stochastic gradient approach is adopted:




φ̂`+1 = φ̂` − 1
2γFE∇

φ̂
|z`|2 + 1φ` (mod 2π)

1φ`+1 = 1φ` − 1
2ζFE∇

φ̂
|z`|2

, (7.23)
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where ` = nm′ + i, i = 0, . . . , m′ − 1, γFE and ζFE are step-size parameters, and

∇
φ̂

|z`|2 = ∂ |z`|2
∂φ̂`

= −2Im
{
z`

(
ûFE

`

)∗}
. (7.24)

We note that algorithm (7.23) requires m′ iterations per modulation interval, i.e., we cannot resort
to interleaving to reduce the complexity of the computation of the far-end echo phase estimate.

7.4 Echo Cancellation for Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) Systems

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a modulation technique whereby blocks of
M symbols are transmitted in parallel over M subchannels by employing M orthogonal subcarriers.
We consider a real-valued discrete-time channel impulse response {hi, i = 0, . . . , L} having length
L + 1 � M . To illustrate the basic principles of OFDM systems, let us consider a noiseless ideal
channel with impulse response given by {hi} = {δi}, where {δi} is defined as the discrete-time delta
function. Modulation of the complex-valued input symbols at the n-th modulation interval, denoted
by the vector An = {An(i), i = 0, . . . , M −1}, is performed by an inverse discrete Fourier transform
(IDFT), as shown in Fig. 7.8. We assume that M is even, and that each block of symbols satisfies the
Hermitian symmetry conditions, i.e., An(0) and An(M/2) are real valued, and An(i) = A∗

n(M − i),
i = 1, . . . , M/2− 1. Then the signals an = {an(i), i = 0, . . . , M − 1} obtained at the output of the
IDFT are real valued. After parallel-to-serial conversion, theM signals are sent over the channel at the
given transmission rateM/T , whereT denotes the modulation interval. At the output of the channel,
the noiseless signals are received without distortion. Serial-to-parallel conversion yields blocks of
M elements, with boundaries placed such that each block obtained at the modulator output is also
presented at the demodulator input. Then demodulation performed by a discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) will reproduce the blocks of M input symbols. The overall input-output relationship is
therefore equivalent to that of a bank of M parallel, independent subchannels.

FIGURE 7.8: Block diagram of an OFDM system.

In the general case of a noisy channel with impulse response having length greater than one,
M independent subchannels are obtained by a variant of OFDM that is also known as discrete
multitone modulation (DMT) [11]. In a DMT system, modulation by the IDFT is performed at the
rate 1/T ′ = M/(M + L)T < 1/T . After modulation, each block of M signals is cyclically extended
by copying the last L signals in front of the block, and converted from parallel to serial. The resulting
L + M signals are sent over the channel. At the receiver, blocks of samples with length L + M are
taken. Block boundaries are placed such that the last M samples depend only on the elements of one
cyclically extended block of signals. The first L samples are discarded, and the vector xn of the last
M samples of the block received at the n-th modulation interval can be expressed as

xn = 0nh + wn , (7.25)
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where h is the vector of the impulse response extended with M − L − 1 zeros, wn is a vector of
additive white Gaussian noise samples, and 0n is a M × M circulant matrix given by

0n =




an(0) an(M − 1) . . . an(1)

an(1) an(0) . . . an(2)

. . .

. . .

. . .

an(M − 1) an(M − 2) . . . an(0)




. (7.26)

Recalling that FM0nF−1
M = diag(An), where FM is the M × M DFT matrix defined as FM =

[(e− j2π
M )km], k, m = 0, . . . , M −1, and diag(An) denotes the diagonal matrix with elements on the

diagonal given by An, we find that the output of the demodulator is given by

Xn = diag(An)H + W n , (7.27)

where H denotes the DFT of the vector h, and Wn is a vector of independent Gaussian random
variables. Equation (7.27) indicates that the sequence of transmitted symbol vectors can be detected
by assuming a bank of M independent subchannels, at the price of a decrease in the data rate by
a factor (M + L)/M . Note that in practice the computationally more efficient inverse fast Fourier
transform and fast Fourier transform are used instead of IDFT and DFT.

We discuss echo cancellation for OFDM with reference to a DMT system [6], as shown in Fig. 7.9.
The real-valued discrete-time echo impulse response is {hE,i, i = 0, . . . , N − 1}, having length

FIGURE 7.9: Configuration of an echo canceller for a DMT transmission system.

N < M . We initially assume N ≤ L + 1. Furthermore, we assume that the boundaries of the
received blocks are placed such that the last M samples of the n-th received block are expressed by
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the vector

xn = 0R
n h + 0nhE + wn , (7.28)

where 0R
n is the circulant matrix with elements given by the signals from the remote transmitter,

and hE is the vector of the echo impulse response extended with M − N zeros. In the frequency
domain, the echo is expressed as Un = diag(An)HE , where HE denotes the DFT of the vector hE .
In this case, the echo canceller provides an echo estimate that is given by Ûn = diag(An)Cn, where
Cn denotes the DFT of the vector cn of the N coefficients of the echo canceller filter extended with
M − N zeros. In practice, however, we need to consider the case N > L + 1. The expression of the
cancellation error is then given by

zn = xn − 9n,n−1cn , (7.29)

where the vector of the lastM elements of then-th received block is nowxn = 0R
n h+9n,n−1hE+wn,

and 9n,n−1 is a M × M Toeplitz matrix given by

9n,n−1 =



an(0) an(M − 1) · · · an(M − L) an−1(M − 1) · · · an−1(L + 1)

an(1) an(0) · · · an(M − L + 1) an(M − L) · · · an−1(L + 2)

.

.

.
. . .

.

.

.

an(M − 1) an(M − 2) · · · an(M − L − 1) an(M − L − 2) · · · an(0)




. (7.30)

In the frequency domain, the cancellation error can be expressed as

Zn = FM

(
xn − χn,n−1cn

) − diag(An)Cn , (7.31)

where χn,n−1 = 9n,n−1 −0n is a M ×M upper triangular Toeplitz matrix. Equation (7.31) suggests
a computationally efficient, two-part echo cancellation technique. First, in the time domain, a short
convolution is performed and the result subtracted from the received signals to compensate for
the insufficient length of the cyclic extension. Second, in the frequency domain, cancellation of the
residual echo is performed over a set ofM independent echo subchannels. Observing that Eq. (7.31) is
equivalent to Zn = Xn −9̃n,n−1Cn, where 9̃n,n−1 = FM9n,n−1F−1

M , the echo canceller adaptation
by the LMS algorithm in the frequency domain takes the form

Cn+1 = Cn + α9̃∗
n,n−1Zn , (7.32)

where α is the adaptation gain, and 9̃∗
n,n−1 denotes the transpose conjugate of 9̃n,n−1. We note

that, alternatively, echo canceller adaptation may also be performed by the algorithm Cn+1 =
Cn + α diag(A∗

n)Zn, which entails a substantially lower computational complexity than the LMS
algorithm, at the price of a slower rate of convergence.

In DMT systems it is essential that the length of the channel impulse response be much less
than the number of subchannels, so that the reduction in data rate due to the cyclic extension may
be considered negligible. Therefore, equalization is adopted in practice to shorten the length of the
channel impulse response. From Eq. (7.31), however, we observe that transceiver complexity depends
on the relative lengths of the echo and of the channel impulse responses. To reduce the length of the
cyclic extension as well as the computational complexity of the echo canceller, various methods have
been proposed to shorten both the channel and the echo impulse responses jointly [8].
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7.5 Summary and Conclusions

Digital signal processing techniques for echo cancellation provide large echo attenuation, and elim-
inate the need for additional line interfaces and digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital converters
that are required by echo cancellation in the analog signal domain.

The realization of digital echo cancellers in transceivers for high-speed full-duplex data transmis-
sion today is possible at a low cost thanks to the advances in VLSI technology. Digital techniques
for echo cancellation are also appropriate for near-end crosstalk cancellation in transceivers for
transmission over voice-grade cables at rates of several megabits per second for local-area network
applications.

In voiceband modems for data transmission over the telephone network, digital techniques for
echo cancellation also allow a precise tracking of the carrier phase and frequency shift of far-end
echos.
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8.1 Introduction

Pseudonoise sequences (PN sequences), also referred to as pseudorandom sequences, are sequences
that are deterministically generated and yet possess some properties that one would expect to find in
randomly generated sequences. Applications of PN sequences include signal synchronization, nav-
igation, radar ranging, random number generation, spread-spectrum communications, multipath
resolution, cryptography, and signal identification in multiple-access communication systems. The
correlation between two sequences {x(t)} and {y(t)} is the complex inner product of the first sequence
with a shifted version of the second sequence. The correlation is called 1) an autocorrelation if the
two sequences are the same, 2) a crosscorrelation if they are distinct, 3) a periodic correlation if
the shift is a cyclic shift, 4) an aperiodic correlation if the shift is not cyclic, and 5) a partial-period
correlation if the inner product involves only a partial segment of the two sequences. More precise
definitions are given subsequently.

Binary m sequences, defined in the next section, are perhaps the best-known family of PN se-
quences. The balance, run-distribution, and autocorrelation properties of these sequences mimic
those of random sequences. It is perhaps the random-like correlation properties of PN sequences that
makes them most attractive in a communications system, and it is common to refer to any collection
of low-correlation sequences as a family of PN sequences.

Section 8.2 begins by discussing m sequences. Thereafter, the discussion continues with a de-
scription of sequences satisfying various correlation constraints along the lines of the accompanying
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self-explanatory figure, Fig. 8.1. Expanded tutorial discussions on pseudorandom sequences may be
found in [14], in [15, Chapter 5] and in [6].

8.2 m Sequences

A binary {0, 1} shift-register sequence {s(t)} is a sequence that satisfies a linear recurrence relation
of the form

r∑
i=0

fis(t + i) = 0 , for all t ≥ 0 (8.1)

where r ≥ 1 is the degree of the recursion; the coefficients fi belong to the finite field GF(2) = {0, 1}
where the leading coefficient fr = 1. Thus, both sequences {a(t)} and {b(t)} appearing in Fig. 8.2
are shift-register sequences. A sequence satisfying a recursion of the form in Eq. (8.1) is said to have
characteristic polynomial f (x) = ∑r

i=0 fix
i . Thus, {a(t)} and {b(t)} have characteristic polynomials

given by f (x) = x3 + x + 1 and f (x) = x3 + x2 + 1, respectively.

FIGURE 8.1: Overview of pseudonoise sequences.

Since an r-bit binary shift register can assume a maximum of 2r different states, it follows that
every shift-register sequence {s(t)} is eventually periodic with period n ≤ 2r , i.e.,

s(t) = s(t + n), for all t ≥ N

for some integer N . In fact, the maximum period of a shift-register sequence is 2r − 1, since a shift
register that enters the all-zero state will remain forever in that state. The upper shift register in
Fig. 8.2 when initialized with starting state 0 01 generates the periodic sequence {a(t)} given by

0010111 0010111 0010111 · · ·  (8.2)

of period n = 7. It follows then that this shift register generates sequences of maximal period starting
from any nonzero initial state.

An m sequence is simply a binary shift-register sequence having maximal period. For every r ≥ 1,

m sequences are known to exist. The periodic autocorrelation function θs of a binary {0, 1} sequence
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FIGURE 8.2: An example Gold sequence generator. Here {a(t)} and {b(t)} are m sequences of
length 7.

{s(t)} of period n is defined by

θs(τ ) =
n−1∑
t=0

(−1)s(t+τ)−s(t) , 0 ≤ τ ≤ n − 1

An m sequence of length 2r −1has the following attributes. 1) Balance property: in each period of the
m sequence there are 2r−1 ones and 2r−1 − 1 zeros. 2) Run property: every nonzero binary s-tuple,
s ≤ r occurs 2r−s times, the all-zero s-tuple occurs 2r−s − 1 times. 3) Two-level autocorrelation
function:

θs(τ ) =
{

n if τ = 0
−1 if τ 6= 0

(8.3)

The first two properties follow immediately from the observation that every nonzero r-tuple occurs
precisely once in each period of the m sequence. For the third property, consider the difference
sequence {s(t + τ) − s(t)} for τ 6= 0. This sequence satisfies the same recursion as the m sequence
{s(t)} and is clearly not the all-zero sequence. It follows, therefore, that {s(t +τ)−s(t)} ≡ {s(t +τ ′)}
for some τ ′, 0 ≤ τ ′ ≤ n − 1, i.e., is a different cyclic shift of the m sequence {s(t)}. The balance
property of the sequence {s(t + τ ′)} then gives us attribute 3. The m sequence {a(t)} in Eq. (8.2) can
be seen to have the three listed properties.

If {s(t)} is any sequence of period n and d is an integer, 1 ≤ d ≤ n, then the mapping {s(t)} →
{s(dt)} is referred to as a decimation of {s(t)} by the integer d . If {s(t)} is an m sequence of period
n = 2r −1 and d is an integer relatively prime to 2r −1, then the decimated sequence {s(dt)} clearly
also has period n. Interestingly, it turns out that the sequence {s(dt)} is always also an m sequence
of the same period. For example, when {a(t)} is the sequence in Eq. (8.2), then

a(3t) = 0011101 0011101 0011101· · · (8.4)

and

a(2t) = 0111001 0111001 0111001· · · (8.5)

The sequence {a(3t)} is also an m sequence of period 7, since it satisfies the recursion

s(t + 3) + s(t + 2) + s(t) = 0 for all t
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of degree r = 3. In fact {a(3t)} is precisely the sequence labeled {b(t)} in Fig. 8.2. The sequence
{a(2t)} is simply a cyclically shifted version of {a(t)} itself; this property holds in general. If {s(t)} is
any m sequence of period 2r −1, then {s(2t)} will always be a shifted version of the same m sequence.
Clearly, the same is true for decimations by any power of 2.

Starting from an m sequence of period 2r −1, it turns out that one can generate all m sequences of
the same period through decimations by integers d relatively prime to 2r − 1. The set of integers d ,
1 ≤ d ≤ 2r −1satisfying (d, 2r −1) = 1 forms a group under multiplication modulo 2r −1, with the
powers {2i | 0 ≤ i ≤ r−1} of 2 forming a subgroup of order r . Since decimation by a power of 2 yields
a shifted version of the same m sequence, it follows that the number of distinct m sequences of period
2r − 1 is [φ(2r − 1)/r] where φ(n) denotes the number of integers d , 1 ≤ d ≤ n, relatively prime to
n. For example, when r = 3, there are just two cyclically distinct m sequences of period 7, and these
are precisely the sequences {a(t)} and {b(t)} discussed in the preceding paragraph. Tables provided
in [12] can be used to determine the characteristic polynomial of the various m sequences obtainable
through the decimation of a single given m sequence. The classical reference on m sequences is [4].

If one obtains a sequence of some large length n by repeatedly tossing an unbiased coin, then such
a sequence will very likely satisfy the balance, run, and autocorrelation properties of an m sequence
of comparable length. For this reason, it is customary to regard the extent to which a given sequence
possesses these properties as a measure of randomness of the sequence. Quite apart from this, in
many applications such as signal synchronization and radar ranging, it is desirable to have sequences
{s(t)} with low autocorrelation sidelobes i.e., |θs(τ )| is small for τ 6= 0. Whereas m sequences are a
prime example, there exist other methods of constructing binary sequences with low out-of-phase
autocorrelation.

Sequences {s(t)} of period n having an autocorrelation function identical to that of an m sequence,
i.e., having θs satisfying Eq. (8.3) correspond to well-studied combinatorial objects known as cyclic
Hadamard difference sets. Known infinite families fall into three classes 1) Singer and Gordon, Mills
and Welch, 2) quadratic residue, and 3) twin-prime difference sets. These correspond, respectively,
to sequences of period n of the form n = 2r − 1, r ≥ 1; n prime; and n = p(p + 2) with both p and
p + 2 being prime in the last case. For a detailed treatment of cyclic difference sets, see [2]. A recent
observation by Maschietti in [9] provides additional families of cyclic Hadamard difference sets that
also correspond to sequences of period n = 2r − 1.

8.3 The q-ary Sequences with Low Autocorrelation

As defined earlier, the autocorrelation of a binary {0, 1} sequence {s(t)} leads to the computation of
the inner product of an {−1, +1} sequence {(−1)s(t)} with a cyclically shifted version {(−1)s(t+τ)} of
itself. The {−1, +1} sequence is transmitted as a phase shift by either 0◦ and 180◦ of a radio-frequency
carrier, i.e., using binary phase-shift keying (PSK) modulation. If the modulation is q-ary PSK, then
one is led to consider sequences {s(t)} with symbols in the set Zq , i.e., the set of integers modulo q.
The relevant autocorrelation function θs(τ ) is now defined by

θs(τ ) =
n−1∑
t=0

ωs(t+τ)−s(t)

where n is the period of {s(t)} and ω is a complex primitive qth root of unity. It is possible to construct
sequences {s(t)} over Zq whose autocorrelation function satisfies

θs(τ ) =
{

n if τ = 0
0 if τ 6= 0
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For obvious reasons, such sequences are said to have an ideal autocorrelation function.
We provide without proof two sample constructions. The sequences in the first construction are

given by

s(t) =
{

t2/2 (mod n) when n is even

t (t + 1)/2 (mod n) when n is odd

Thus, this construction provides sequences with ideal autocorrelation for any period n. Note that
the size q of the sequence symbol alphabet equals n when n is odd and 2n when n is even.

The second construction also provides sequences over Zq of period n but requires that n be a
perfect square. Let n = r2 and let π be an arbitrary permutation of the elements in the subset
{0, 1, 2, . . . , (r − 1)} of Zn: Let g be an arbitrary function defined on the subset {0, 1, 2, . . . , r − 1}
of Zn. Then any sequence of the form

s(t) = rt1π(t2) + g(t2) (mod n)

where t = rt1 + t2 with 0 ≤ t1, t2 ≤ r − 1 is the base-r decomposition of t , has an ideal au-
tocorrelation function. When the alphabet size q equals or divides the period n of the sequence,
ideal-autocorrelation sequences also go by the name generalized bent functions. For details, see [6].

8.4 Families of Sequences with Low Crosscorrelation

Given two sequences {s1(t)} and {s2(t)} over Zq of period n, their crosscorrelation function θ1,2(τ )

is defined by

θ1,2(τ ) =
n−1∑
t=0

ωs1(t+τ)−s2(t)

where ω is a primitive qth root of unity. The crosscorrelation function is important in code-division
multiple-access (CDMA) communication systems. Here, each user is assigned a distinct signature
sequence and to minimize interference due to the other users, it is desirable that the signature
sequences have pairwise, low values of crosscorrelation function. To provide the system in addition
with a self-synchronizing capability, it is desirable that the signature sequences have low values of the
autocorrelation function as well.

Let F = {{si(t)} | 1 ≤ i ≤ M} be a family of M sequences {si(t)} over Zq each of period n. Let
θi,j (τ ) denote the crosscorrelation between the ith and j th sequence at shift τ , i.e.,

θi,j (τ ) =
n−1∑
t=0

ωsi(t+τ)−sj (t) , 0 ≤ τ ≤ n − 1

The classical goal in sequence design for CDMA systems has been minimization of the parameter

θmax = max
{∣∣θi,j (τ )

∣∣ | either i 6= j or τ 6= 0
}

for fixed n and M . It should be noted though that, in practice, because of data modulation the
correlations that one runs into are typically of an aperiodic rather than a periodic nature (see Sec-
tion 8.5). The problem of designing for low aperiodic correlation, however, is a more difficult one. A
typical approach, therefore, has been to design based on periodic correlation, and then to analyze the
resulting design for its aperiodic correlation properties. Again, in many practical systems, the mean
square correlation properties are of greater interest than the worst-case correlation represented by a
parameter such as θmax. The mean square correlation is discussed in Section 8.6.
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Bounds on the minimum possible value of θmax for given period n, family size M , and alphabet
size q are available that can be used to judge the merits of a particular sequence design. The most
efficient bounds are those due to Welch, Sidelnikov, and Levenshtein, see [6]. In CDMA systems,
there is greatest interest in designs in which the parameter θmax is in the range

√
n ≤ θmax ≤ 2

√
n.

Accordingly, Table 8.1 uses the Welch, Sidelnikov, and Levenshtein bounds to provide an order-of-
magnitude upper bound on the family size M for certain θmax in the cited range.

Practical considerations dictate that q be small. The bit-oriented nature of electronic hardware
makes it preferable to have q a power of 2. With this in mind, a description of some efficient
sequence families having low auto- and crosscorrelation values and alphabet sizes q = 2 and q = 4
are described next.

TABLE 8.1 Bounds on Family Size M for

Given n, θmax
Upper bound on M Upper Bound on M

θmax q = 2 q > 2

√
n n/2 n√
2n n n2/2

2
√

n 3n2/10 n3/2

8.4.1 Gold and Kasami Sequences

Given the low autocorrelation sidelobes of an m sequence, it is natural to attempt to construct families
of low correlation sequences starting from m sequences. Two of the better known constructions of
this type are the families of Gold and Kasami sequences.

Let r be odd and d = 2k + 1 where k, 1 ≤ k ≤ r − 1, is an integer satisfying (k, r) = 1. Let {s(t)}
be a cyclic shift of an m sequence of period n = 2r − 1 that satisfies S(dt) 6≡ 0 and let G be the Gold
family of 2r + 1 sequences given by

G = {s(t)} ∪ {s(dt)} ∪ {{s(t) + s(d[t + τ ])} | 0 ≤ τ ≤ n − 1}
Then each sequence in G has period 2r − 1 and the maximum-correlation parameter θmax of G
satisfies

θmax ≤
√

2r+1 + 1

An application of the Sidelnikov bound coupled with the information that θmax must be an odd
integer yields that for the family G, θmax is as small as it can possibly be. In this sense the family G
is an optimal family. We remark that these comments remain true even when d is replaced by the
integer d = 22k − 2k + 1 with the conditions on k remaining unchanged.

The Gold family remains the best-known family of m sequences having low crosscorrelation. Ap-
plications include the Navstar Global Positioning System whose signals are based on Gold sequences.

The family of Kasami sequences has a similar description. Let r = 2v and d = 2v + 1. Let {s(t)}
be a cyclic shift of an m sequence of period n = 2r − 1 that satisfies s(dt) 6≡ 0, and consider the
family of Kasami sequences given by

K = {s(t)} ∪ {{s(t) + s(d[t + τ ])} | 0 ≤ τ ≤ 2v − 2
}

Then the Kasami family K contains 2v sequences of period 2r − 1. It can be shown that in this case

θmax = 1 + 2v
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This time an application of the Welch bound and the fact that θmax is an integer shows that the Kasami
family is optimal in terms of having the smallest possible value of θmax for given n and M .

8.4.2 Quaternary Sequences with Low Crosscorrelation

The entries in Table 8.1 suggest that nonbinary (i.e., q > 2) designs may be used for improved
performance. A family of quaternary sequences that outperform the Gold and Kasami sequences is
now discussed below.

Let f (x) be the characteristic polynomial of a binary m sequence of length 2r −1 for some integer
r . The coefficients of f (x) are either 0 or 1. Now, regard f (x) as a polynomial over Z4 and form the
product (−1)rf (x)f (−x). This can be seen to be a polynomial in x2. Define the polynomial g(x)

of degree r by setting g(x2) = (−1)rf (x)f (−x). Let g(x) = ∑r
i=0 gix

i and consider the set of all
quaternary sequences {a(t)} satisfying the recursion

∑r
i=0 gia(t + i) = 0 for all t .

It turns out that with the exception of the all-zero sequence, all of the sequences generated in
this way have period 2r − 1. Thus, the recursion generates a family A of 2r + 1 cyclically distinct
quaternary sequences. Closer study reveals that the maximum correlation parameter θmax of this
family satisfies θmax ≤ 1 + √

2r . Thus, in comparison to the family of Gold sequences, the family
A offers a lower value of θmax (by a factor of

√
2) for the same family size. In comparison to the

set of Kasami sequences, it offers a much larger family size for the same bound on θmax. Family A
sequences may be found discussed in [16, 3].

We illustrate with an example. Let f (x) = x3 + x + 1 be the characteristic polynomial of the m

sequence {a(t)} in Eq. (8.1). Then over Z4

g
(
x2

)
= (−1)3f (x)f (−x) = x6 + 2x4 + x2 + 3

so that g(x) = x3 + 2x2 + x + 3. Thus, the sequences in family A are generated by the recursion
s(t + 3) + 2s(t + 2) + s(t + 1) + 3s(t) = 0 mod 4. The corresponding shift register is shown in
Fig. 8.3. By varying initial conditions, this shift register can be made to generate nine cyclically
distinct sequences, each of length 7. In this case θmax ≤ 1 + √

8.

FIGURE 8.3: Shift register that generates family A quaternary sequences {s(t)} of period 7.

8.4.3 Binary Kerdock Sequences

The Gold and Kasami families of sequences are closely related to binary linear cyclic codes. It is well
known in coding theory that there exists nonlinear binary codes whose performance exceeds that of
the best possible linear code. Surprisingly, some of these examples come from binary codes, which
are images of linear quaternary (q = 4) codes under the Gray map: 0 → 00, 1 → 01, 2 → 11,
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3 → 10. A prime example of this is the Kerdock code, which recently has been shown to be the
Gray image of a quaternary linear code. Thus, it is not surprising that the Kerdock code yields binary
sequences that significantly outperform the family of Kasami sequences.

The Kerdock sequences may be constructed as follows: let f (x) be the characteristic polynomial
of an m sequence of period 2r − 1, r odd. As before, regarding f (x) as a polynomial over Z4
(which happens to have {0, 1} coefficients), let the polynomial g(x) over Z4 be defined via g(x2) =
−f (x)f (−x). [Thus, g(x) is the characteristic polynomial of a family A sequence set of period
2r − 1.] Set h(x) = −g(−x) = ∑r

i=0 hix
i , and let S be the set of all Z4 sequences satisfying the

recursion
∑r

i=0 his(t + i) = 0. Then S contain 4r -distinct sequences corresponding to all possible
distinct initializations of the shift register.

Let T denote the subset S of size 2r -consisting of those sequences corresponding to initializations
of the shift register only using the symbols 0 and 2 in Z4. Then the set S − T of size 4r − 2r contains
a set U of 2r−1 cyclically distinct sequences each of period 2(2r − 1). Given x = a + 2b ∈ Z4 with
a, b ∈ {0, 1}, let µ denote the most significant bit (MSB) map µ(x) = b. Let KE denote the family of
2r−1 binary sequences obtained by applying the map µ to each sequence in U . It turns out that each

sequence in U also has period 2(2r −1) and that, furthermore, for the family KE , θmax ≤ 2+√
2r+1.

Thus, KE is a much larger family than the Kasami family, while having almost exactly the same value
of θmax.

For example, taking r = 3 and f (x) = x3 + x + 1, we have from the previous family A example
that g(x) = x3 +2x2 +x +3, so that h(x) = −g(−x) = x3 +2x2 +x +1. Applying the MSB map
to the head of the shift register, and discarding initializations of the shift register involving only 0’s
and 2’s yields a family of four cyclically distinct binary sequences of period 14. Kerdock sequences
are discussed in [6, 11, 1, 17].

8.5 Aperiodic Correlation

Let {x(t)} and {y(t)} be complex-valued sequences of length (or period) n, not necessarily distinct.
Their aperiodic correlation values {ρx,y(τ )| − (n − 1) ≤ τ ≤ n − 1} are given by

ρx,y(τ ) =
min{n−1,n−1−τ }∑

t=max{0,−τ }
x(t + τ)y∗(t)

where y∗(t) denotes the complex conjugate of y(t). When x ≡ y, we will abbreviate and write ρx in
place of ρx,y . The sequences described next are perhaps the most famous example of sequences with
low-aperiodic autocorrelation values.

8.5.1 Barker Sequences

A binary {−1, +1} sequence {s(t)} of length n is said to be a Barker sequence if the aperiodic auto-
correlation values ρs(τ ) satisfy |ρs(τ )| ≤ 1 for all τ, −(n − 1) ≤ τ ≤ n − 1. The Barker property is
preserved under the following transformations:

s(t) → −s(t), s(t) → (−1)t s(t) and s(t) → s(n − 1 − t)
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as well as under compositions of the preceding transformations. Only the following Barker sequences
are known:

n = 2 + +
n = 3 + +−

n = 4 + + + −
n = 5 + + + −+

n = 7 + + + − − +−
n = 11 + + + − − − + − − +−

n = 13 + + + + + − − + + − + −+
where + denotes +1 and − denotes −1 and sequences are generated from these via the transfor-
mations already discussed. It is known that if any other Barker sequence exists, it must have length
n > 1,898,884, that is a multiple of 4.

For an upper bound to the maximum out-of-phase aperiodic autocorrelation of an m sequence,
see [13].

8.5.2 Sequences with High Merit Factor

The merit factor F of a {−1, +1} sequence {s(t)} is defined by

F = n2

2
∑n−1

τ=1 ρ2
s (τ )

Since ρs(τ ) = ρs(−τ) for 1 ≤ |τ | ≤ n − 1 and ρs(0) = n, factor F may be regarded as the ratio of
the square of the in-phase autocorrelation, to the sum of the squares of the out-of-phase aperiodic
autocorrelation values. Thus, the merit factor is one measure of the aperiodic autocorrelation prop-
erties of a binary {−1, +1} sequence. It is also closely connected with the signal to self-generated
noise ratio of a communication system in which coded pulses are transmitted and received.

Let Fn denote the largest merit factor of any binary {−1, +1} sequence of length n. For example,
at length n = 13, the Barker sequence of length 13has a merit factor F = F13 = 14.08. Assuming
a certain ergodicity postulate it was established by Golay that limn→∞ Fn = 12.32. Exhaustive
computer searches carried out for n ≤ 40have revealed the following.

1. For 1 ≤ n ≤ 40, n 6= 11, 13,

3.3 ≤ Fn ≤ 9.85 ,

2. F11 = 12.1, F13 = 14.08.

The value F11 is also achieved by a Barker sequence. From partial searches, for lengths up to 117,
the highest known merit factor is between 8 and 9.56; for lengths from 118to 200, the best-known
factor is close to 6. For lengths > 200, statistical search methods have failed to yield a sequence
having merit factor exceeding 5.

An offset sequence is one in which a fraction θ of the elements of a sequence of length n are chopped
off at one end and appended to the other end, i.e., an offset sequence is a cyclic shift of the original
sequence by nθ symbols. It turns out that the asymptotic merit factor of m sequences is equal to 3 and
is independent of the particular offset of the m sequence. There exist offsets of sequences associated
with quadratic-residue and twin-prime difference sets that achieve a larger merit factor of 6. Details
may be found in [7].
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8.5.3 Sequences with Low Aperiodic Crosscorrelation

If {u(t)} and {v(t)} are sequences of length 2n − 1 defined by

u(t) =
{

x(t) if 0 ≤ t ≤ n − 1

0 if n ≤ t ≤ 2n − 2

and

v(t) =
{

y(t) if 0 ≤ t ≤ n − 1

0 if n ≤ t ≤ 2n − 2

then
{ρx,y(τ ) | −(n − 1) ≤ τ ≤ n − 1} = {

θu,v(τ ) | 0 ≤ τ ≤ 2n − 2
}

(8.6)

Given a collection
U = {{xi(t)} | 1 ≤ i ≤ M}

of sequences of length n over Zq , let us define

ρmax = max
{∣∣ρa,b(τ )

∣∣ | a, b ∈ U , either a 6= b or τ 6= 0
}

It is clear from Eq. (8.6) how bounds on the periodic correlation parameter θmax can be adapted
to give bounds on ρmax. Translation of the Welch bound gives that for every integer k ≥ 1,

ρ2k
max ≥

(
n2k

M(2n − 1) − 1

) {
M(2n − 1)(2n+k−2

k

) − 1

}

Setting k = 1 in the preceding bound gives

ρmax ≥ n

√
M − 1

M(2n − 1) − 1

Thus, for fixed M and large n, Welch’s bound gives

ρmax ≥ O
(
n1/2

)
There exist sequence families which asymptotically achieve ρmax ≈ O(n1/2), [10].

8.6 Other Correlation Measures

8.6.1 Partial-Period Correlation

The partial-period (p-p) correlation between the sequences {u(t)} and {v(t)} is the collection
{1u,v(l, τ, t0) | 1 ≤ l ≤ n, 0 ≤ τ ≤ n − 1, 0 ≤ t0 ≤ n − 1} of inner products

1u,v (l, τ, t0) =
t=t0+l−1∑

t=t0

u(t + τ)v∗(t)

where l is the length of the partial period and the sum t + τ is again computed modulo n.
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In direct-sequence CDMA systems, the pseudorandom signature sequences used by the various
users are often very long for reasons of data security. In such situations, to minimize receiver hardware
complexity, correlation over a partial period of the signature sequence is often used to demodulate
data, as well as to achieve synchronization. For this reason, the p-p correlation properties of a
sequence are of interest.

Researchers have attempted to determine the moments of the p-p correlation. Here the main tool
is the application of the Pless power-moment identities of coding theory [8]. The identities often
allow the first and second p-p correlation moments to be completely determined. For example, this
is true in the case of m sequences (the remaining moments turn out to depend upon the specific
characteristic polynomial of the m sequence). Further details may be found in [15].

8.6.2 Mean Square Correlation

Frequently in practice, there is a greater interest in the mean-square correlation distribution of a
sequence family than in the parameter θmax. Quite often in sequence design, the sequence family is
derived from a linear, binary cyclic code of length n by picking a set of cyclically distinct sequences of
period n. The families of Gold and Kasami sequences are so constructed. In this case, as pointed out
by Massey, the mean square correlation of the family can be shown to be either optimum or close to
optimum, under certain easily satisfied conditions, imposed on the minimum distance of the dual
code. A similar situation holds even when the sequence family does not come from a linear cyclic
code. In this sense, mean square correlation is not a very discriminating measure of the correlation
properties of a family of sequences. An expanded discussion of this issue may be found in [5].

8.6.3 Optical Orthogonal Codes

Given a pair of {0, 1} sequences {s1(t)} and {s2(t)} each having period n, we define the Hamming
correlation function θ12(τ ), 0 ≤ τ ≤ n − 1, by

θ12(τ ) =
n−1∑
t=0

s1(t + τ)s2(t)

Such correlations are of interest, for instance, in optical communication systems where the 1’s and
0’s in a sequence correspond to the presence or absence of pulses of transmitted light.

An (n, w, λ) optical orthogonal code (OOC) is a family F = {{si(t)} | i = 1, 2, . . . , M}, of
M {0, 1} sequences of period n, constant Hamming weight w, where w is an integer lying between 1
and n − 1 satisfying θij (τ ) ≤ λ whenever either i 6= j or τ 6= 0.

Note that the Hamming distance da,b between a period of the corresponding codewords {a(t)},
{b(t)}, 0 ≤ t ≤ n − 1 in an (n, w, λ) OOC having Hamming correlation ρ, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ λ, is given
by da,b = 2(w − ρ), and, thus, OOCs are closely related to constant-weight error correcting codes.
Given an (n, w, λ) OOC, by enlarging the OOC to include every cyclic shift of each sequence in the
code, one obtains a constant-weight, minimum distance dmin ≥ 2(w − λ) code. Conversely, given
a constant-weight cyclic code of length n, weight w and minimum distance dmin, one can derive an
(n, w, λ) OOC code with λ ≤ w − dmin/2 by partitioning the code into cyclic equivalence classes
and then picking precisely one representative from each equivalence class of size n.

Bymakinguseof this connection, one canderiveboundson the sizeof anOOCfromknownbounds
on the size of constant-weight codes. The bound given next follows directly from the Johnson bound
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for constant weight codes [8]. The number M(n, w, λ) of codewords in a (n, w, λ) OOC satisfies

M(n, w, λ) ≤ 1

w

⌊
n − 1

w − 1
· · ·

⌊
n − λ + 1

w − λ + 1

⌊
n − λ

w − λ

⌋⌋
· · ·

⌋

An OOC code that achieves the Johnson bound is said to be optimal. A family {Fn} of OOCs
indexed by the parameter n and arising from a common construction is said to be asymptotically
optimum if

lim
n→∞

|Fn|
M(n, w, λ)

= 1

Constructions for optical orthogonal codes are available for the cases when λ = 1 and λ = 2. For
larger values of λ, there exist constructions which are asymptotically optimum. Further details may
be found in [6].

Defining Terms

Autocorrelation of a sequence: The complex inner product of the sequence with a shifted ver-
sion itself.

Crosscorrelation of two sequences: The complex inner product of the first sequence with a
shifted version of the second sequence.

m Sequence: A periodic binary {0, 1} sequence that is generated by a shift register with linear
feedback and which has maximal possible period given the number of stages in the shift
register.

Pseudonoise sequences: Also referred toaspseudorandomsequences (PN), theseare sequences
that are deterministically generated and yet possess some properties that one would expect
to find in randomly generated sequences.

Shift-register sequence: A sequence with symbols drawn from a field, which satisfies a linear-
recurrence relation and which can be implemented using a shift register.
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9.1 Introduction

Every engineer strives for optimality in design. This is particularly true for communications engineers
since in many cases implementing suboptimal receivers and sources can result in dramatic losses in
performance. As such, this chapter focuses on design principles leading to the implementation of
optimum receivers for the most common communication environments.

The main objective in digital communications is to transmit a sequence of bits to a remote location
with the highest degree of accuracy. This is accomplished by first representing bits (or more generally
short bit sequences) by distinct waveforms of finite time duration. These time-limited waveforms
are then transmitted (broadcasted) to the remote sites in accordance with the data sequence.

Unfortunately, because of the nature of the communication channel, the remote location receives
a corrupted version of the concatenated signal waveforms. The most widely accepted model for the
communication channel is the so-called additive white Gaussian noise1 channel (AWGN channel).

1For thoseunfamiliarwithAWGN,a randomprocess (waveform) is formally said tobewhiteGaussiannoise if all collections
of instantaneous observations of the process are jointly Gaussian and mutually independent. An important consequence
of this property is that the power spectral density of the process is a constant with respect to frequency variation (spectrally
flat). For more on AWGN, see Papoulis [4].
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Mathematical arguments based upon the central limit theorem [7], together with supporting em-
pirical evidence, demonstrate that many common communication channels are accurately modeled
by this abstraction. Moreover, from the design perspective, this is quite fortuitous since design and
analysis with respect to this channel model is relatively straightforward.

9.2 Preliminaries

To better describe the digital communications process, we shall first elaborate on so-called binary
communications. In this case, when the source wishes to transmit a bit value of 0, the transmitter
broadcasts a specified waveform s0(t) over the bit interval t ∈ [0, T ]. Conversely, if the source seeks
to transmit the bit value of 1, the transmitter alternatively broadcasts the signal s1(t) over the same bit
interval. The received waveform R(t) corresponding to the first bit is then appropriately described
by the following hypotheses testing problem:

H0 : R(t) = s0(t) + η(t) 0 ≤ t ≤ T

H1 : R(t) = s1(t) + η(t)
(9.1)

where, as stated previously, η(t) corresponds to AWGN with spectral height nominally given by N0/2.
It is the objective of the receiver to determine the bit value, i.e., the most accurate hypothesis from
the received waveform R(t).

The optimality criterion of choice in digital communication applications is the total probability
of error normally denoted as Pe. This scalar quantity is expressed as

Pe = Pr( declaring 1 | 0 transmitted)P r(0 transmitted)

+ Pr( declaring 0 | 1 transmitted)P r(1 transmitted) (9.2)

The problem of determining the optimal binary receiver with respect to the probability of error
is solved by applying stochastic representation theory [10] to detection theory [5, 9]. The specific
waveform representation of relevance in this application is the Karhunen–Loève (KL) expansion.

9.3 Karhunen–Loève Expansion

The Karhunen–Loève expansion is a generalization of the Fourier series designed to represent a
random process in terms of deterministic basis functions and uncorrelated random variables de-
rived from the process. Whereas the Fourier series allows one to model or represent deterministic
time-limited energy signals in terms of linear combinations of complex exponential waveforms, the
Karhunen–Loève expansion allows us to represent a second-order random process in terms of a set
of orthonormal basis functions scaled by a sequence of random variables. The objective in this
representation is to choose the basis of time functions so that the coefficients in the expansion are
mutually uncorrelated random variables.

To be more precise, if R(t) is a zero mean second-order random process defined over [0, T ] with
covariance function KR(t, s), then so long as the basis of deterministic functions satisfy certain
integral constraints [9], one may write R(t) as

R(t) =
∞∑
i=1

Riφi(t) 0 ≤ t ≤ T (9.3)
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where

Ri =
∫ T

0
R(t)φi(t) dt

In this case theRi will bemutuallyuncorrelated randomvariableswith theφi beingdeterministic basis
functions that are complete in the space of square integrable time functions over [0, T ]. Importantly,
in this case, equality is to be interpreted as mean-square equivalence, i.e.,

lim
N→∞ E


(R(t) −

N∑
i=1

Riφi(t)

)2 = 0

for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T .

FACT 9.1 If R(t) is AWGN, then any basis of the vector space of square integrable signals over [0, T ]
results in uncorrelated and therefore independent Gaussian random variables.

The use of Fact 9.1 allows for a conversion of a continuous time detection problem into a finite-
dimensional detection problem. Proceeding, to derive the optimal binary receiver, we first construct
our set of basis functions as the set of functions defined over t ∈ [0, T ] beginning with the signals of
interest s0(t) and s1(t). That is,{

s0(t), s1(t), plus a countable number of functions which complete the basis
}

In order to insure that the basis is orthonormal, we must apply the Gramm–Schmidt procedure2 [6]
to the full set of functions beginning with s0(t) and s1(t) to arrive at our final choice of basis {φi(t)}.

FACT 9.2 Let {φi(t)} be the resultant set of basis functions.
Then for all i > 2, the φi(t) are orthogonal to s0(t) and s1(t). That is,∫ T

0
φi(t)sj (t) dt = 0

for all i > 2 and j = 0, 1.

Using this fact in conjunction with Eq. (9.3), one may recognize that only the coefficients R1 and
R2 are functions of our signals of interest. Moreover, since the Ri are mutually independent, the
optimal receiver will, therefore, only be a function of these two values.

Thus, through the application of the KL expansion, we arrive at an equivalent hypothesis testing
problem to that given in Eq. (9.1),

H0 : R =
[ ∫ T

0 φ1(t)s0(t) dt∫ T

0 φ2(t)s0(t) dt

]
+
[

η1
η2

]

H1 : R =
[ ∫ T

0 φ1(t)s1(t) dt∫ T

0 φ2(t)s1(t) dt

]
+
[

η1
η2

]
(9.4)

2The Gramm-Schmidt procedure is a deterministic algorithm that simply converts an arbitrary set of basis functions
(vectors) into an equivalent set of orthonormal basis functions (vectors).
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where it is easily shown that η1 and η2 are mutually independent, zero-mean, Gaussian random
variables with variance given by N0/2, and where φ1 and φ2 are the first two functions from our
orthonormal set of basis functions. Thus, the design of the optimal binary receiver reduces to a simple
two-dimensional detection problem that is readily solved through the application of detection theory.

9.4 Detection Theory

It is well known from detection theory [5] that under the minimum Pe criterion, the optimal detector
is given by the maximum a posteriori rule (MAP),

choosei largest pHi |R (Hi | R = r) (9.5)

i.e., determine the hypothesis that is most likely, given that our observation vector is r . By a simple
application of Bayes theorem [4], we immediately arrive at the central result in detection theory: the
optimal binary detector is given by the likelihood ratio test (LRT),

L(R) = pR |H1(R)

pR |H0(R)

H1
>

<

H0

π0

π1
(9.6)

where the πi are the a priori probabilities of the hypotheses Hi being true. Since in this case we have
assumed that the noise is white and Gaussian, the LRT can be written as

L(R) =

∏2
1

1√
πN0

exp

(
−1

2

(
Ri − s1,i

)2
N0/2

)

∏2
1

1√
πN0

exp

(
−1

2

(
Ri − s0,i

)2
N0/2

)
H1
>

<

H0

π0

π1
(9.7)

where

sj,i =
∫ T

0
φi(t)sj (t) dt

By taking the logarithm and cancelling common terms, it is easily shown that the optimum binary
receiver can be written as

2

N0

2∑
1

Ri

(
s1,i − s0,i

)− 1

N0

2∑
1

(
s2
1,i − s2

0,i

) H1
>

<

H0

ln
π0

π1
(9.8)

This finite-dimensional version of the optimal receiver can be converted back into a continuous time
receiver by the direct application of Parseval’s theorem [4] where it is easily shown that

2∑
i=1

Risk,i =
∫ T

0
R(t)sk(t) dt

2∑
i=1

s2
k,i =

∫ T

0
s2
k (t) dt

(9.9)
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By applying Eq. (9.9) to Eq. (9.8) the final receiver structure is then given by

∫ T

0
R(t) [s1(t) − s0(t)] dt − 1

2
(E1 − E0)

H1
>

<

H0

N0

2
ln

π0

π1
(9.10)

where E1 and E0 are the energies of signals s1(t) and s0(t), respectively. (See Fig. 9.1 for a block
diagram.) Importantly, if the signals are equally likely (π0 = π1), the optimal receiver is independent
of the typically unknown spectral height of the background noise.

FIGURE 9.1: Optimal correlation receiver structure for binary communications.

One can readily observe that the optimal binary communication receiver correlates the received
waveform with the difference signal s1(t)− s0(t) and then compares the statistic to a threshold. This
operation can be interpreted as identifying the signal waveform si(t) that best correlates with the
received signal R(t). Based on this interpretation, the receiver is often referred to as the correlation
receiver.

As an alternate means of implementing the correlation receiver, we may reformulate the compu-
tation of the left-hand side of Eq. (9.10) in terms of standard concepts in filtering. Let h(t) be the
impulse response of a linear, time-invariant (LTI) system. By letting h(t) = s1(T − t) − s0(T − t),
then it is easily verified that the output of R(t) to a LTI system with impulse response given by h(t)

and then sampled at time t = T gives the desired result. (See Fig. 9.2 for a block diagram.) Since the
impulse response is matched to the signal waveforms, this implementation is often referred to as the
matched filter receiver.

FIGURE 9.2: Optimal matched filter receiver structure for binary communications. In this case
h(t) = s1(T − t) − s0(t − t).
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9.5 Performance

Because of the nature of the statistics of the channel and the relative simplicity of the receiver,
performance analysis of the optimal binary receiver in AWGN is a straightforward task. Since the
conditional statistics of the log likelihood ratio are Gaussian random variables, the probability of
error can be computed directly in terms of Marcum Q functions3 as

Pe = Q

(‖s0 − s1‖√
2N0

)

where the si are the two-dimensional signal vectors obtained from Eq. (9.4), and where ‖x‖ denotes
the Euclidean length of the vector x. Thus, ‖s0 − s1‖ is best interpreted as the distance between the
respective signal representations. Since theQ function ismonotonically decreasingwith an increasing
argument, one may recognize that the probability of error for the optimal receiver decreases with
an increasing separation between the signal representations, i.e., the more dissimilar the signals, the
lower the Pe.

9.6 Signal Space

The concept of a signal space allows one to view the signal classification problem (receiver design)
within a geometrical framework. This offers two primary benefits: first it supplies an often more
intuitive perspective on the receiver characteristics (e.g., performance) and second it allows for a
straightforward generalization to standard M-ary signalling schemes.

To demonstrate this, in Fig. 9.3, we have plotted an arbitrary signal space for the binary signal
classification problem. The axes are given in terms of the basis functions φ1(t) and φ2(t). Thus,
every point in the signal space is a time function constructed as a linear combination of the two
basis functions. By Fact 9.2, we recall that both signals s0(t) and s1(t) can be constructed as a linear
combination of φ1(t) and φ2(t) and as such we may identify these two signals in this figure as two
points.

Since the decision statistic given in Eq. (9.8) is a linear function of the observed vector R which is
also located in the signal space, it is easily shownthat the setof vectorsunderwhich the receiverdeclares
hypothesis Hi is bounded by a line in the signal space. This so-called decision boundary is obtained
by solving the equation ln[L(R)] = 0. (Here again we have assumed equally likely hypotheses.)
In the case under current discussion, this decision boundary is simply the hyperplane separating
the two signals in signal space. Because of the generality of this formulation, many problems in
communication system design are best cast in terms of the signal space, that is, signal locations and
decision boundaries.

9.7 Standard Binary Signalling Schemes

The framework just described allows us to readily analyze the most popular signalling schemes in
binary communications: amplitude-shift keying (ASK), frequency-shift keying (FSK), and phase-

3The Q function is the probability that a standard normal random variable exceeds a specified constant, i.e., Q(x) =∫∞
x 1/

√
2π exp(−z2/2) dz.
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FIGURE 9.3: Signal space and decision boundary for optimal binary receiver.

shift keying (PSK). Each of these examples simply constitute a different selection for signals s0(t) and
s1(t).

In the case of ASK, s0(t) = 0, while s1(t) = √
2E/T sin(2πfct), where E denotes the energy of the

waveform and fc denotes the frequency of the carrier wave with fcT being an integer. Because s0(t)

is the null signal, the signal space is a one-dimensional vector space with φ1(t) = √
2/T sin(2πfct).

This, in turn, implies that ‖s0 − s1‖ = √
E. Thus, the corresponding probability of error for ASK is

Pe( ASK) = Q

(√
E

2N0

)

For FSK, the signals are given by equal amplitude sinusoids with distinct center frequencies, that
is, si(t) = √

2E/T sin(2πfit) with fiT being two distinct integers. In this case, it is easily verified
that the signal space is a two-dimensional vector space with φi(t) = √

2/T sin(2πfit) resulting in
‖s0 − s1‖ = √

2E. The corresponding error rate is given to be

Pe(FSK) = Q

(√
E

N0

)

Finally, with regard to PSK signalling, the most frequently utilized binary PSK signal set is an ex-
ample of an antipodal signal set. Specifically, the antipodal signal set results in the greatest separation
between the signals in the signal space subject to an energy constraint on both signals. This, in turn,
translates into the energy constrained signal set with the minimum Pe. In this case, the si(t) are
typically given by

√
2E/T sin[2πfct + θ(i)], where θ(0) = 0 and θ(1) = π . As in the ASK case,

this results in a one-dimensional signal space, however, in this case ‖s0 − s1‖ = 2
√

E resulting in
probability of error given by

Pe(PSK) = Q

(√
2E

N0

)

In all three of the described cases, one can readily observe that the resulting performance is a
function of only the signal-to-noise ratio E/N0. In the more general case, the performance will be a
function of the intersignal energy to noise ratio. To gauge the relative difference in performance of
the three signalling schemes, in Fig. 9.4, we have plotted the Pe as a function of the SNR. Please note
the large variation in performance between the three schemes for even moderate values of SNR.
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FIGURE 9.4: Pe vs. the signal to noise ratio in decibels [dB = 10 log(E/N0)] for amplitude-
shift keying, frequency-shift keying, and phase-shift keying; note that there is a 3-dB difference in
performance from ASK to FSK to PSK.

9.8 M-ary Optimal Receivers

In binary signalling schemes, one seeks to transmit a single bit over the bit interval [0, T ]. This is to be
contrasted with M-ary signalling schemes where one transmits multiple bits simultaneously over the
so-called symbol interval [0, T ]. For example, using a signal set with 16 separate waveforms will allow
one to transmit a length four-bit sequence per symbol (waveform). Examples of M-ary waveforms
are quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM).

The derivation of the optimum receiver structure for M-ary signalling requires the straightforward
application of fundamental results in detection theory. As with binary signalling, the Karhunen–
Loève expansion is the mechanism utilized to convert a hypotheses testing problem based on con-
tinuous waveforms into a vector classification problem. Depending on the complexity of the M

waveforms, the signal space can be as large as an M-dimensional vector space.
By extending results from the binary signalling case, it is easily shown that the optimum M-ary

receiver computes

ξi[R(t)] =
∫ T

0
si(t)R(t) dt − Ei

2
+ N0

2
ln πi i = 1, . . . , M

where, as before, the si(t) constitute the signal set with the πi being the corresponding a priori
probabilities. After computing M separate values of ξi , the minimum probability of error receiver
simply chooses the largest amongst this set. Thus, the M-ary receiver is implemented with a bank of
correlation or matched filters followed by choose-largest decision logic.

In many cases of practical importance, the signal sets are selected so that the resulting signal space
is a two-dimensional vector space irrespective of the number of signals. This simplifies the receiver
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structure in that the sufficient statistics are obtained by implementing only two matched filters. Both
QPSK and QAM signal sets fit into this category. As an example, in Fig. 9.5, we have depicted the
signal locations for standard 16-QAM signalling with the associated decision boundaries. In this
case we have assumed an equally likely signal set. As can be seen, the optimal decision rule selects
the signal representation that is closest to the received signal representation in this two-dimensional
signal space.

9.9 More Realistic Channels

As is unfortunately often the case, many channels of practical interest are not accurately modeled as
simply an AWGN channel. It is often that these channels impose nonlinear effects on the transmitted
signals. The best example of this are channels that impose a random phase and random amplitude
onto the signal. This typically occurs in applications such as in mobile communications, where one
often experiences rapidly changing path lengths from source to receiver.

Fortunately, by the judicious choice of signal waveforms, it can be shown that the selection of the
φi in the Karhunen–Loève transformation is often independent of these unwanted parameters. In
these situations, the random amplitude serves only to scale the signals in signal space, whereas the
random phase simply imposes a rotation on the signals in signal space.

Since the Karhunen–Loève basis functions typically do not depend on the unknown parameters,
we may again convert the continuous time classification problem to a vector channel problem where
the received vector R is computed as in Eq. (9.3). Since this vector is a function of both the unknown
parameters (i.e., in this case amplitude A and phase ν), to obtain a likelihood ratio test independent
of A and ν, we simply apply Bayes theorem to obtain the following form for the LRT:

L(R) = E
[
pR |H1,A,ν (R | H1, A, ν)

]
E
[
pR |H0,A,ν (R | H0, A, ν)

]
H1
>

<

H0

π0

π1

where the expectations are taken with respect to A and ν, and where pR|Hi,A,ν are the conditional
probability density functions of the signal representations. Assuming that the background noise is
AWGN, it can be shown that the LRT simplifies to choosing the largest amongst

ξi[R(t)] = πi

∫
A,ν

exp

{
2

N0

∫ T

0
R(t)si(t | A, ν) dt − Ei(A, ν)

N0

}
pA,ν(A, ν) dA dν

i = 1, . . . , M (9.11)

It should be noted that in the Eq. (9.11) we have explicitly shown the dependence of the transmitted
signals si on the parameters A and ν. The final receiver structures, together with their corresponding
performance are, thus, a functionof both the choiceof signal sets and theprobability density functions
of the random amplitude and random phase.

9.9.1 Random Phase Channels

If we consider first the special case where the channel simply imposes a uniform random phase on
the signal, then it can be easily shown that the so-called in-phase and quadrature statistics obtained
from the received signal R(t) (denoted by RI and RQ, respectively), are sufficient statistics for the
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FIGURE 9.5: Signal space representation of 16-QAM signal set. Optimal decision regions for equally
likely signals are also noted.

FIGURE 9.6: Optimum receiver structure for noncoherent (random or unknown phase) ASK de-
modulation.
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signal classification problem. These quantities are computed as

RI (i) =
∫ T

0
R(t) cos[2πfc(i)t ] dt

and

RQ(i) =
∫ T

0
R(t) sin [2πfc(i)t ] dt

where in this case the index i corresponds to the center frequencies of hypotheses Hi , (e.g., FSK
signalling). The optimum binary receiver selects the largest from amongst

ξi[R(t)] = πi exp

(
− Ei

N0

)
I0

[
2

N0

√
R2

I (i) + R2
Q(i)

]
i = 1, . . . , M

where I0 is a zeroth-order, modified Bessel function of the first kind. If the signals have equal energy
and are equally likely (e.g., FSK signalling), then the optimum receiver is given by

R2
I (1) + R2

Q(1)

H1
>

<

H0

R2
I (0) + R2

Q(0)

One may readily observe that the optimum receiver bases its decision on the values of the two

envelopes of the received signal
√

R2
I (i) + R2

Q(i) and, as a consequence, is often referred to as an

envelope or square-law detector. Moreover, it should be observed that the computation of the
envelope is independent of the underlying phase of the signal and is as such known as a noncoherent
receiver.

The computation of the error rate for this detector is a relatively straightforward exercise resulting
in

Pe( noncoherent) = 1

2
exp

(
− E

2N0

)
As before, note that the error rate for the noncoherent receiver is simply a function of the SNR.

9.9.2 Rayleigh Channel

As an important generalization of the described random phase channel, many communication
systems are designed under the assumption that the channel introduces both a random ampli-
tude and a random phase on the signal. Specifically, if the original signal sets are of the form
si(t) = mi(t) cos(2πfct) where mi(t) is the baseband version of the message (i.e., what distinguishes
one signal from another), then the so-called Rayleigh channel introduces random distortion in the
received signal of the following form:

si(t) = Ami(t) cos(2πfct + ν)

where the amplitude A is a Rayleigh random variable4 and where the random phase ν is a uniformly
distributed between zero and 2π .

4The density of a Rayleigh random variable is given by pA(a) = a/σ2 exp(−a2/2σ2) for a ≥ 0.
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To determine the optimal receiver under this distortion, we must first construct an alternate
statistical model for si(t). To begin, it can be shown from the theory of random variables [4] that if
XI and XQ are statistically independent, zero mean, Gaussian random variables with variance given
by σ 2, then

Ami(t) cos(2πfct + ν) = mi(t)XI cos(2πfct) + mi(t)XQ sin (2πfct)

Equality here is to be interpreted as implying that both A and ν will be the appropriate random
variables. From this, we deduce that the combined uncertainty in the amplitude and phase of the
signal is incorporated into the Gaussian random variables XI and XQ. The in-phase and quadrature
componentsof the signal si(t) are givenby sI i(t) = mi(t) cos(2πfct) and sQi(t) = mi(t) sin(2πfct),
respectively. By appealing to Eq. (9.11), it can be shown that the optimum receiver selects the largest
from

ξi[R(t)] = πi

1 + 2Ei

N0
σ 2

exp


 σ 2

1

2
+ Ei

N0
σ 2

(
〈R(t), sI i(t)〉2 + 〈

R(t), sQi(t)
〉2)



where the inner product

〈R(t), Si(t)〉 =
∫ T

0
R(t)si(t) dt

Further, if we impose the conditions that the signals be equally likely with equal energy over the
symbol interval, then optimum receiver selects the largest amongst

ξi[R(t)] =
√

〈R(t), sI i(t)〉2 + 〈
R(t), sQi(t)

〉2
Thus, much like for the random phase channel, the optimum receiver for the Rayleigh channel

computes the projection of the received waveform onto the in-phase and quadrature components
of the hypothetical signals. From a signal space perspective, this is akin to computing the length of
the received vector in the subspace spanned by the hypothetical signal. The optimum receiver then
chooses the largest amongst these lengths.

As with the random phase channel, computing the performance is a straightforward task resulting
in (for the equally likely, equal energy case)

Pe( Rayleigh) =
1

2(
1 + Eσ 2

N0

)

Interestingly, in this case the performance depends not only on the SNR, but also on the variance
(spread) of the Rayleigh amplitude A. Thus, if the amplitude spread is large, we expect to often
experience what is known as deep fades in the amplitude of the received waveform and as such expect
a commensurate loss in performance.

9.10 Dispersive Channels

The dispersive channel model assumes that the channel not only introduces AWGN but also distorts
the signal through a filtering process. This model incorporates physical realities such as multipath
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effects and frequency selective fading. In particular, the standard model adopted is depicted in the
block diagram given in Fig. 9.7. As can be seen, the receiver observes a filtered version of the signal
plus AWGN. If the impulse response of the channel is known, then we arrive at the optimum receiver
design by applying the previously presented theory. Unfortunately, the duration of the filtered signal
can be a complicating factor. More often than not, the channel will increase the duration of the
transmitted signals, hence, leading to the description, dispersive channel.

FIGURE 9.7: Standard model for dispersive channel. The time varying impulse response of the
channel is denoted by hc(t, τ ).

However, if the designers take this into account by shortening the duration of si(t) so that the
duration of s∗

i (t) is less than T , then the optimum receiver chooses the largest amongst

ξi(R(t)) = N0

2
lnπi + 〈

R(t), s∗
i (t)

〉− 1

2
E∗

i

If we limit our consideration to equally likely binary signal sets, then the minimum Pe matches the
received waveform to the filtered versions of the signal waveforms. The resulting error rate is given
by

Pe( dispersive) = Q

(∥∥s∗
0 − s∗

0

∥∥
√

2N0

)

Thus, in this case the minimum Pe is a function of the separation of the filtered version of the signals
in the signal space.

The problem becomes substantially more complex if we cannot insure that the filtered signal
durations are less than the symbol lengths. In this case we experience what is known as intersymbol
interference (ISI). That is, observations over one symbol interval contain not only the symbol
information of interest but also information from previous symbols. In this case we must appeal
to optimum sequence estimation [5] to take full advantage of the information in the waveform.
The basis for this procedure is the maximization of the joint likelihood function conditioned on the
sequence of symbols. This procedure not only defines the structure of the optimum receiver under ISI
but also is critical in the decoding of convolutional codes and coded modulation. Alternate adaptive
techniques to solve this problem involve the use of channel equalization.

Defining Terms

Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel: The channel whose model is that of cor-
rupting a transmitted waveform by the addition of white (i.e., spectrally flat) Gaussian
noise.
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Bit (symbol) interval: The period of time over which a single symbol is transmitted.

Communication channel: The medium over which communication signals are transmitted.
Examples are fiber optic cables, free space, or telephone lines.

Correlation or matched filter receiver: The optimal receiver structure for digital communica-
tions in AWGN.

Decision boundary: The boundary in signal space between the various regions where the
receiver declares Hi . Typically a hyperplane when dealing with AWGN channels.

Dispersive channel: A channel that elongates and distorts the transmitted signal. Normally
modeled as a time-varying linear system.

Intersymbol interference: The ill-effect of one symbol smearing into adjacent symbols thus
interfering with the detection process. This is a consequence of the channel filtering the
transmitted signals and therefore elongating their duration, see dispersive channel.

Karhunen–Loève expansion: A representation for second-order random processes. Allows
one to express a random process in terms of a superposition of deterministic waveforms.
The scale values are uncorrelated random variables obtained from the waveform.

Mean-square equivalence: Two random vectors or time-limited waveforms are mean-square
equivalent if and only if the expected value of their mean-square error is zero.

Orthonormal: The property of two or more vectors or time-limited waveforms being mutually
orthogonal and individually having unit length. Orthogonality and length are typically
measured by the standard Euclidean inner product.

Rayleigh channel: A channel that randomly scales the transmitted waveform by a Rayleigh
random variable while adding an independent uniform phase to the carrier.

Signal space: An abstraction for representing a time limited waveform in a low-dimensional
vector space. Usually arrived at through the application of the Karhunen–Loève trans-
formation.

Total probability of error: The probability of classifying the received waveform into any of the
symbols that were not transmitted over a particular bit interval.
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10.1 Introduction

In 1948, Claude Shannon issued a challenge to communications engineers by proving that commu-
nication systems could be made arbitrarily reliable as long as a fixed percentage of the transmitted
signal was redundant [9]. He showed that limits exist only on the rate of communication and not
its accuracy, and went on to prove that errorless transmission could be achieved in an additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) environment with infinite bandwidth if the ratio of energy per data bit to
noise power spectral density exceeds the Shannon Limit. He did not, however, indicate how this
could be achieved. Subsequent research has led to a number of techniques that introduce redundancy
to allow for correction of errors without retransmission. These techniques, collectively known as
forward error correction (FEC) coding techniques, are used in systems where a reverse channel is
not available for requesting retransmission, the delay with retransmission would be excessive, the
expected number of errors would require a large number of retransmissions, or retransmission would
be awkward to implement [10].

A simplified model of a digital communication system which incorporates FEC coding is shown in
Fig. 10.1. The FEC code acts on a discrete data channel comprising all system elements between the
encoder output and decoder input. The encoder maps the source data to q-ary code symbols which
are modulated and transmitted. During transmission, this signal can be corrupted, causing errors
to arise in the demodulated symbol sequence. The FEC decoder attempts to correct these errors and
restore the original source data.
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FIGURE 10.1: Block diagram of a digital communication system with forward error correction.

A demodulator which outputs only a value for the q-ary symbol received during each symbol
interval is said to make hard decisions. In the binary symmetric channel (BSC), hard decisions are
made on binary symbols and the probability of error is independent of the value of the symbol. One
example of a BSC is the coherently demodulated binary phase-shift-keyed (BPSK) signal corrupted
by AWGN. The conditional probability density functions which result with this system are depicted
in Fig. 10.2. The probability of error is given by the area under the density functions that lies across
the decision threshold, and is a function of the symbol energy Es and the one-sided noise power
spectral density N0.

FIGURE 10.2: Hard and soft decision demodulation of a coherently demodulated BPSK signal
corrupted by AWGN. f (z | 1) and f (z | 0) are the Gaussianly distributed conditional probability
density functions at the threshold device.

Alternatively, the demodulator can make soft decisions or output an estimate of the symbol value
along with an indication of its confidence in this estimate. For example, if the BPSK demodulator uses
three-bit quantization, the two least significant bits can be taken as a confidence measure. Possible
soft-decision thresholds for the BPSK signal are depicted in Fig. 10.2. In practice, there is little to be
gained by using many soft-decision quantization levels.

Block andconvolutional codes introduce redundancyby addingparity symbols to themessagedata.
They map k source symbols to n code symbols and are said to have code rate R = k/n. With fixed
information rates, this redundancy results in increased bandwidth and lower energy per transmitted
symbol. At low signal-to-noise ratios, these codes cannot compensate for these impairments, and
performance is degraded. At higher ratios of information symbol energy Eb to noise spectral density
N0, however, there is coding gain since the performance improvement offered by coding more than
compensates for these impairments. Coding gain is usually defined as the reduction in required
Eb/N0 to achieve a specific error rate in an error-control coded system over one without coding.
In contrast to block and convolutional codes, trellis-coded modulation introduces redundancy by
expanding the size of the signal set rather than increasing the number of symbols transmitted, and
so offers the advantages of coding to band-limited systems.
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Each of these coding techniques is considered in turn. Following a discussion of interleaving and
concatenated coding, this chapter gives an overview of a recent and significant advance in coding,
the development of Turbo codes, and concludes with a brief overview of FEC applications.

10.2 Fundamentals of Block Coding

In block codes there is a one-to-one mapping between k-symbol source words and n-symbol code-
words. With q-ary signalling, qk out of the qn possible n-tuples are valid code vectors. The set of all
n-tuples forms a vector space in which the qk code vectors are distributed. The Hamming distance
between any two code vectors is the number of symbols in which they differ; the minimum distance
dmin of the code is the smallest Hamming distance between any two codewords.

There are two contradictory objectives of block codes. The first is to distribute the code vectors in
the vector space such that the distance between them is maximized. Then, if the decoder receives a
corrupted vector, by evaluating the nearest valid code vector it will decode the correct word with high
probability. The second is to pack the vector space with as many code vectors as possible to reduce
the redundancy in transmission.

When code vectors differ in at least dmin positions, a decoder which evaluates the nearest code
vector to each received word is guaranteed to correct up to t random symbol errors per word if

dmin ≥ 2t + 1 (10.1)

Alternatively, all qn − qk illegal words can be detected, including all error patterns with dmin − 1
or fewer errors. In general, a block code can correct all patterns of t or fewer errors and detect all
patterns of u or fewer errors provided that u ≥ t and

dmin ≥ t + u + 1 (10.2)

If q = 2, knowledge of the positions of the errors is sufficient for their correction; if q > 2, the
decoder must determine both the positions and values of the errors. If the demodulator indicates
positions in which the symbol values are unreliable, the decoder can assume their value unknown
and has only to solve for the value of these symbols. These positions are called erasures. A block
code can correct up to t errors and v erasures in each word if

dmin ≥ 2t + v + 1 (10.3)

10.3 Structure and Decoding of Block Codes

Shannon showed that the performance limit of codes with fixed code rate improves as the block
length increases. As n and k increase, however, practical implementation requires that the mapping
from message to code vector not be arbitrary but that an underlying structure to the code exist.
The structures developed to date limit the error correcting capability of these codes to below what
Shannon proved possible, on average, for a code with random codeword assignments. Although
Turbo codes have made significant strides towards approaching the Shannon Limit, the search for
good constructive codes continues.

A property which simplifies implementation of the coding operations is that of code linearity. A
code is linear if the addition of any two code vectors forms another code vector, which implies that
the code vectors form a subspace of the vector space of n-tuples. This subspace, which contains
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the all-zero vector, is spanned by any set of k linearly independent code vectors. Encoding can be
described as the multiplication of the information k-tuple by a generator matrix G, of dimension
k × n, which contains these basis vectors as rows. That is, a message vector mi is mapped to a code
vector ci according to

ci = miG, i = 0, 1, . . . , qk − 1 (10.4)

where elementwise arithmetic is defined in the finitefield GF(q). In general, this encoding procedure
results in code vectors with nonsystematic form in that the values of the message symbols cannot be
determined by inspection of the code vector. However, if G has the form [I k, P ] where I k is the
k × k identity matrix and P is a k × (n − k) matrix of parity checks, then the k most significant
symbols of each code vector are identical to the message vector and the code has systematic form.
This notation assumes that vectors are written with their most significant or first symbols in time on
the left, a convention used throughout this chapter.

For each generator matrix there is an (n−k)×k parity checkmatrix H whose rows are orthogonal
to the rows in G, i.e., GH T = 0. If the code is systematic, H = [−P T , In−k]. Since all codewords
are linear sums of the rows in G, it follows that ciH

T = 0 for all i, i = 0, 1, . . . , qk − 1, and
that the validity of the demodulated vectors can be checked by performing this multiplication. If
a codeword c is corrupted during transmission so that the hard-decision demodulator outputs the
vector ĉ = c+e, where e is a nonzero error pattern, the result of this multiplication is an (n−k)-tuple
that is indicative of the validity of the sequence. This result, called the syndrome s, is dependent
only on the error pattern since

s = ĉH T = (c + e)H T = cH T + eH T = eH T (10.5)

If the error pattern is a code vector, the errors go undetected. For all other error patterns, however,
the syndrome is nonzero. Since there are qn−k − 1 nonzero syndromes, qn−k − 1 error patterns can
be corrected. When these patterns include all those with t or fewer errors and no others, the code is
said to be a perfect code. Few codes are perfect; most codes are capable of correcting some patterns
with more than t errors. Standard array decoders use lookup tables to associate each syndrome
with an error pattern but become impractical as the block length and number of parity symbols
increases. Algebraic decoding algorithms have been developed for codes with stronger structure.
These algorithms are simplified with imperfect codes if the patterns corrected are limited to those
with t or fewer errors, a simplification called bounded distance decoding.

Cyclic codes are a subclass of linear block codes with an algebraic structure that enables encoding
to be implemented with a linear feedback shift register and decoding to be implemented without
a lookup table. As a result, most block codes in use today are cyclic or are closely related to cyclic
codes. These codes are best described if vectors are interpreted as polynomials and the arithmetic
follows the rules for polynomials where the elementwise operations are defined in GF(q). In a cyclic
code, all codeword polynomials are multiples of a generator polynomial g(x) of degree n − k. This
polynomial is chosen to be a divisor of xn − 1 so that a cyclic shift of a code vector yields another
code vector, giving this class of codes its name. A message polynomial mi(x) can be mapped to a
codeword polynomial ci(x) in nonsystematic form as

ci(x) = mi(x)g(x), i = 0, 1, . . . , qk − 1 (10.6)

In systematic form, codeword polynomials have the form

ci(x) = mi(x)xn−k − ri(x), i = 0, 1, . . . , qk − 1 (10.7)

where ri(x) is the remainder of mi(x)xn−k divided by g(x). Polynomial multiplication and division
can be easily implemented with shift registers [5].
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The first step in decoding the demodulated word is to determine if the word is a multiple of g(x).
This is done by dividing it by g(x) and examining the remainder. Since polynomial division is a
linear operation, the resulting syndrome s(x) depends only on the error pattern. If s(x) is the all-
zero polynomial, transmission is errorless or an undetectable error pattern has occurred. If s(x) is
nonzero, at least one error has occurred. This is the principle of the cyclic redundancy check (CRC).
It remains to determine the most likely error pattern that could have generated this syndrome.

Single error correcting binary codes can use the syndrome to immediately locate the bit in error.
More powerful codes use this information to determine the locations and values of multiple errors.
The most prominent approach of doing so is with the iterative technique developed by Berlekamp.
This technique, which involves computing an error-locator polynomial and solving for its roots, was
subsequently interpreted by Massey in terms of the design of a minimum-length shift register. Once
the location and values of the errors are known, Chien’s search algorithm efficiently corrects them.
The implementation complexity of these decoders increases only as the square of the number of errors
to be corrected [4] but does not generalize easily to accommodate soft-decision information. Other
decoding techniques, including Chase’s algorithm and threshold decoding, are easier to implement
with soft-decision input [6]. Berlekamp’s algorithm can be used in conjunction with transform-
domain decoding, which involves transforming the received block with a finite field Fourier-like
transform and solving for errors in the transform domain. Since the implementation complexity
of these decoders depends on the block length rather than the number of symbols corrected, this
approach results in simpler circuitry for codes with high redundancy [13].

Other block codes have also been constructed, including codes that are based on transform-domain
spectral properties, codes that are designed specifically for correction of burst errors, and codes that
are decodable with straightforward threshold or majority logic decoders [5, 6, 7].

10.4 Important Classes of Block Codes

When errors occur independently, Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem (BCH) codes provide one of the
best performances of known codes for a given block length and code rate. They are cyclic codes with
n = qm − 1, where m is any integer greater than 2. They are designed to correct up to t errors per
word and so have designed distance d = 2t + 1; the minimum distance may be greater. Generator
polynomials for these codes are listed in many texts, including [6]. These polynomials are of degree
less than or equal to mt , and so k ≥ n − mt . BCH codes can be shortened to accommodate system
requirements by deleting positions for information symbols.

Some subclasses of these codes are of special interest. Hamming codes are perfect single error
correcting binary BCH codes. Full length codes have n = 2m − 1 and k = n − m for any m

greater than 2. The duals of these codes are maximal-length codes, with n = 2m − 1, k = m, and
dmin = 2m−1. All 2m − 1 nonzero code vectors in these codes are cyclic shifts of a single nonzero
code vector. Reed–Solomon (RS) codes are nonbinary BCH codes defined over GF(q), where q is
often taken as a power of two so that symbols can be represented by a sequence of bits. In these cases,
correction of even a single symbol allows for correction of a burst of bit errors. The block length is
n = q − 1, and the minimum distance dmin = 2t + 1 is achieved using only 2t parity symbols. Since
RS codes meet the Singleton bound of dmin ≤ n − k + 1, they have the largest possible minimum
distance for these values of n and k and are called maximum distance separable codes.

The Golay codes are the only nontrivial perfect codes that can correct more than one error. The (11,
6) ternary Golay code has minimum distance 5. The (23, 12) binary code is a triple error correcting
BCH code with dmin = 7. To simplify implementation, it is often extended to a (24, 12) code through
the addition of an extra parity bit. The extended code has dmin = 8.
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The (23, 12) Golay code is also a binary quadratic residue code. These cyclic codes have prime
length of the form n = 8m±1, with k = (n+1)/2 and dmin ≥ √

n. Some of these codes are as good
as the best codes known with these values of n and k, but it is unknown if there are good quadratic
residue codes with large n [5].

Reed-Muller codes are equivalent to binary cyclic codes with an additional overall parity bit. For
any m, the rth-order Reed-Muller code has n = 2m, k = 6r

i=0

(
m
i

)
, and dmin = 2m−r . The rth-order

and (m − r − 1)th-order codes are duals, and the first-order codes are similar to maximal-length
codes. These codes, and the closely related Euclidean geometry and projective geometry codes, can
be decoded with threshold decoding.

The performance of several of these block codes is shown in Fig. 10.3 in terms of decoded bit error
probability vs. Eb/N0 for systems using coherent, hard-decision demodulated BPSK signalling.
Many other block codes have also been developed, including Goppa codes, quasicyclic codes, burst
error correcting Fire codes, and other lesser known codes.

10.5 Principles of Convolutional Coding

Convolutional codesmap successive informationk-tuples to a series ofn-tuples such that the sequence
of n-tuples has distance properties that allow for detection and correction of errors. Although these
codes can be defined over any alphabet, their implementation has largely been restricted to binary
signals, and only binary convolutional codes are considered here.

In addition to the code rate R = k/n, the constraint length K is an important parameter for these
codes. Definitions vary; we will use the definition that K equals the number of k-tuples that affect
formation of each n-tuple during encoding. That is, the value of an n-tuple depends on the k-tuple
that arrives at the encoder during that encoding interval as well as the K − 1 previous information
k-tuples.

Binary convolutional encoders can be implemented with kK-stage shift registers and n modulo-2
adders, an example of which is given in Fig. 10.4(a) for a rate 1/2, constraint length 3 code. The
encoder shifts in a new k-tuple during each encoding interval and samples the outputs of the adders
sequentially to form the coded output.

Although connection diagrams similar to that of Fig. 10.4(a) completely describe the code, a more
concise description can be given by stating the values of n, k, and K and giving the adder connections
in the form of vectors or polynomials. For instance, the rate 1/2 code has the generator vectors
g1 = 111 and g2 = 101, or equivalently, the generator polynomials g1(x) = x2 + x + 1 and
g2(x) = x2 + 1. Alternatively, a convolutional code can be characterized by its impulse response,
the coded sequence generated due to input of a single logic-1. It is straightforward to verify that the
circuit in Fig. 10.4(a) has the impulse response 111011. Since modulo-2 addition is a linear operation,
convolutional codes are linear, and the coded output can be viewed as the convolution of the input
sequence with the impulse response, hence the name of this coding technique. Shifted versions of the
impulse response or generator vectors can be combined to form an infinite-order generator matrix
which also describes the code.

Shift register circuits can be modeled as finite state machines. A Mealy machine description of a
convolutional encoder requires 2k(K−1) states, each describing a different value of the K −1k-tuples
which have most recently entered the shift register. Each state has 2k exit paths which correspond to
the value of the incoming k-tuple. A state machine description for the rate 1/2 encoder depicted in
Fig. 10.4(a) is given in Fig. 10.4(b). States are labeled with the contents of the two leftmost register
stages; edges are labeled with information bit values and their corresponding coded output.

The dimension of time is added to the description of the encoder with tree and trellis diagrams.
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FIGURE 10.3: Block code performance. Source: Sklar, B., 1988, Digital Communications: Funda-
mentals and Applications, c© 1988, p. 300. Reprinted by permission of Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, NJ.

The tree diagram for the rate 1/2 convolutional code is given in Fig. 10.4(c), assuming the shift
register is initially clear. Each node represents an encoding interval, from which the upper branch
is taken if the input bit is a 0 and the lower branch is taken if the input bit is a 1. Each branch is
labeled with the corresponding output bit sequence. A drawback of the tree representation is that it
grows without bound as the length of the input sequence increases. This is overcome with the trellis
diagram depicted in Fig. 10.4(d), Again, encoding results in left-to-right movement, where the upper
of the two branches is taken whenever the input is a 0, the lower branch is taken when the input is a 1,
and the output is the bit sequence which weights the branch taken. Each level of nodes corresponds
to a state of the encoder as shown on the left-hand side of the diagram.
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FIGURE 10.4: A rate 1/2, constraint length 3 convolutional code.
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FIGURE 10.4: (Continued).

If the received sequence contains errors, it may no longer depict a valid path through the tree or
trellis. It is the job of the decoder to determine the original path. In doing so, the decoder does not
so much correct errors as find the closest valid path to the received sequence. As a result, the error
correcting capability of a convolutional code is more difficult to quantify than that of a block code; it
depends on how valid paths differ. One measure of this difference is the column distance dc(i), the
minimum Hamming distance between all coded sequences generated over i encoding intervals which
differ in the first interval. The nondecreasing sequence of column distance values is the distance
profile of the code. The column distance after K intervals is the minimum distance of the code and
is important for evaluating the performance of a code that uses threshold decoding. As i increases,
dc(i) approaches the free distance of the code, dfree, which is the minimum Hamming distance in
the set of arbitrarily long paths that diverge and then remerge in the trellis.

With maximum likelihood decoding, convolutional codes can generally correct up to t errors
within three to five constraint lengths, depending on how the errors are distributed, where

dfree ≥ 2t + 1 (10.8)

The free distance can be calculated by exhaustively searching for the minimum-weight path that
returns to the all-zero state, or evaluating the term of lowest degree in the generating function of the
code.

The objective of a convolutional code is to maximize these distance properties. They generally
improve as the constraint length of the code increases, and nonsystematic codes generally have better
properties than systematic ones. Goodcodeshavebeen foundby computer search andare tabulated in
many texts, including [6]. Convolutional codes with high code rate can be constructed by puncturing
or periodically deleting coded symbols from a low rate code. A list of low rate codes and perforation
matrices that result in good high rate codes can be found in many sources, including [13]. The
performance of good punctured codes approaches that of the best convolutional codes known with
similar rate, and decoder implementation is significantly less complex.

Convolutional codes can be catastrophic, having the potential to generate an unlimited number
of decoded bit errors in response to a finite number of errors in the demodulated bit sequence.
Catastrophic error propagation is avoided if the code has generator polynomials with a greatest
common divisor of the form xa for any a or, equivalently, if there are no closed-loop paths in the
state diagram with all-zero output other than the one taken with all-zero input. Systematic codes
are not catastrophic.
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10.6 Decoding of Convolutional Codes

In 1967, Viterbi developed a maximum likelihood decoding algorithm that takes advantage of the
trellis structure to reduce the complexity of the evaluation. This algorithm has become known as
the Viterbi algorithm. With each received n-tuple, the decoder computes a metric or measure of
likelihood for all paths that could have been taken during that interval and discards all but the most
likely to terminate on each node. An arbitrary decision is made if path metrics are equal. The metrics
can be formed using either hard or soft decision information with little difference in implementation
complexity.

If the message has finite length and the encoder is subsequently flushed with zeros, a single decoded
path remains. With a BSC, this path corresponds to the valid code sequence with minimum Hamming
distance from the demodulated sequence. Full-length decoding becomes impractical as the length of
the message sequence increases. The most likely paths tend to have a common stem, however, and
selecting the trace value four or five times the constraint length prior to the present decoding depth
results in near-optimum performance. Since the number of paths examined during each interval
increases exponentially with the constraint length, the Viterbi algorithm also becomes impractical for
codes with large constraint length. To date, Viterbi decoding has been implemented for codes with
constraint lengths up to ten. Other decoding techniques, such as sequential and threshold decoding,
can be used with larger constraint lengths.

Sequential decoding was proposed by Wozencraft, and the most widely used algorithm was devel-
oped by Fano. Rather than tracking multiple paths through the trellis, the sequential decoder operates
on a single path while searching the code tree for a path with high probability. It makes tentative
decisions regarding the transmitted sequence, computes a metric between its proposed path and the
demodulated sequence, and moves forward through the tree as long as the metric indicates that the
path is likely. If the likelihood of the path becomes low, the decoder moves backward, searching
other paths until it finds one with high probability. The number of computations involved in this
procedure is almost independent of the constraint length and is typically quite small, but it can be
highly variable, depending on the channel. Buffers must be provided to store incoming sequences
as the decoder searches the tree. Their overflow is a significant limiting factor in the performance of
these decoders.

Figure 10.5 compares the performance of the Viterbi and sequential decoding algorithms for several
convolutional codes operating on coherently demodulated BPSK signals corrupted by AWGN. Other
decoding algorithms have also been developed, including syndrome decoding methods such as table
look-up feedback decoding and threshold decoding [6]. These algorithms are easily implemented
but offer suboptimal performance. Techniques such as the one discussed by [1] have been developed
to support both soft input and soft output, but these decoding techniques typically increase decoder
complexity.

10.7 Trellis-Coded Modulation

Trellis-coded modulation (TCM) has received considerable attention since its development by Unger-
boeck in the late 1970s [11]. Unlike block and convolutional codes, TCM schemes achieve coding gain
by increasing the size of the signal alphabet and using multilevel/phase signalling. Like convolutional
codes, sequences of coded symbols are restricted to certain valid patterns. In TCM, these patterns
are chosen to have large Euclidean distance from one another so that a large number of corrupted
sequences can be corrected. The Viterbi algorithm is often used to decode these sequences. Since the
symbol transmission rate does not increase, coded and uncoded signals require the same transmis-
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FIGURE 10.5: Convolutional code performance. Source: Omura, J.K. and Levitt, B.K., c© 1982 IEEE,
“Coded Error Probability Evaluation for Antijam Communication Systems,” IEEE Trans. Commun.,
vol. COM-30, no. 5, pp. 896–903. Reprinted by permission of IEEE.

sion bandwidth. If transmission power is held constant, the signal constellation of the coded signal
is denser. The loss in symbol separation, however, is more than overcome by the error correction
capability of the code.

Ungerboeck investigated the increase in channel capacity that can be obtained by increasing the
size of the signal set and restricting the pattern of transmitted symbols, and concluded that almost all
of the additional capacity can be gained by doubling the number of points in the signal constellation.
This is accomplished by encoding the binary data with a rate R = k/(k + 1) code and mapping
sequences of k + 1 coded bits to points in a constellation of 2k+1 symbols. For example, the rate 2/3
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encoder of Fig. 10.6(a) encodes pairs of source bits to three coded bits. Figure 10.6(b) depicts one
stage in the trellis of the coded output where, as with the convolutional code, the state of the encoder
is defined by the values of the two most recent bits to enter the shift register. Note that unlike the
trellis for the convolutional code, this trellis contains parallel paths between nodes.

FIGURE 10.6: Rate 2/3 trellis-coded modulation.

The key to improving performance with TCM is to map the coded bits to points in the signal
space such that the Euclidean distance between transmitted sequences is maximized. A method that
ensures improved Euclidean distance is the method of set partitioning. This involves separating
all parallel paths on the trellis with maximum distance and assigning the next greatest distance to
paths that diverge from or merge onto the same node. Figures 10.6(c) and 10.6(d) give examples of
mappings for the rate 2/3 code with 8-PSK and 8-PAM signal constellations, respectively.

As with convolutional codes, the free distance of a TCM code is defined as the minimum distance
between paths through the trellis, where the distance of concern is now Euclidean distance rather
than Hamming distance. The free distance of an uncoded signal is defined as the distance between
the closest signal points. When coded and uncoded signals have the same average power, the coding
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gain of the TCM system is defined as

coding gain = 20 log10

(
dfree, coded

dfree, uncoded

)
(10.9)

It canbe shownthat the simple, rate2/38phase-shift keying (PSK)and8pulse-amplitudemodulation
(PAM) TCM systems provide gains of 3 dB and 3.3 dB, respectively, [6]. More complex TCM systems
yield gains up to 6 dB. Tables of good codes are given in [11].

10.8 Additional Measures

When the demodulated sequence contains bursts of errors, the performance of codes designed to
correct independent errors improves if coded sequences are interleaved prior to transmission and
deinterleaved prior to decoding. Deinterleaving separates the burst errors, making them appear more
random and increasing the likelihood of accurate decoding. It is generally sufficient to interleave
several block lengths of a block coded signal or several constraint lengths of a convolutionally encoded
signal. Block interleaving is the most straightforward approach, but delay and memory requirements
are halved with convolutional and helical interleaving techniques. Periodicity in the way sequences
are combined is avoided with pseudorandom interleaving.

Serially concatenated codes, first investigated by Forney, use two levels of coding to achieve a
level of performance with less complexity than a single coding stage would require. The inner code
interfaces with the modulator and demodulator and corrects the majority of the errors; the outer
code corrects errors that appear at the output of the inner-code decoder. A convolutional code with
Viterbi decoding is usually chosen as the inner code, and an RS code is often chosen as the outer
code due to its ability to correct the bursts of bit errors which can result with incorrect decoding of
trellis-coded sequences. Interleaving and deinterleaving outer-code symbols between coding stages
offers further protection against the burst error output of the inner code.

Product codes effectively place the data in a two dimensional array and use FEC techniques over
both the rows and columns of this array. Not only do these codes result in error protection in two
dimensions, but the manner in which the array is constructed can offer advantages similar to those
achieved through interleaving.

10.9 Turbo Codes

The most recent significant achievement in FEC coding is the development of Turbo codes [3].
The principle of this coding technique is to encode the data with two or more constituent codes
concatenated in parallel form. The received sequence is decoded in an iterative, serial approach using
soft-input, soft-output decoders. This iterative decoding approach involves feedback of information
in a manner similar to processes within the turbo engine, giving this coding technique its name.

Turbo codes effectively result in the construction of relatively long codewords with few codewords
being close in terms of Hamming distance, while at the same time constraining the implementa-
tion complexity of the decoder to practical limits. The first Turbo codes developed used recursive
systematic convolutional codes as the constituent codes, and punctured them to improve the code
rate. The use of other constituent codes has since been considered. Two or more of these codes are
concatenated in parallel,where code concatenation is combined with interleaving in order to increase
the independence of the data sequences encoded by the constituent encoders. This apparent increase
in randomness, implemented with simple interleavers, is an important contributing factor to the
excellent performance of the decoders.
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As in other multi-stage coding techniques, the complexity of the decoder is limited through use
of separate decoding stages for each constituent code. The input to the first stage is the soft output
of the demodulator for a finite-length received symbol sequence. Subsequent stages use both the
demodulator output and an output of the previous decoding stage which is indicative of the reliability
of the symbols. This information, gleaned fromsoft-outputdecoders, is calledextrinsic information.

Decoding proceeds by iterating through constituent decoders, each forwarding updated extrinsic
information to the next decoder, until a predefined number of iterations has been completed or
the extrinsic information indicates that high reliability has been achieved. This approach results
in very good performance at low values of Eb/N0. Simulations have demonstrated error rates of
10−5 at signal-to-noise ratios appreciably less than 1 dB. At higher values of Eb/N0, however, the
performance curves can exhibit flattening if constituent codes are chosen in a manner that results in
an overall small Hamming distance for the code.

Although this coding technique has shown great promise, there remains considerable work with
regard to optimizing code parameters. Great strides have been made over the last few years in
understanding the structure of these codes and relating them to serially concatenated and product
codes, but many researchers are still examining these codes in order to advance their development.
With this research will come optimization of the Turbo code process and application of these codes
in various communication systems.

10.10 Applications

FEC coding remained of theoretical interest until advances in digital technology and improvements in
decodingalgorithmsmade their implementationpossible. Ithas sincebecomeanattractivealternative
to improving other system components or boosting transmission power. FEC codes are commonly
used in digital storage systems, deep-space and satellite communication systems, terrestrial radio and
band limited wireline systems, and have also been proposed for fiber optic transmission. Accordingly,
the theory and practice of error correcting codes now occupies a prominent position in the field of
communications engineering.

Deep-space systems began using forward error correction in the early 1970s to reduce transmis-
sion power requirements, and used multiple error correcting RS codes for the first time in 1977 to
protect against corruption of compressed image data in the Voyager missions [12]. The Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) has since recommended use of a concatenated coding
system which uses a rate 1/2, constraint length 7 convolutional inner code and a (255, 223) RS outer
code.

Coding is now commonly used in satellite systems to reduce power requirements and overall
hardware costs and to allow closer orbital spacing of geosynchronous satellites [2]. FEC codes play
integral roles in the VSAT, MSAT, INTELSAT, and INMARSAT systems [13]. Further, a (31, 15)
RS code is used in the joint tactical information distribution system (JTIDS), a (7, 2) RS code is
used in the air force satellite communication system (AFSATCOM), and a (204, 192) RS code has
been designed specifically for satellite time division multiple access (TDMA) systems. Another code
designed for military applications involves concatenation of a Golay and RS code with interleaving to
ensure an imbalance of 1’s and 0’s in the transmitted symbol sequence and enhance signal recovery
under severe noise and interference [2].

TCM has become commonplace in transmission of data over voiceband telephone channels.
Modems developed since 1984 use trellis coded QAM modulation to provide robust communi-
cation at rates above 9.6 kb/s. Various coding techniques are used in the new digital cellular and
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personal communication standards, with an emphasis on convolutional and cyclic redundancy check
codes [8].

FEC codes have also been widely used in digital recording systems, most prominently in the
compact disc digital audio system. This system uses two levels of coding and interleaving in the
cross-interleaved RS coding (CIRC) system to correct errors that result from disc imperfections
and dirt and scratches which accumulate during use. Steps are also taken to mute uncorrectable
sequences [12].

Defining Terms

Binary symmetric channel: A memoryless discrete data channel with binary signalling, hard-
decision demodulation, and channel impairments that do not depend on the value of the
symbol transmitted.

Bounded distance decoding: Limiting the error patterns which are corrected in an imperfect
code to those with t or fewer errors.

Catastrophic code: A convolutional code in which a finite number of code symbol errors can
cause an unlimited number of decoded bit errors.

Code rate: The ratio of source word length to codeword length, indicative of the amount of
information transmitted per encoded symbol.

Coding gain: The reduction in signal-to-noise ratio required for specified error performance in
a block or convolutional coded system over an uncoded system with the same information
rate, channel impairments, and modulation and demodulation techniques. In TCM, the
ratio of the squared free distance in the coded system to that of the uncoded system.

Column distance: The minimum Hamming distance between convolutionally encoded se-
quences of a specified length with different leading n-tuples.

Constituent codes: Two or more FEC codes that are combined in concatenated coding tech-
niques.

Cyclic code: A block code in which cyclic shifts of code vectors are also code vectors.

Cyclic redundancy check: When the syndrome of a cyclic block code is used to detect errors.

Designed distance: The guaranteed minimum distance of a BCH code designed to correct up
to t errors.

Discrete data channel: The concatenation of all system elements between FEC encoder output
and decoder input.

Distance profile: The minimum Hamming distance after each encoding interval of convolu-
tionally encoded sequences which differ in the first interval.

Erasure: A position in the demodulated sequence where the symbol value is unknown.

Extrinsic information: The output of a constituent soft decision decoder that is forwarded as
input to the next decoding stage in iterative decoding of Turbo codes.

Finite field: A finite set of elements and operations of addition and multiplication that satisfy
specific properties. Often called Galois fields and denoted GF(q), where q is the number
of elements in the field. Finite fields exist for all q which are prime or the power of a
prime.

Free distance: The minimum Hamming weight of convolutionally encoded sequences that
diverge and remerge in the trellis. Equals the maximum column distance and the limiting
value of the distance profile.
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Generator matrix: A matrix used to describe a linear code. Code vectors equal the information
vectors multiplied by this matrix.

Generator polynomial: The polynomial that is a divisor of all codeword polynomials in a cyclic
block code; a polynomial that describes circuit connections in a convolutional encoder.

Hamming distance: The number of symbols in which codewords differ.

Hard decision: Demodulation that outputs only a value for each received symbol.

Interleaving: Shuffling the coded bit sequence prior to modulation and reversing this operation
following demodulation. Used to separate and redistribute burst errors over several
codewords (block codes) or constraint lengths (trellis codes) for higher probability of
correct decoding by codes designed to correct random errors.

Linear code: A code whose code vectors form a vector space. Equivalently, a code where the
addition of any two code vectors forms another code vector.

Maximum distance separable: A code with the largest possible minimum distance given the
block length and code rate. These codes meet the Singleton bound of dmin ≤ n − k + 1.

Metric: A measure of goodness against which items are judged. In the Viterbi algorithm,
an indication of the probability of a path being taken given the demodulated symbol
sequence.

Minimum distance: In a block code, the smallest Hamming distance between any two code-
words. In a convolutional code, the column distance after K intervals.

Parity check matrix: A matrix whose rows are orthogonal to the rows in the generator matrix
of a linear code. Errors can be detected by multiplying the received vector by this matrix.

Perfect code: A t error correcting (n, k) block code in which qn−k − 1 = 6t
i=1

(
n
i

)
.

Puncturing: Periodic deletion of code symbols from the sequence generated by a convolutional
encoder for purposes of constructing a higher rate code. Also, deletion of parity bits in a
block code.

Set partitioning: Rules for mapping coded sequences to points in the signal constellation that
always result in a larger Euclidean distance for a TCM system than an uncoded system,
given appropriate construction of the trellis.

Shannon Limit: The ratio of energy per data bit Eb to one-sided noise power spectral density
N0 in an AWGN channel above which errorless transmission is possible when bandwidth
limitations are not placed on the signal and transmission is at channel capacity. This limit
has the value ln 2 = 0.693= −1.6 dB.

Soft decision: Demodulation that outputs an estimate of the received symbol value along with
an indication of the reliability of this value. Usually implemented by quantizing the
received signal to more levels than there are symbol values.

Standard array decoding: Association of an error pattern with each syndrome by way of a
lookup table.

Syndrome: An indication of whether or not errors are present in the demodulated symbol
sequence.

Systematic code: A code in which the values of the message symbols can be identified by
inspection of the code vector.

Vector space: An algebraic structure comprised of a set of elements in which operations of
vector addition and scalar multiplication are defined. For our purposes, a set of n-tuples
consisting of symbols from GF(q) with addition and multiplication defined in terms of
elementwise operations from this finite field.
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Viterbi algorithm: A maximum-likelihood decoding algorithm for trellis codes that discards
low-probability paths at each stage of the trellis, thereby reducing the total number of
paths that must be considered.
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Further Information

There is now a large amount of literature on the subject of FEC coding. An introduction to the
philosophy and limitations of these codes can be found in the second chapter of Lucky’s book
Silicon Dreams: Information, Man, and Machine, St. Martin’s Press, New York, 1989. More practical
introductions can be found in overview chapters of many communications texts. The number of texts
devoted entirely to this subject also continues to grow. Although these texts summarize the algebra
underlying block codes, more in-depth treatments can be found in mathematical texts. Survey papers
appear occasionally in the literature, but the interested reader is directed to the seminal papers by
Shannon, Hamming, Reed and Solomon, Bose and Chaudhuri, Hocquenghem, Wozencraft, Fano,
Forney, Berlekamp, Massey, Viterbi, Ungerboeck, Berrou and Glavieux, among others. The most
recent advances in the theory and implementation of error control codes are published in IEEE
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Transactions on Information Theory, IEEE Transactions on Communications, and special issues of IEEE
Journal on Selected Areas in Communications.
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11.1 A Brief History

Spread spectrum (SS) has its origin in the military arena where the friendly communicator is 1) sus-
ceptible to detection/interception by the enemy and 2) vulnerable to intentionally introduced un-
friendly interference (jamming). Communication systems that employ spread spectrum to reduce
the communicator’s detectability and combat the enemy-introduced interference are respectively
referred to as low probability of intercept (LPI) and antijam (AJ) communication systems. With
the change in the current world political situation wherein the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD)
has reduced its emphasis on the development and acquisition of new communication systems for
the original purposes, a host of new commercial applications for SS has evolved, particularly in the
area of cellular mobile communications. This shift from military to commercial applications of SS
has demonstrated that the basic concepts that make SS techniques so useful in the military can also
be put to practical peacetime use. In the next section, we give a simple description of these basic
concepts using the original military application as the basis of explanation. The extension of these
concepts to the mentioned commercial applications will be treated later on in the chapter.

11.2 Why Spread Spectrum?

Spread spectrum is a communication technique wherein the transmitted modulation is spread (in-
creased) in bandwidth prior to transmission over the channel and then despread (decreased) in band-
width by the same amount at the receiver. If it were not for the fact that the communication channel
introduces some form of narrowband (relative to the spread bandwidth) interference, the receiver
performance would be transparent to the spreading and despreading operations (assuming that they
are identical inverses of each other). That is, after despreading the received signal would be identical
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to the transmitted signal prior to spreading. In the presence of narrowband interference, however,
there is a significant advantage to employing the spreading/despreading procedure described. The
reason for this is as follows. Since the interference is introduced after the transmitted signal is spread,
then, whereas the despreading operation at the receiver shrinks the desired signal back to its original
bandwidth, at the same time it spreads the undesired signal (interference) in bandwidth by the same
amount, thus reducing its power spectral density. This, in turn, serves to diminish the effect of the
interference on the receiver performance, which depends on the amount of interference power in
the despread bandwidth. It is indeed this very simple explanation, which is at the heart of all spread
spectrum techniques.

11.3 Basic Concepts and Terminology

To describe this process analytically and at the same time introduce some terminology that is common
in spread spectrum parlance, we proceed as follows. Consider a communicator that desires to send a
messageusinga transmittedpowerS Watts (W)at an information rateRb bits/s (bps). By introducing
a SS modulation, the bandwidth of the transmitted signal is increased from Rb Hz to Wss Hz where
Wss � Rb denotes the spreadspectrumbandwidth. Assumethat thechannel introduces, inaddition
to the usual thermal noise (assumed to have a single-sided power spectral density (PSD) equal to
N0 W/Hz), an additive interference (jamming) having power J distributed over some bandwidth
WJ . After despreading, the desired signal bandwidth is once again now equal to Rb Hz and the
interference PSD is now NJ = J/Wss. Note that since the thermal noise is assumed to be white, i.e.,
it is uniformly distributed over all frequencies, its PSD is unchanged by the despreading operation
and, thus, remains equal to N0. Regardless of the signal and interferer waveforms, the equivalent bit
energy-to-total noise spectral density ratio is, in terms of the given parameters,

Eb

Nt

= Eb

N0 + NJ

= S/Rb

N0 + J/Wss
(11.1)

For most practical scenarios, the jammer limits performance and, thus, the effects of receiver noise
in the channel can be ignored. Thus, assuming NJ � N0, we can rewrite Eq. (11.1) as

Eb

Nt

∼= Eb

NJ

= S/Rb

J/Wss
= S

J

Wss
Rb

(11.2)

where the ratio J/S is the jammer-to-signal power ratio and the ratio Wss/Rb is the spreading ratio
and is defined as the processing gain of the system. Since the ultimate error probability performance
of the communication receiver depends on the ratio Eb/NJ , we see that from the communicator’s
viewpoint his goal should be to minimize J/S (by choice of S) and maximize the processing gain
(by choice of Wss for a given desired information rate). The possible strategies for the jammer will
be discussed in the section on military applications dealing with AJ communications.

11.4 Spread Spectrum Techniques

By far the two most popular spreading techniques are direct sequence (DS) modulation and fre-
quency hopping (FH) modulation. In the following subsections, we present a brief description of
each.
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FIGURE 11.1: A DS-BPSK system (complex form).

11.4.1 Direct Sequence Modulation

A direct sequence modulation c(t) is formed by linearly modulating the output sequence {cn} of a
pseudorandom number generator onto a train of pulses, each having a duration Tc called the chip
time. In mathematical form,

c(t) =
∞∑

n=−∞
cnp (t − nTc) (11.3)

where p(t) is the basic pulse shape and is assumed to be of rectangular form. This type of modulation
is usually used with binary phase-shift-keyed (BPSK) information signals, which have the complex
form d(t) exp{j (2πfct +θc)}, where d(t) is a binary-valued data waveform of rate 1/Tb bits/s and fc

and θc are the frequency and phase of the data-modulated carrier, respectively. As such, a DS/BPSK
signal is formed by multiplying the BPSK signal by c(t) (see Fig. 11.1), resulting in the real transmitted
signal

x(t) = Re {c(t)d(t) exp[j (2πfct + θc)]} (11.4)

Since Tc is chosen so that Tb � Tc, then relative to the bandwidth of the BPSK information signal,
the bandwidth of the DS/BPSK signal1 is effectively increased by the ratio Tb/Tc = Wss/2Rb, which
is one-half the spreading factor or processing gain of the system. At the receiver, the sum of the
transmitted DS/BPSK signal and the channel interference I (t) (as discussed before, we ignore the
presence of the additive thermal noise) are ideally multiplied by the identical DS modulation (this
operation is known as despreading), which returns the DS/BPSK signal to its original BPSK form
whereas the real interference signal is now the real wideband signal Re{I (t)c(t)}. In the previous
sentence, we used the word ideally, which implies that the PN waveform used for despreading at the
receiver is identical to that used for spreading at the transmitter. This simple implication covers up
a multitude of tasks that a practical DS receiver must perform. In particular, the receiver must first
acquire the PN waveform. That is, the local PN random generator that generates the PN waveform
at the receiver used for despreading must be aligned (synchronized) to within one chip of the PN
waveform of the received DS/BPSK signal. This is accomplished by employing some sort of search
algorithm which typically steps the local PN waveform sequentially in time by a fraction of a chip
(e.g., half a chip) and at each position searches for a high degree of correlation between the received
and local PN reference waveforms. The search terminates when the correlation exceeds a given
threshold, which is an indication that the alignment has been achieved. After bringing the two PN
waveforms into coarse alignment, a tracking algorithm is employed to maintain fine alignment.

1For the usual case of a rectangular spreading pulse p(t), the PSD of the DS/BPSK modulation will have (sinx/x)2 form
with first zero crossing at 1/Tc , which is nominally taken as one-half the spread spectrum bandwidth Wss.
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The most popular forms of tracking loops are the continuous time delay-locked loop and its time-
multiplexed version the tau–dither loop. It is the difficulty in synchronizing the receiver PN generator
to subnanosecond accuracy that limits PN chip rates to values on the order of hundreds of Mchips/s,
which implies the same limitation on the DS spread spectrum bandwidth Wss.

11.4.2 Frequency Hopping Modulation

A frequency hopping (FH) modulation c(t) is formed by nonlinearly modulating a train of pulses
with a sequence of pseudorandomly generated frequency shifts {fn}. In mathematical terms, c(t)

has the complex form

c(t) =
∞∑

n=−∞
exp{j (2πfn + φn)} p (t − nTh) (11.5)

where p(t) is again the basic pulse shape having a duration Th, called the hop time and {φn} is a
sequence of random phases associated with the generation of the hops. FH modulation is traditionally
used with multiple-frequency-shift-keyed (MFSK) information signals, which have the complex form
exp{j [2π(fc + d(t))t]}, where d(t) is an M-level digital waveform (M denotes the symbol alphabet
size) representing the information frequency modulation at a rate 1/Ts symbols/s (sps). As such,
an FH/MFSK signal is formed by complex multiplying the MFSK signal by c(t) resulting in the real
transmitted signal

x(t) = Re {c(t) exp{j [2π(fc + d(t))t ]}} (11.6)

In reality, c(t) is never generated in the transmitter. Rather, x(t) is obtained by applying the sequence
of pseudorandom frequency shifts {fn} directly to the frequency synthesizer that generates the carrier
frequency fc (see Fig. 11.2). In terms of the actual implementation, successive (not necessarily

FIGURE 11.2: An FH-MFSK system.

disjoint) k-chip segments of a PN sequence drive a frequency synthesizer, which hops the carrier
over 2k frequencies. In view of the large bandwidths over which the frequency synthesizer must
operate, it is difficult to maintain phase coherence from hop to hop, which explains the inclusion of
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the sequence {φn} in the Eq. (11.5) model for c(t). On a short term basis, e.g., within a given hop,
the signal bandwidth is identical to that of the MFSK information modulation, which is typically
much smaller than Wss. On the other hand, when averaged over many hops, the signal bandwidth
is equal to Wss, which can be on the order of several GHz, i.e., an order of magnitude larger than
that of implementable DS bandwidths. The exact relation between Wss, Th, Ts and the number of
frequency shifts in the set {fn} will be discussed shortly.

At the receiver, the sum of the transmitted FH/MFSK signal and the channel interference I (t) is
ideally complex multiplied by the identical FH modulation (this operation is known as dehopping),
which returns the FH/MFSK signal to its original MFSK form, whereas the real interference signal is
now the wideband (in the average sense) signal Re{I (t)c(t)}. Analogous to the DS case, the receiver
must acquire and track the FH signal so that the dehopping waveform is as close to the hopping
waveform c(t) as possible.

FH systems are traditionally classified in accordance with the relationship between Th and Ts . Fast
frequency-hopped (FFH) systems are ones in which there exists one or more hops per data symbol,
that is, Ts = NTh (N an integer) whereas slow frequency-hopped (SFH) systems are ones in which
there exists more than one symbol per hop, that is, Th = NTs . It is customary in SS parlance to
refer to the FH/MFSK tone of shortest duration as a “chip”, despite the same usage for the PN chips
associated with the code generator that drives the frequency synthesizer. Keeping this distinction in
mind, in an FFH system where, as already stated, there are multiple hops per data symbol, a chip is
equal to a hop. For SFH, where there are multiple data symbols per hop, a chip is equal to an MFSK
symbol. Combining these two statements, the chip rate Rc in an FH system is given by the larger of
Rh = 1/Th and Rs = 1/Ts and, as such, is the highest system clock rate.

The frequency spacing between the FH/MFSK tones is governed by the chip rate Rc and is, thus,
dependent on whether the FH modulation is FFH or SFH. In particular, for SFH where Rc = Rs ,
the spacing between FH/MFSK tones is equal to the spacing between the MFSK tones themselves.
For noncoherent detection (the most commonly encountered in FH/MFSK systems), the separation
of the MFSK symbols necessary to provide orthogonality2 is an integer multiple of Rs . Assuming
the minimum spacing, i.e., Rs , the entire spread spectrum band is then partitioned into a total of
Nt = Wss/Rs = Wss/Rc equally spaced FH tones. One arrangement, which is by far the most
common, is to group these Nt tones into Nb = Nt/M contiguous, nonoverlapping bands, each with
bandwidth MRs = MRc; see Fig. 11.3a. Assuming symmetric MFSK modulation around the carrier
frequency, then the center frequencies of the Nb = 2k bands represent the set of hop carriers, each
of which is assigned to a given k-tuple of the PN code generator. In this fixed arrangement, each of
the Nt FH/MFSK tones corresponds to the combination of a unique hop carrier (PN code k-tuple)
and a unique MFSK symbol. Another arrangement, which provides more protection against the
sophisticated interferer (jammer), is to overlap adjacent M-ary bands by an amount equal to Rc; see
Fig. 11.3b. Assuming again that the center frequency of each band corresponds to a possible hop
carrier, then since all but M − 1 of the Nt tones are available as center frequencies, the number of
hop carriers has been increased from Nt/M to Nt − (M − 1), which for Nt � M is approximately
an increase in randomness by a factor of M .

For FFH, where Rc = Rh, the spacing between FH/MFSK tones is equal to the hop rate. Thus,
the entire spread spectrum band is partitioned into a total of Nt = Wss/Rh = Wss/Rc equally

2An optimum noncoherent MFSK detector consists of a bank of energy detectors each matched to one of theM frequencies
in the MFSK set. In terms of this structure, the notion of orthogonality implies that for a given transmitted frequency there
will be no crosstalk (energy spillover) in any of the other M − 1 energy detectors.
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Figure 11.3a Frequency distribution for FH-4FSK—nonoverlapping bands. Dashed lines indicate location of hop

frequencies.

spaced FH tones, each of which is assigned to a unique k-tuple of the PN code generator that drives
the frequency synthesizer. Since for FFH there are Rh/Rs hops per symbol, then the metric used to
make a noncoherent decision on a particular symbol is obtained by summing up Rh/Rs detected
chip (hop) energies, resulting in a so-called noncoherent combining loss.
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Figure 11.3b Frequency distribution for FH-4FSK—over-lapping bands.

11.4.3 Time Hopping Modulation

Time hopping (TH) is to spread spectrum modulation what pulse position modulation (PPM) is
to information modulation. In particular, consider segmenting time into intervals of Tf seconds
and further segment each Tf interval into MT increments of width Tf /MT . Assuming a pulse of
maximum duration equal to Tf /MT , then a time hopping spread spectrum modulation would take
the form

c(t) =
∞∑

n=−∞
p

[
t −

(
n + an

MT

)
Tf

]
(11.7)
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where an denotes the pseudorandom position (one of MT uniformly spaced locations) of the pulse
within the Tf -second interval.

For DS and FH, we saw that multiplicative modulation, that is the transmitted signal is the product
of the SS and information signals, was the natural choice. For TH, delay modulation is the natural
choice. In particular, a TH-SS modulation takes the form

x(t) = Re {c(t − d(t)) exp[j (2πfc + φT )]} (11.8)

where d(t) is a digital information modulation at a rate 1/Ts sps. Finally, the dehopping procedure
at the receiver consists of removing the sequence of delays introduced by c(t), which restores the
information signal back to its original form and spreads the interferer.

11.4.4 Hybrid Modulations

Byblending together severalof theprevious typesofSSmodulation, onecan form hybridmodulations
that, dependingonthesystemdesignobjectives, canachieveabetterperformanceagainst the interferer
than can any of the SS modulations acting alone. One possibility is to multiply several of the c(t)

wideband waveforms [now denoted by c(i)(t) to distinguish them from one another] resulting in a
SS modulation of the form

c(t) =
∏
i

c(i)(t) (11.9)

Such a modulation may embrace the advantages of the various c(i)(t), while at the same time miti-
gating their individual disadvantages.

11.5 Applications of Spread Spectrum

11.5.1 Military

Antijam (AJ) Communications

As already noted, one of the key applications of spread spectrum is for antijam communications
in a hostile environment. The basic mechanism by which a direct sequence spread spectrum
receiver attenuates a noise jammer was illustrated in Section 11.3. Therefore, in this section, we
will concentrate on tone jamming.

Assume the received signal, denoted r(t), is given by

r(t) = Ax(t) + I (t) + nw(t) (11.10)

where x(t) is given in Eq. (11.4), A is a constant amplitude,

I (t) = α cos(2πfct + θ) (11.11)

and nw(t) is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) having two-sided spectral density N0/2. In
Eq. (11.11), α is the amplitude of the tone jammer and θ is a random phase uniformly distributed in
[0, 2π ] .

If we employ the standard correlation receiver of Fig. 11.4, it is straightforward to show that the
final test statistic out of the receiver is given by

g(Tb) = ATb + α cosθ

∫ Tb

0
c(t) dt + N (Tb) (11.12)
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FIGURE 11.4: Standard correlation receiver.

where N(Tb) is the contribution to the test statistic due to the AWGN. Noting that, for rectangular
chips, we can express

∫ Tb

0
c(t) dt = Tc

M∑
i=1

ci (11.13)

where

M
4= Tb

Tc

(11.14)

is one-half of the processing gain, it is straightforward to show that, for a given value of θ , the
signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio, denoted by S/Ntotal, is given by

S

Ntotal
= 1

N0
2Eb

+ (
J

MS

)
cos2 θ

(11.15)

In Eq. (11.15), the jammer power is

J
4= α2

2
(11.16)

and the signal power is

S
4= A2

2
(11.17)

If we look at the second term in the denominator of Eq. (11.15), we see that the ratio J/S is divided
by M . Realizing that J/S is the ratio of the jammer power to the signal power before despreading,
and J/MS is the ratio of the same quantity after despreading, we see that, as was the case for noise
jamming, the benefit of employing direct sequence spread spectrum signalling in the presence of tone
jamming is to reduce the effect of the jammer by an amount on the order of the processing gain.

Finally, one can show that an estimate of the average probability of error of a system of this type
is given by

Pe = 1

2π

∫ 2π

0
φ

(
−
√

S

Ntotal

)
dθ (11.18)

where

φ(x)
4= 1√

2π

∫ x

−∞
e−y2/2 dy (11.19)

If Eq. (11.18) is evaluated numerically and plotted, the results are as shown in Fig. 11.5. It is clear
from this figure that a large initial power advantage of the jammer can be overcome by a sufficiently
large value of the processing gain.
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FIGURE 11.5: Plotted results of Eq. (11.18).

Low-Probability of Intercept (LPI)

The opposite side of the AJ problem is that of LPI, that is, the desire to hide your signal from
detection by an intelligent adversary so that your transmissions will remain unnoticed and, thus,
neither jammed nor exploited in any manner. This idea of designing an LPI system is achieved
in a variety of ways, including transmitting at the smallest possible power level, and limiting the
transmission time to as short an interval in time as is possible. The choice of signal design is also
important, however, and it is here that spread spectrum techniques become relevant.

The basic mechanism is reasonably straightforward; if we start with a conventional narrowband
signal, say a BPSK waveform having a spectrum as shown in Fig. 11.6a, and then spread it so that its
new spectrum is as shown in Fig. 11.6b, the peak amplitude of the spectrum after spreading has been
reduced by an amount on the order of the processing gain relative to what it was before spreading.
Indeed, a sufficiently large processing gain will result in the spectrum of the signal after spreading
falling below the ambient thermal noise level. Thus, there is no easy way for an unintended listener
to determine that a transmission is taking place.
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Figure 11.6a

Figure 11.6b

That is not to say the spread signal cannot be detected, however, merely that it is more difficult
for an adversary to learn of the transmission. Indeed, there are many forms of so-called intercept
receivers that are specifically designed to accomplish this very task. By way of example, probably
the best known and simplest to implement is a radiometer, which is just a device that measures the
total power present in the received signal. In the case of our intercept problem, even though we have
lowered the power spectral density of the transmitted signal so that it falls below the noise floor,
we have not lowered its power (i.e., we have merely spread its power over a wider frequency range).
Thus, if the radiometer integrates over a sufficiently long period of time, it will eventually determine
the presence of the transmitted signal buried in the noise. The key point, of course, is that the use
of the spreading makes the interceptor’s task much more difficult, since he has no knowledge of the
spreading code and, thus, cannot despread the signal.

11.5.2 Commercial

Multiple Access Communications

From the perspective of commercial applications, probably the most important use of spread
spectrumcommunications is as amultiple accessing technique. Whenused in thismanner, it becomes
an alternative to either frequency division multiple access (FDMA) or time division multiple access
(TDMA) and is typically referred to as either code division multiple access (CDMA) or spread
spectrum multiple access (SSMA). When using CDMA, each signal in the set is given its own spreading
sequence. As opposed to either FDMA, wherein all users occupy disjoint frequency bands but are
transmitted simultaneously in time, or TDMA, whereby all users occupy the same bandwidth but
transmit in disjoint intervals of time, in CDMA, all signals occupy the same bandwidth and are
transmitted simultaneously in time; the different waveforms in CDMA are distinguished from one
another at the receiver by the specific spreading codes they employ.

Since most CDMA detectors are correlation receivers, it is important when deploying such a system
tohavea setof spreadingsequences thathaverelatively low-pairwisecross-correlationbetweenany two
sequences in the set. Further, there are two fundamental types of operation in CDMA, synchronous
and asynchronous. In the former case, the symbol transition times of all of the users are aligned;
this allows for orthogonal sequences to be used as the spreading sequences and, thus, eliminates
interference from one user to another. Alternately, if no effort is made to align the sequences, the
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system operates asychronously; in this latter mode, multiple access interference limits the ultimate
channel capacity, but the system design exhibits much more flexibility.

CDMA has been of particular interest recently for applications in wireless communications. These
applications include cellular communications, personal communications services (PCS), and wireless
local area networks. The reason for this popularity is primarily due to the performance that spread
spectrum waveforms display when transmitted over a multipath fading channel.

To illustrate this idea, consider DS signalling. As long as the duration of a single chip of the
spreading sequence is less than the multipath delay spread, the use of DS waveforms provides the
system designer with one of two options. First, the multipath can be treated as a form of interference,
which means the receiver should attempt to attenuate it as much as possible. Indeed, under this
condition, all of the multipath returns that arrive at the receiver with a time delay greater than a chip
duration from the multipath return to which the receiver is synchronized (usually the first return)
will be attenuated because of the processing gain of the system.

Alternately, the multipath returns that are separated by more than a chip duration from the main
pathrepresent independent“looks”at the receivedsignal andcanbeusedconstructively toenhance the
overall performance of the receiver. That is, because all of the multipath returns contain information
regarding the data that is being sent, that information can be extracted by an appropriately designed
receiver. Such a receiver, typically referred to as a RAKE receiver, attempts to resolve as many
individual multipath returns as possible and then to sum them coherently. This results in an implicit
diversity gain, comparable to the use of explicit diversity, such as receiving the signal with multiple
antennas.

The condition under which the two options are available can be stated in an alternate manner.
If one envisions what is taking place in the frequency domain, it is straightforward to show that
the condition of the chip duration being smaller than the multipath delay spread is equivalent to
requiring that the spread bandwidth of the transmitted waveform exceed what is called the coherence
bandwidth of the channel. This latter quantity is simply the inverse of the multipath delay spread
and is a measure of the range of frequencies that fade in a highly correlated manner. Indeed, anytime
the coherence bandwidth of the channel is less than the spread bandwidth of the signal, the channel
is said to be frequency selective with respect to the signal. Thus, we see that to take advantage of DS
signalling when used over a multipath fading channel, that signal should be designed such that it
makes the channel appear frequency selective.

Inaddition to thedesirableproperties that spread spectrumsignalsdisplayovermultipathchannels,
there are two other reasons why such signals are of interest in cellular-type applications. The first
has to do with a concept known as the reuse factor. In conventional cellular systems, either analog or
digital, in order to avoid excessive interference from one cell to its neighbor cells, the frequencies used
by a given cell are not used by its immediate neighbors (i.e., the system is designed so that there is a
certain spatial separation between cells that use the same carrier frequencies). For CDMA, however,
such spatial isolation is typically not needed, so that so-called universal reuse is possible.

Further, because CDMA systems tend to be interference limited, for those applications involving
voice transmission, an additional gain in the capacity of the system can be achieved by the use of
voice activity detection. That is, in any given two-way telephone conversation, each user is typically
talking only about 50% of the time. During the time when a user is quiet, he is not contributing
to the instantaneous interference. Thus, if a sufficiently large number of users can be supported by
the system, statistically only about one-half of them will be active simultaneously, and the effective
capacity can be doubled.
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Interference Rejection

In addition to providing multiple accessing capability, spread spectrum techniques are of in-
terest in the commercial sector for basically the same reasons they are in the military community,
namely their AJ and LPI characteristics. However, the motivations for such interest differ. For exam-
ple, whereas the military is interested in ensuring that systems they deploy are robust to interference
generated by an intelligent adversary (i.e., exhibit jamming resistance), the interference of concern in
commercial applications is unintentional. It is sometimes referred to as cochannel interference (CCI)
and arises naturally as the result of many services using the same frequency band at the same time.
And while such scenarios almost always allow for some type of spatial isolation between the inter-
fering waveforms, such as the use of narrow-beam antenna patterns, at times the use of the inherent
interference suppression property of a spread spectrum signal is also desired. Similarly, whereas the
military is very much interested in the LPI property of a spread spectrum waveform, as indicated in
Section 11.3, there are applications in the commercial segment where the same characteristic can be
used to advantage.

To illustrate these two ideas, consider a scenario whereby a given band of frequencies is somewhat
sparsely occupied by a set of conventional (i.e., nonspread) signals. To increase the overall spectral
efficiency of the band, a set of spread spectrum waveforms can be overlaid on the same frequency
band, thus forcing the two sets of users to share common spectrum. Clearly, this scheme is feasible
only if the mutual interference that one set of users imposes on the other is within tolerable limits.
Because of the interference suppression properties of spread spectrum waveforms, the despreading
process at each spread spectrum receiver will attenuate the components of the final test statistic due
to the overlaid narrowband signals. Similarly, because of the LPI characteristics of spread spectrum
waveforms, the increase in the overall noise level as seen by any of the conventional signals, due to
the overlay, can be kept relatively small.

Defining Terms

Antijam communication system: A communication system designed to resist intentional jam-
ming by the enemy.

Chip time (interval): The duration of a single pulse in a direct sequence modulation; typically
much smaller than the information symbol interval.

Coarse alignment: The process whereby the received signal and the despreading signal are
aligned to within a single chip interval.

Dehopping: Despreading using a frequency-hopping modulation.

Delay-locked loop: A particular implementation of a closed-loop technique for maintaining
fine alignment.

Despreading: The notion of decreasing the bandwidth of the received (spread) signal back to
its information bandwidth.

Direct sequence modulation: A signal formed by linearly modulating the output sequence of
a pseudorandom number generator onto a train of pulses.

Direct sequence spread spectrum: A spreading technique achieved by multiplying the infor-
mation signal by a direct sequence modulation.

Fast frequency-hopping: A spread spectrum technique wherein the hop time is less than or
equal to the information symbol interval, i.e., there exist one or more hops per data
symbol.
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Fine alignment: The state of the system wherein the received signal and the despreading signal
are aligned to within a small fraction of a single chip interval.

Frequency-hopping modulation: A signal formed by nonlinearly modulating a train of pulses
with a sequence of pseudorandomly generated frequency shifts.

Hop time (interval): The duration of a single pulse in a frequency-hopping modulation.

Hybrid spread spectrum: A spreading technique formed by blending together several spread
spectrum techniques, e.g., direct sequence, frequency-hopping, etc.

Low-probability-of-intercept communication system: A communication system designed to
operate in a hostile environment wherein the enemy tries to detect the presence and
perhaps characteristics of the friendly communicator’s transmission.

Processing gain (spreading ratio): The ratio of the spread spectrum bandwidth to the infor-
mation data rate.

Radiometer: A device used to measure the total energy in the received signal.

Search algorithm: A means for coarse aligning (synchronizing) the despreading signal with
the received spread spectrum signal.

Slow frequency-hopping: A spread spectrum technique wherein the hop time is greater than
the information symbol interval, i.e., there exists more than one data symbol per hop.

Spread spectrum bandwidth: The bandwidth of the transmitted signal after spreading.

Spreading: The notion of increasing the bandwidth of the transmitted signal by a factor far in
excess of its information bandwidth.

Tau–dither loop: A particular implementation of a closed-loop technique for maintaining fine
alignment.

Time-hopping spread spectrum: A spreading technique that is analogous to pulse position
modulation.

Tracking algorithm: An algorithm (typically closed loop) for maintaining fine alignment.
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12.1 Introduction

Diversity is a commonly used technique in mobile radio systems to combat signal fading. The basic
principle of diversity is as follows. If several replicas of the same information-carrying signal are
received over multiple channels with comparable strengths, which exhibit independent fading, then
there is a good likelihood that at least one or more of these received signals will not be in a fade at any
given instant in time, thus making it possible to deliver adequate signal level to the receiver. Without
diversity techniques, in noise limited conditions, the transmitter would have to deliver a much higher
power level to protect the link during the short intervals when the channel is severely faded. In
mobile radio, the power available on the reverse link is severely limited by the battery capacity of
hand-held subscriber units. Diversity methods play a crucial role in reducing transmit power needs.
Also, cellular communication networks are mostly interference limited and, once again, mitigation of
channel fading through use of diversity can translate into reduced variability of carrier-to-interference
ratio (C/I), which in turn means lower C/I margin and hence better reuse factors and higher system
capacity.

The basic principles of diversity have been known since 1927 when the first experiments in space
diversity were reported. There are many techniques for obtaining independently fading branches,
and these can be subdivided into two main classes. The first are explicit techniques where explicit
redundant signal transmission is used to exploit diversity channels. Use of dual polarized signal
transmission and reception in many point-to-point radios is an example of explicit diversity. Clearly
such redundant signal transmission involves a penalty in frequency spectrum or additional power.
In the second class are implicit diversity techniques: the signal is transmitted only once, but the
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decorrelating effects in the propagation medium such as multipaths are exploited to receive signals
over multiple diversity channels. A good example of implicit diversity is the RAKE receiver in code
division multiple access (CDMA) systems, which uses independent fading of resolvable multipaths
to achieve diversity gain. Figure 12.1 illustrates the principle of diversity where two independently
fading signals are shown along with the selection diversity output signal which selects the stronger
signal. The fades in the resulting signal have been substantially smoothed out while also yielding
higher average power.

FIGURE 12.1: Example of diversity combining. Two independently fading signals 1 and 2. The
signal 3 is the result of selecting the strongest signal.

If antennas are used in transmit, they can be exploited for diversity. If the transmit channel
is known, the antennas can be driven with complex conjugate channel weighting to co-phase the
signals at the receive antenna. If the forward channel is not known, we have several methods to
convert space selective fading at the transmit antennas to other forms of diversity exploitable in the
receiver.

Exploiting diversity needs careful design of the communication link. In explicit diversity, multiple
copies of the same signal are transmitted in channels using either a frequency, time, or polarization
dimension. At the receiver end we need arrangements to receive the different diversity branches (this
is true for both explicit and implicit diversity). The different diversity branches are then combined
to reduce signal outage probability or bit error rate.

In practice, the signals in the diversity branches may not show completely independent fading.
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The envelope cross correlation ρ between these signals is a measure of their independence.

ρ = E [[r1 − r̄1] [r2 − r̄2]]√
E |r1 − r̄1|2 E |r2 − r̄2|2

where r1 and r2 represent the instantaneous envelope levels of the normalized signals at the two
receivers and r̄1 and r̄2 are their respective means. It has been shown that a cross correlation of 0.7 [3]
between signal envelopes is sufficient to provide a reasonable degree of diversity gain. Depending
on the type of diversity employed, these diversity channels must be sufficiently separated along the
appropriate diversity dimension. For spatial diversity, the antennas should be separated by more than
the coherence distance to ensure a cross correlation of less than 0.7. Likewise in frequency diversity,
the frequency separation must be larger than the coherence bandwidth, and in time diversity the
separation between channel reuse in time should be longer than the coherence time. These coherence
factors in turn depend on the channel characteristics. The coherence distance, coherence bandwidth
and coherence time vary inversely as the angle spread, delay spread, and Doppler spread, respectively.

If the receiver has a number of diversity branches, it has to combine these branches to maximize
the signal level. Several techniques have been studied for diversity combining. We will describe three
main techniques: selection combining, equal gain combining, and maximal ratio combining.

Finally, we should note that diversity is primarily used to combat fading and if the signal does not
show significant fading in the first place, for example when there is a direct path component, diversity
combining may not provide significant diversity gain. In the case of antenna diversity, array gain
proportional to the number of antennas will still be available.

12.2 Diversity Schemes

There are several techniques for obtaining diversity branches, sometimes also known as diversity
dimensions. The most important of these are discussed in the following sections.

12.2.1 Space Diversity

This has historically been the most common form of diversity in mobile radio base stations. It is
easy to implement and does not require additional frequency spectrum resources. Space diversity is
exploited on the reverse link at the base station receiver by spacing antennas apart so as to obtain
sufficient decorrelation. The key for obtaining minimum uncorrelated fading of antenna outputs is
adequate spacing of the antennas. The required spacing depends on the degree of multipath angle
spread. For example if the multipath signals arrive from all directions in the azimuth, as is usually
the case at the mobile, antenna spacing (coherence distance) of the order of 0.5λ to 0.8λ is quite
adequate [5]. On the other hand if the multipath angle spread is small, as in the case of base stations,
the coherence distance is much larger. Also empirical measurements show a strong coupling between
antenna height and spatial correlation. Larger antenna heights imply larger coherence distances.
Typically 10λ to 20λ separation is adequate to achieve ρ = 0.7 at base stations in suburban settings
when the signals arrive from the broadside direction. The coherence distance can be 3 to 4 times
larger for endfire arrivals. The endfire problem is averted in base stations with trisectored antennas
as each sector needs to handle only signals arriving ±60◦ off the broadside. The coherence distance
depends strongly on the terrain. Large multipath angle spread means smaller coherence distance.
Base stations normally use space diversity in the horizontal plane only. Separation in the vertical
plane can also be used, and the necessary spacing depends upon vertical multipath angle spread. This
can be small for distant mobiles making vertical plane diversity less attractive in most applications.
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Space diversity is also exploitable at the transmitter. If the forward channel is known, it works
much like receive space diversity. If it is not known, then space diversity can be transformed to
another form of diversity exploitable at the receiver. (See Section 12.2.7 below).

If antennas are used at transmit and receive, theM transmit andN receive antennas both contribute
to diversity. It can be shown that if simple weighting is used without additional bandwidth or
time/memory processing, then maximum diversity gain is obtained if the transmitter and receiver
use the left and right singular vectors of the M × N channel matrix, respectively. However, to
approach the maximum M × N order diversity order will require the use of additional bandwidth
or time/memory-based methods.

12.2.2 Polarization Diversity

In mobile radio environments, signals transmitted on orthogonal polarizations exhibit low fade
correlation, and therefore, offer potential for diversity combining. Polarization diversity can be
obtained either by explicit or implicit techniques. Note that with polarization only two diversity
branches are available as against space diversity where several branches can be obtained using multiple
antennas. In explicit polarization diversity, the signal is transmitted and received in two orthogonal
polarizations. For a fixed total transmit power, the power in each branch will be 3 dB lower than
if single polarization is used. In the implicit polarization technique, the signal is launched in a
single polarization, but is received with cross-polarized antennas. The propagation medium couples
some energy into the cross-polarization plane. The observed cross-polarization coupling factor lies
between 8 to 12 dB in mobile radio [8, 1]. The cross-polarization envelope decorrelation has been
found to be adequate. However, the large branch imbalance reduces the available diversity gain.

With hand-held phones, the handset can be held at random orientations during a call. This results
in energy being launched with varying polarization angles ranging from vertical to horizontal. This
further increases the advantage of cross-polarized antennas at the base station since the two antennas
can be combined to match the received signal polarization. This makes polarization diversity even
more attractive. Recent work [4] has shown that with variable launch polarization, a cross-polarized
antenna can give comparable overall (matching plus diversity) performance to a vertically polarized
space diversity antenna.

Finally, we should note that cross-polarized antennas can be deployed in a compact antenna
assembly and do not need large physical separation needed in space diversity antennas. This is an
important advantage in the PCS base stations where low profile antennas are needed.

12.2.3 Angle Diversity

In situations where the angle spread is very high, such as indoors or at the mobile unit in urban
locations, signals collected from multiple nonoverlapping beams offer low fade correlation with
balanced power in the diversity branches. Clearly, since directional beams imply use of antenna
aperture, angle diversity is closely related to space diversity. Angle diversity has been utilized in
indoor wireless LANs, where its use allows substantial increase in LAN throughputs [2].

12.2.4 Frequency Diversity

Another technique to obtain decorrelated diversity branches is to transmit the same signal over
different frequencies. The frequency separation between carriers should be larger than the coherence
bandwidth. The coherence bandwidth, of course, depends on the multipath delay spread of the
channel. The larger the delay spread, the smaller the coherence bandwidth and the more closely
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we can space the frequency diversity channels. Clearly, frequency diversity is an explicit diversity
technique and needs additional frequency spectrum.

A common form of frequency diversity is multicarrier (also known as multitone) modulation. This
technique involves sending redundant data over a number of closely spaced carriers to benefit from
frequency diversity, which is then exploited by applying interleaving and channel coding/forward
error correction across the carriers. Another technique is to use frequency hopping wherein the
interleaved and channel coded data stream is transmitted with widely separated frequencies from
burst to burst. The wide frequency separation is chosen to guarantee independent fading from burst
to burst.

12.2.5 Path Diversity

This implicit diversity is available if the signal bandwidth is much larger than the channel coherence
bandwidth. The basis for this method is that when the multipath arrivals can be resolved in the
receiver and since the paths fade independently, diversity gain can be obtained. In CDMA systems,
the multipath arrivals must be separated by more than one chip period and the RAKE receiver
provides the diversity [9]. In TDMA systems, the multipath arrivals must be separated by more than
one symbol period and the MLSE receiver provides the diversity.

12.2.6 Time Diversity

In mobile communications channels, the mobile motion together with scattering in the vicinity of the
mobile causes time selective fading of the signal with Rayleigh fading statistics for the signal envelope.
Signal fade levels separated by the coherence time show low correlation and can be used as diversity
branches if the same signal can be transmitted at multiple instants separated by the coherence time.
The coherence time depends on the Doppler spread of the signal, which in turn is a function of the
mobile speed and the carrier frequency.

Time diversity is usually exploited via interleaving, forward-error correction (FEC) coding, and
automatic request for repeat (ARQ). These are sophisticated techniques to exploit channel coding
and time diversity. One fundamental drawback with time diversity approaches is the delay needed to
collect the repeated or interleaved transmissions. If the coherence time is large, as for example when
the vehicle is slow moving, the required delay becomes too large to be acceptable for interactive voice
conversation.

The statistical properties of fading signals depend on the field component used by the antenna, the
vehicular speed, and the carrier frequency. For an idealized case of a mobile surrounded by scatterers
in all directions, the autocorrelation function of the received signal x(t) (note this is not the envelope
r(t)) can be shown to be

E [x(t)x(t + τ)] = J0 (2πτv/λ)

where J0 is a Bessel function of the 0th order and v is the mobile velocity.

12.2.7 Transformed Diversity

In transformed diversity, the space diversity branches at the transmitter are transformed into other
forms of diversity branches exploitable at the receiver. This is used when the forward channel is not
known and shifts the responsibility of diversity combining to the receiver which has the necessary
channel knowledge.
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Space to Frequency

• Antenna-delay. Here the signal is transmitted from two or more antennas with delays of
the order of a chip or symbol period in CDMA or TDMA, respectively. The different
transmissions simulate resolved path arrivals that can be used as diversity branches by
the RAKE or MLSE equalizer.

• Multicarrier modulation. The data stream after interleaving and coding is modulated as a
multicarrier output using an inverse DFT. The carriers are then mapped to the different
antennas. The space selective fading at the antennas is now transformed to frequency
selective fading and diversity is obtained during decoding.

Space to Time

• Antenna hopping/phase rolling. In this method the data stream after coding and inter-
leaving is switched randomly from antenna to antenna. The space selective fading at the
transmitter is converted into a time selective fading at the receiver. This is a form of
“active” fading.

• Space-time coding. The approach in space-time coding is to split the encoded data into
multiple data streams each of which is modulated and simultaneously transmitted from
different antennas. The received signal is a superposition of the multiple transmitted
signals. Channel decoding can be used to recover the data sequence. Since the encoded
data arrive over uncorrelated fade branches, diversity gain can be realized.

12.3 Diversity Combining Techniques

Several diversity combining methods are known. We describe three main techniques: selection,
maximal ratio, and equal gain. They can be used with each of the diversity schemes discussed above.

12.3.1 Selection Combining

This is the simplest and perhaps the most frequently used form of diversity combining. In this
technique, one of the two diversity branches with the highest carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N) is connected
to the output. See Fig. 12.2(a).

The performance improvement due to selection diversity can be seen as follows. Let the signal in
each branch exhibit Rayleigh fading with mean power σ 2. The density function of the envelope is
given by

p (ri) = ri

σ 2
e

−r2
i

2σ2 (12.1)

where ri is the signal envelope in each branch. If we define two new variables

γi = Instantaneous signal power in each branch

Mean noise power

0 = Mean signal power in each branch

Mean noise power

then the probability that the C/N is less than or equal to some specified value γs is

Prob
[
γi ≤ γs

] = 1 − e−γs/0 (12.2)
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FIGURE 12.2: Diversity combining methods for two diversity branches.

The probability that γi in all branches with independent fading will be simultaneously less than
or equal to γs is then

Prob
[
γ1, γ2, . . . γM ≤ γs

] = (
1 − e−γs/0

)M
(12.3)

This is the distribution of the best signal envelope from the two diversity branches. Figure 12.3
shows the distribution of the combiner output C/N for M = 1,2,3, and 4 branches. The improvement
in signal quality is significant. For example at 99% reliability level, the improvement in C/N is 10 dB
for two branches and 16 dB for four branches.

Selection combining also increases the mean C/N of the combiner output and can be shown to
be [3]

Mean (γs) = 0

M∑
k=1

1

k
(12.4)

This indicates that with 4 branches, for example, the mean C/N of the selected branch is 2.08 better
than the mean C/N in any one branch.

12.3.2 Maximal Ratio Combining

In this technique the M diversity branches are first co-phased and then weighted proportionally to
their signal level before summing. See Fig. 12.2(b). The distribution of the maximal ratio combiner
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FIGURE 12.3: Probability distribution of signal envelope for selection combining.

has been shown to be [5]

Prob
[
γ ≤ γm

] = 1 − e(−γm/0)
M∑

k=1

(γm/0)k−1

(k − 1)! (12.5)

The distribution of output of a maximal ratio combiner is shown in Fig. 12.4. Maximal ratio
combining is known to be optimal in the sense that it yields the best statistical reduction of fading of
any linear diversity combiner. In comparison to the selection combiner, at 99% reliability level, the
maximal ratio combiner provides a 11.5 dB gain for two branches and a 19 dB gain for four branches,
an improvement of 1.5 and 3 dB, respectively, over the selection diversity combiner.

The mean C/N of the combined signal may be easily shown to be

Mean (γm) = M0 (12.6)

Therefore, combiner output mean varies linearly with M . This confirms the intuitive result that
the output C/N averaged over fades should provide gain proportional to the number of diversity
branches. This is a situation similar to conventional beamforming.

12.3.3 Equal Gain Combining

In some applications, it may be difficult to estimate the amplitude accurately, the combining gains
may all be set to unity, and the diversity branches merely summed after co-phasing. [See Fig. 12.2(c)].

The distribution of equal gain combiner does not have a neat expression and has been computed
by numerical evaluation. Its performance has been shown to be very close to within a decibel to
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FIGURE 12.4: Probability distribution for signal envelope for maximal ratio combining.

maximal ratio combining. The mean C/N can be shown to be [3]

Mean (γe) = 0
[
1 + π

4
(M − 1)

]
(12.7)

Like maximal ratio combining, the mean C/N for equal gain combining grows almost linearly with
M and is approximately only one decibel poorer than maximal ratio combiner even with an infinite
number of branches.

12.3.4 Loss of Diversity Gain Due to Branch Correlation and Unequal Branch
Powers

The above analysis assumed that the fading signals in the diversity branches were all uncorrelated and
of equal power. In practice, this may be difficult to achieve and as we saw earlier, the branch cross-
correlation coefficient ρ = 0.7 is considered to be acceptable. Also, equal mean powers in diversity
branches are rarely available. In such cases we can expect a certain loss of diversity gain. However,
since most of the damage in fading is due to deep fades, and also since the chance of coincidental
deep fades is small even for moderate branch correlation, one can expect a reasonable tolerance to
branch correlation.

The distribution of the output signal envelope of maximal ratio combiner has been shown to be [6]:

Prob
[
γm

] =
M∑

n=1

An

2λn

e−γm/2λn (12.8)
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where λn are the eigenvalues of the M × M branch envelope covariance matrix whose elements are
defined by

Rij = E
[
rir

∗
j

]
(12.9)

and An is defined by

An =
M∏

k = 1
k 6= n

1

1 − λk/λn

(12.10)

12.4 Effect of Diversity Combining on Bit Error Rate

So farwehave studied thedistributionof the instantaneous envelopeorC/Nafterdiversity combining.
We will now briefly survey how diversity combining affects BER performance in digital radio links;
we assume maximal ratio combining.

To begin let us first examine the effect of Rayleigh fading on the BER performance of digital
transmission links. This has been studied by several authors and is summarized in [7]. Table 12.1
gives the BER expressions in the large Eb/N0 case for coherent binary PSK and coherent binary
orthogonal FSK for unfaded and Rayleigh faded AWGN (additive white Gaussian noise channels)
channels. Ēb/N0 represents the average Eb/N0 for the fading channel.

TABLE 12.1 Comparison of BER

Performance for Unfaded and Rayleigh Faded

Signals

Modulaton Unfaded BER Faded BER

Coh BPSK 1
2 erfc

(√
Eb/N0

) 1

4
(
Ēb/N0

)

Coh FSK 1
2 erfc

(√
1
2Eb/N0

)
1

2
(
Ēb/N0

)

Observe that error rates decrease only inversely with SNR as against exponential decreases for the
unfaded channel. Also note that for fading channels, coherent binary PSK is 3 dB better than coherent
binary FSK, exactly the same advantage as in unfaded case. Even for modest target BER of 10−2 that
is usually needed in mobile communications, the loss due to fading can be very high—17.2 dB.

To obtain the BER with maximal ratio diversity combining we have to average the BER expression
for the unfaded BER with the distribution obtained for the maximal ratio combiner given in (12.5).
Analytical expressions have been derived for these in [7]. For a branch SNR greater than 10 dB, the
BER after maximal ratio diversity combining is given in Table 12.2.

We observe that the probability of error varies as 1/Ēb/N0 raised to the Lth power. Thus, diversity
reduces the error rate exponentially as the number of independent branches increases.
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TABLE 12.2 BER Performance for

Coherent BPSK and FSK with Diversity

Modulaton Post Diversity BER

Coherent BPSK

(
1

4 Ēb/N0

)L (
2L − 1

L

)

Coherent FSK

(
1

2Ēb/N0

)L (
2L − 1

L

)

12.5 Concluding Remarks

Diversity provides a powerful technique for combating fading in mobile communication systems.
Diversity techniques seek to generate and exploit multiple branches over which the signal shows low
fade correlation. To obtain the best diversity performance, the multiple access, modulation, coding
and antenna design of the wireless link must all be carefully chosen so as to provide a rich and reliable
level of well-balanced, low-correlation diversity branches in the target propagation environment.
Successful diversity exploitation can impact a mobile network in several ways. Reduced power
requirements can result in increased coverage or improved battery life. Low signal outage improves
voice quality and handoff performance. Finally, reduced fade margins directly translate to better
reuse factors and, hence, increased system capacity.

Defining Terms

Automatic request for repeat: An error control mechanism in which received packets that can-
not be corrected are retransmitted.

Channel coding/Forward error correction: A technique that inserts redundant bits during
transmission to help detect and correct bit errors during reception.

Fading: Fluctuation in the signal level due to shadowing and multipath effects.

Frequency hopping: A technique where the signal bursts are transmitted at different frequen-
cies separated by random spacing that are multiples of signal bandwidth.

Interleaving: A form of data scrambling that spreads burst of bit errors evenly over the received
data allowing efficient forward error correction.

Outage probability: The probability that the signal level falls below a specified minimum level.

PCS: Personal Communications Services.

RAKE receiver: A receiver used in direct sequence spread spectrum signals. The receiver ex-
tracts energy in each path and then adds them together with appropriate weighting and
delay.
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13.1 Introduction

In this section we examine some fundamental tradeoffs among bandwidth, power, and error perfor-
mance of digital communication systems. The criteria for choosing modulation and coding schemes,
based on whether a system is bandwidth limited or power limited, are reviewed for several system
examples. Emphasis is placed on the subtle but straightforward relationships we encounter when
transforming from data-bits to channel-bits to symbols to chips.

1A version of this chapter has appeared as a paper in the IEEE Communications Magazine, November 1993, under the title
“Defining, Designing, and Evaluating Digital Communication Systems.”
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The design or definition of any digital communication system begins with a description of the
communication link. The link is the name given to the communication transmission path from
the modulator and transmitter, through the channel, and up to and including the receiver and
demodulator. The channel is the name given to the propagating medium between the transmitter
and receiver. A link description quantifies the average signal power that is received, the available
bandwidth, the noise statistics, and other impairments, such as fading. Also needed to define the
system are basic requirements, such as the data rate to be supported and the error performance.

13.1.1 The Channel

For radio communications, the concept of free space assumes a channel region free of all objects
that might affect radio frequency (RF) propagation by absorption, reflection, or refraction. It further
assumes that the atmosphere in the channel is perfectly uniform and nonabsorbing, and that the earth
is infinitely far away or its reflection coefficient is negligible. The RF energy arriving at the receiver
is assumed to be a function of distance from the transmitter (simply following the inverse-square
law of optics). In practice, of course, propagation in the atmosphere and near the ground results in
refraction, reflection, and absorption, which modify the free space transmission.

13.1.2 The Link

A radio transmitter is characterized by its average output signal power Pt and the gain of its trans-
mitting antenna Gt . The name given to the product PtGt , with reference to an isotropic antenna is
effective radiated power (EIRP) in watts (or dBW). The predetection average signal power S arriving at
the output of the receiver antenna can be described as a function of the EIRP, the gain of the receiving
antenna Gr , the path loss (or space loss) Ls , and other losses, Lo, as follows [14, 15]:

S = EIRP Gr

LsLo

(13.1)

The path loss Ls can be written as follows [15]:

Ls =
(

4πd

λ

)2

(13.2)

where d is the distance between the transmitter and receiver and λ is the wavelength.
We restrict our discussion to those links distorted by the mechanism of additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN) only. Such a noise assumption is a very useful model for a large class of communication
systems. A valid approximation for average received noise power N that this model introduces is
written as follows [5, 9]:

N ∼= kT ◦W (13.3)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38×10−23 joule/K), T ◦ is effective temperature in kelvin, and W

is bandwidth in hertz. Dividing Eq. (13.3) by bandwidth, enables us to write the received noise-power
spectral density N0 as follows:

N0 = N

W
= kT ◦ (13.4)

Dividing Eq. (13.1) by N0 yields the received average signal-power to noise-power spectral density
S/N0 as

S

N0
= EIRP Gr/T ◦

kLsLo

(13.5)
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where Gr/T ◦ is often referred to as the receiver figure of merit. A link budget analysis is a compilation
of the power gains and losses throughout the link; it is generally computed in decibels, and thus takes
on the bookkeeping appearance of a business enterprise, highlighting the assets and liabilities of
the link. Once the value of S/N0 is specified or calculated from the link parameters, we then shift
our attention to optimizing the choice of signalling types for meeting system bandwidth and error
performance requirements.

Given the received S/N0, we can write the received bit-energy to noise-power spectral density
Eb/N0, for any desired data rate R, as follows:

Eb

N0
= STb

N0
= S

N0

(
1

R

)
(13.6)

Equation (13.6) follows from the basic definitions that received bit energy is equal to received average
signal power times the bit duration and that bit rate is the reciprocal of bit duration. Received Eb/N0
is a key parameter in defining a digital communication system. Its value indicates the apportionment
of the received waveform energy among the bits that the waveform represents. At first glance, one
might think that a system specification should entail the symbol-energy to noise-power spectral
density Es/N0 associated with the arriving waveforms. We will show, however, that for a given S/N0
the value of Es/N0 is a function of the modulation and coding. The reason for defining systems in
terms of Eb/N0 stems from the fact that Eb/N0 depends only on S/N0 and R and is unaffected by
any system design choices, such as modulation and coding.

13.2 Bandwidth and Power Considerations

Two primary communications resources are the received power and the available transmission band-
width. In many communication systems, one of these resources may be more precious than the
other and, hence, most systems can be classified as either bandwidth limited or power limited. In
bandwidth-limited systems, spectrally efficient modulation techniques can be used to save bandwidth
at the expense of power; in power-limited systems, power efficient modulation techniques can be
used to save power at the expense of bandwidth. In both bandwidth- and power-limited systems,
error-correction coding (often called channel coding) can be used to save power or to improve error
performance at the expense of bandwidth. Recently, trellis-coded modulation (TCM) schemes have
been used to improve the error performance of bandwidth-limited channels without any increase in
bandwidth [17], but these methods are beyond the scope of this chapter.

13.2.1 The Bandwidth Efficiency Plane

Figure 13.1 shows the abscissa as the ratio of bit-energy to noise-power spectral density Eb/N0 (in
decibels) and the ordinate as the ratio of throughput, R (in bits per second), that can be transmitted
per hertz in a given bandwidth W . The ratio R/W is called bandwidth efficiency, since it reflects how
efficiently the bandwidth resource is utilized. The plot stems from the Shannon–Hartley capacity
theorem [12, 13, 15], which can be stated as

C = W log2

(
1 + S

N

)
(13.7)

where S/N is the ratio of received average signal power to noise power. When the logarithm is
taken to the base 2, the capacity C, is given in bits per second. The capacity of a channel defines the
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maximum number of bits that can be reliably sent per second over the channel. For the case where
the data (information) rate R is equal to C, the curve separates a region of practical communication
systems from a region where such communication systems cannot operate reliably [12, 15].

FIGURE 13.1: Bandwidth-efficiency plane.

13.2.2 M-ary Signalling

Each symbol in an M-ary alphabet can be related to a unique sequence of m bits, expressed as

M = 2m or m = log2 M (13.8)

where M is the size of the alphabet. In the case of digital transmission, the term symbol refers to the
member of the M-ary alphabet that is transmitted during each symbol duration Ts . To transmit the
symbol, it must be mapped onto an electrical voltage or current waveform. Because the waveform
represents the symbol, the terms symbol and waveform are sometimes used interchangeably. Since
one of M symbols or waveforms is transmitted during each symbol duration Ts , the data rate R in
bits per second can be expressed as

R = m

Ts

= log2 M

Ts

(13.9)

Data-bit-time duration is the reciprocal of data rate. Similarly, symbol-time duration is the reciprocal
of symbol rate. Therefore, from Eq. (13.9), we write that the effective time duration Tb of each bit in
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terms of the symbol duration Ts or the symbol rate Rs is

Tb = 1

R
= Ts

m
= 1

mRs

(13.10)

Then, using Eqs. (13.8) and (13.10) we can express the symbol rate Rs in terms of the bit rate R as
follows:

Rs = R

log2 M
(13.11)

From Eqs. (13.9) and (13.10), any digital scheme that transmits m = log2 M bits in Ts seconds, using
a bandwidth of W hertz, operates at a bandwidth efficiency of

R

W
= log2 M

WTs

= 1

WTb

(b/s)/Hz (13.12)

where Tb is the effective time duration of each data bit.

13.2.3 Bandwidth-Limited Systems

From Eq. (13.12), the smaller the WTb product, the more bandwidth efficient will be any digital
communication system. Thus, signals with small WTb products are often used with bandwidth-
limited systems. For example, the European digital mobile telephone system known as Global System
for Mobile Communications (GSM) uses Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK) modulation
having a WTb product equal to 0.3 Hz/(b/s), where W is the 3-dB bandwidth of a Gaussian filter [4].

For uncoded bandwidth-limited systems, the objective is to maximize the transmitted information
rate within the allowable bandwidth, at the expense of Eb/N0 (while maintaining a specified value
of bit-error probability PB). The operating points for coherent M-ary phase-shift keying (MPSK)
at PB = 10−5 are plotted on the bandwidth-efficiency plane of Fig. 13.1. We assume Nyquist
(ideal rectangular) filtering at baseband [10]. Thus, for MPSK, the required double-sideband (DSB)
bandwidth at an intermediate frequency (IF) is related to the symbol rate as follows:

W = 1

Ts

= Rs (13.13)

where Ts is the symbol duration and Rs is the symbol rate. The use of Nyquist filtering results in
the minimum required transmission bandwidth that yields zero intersymbol interference; such ideal
filtering gives rise to the name Nyquist minimum bandwidth.

From Eqs. (13.12) and (13.13), the bandwidth efficiency of MPSK modulated signals using Nyquist
filtering can be expressed as

R/W = log2 M (b/s)/Hz (13.14)

The MPSK points in Fig. 13.1 confirm the relationship shown in Eq. (13.14). Note that MPSK
modulation is a bandwidth-efficient scheme. As M increases in value, R/W also increases. MPSK
modulation can be used for realizing an improvement in bandwidth efficiency at the cost of increased
Eb/N0. Although beyond the scope of this chapter, many highly bandwidth-efficient modulation
schemes are under investigation [1].
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13.2.4 Power-Limited Systems

Operating points for noncoherent orthogonal M-ary FSK (MFSK) modulation at PB = 10−5 are
also plotted on Fig. 13.1. For MFSK, the IF minimum bandwidth is as follows [15]

W = M

Ts

= MRs (13.15)

where Ts is the symbol duration and Rs is the symbol rate. With MFSK, the required transmission
bandwidth is expanded M-fold over binary FSK since there are M different orthogonal waveforms,
each requiring a bandwidth of 1/Ts . Thus, from Eqs. (13.12) and (13.15), the bandwidth efficiency
of noncoherent orthogonal MFSK signals can be expressed as

R

W
= log2 M

M
(b/s)/Hz (13.16)

The MFSK points plotted in Fig. 13.1 confirm the relationship shown in Eq. (13.16). Note that MFSK
modulation is a bandwidth-expansive scheme. As M increases, R/W decreases. MFSK modulation
can be used for realizing a reduction in required Eb/N0 at the cost of increased bandwidth.

In Eqs. (13.13) and (13.14) for MPSK, and Eqs. (13.15) and (13.16) for MFSK, and for all the
points plotted in Fig. 13.1, ideal filtering has been assumed. Such filters are not realizable! For
realistic channels and waveforms, the required transmission bandwidth must be increased in order
to account for realizable filters.

In the examples that follow, we will consider radio channels that are disturbed only by additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and have no other impairments, and for simplicity, we will limit
the modulation choice to constant-envelope types, i.e., either MPSK or noncoherent orthogonal
MFSK. For an uncoded system, MPSK is selected if the channel is bandwidth limited, and MFSK is
selected if the channel is power limited. When error-correction coding is considered, modulation
selection is not as simple, because coding techniques can provide power-bandwidth tradeoffs more
effectively than would be possible through the use of any M-ary modulation scheme considered in
this chapter [3].

In the most general sense, M-ary signalling can be regarded as a waveform-coding procedure, i.e.,
when we select an M-ary modulation technique instead of a binary one, we in effect have replaced
the binary waveforms with better waveforms—either better for bandwidth performance (MPSK) or
better for power performance (MFSK). Even though orthogonal MFSK signalling can be thought
of as being a coded system, i.e., a first-order Reed-Muller code [8], we restrict our use of the term
coded system to those traditional error-correction codes using redundancies, e.g., block codes or
convolutional codes.

13.2.5 Minimum Bandwidth Requirements for MPSK and
MFSK Signalling

Thebasic relationshipbetween the symbol (orwaveform) transmission rateRs and thedata rateR was
shown in Eq. (13.11). Using this relationship together with Eqs. (13.13–13.16) and R = 9600b/s, a
summaryof symbol rate, minimumbandwidth, andbandwidthefficiency forMPSKandnoncoherent
orthogonal MFSK was compiled for M = 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 (Table 13.1). Values of Eb/N0 required
to achieve a bit-error probability of 10−5 for MPSK and MFSK are also given for each value of M .
These entries (which were computed using relationships that are presented later in this chapter)
corroborate the tradeoffs shown in Fig. 13.1. As M increases, MPSK signalling provides more
bandwidth efficiency at the cost of increased Eb/N0, whereas MFSK signalling allows for a reduction
in Eb/N0 at the cost of increased bandwidth.
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TABLE 13.1 Symbol Rate, Minimum Bandwidth, Bandwidth Efficiency, and Required Eb/N0 for MPSK and

Noncoherent Orthogonal MFSK Signalling at 9600 bit/s
MPSK MPSK Noncoherent MFSK

R Rs Minimum MPSK Eb/N0 (dB) Orthog MFSK MFSK Eb/N0 (dB)
M m (b/s) (symb/s) Bandwidth (Hz) R/W PB = 10−5 Min Bandwidth (Hz) R/W PB = 10−5

2 1 9600 9600 9600 1 9.6 19,200 1/2 13.4

4 2 9600 4800 4800 2 9.6 19,200 1/2 10.6

8 3 9600 3200 3200 3 13.0 25,600 3/8 9.1

16 4 9600 2400 2400 4 17.5 38,400 1/4 8.1

32 5 9600 1920 1920 5 22.4 61,440 5/32 7.4

13.3 Example 1: Bandwidth-Limited Uncoded System

Suppose we are given a bandwidth-limited AWGN radio channel with an available bandwidth of
W = 4000Hz. Also, suppose that the link constraints (transmitter power, antenna gains, path loss,
etc.) result in the ratio of received average signal-power to noise-power spectral density S/N0 being
equal to 53 dB-Hz. Let the required data rate R be equal to 9600 b/s, and let the required bit-error
performance PB be at most 10−5. The goal is to choose a modulation scheme that meets the required
performance. In general, an error-correction coding scheme may be needed if none of the allowable
modulation schemes can meet the requirements. In this example, however, we shall find that the use
of error-correction coding is not necessary.

13.3.1 Solution to Example 1

For any digital communication system, the relationship between received S/N0 and received bit-
energy to noise-power spectral density, Eb/N0 was given in Eq. (13.6) and is briefly rewritten as

S

N0
= Eb

N0
R (13.17)

Solving for Eb/N0 in decibels, we obtain

Eb

N0
(dB) = S

N0
(dB-Hz) − R (dB-b/s)

= 53 dB-Hz − (
10× log10 9600

)
dB-b/s

= 13.2 dB (or 20.89) (13.18)

Since the required data rate of 9600 b/s is much larger than the available bandwidth of 4000 Hz,
the channel is bandwidth limited. We therefore select MPSK as our modulation scheme. We have
confined the possible modulation choices to be constant-envelope types; without such a restriction,
we would be able to select a modulation type with greater bandwidth efficiency. To conserve power,
we compute the smallest possible value of M such that the MPSK minimum bandwidth does not
exceed the available bandwidth of 4000 Hz. Table 13.1 shows that the smallest value of M meeting this
requirement isM = 8. Next we determine whether the required bit-error performance ofPB ≤ 10−5

can be met by using 8-PSK modulation alone or whether it is necessary to use an error-correction
coding scheme. Table 13.1 shows that 8-PSK alone will meet the requirements, since the required
Eb/N0 listed for 8-PSK is less than the received Eb/N0 derived in Eq. (13.18). Let us imagine that we
do not have Table 13.1, however, and evaluate whether or not error-correction coding is necessary.
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Figure 13.2 shows the basic modulator/demodulator (MODEM) block diagram summarizing the
functional details of this design. At the modulator, the transformation from data bits to symbols
yields an output symbol rate Rs , that is, a factor log2 M smaller than the input data-bit rate R, as is
seen in Eq. (13.11). Similarly, at the input to the demodulator, the symbol-energy to noise-power
spectral density ES/N0 is a factor log2 M larger than Eb/N0, since each symbol is made up of log2 M

bits. Because ES/N0 is larger than Eb/N0 by the same factor that Rs is smaller than R, we can expand
Eq. (13.17), as follows:

S

N0
= Eb

N0
R = Es

N0
Rs (13.19)

The demodulator receives a waveform (in this example, one of M = 8 possible phase shifts) during
each time interval Ts . The probability that the demodulator makes a symbol error PE(M) is well
approximated by the following equation for M > 2 [6]:

PE(M) ∼= 2Q

[√
2Es

N0
sin
( π

M

)]
(13.20)

where Q(x), sometimes called the complementary error function, represents the probability under
the tail of a zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian density function. It is defined as follows [18]:

Q(x) = 1√
2π

∫ ∞

x

exp

(
−u2

2

)
du (13.21)

A good approximation for Q(x), valid for x > 3, is given by the following equation [2]

Q(x) ∼= 1

x
√

2π
exp

(
−x2

2

)
(13.22)

In Fig. 13.2 and all of the figures that follow, rather than show explicit probability relationships, the
generalized notation f (x) has been used to indicate some functional dependence on x.

A traditional way of characterizing communication efficiency in digital systems is in terms of the
received Eb/N0 in decibels. This Eb/N0 description has become standard practice, but recall that
there are no bits at the input to the demodulator; there are only waveforms that have been assigned
bit meanings. The received Eb/N0 represents a bit-apportionment of the arriving waveform energy.

To solve for PE(M) in Eq. (13.20), we first need to compute the ratio of received symbol-energy
to noise-power spectral density Es/N0. Since from Eq. (13.18)

Eb

N0
= 13.2 dB (or 20.89)

and because each symbol is made up of log2 M bits, we compute the following using M = 8.

Es

N0
= (

log2 M
) Eb

N0
= 3 × 20.89 = 62.67 (13.23)

Using the results of Eq. (13.23) in Eq. (13.20), yields the symbol-error probability PE = 2.2× 10−5.
To transform this to bit-error probability, we use the relationship between bit-error probability PB

and symbol-error probability PE , for multiple-phase signalling [8] for PE � 1 as follows:

PB
∼= PE

log2 M
= PE

m
(13.24)
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FIGURE 13.2: Basic modulator/demodulator (MODEM) without channel coding.

which is a good approximation when Gray coding is used for the bit-to-symbol assignment [6]. This
last computation yields PB = 7.3 × 10−6, which meets the required bit-error performance. No
error-correction coding is necessary, and 8-PSK modulation represents the design choice to meet the
requirements of the bandwidth-limited channel, which we had predicted by examining the required
Eb/N0 values in Table 13.1.

13.4 Example 2: Power-Limited Uncoded System

Now, suppose that we have exactly the same data rate and bit-error probability requirements as in
Example 1, but let the available bandwidth W be equal to 45 kHz, and the available S/N0 be equal to
48 dB-Hz. The goal is to choose a modulation or modulation/coding scheme that yields the required
performance. We shall again find that error-correction coding is not required.

13.4.1 Solution to Example 2

The channel is clearly not bandwidth limited since the available bandwidth of 45 kHz is more than
adequate for supporting the required data rate of 9600 bit/s. We find the received Eb/N0 from
Eq. (13.18), as follows:

Eb

N0
(dB) = 48dB-Hz − (

10× log10 9600
)

dB-b/s = 8.2 dB (or 6.61) (13.25)

Since there is abundant bandwidth but a relatively small Eb/N0 for the required bit-error probability,
we consider that this channel is power limited and choose MFSK as the modulation scheme. To
conserve power, we search for the largest possible M such that the MFSK minimum bandwidth is
not expanded beyond our available bandwidth of 45 kHz. A search results in the choice of M = 16
(Table 13.1). Next, we determine whether the required error performance of PB ≤ 10−5 can be met
by using 16-FSK alone, i.e., without error-correction coding. Table 13.1 shows that 16-FSK alone
meets the requirements, since the required Eb/N0 listed for 16-FSK is less than the received Eb/N0
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derived in Eq. (13.25). Let us imagine again that we do not have Table 13.1, and evaluate whether or
not error-correction coding is necessary.

The block diagram in Fig. 13.2 summarizes the relationships between symbol rate Rs , and bit
rate R, and between Es/N0 and Eb/N0, which is identical to each of the respective relationships in
Example1. The16-FSKdemodulator receives awaveform(oneof16possible frequencies)duringeach
symbol time interval Ts . For noncoherent orthogonal MFSK, the probability that the demodulator
makes a symbol error PE(M) is approximated by the following upper bound [20]:

PE(M) ≤ M − 1

2
exp

(
− Es

2N0

)
(13.26)

To solve for PE(M) in Eq. (13.26), we compute ES/N0, as in Example 1. Using the results of
Eq. (13.25) in Eq. (13.23), with M = 16, we get

Es

N0
= (

log2 M
) Eb

N0
= 4 × 6.61 = 26.44 (13.27)

Next, using the results of Eq. (13.27) in Eq. (13.26), yields the symbol-error probability PE =
1.4 × 10−5. To transform this to bit-error probability, PB , we use the relationship between PB and
PE for orthogonal signalling [20], given by

PB = 2m−1

(2m − 1)
PE (13.28)

This last computationyieldsPB = 7.3×10−6, whichmeets the requiredbit-errorperformance. Thus,
we can meet the given specifications for this power-limited channel by using 16-FSK modulation,
without any need for error-correction coding, as we had predicted by examining the required Eb/N0
values in Table 13.1.

13.5 Example 3: Bandwidth-Limited and
Power-Limited Coded System

We start with the same channel parameters as in Example 1 (W = 4000Hz, S/N0 = 53dB-Hz, and
R = 9600b/s), with one exception.
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In this example, we specify that PB must be at most 10−9. Table 13.1
shows that the system is both bandwidth limited and power limited,
based on the available bandwidth of 4000 Hz and the available Eb/N0
of 20.2 dB, from Eq. (13.18); 8-PSK is the only possible choice to meet
the bandwidth constraint; however, the available Eb/N0 of 20.2 dB is
certainly insufficient to meet the required PB of 10−9. For this small
value of PB , we need to consider the performance improvement that
error-correction coding can provide within the available bandwidth.
In general, one can use convolutional codes or block codes.
The Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem (BCH) codes form a large class
of powerful error-correcting cyclic (block) codes [7]. To simplify the
explanation, we shall choose a block code from the BCH family. Ta-
ble 13.2 presents a partial catalog of the available BCH codes in terms
of n, k, and t , where k represents the number of information (or data)
bits that the code transforms into a longer block of n coded bits (or
channel bits), and t represents the largest number of incorrect channel
bits that the code can correct within each n-sized block. The rate of a
code is defined as the ratio k/n; its inverse represents a measure of the
code’s redundancy [7].

TABLE 13.2

BCH Codes

(Partial Catalog)
n k t

7 4 1

15 11 1
7 2
5 3

31 26 1
21 2
16 3
11 5

63 57 1
51 2
45 3
39 4
36 5
30 6

127 120 1
113 2
106 3
99 4
92 5
85 6
78 7
71 9
64 10

13.5.1 Solution to Example 3

Since this example has the same bandwidth-limited parameters given in Example 1, we start with
the same 8-PSK modulation used to meet the stated bandwidth constraint. We now employ error-
correction coding, however, so that the bit-error probability can be lowered to PB ≤ 10−9.

To make the optimum code selection from Table 13.2, we are guided by the following goals.

1. The output bit-error probability of the combined modulation/coding system must meet
the system error requirement.

2. The rate of the code must not expand the required transmission bandwidth beyond the
available channel bandwidth.

3. The code should be as simple as possible. Generally, the shorter the code, the simpler will
be its implementation.

The uncoded 8-PSK minimum bandwidth requirement is 3200 Hz (Table 13.1) and the allowable
channel bandwidth is 4000 Hz, and so the uncoded signal bandwidth can be increased by no more
than a factor of 1.25 (i.e., an expansion of 25%). The very first step in this (simplified) code selection
example is to eliminate the candidates in Table 13.2 that would expand the bandwidth by more than
25%. The remaining entries form a much reduced set of bandwidth-compatible codes (Table 13.3).

In Table 13.3, a column designated Coding Gain G (for MPSK at PB = 10−9) has been added.
Coding gain in decibels is defined as follows:

G =
(

Eb

N0

)
uncoded

−
(

Eb

N0
s

)
coded

(13.29)

G can be described as the reduction in the required Eb/N0 (in decibels) that is needed due to the
error-performance properties of the channel coding. G is a function of the modulation type and
bit-error probability, and it has been computed for MPSK at PB = 10−9 (Table 13.3). For MPSK
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TABLE 13.3

Bandwidth-Compatible BCH Codes
Coding Gain, G (dB)

n k t MPSK, PB = 10−9

31 26 1 2.0

63 57 1 2.2
51 2 3.1

127 120 1 2.2
113 2 3.3
106 3 3.9

modulation, G is relatively independent of the value ofM . Thus, for a particular bit-error probability,
a given code will provide about the same coding gain when used with any of the MPSK modulation
schemes. Coding gains were calculated using a procedure outlined in the subsequent Calculating
Coding Gain section.

A block diagram summarizes this system, which contains both modulation and coding (Fig. 13.3).
The introduction of encoder/decoder blocks brings about additional transformations. The rela-
tionships that exist when transforming from R b/s to Rc channel-b/s to Rs symbol/s are shown at
the encoder/modulator. Regarding the channel-bit rate Rc, some authors prefer to use the units of
channel-symbol/s (or code-symbol/s). The benefit is that error-correction coding is often described
more efficiently with nonbinary digits. We reserve the term symbol for that group of bits mapped
onto an electrical waveform for transmission, and we designate the units of Rc to be channel-b/s (or
coded-b/s).

FIGURE 13.3: MODEM with channel coding.

We assume that our communication system cannot tolerate any message delay, so that the channel-
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bit rate Rc must exceed the data-bit rate R by the factor n/k. Further, each symbol is made up of
log2 M channel bits, and so the symbol rate Rs is less than Rc by the factor log2 M . For a system
containing both modulation and coding, we summarize the rate transformations as follows:

Rc =
(n

k

)
R (13.30)

Rs = Rc

log2 M
(13.31)

At the demodulator/decoder in Fig.13.3, the transformations among data-bit energy, channel- bit
energy, and symbol energy are related (in a reciprocal fashion) by the same factors as shown among
the rate transformations in Eqs. (13.30) and (13.31). Since the encoding transformation has replaced
k data bits with n channel bits, then the ratio of channel-bit energy to noise-power spectral density
Ec/N0 is computed by decrementing the value of Eb/N0 by the factor k/n. Also, since each trans-
mission symbol is made up of log2 M channel bits, then ES/N0, which is needed in Eq. (13.20) to
solve for PE , is computed by incrementing Ec/N0 by the factor log2 M . For a system containing both
modulation and coding, we summarize the energy to noise-power spectral density transformations
as follows:

Ec

N0
=

(
k

n

)
Eb

N0
(13.32)

Es

N0
= (

log2 M
) Ec

N0
(13.33)

Using Eqs. (13.30) and (13.31), we can now expand the expression for S/N0 in Eq. (13.19), as follows
(Appendix).

S

N0
= Eb

N0
R = Ec

N0
Rc = Es

N0
Rs (13.34)

As before, a standard way of describing the link is in terms of the receivedEb/N0 in decibels. However,
there are no data bits at the input to the demodulator, and there are no channel bits; there are only
waveforms that have bit meanings and, thus, the waveforms can be described in terms of bit-energy
apportionments.

Since S/N0 and R were given as 53 dB-Hz and 9600 b/s, respectively, we find as before, from
Eq. (13.18), that the received Eb/N0 = 13.2 dB. The received Eb/N0 is fixed and independent of
n, k, and t (Appendix). As we search, in Table 13.3 for the ideal code to meet the specifications, we
can iteratively repeat the computations suggested in Fig. 13.3. It might be useful to program on a
personal computer (or calculator) the following four steps as a function of n, k, and t . Step 1 starts
by combining Eqs. (13.32) and (13.33), as follows.

Step 1:
Es

N0
= (

log2 M
) Ec

N0
= (

log2 M
) ( k

n

)
Eb

N0
(13.35)

Step 2:

PE(M) ∼= 2Q

[√
2Es

N0
sin
( π

M

)]
(13.36)

which is the approximation for symbol-error probability PE rewritten from Eq. (13.20). At each
symbol-time interval, the demodulator makes a symbol decision, but it delivers a channel-bit se-
quence representing that symbol to the decoder. When the channel-bit output of the demodulator is
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quantized to two levels, 1 and 0, the demodulator is said to make hard decisions. When the output is
quantized to more than two levels, the demodulator is said to make soft decisions [15]. Throughout
this paper, we shall assume hard-decision demodulation.

Now that we have a decoder block in the system, we designate the channel-bit-error probability
out of the demodulator and into the decoder as pc, and we reserve the notation PB for the bit-error
probability out of the decoder. We rewrite Eq. (13.24) in terms of pc for PE � 1 as follows.

Step 3:

pc
∼= PE

log2 M
= PE

m
(13.37)

relating the channel-bit-error probability to the symbol-error probability out of the demodulator,
assuming Gray coding, as referenced in Eq. (13.24).

For traditional channel-coding schemes and a given value of received S/N0, the value of Es/N0
with coding will always be less than the value of Es/N0 without coding. Since the demodulator
with coding receives less Es/N0, it makes more errors! When coding is used, however, the system
error-performance does not only depend on the performance of the demodulator, it also depends
on the performance of the decoder. For error-performance improvement due to coding, the decoder
must provide enough error correction to more than compensate for the poor performance of the
demodulator.

The final output decoded bit-error probability PB depends on the particular code, the decoder,
and the channel-bit-error probability pc. It can be expressed by the following approximation [11].

Step 4:

PB
∼= 1

n

n∑
j=t+1

j

(
n

j

)
p

j
c (1 − pc)

n−j (13.38)

where t is the largest number of channel bits that the code can correct within each block of n bits.
Using Eqs. (13.35–13.38) in the four steps, we can compute the decoded bit-error probability PB as
a function of n, k, and t for each of the codes listed in Table 13.3. The entry that meets the stated
error requirement with the largest possible code rate and the smallest value of n is the double-error
correcting (63, 51) code. The computations are as follows.

Step 1:
Es

N0
= 3

(
51

63

)
20.89 = 50.73

where M = 8, and the received Eb/N0 = 13.2 dB (or 20.89).
Step 2:

PE
∼= 2Q

[√
101.5 × sin

(π

8

)]
= 2Q(3.86) = 1.2 × 10−4

Step 3:

pc
∼= 1.2 × 10−4

3
= 4 × 10−5

Step 4:

PB
∼= 3

63

(
63

3

)(
4 × 10−5

)3 (
1 − 4 × 10−5

)60

+ 4

63

(
63

4

)(
4 × 10−5

)4 (
1 − 4 × 10−5

)59 + · · ·
= 1.2 × 10−10
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where the bit-error-correcting capability of the code is t = 2. For the computation of PB in step 4,
we need only consider the first two terms in the summation of Eq. (13.38) since the other terms have
a vanishingly small effect on the result. Now that we have selected the (63, 51) code, we can compute
the values of channel-bit rate Rc and symbol rate Rs using Eqs. (13.30) and (13.31), with M = 8,

Rc =
(n

k

)
R =

(
63

51

)
9600≈ 11,859channel-b/s

Rs = Rc

log2 M
= 11859

3
= 3953symbol/s

13.5.2 Calculating Coding Gain

Perhaps a more direct way of finding the simplest code that meets the specified error performance
is to first compute how much coding gain G is required in order to yield PB = 10−9 when using
8-PSK modulation alone; then, from Table 13.3, we can simply choose the code that provides this
performance improvement. First, we find the uncoded Es/N0 that yields an error probability of
PB = 10−9, by writing from Eqs. (13.24) and (13.36), the following:

PB
∼= PE

log2 M
∼=

2Q

[√
2Es

N0
sin
( π

M

)]
log2 M

= 10−9 (13.39)

At this low value of bit-error probability, it is valid to use Eq. (13.22) to approximate Q(x)

in Eq. (13.39) By trial and error (on a programmable calculator), we find that the uncoded
Es/N0 = 120.67 = 20.8 dB, and since each symbol is made up of log2 8 = 3 bits, the required
(Eb/N0)uncoded = 120.67/3 = 40.22 = 16dB. From the given parameters and Eq. (13.18), we know
that the received (Eb/N0)coded = 13.2 dB. Using Eq. (13.29), the required coding gain to meet the
bit-error performance of PB = 10−9 in decibels is

G =
(

Eb

N0

)
uncoded

−
(

Eb

N0

)
coded

= 16− 13.2 = 2.8

To be precise, each of the Eb/N0 values in the preceding computation must correspond to exactly
the same value of bit-error probability (which they do not). They correspond to PB = 10−9

and PB = 1.2 × 10−10, respectively. At these low probability values, however, even with such a
discrepancy, this computation still provides a good approximation of the required coding gain. In
searching Table 13.3 for the simplest code that will yield a coding gain of at least 2.8 dB, we see that
the choice is the (63, 51) code, which corresponds to the same code choice that we made earlier.

13.6 Example 4: Direct-Sequence (DS)
Spread-Spectrum Coded System

Spread-spectrum systems are not usually classified as being bandwidth- or power-limited. They
are generally perceived to be power-limited systems, however, because the bandwidth occupancy of
the information is much larger than the bandwidth that is intrinsically needed for the information
transmission. In a direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS/SS) system, spreading the signal bandwidth
by some factor permits lowering the signal-power spectral density by the same factor (the total average
signal power is the same as before spreading). The bandwidth spreading is typically accomplished
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by multiplying a relatively narrowband data signal by a wideband spreading signal. The spreading
signal or spreading code is often referred to as a pseudorandom code or PN code.

13.6.1 Processing Gain

A typical DS/SS radio system is often described as a two-step BPSK modulation process. In the first
step, the carrier wave is modulated by a bipolar data waveform having a value +1 or −1 during each
data-bit duration; in the second step, the output of the first step is multiplied (modulated) by a bipolar
PN-code waveform having a value +1 or −1 during each PN-code-bit duration. In reality, DS/SS
systems are usually implemented by first multiplying the data waveform by the PN-code waveform
and then making a single pass through a BPSK modulator. For this example, however, it is useful to
characterize the modulation process in two separate steps—the outer modulator/demodulator for
the data, and the inner modulator/demodulator for the PN code (Fig. 13.4).

FIGURE 13.4: Direct-sequence spread-spectrum MODEM with channel coding.

A spread-spectrum system is characterized by a processing gain Gp , that is defined in terms of the
spread-spectrum bandwidth Wss and the data rate R as follows [20]:

Gp = Wss

R
(13.40)

For a DS/SS system, the PN-code bit has been given the name chip, and the spread-spectrum signal
bandwidth can be shown to be about equal to the chip rate Rch as follows:

Gp = Rch

R
(13.41)
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Some authors define processing gain to be the ratio of the spread-spectrum bandwidth to the symbol
rate. This definition separates the system performance that is due to bandwidth spreading from the
performance that is due to error-correction coding. Since we ultimately want to relate all of the
coding mechanisms relative to the information source, we shall conform to the most usually accepted
definition for processing gain, as expressed in Eqs. (13.40) and (13.41).

A spread-spectrum system can be used for interference rejection and for multiple access (allowing
multiple users to access a communications resource simultaneously). The benefits of DS/SS signals
are best achieved when the processing gain is very large; in other words, the chip rate of the spreading
(or PN) code is much larger than the data rate. In such systems, the large value of Gp allows the
signalling chips to be transmitted at a power level well below that of the thermal noise. We will use a
value of Gp = 1000. At the receiver, the despreading operation correlates the incoming signal with
a synchronized copy of the PN code and, thus, accumulates the energy from multiple (Gp) chips
to yield the energy per data bit. The value of Gp has a major influence on the performance of the
spread-spectrum system application. We shall see, however, that the value of Gp has no effect on the
received Eb/N0. In other words, spread spectrum techniques offer no error-performance advantage
over thermal noise. For DS/SS systems, there is no disadvantage either! Sometimes such spread-
spectrum radio systems are employed only to enable the transmission of very small power-spectral
densities and thus avoid the need for FCC licensing [16].

13.6.2 Channel Parameters for Example 13.4

Consider a DS/SS radio system that uses the same (63, 51) code as in the previous example. Instead
of using MPSK for the data modulation, we shall use BPSK. Also, we shall use BPSK for modulating
the PN-code chips. Let the received S/N0 = 48 dB-Hz, the data rate R = 9600b/s, and the
required PB ≤ 10−6. For simplicity, assume that there are no bandwidth constraints. Our task is
simply to determine whether or not the required error performance can be achieved using the given
system architecture and design parameters. In evaluating the system, we will use the same type of
transformations used in the previous examples.

13.6.3 Solution to Example 13.4

A typical DS/SS system can be implemented more simply than the one shown in Fig. 13.4. The
data and the PN code would be combined at baseband, followed by a single pass through a BPSK
modulator. We will, however, assume the existence of the individual blocks in Fig. 13.4 because they
enhance our understanding of the transformation process. The relationships in transforming from
data bits, to channel bits, to symbols, and to chips Fig. 13.4 have the same pattern of subtle but
straightforward transformations in rates and energies as previous relationships (Figs. 13.2 and 13.3).
The values of Rc, Rs , and Rch can now be calculated immediately since the (63, 51) BCH code has
already been selected. From Eq. (13.30) we write

Rc =
(n

k

)
R =

(
63

51

)
9600≈ 11,859channel-b/s

Since the data modulation considered here is BPSK, then from Eq. (13.31) we write

Rs = Rc ≈ 11,859symbol/s

and from Eq. (13.41), with an assumed value of Gp = 1000

Rch = GpR = 1000× 9600= 9.6 × 106 chip/s
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Since we have been given the same S/N0 and the same data rate as in Example 2, we find the value
of received Eb/N0 from Eq. (13.25) to be 8.2 dB (or 6.61). At the demodulator, we can now expand
the expression for S/N0 in Eq. (13.34) and the Appendix as follows:

S

N0
= Eb

N0
R = Ec

N0
Rc = Es

N0
Rs = Ech

N0
Rch (13.42)

Corresponding to each transformed entity (data bit, channel bit, symbol, or chip) there is a change
in rate and, similarly, a reciprocal change in energy-to-noise spectral density for that received entity.
Equation (13.42) is valid for any such transformation when the rate and energy are modified in a
reciprocal way. There is a kind of conservation of power (or energy) phenomenon that exists in the
transformations. The total received average power (or total received energy per symbol duration) is
fixed regardless of how it is computed, on the basis of data bits, channel bits, symbols, or chips.

The ratio Ech/N0 is much lower in value than Eb/N0. This can be seen from Eqs. (13.42)
and (13.41), as follows:

Ech

N0
= S

N0

(
1

Rch

)
= S

N0

(
1

GpR

)
=
(

1

Gp

)
Eb

N0
(13.43)

But, even so, the despreading function (when properly synchronized) accumulates the energy con-
tained in a quantityGp of the chips, yielding the same valueEb/N0 = 8.2dB, as was computed earlier
from Eq. (13.25). Thus, the DS spreading transformation has no effect on the error performance of
an AWGN channel [15], and the value of Gp has no bearing on the value of PB in this example.

From Eq. (13.43), we can compute, in decibels,

Ech

N0
= Eb/N0 − Gp

= 8.2 − (
10× log10 1000

)
= −21.8 (13.44)

The chosen value of processing gain (Gp = 1000) enables the DS/SS system to operate at a value of
chip energy well below the thermal noise, with the same error performance as without spreading.

Since BPSK is the data modulation selected in this example, each message symbol therefore corre-
sponds to a single channel bit, and we can write

Es

N0
= Ec

N0
=
(

k

n

)
Eb

N0
=
(

51

63

)
× 6.61 = 5.35 (13.45)

where the received Eb/N0 = 8.2 dB (or 6.61). Out of the BPSK data demodulator, the symbol-error
probability PE (and the channel-bit error probability pc) is computed as follows [15]:

pc = PE = Q

(√
2Ec

N0

)
(13.46)

Using the results of Eq. (13.45) in Eq. (13.46) yields

pc = Q(3.27) = 5.8 × 10−4

Finally, using this value of pc in Eq. (13.38) for the (63,51) double-error correcting code yields
the output bit-error probability of PB = 3.6 × 10−7. We can, therefore, verify that for the given
architecture and design parameters of this example the system does, in fact, achieve the required
error performance.
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13.7 Conclusion

The goal of this section has been to review fundamental relationships used in evaluating the perfor-
mance of digital communication systems. First, we described the concept of a link and a channel
and examined a radio system from its transmitting segment up through the output of the receiving
antenna. We then examined the concept of bandwidth-limited and power-limited systems and how
such conditions influence the system design when the choices are confined to MPSK and MFSK mod-
ulation. Most important, we focused on the definitions and computations involved in transforming
from data bits to channel bits to symbols to chips. In general, most digital communication systems
share these concepts; thus, understanding them should enable one to evaluate other such systems in
a similar way.

Appendix: Received Eb/N0 Is Independent of the
Code Parameters

Starting with the basic concept that the received average signal power S is equal to the received symbol
or waveform energy, Es , divided by the symbol-time duration, Ts (or multiplied by the symbol rate,
Rs), we write

S

N0
= Es/Ts

N0
= Es

N0
Rs (A13.1)

where N0 is noise-power spectral density.
Using Eqs. (13.27) and (13.25), rewritten as

Es

N0
= (

log2 M
) Ec

N0
and Rs = Rc

log2 M

let us make substitutions into Eq. (A13.1), which yields

S

N0
= Ec

N0
Rc (A13.2)

Next, using Eqs. (13.26) and (13.24), rewritten as

Ec

N0
=
(

k

n

)
Eb

N0
and Rc =

(n

k

)
R

let us now make substitutions into Eq. (A13.2), which yields the relationship expressed in Eq. (13.11)

S

N0
= Eb

N0
R (A13.3)

Hence, the received Eb/N0 is only a function of the received S/N0 and the data rate R. It is
independent of the code parameters, n, k, and t . These results are summarized in Fig. 13.3.
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Further Information

A useful compilation of selected papers can be found in: Cellular Radio & Personal Communications–
A Book of Selected Readings, edited by Theodore S. Rappaport, Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc., Piscataway, New Jersey, 1995. Fundamental design issues, such as propagation,
modulation, channel coding, speech coding, multiple-accessing and networking, are well represented
in this volume.

Another useful sourcebook that covers the fundamentals of mobile communications in great
detail is: Mobile Radio Communications, edited by Raymond Steele, Pentech Press, London 1992.
This volume is also available through the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.,
Piscataway, New Jersey.

For spread spectrum systems, an excellent reference is: Spread Spectrum Communications Hand-
book, by Marvin K. Simon, Jim K. Omura, Robert A. Scholtz, and Barry K. Levitt, McGraw-Hill Inc.,
New York, 1994.
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14.1 Introduction

National economies are increasingly becoming information based, where networking and informa-
tion transport provide a foundation for productivity and economic growth. Concurrently, many
countries are rapidly adopting deregulation policies that are resulting in a telecommunications in-
dustry that is increasingly multicarrier and multivendor based, and where interconnectivity and
compatibility between different networks is emerging as key to the success of this technological and
regulatory transition. The communications industry has, consequently, become more interested in
standardization; standards give manufacturers, service providers, and users freedom of choice at
reasonable cost.

In this chapter, a review isprovidedof theprimary telecommunications standards settingbodies. As
will be seen, these bodies are often driven by slightly different underlying philosophies, but the output
of their activities, i.e., the standards, possess essentially the same characteristics. An all-encompassing
review of standardization bodies is not attempted here; this would clearly take many volumes to
describe. Furthermore, as country after country increasingly deregulates its telecommunication
industry, new standards setting bodies emerge to fill in the void of the de-facto (but no longer
existing) standards setting bodies: the national telecommunications administration.

The principal communications standards bodies that will be covered are the following: the In-
ternational Telecommunications Union (ITU); the United States ANSI Committee T1 on Telecom-
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munications; the Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA); the European Telecommunica-
tions Standards Institute (ETSI); the Inter-American Telecommunications Commission (CITEL);
the Japanese Telecommunications Technology Committee (TTC); and the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE). Not addressed explicitly are other standards setting bodies that are
either national or regional in character, even though it is recognized that sometimes there is overlap
in scope with the bodies explicitly covered here.

Most notably, standards setting bodies that are not covered, but that are worth noting, include:
the United States ANSI Committee X3; the International Standards Organization (ISO), the Inter-
national Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) [except ISO/IEC joint technical committee (JTC) 1],
the Telecommunications Standards Advisory Council of Canada (TSACC), the Australian Telecom-
munications Standardization Committee (ATSC), the Telecommunication Technology Association
(TTA) in Korea, and several forums (whose scope is, in principle, somewhat different) such as the
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) forum, the frame relay forum, the integrated digital services
network (ISDN) users’ forum, and telocator. As will be described later, many of these bodies operate
in a coherent fashion through a mechanism developed by the Interregional Telecommunications
Standards Conference (ITSC) and its successor, the Global Standards Collaboration (GSC).

14.2 Global Standardization

When it comes to setting global communications standards, the ITU comes to the forefront. The ITU
is an intergovernmental organization, whereby each sovereign state that is a member of the United
Nations may become a member of the ITU. Member governments (in most cases represented by
their telecommunications administrations) are constitutional members with a right to vote. Other
organizations, such as network and service providers, manufacturers, and scientific and industrial
organizations also participate in ITU activities but with a lower legal status.

ITU traces its history back to 1865 in the era of telegraphy. The supreme organ of the ITU is
the plenipotentiary conference, which is held not less than every five years and plays a major role in
the management of ITU. In 1993 the ITU as a U.N.-specialized agency was reorganized into three
sectors (see Fig. 14.1): The telecommunications standardization sector (ITU-T), the radiocommuni-
cations sector (ITU-R), and the development sector (BDT). These sectors’ activities are, respectively,
standardization of telecommunications, including radio communications; regulation of telecommu-
nications (mainly for radio communications); and development of telecommunications.

It should be noted that, in general, the ITU-T is the successor of the international telephone
and telegraph consultative committee (CCITT) of the ITU with additional responsibilities for stan-
dardization of network-related radio communications. Similarly, the ITU-R is the successor of the
international radio consultative committee (CCIR) and the international frequency registration bu-
reau (IFRB) of the ITU (after transferring some of its standardization activities to the ITU-T). The
BDT is a new sector, which became operational in 1989.

14.2.1 ITU-T

Within the ITU structure, standardization work is undertaken by a number of study groups (SG)
dealing with specific areas of communications. There are currently 14 study groups, as shown in
Table 14.1.

Study groups develop standards for their respective work areas, which then have to be agreed upon
by consensus—a process that for the time being is reserved to administrations only. The standards
so developed are called recommendations to indicate their legal nonbinding nature. Technically,
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FIGURE 14.1: The ITU structure.

however, there is no distinction between recommendations developed by the ITU and standards
developed by other standards setting bodies.

The study groups’ work is undertaken by delegation members, sent or sponsored by their national
administrations, and delegates from recognized private operating organizations (RPOA), scientific
and industrial organizations (SIO) or international organizations. Because an ITU-T study group
can typically have from 100 to more than 500 participating members and deal with 20–50 project
standards, the work of each study group is often divided among working parties (WP). Such working
parties are usually split further into experts’ groups led by a chair or “rapporteur” with responsibility
for leading the work defined in an approved active question or subelement of a question.

To coordinate standardization work that spans several study groups, two joint coordination groups
(JCG) have also been established (not shown in Fig. 14.1): International Mobile Communications
(IMT-2000) and Satellite Matters.

Such groups do not have executive powers but are merely there to coordinate work of pervasive
interest within the ITU-T sector.

Also part of the ITU-T structure is the telecommunications standardization bureau (TSB) or,
as it was formerly called, the CCITT secretariat. The TSB is responsible for the organization of
numerous meetings held by the sector each year as well as all other support services required to
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TABLE 14.1 ITU-T Study Group Structure

SG 2 Network and service operation
Lead SG on Service definition, Numbering, Routing and Global Mobility

SG 3 Tariff and accounting principles

SG 4 TMN and network maintenance
Lead SG on Telecommunication management network (TMN) studies

SG 5 Protection against electromagnetic environmental effects

SG 6 Outside plant

SG 7 Data networks and open systems communications
Lead SG on Open Distributed Processing (ODP), Frame Relay and for
Communications System Security

SG 8 Characteristics of telematic services
Lead SG on Facsimile

SG 9 Television and sound transmission

SG 10 Languages and general software aspects for telecommunications systems

SG 11 Signalling requirements and protocols
Lead SG on Intelligent Network and IMT-2000

SG 12 End-to-end transmission performance of networks and terminals

SG 13 General network aspects
Lead SG on General network aspects Global Information Infrastructures and
Broadband ISDN

SG 15 Transport networks, systems and equipment
Lead SG on Access Network Transport

SG 16 Transmission systems and equipment
Lead SG on Multimedia services and systems

ensure the smooth and efficient operation of the sector (including, but not limited to, document
production and distribution). The TSB is headed by a director, who holds the executive power and,
in collaboration with the study groups, bears full responsibility for the ITU-T activities. In this
structure, unlike other U.N. organizations, the secretary general is the legal representative of the ITU,
with the executive powers being vested in the director.

Finally, the ITU-T is supported by an advisory group, i.e., the telecommunications standardization
advisory group (TSAG), which together with interested ITU members, the ITU-T Director, and ITU-
T SG chairman, guides standardization activities.

14.2.2 ITU-R

The radiocommunications sector emphasizes the regulatory and pure radio-interface aspects. The
functional structure of the ITU-R currently includes eight study groups, (shown in Table 14.2) a
radiocommunications bureau, and an advisory board. The role of the latter two elements is very
similar to the ITU-T and, thus, need not be repeated here.

As within the ITU-T, there are areas of pervasive interest, and so areas of common interest can
be found between the ITU-T and ITU-R where activities need to be coordinated. To achieve this
objective, two intersector coordination groups (ICG) have been established (not shown in Fig. 14.1)
dealing with international mobile telecommunications (IMT-2000), and satellite matters.

Three major special activities have been organized within ITU-R:

• IMT-2000 (formerly known as Future Public Land Mobile Telecommunications Sys-
tems FPLMTS). The objective of the International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT)-
2000 activity is to provide seamless satellite and terrestrial operation of mobile terminals
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TABLE 14.2 ITU-R Study Group Structure

SG 1 Spectrum management

SG 3 Radio wave propagation

SG 4 Fixed satellite service

SG 7 Science services

SG 8 Mobile, radio determination, amateur and related satellite services

SG 9 Fixed service

SG 10 Broadcasting services: sound

SG 11 Broadcasting services: television

throughout the world—anywhere, anytime—where communication coverage requires
interoperation of satellite and terrestrial networks. This is to be accomplished using
technology available around the year 2000.

• Mobile-satellite and radionavigation-satellite service (MSS-RNSS). The rapid growth of
service in these areas has created a need to focus attention on interference and spectrum
allocation.

• Wireless Access Systems (WAS). This is an application of radio technology and personal
communications systems directed toward lowering the installation and maintenance cost
of the local access network. The traditional high cost has prevented penetration of basic
telephone service in evolving and developing countries of the world. Overcoming this
barrier is an objective of the BDT, described next.

14.2.3 BDT

Unlike the ITU-T (and to some extent ITU-R), which deals with standardization, the BDT deals with
aspects that promote the integration and deployment of communications in developing countries.
Typical outputs from this sector include implementation guides that expand the utility of ITU recom-
mendations and ensure their expeditious implementation. Communications has been recognized as
a necessary element for economic growth. The BDT also seeks to arrange special financing involving
communication suppliers and governments or authorized carriers within developing countries to
enable provision of basic communications service where otherwise it would not be possible.

14.2.4 ISO/IEC JTC 1

Two global organizations are active in the information processing systems area, the International
Standards Organization (ISO) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), particularly
through the Joint Technical Committee 1 (JTC 1).

The ISO comprises national standards bodies, which have the responsibility for promoting and
distributing ISO standards within their own countries. ISO technical work is carried out by some
200 technical committees (TC). Technical committees are established by the ISO council and their
work program is approved by the technical board on behalf of the council.

The IEC comprises national committees (one from each country) and deals with almost all spheres
of electrotechnology, including power, electronics, telecommunications, and nuclear energy. IEC
technical work is performed by some 200 TCs set up by its council and some 700 working groups.
Part of this organization, a President’s Advisory Committee on future technology (PACT) advises the
IEC president on new technologies which require preliminary or immediate standardization work.
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PACT is designed to form a direct link with private and public research and development activities,
keeping the IEC abreast of accelerating technological changes and the accompanying demand for
new standards. Small industrial project teams examine new work initiatives which can be introduced
into the regular IEC working structure.

In 1987 a joint technical committee was established incorporating ISO TC97, IEC TC83, and sub-
committee 47B to deal with generic information technology. The international standards developed
by JTC1 are published under the ISO and IEC logos. The activities of ISO/IEC/JTC 1 are listed in
Table 14.3 expressed in terms of its subcommittees (SC).

TABLE 14.3 ISO/IEC/JTC1 Subcommittees

SC 1 Vocabulary

SC 2 Coded character sets

SC 6 Telecommunications information exchange between systems

SC 7 Software engineering

SC 11 Flexible magnetic media for digital data interchange

SC 17 Identification cards and related devices

SC 22 Programming languages, their environments and systems software interfaces

SC 23 Optical disk cartridges for information interchange

SC 24 Computer graphics and image processing

SC 25 Interconnection information technology management

SC 26 Microprocessor systems

SC 27 IT security techniques

SC 28 Office equipment

SC 29 Coding of audio, picture, multimedia and hypermedia information

SC 31 Automatic data capture

SC 32 Data management services

SC 33 Distributed application services

The ISO and IEC jointly issue directions for the work of the technical committees. The scope (or
area of activity) of each technical committee (TC)/subcommittee (SC) is defined by the TC/SC itself,
and then submitted to the Committee of Action (CA)/parent TC for approval. The TCs/SCs prepare
technical documents on specific subjects within their respective scopes, which area then submitted
to the National Committees for voting with a view to their approval as international standards.

14.3 Regional Standardization

Today the ETSI comes closest to being a true regional standards setting body, together with CITEL,
the regional (Latin-American) standardization body.

ETSI is the result of the Single Act of the European community and the EC commission green
paper in 1987 that analyzed the consequences of the Single Act and recommended that a European
telecommunications standards body be created to develop common standards for telecommunica-
tions equipment and networks. Out of this recommendation, the Committee for Harmonization
(CCH) and the European Conference for Post and Telecommunications (CEPT) evolved into ETSI,
which formally came into being in March 1988. It should be noted, however, that even though ETSI
attributes at least part of its existence to the European Community, its membership is wider than just
the European Union Nations.
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Because of the way ETSI came into being, ETSI is characterized by a unique aspect, namely,
it is often called upon by the European Commission to develop standards that are necessary to
implement legislation. Such standards, which are referred to as technical basis reports (TBR) and
whose application is usually mandatory, are often needed in public procurements, as well as in
provisioning for open network interconnection as national telecommunications administrations are
being deregulated. Like ITU, however, ETSI also develops voluntary standards in accordance with
common international understanding against which industry is not obliged to produce conforming
products. These standards fall into either the European technical standard (ETS) class when fully
approved, or into the interim-ETS class, when not fully stable or proven.

ETSI standards are typically sought when either the subject matter is not studied at the global
level (such as when it may be required to support some piece of legislation), or the development of
the standard is justified by market needs that exist in Europe and not in other parts of the world.
In some cases, it may be necessary to adapt ITU standards for the European continent, although a
simple endorsement of an ITU standard as a European standard is also possible. A more delicate
case arises when both the ITU and ETSI are pursuing parallel standards activities, in which case close
coordination with the ITU is sought either through member countries that may input ETSI standards
to the ITU for consideration or through the global standards collaboration process.

The highest authority of ETSI is the general assembly, which determines ETSI’s policy, appoints
its director and deputy, adopts the budget, and approves the audited accounts. The more technical
issues are addressed by the technical assembly, which approves technical standards, advises on the
work to be undertaken, and sets priorities. The ETSI technical committees are listed in Table 14.4.

TABLE 14.4 ETSI Technical Committees

TCEE Environmental engineering

TCHF Human factors

TCMTS Methods for testing and specification

TCSEC Security

TCSPS Signalling protocols and switching

TCTM Transmission and multiplexing

TCERM EMC and radio spectrum matters

TCICC Integrated circuit cards

TCNA Network aspects

TCSES Satellite earth stations and systems

TCSTQ Speech processing, transmission and quality

TCTMN Telecommunications management networks

ECMA TC32 Communication, networks and systems interconnection

EBU/CENELEC/ETSI JTC Joint technical committee

It can be seen that ETSI currently comprises 14 technical committees reporting to the technical
assembly. These committees are responsible for the development of technical standards. In addition,
these committees are responsible for prestandardization activities, that is, activities lead to ETSI
technical reports (ETR) that eventually become the basis for future standards.

In addition to the technical assembly, a strategic reviewcommittee (SRC) is responsible forprospec-
tive examination of a single technical domain, whereas an intellectual property rights committee
defines ETSI’s policy in the area of intellectual property. Although by no means unique to ETSI,
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the rapid pace of technological progress has resulted in more standards being adopted that embrace
technologies that are still under patent protection. This creates a fundamental conflict between the
private, exclusive nature of industrial property rights, and the open, public nature of standards.
Harmonizing those conflicting claims has emerged as a thorny issue in all standards organizations;
ETSI has established a formal function for this purpose. Finally, the ETS/EBU technical committee
coordinates activities with the European broadcasting union (EBU), whereas the ISDN committee is
in charge of managing and coordinating the standardization process for narrowband ISDN.

14.3.1 CITEL

On June 11, 1993, the Organization of American States (OAS) General Assembly revised the existing
Inter-American Telecommunication Commission (CITEL) strengthening and reorganizing the ac-
tivities of CITEL, creating a position for the executive secretariat of CITEL and opening the doors, as
associate members, to enterprises, organisms, and private telecommunication organizations, to act
as observers of the permanent consultative committees of CITEL and its working groups.

CITEL’s objectives include facilitating and promoting the continuous development of telecommu-
nications in the hemisphere. It serves as the organization’s principal advisory body on matters related
to telecommunications. The commission represents all the members states. It has a permanent ex-
ecutive committee consisting of 11 members, and three permanent consultative committees. The
permanent consultative committees, whose members are all member states of the organization, also
have associate members that represent various private telecommunications agencies or companies.

The general assembly of CITEL, through resolution CITEL Res.8(I-94) established the following
specific mandates for the three permanent consultative committees and the steering committee.

Permanent Consultative Committee I: Public Telecommunication Services. To promote and
watch over the integration and strengthening of networks and public telecommunication services
operating in the countries of the Americas, taking into account the need for modernization of
networks and promotion of universal telephone basic services, as well as for increasing the public
availability of specialized services and the promotion of the use of international ITU standards and
radio regulations.

Permanent Consultative Committee II: Broadcasting. To stimulate and encourage the regional
presence of broadcasting services, promoting the use of modern technologies and improving the pub-
lic availability of such communication media, including audio and video systems, and the promotion
of the use of international ITU standards and radio regulations.

PermanentConsultativeCommittee III:Radiocommunications. To promote the harmonization
of radiocommunication services bearing especially in mind the need for a reduction to the minimum
of those factors that may cause harmful interferences in the performance and operation of networks
and services. To promote the use of modern technologies and the application of the ITU radio
regulations and standards.

SteeringCommittee. The Steering Committee shall be formed by the chairman and vice-chairman
of COM/CITEL and the chairman of the PCCs. The committee will be responsible for the revision and
proposal toCOM/CITELof the continuousupdatingof the regulations, mandates andworkprograms
of CITEL bodies; the executive secretary of CITEL will act as the secretary of said committee.

14.4 National Standardization

As standardization moves from global to regional and then to national levels, the number of actual
participating entities rapidly grows. Here, the function of two national standards bodies are reviewed,
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primarily because these have been in existence the longest and secondarily because they also represent
major markets for commercial communications.

14.4.1 ANSI T1

Unlike the ETSI, which came into being partly as a consequence of legislative recommendations, the
ANSI Committee T1 on telecommunications came into being as a result of the realization that with
the breakup of the Bell System, de-facto standards could no longer be expected. In fact, T1 came into
being the very same year (1984) that the breakup of the Bell System came into effect.

The T1 membership comprises four types of interest groups: users and general interest groups,
manufacturers, interexchange carriers, and exchange carriers. This rather broad membership is
reflected, to some extent, by the scope to which T1 standards are being applied; this means that
nontraditional telecommunications service providers are utilizing the technologies standardized by
committee T1. This situation is the result of the rapid evolution and convergence of the telecom-
munications, computer, and cable television industries in the United States, and advances in wireless
technology.

Committee T1 currently addresses approximately 150 approved projects, which led to the establish-
ment of six, primarily functionally oriented, technical subcommittees (TSC), as shown in Table 14.5
and Fig. 14.2 [although not evident from Table 14.3, subcommittee T1P1 has primary responsibility
for management of activities on personal communications systems (PCS)]. In-turn, each of these six
subcommittees is divided into a number of subtending working groups, and subworking groups.

TABLE 14.5 T1 Subcommittee Structure

TSC: T1A1 Performance and signal processing

TSC: T1E1 Network interfaces and environmental considerations

TSC: T1M1 Interwork operations, administration, maintenance, and provisioning

TSC: T1P1 Systems engineering, standards planning, and program management

TSC: T1S1 Services, architecture, and signalling

TSC: T1X1 Digital hierarchy and synchronization

FIGURE 14.2: T1 committee structure.
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Committee T1 also has an advisory group (T1AG) made up of elected representatives from each
of the four interest groups to carry out committee T1 directives and to develop proposals for consid-
eration by the T1 membership.

In parallel to serving as the forum that establishes ANSI telecommunications network standards,
committee T1 technical subcommittees draft candidate U.S. technical contributions to the ITU. These
contributions are submitted to the U.S. Department of State National Committee for the ITU, which
administers U.S. participation and contributions to the ITU (see Fig. 14.3). In this manner, activities
withinT1are coordinatedwith thoseof the ITU.This coordinationwithother standards settingbodies
is also reflected in T1’s involvement with Latin-American standards, through the formation of an ad
hoc group with CITEL’s permanent technical committee 1 (PTC 1/T1). Further coordination with
ETSI and other standards setting bodies is accomplished through the global standards collaboration
process.

FIGURE 14.3: Committee T1 output.

14.4.2 TIA

The TIA is a full-service trade organization that provides its members with numerous services in-
cluding government relations, market support activities, educational programs, and standards setting
activities.

TIA is a member-driven organization. Policy is formulated by 25 board members selected from
member companies, and is carried out by a permanent professional staff located in Washington
D.C. TIA comprises six issue-oriented standing committees, each of which is chaired by a board
member. The six committees are membership scope and development, international, marketing and
trade shows, public policy and government relations, and technical. It is this last committee that
in 1992 was accredited by ANSI in the United States to standardize telecommunications products.
Technology standardization activities are reflected by TIA’s four product-oriented divisions, namely,
user premises equipment, network equipment, mobile and personal communications equipment,
and fiber optics.

In these divisions the legislative and regulatory concerns of product manufacturers and the prepa-
ration of standards dealing with performance testing and compatibility are addressed. For example,
modem and telematic standards, as well as much of the cellular standards technology, has been
standardized in the United States under the mandate of TIA.
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14.4.3 TTC

The third national committee to be addressed is the TTC in Japan. TTC was established in October
1985 to develop and disseminate Japanese domestic standards for deregulated technical items and
protocols. It is a nongovernmental, nonprofit standards setting organization established to ensure
fair and transparent standardization procedures.

TTC’s primary emphasis is to develop, conduct studies and research, and disseminate protocols and
standards for the connection of telecommunications networks. TTC is organized along six technical
subcommittees that report to a board of directors through a technical assembly (see Fig. 14.4).

FIGURE 14.4: Organization of TTC.

The TTC organization comprises a general assembly, which is in charge of matters such as business
plans and budgets. The councilors meeting examines standards development procedures in order
to assure impartiality and clarity. The secretariat provides overall support to the organization; the
technical assembly develops standards and handles technical matters including surveys and research.
Each technical subcommittee is partitioned into twoormoreworkinggroups (WG).Thecoordination
committee handles all issues in or between the TSCs and WGs, and it assures the smooth running of
all technical committee meetings.

Under the coordination committee, a subcommittee examines users’ requests and studies their
applicability to the five-year standardization-project plan. This subcommittee also conducts user-
request surveys. The areas of involvement of each of the five subcommittees are shown in Table 14.6.

TTC membership is divided into four categories. Type I telecommunications carriers, that is,
those carriers that own telecommunications circuits and facilities; type II telecommunications car-

TABLE 14.6 TTC SubCommittees

Strategic Research and Planning Committee: Technical Survey and International Collaboration

TSC 1 Network-to-network interfaces, mobile communications

TSC 2 User-network interfaces

TSC 3 PBX, LAN

TSC 4 Higher level protocols

TSC 5 Voice and video signal coding scheme and systems
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riers, that is, those with telecommunications circuits leased from type I carriers; related equipment
manufacturers; and others, including users.

Underlying objectives that guide TTC’s approach to standards development are 1) to conform
to international recommendations or standards; 2) standardize items, where either international
recommendations or standards are not clear, or where national standards need to be set, and where
a consensus is achieved; and 3) to conduct further studies into any of the items just mentioned
whenever the technical assembly is unable to arrive at a consensus.

These objectives, which give highest priority in developing standards that are compatible with
international recommendations or standards, have often driven TTC to adapt international standards
for national use through the use of supplements that:

• Give guidelines for users of TTC standards on how to apply them

• Help clarify the contents of standards

• Help with the implementation of standards in terminal equipment and adaptors

• Assure interconnection between terminal equipment and adaptors

• Provide background information regarding the content of standards

• Assure interconnection.

These supplements also include questions and answers that help in implementing the standards,
including encoding examples of various parameters and explanation of the practical meaning of a
standard.

14.5 Intellectual Property

In thederegulating telecommunicationarenapatentshavebecome increasinglymore important. New
ideas that are incorporated in standards often have global market potential and patent holders are
seeking to obtain an income from their intellectual property as well as from products. In addition, the
general effort to develop standards quickly places them closer to the leading edge of technology. There
are some cases, for example speech encoding algorithms, where terms of reference for performance
are typically set as objectives that no one can meet when the objectives are defined. The state of
the art is being pushed by goals of the standards development organization. In this environment,
incorporation of some intellectual property in standards is practically unavoidable.

With regard to intellectual property rights in the ITU, the TSB has developed a “code of practice”
which may be summarized as follows.

The TSB requests members putting forth standards to draw the attention of the TSB to any known
patent or patent pending application relevant to the developing standard. Where such information
has been declared to the TSB, a log of registered patent holders for each affected recommendation
is maintained for the convenience of users of ITU standards. If a recommendation, which is a
nonbinding international standard, is developed and contains patented intellectual property there
are three situations that may arise.

• The patent holder waives the rights and the recommendation is freely accessible to every-
body.

• The patent holder will not waive the rights but is willing to negotiate licenses with other
parties on a nondiscriminatory basis and on reasonable terms and conditions. What is
reasonable is not defined, and the ITU-T will not participate in such negotiations.
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• The patent holder is not willing to comply with either of the above two situations, in
which case the ITU-T will not approve a recommendation containing such intellectual
property.

The patent policy of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), which governs all stan-
dards development organizations accredited by ANSI, is defined in ANSI procedures 1.2.11. It
is similar to that of the ITU in that it requires a statement from patent holders or identified
parties to indicate granting of a royalty-free license, willingness to license on reasonable and
nondiscriminatory terms and conditions, or a disclaimer of no patent. Unlike the ITU, ANSI
advises that is prepared to get involved in resolving disputes of what is considered “nondiscrim-
inatory” and “reasonable.” Additional information on ANSI patent guidelines can be found at
http://web.ansi.org/public/library/guides/ppguide.html.

As mentioned earlier ETSI produces a combination of mandatory and voluntary standards. This
can create additional complications when intellectual property issues are encapsulated within the
standards. To formally address these issues an intellectual property rights committee defines ETSI’s
policy in the area of intellectual property.

Given the different patent policies adopted by various standards organizations, it is recommended
that companies developing products based on standards investigate and understand the patent pol-
icy of the associated standards body and the patent statements filed regarding the standard being
implemented.

14.6 Standards Coordination

The pace of technological advancements coupled with deregulation has given rise to increased global
telecommunications standards activities. At the same time a growth of regional standards bodies has
occurred which has increased the potential for duplication of work, wasting resources, and creating
conflicting standards. This potentially adverse situation was addressed by a number of interregional
telecommunications standardization conferences (ITSCs) that were held in the early 1990s. A global
standards collaboration (GSC) group was established to oversee collaborative activities including
electronic document handling (EDH) and five high-interest standards subjects:

• Broadband integrated services digital network (B-ISDN)

• Intelligent Networks (IN)

• Transmission management network (TMN)

• Universal personal telecommunications (UPT)

• Synchronous digital hierarchy/synchronous optical network (SDH/SONET)

This early activity was successful in avoiding duplication of effort and coordinating activities on
these major standardization efforts. Today the level of cooperative activities, again driven by the
pressure to avoid wasting valuable resources and reaching agreed standards more rapidly, are being
driven to lower levels through the use of liaison statements between regional standards groups and
permitting “documents of information” to flow between standards development organizations. The
processes for this information flow are evolving and the electronic addresses provided at the end
of this chapter should be consulted for the current interstandards organization communication
mechanisms.
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14.7 Scientific

Another global, scientifically based organization that has been particularly active in standards devel-
opment (more recently emphasizing information processing) is the IEEE. Responsibility for standards
adoption within the IEEE lies with the IEEE standards board. The board is supported by nine standing
committees (see Fig. 14.5).

FIGURE 14.5: IEEE standards board organization.

Proposed standards are normally developed in the technical committees of the IEEE societies.
There are occasions, however, when the scope of activity is too broad to be encompassed by a single
society or where the societies are not able to do so for other reasons. In this case the standards board
establishes its own standards developing committees, namely, the standards coordinating committees
(SCC), to perform this function.

The adoption of IEEE standards is based on projects that have been approved by the IEEE standards
board, while each project is the responsibility of a sponsor. Sponsors need not be an SCC, but can also
include technical committees of IEEE societies; a standards, or standards coordinating committee of
an IEEE Society; an accredited standards committee; or another organization approved by the IEEE
standards board.

14.8 Standards Development Cycle

Although the manner in which standards are developed and approved somewhat varies between
standards organizations, there are common characteristics to be found.

For most standards, first a set of requirements is defined. This may be done either by the stan-
dards committee actually developing the standard or by another entity in collaboration with such a
committee. Subsequently, the technical details of a standard are developed. The actual entity devel-
oping a standard may be a member of the standards committee, or the actual standards committee
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itself. Outsiders may also contribute to standards development but, typically, only if sponsored by
a committee member. Membership in the standards committee and the right to contribute tech-
nical information towards the development of the standard differs among the various standards’
organizations, as indicated. This process is illustrated in Fig. 14.6.

FIGURE 14.6: Typical standards development and approval process.

Finally, once the standard has been fully developed, it is placed under an approval cycle. Each
standards setting body typically has precisely defined and often complex procedures for reviewing
and then approving proposed standards, which although different in detail, are typically consensus
driven.

Defining Terms

ANSI: The American National Standards Institute.

CCIR: The International Radio Consultative Committee, the predecessor of the ITU-R.

CCITT: The International Telephone and Telegraph Consultative Committee, the predecessor
of the ITU-T.

CEPT: The European Conference for Post and Telecommunications, a predecessor of ETSI.

CITEL: Inter-American Telecommunications Commission, a standards setting body for the
Americas.

ETS: A European (ETSI) technical standard.

ETSI: The European Telecommunications Standards Institute.

GSC: The Global Standards Collaboration group.

ICG: Intersector Coordination Group, a group which coordinates activities between the ITU-T
and ITU-R.

IEC: The International Electrotechnical Commission.

IEEE: The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.

ISO: The International Standards Organization.

ITU: The International Telecommunications Union, an international treaty organization,
which is part of the United Nations.

ITU-R: The radio communications sector of the ITU, the successor of the CCIR.
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ITU-T: The standardization sector of the ITU, the successor of the CCITT.

JCG: The Joint Coordination Group, which oversees the coordination of common work be-
tween ITU-T study groups.

Recommendation: An ITU technical standard.

SCC: A standard’s coordinating committee within the IEEE organization.

Standard: A publicly approved technical specification.

T1: An ANSI-approved standards body, which develops telecommunications standards in the
United States.

T1AG: The primary advisory group within ANSI Committee T1 on Telecommunications.

TIA: The Telecommunications Industry Association, which is an ANSI-approved standards
body that develops terminal equipment standards.

TTC: The Telecommunications Technology Committee, a Japanese standards setting body.
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of the same title that appeared in the first edition of this Handbook in 1996. }

15.1 Introduction

Wireless personal communications has captured the attention of the media and with it, the imagina-
tion of the public. Hardly a week goes by without one seeing an article on the subject appearing in a
popular U.S. newspaper or magazine. Articles ranging from a short paragraph to many pages regu-
larly appear in local newspapers, as well as in nationwide print media, e.g., The Wall Street Journal,
The New York Times, Business Week, and U.S. News and World Report. Countless marketing surveys
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continue to project enormous demand, often projecting that at least half of the households, or half of
the people, want wireless personal communications. Trade magazines, newsletters, conferences, and
seminars on the subject by many different names have become too numerous to keep track of, and
technical journals, magazines, conferences, and symposia continue to proliferate and to have ever
increasing attendance and numbers of papers presented. It is clear that wireless personal communica-
tions is, by any measure, the fastest growing segment of telecommunications. { The explosive growth
of wireless personal communications has continued unabated worldwide. Cellular and high-tier PCS
pocketphones, pagers, and cordless telephones have become so common in many countries that few
people even notice them anymore. These items have become an expected part of everyday life in
most developed countries and in many developing countries around the world. }

If you look carefully at the seemingly endless discussions of the topic, however, you cannot help
but note that they are often describing different things, i.e., different versions of wireless personal
communications [29, 50]. Some discuss pagers, or messaging, or data systems, or access to the
national information infrastructure, whereas others emphasize cellular radio, or cordless telephones,
or dense systems of satellites. Many make reference to popular fiction entities such as Dick Tracy,
Maxwell Smart, or Star Trek. { In addition to the things noted above, the topic of wireless loops [24],
[30], [32] has also become popular in the widespread discussions of wireless communications. As
discussed in [30], this topic includes several fixed wireless applications as well as the low-tier PCS
application that was discussed originally under the wireless loop designation [24, 32]. The fixed
wireless applications are aimed at reducing the cost of wireline loop-ends, i.e., the so-called “last
mile” or “last km” of wireline telecommunications. }

Thus, it appears that almost everyone wants wireless personal communications, but What is it?
There are many different ways to segment the complex topic into different communications appli-
cations, modes, functions, extent of coverage, or mobility [29, 30, 50]. The complexity of the issues
has resulted in considerable confusion in the industry, as evidenced by the many different wireless
systems, technologies, and services being offered, planned, or proposed. Many different industry
groups and regulatory entities are becoming involved. The confusion is a natural consequence of the
massive dislocations that are occurring, and will continue to occur, as we progress along this large
change in the paradigm of the way we communicate. Among the different changes that are occurring
in our communications paradigm, perhaps the major constituent is the change from wired fixed
place-to-place communications to wireless mobile person-to-person communications. Within this
major change are also many other changes, e.g., an increase in the significance of data and message
communications, a perception of possible changes in video applications, and changes in the regu-
latory and political climates. { The fixed wireless loop applications noted earlier do not fit the new
mobile communications paradigm. After many years of decline of fixed wireless communications
applications, e.g., intercontinental HF radio and later satellites, point-to-point terrestrial microwave
radio, and tropospheric scatter, it is interesting to see this rebirth of interest in fixed wireless applica-
tions. This rebirth is riding on the gigantic “wireless wave” resulting from the rapid public acceptance
of mobile wireless communications. It will be interesting to observe this rebirth to see if communica-
tions history repeats; certainly mobility is wireless, but there is also considerable historical evidence
that wireless is also mobility. }

This chapter attempts to identify different issues and to put many of the activities in wireless into
a framework that can provide perspective on what is driving them, and perhaps even to yield some
indication of where they appear to be going in the future. Like any attempt to categorize many
complex interrelated issues, however, there are some that do not quite fit into neat categories, and so
there will remain some dangling loose ends. Like any major paradigm shift, there will continue to
be considerable confusion as many entities attempt to interpret the different needs and expectations
associated with the new paradigm.
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15.2 Background and Issues

15.2.1 Mobility and Freedom from Tethers

Perhaps the clearest constituents in all of the wireless personal communications activity are the desire
for mobility in communications and the companion desire to be free from tethers, i.e., from physical
connections to communications networks. These desires are clear from the very rapid growth of
mobile technologies that provide primarily two-way voice services, even though economical wireline
voice services are readily available. For example, cellular mobile radio has experienced rapid growth.
Growth rates have been between 35 and 60% per year in the United States for a decade, with the
total number of subscribers reaching 20 million by year-end 1994. The often neglected wireless
companions to cellular radio, i.e., cordless telephones, have experienced even more rapid, but harder
to quantify, growth with sales rates often exceeding 10 million sets a year in the United States, and
with an estimated usage significantly exceeding 50 million in 1994. Telephones in airlines have
also become commonplace. Similar or even greater growth in these wireless technologies has been
experienced throughout the world. { The explosive growth in cellular and its identical companion,
high-tier PCS, has continued to about 55 million subscribers in the U.S. at year-end 1997 and a similar
number worldwide. In Sweden the penetration of cellular subscribers by 1997 was over one-third
of the total population, i.e., the total including every man, woman, and child! And the growth has
continued since. Similar penetrations of mobile wireless services are seen in some other developed
nations, e.g., Japan. The growth in users of cordless telephones also has continued to the point that
they have become the dominant subscriber terminal on wireline telephone loops in the U.S. It would
appear that, taking into account cordless telephones and cellular and high-tier PCS phones, half of
all telephone calls in the U.S. terminate with at least one end on a wireless device. }

{ Perhaps the most significant event in wireless personal communications since the writing of
this original chapter was the widespread deployment and start of commercial service of personal
handphone (PHS) in Japan in July of 1995 and its very rapid early acceptance by the consumer
market [53]. By year-end 1996 there were 5 million PHS subscribers in Japan with the growth rate
exceeding one-half million/month for some months. The PHS “phenomena” was one of the fastest
adoptions of a new technology ever experienced. However, the PHS success story [41] peaked at
a little over 7 million subscribers in 1997 and has declined slightly to a little under 7 million in
mid-1998. This was the first mass deployment of a low-tier-like PCS technology (see later sections
of this chapter), but PHS has some significant limitations. Perhaps the most significant limitation
is the inability to successfully handoff at vehicular speeds. This handoff limitation is a result of
the cumbersome radio link structure and control algorithms used to implement dynamic channel
allocation (DCA) in PHS. DCA significantly increases channel occupancy (base station capacity) but
incurs considerable complexity in implementing handoff. Another significant limitation of the PHS
standard has been insufficient receiver sensitivity to permit “adequate” coverage from a “reasonably”
dense deployment of base stations. These technology deficiencies coupled with heavy price cutting by
the cellular service providers to compete with the rapid advancing of the PHS market were significant
contributors to the leveling out of PHS growth. It is again evident, as with CT-2 phone point discussed
in a later section, that low-tier PCS has very attractive features that can attract many subscribers, but
it must also provide vehicle speed handoff and widespread coverage of highways as well as populated
regions.

Others might point out the deployment and start of service of CDMA systems as a significant event
since the first edition. However, the major significance of this CDMA activity is that it confirmed that
CDMA performance was no better than other less-complex technologies and that those, including
this author, who had been branded as “unbelieving skeptics” were correct in their assessments of
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the shortcomings of this technology. The overwhelming failure of CDMA technology to live up to
the early claims for it can hardly be seen as a significant positive event in the evolution of wireless
communication. It was, of course, a significant negative event. After years of struggling with the
problems of this technology, service providers still have significantly fewer subscribers on CDMA
worldwide than there are PHS subscribers in Japan alone! CDMA issues are discussed more in later
sections dealing with technology issues. }

Paging and associated messaging, although not providing two-way voice, do provide a form of
tetherless mobile communications to many subscribers worldwide. These services have also experi-
enced significant growth { and have continued to grow since 1996. } There is even a glimmer of a
market in the many different specialized wireless data applications evident in the many wireless local
area network (WLAN) products on the market, the several wide area data services being offered, and
the specialized satellite-based message services being provided to trucks on highways. { Wireless data
technologies still have many supporters, but they still have fallen far short of the rapid deployment
and growth of the more voice oriented wireless technologies. However, hope appears to be eternal
in the wireless data arena. }

The topics discussed in the preceding two paragraphs indicate a dominant issue separating the
different evolutions of wireless personal communications. That issue is the voice versus data com-
munications issue that permeates all of communications today; this division also is very evident in
fixed networks. The packet-oriented computer communications community and the circuit-oriented
voice telecommunications (telephone) community hardly talk to each other and often speak different
languages in addressing similar issues. Although they often converge to similar overall solutions at
large scales (e.g., hierarchical routing with exceptions for embedded high-usage routes), the small-
scale initial solutions are frequently quite different. Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM-) based
networks are an attempt to integrate, at least partially, the needs of both the packet-data and circuit-
oriented communities.

Superimposed on the voice-data issue is an issue of competing modes of communications that
exist in both fixed and mobile forms. These different modes include the following.

Messaging is where the communication is not real time but is by way of message transmission,
storage, andretrieval. Thismode is representedbyvoicemail, electronic facsimile (fax), andelectronic
mail (e-mail), the latter of which appears to be a modern automated version of an evolution that
includes telegraph and telex. Radio paging systems often provide limited one-way messaging, ranging
from transmitting only the number of a calling party to longer alpha-numeric text messages.

Real-time two-way communications are represented by the telephone, cellular mobile radio tele-
phone, and interactive text (and graphics) exchange over data networks. Two-way video phone always
captures significant attention and fits into this mode; however, its benefit/cost ratio has yet to exceed
a value that customers are willing to pay.

Paging, i.e., broadcast with no return channel, alerts a paged party that someone wants to com-
municate with him/her. Paging is like the ringer on a telephone without having the capability for
completing the communications.

Agents are new high-level software applications or entities being incorporated into some computer
networks. When launched into a data network, an agent is aimed at finding information by some
title or characteristic and returning the information to the point from which the agent was launched.
{ The rapid growth of the worldwide web is based on this mode of communications. }

There are still other ways in which wireless communications have been segmented in attempts
to optimize a technology to satisfy the needs of some particular group. Examples include 1) user
location, which can be differentiated by indoors or outdoors, or on an airplane or a train and 2) degree
of mobility, which can be differentiated either by speed, e.g., vehicular, pedestrian, or stationary, or
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by size of area throughout which communications are provided. { As noted earlier, wireless local
loop with stationary terminals has become a major segment in the pursuit of wireless technology. }

At this point one should again ask; wireless personal communications—What is it? The evidence
suggests that what is being sought by users, and produced by providers, can be categorized according
to the following two main characteristics.

Communications portability and mobility on many different scales:

• Within a house or building [cordless telephone, (WLANs)]

• Within a campus, a town, or a city (cellular radio, WLANs, wide area wireless data, radio
paging, extended cordless telephone)

• Throughouta stateor region(cellular radio, wideareawirelessdata, radiopaging, satellite-
based wireless)

• Throughout a large country or continent (cellular radio, paging, satellite-based wireless)

• Throughout the world?

Communications by many different modes for many different applications:

• Two-way voice

• Data

• Messaging

• Video?

Thus, it is clear why wireless personal communications today is not one technology, not one system,
and not one service but encompasses many technologies, systems, and services optimized for different
applications.

15.3 Evolution of Technologies, Systems, and Services

Technologies and systems [27, 29, 30, 39, 50, 59, 67, 87], that are currently providing, or are proposed
to provide, wireless communications services can be grouped into about seven relatively distinct
groups, { the seven previous groups are still evident in the technology but with the addition of
the fixed point-to-multipoint wireless loops there are now eight, } although there may be some
disagreement on the group definitions, and in what group some particular technology or system
belongs. All of the technologies and systems are evolving as technology advances and perceived
needs change. Some trends are becoming evident in the evolutions. In this section, different groups
and evolutionary trends are explored along with factors that influence the characteristics of members
of the groups. The grouping is generally with respect to scale of mobility and communications
applications or modes.

15.3.1 Cordless Telephones

Cordless telephones [29, 39, 50] generally can be categorized as providing low-mobility, low-power,
two-way tetherless voice communications, with low mobility applying both to the range and the
user’s speed. Cordless telephones using analog radio technologies appeared in the late 1970s, and
have experienced spectacular growth. They have evolved to digital radio technologies in the forms
of second-generation cordless telephone (CT-2), and digital European cordless telephone (DECT)
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standards in Europe, and several different industrial scientific medical (ISM) band technologies in
the United States.1

{ Personal handyphone (PHS) noted earlier and discussed in later sections and inserts can be
considered either as a quite advanced digital cordless telephone similar to DECT or as a somewhat
limited low-tier PCS technology. It has most of the attributes of similarity of the digital cordless
telephones listed later in this section except that PHS uses π/4 QPSK modulation. }

Cordless telephones were originally aimed at providing economical, tetherless voice communica-
tions inside residences, i.e., at using a short wireless link to replace the cord between a telephone
base unit and its handset. The most significant considerations in design compromises made for
these technologies are to minimize total cost, while maximizing the talk time away from the battery
charger. For digital cordless phones intended to be carried away from home in a pocket, e.g., CT-2
or DECT, handset weight and size are also major factors. These considerations drive designs toward
minimizing complexity and minimizing the power used for signal processing and for transmitting.

Cordless telephones compete with wireline telephones. Therefore, high circuit quality has become
a requirement. Early cordless sets had marginal quality. They were purchased by the millions, and
discarded by the millions, until manufacturers produced higher-quality sets. Cordless telephones
sales then exploded. Their usage has become commonplace, approaching, and perhaps exceeding,
usage of corded telephones.

The compromises accepted in cordless telephone design in order to meet the cost, weight, and
talk-time objectives are the following.

• Few users per megahertz

• Few users per base unit (many link together a particular handset and base unit)

• Large number of base units per unit area; one or more base units per wireline access line
(in high-rise apartment buildings the density of base units is very large)

• Short transmission range

There is no added network complexity since a base unit looks to a telephone network like a wireline
telephone. These issues are also discussed in [29, 50].

Digital cordless telephones in Europe have been evolving for a few years to extend their domain
of use beyond the limits of inside residences. Cordless telephone, second generation, (CT-2) has
evolved to provide telepoint or phone-point services. Base units are located in places where people
congregate. e.g., along city streets and in shopping malls, train stations, etc. Handsets registered with
the phone-point provider can place calls when within range of a telepoint. CT-2 does not provide
capability for transferring (handing off) active wireless calls from one phone point to another if a
user moves out of range of the one to which the call was initiated. A CT-2+ technology, evolved from
CT-2 and providing limited handoff capability, is being deployed in Canada. { CT-2+ deployment
was never completed. } Phone-point service was introduced in the United Kingdom twice, but failed
to attract enough customers to become a viable service. In Singapore and Hong Kong, however, CT-2
phone point has grown rapidly, reaching over 150,000 subscribers in Hong Kong [75] in mid-1994.
The reasons for success in some places and failure in others are still being debated, but it is clear
that the compactness of the Hong Kong and Singapore populations make the service more widely
available, using fewer base stations than in more spreadout cities. Complaints of CT-2 phone-point

1These ISM technologies either use spread spectrum techniques (direct sequence or frequency hopping) or very low-
transmitter power (<∼ 1 mW) as required by the ISM band regulations.
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users in trials have been that the radio coverage was not complete enough, and/or they could not
tell whether there was coverage at a particular place, and the lack of handoff was inconvenient. In
order to provide the alerting or ringing function for phone-point service, conventional radio pagers
have been built into some CT-2 handsets. (The telephone network to which a CT-2 phone point is
attached has no way of knowing from which base units to send a ringing message, even though the
CT-2 handsets can be rung from a home base unit). { CT-2 phone points in Hong Kong peaked at
about 170,000 subscribers. There was then a precipitous decline as these subscribers abandoned the
limited service CT-2 in favor of high-tier PCS and cellular services which had reduced their prices to
compete with phone points. Phone points have now been removed from Hong Kong. CT-2 phone
points were also deployed in Korea, again with initial success followed by decline. The message is
clear from the CT-2 and PHS experiences. The attributes of cordless phone-like low-tier PCS are
very attractive, but need widespread coverage and vehicle speed handoff in order to be long term
attractive and viable in the market. }

Another European evolution of cordless telephones is DECT, which was optimized for use inside
buildings. Base units are attached through a controller to private branch exchanges (PBXs), key tele-
phone systems, or phone company CENTREX telephone lines. DECT controllers can hand off active
calls fromonebaseunit to another asusersmove, andcanpageor ringhandsets as auserwalks through
areas covered by different base units.
{ DECT has increased in deployment in some countries, notably Italy, for several applications includ-
ing cordless telephone and wireless loop. There are reported to be perhaps 7 million or more DECT
users in Europe. }

These cordless telephone evolutions to more widespread usage outside and inside with telepoints
and to usage inside large buildings are illustrated in Fig. 15.1, along with the integration of paging into
handsets to provide alerting for phone-point services. They represent the first attempts to increase
the service area of mobility for low-power cordless telephones.

FIGURE 15.1:

Some of the characteristics of the digital cordless telephone technologies, CT-2 and DECT, are listed
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in Table 15.1. Additional information can be found in [32, 50]. Even though there are significant
differences between these technologies, e.g., multiple access technology [frequency division multiple
access (FDMA) or time division multiple access (TDMA)/FDMA], and channel bit rate, there are
many similarities that are fundamental to the design objectives discussed earlier and to a user’s
perception of them. These similarities and their implications are as follows.

32-kb/s Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) Digital Speech Encoding:
This is a low-complexity (low-signalprocessingpower) speechencodingprocess thatprovideswireline
speech quality and is an international standard.

Average Transmitter Power ≤ 10 mW: This permits many hours of talk time with small,
low-cost, lightweight batteries, but provides limited radio range.

Low-Complexity Radio Signal Processing: There is no forward error correction and no
complex multipath mitigation (i.e., no equalization or spread spectrum).

Low Transmission Delay, e.g., < 50 ms, and for CT-2 < 10-ms Round Trip: This is a speech-
quality and network-complexity issue. A maximum of 10 ms should be allowed, taking into account
additional inevitable delay in long-distance networks. Echo cancellation is generally required for
delays > 10 ms.

Simple Frequency-Shift Modulation and Noncoherent Detection: Although still being low
in complexity, the slightly more complex 4QPSK modulation with coherent detection provides sig-
nificantly more spectrum efficiency, range, and interference immunity.

Dynamic Channel Allocation: Although this technique has potential for improved system
capacity, the cordless-telephone implementations do not take full advantage of this feature for handoff
and, thus, cannot reap the full benefit for moving users [15, 19].

Time Division Duplex (TDD): This technique permits the use of a single contiguous fre-
quency band and implementation of diversity from one end of a radio link. Unless all base station
transmissions are synchronized in time, however, it can incur severe cochannel interference penalties
in outside environments [15, 16]. Of course, for cordless telephones used inside with base stations
not having a propagation advantage, this is not a problem. Also, for small indoor PBX networks, syn-
chronization of base station transmission is easier than is synchronization throughout a widespread
outdoor network, which can have many adjacent base stations connected to different geographic
locations for central control and switching.

15.3.2 Cellular Mobile Radio Systems

Cellular mobile radio systems are becoming known in the United States as high-tier personal com-
munications service (PCS), particularly when implemented in the new 1.9-GHz PCS bands [20].
These systems generally can be categorized as providing high-mobility, wide-ranging, two-way teth-
erless voice communications. In these systems, high mobility refers to vehicular speeds, and also to
widespread regional to nationwide coverage [27, 29, 50]. Mobile radio has been evolving for over
50 years. Cellular radio integrates wireless access with large-scale networks having sophisticated
intelligence to manage mobility of users.

Cellular radio was designed to provide voice service to wide-ranging vehicles on streets and high-
ways [29, 39, 50, 82], and generally uses transmitter power on the order of 100 times that of cordless
telephones (≈ 2W for cellular). Thus, cellular systems can only provide reduced service to handheld
sets that are disadvantaged by using somewhat lower transmitter power (< 0.5 W) and less efficient
antennas than vehicular sets. Handheld sets used inside buildings have the further disadvantage of
attenuation through walls that is not taken into account in system design.

Cellular radio or high-tier PCS has experienced large growth as noted earlier. In spite of the
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TABLE 15.1 Wireless PCS Technologies

High-Power Systems Low-Power Systems

Digital Cellular (High-Tier PCS) Low-Tier PCS Digital Cordless

System IS-54 IS-95 (DS) GSM DCS-1800 WACS/PACS Handi-Phone DECT CT-2

Multiple Access TDMA/ CDMA/ TDMA/ TDMA/ TDMA/ TDMA/ TDMA/ FDMA
FDMA FDMA FDMA FDMA FDMA FDMA FDMA

Freq. band, MHz 1895–1907 1880–1990 864–868
Uplink, MHz 869–894 869–894 935–960 1710–1785 Emerg.
Downlink, MHz 824–849 824–849 890–915 1805–1880 Tech.∗ (Eur. and

(USA) (USA) (Eur.) (UK) (USA) (Japan) (Eur.) Asia)

RF ch. spacing 300 1728 100
Downlink, KHz 30 1250 200 200 300
Uplink, KHz 30 1250 200 200 300

Modulation π/4 DQPSK BPSK/QPSK GMSK GMSK π/4 QPSK π/4 DQPSK GFSK GFSK

Portable txmit 600 mW/ 600 mW 1 W/ 1 W/ 200 mW/ 80 mW/ 250 mW/ 10 mW/
Power, 200 mW 125 mW 125 mW 25 mW 10 mW 10 mW 5 mW
max./avg.

Speech coding VSELP QCELP RPE-LTP RPE-LTP ADPCM ADPCM ADPCM ADPCM

Speech rate, kb/s 7.95 8 (var.) 13 13 32/16/8 32 32 32

Speech ch./RF ch. 3 — 8 8 8/16/32 4 12 1

Ch. Bit rate, kb/s 384 1152 72
Uplink, kb/s 48.6 270.833 270.833 384
Downlink, kb/s 48.6 270.833 270.833 384

Ch. coding 1/2 rate 1/2 rate fwd. 1/2 rate 1/2 rate CRC CRC CRC None
conv. 1/3 rate rev. conv. conv. (control )

Frame, ms 40 20 4.615 4.615 2.5 5 10 2

∗ Spectrum is 1.85–2.2 GHz allocated by the FCC for emerging technologies; DS is direct sequence.
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limitations on usage of handheld sets already noted, handheld cellular sets have become very popular,
with their sales becoming comparable to the sales of vehicular sets. Frequent complaints from
handheld cellular users are that batteries are too large and heavy, and both talk time and standby
time are inadequate. { Cellular and high-tier PCS pocket handsets have continued to decrease in
size and weight and more efficient lithium batteries have been incorporated. This has increased
their attractiveness (more on this in the later section “Reality Check”). For several years there have
been many more pocket handsets sold than vehicular mounted sets every year. However, despite the
improvements in these handsets and batteries, the complaints of weight and limited talk time still
persist. The electronics have become essentially weightless compared to the batteries required for
these high-tier PCS and cellular handsets. }

Cellular radio at 800 MHz has evolved to digital radio technologies [29, 39, 50] in the forms of the
deployed systems standards

• Global Standard for Mobile (GSM) in Europe

• Japanese or personal digital cellular (JDC or PDC) in Japan

• U.S. TDMA digital cellular known as USDC or IS-54.

and in the form of the code division multiple access (CDMA) standard, IS-95, which is under
development but not yet deployed. { Since the first edition was published, CDMA systems have
been deployed in the U.S., Korea, Hong Kong, and other countries after many months (years) of
redesign, reprogramming, and adjustment. These CDMA issues are discussed later in the section
“New Technology.” }

The most significant consideration in the design compromises made for the U.S. digital cellular
or high-tier PCS systems was the high cost of cell sites (base stations). A figure often quoted is U.S.
$1 million for a cell site. This consideration drove digital system designs to maximize users per
megahertz and to maximize the users per cell site.

Because of the need to cover highways running through low-population-density regions between
cities, the relatively high transmitter power requirement was retained to provide maximum range
from high antenna locations.

Compromises that were accepted while maximizing the two just cited parameters are as follows.

• High transmitter power consumption.

• High user-set complexity, and thus high signal-processing power consumption.

• Low circuit quality.

• Highnetwork complexity, e.g., thenew IS-95 technologywill require complexnewswitch-
ing and control equipment in the network, as well as high-complexity wireless-access
technology.

Cellular radio or high-tier PCS has also been evolving for a few years in a different direction, toward
very small coverage areas or microcells. This evolution provides increased capacity in areas having
high user density, as well as improved coverage of shadowed areas. Some microcell base stations are
being installed inside, in conference center lobbies and similar places of high user concentrations.
Of course, microcells, also permit lower transmitter power that conserves battery power when power
control is implemented, and base stations inside buildings circumvent the outside wall attenuation.
Low-complexity microcell base stations also are considerably less expensive than conventional cell
sites, perhaps twoorders ofmagnitude less expensive. Thus, theuseofmicrocell base stationsprovides
large increases in overall system capacity, while also reducing the cost per available radio channel and
the battery drain on portable subscriber equipment. This microcell evolution, illustrated in Fig. 15.1,
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moves handheld cellular sets in a direction similar to that of the expanded-coverage evolution of
cordless telephones to phone points and wireless PBX.

Some of the characteristics of digital-cellular or high-tier PCS technologies are listed in Table 15.1
for IS-54, IS-95, and GSM at 900 MHz, and DCS-1800, which is GSM at 1800 MHz. { The technology
listed here as IS-54 has also become known as IS-136 having more sophisticated digital control chan-
nels. These technologies, IS-54/IS-136 are also sometimes known as DAMPS (i.e., Digital AMPS),
as U.S. TDMA or North American TDMA, or sometimes just as “TDMA.” } Additional information
can be found in [29, 39, 50]. The JDC or PDC technology, not listed, is similar to IS-54. As with the
digital cordless technologies, there are significant differences among these cellular technologies, e.g.,
modulation type, multiple access technology, and channel bit rate. There are also many similarities,
however, that are fundamental to the design objectives discussed earlier. These similarities and their
implications are as follows.

Low Bit-Rate Speech Coding ≤13 kb/s with Some ≤8 kb/s: Low bit-rate speech coding ob-
viously increases the number of users per megahertz and per cell site. However, it also significantly
reduces speech quality [29], and does not permit speech encodings in tandem while traversing a
network; see also the section on Other Issues later in this chapter.

Some Implementations Make Use of Speech Inactivity: This further increases the number
of users per cell site, i.e., the cell-site capacity. It also further reduces speech quality [29], however,
because of the difficulty of detecting the onset of speech. This problem is even worse in an acoustically
noisy environment like an automobile.

High Transmission Delay; ≈200-ms Round Trip: This is another important circuit-quality
issue. Such large delay is about the same as one-way transmission through a synchronous-orbit
communications satellite. A voice circuit with digital cellular technology on both ends will experience
the delay of a full satellite circuit. It should be recalled that one reason long-distance circuits have
been removed from satellites and put onto fiber-optic cable is because customers find the delay to be
objectionable. This delay in digital cellular technology results from both computation for speech bit-
rate reduction and from complex signal processing, e.g., bit interleaving, error correction decoding,
and multipath mitigation [equalization or spread spectrum code division multiple access (CDMA)].

High-Complexity Signal Processing, Both for Speech Encoding and for Demodulation: Signal
processing has been allowed to grow without bound and is about a factor of 10 greater than that used in
the low-complexity digital cordless telephones [29]. Since several watts are required from a battery to
produce the high transmitter power in a cellular or high-tier PCS set, signal-processing power is not as
significant as it is in the low-power cordless telephones; see also the section on Complexity/Coverage
Area Comparisons later in this chapter.

FixedChannelAllocation: Thedifficulties associatedwith implementingcapacity-increasing
dynamic channel allocation to work with handoff [15, 19] have impeded its adoption in systems re-
quiring reliable and frequent handoff.

Frequency Division Duplex (FDD): Cellular systems have already been allocated paired-
frequency bands suitable for FDD. Thus, the network or system complexity required for providing
synchronized transmissions [15, 16] from all cell sites for TDD has not been embraced in these digital
cellular systems. Note that TDD has not been employed in IS-95 even though such synchronization
is required for other reasons.

Mobile/Portable Set Power Control: The benefits of increased capacity from lower overall
cochannel interference and reduced battery drain have been sought by incorporating power control
in the digital cellular technologies.
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15.3.3 Wide-Area Wireless Data Systems

Existing wide area data systems generally can be categorized as providing high mobility, wide-ranging,
low-data-rate digital data communications to both vehicles and pedestrians [29, 50]. These systems
have not experienced the rapid growth that the two-way voice technologies have, even though they
have been deployed in many cities for a few years and have established a base of customers in several
countries. Examples of these packet data systems are shown in Table 15.2.

TABLE 15.2 Wide-Area Wireless Packet Data Systems

RAM Mobile Metricom

CDPD1 (Mobitex) ARDIS2 (KDT) (MDN)3

Data rate, kb/s 19.2 8 (19.2) 4.8 (19.2) 76

Modulation GMSK BT = 0.5 GMSK GMSK GMSK

Frequency, MHz 800 900 800 915

Chan. spacing, kHz 30 12.5 25 160

Status 1994 service Full service Full service In service

Access means Unused AMPS Slotted Aloha FH SS (ISM)
channels CSMA

Transmit power, W 40 1

Note: Data in parentheses ( ) indicates proposed.
1Cellular Digital Packet Data
2Advanced Radio Data Information Service
3Microcellular Data Network

The earliest and best known of these systems in the United States are the ARDIS network developed
and run by Motorola, and the RAM mobile data network based on Ericsson Mobitex Technology.
These technologies were designed to make use of standard, two-way voice, land mobile-radio chan-
nels, with 12.5- or 25-kHz channel spacing. In the United States these are specialized mobile radio
services (SMRS) allocations around 450 MHz and 900 MHz. Initially, the data rates were low: 4.8 kb/s
for ARDIS and 8 kb/s for RAM. The systems use high transmitter power (several tens of watts) to
cover large regions from a few base stations having high antennas. The relatively low data capacity
of a relatively expensive base station has resulted in economics that have not favored rapid growth.

The wide-area mobile data systems also are evolving in several different directions in an attempt
to improve base station capacity, economics, and the attractiveness of the service. The technologies
used in both the ARDIS and RAM networks are evolving to higher channel bit rates of 19.2 kb/s.

The cellular carriers and several manufacturers in the United States are developing and deploying
a new wide area packet data network as an overlay to the cellular radio networks. This cellular
digital packet data (CDPD) technology shares the 30-kHz spaced 800-MHz voice channels used
by the analog FM advanced mobile phone service (AMPS) systems. Data rate is 19.2 kb/s. The
CDPD base station equipment also shares cell sites with the voice cellular radio system. The aim
is to reduce the cost of providing packet data service by sharing the costs of base stations with the
better established and higher cell-site capacity cellular systems. This is a strategy similar to that
used by nationwide fixed wireline packet data networks that could not provide an economically
viable data service if they did not share costs by leasing a small amount of the capacity of the
interexchange networks that are paid for largely by voice traffic. { CDPD has been deployed in
many U.S. cities for several years. However, it has not lived up to early expectations and has become
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“just another” wireless data service with some subscribers, but not with the large growth envisioned
earlier. }

Another evolutionary path in wide-area wireless packet data networks is toward smaller coverage
areas or microcells. This evolutionary path also is indicated on Fig. 15.1. The microcell data networks
are aimed at stationary or low-speed users. The design compromises are aimed at reducing service
costs by making very small and inexpensive base stations that can be attached to utility poles, the
sides of buildings and inside buildings and can be widely distributed throughout a region. Base-
station-to-base-station wireless links are used to reduce the cost of the interconnecting data network.
In one network this decreases the overall capacity to serve users, since it uses the same radio channels
that are used to provide service. Capacity is expected to be made up by increasing the number
of base stations that have connections to a fixed-distribution network as service demand increases.
Another such network uses other dedicated radio channels to interconnect base stations. In the high-
capacity limit, these networks will look more like a conventional cellular network architecture, with
closely spaced, small, inexpensive base stations, i.e., microcells, connected to a fixed infrastructure.
Specialized wireless data networks have been built to provide metering and control of electric power
distributions, e.g., Celldata and Metricom in California.

A large microcell network of small inexpensive base stations has been installed in the lower San
Francisco Bay Area by Metricom, and public packet-data service was offered during early 1994.
Most of the small (shoe-box size) base stations are mounted on street light poles. Reliable data
rates are about 75 kb/s. The technology is based on slow frequency-hopped spread spectrum in
the 902–928 MHz U.S. ISM band. Transmitter power is 1 W maximum, and power control is used to
minimize interference and maximize battery life time. { The metricom network has been improved
and significantly expanded in the San Francisco Bay Area and has been deployed in Washington, D.C.
and a few other places in the U.S. However, like all wireless data services so far, it has failed to grow
as rapidly or to attract as many subscribers as was originally expected. Wireless data overall has had
only very limited success compared to that of the more voice-oriented technologies, systems, and
services. }

15.3.4 High-Speed Wireless Local-Area Networks (WLANs)

Wireless local-area data networks can be categorized as providing low-mobility high-data-rate data
communications within a confined region, e.g., a campus or a large building. Coverage range from a
wireless data terminal is short, tens to hundreds of feet, like cordless telephones. Coverage is limited
to within a room or to several rooms in a building. WLANs have been evolving for a few years,
but overall the situation is chaotic, with many different products being offered by many different
vendors [29, 59]. There is no stable definition of the needs or design objectives for WLANs, with
data rates ranging from hundreds of kb/s to more than 10 Mb/s, and with several products providing
one or two Mb/s wireless link rates. The best description of the WLAN evolutionary process is:
having severe birth pains. An IEEE standards committee, 802.11, has been attempting to put some
order into this topic, but their success has been somewhat limited. A partial list of some advertised
products is given in Table 15.3. Users of WLANs are not nearly as numerous as the users of more
voice-oriented wireless systems. Part of the difficulty stems from these systems being driven by the
computer industry that views the wireless system as just another plug-in interface card, without
giving sufficient consideration to the vagaries and needs of a reliable radio system. { This section
still describes the WLAN situation in spite of some attempts at standards in the U.S. and Europe,
and continuing industry efforts. Some of the products in Table 15.3 have been discontinued because
of lack of market and some new products have been offered, but the manufacturers still continue to
struggle to find enough customers to support their efforts. Optimism remains high in the WLAN
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community that “eventually” they will find the “right” technology, service, or application to make
WLANs “take off” — but the world still waits. Success is still quite limited. }

There are two overall network architectures pursued by WLAN designers. One is a centrally
coordinated and controlled network that resembles other wireless systems. There are base stations
in these networks that exercise overall control over channel access [44].

The other type of network architecture is the self-organizing and distributed controlled network
where every terminal has the same function as every other terminal, and networks are formed ad hoc
by communications exchanges among terminals. Such ad hoc networks are more like citizen band
(CB) radio networks, with similar expected limitations if they were ever to become very widespread.

Nearly allWLANs in theUnitedStates have attempted touseoneof the ISMfrequencybands forun-
licensed operation under part 15 of the FCC rules. These bands are 902–928 MHz, 2400–2483.5 MHz,
and 5725–5850 MHz, and they require users to accept interference from any interfering source that
may also be using the frequency. The use of ISM bands has further handicapped WLAN development
because of the requirement for use of either frequency hopping or direct sequence spread spectrum as
an access technology, if transmitter power is to be adequate to cover more than a few feet. One excep-
tion to the ISM band implementations is the Motorola ALTAIR, which operates in a licensed band at
18 GHz. { It appears that ALTAIR has been discontinued because of the limited market. } The techni-
cal and economic challenges of operation at 18 GHz have hampered the adoption of this 10–15 Mb/s
technology. The frequency-spectrum constraints have been improved in the United States with the
recent FCC allocation of spectrum from 1910–1930 MHz for unlicensed data PCS applications. Use
of this new spectrum requires implementation of an access etiquette incorporating listen before trans-
mit in an attempt to provide some coordination of an otherwise potentially chaotic, uncontrolled
environment [68]. Also, since spread spectrum is not a requirement, access technologies and multi-
path mitigation techniques more compatible with the needs of packet-data transmission [59], e.g.,
multipath equalization or multicarrier transmission can be incorporated into new WLAN designs.
{ The FCC is allocating spectrum at 5 GHz for wideband wireless data for internet and next generation
data network access, BUT it remains to be seen whether this initiative is any more successful than
past wireless data attempts. Optimism is again high, BUT... }

Three other widely different WLAN activities also need mentioning. One is a large European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) activity to produce a standard for high performance
radio local area network (HIPERLAN), a 20-Mb/s WLAN technology to operate near 5 GHz. Other
activities are large U.S. Advance Research Projects Agency- (ARPA-) sponsored, WLAN research
projects at the Universities of California at Berkeley (UCB), and at Los Angeles (UCLA). The UCB
Infopad project is based on a coordinated network architecture with fixed coordinating nodes and
direct-sequence spread spectrum (CDMA), whereas, the UCLA project is aimed at peer-to-peer
networks and uses frequency hopping. Both ARPA sponsored projects are concentrated on the
900-MHz ISM band.

As computers shrink in size from desktop to laptop to palmtop, mobility in data network access
is becoming more important to the user. This fact, coupled with the availability of more usable
frequency spectrum, and perhaps some progress on standards, may speed the evolution and adoption
of wireless mobile access to WLANs. From the large number of companies making products, it is
obvious that many believe in the future of this market. { It should be noted that the objective for
10 MB/s data service with widespread coverage from a sparse distribution of widely separated base
stations equivalent to cellular is unrealistic and unrealizable. This can be readily seen by considering a
simple example. Consider a cellular coverage area that requires full cellular power of 0.5 watt to cover
from a handset. Consider the handset to use a typical digital cellular bit rate of about 10 kb/s (perhaps
8 kb/s speech coding + overhead). With all else in the system the same, e.g., antennas, antenna height,
receiver noise figure, detection sensitivity, etc., the 10 MB/s data would require 10 MB/s ÷ 10 kb/s
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TABLE 15.3 Partial List of WLAN Products

Product No. of chan.

Company Freq., Link Rate, or Spread Mod./ Network

Location MHz Mb/s User Rate Protocol(s) Access Factor Coding Power, mW Topology

Altair Plus 18–19 15 5.7 Mb/s Ethernet 4-level FSK 25 peak Eight
Motorola GHz devices/
Arlington Hts, IL radio; radio

to base to
ethernet

WaveLAN 902–928 2 1.6 Mb/s Ethernet-like DS SS DQPSK 250 Peer-to-peer
NCR/AT&T
Dayton, OH

AirLan 902–928 2 Mb/s Ethernet DS SS DQPSK 250 PCMCIA
Solectek w/ant.; radio
San Diego, CA to hub

Freeport 902–928 16 5.7 Mb/s Ethernet DS SS 32 chips/bit 16 PSK 650 Hub
Windata Inc. trellis
Northboro, MA coding

Intersect 902–928 2 Mb/s Ethernet DS SS DQPSK 250 Hub
Persoft Inc. token ring
Madison, WI

LAWN 902–928 38.4 kb/s AX.25 SS 20 20 Peer-to-peer
O’Neill Comm. users/chan.;
Horsham, PA max. 4 chan.

WILAN 902–928 20 1.5 Mb/s/ Ethernet, CDMA/ 3 chan. 10–15 unconven- 30 Peer-to-peer
Wi-LAN Inc. chan. token ring TDMA links tional
Calgary, Alberta each

RadioPort 902–928 242 kb/s Ethernet SS 7/3 channels 100 Peer-to-peer
ALPS Electric
USA

ArLAN 600 902–928; 1.35 Mb/s Ethernet SS 1 W PCs with ant.;
Telesys. SLW 2.4 GHz max radio to hub
Don Mills, Ont.

Radio Link 902–928; 250 kb/s 64 kb/s FH SS 250 ms/hop Hub
Cal. Microwave 2.4 GHz 500 kHz
Sunnyvale, CA space

Range LAN 902–928 242 kb/s Ethernet, DS SS 3 chan. 100
Proxim, Inc. token ring
Mountain View, CA

RangeLAN 2 2.4 GHz 1.6 50 kb/s Ethernet, FH SS 10 chan. at 100 Peer-to-peer
Proxim, Inc. max. token ring 5 kb/s; 15 bridge
Mountain View, CA sub-ch. each

Netwave 2.4 GHz 1/adaptor Ethernet, FH SS 82 l-MHz Hub
Xircom token ring chn. or “hops”
Calabasas, CA

Freelink 2.4 and 5.7 Mb/s Ethernet DS SS 32 chips/bit 16 PSK 100 Hub
Cabletron Sys. 5.8 GHz trellis
Rochester, NH coding
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= 1000 times as much power as the 10 kb/s cellular. Thus, it would require 0.5 × 1000 = 500 watts
for the wireless data transmitter. This is a totally unrealistic situation. If the data system operates at
a higher frequency (e.g., 5 GHz) than the cellular system (e.g., 1 or 2 GHz) then there will be even
more power required to overcome the additional loss at a higher frequency. The sometimes expressed
desire by the wireless data community for a system to provide network access to users in and around
buildings and to provide 10 MB/s over 10 miles with 10 milliwatts of transmitter power and costing
$10.00 is totally impossible. It requires violation of the “laws of physics.” }

15.3.5 Paging/Messaging Systems

Radio paging began many years ago as a one-bit messaging system. The one bit was: some one
wants to communicate with you. More generally, paging can be categorized as one-way messaging
over wide areas. The one-way radio link is optimized to take advantage of the asymmetry. High
transmitter power (hundreds of watts to kilowatts), and high antennas at the fixed base stations permit
low-complexity, very low-power-consumption, pocket paging receivers that provide long usage time
from small batteries. This combination provides the large radio-link margins needed to penetrate
walls of buildings without burdening the user set battery. Paging has experienced steady rapid growth
for many years and serves about 15 million subscribers in the United States.

Paging also has evolved in several different directions. It has changed from analog tone coding
for user identification to digitally encoded messages. It has evolved from the 1-b message, someone
wants you, to multibit messages from, first, the calling party’s telephone number to, now, short e-mail
text messages. This evolution is noted in Fig. 15.1.

The region over which a page is transmitted has also increased from 1) local, around one transmit-
ting antenna; to 2) regional, from multiple widely-dispersed antennas; to 3) nationwide, from large
networks of interconnected paging transmitters. The integration of paging with CT-2 user sets for
phone-point call alerting was noted previously.

Another evolutionary paging route sometimes proposed is two-way paging. This is an ambiguous
and unrealizable concept, however, since the requirement for two-way communications destroys the
asymmetrical link advantage so well exploited by paging. Two-way paging puts a transmitter in the
user’s set and brings along with it all of the design compromises that must be faced in such a two-way
radio system. Thus, the word paging is not appropriate to describe a system that provides two-way
communications. { The two-way paging situation is as unrealistic as that noted earlier for wide-
area, high-speed, low-power wireless data. This can be seen by looking at the asymmetry situation in
paging. In order to achieve comparable coverage uplink and downlink, a 500-watt paging transmitter
downlink advantage must be overcome in the uplink. Even considering the relatively high cellular
handset transmit power levels on the order of 0.5 watt results in a factor of 1000 disadvantage, and
0.5 watt is completely incompatible with the low power paging receiver power requirements. If the
same uplink and downlink coverage is required for an equivalent set of system parameters, then the
only variable left to work with is bandwidth. If the paging link bit rate is taken to be 10 kb/sec (much
higher than many paging systems), then the usable uplink rate is 10 kb/s/1000 = 10 B/s, an unusably
low rate. Of course, some uplink benefit can be gained because of better base station receiver noise
figure and by using forward error correction and perhaps ARQ. However, this is unlikely to raise the
allowable rate to greater than 100 B/s which even though likely overoptimistic is still unrealistically
low and we have assumed an unrealistically high transmit power in the two-way “pager!” }
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15.3.6 Satellite-Based Mobile Systems

Satellite-based mobile systems are the epitome of wide-area coverage, expensive base station systems.
They generally can be categorized as providing two-way (or one-way) limited quality voice and/or
very limited data or messaging to very wide-ranging vehicles (or fixed locations). These systems
can provide very widespread, often global, coverage, e.g., to ships at sea by INMARSAT. There are a
few messaging systems in operation, e.g., to trucks on highways in the United States by Qualcomm’s
Omnitracs system.

A few large-scale mobile satellite systems have been proposed and are being pursued: perhaps the
best known is Motorola’s Iridium; others include Odyssey, Globalstar, and Teledesic. The strength of
satellite systems is their ability to provide large regional or global coverage to users outside buildings.
However, it is very difficult to provide adequate link margin to cover inside buildings, or even to
cover locations shadowed by buildings, trees, or mountains. A satellite system’s weakness is also
its large coverage area. It is very difficult to provide from Earth orbit the small coverage cells that
are necessary for providing high overall systems capacity from frequency reuse. This fact, coupled
with the high cost of the orbital base stations, results in low capacity along with the wide overall
coverage but also in expensive service. Thus, satellite systems are not likely to compete favorably with
terrestrial systems in populated areas or even along well-traveled highways. They can complement
terrestrial cellular or PCS systems in low-population-density areas. It remains to be seen whether
there will be enough users with enough money in low-population-density regions of the world to
make satellite mobile systems economically viable. { Some of the mobile satellite systems have been
withdrawn, e.g., Odyssey. Some satellites in the Iridium and Globalstar systems have been launched.
The industry will soon find out whether these systems are economically viable. }

Proposed satellite systems range from 1) low-Earth-orbit systems (LEOS) having tens to hundreds
of satellites through 2) intermediate- or medium-height systems (MEOS) to 3) geostationary or
geosynchronous orbit systems (GEOS) having fewer than ten satellites. LEOS require more, but
less expensive, satellites to cover the Earth, but they can more easily produce smaller coverage areas
and, thus, provide higher capacity within a given spectrum allocation. Also, their transmission
delay is significantly less (perhaps two orders of magnitude!), providing higher quality voice links,
as discussed previously. On the other hand, GEOS require only a few, somewhat more expensive,
satellites (perhaps only three) and are likely to provide lower capacity within a given spectrum
allocation and suffer severe transmission-delay impairment on the order of 0.5 s. Of course, MEOS
fall in between these extremes. The possible evolution of satellite systems to complement high-tier
PCS is indicated in Fig. 15.1.

15.3.7 {Fixed Point-to-Multipoint Wireless Loops

Wideband point-to-multipoint wireless loop technologies sometimes have been referred to earlier
as “wireless cable” when they were proposed as an approach for providing interactive video services
to homes [30]. However, as the video application started to appear less attractive, the application
emphasis shifted to providing wideband data access for the internet, the worldwide web, and future
wideband data networks. Potentially lower costs are the motivation for this wireless application. As
such, these technologies will have to compete with existing coaxial cable and fiber/coax distribution by
CATV companies, with satellites, and with fiber and fiber/coax systems being installed or proposed by
telephone companies and other entities [30]. Another competitor is asymmetric digital subscriber
line technology, which uses advanced digital signal processing to provide high-bandwidth digital
distribution over twisted copper wire pairs.

In the U.S. two widely different frequency bands are being pursued for fixed point-to-multipoint
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wireless loops. These bands are at 28 GHz for local multipoint distribution systems or services
(LMDS) [52] and 2.5 to 2.7 GHz for microwave or metropolitan distribution systems (MMDS) [74].
The goal of low-cost fixed wireless loops is based on the low cost of point-to-multipoint line-of-sight
wireless technology. However, significant challenges are presented by the inevitable blockage by trees,
terrain, and houses, and by buildings in heavily built-up residential areas. Attenuation in rainstorms
presents an additional problem at 28 GHz in some localities. Even at the 2.5-GHz MMDS frequencies,
the large bandwidth required for distribution of many video channels presents a challenge to provide
adequate radio-link margin over obstructed paths. From mobile satellite investigations it is known
that trees can often produce over 15 dB additional path attenuation [38]. Studies of blockage by
buildings in cities have shown that it is difficult to have line-of-sight access to more than 60% of the
buildings from a single base station [55]. Measurements in a region in Brooklyn, NY [60], suggest
that access from a single base station can range from 25% to 85% for subscriber antenna heights of
10 to 35 ft and a base station height of about 290 ft. While less blockage by houses could be expected
in residential areas, such numbers would suggest that greater than 90% access to houses could be
difficult, even from multiple elevated locations, when mixes of one- and two-story houses, trees, and
hills are present. In regions where tree cover is heavy, e.g., the eastern half of the U.S., tree cover in
many places will present a significant obstacle. Heavy rainfall is an additional problem at 28 GHz
in some regions. In spite of these challenges, the lure of low-cost wireless loops is attracting many
participants, both service providers and equipment manufacturers. }

15.3.8 Reality Check

Before we go on to consider other applications and compromises, perhaps it would be helpful to see if
there is any indication that the previous discussion is valid. For this check, we could look at cordless
telephones for telepoint use (i.e., pocketphones) and at pocket cellular telephones that existed in the
1993 time frame.

Two products from one United States manufacturer are good for this comparison. One is a third-
generation hand-portable analog FM cellular phone from this manufacturer that represents their
second generation of pocketphones. The other is a first-generation digital cordless phone built to
the United Kingdom CT-2 common air interface (CAI) standard. Both units are of flip phone type
with the earpiece on the main handset body and the mouthpiece formed by or on the flip-down part.
Both operate near 900 MHz and have 1/4 wavelength pull-out antennas. Both are fully functional
within their class of operation (i.e., full number of U.S. cellular channels, full number of CT-2
channels, automatic channel setup, etc.) Table 15.4 compares characteristics of these two wireless
access pocketphones from the same manufacturer.

The following are the most important items to note in the Table 15.4 comparison.

1. The talk time of the low-power pocketphone is four times that of the high-power pocket-
phone.

2. The battery inside the low-power pocketphone is about one-half the weight and size of
the battery attached to the high-power pocketphone.

3. The battery-usage ratio, talk time/weight of battery, is eight times greater, almost an order
of magnitude, for the low-power pocketphone compared to the high-power pocketphone!

4. Additionally, the lower power (5 mW) digital cordless pocketphone is slightly smaller and
lighter than the high-power (500 mW) analog FM cellular mobile pocketphone.

{ Similar comparisons can be made between PHS advanced cordless/low-tier PCS phones and
advanced cellular/high-tier PCS pocketphones. New lithium batteries have permitted increased talk
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TABLE 15.4 Comparison of CT-2 and Cellular Pocket Size

Flip-Phones from the Same Manufacturer

Characteristics/Parameter CT-2 Cellular

Weight, oz
Flip phone only 5.2 4.2
Battery1 only 1.9 3.6

Total unit 7.1 7.8

Size (max.dimensions), in
Flip phone only 5.9 × 2.2 × 0.95 5.5 × 2.4 × 0.9

8.5 in3 —
Battery1 only 1.9 × 1.3 × 0.5 4.7 × 2.3 × 0.4

internal external
Total unit 5.9 × 2.2 × 0.95 5.9 × 2.4 × 1.1

8.5 in3 11.6 in3

Talk-time, min (h)
Rechargeable battery2 180 (3) 45
Nonrechargeable battery 600 (10) N/A

Standby time, h
Rechargeable battery 30 8
Nonrechargeable battery 100 N/A

Speech quality 32 kb/s 30 kHz FM
telephone quality depends on

channel quality

Transmit power avg., W 0.005 0.5

1 Rechargeable battery.
2 Ni-cad battery.

time in pocketphones. Digital control/paging channels facilitate significantly extended standby time.
Advances in solid-state circuits have reduced the size and weight of cellular pocketphone electronics
so that they are almost insignificant compared to the battery required for the high power transmitter
and complex digital signal processing. However, even with all these changes, there is still a very
significant weight and talk time benefit in the low complexity PHS handsets compared to the most
advanced cellular/high-tier PCS handsets. Picking typical minimum size and weight handsets for
both technologies results in the following comparisons.

PHS Cellular

weight, oz
total unit 3 4.5

size
total unit 4.2 in3 —

talk-time, h 8 3

standby time, h 600 48

From the table, the battery usage ratio has been reduced to a factor of about 4 from a factor of 8,
but this is based on total weight, not battery weight alone as used for the earlier CT-2 and cellular
comparison.

Thus, there is still a large talk time and weight benefit for low-power low-complexity low-tier PCS
compared to higher power high-complexity, high tier PCS and cellular. }

The following should also be noted.

1. The room for technology improvement of the CT-2 cordless phone is greater since it is
first generation and the cellular phone is second/third generation.
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2. A digital cellular phone built to the IS-54, GSM, or JDC standard, or in the proposed
United States CDMA technology, would either have less talk time or be heavier and
larger than the analog FM phone, because: a) the low-bit-rate digital speech coder is
more complex and will consume more power than the analog speech processing cir-
cuits; b) the digital units have complex digital signal-processing circuits for forward error
correction—either for delay dispersion equalizing or for spread-spectrum processing—
that will consume significant amounts of power and that have no equivalents in the analog
FM unit; and c) power amplifiers for the shaped-pulse nonconstant-envelope digital sig-
nals will be less efficient than the amplifiers for constant-envelope analog FM. Although
it may be suggested that transmitter power control will reduce the weight and size of a
CDMA handset and battery, if that handset is to be capable of operating at full power in
fringe areas, it will have to have capabilities similar to other cellular sets. Similar power
control applied to a CT-2-like low-maximum-power set would also reduce its power
consumption and thus also its weight and size.

The major difference in size, weight, and talk time between the two pocketphones is directly
attributable to the two orders of magnitude difference in average transmitter power. The generation of
transmitter power dominates power consumption in the analog cellular phone. Power consumption
in the digital CT-2 phone is more evenly divided between transmitter-power generation and digital
signal processing. Therefore, power consumption in complex digital signal processing would have
more impact on talk time in small low-power personal communicators than in cellular handsets
where the transmitter-power generation is so large. Other than reducing power consumption for
both functions, the only alternative for increasing talk time and reducing battery weight is to invent
new battery technology having greater density; see section on Other Issues later in this chapter.

In contrast, lowering the transmitter power requirement, modestly applying digital signal pro-
cessing, and shifting some of the radio coverage burden to a higher density of small, low-power,
low-complexity, low-cost fixed radio ports has the effect of shifting some of the talk time, weight,
and cost constraints from battery technology to solid state electronics technology, which continues to
experience orders-of-magnitude improvements in the span of several years. Digital signal-processing
complexity, however, cannot be permitted to overwhelm power consumption in low-power handsets;
whereas small differences in complexity will not matter much, orders-of-magnitude differences in
complexity will continue to be significant.

Thus, it can be seen from Table 15.4 that the size, weight, and quality arguments in the preceding
sections generally hold for these examples. It also is evident from the preceding paragraphs that
they will be even more notable when comparing digital cordless pocketphones with digital cellular
pocketphones of the same development generations.

15.4 Evolution Toward the Future and to Low-Tier Personal
Communications Services

After looking at the evolution of several wireless technologies and systems in the preceding sections
it appears appropriate to ask again: wireless personal communications, What is it? All of the tech-
nologies in the preceding sections claim to provide wireless personal communications, and all do to
some extent. All have significant limitations, however, and all are evolving in attempts to overcome
the limitations. It seems appropriate to ask, what are the likely endpoints? Perhaps some hint of
the endpoints can be found by exploring what users see as limitations of existing technologies and
systems and by looking at the evolutionary trends.
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In order to do so, we summarize some important clues from the preceding sections and project
them, along with some U.S. standards activity, toward the future.

Digital Cordless Telephones

• Strengths: good circuit quality; long talk time; small lightweight battery; low-cost sets
and service.

• Limitations: limited range; limited usage regions.

• Evolutionary trends: phone points in public places; wireless PBX in business.

• Remaining limitations and issues: limited usage regions and coverage holes; limited or
no handoff; limited range.

{ Experience with PHS and CT-2 phone point have provided more emphasis on the need for vehicle
speed handoff and continuous widespread coverage of populated areas and of highways in between.
}

Digital Cellular Pocket Handsets

• Strength: widespread service availability.

• Limitations: limited talk time; large heavy batteries; high-cost sets and service; marginal
circuit quality; holes in coverage and poor in-building coverage; limited data capabilities;
complex technologies.

• Evolutionary trends: microcells to increase capacity and in-building coverage and to
reduce battery drain; satellite systems to extend coverage.

• Remaining limitations and issues: limited talk time and large battery; marginal circuit
quality; complex technologies.

Wide Area Data

• Strength: digital messages.

• Limitations: no voice, limited data rate; high cost.

• Evolutionary trends: microcells to increase capacity and reduce cost; share facilities with
voice systems to reduce cost.

• Remaining limitations and issues: no voice; limited capacity.

Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs)

• Strength: high data rate.

• Limitations: insufficient capacity for voice, limited coverage; no standards; chaos.

• Evolutionary trends: hard to discern from all of the churning.

Paging/messaging

• Strengths: widespread coverage; long battery life; small lightweight sets and batteries;
economical.

• Limitations: one-way message only; limited capacity.

• Evolutionary desire: two-way messaging and/or voice; capacity.

• Limitations and issues: two-way link cannot exploit the advantages of one-way link
asymmetry.
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{Fixed Wireless Loops

• Strength: High data rates.

• Limitations: no mobility. }
There is a strong trajectory evident in these systems and technologies aimed at providing the

following features.

High Quality Voice and Data

• To small, lightweight, pocket carried communicators.

• Having small lightweight batteries.

• Having long talk time and long standby battery life.

• Providing service over large coverage regions.

• For pedestrians in populated areas (but not requiring high population density).

• Including low to moderate speed mobility with handoff. { It has become evident from
the experience with PHS and CT-2 phone point that vehicle speed handoff is essential so
that handsets can be used in vehicles also. }

Economical Service

• Low subscriber-set cost.

• Low network-service cost.

Privacy and Security of Communications

• Encrypted radio links.

This trajectory is evident in all of the evolving technologies but can only be partially satisfied by
any of the existing and evolving systems and technologies! Trajectories from all of the evolving tech-
nologies and systems are illustrated in Fig. 15.1 as being aimed at low-tier personal communications
systems or services, i.e., low-tier PCS. Taking characteristics from cordless, cellular, wide-area data
and, at least moderate-rate, WLANs, suggests the following attributes for this low-tier PCS.

1. 32kb/sADPCMspeechencoding in thenear future to takeadvantageof the lowcomplexity
and low power consumption, and to provide low-delay high-quality speech.

2. Flexible radio link architecture that will support multiple data rates from several kilobits
per second. This is needed to permit evolution in the future to lower bit rate speech as
technology improvements permit high quality without excessive power consumption or
transmissiondelayand toprovidemultipledata rates fordata transmissionandmessaging.

3. Low transmitter power (≤ 25 mW average) with adaptive power control to maximize talk
time and data transmission time. This incurs short radio range that requires many base
stations to cover a large region. Thus, base stations must be small and inexpensive, like
cordless telephone phone points or the Metricom wireless data base stations. { The lower
power will require somewhat closer spacing of base stations in cluttered environments
with many buildings, etc. This issue is dealt with in more detail in Section 15.5. The
issues associated with greater base station spacing along highways are also considered in
Section 15.5. }

4. Low-complexity signal processing to minimize power consumption. Complexity one-
tenth that of digital cellular or high-tier PCS technologies is required [29]. With only
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several tens of milliwatts (or less under power control) required for transmitter power,
signal processing power becomes significant.

5. Low cochannel interference and high coverage area design criteria. In order to provide
high-quality service over a large region, at least 99% of any covered area must receive good
or better coverage and be below acceptable cochannel interference limits. This implies less
than 1% of a region will receive marginal service. This is an order-of-magnitude higher
service requirement than the 10% of a region permitted to receive marginal service in
vehicular cellular system (high-tier PCS) design criteria.

6. Four-level phasemodulationwith coherentdetection tomaximize radio linkperformance
and capacity with low complexity.

7. Frequency division duplexing to relax the requirement for synchronizing base station
transmissions over a large region. { PHS uses time division duplexing and requires
base station synchronization. In first deployments, one provider did not implement
this synchronization. The expected serious performance degradation prompted system
upgrades to provide the needed synchronization. While this is not a big issue, it does add
complexity to the system and decreases the overall robustness. }

8. { As noted previously, experience with PHS and CT-2 phone point have emphasized the
need for vehicular speed handoff in these low-tier PCS systems. Such handoff is readily
implemented in PACS and has been demonstrated in the field [51]. This issue is discussed
in more detail later in this section. }

Such technologies and systems have been designed, prototyped, and laboratory and field tested
and evaluated for several years [7, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 50]. The viewpoint expressed here
is consistent with the progress in the Joint Technical Committee (JTC) of the U.S. standards bodies,
Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) and Committee T1 of the Alliance for Telecommu-
nications Industry Solutions (ATIS). Many technologies and systems were submitted to the JTC for
consideration for wireless PCS in the new 1.9-GHz frequency bands for use in the United States [20].
Essentially all of the technologies and systems listed in Table 15.1, and some others, were submitted
in late 1993. It was evident that there were at least two and perhaps three distinctly different classes
of submissions. No systems optimized for packet data were submitted, but some of the technologies
are optimized for voice.

One class of submissions was the group labeled high-power systems, digital cellular (high-tier
PCS) in Table 15.1. These are the technologies discussed previously in this chapter. They are
highly optimized for low-bit-rate voice and, therefore, have somewhat limited capability for serving
packet-data applications. Since it is clear that wireless services to wide ranging high-speed mobiles
will continue to be needed, and that the technology already described for low-tier PCS may not be
optimum for such services, Fig. 15.1 shows a continuing evolution and need in the future for high-
tier PCS systems that are the equivalent of today’s cellular radio. There are more than 100 million
vehicles in the United States alone. In the future, most, if not all, of these will be equipped with
high-tier cellular mobile phones. Therefore, there will be a continuing and rapidly expanding market
for high-tier systems.

Another class of submissions to the JTC [20] included the Japanese personal handyphone system
(PHS) and a technology and system originally developed at Bellcore but carried forward to prototypes
and submitted to the JTC by Motorola and Hughes Network Systems. This system was known
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as wireless access communications systems (WACS).2 These two submissions were so similar in
their design objectives and system characteristics that, with the agreement of the delegations from
Japan and the United States, the PHS and WACS submissions were combined under a new name,
personal access communication systems (PACS), that was to incorporate the best features of both.
This advanced, low-power wireless access system, PACS, was to be known as low-tier PCS. Both
WACS/PACS and Handyphone (PHS) are shown in Table 15.1 as low-tier PCS and represent the
evolution to low-tier PCS in Fig. 15.1. The WACS/PACS/ UDPC system and technology are discussed
in [7, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 31, 32, 50].

In the JTC, submissions for PCS of DECT and CT-2 and their variations were also lumped under
the class of low-tier PCS, even though these advanced digital cordless telephone technologies were
somewhat more limited in their ability to serve all of the low-tier PCS needs. They are included under
digital cordless technologies in Table 15.1. Other technologies and systems were also submitted to the
JTC for high-tier and low-tier applications, but they have not received widespread industry support.

One wireless access application discussed earlier that is not addressed by either high-tier or low-tier
PCS is the high-speed WLAN application. Specialized high-speed WLANs also are likely to find a
place in the future. Therefore, their evolution is also continued in Fig. 15.1. The figure also recognizes
that widespread low-tier PCS can support data at several hundred kilobits per second and, thus, can
satisfy many of the needs of WLAN users.

It is not clear what the future roles are for paging/messaging, cordless telephone appliances, or
wide-area packet-data networks in an environment with widespread contiguous coverage by low-
tier and high-tier PCS. Thus, their extensions into the future are indicated with a question mark in
Fig. 15.1.

Those who may object to the separation of wireless PCS into high-tier and low-tier should review
this section again, and note that we have two tiers of PCS now. On the voice side there is cellular
radio, i.e., high-tier PCS, and cordless telephone, i.e., an early form of low-tier PCS. On the data side
there is wide-area data, i.e., high-tier data PCS, and WLANs, i.e., perhaps a form of low-tier data PCS.
In their evolutions, these all have the trajectories discussed and shown in Fig. 15.1 that point surely
toward low-tier PCS. It is this low-tier PCS that marketing studies continue to project is wanted by
more than half of the U.S. households or by half of the people, a potential market of over 100 million
subscribers in the United States alone. Similar projections have been made worldwide.

{PACS technology [6] has been prototyped by several manufacturers. In 1995 field demonstrations
were run in Boulder, CO at a U.S. West test site using radio ports (base stations) and radio port
control units made by NEC. “Handset” prototypes made by Motorola and Panasonic were trialed.
The handsets and ports were brought together for the first time in Boulder. The highly successful
trial demonstrated the ease of integrating the subsystems of the low-complexity PACS technology and
the overall advantages of PACS from a user’s perspective as noted throughout this chapter. Effective
vehicular speed operation was demonstrated in these tests. Also, Hughes Network Systems (HNS)
has developed and tested many sets of PACS infrastructure technology with different handsets in
several settings and has many times demonstrated highly reliable high vehicular speed (in excess of
70 mi/hr) operation and handoff among several radio ports. Motorola also has demonstrated PACS
equipment in several settings at vehicular speeds as well as for wireless loop applications. Highly
successful demonstrations of PACS prototypes have been conducted from Alaska to Florida, from
New York to California, and in China and elsewhere.

A PACS deployment in China using NEC equipment started to provide service in 1998. The U.S.

2WACS was known previously as Universal Digital Portable Communications (UDPC).
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Service Provider, 21st Century Telesis, is poised to begin a PACS deployment in several states in the
U.S. using infrastructure equipment from HNS and handsets and switching equipment from different
suppliers. Perhaps, with a little more support of these deployments, the public will finally be able to
obtain the benefits of low-tier PCS. }

15.5 Comparisons with Other Technologies

15.5.1 Complexity/Coverage Area Comparisons

Experimental research prototypes of radio ports and subscriber sets [64, 66] have been constructed
to demonstrate the technical feasibility of the radio link requirements in [7]. These WACS prototypes
generally have the characteristics and parameters previously noted, with the exceptions that 1) the
portable transmitter power is lower (10 mW average, 100 mW peak), 2) dynamic power control
and automatic time slot transfer are not implemented, and 3) a rudimentary automatic link-transfer
implementation is based only on received power. The experimental base stations transmit near
2.17 GHz; the experimental subscriber sets transmit near 2.12 GHz. Both operated under a Bellcore
experimental license. The experimental prototypes incorporate application-specific, very large-scale
integrated circuits3 fabricated to demonstrate the feasibility of the low-complexity high-performance
digital signal-processing techniques [63, 64] for symbol timing and coherent bit detection. These
techniques permit the efficient short TDMA bursts having only 100 b that are necessary for low-delay
TDMA implementations. Other digital signal-processing functions in the prototypes are imple-
mented in programmable logic devices. All of the digital signal-processing functions combined
require about 1/10 of the logic gates that are required for digital signal processing in vehicular digital
cellular mobile implementations [42, 62, 63]; that is, this low-complexity PCS implementation having
no delay-dispersion-compensating circuits and no forward error-correction decoding and is about
1/10 as complex as the digital cellular implementations that include these functions.4 The 32 kb/s
ADPCM speech-encoding in the low-complexity PCS implementation is also about 1/10 as complex
as the less than 10-kb/s speech encoding used in digital cellular implementations. This significantly
lower complexity will continue to translate into lower power consumption and cost. It is particularly
important for low-power pocket personal communicators with power control in which the DC power
expended for radio frequency transmitting can be only tens of milliwatts for significant lengths of
time.

The experimental radio links have been tested in the laboratory for detection sensitivity [bit
error rate (BER) vs SNR] [18, 61, 66] and for performance against cochannel interference [1] and
intersymbol interference caused by multipath delay spread [66]. These laboratory tests confirm the
performance of the radio-link techniques. In addition to the laboratory tests, qualitative tests have
beenmade inseveralPCSenvironments tocompare theseexperimentalprototypeswith severalUnited
States CT-1 cordless telephones at 50 MHz, with CT-2 cordless telephones at 900 MHz, and with DCT-
900 cordless telephones at 900 MHz. Some of these comparisons have been reported [8, 71, 84, 85].
In general, depending on the criteria, e.g., either no degradation or limited degradation of circuit
quality, these WACS experimental prototypes covered areas inside buildings that ranged from 1.4

3Applications specific integrated circuits (ASIC), very large-scale integration (VLSI).
4Some indication of VLSI complexity can be seen by the number of people required to design the circuits. For the low-
complexity TDMA ASIC set, only one person part time plus a student part time were required; the complex CDMA ASIC
has six authors on the paper alone.
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to 4 times the areas covered by the other technologies. The coverage areas for the experimental
prototypes were always substantially limited in two or three directions by the outside walls of the
buildings. These area factors could be expected to be even larger if the coverage were not limited by
walls, i.e., once all of abuilding is covered inonedirection, nomore area canbe coverednomatterwhat
the radio link margin. The earlier comparisons [8, 84, 85] were made with only two-branch uplink
diversity before subscriber-set transmitting antenna switching was implemented and, with only one
radio port before automatic radio-link transfer was implemented. The later tests [71] included these
implementations. These reported comparisons agree with similar unreported comparisons made in
a Bellcore Laboratory building. Similar coverage comparison results have been noted for a 900-MHz
ISM-band cordless telephone compared to the 2-GHz experimental prototype. The area coverage
factors (e.g., ×1.4 to ×4) could be expected to be even greater if the cordless technologies had also
been operated at 2 GHz since attenuation inside buildings between similar small antennas is about
7 dB greater at 2 GHz than at 900 MHz [35, 36] and the 900 MHz handsets transmitted only 3 dB less
average power than the 2-GHz experimental prototypes. The greater area coverage demonstrated
for this technology is expected because of the different compromises noted earlier; the following, in
particular.

1. Coherent detection of QAM provides more detection sensitivity than noncoherent de-
tection of frequency-shift modulations [17].

2. Antenna diversity mitigates bursts of errors from multipath fading [66].

3. Error detection and blanking of TDMA bursts having errors significantly improves per-
ceived speech quality [72]. (Undetected errors in the most significant bit cause sharp
audio pops that seriously degrade perceived speech quality.)

4. Robust symbol timing and burst and frame synchronization reduce the number of frames
in error due to imperfect timing and synchronization [66].

5. Transmitting more power from the radio port compared to the subscriber set offsets the
less sensitive subscriber set receiver compared to the port receiver that results from power
and complexity compromises made in a portable set.

Of course, as expected, the low-power (10-mW)radio links cover less area thanhigh-power (0.5-W)
cellular mobile pocketphone radio links because of the 17-dB transmitter power difference resulting
from the compromises discussed previously. In the case of vehicular mounted sets, even more radio-
link advantage accrues to the mobile set because of the higher gain of vehicle-mounted antennas and
higher transmitter power (3 W).

{ The power difference between a low-tier PACS handset and a high-tier PCS or cellular pocket
handset is not as significant in limiting range as is often portrayed. Other differences in deployment
scenarios for low-tier and high-tier systems are as large or even larger factors, e.g., base station
antenna height and antenna gain. This can be seen by considering using the same antennas and
receiver noise figures at base stations and looking at the range of high-tier and low-tier handsets.
High-tier handsets typically transmit a maximum average power of 0.5 watt. The PACS handset
average transmit power is 25 milliwatts (peak power is higher for TDMA, but equal comparisons
can be made considering average power and equivalent receiver sensitivities). This power ratio of
×20 translates to approximately a range reduction of a factor of about 0.5 for an environment with
a distance dependence of 1/(d)4 or a factor of about 0.4 for a 1/(d)3.5 environment. These represent
typical values of distance dependence for PCS and cellular environments. Thus, if the high-tier
handset would provide a range of 5 miles in some environment, the low-tier handset would provide
a range of 2 to 2.5 miles in the same environment, if the base station antennas and receiver noise
figures were the same. This difference in range is no greater than the difference in range between
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high-tier PCS handsets used in 1.9 GHz systems and cellular handsets with the same power used in
800 MHz systems. Range factors are discussed further in the next section. }

15.5.2 {Coverage, Range, Speed, and Environments

Interest has been expressed in having greater range for low-tier PCS technology for low-population-
density areas. One should first note that the range of a wireless link is highly dependent on the
amount of clutter or obstructions in the environment in which it is operated. For example, radio link
calculations that result in a 1400-ft base station (radio-port) separation at 1.9 GHz contain over 50-dB
margin for shadowing from obstructions and multipath effects [25, 37]. Thus, in an environment
without obstructions, e.g., along a highway, the base station separation can be increased at least by a
factor of 4 to over a mile, i.e., 25 dB for an attenuation characteristic of d−4, while providing the same
quality of service, without any changes to the base station or subscriber transceivers, and while still
allowing over 25-dB margin for multipath and some shadowing. This remaining margin allows for
operation of a handset inside an automobile. In such an unobstructed environment, multipath RMS
delay spread [21, 33] will still be less than the 0.5 µs in which PACS was designed to operate [28].

Operation at still greater range along unobstructed highways or at a range of a mile along more
obstructed streets can be obtained in several ways. Additional link gain of 6 dB can be obtained
by going from omnidirectional antennas at base stations to 90◦ sectored antennas (four sectors).
Another 6 dB can be obtained by raising base station antennas by a factor of 2 from 27 ft to 55 ft in
height. This additional 12 dB will allow another factor of 2 increase in range to 2-mile base station
separation along highways, or to about 3000-ft separation in residential areas. Even higher-gain and
taller antennas could be used to concentrate coverage along highways, particularly in rural areas. Of
course, range could be further increased by increasing the power transmitted.

As the range of the low-tier PACS technology is extended in cluttered areas by increasing link
gain, increased RMS delay spread is likely to be encountered. This will require increasing complexity
in receivers. A factor of 2 in tolerance of delay spread can be obtained by interference-canceling
signal combining [76, 77, 78, 79, 80] from two antennas instead of the simpler selection diversity
combining originally used in PACS. This will provide adequate delay-spread tolerance for most
suburban environments [21, 33].

The PACS downlink contains synchronization words that could be used to train a conventional
delay-spread equalizer in subscriber set receivers. Constant-modulus (blind) equalization will pro-
vide greater tolerance to delay spread in base station receivers on the uplink [45, 46, 47, 48] than can
be obtained by interference-cancellation combining from only two antennas. The use of more base-
station antennas and receivers can also help mitigate uplink delay spread. Thus, with some added
complexity, the low-tier PACS technology can work effectively in the RMS delay spreads expected in
cluttered environments for base station separations of 2 miles or so.

The guard time in the PACS TDMA uplink is adequate for 1-mile range, i.e., 2-mile separation
between base station and subscriber transceivers. A separation of up to 3 miles between transceivers
could be allowed if some statistical outage were accepted for the few times when adjacent uplink times-
lots are occupied by subscribers at the extremes of range (near–far). With some added complexity in
assigning timeslots, the assignment of subscribers at very different ranges to adjacent timeslots could
be avoided, and the base station separation could be increased to several miles without incurring ad-
jacent slot interference. A simple alternative in low-density (rural) areas, where lower capacity could
be acceptable and greater range could be desirable, would be to use every other timeslot to ensure
adequate guard time for range differences of many tens of miles. Also, the capability of transmitter
time advance has been added to PACS standard in order to increase the range of operation. Such
time advance is applied in the cellular TDMA technologies.
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The synchronization, carrier recovery, and detection in the low-complexity PACS transceivers will
perform well at highway speeds. The two-receiver diversity used in uplink transceivers also will
perform well at highway speeds. The performance of the single-receiver selection diversity used in
the low-complexity PACS downlink transceivers begins to deteriorate at speeds above about 30 mi/h.
However, at any speed, the performance is always at least as good as that of a single transceiver without
the low-complexity diversity. Also, fading in the relatively uncluttered environment of a highway
is likely to have a less severe Ricean distribution, so diversity will be less needed for mitigating the
fading. Cellular handsets do not have diversity. Of course, more complex two-receiver diversity
could be added to downlink transceivers to provide two-branch diversity performance at highway
speeds. It should be noted that the very short 2.5-ms TDMA frames incorporated into PACS to
provide low transmission delay (for high speech quality) also make the technology significantly less
sensitive to high-speed fading than the longer-frame-period cellular technologies. The short frame
also facilitates the rapid coordination needed to make reliable high-speed handoffs between base
stations. Measurements on radio links to potential handoff base stations can be made rapidly, i.e.,
a measurement on at least one radio link every 2.5 ms. Once a handoff decision is made, signalling
exchanges every 2.5 ms ensure that the radio link handoff is completed quickly. In contrast, the long
frame periods in the high-tier (cellular) technologies prolong the time it takes to complete a handoff.
As noted earlier, high speed handoff has been demonstrated many times with PACS technology and
at speeds over 70 mi/hr. }

15.6 Quality, Capacity, and Economic Issues

Although the several trajectories toward low-tier PCS discussed in the preceding section are clear, it
does not fit the existing wireless communications paradigms. Thus, low-tier PCS has attracted less
attention than the systems and technologies that are compatible with the existing paradigms. Some
examples are cited in the following paragraphs.

The need for intense interaction with an intelligent network infrastructure in order to manage
mobility is not compatible with the cordless telephone appliance paradigm. In that paradigm,
independence of network intelligence and base units that mimic wireline telephones are paramount.

Wireless data systems often do not admit to the dominance of wireless voice communications
and, thus, do not take advantage of the economics of sharing network infrastructure and base station
equipment. Also, wireless voice systems often do not recognize the importance of data and messaging
and, thus, only add them in as bandaids to systems.

The need for a dense collection of many low-complexity, low-cost, low-tier PCS base stations
interconnected with inexpensive fixed-network facilities (copper or fiber based) does not fit the
cellular high-tier paradigm that expects sparsely distributed $1 million cell sites. Also, the need
for high transmission quality to compete with wireline telephones is not compatible with the drive
toward maximizing users-per-cell-site and per megahertz to minimize the number of expensive cell
sites. These concerns, of course, ignore the hallmark of frequency-reusing cellular systems. That
hallmark is the production of almost unlimited overall system capacity by reducing the separation
between base stations. The cellular paradigm does not recognize the fact that almost all houses in
the U.S. have inexpensive copper wires connecting telephones to the telephone network. The use
of low-tier PCS base stations that concentrate individual user services before backhauling in the
network will result in less fixed interconnecting facilities than exist now for wireline telephones.
Thus, inexpensive techniques for interconnecting many low-tier base stations are already deployed
to provide wireline telephones to almost all houses. { The cost of backhaul to many base stations
(radio ports) in a low-tier system is often cited as an economic disadvantage that cannot be overcome.
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However, this perception is based on existing tariffs for T1 digital lines which are excessive considering
current digital subscriber line technology. These tariffs were established many years ago when digital
subscriber line electronics were very expensive. With modern low-cost high-rate digital subscriber
line (HDSL) electronics, the cost of backhaul could be greatly reduced. If efforts were made to revise
tariffs for digital line backhaul based on low cost electronics and copper loops like residential loops,
the resulting backhaul costs would more nearly approach the cost of residential telephone lines. As
it is now, backhaul costs are calculated based on antiquated high T1 line tariffs that were established
for “antique” high cost electronics. }

This list could be extended, but the preceding examples are sufficient, along with the earlier sections
of the paper, to indicate the many complex interactions among circuit quality, spectrum utilization,
complexity (circuit and network), system capacity, and economics that are involved in the design
compromises for a large, high-capacity wireless-access system. Unfortunately, the tendency has been
to ignore many of the issues and focus on only one, e.g., the focus on cell site capacity that drove
the development of digital-cellular high-tier systems in the United States. Interactions among circuit
quality, complexity, capacity, and economics are considered in the following sections.

15.6.1 Capacity, Quality, and Complexity

Although capacity comparisons frequently are made without regard to circuit quality, complexity,
or cost per base station, such comparisons are not meaningful. An example in Table 15.5 compares
capacity factors for U.S. cellular or high-tier PCS technologies with the low-tier PCS technology,
PACS/WACS. The mean opinion scores (MOS) (noted in Table 15.5) for speech coding are discussed
later. Detection of speech activity and turning off the transmitter during times of no activity is
implemented in IS-95. Its impact on MOS also is noted later. A similar technique has been proposed
as E-TDMA for use with IS-54 and is discussed with respect to TDMA system in [29]. Note that
the use of low-bit-rate speech coding combined with speech activity degrades the high-tier system’s
quality by nearly one full MOS point on the five-point MOS scale when compared to 32 kb/s ADPCM.
Tandem encoding is discussed in a later section. These speech quality degrading factors alone provide
a base station capacity increasing factor of ×4 × 2.5 = ×10 over the high-speech-quality low-tier
system! Speech coding, of course, directly affects base station capacity and, thus, overall system
capacity by its effect on the number of speech channels that can fit into a given bandwidth.

TABLE 15.5 Comparison of Cellular (IS-54/IS-95) and Low-Tier PCS

(WACS/PACS). Capacity Comparisons Made without Regard to Quality Factors,

Complexity, and Cost per Base Station Are not Meaningful

Parameter Cellular (High-Tier) Low-Tier PCS Capacity Factor

Speech Coding, kb/s 8 (MOS 3.4) 32 (MOS 4.1) ×4
No tandem coding 3 or 4 tandem

Speech activity Yes (MOS 3.2) No (MOS 4.1) ×2.5

Percentage of good 90 99 ×2
areas, %

Propagation σ , dB 8 10 ×1.5

Total: trading quality for capacity ×30

The allowance of extra system margin to provide coverage of 99% of an area for low-tier PCS versus
90% coverage for high-tier is discussed in the previous section and [29]. This additional quality factor
costs a capacity factor of ×2. The last item in Table 15.5 does not change the actual system, but only
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changes the way that frequency reuse is calculated. The additional 2-dB margin in standard deviation
σ , allowed for coverage into houses and small buildings for low-tier PCS, costs yet another factor of
×1.5 in calculation only. Frequency reuse factors affect the number of sets of frequencies required
and, thus, the bandwidth available for use at each base station. Thus, these factors also affect the base
station capacity and the overall system capacity.

For the example in Table 15.5, significant speech and coverage quality has been traded for a factor
of ×30 in base station capacity! Whereas base station capacity affects overall system capacity directly,
it should be remembered that overall system capacity can be increased arbitrarily by decreasing
the spacing between base stations. Thus, if the PACS low-tier PCS technology were to start with
a base station capacity of ×0.5 of AMPS cellular5 (a much lower figure than the ×0.8 sometimes
quoted [20]), and then were degraded in quality as described above to yield the ×30 capacity factor,
it would have a resulting capacity of ×15 of AMPS! Thus, it is obvious that making such a base station
capacity comparison without including quality is not meaningful.

15.6.2 Economics, System Capacity, and Coverage Area Size

Claims are sometimes made that low-tier PCS cannot be provided economically, even though it is
what the user wants. These claims are often made based on economic estimates from the cellular
paradigm. These include the following.

• Very low estimates of market penetration, much less than cordless telephones, and often
even less than cellular.

• High estimates of base station costs more appropriate to high-complexity, high-cost
cellular technology than to low-complexity, low-cost, low-tier technology.

• Very low estimates of circuit usage time more appropriate to cellular than to cord-
less/wireline telephone usage, which is more likely for low-tier PCS.

• { Backhaul costs based on existing T1 line tariffs that are based on “antique” high cost
digital loop electronics. (See discussion in fourth paragraph at start of Section 15.6.) }

Such economic estimates are often done by making absolute economic calculations based on very
uncertain input data. The resulting estimates for low-tier and high-tier are often closer together
than the large uncertainties in the input data. A perhaps more realistic approach for comparing
such systems is to vary only one or two parameters while holding all others fixed and then looking at
relative economics between high-tier and low-tier systems. This is the approach used in the following
examples.

EXAMPLE 15.1:

In the first example (see Table 15.6), the number of channels per megahertz is held constant for
cellular and for low-tier PCS. Only the spacing is varied between base stations, e.g., cell sites for cellular
and radio ports for low-tier PCS, to account for the differences in transmitter power, antenna height,
etc. In this example, overall system capacity varies directly as the square of base station spacing,
but base station capacity is the same for both cellular and low-tier PCS. For the typical values in the

5Note that the ×0.5 factor is an arbitrary factor taken for illustrating this example. The so-called ×AMPS factors are only
with regard to base station capacity, although they are often misused as system capacity.
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example, the resulting low-tier system capacity is ×400 greater, only because of the closer base station
spacing. If the two systems were to cost the same, the equivalent low-tier PCS base stations would
have to cost less than $2,500.

TABLE 15.6 System Capacity/Coverage Area Size/Economics

Example 15.1

Assume channels/MHz are the same for cellular and PCS
Cell site: spacing = 20.000 ft cost $ = 1 M
PCS port: spacing = 1,000 ft
PCS system capacity is (20000/1000)2 = 400 × cellular capacity

Then, for the system costs to be the same
Port cost = ($ 1 M/400) $2,500 a reasonable figure

If, cell site and port each have 180 channels
Cellular cost/circuit = $ 1 M/180 = $5,555/circuit
PCS cost/circuit = $2500/180 = $14/circuit

Example 15.2

Assume equal cellular and PCS system capacity
Cell site: spacing = 20,000 ft
PCS port: spacing = 1,000 ft

If, a cell site has 180 channels
then, for equal system capacity, a PCS port needs 180/400 < 1 channel/port

Example 15.3

Quality/cost trade
Cell site: Spacing = 20,000 ft cost = $1 M channels = 180
PCS port: Spacing = 1,000 ft cost = $2,500

Cellular to PCS, base station spacing capacity factor = × 400
PCS to cellular quality reduction factors:

32 to 8 kb/s speech ×4
Voice activity (buying) ×2
99–90%good areas ×2
Both in same environment (same σ ) ×1
Capacity factor traded ×16

180 ch/16 = 11.25 channels/port then, $2500/11.25 = $222/circuit
and remaining is ×400/16 = ×25 system capacity of PCS over cellular

This cost is well within the range of estimates for such base stations, including equivalent in-
frastructure. These low-tier PCS base stations are of comparable or lower complexity than cellular
vehicular subscriber sets, and large-scale manufacture will be needed to produce the millions that
will be required. Also, land, building, antenna tower and legal fees for zoning approval, or rental
of expensive space on top of commercial buildings, represent large expenses for cellular cell sites.
Low-tier PCS base stations that are mounted on utility poles and sides of buildings will not incur
such large additional expenses. Therefore, costs of the order of magnitude indicated seem reasonable
in large quantities. Note that, with these estimates, the per-wireless-circuit cost of the low-tier PCS
circuits would be only $14/circuit compared to $5,555/circuit for the high-tier circuits. Even if there
were a factor of 10 error in cost estimates, or a reduction of channels per radio port of a factor of 10,
the per-circuit cost of low-tier PCS would still be only $140/circuit, which is still much less than the
per-circuit cost of high-tier.

EXAMPLE 15.2:

In the second example (see Table 15.6), the overall system capacity is held constant, and the number
of channels/port, i.e., channels/(base station) is varied. In this example, less than 1/2 channel/port
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is needed, again indicating the tremendous capacity that can be produced with close-spaced low-
complexity base stations.

EXAMPLE 15.3:

Since the first two examples are somewhat extreme, the third example (see Table 15.6) uses a more
moderate, intermediate approach. In this example, some of the cellular high-tier channels/(base
station) are traded to yield higher quality low-tier PCS as in the previous subsection. This reduces
the channels/port to 11+, with an accompanying increase in cost/circuit up to $222/circuit, which
is still much less than the $5,555/circuit for the high-tier system. Note, also, that the low-tier system
still has ×25 the capacity of the high-tier system!

Low-tier base station (Port) cost would have to exceed $62,500 for the low-tier per-circuit cost to
exceed that of the high-tier cellular system. Such a high port cost far exceeds any existing realistic
estimate of low-tier system costs.

It can be seen from these examples, and particularly Example 15.3, that the circuit economics of
low-tier PCS are significantly better than for high-tier PCS, if the user demand and density is sufficient
to make use of the large system capacity. Considering the high penetration of cordless telephones,
the rapid growth of cellular handsets, and the enormous market projections for wireless PCS noted
earlier in this chapter, filling such high capacity in the future would appear to be certain. The major
problem is providing rapidly the widespread coverage (buildout) required by the FCC in the United
States. If this unrealistic regulatory demand can be overcome, low-tier wireless PCS promises to
provide the wireless personal communications that everyone wants.

15.6.3 {Loop Evolution and Economics

It is interesting to note that several wireless loop applications are aimed at reducing cost by replacing
parts of wireline or CATV loops with wireless links between transceivers. The economics of these
applications are driven by the replacing of labor-intensive wireline and cable technologies with mass-
produced solid-state electronics in transceivers.

Consider first a cordless telephone base unit. The cordless base-unit transceiver usually serves one
or, at most, two handsets at the end of one wireline loop. Now consider moving such a base unit back
along the copper-wire-pair loop end a distance that can be reliably covered by a low-power wireless
link [25, 31], i.e., several hundred to a thousand feet or so, and mounting it on a utility pole or a street
light pole. This replaces the copper loop end with the wireless link. Many additional copper loop
ends to other subscribers will be contained within a circle around the pole having a maximum usable
radius of this wireless link. Replace all of the copper loop ends within the circle with cordless base
units on the same pole. Note that this process replaces the most expensive parts of these many loops,
i.e., the many individual loop ends, with the wireless links from cordless handsets to“equivalent”
cordless base units on a pole. Of course, being mounted outside will require somewhat stronger
enclosures and means of powering the base units, but these additional costs are considerably more
than offset by eliminating the many copper wire drops.

It is instructive to consider how many subscribers could be collected at a pole containing base units.
Consider, as an example, a coverage square of 1400 ft on a side (PACS will provide good coverage
over this range, i.e., for base unit pole separations of about 1400 ft, at 1.9 GHz). Within this square
will be 45 houses for a 1 house/acre density typical of low-housing-density areas, or 180 houses
for 4 house/acre density more typical of high-density single-family housing areas. These represent
significant concentration of traffic at a pole.
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Because of the trunking advantage of the significant number of subscribers concentrated at a pole,
they can share a smaller number of base unit, i.e., wireless base unit transceivers, than there are
wireless subscriber sets. Therefore, the total cost compared with having a cordless base unit per
subscriber also is reduced by the concentration of users.

A single PACS transceiver will support simultaneously eight TDMA channels or circuits at 32 kb/s
(or 16 at 16 kb/s or 32 at 8 kb/s) [56]. Of these, one channel is reserved for system control. The
cost of such moderate-rate transceivers is relatively insensitive to the number of channels supported;
i.e., the cost of such an 8-channel (or 16 or 32) transceiver will be significantly less than twice the
cost of a similar one-channel transceiver. Thus, another economic advantage accrues to this wireless
loop approach from using time-multiplexed (TDMA) transceivers instead of single-channel-per-
transceiver cordless telephone base units.

For an offered traffic of 0.06 Erlang, a typical busy-hour value for a wireline subscriber, a seven-
channel transceiver could serve about 40 subscribers at 1% blocking, based on the Erlang B queuing
discipline. From the earlier example, such a transceiver could serve most of the 45 houses within a
1400-ft square. Considering partial penetration, the transceiver capacity is more than adequate for
the low-density housing.6

Considering the high-density example of 4 houses/acre, a seven-channel transceiver could serve
only about 20% of the subscribers within a 1400-ft square. If the penetration became greater
than about 20%, either additional transceivers, perhaps those of other service providers, or closer
transceiver spacing would be required.

Another advantageous economic factor for wireless loops results when considering time-
multiplexed transmission in the fixed distribution facilities. For copper or fiber digital subscriber
loop carrier (SLC), e.g., T1 or high-rate digital subscriber line (HDSL), a demultiplexing/multiplexing
terminal and drop interface are required at the end of the time-multiplexed SLC line to provide the
individual circuits for each subscriber loop-end circuit, i.e., for each drop. The most expensive part
of such an SLC terminating unit is the subscriber line cards that provide per-line interfaces for each
subscriber drop. Terminating a T1 or HDSL line on a wireless loop transceiver eliminates all per-line
interfaces, i.e., all line cards, the most expensive part of a SLC line termination. Thus, the greatly
simplified SLC termination can be incorporated within a TDMA wireless loop transceiver, resulting
in another cost savings over the conventional copper-wire-pair telephone loop end.

The purpose of the previous discussions is not to give an exact system design or economic analysis,
but to illustrate the inherent economic advantages of low-power wireless loops over copper loop ends
and over copper loop ends with cordless telephone base units. Some economic analyses have found
wireless loop ends to be more economical than copper loop ends when subscribers use low-power
wireless handsets. Rizzo and Sollenberger [56] have also discussed the advantageous economics of
PACS wireless loop technology in the context of low-tier PCS.

The discussions in this section can be briefly summarized as follows. Replacing copper wire
telephone loop ends with low-complexity wireless loop technology like PACS can produce economic
benefits in at least four ways. These are.

1. Replacing the most expensive part of a loop, the per-subscriber loop-end, with a wireless
link.

2. Taking advantage of trunking in concentrating many wireless subscriber loops into a

6The range could be extended by using higher base unit antennas, by using higher-gain directional (sectored) antennas,
and/or by increasing the maximum power that can be transmitted.
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smaller number of wireless transceiver channels.

3. Reducing the cost of wireless transceivers by time multiplexing (TDMA) a few (7, 15, or
31) wireless loop circuits (channels) in each transceiver.

4. Eliminating per-line interface cards in digital subscriber line terminations by terminating
time-multiplexed subscriber lines in the wireless loop transceivers. }

15.7 Other Issues

Several issues in addition to those addressed in the previous two sections continue to be raised with
respect to low-tier PCS. These are treated in this section.

15.7.1 Improvement of Batteries

Frequently, the suggestion is made that battery technology will improve so that high-power handsets
will be able to provide the desired 5 or 6 hours of talk time in addition to 10 or 12 hours of standby
time, and still weigh less than one-fourth of the weight of today’s smallest cellular handset batteries.
This hope does not take into account the maturity of battery technology, and the long history (many
decades) of concerted attempts to improve it. Increases in battery capacity have come in small
increments, a few percent, and very slowly over many years, and the shortfall is well over a factor of
10. In contrast, integrated electronics and radio frequency devices needed for low-power low-tier
PCS continue to improve and to decrease in cost by factors of greater than 2 in time spans on the
order of a year or so. It also should be noted that, as the energy density of a battery is increased, the
energy release rate per volume must also increase in order to supply the same amount of power. If
energy storage density and release rate are increased significantly, the difference between a battery
and a bomb become indistinguishable! The likelihood of a ×10 improvement in battery capacity
appears to be essentially zero. If even a modest improvement in battery capacity were possible, many
people would be driving electric vehicles.

{ As noted in the addition to the “Reality Check” section, new lithium batteries have become the
batteries of choice for the smallest cellular/high-tier PCS handsets. While these lithium batteries have
higher energy density than earlier nickel cadmium batteries, they still fall far short of the factor of
10 improvement that was needed to make long talk time, small size, and low weight possible. With
the much larger advance in electronics, the battery is even more dominant in the size and weight
of the newest cellular handsets. The introduction of these batteries incurred considerable startup
pain because of the greater fire and explosive hazard associated with lithium materials, i.e., closer
approach to a bomb. Further attempts in this direction will be even more hazardous. }

15.7.2 People Only Want One Handset

This issue is often raised in support of high-tier cellular handsets over low-tier handsets. Whereas
the statement is likely true, the assumption that the handset must work with high-tier cellular is not.
Such a statement follows from the current large usage of cellular handsets; but such usage results
because that is the only form of widespread wireless service currently available, not because it is
what people want. The statement assumes inadequate coverage of a region by low-tier PCS, and that
low-tier handsets will not work in vehicles. The only way that high-tier handsets could serve the
desires of people discussed earlier would be for an unlikely breakthrough in battery technology to
occur. A low-tier system, however, can cover economically any large region having some people in
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it. (It will not cover rural or isolated areas but, by definition, there is essentially no one there to want
communications anyway.)

Low-tier handsets will work in vehicles on village and city streets at speeds up to 30 or 40 mi/h,
and the required handoffs make use of computer technology that is rapidly becoming inexpensive.
{ As noted earlier, vehicular speed handoff is readily accomplished with PACS. Reliable handoff has
been demonstrated for PACS at speeds in excess of 70 mi/hr. } Highways between populated areas,
and also streets within them, will need to be covered by high-tier cellular PCS, but users are likely to
use vehicular sets in these cellular systems. Frequently the vehicular mobile user will want a different
communications device anyway, e.g., a hands-free phone. The use of hands-free phones in vehicles is
becoming a legal requirement in some places now and is likely to become a requirement in many more
places in the future. Thus, handsets may not be legally usable in vehicles anyway. With widespread
deployment of low-tier PCS systems, the one handset of choice will be the low-power, low-tier PCS
pocket handset or voice/data communicator.

{ As discussed in earlier sections, it is quite feasible economically to cover highways between cities
with low-tier systems, if the low-tier base stations have antennas with the same height and gain as
used for cellular and high-tier PCS systems. (The range penalty for the lower power was noted earlier
to be only on the order of 1/2, or about the same as the range penalty in going from 800 MHz cellular
to 1.9 GHz high-tier PCS.) }

There are approaches for integrating low-tier pocket phones or pocket communicators with high-
tier vehicular cellular mobile telephones. The user’s identity could be contained either in memory
in the low-tier set or in a small smart card inserted into the set, as is a feature of the European GSM
system. When entering an automobile, the small low-tier communicator or card could be inserted
into a receptacle in a high-tier vehicular cellular set installed in the automobile.7 The user’s identity
would then be transferred to the mobile set. { “Car adapters” that have a cradle for a small cellular
handset providing battery charging and connection to an outside antenna are quite common — e.g.,
in Sweden use of such adapters is commonplace. Thus, this concept has already evolved significantly,
even for the disadvantaged cellular handsets when they are used in vehicles. } The mobile set could
then initiate a data exchange with the high-tier system, indicating that the user could now receive calls
at that mobile set. This information about the user’s location would then be exchanged between the
network intelligence so that calls to the user could be correctly routed.8 In this approach the radio
sets are optimized for their specific environments, high-power, high-tier vehicular or low-power,
low-tier pedestrian, as discussed earlier, and the network access and call routing is coordinated by
the interworking of network intelligence. This approach does not compromise the design of either
radio set or radio system. It places the burden on network intelligence technology that benefits from
the large and rapid advances in computer technology.

The approach of using different communications devices for pedestrians than for vehicles is con-
sistent with what has actually happened in other applications of technology in similarly different
environments. For example, consider the case of audio cassette tape players. Pedestrians often carry
and listen to small portable tape players with lightweight headsets (e.g., a Walkman).9 When one of
these people enters an automobile, he or she often removes the tape from the Walkman and inserts
it into a tape player installed in the automobile. The automobile player has speakers that fill the car

7Inserting the small personal communicator in the vehicular set would also facilitate charging the personal communicator’s
battery.
8This is a feature proposed for FPLMTS in CCIR Rec. 687.
9Walkman is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation.
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with sound. The Walkman is optimized for a pedestrian, whereas the vehicular-mounted player is
optimized for an automobile. Both use the same tape, but they have separate tape heads, tape trans-
ports, audio preamps, etc. They do not attempt to share electronics. In this example, the tape cassette
is the information-carrying entity similar to the user identification in the personal communications
example discussed earlier. The main points are that the information is shared among different devices
but that the devices are optimized for their environments and do not share electronics.

Similarly, a high-tier vehicular-cellular set does not need to share oscillators, synthesizers, signal
processing, or even frequency bands or protocols with a low-tier pocket-size communicator. Only
the information identifying the user and where he or she can be reached needs to be shared among
the intelligence elements, e.g., routing logic, databases, and common channel signalling [26, 29]
of the infrastructure networks. This information exchange between network intelligence functions
can be standardized and coordinated among infrastructure subnetworks owned and operated by
different business entities (e.g., vehicular cellular mobile radio networks and intelligent low-tier
PCS networks). Such standardization and coordination are the same as are required today to pass
intelligence among local exchange networks and interexchange carrier networks.

15.7.3 Other Environments

Low-tier personal communications can be provided to occupants of airplanes, trains, and buses by
installing compatible low-tier radio access ports inside these vehicles. The ports can be connected to
high-power, high-tier vehicular cellular mobile sets or to special air-ground or satellite-based mobile
communications sets. Intelligence between the internal ports and mobile sets could interact with
cellular mobile, air-ground, or satellite networks in one direction, using protocols and spectrum allo-
cated for that purpose, and with low-tier personal communicators in the other direction to exchange
user identification and route calls to and from users inside these large vehicles. Radio isolation be-
tween the low-power units inside the large metal vehicles and low-power systems outside the vehicles
can be ensured by using windows that are opaque to the radio frequencies. Such an approach also has
been considered for automobiles, i.e., a radio port for low-tier personal communications connected
to a cellular mobile set in a vehicle so that the low-tier personal communicator can access a high-tier
cellular network. (This could be done in the United States using unlicensed PCS frequencies within
the vehicle.)

15.7.4 Speech Quality Issues

All of the PCS and cordless telephone technologies that use CCITT standardized 32-kb/s ADPCM
speech encoding can provide similar error-free speech distortion quality. This quality often is rated
on a five-point subjective mean opinion score (MOS) with 5 excellent, 4 good, 3 fair, 2 poor, and
1 very poor. The error-free MOS of 32-kb/s ADPCM is about 4.1 and degrades very slightly with
tandemencodings. Tandemencodings couldbeexpected ingoing fromadigital-radioPCSaccess link,
through a network using analog transmission or 64-kb/s PCM, and back to another digital-radio PCS
access link on the other end of the circuit. In contrast, a low-bit-rate (<10-kb/s) vocoder proposed for
a digital cellular system was recently reported [54] to yield an MOS of 3.4 on an error-free link without
speech-activity detection. This score dropped to 3.2 when speech-activity detection was implemented
to increase system capacity. This nearly one full point decrease on the five-point MOS score indicates
significant degradation below accepted CCITT wireline speech distortion quality. Either almost half
of the population must have rated it as poor or most of the population must have rated it as only fair.
It should also be noted that these MOS scores may not reflect additional degradation that may occur
in low-bit-rate speech encoding when the speech being encoded is combined with acoustical noise in
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a mobile environment, e.g., tire, wind, and engine noise in automobiles and street noise, background
talking, etc., in handheld phone environments along streets and in buildings. Comments from actual
users of low-bit-rate speech technology in acoustically noisy environments suggest that the MOS
scores just quoted are significantly degraded in these real world environments. Waveform coders,
e.g., ADPCM are not likely to experience degradation from such background noise. In addition, the
low-bit-rate speech encoding is not at all tolerant of the tandem speech encodings that will inevitably
occur for PCS for many years. That is, when low-bit-rate speech is transcoded to a different encoding
format, e.g., to 64 kb/s as is used in many networks or from an IS-54 phone on one end to a GSM or
IS-95 phone on the other end, the speech quality deteriorates precipitously. Although this may not
be a serious issue for a vehicular mobile user who has no choice other than not to communicate at
all, it is likely to be a serious issue in an environment where a wireline telephone is available as an
alternative. It is also less serious when there are few mobile-to-mobile calls through the network, but
as wireless usage increases and digital mobile-to-mobile calls become commonplace, the marginal
transcoded speech quality is likely to become a serious issue. These comments in this paragraph are
generally applicable to speech encoding at rates of 13 kb/s or less. { The predictions above about the
seriousness of the speech coding quality issues have been proven to be true in virtually all cellular
technologies [2, 5]. The much touted speech quality of the original IS-95 CDMA 8 kb/s QCELP
speech coder proved to be unacceptable to users.

The 8 kb/s speech coder was replaced with a 13 kb/s speech coder when IS-95 CDMA technology
was deployed for high-tier PCS at 1.9 GHz. Many of the 800 MHz CDMA systems are converting
or considering converting to the higher bit rate coder to improve their speech quality. This change
was accompanied by a base station capacity reduction of 1/3, but the CDMA advocates seldom
acknowledge this fact. The GSM effort to create a “half-rate” speech coder was redirected to develop
an improved speech quality coder at 13 kb/s that would be less sensitive to acoustic background noise,
bit errors, tandem encoding, etc. The quality of the new coder is better under some conditions. The
8 kb/s North American TDMA/IS-136 speech coder was redesigned to improve speech quality. Some
improvement has been achieved. In all these revised coder cases, the issues discussed above in the
original article still apply. }

In the arena of transmission delay, the short-frame (2-ms) FDMA/TDD and TDMA technologies
(e.g., CT-2andWACSnotedearlier) can readilyprovide single-radio-link round-tripdelaysof<10ms
and, perhaps, even <5 ms. The longer frame (10 ms and greater) cordless-phone TDMA technolo-
gies, e.g., DCT-900/CT-3/DECT and some ISM-band implementations, inherently have a single-link
round-trip delay of at least 20 ms and can range 30-40 ms or more in some implementations. As
mentioned earlier, the digital vehicular-cellular technologies with low-bit-rate speech encoding, bit
interleaving, forward error-correction decoding, and relatively long frame time (∼16–20 ms) result
in single-link round-trip delays on the order of 200 ms, well over an order of magnitude greater than
the short-frame technologies, and on the same order of magnitude as a single-direction synchronous
satellite link. { Even with the somewhat improved low bit rate speech coders noted previously, the
transmission delay remains excessive for all of the cellular/high-tier PCS digital technologies. } It
should be noted that almost all United States domestic long-distance telephone circuits have been
removed from such satellite links, and many international satellite links also are being replaced by
undersea fiber links. These long-distance-circuit technology changes are made partially to reduce
the perceptual impairment of long transmission delay.

15.7.5 New Technology

New technology, e.g., spread spectrum or CDMA, is sometimes offered as a solution to both the
higher-tier cell site capacity and transmitter power issues. As these new technologies are pursued
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vigorously, however, it becomes increasingly evident that the early projections were considerably
overoptimistic, that the base station capacity will be about the same as other technologies [29], and
that the high complexity will result in more, not less, power consumption.

With the continuing problems and delays in initial deployments, there is increasing concern
throughout the industry as to whether CDMA is a viable technology for high-capacity cellular appli-
cations. With the passage of time, it is becoming more obvious that Viterbi was correct in his 1985
paper in which he questioned the use of spread spectrum for commercial communications [73].

The IS-95 proposal is considerably more technically sophisticated than earlier spread spectrum
proposals. It includes fast feedback control of mobile transmitter power, heavy forward error correc-
tion, speech detection and speech-encoding rate adjustment to take advantage of speech inactivity,
and multiple receiver correlators to latch onto and track resolvable multipath maxima [57]. The
spreading sequence rate is 1.23 MHz.

The near–far problem is addressed directly and elegantly on the uplink by a combination of the fast-
feedback power control and a technique called soft handoff that permits the instantaneous selection
of the best paths between a mobile and two cell sites. Path selection is done on a frame-by-frame
basis when paths between a mobile and the two cell sites are within a specified average level (perhaps
6–10 dB) for each other. This soft handoff provides a form of macroscopic diversity [10] between
pairs of cell sites when it is advantageous. Increasing capacity by soft handoff requires precise time
synchronization (on the order of a microsecond) among all cell sites in a system. An advantage of
this proposal is that frequency coordination is not needed among cell sites since all sites can share a
frequency channel. Coordination of the absolute time delays of spreading sequences among cell sites
is required, however, since these sequence delays are used to distinguish different cell sites for initial
access and for soft handoff. Also, handoff from one frequency to another is complicated.

Initially, the projected cell site capacity of this CDMA system, determined by mathematical anal-
ysis and computer simulation of simplified versions of the system, was ×20 to ×40 that of the
analog AMPS, with a coverage criterion of 99% of the covered area [11]. However, some other early
estimates [83] suggested that the factors were more likely to be ×6 to ×8 of AMPS.

A limited experiment was run in San Diego, California, during the fourth quarter of 1991 under the
observation of cellular equipment vendors and service providers. This experiment had 42–62 mobile
units in fewer than thatmanyvehicles,10 and fourorfivecell sites, onewith three sectors. Well overhalf
of themobilesneeded toprovide the interferenceenvironment for systemcapacity testswere simulated
by hardware noise simulation by a method not yet revealed for technical assessment. Estimates of
the cell site capacity from this CDMA experiment center around ×10 that of AMPS [12, 54]11 with
coverage criteria <99%, perhaps 90-95%, and with other capacity estimates ranging between ×8 and
×15.

This experiment did not exercise several potential capacity-reducing factors; the following, for
example.

1. Only four cells participated in capacity tests. The test mobiles were all located in a
relatively limited area and had limited choices of cell sites with which to communicate
for soft handoffs. This excludes the effects of selecting a strong cell-site downlink for soft
handoff that does not have the lowest uplink attenuation because of uncorrelated uplink
and downlink multipath fading at slow vehicle speeds [3].

10Some vehicles contained more than one mobile unit.
11AT&T stated that the San Diego data supported a capacity improvement over analog cellular of at least ×10.
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2. The distribution of time-dispersed energy in hilly environments like San Diego usually is
more concentrated around one or two delays than is the dispersed energy scattered about
in heavily built-up urban areas like downtown Manhattan [13, 14], or Chicago. Energy
concentrated at one or two delays is more fully captured by the limited number of receiver
correlators than is energy more evenly dispersed in time.

3. Network delay in setting up soft handoff channels can result in stronger paths to other
cell sites than to the one controlling uplink transmitter power. This effect can be more
pronounced when coming out of shadows of tall buildings at intersections in heavily
built-up areas. The effect will not occur as frequently in a system with four or five cell
sites as it will in a large, many cell site system.

All of these effects and others [4] will increase the interference in a large system, similarly to
the increase in interference that results from additional mobiles and, thus, will decrease cell site
capacity significantly below that estimated in the San Diego trial. Factors like these have been shown
to reduce the San Diego estimate of ×10 to an expected CDMA capacity of ×5 or ×6 of analog
AMPS [3, 4, 13]. This further reduction in going from a limited experiment to a large-scale system in
a large metropolitan area is consistent with the reduction already experienced in going from simplified
theoretical estimates to the limited experiment in a restricted environment. { There are many “small”
effects that decrease the performance and, thus, the base station capacity of actual mobile CDMA
systems compared to calculations of performance based on ideal assumptions — e.g., stationary
channel and additive white Gaussian noise analysis. Some of these effects, in addition to those
noted above, included inaccuracy in assigning correlators (“fingers”) to time varying statistically
nonstationary multiple “paths” at different delays when many “paths” exist, and lack of diversity
because many environments have delay spreads less than the resolution of correlators. }

The San Diego trial also indicated a higher rate of soft(er) handoffs [54] between antenna sectors
at a single cell site than expected for sectors well isolated by antenna patterns. This result suggests
a lower realizable sectorization gain because of reflected energy than would be expected from more
idealized antennas and locations. This could further reduce the estimated cell site capacity of a
large-scale system.

Even considering the aforementioned factors, capacity increases of ×5 or ×6 are significant. These
estimates, however, are consistent with the factor of×3 obtained from low-bit-rate (<10-kb/s) speech
coding and the ×2 to ×2.5 obtained by taking advantage of speech pauses. These factors result in
an expected increase of ×6–7.5, with none of these speech-processing-related contributions being
directly attributable to the spread-spectrumprocessing inCDMA.These results are consistentwith the
factor of ×6–8 estimate made earlier [83] and are not far from the factor of ×8 quoted recently [86].

Thus, it is clear that new high-complexity, high-tier technology will not be a substitute for low-
complexity, low-power, low-tier PCS.

{ Since the writing for the first edition of this handbook, IS-95 based CDMA systems have been
deployed and are providing service in several parts of the world, e.g., the U.S.A., Korea, and Hong
Kong. The “high priests” and the “disciples” of CDMA continue to espouse their “belief” in the
superiority of their CDMA technology. Good hard data on system performance is still scarce and of
questionable reliability. However, there is sufficient evidence from some “usually reliable sources”
and from “conversations in the halls” to confirm that, not only does CDMA not perform as well
as was originally promised, but also in many places it is likely to be providing performance that is
inferior to the other high-tier digital technologies. In spite of the continuing dismal failures of CDMA
technology to meet the early claims for it, a significant fraction of the wireless industry appears to be
committed to pursuing variations of CDMA for future applications. At this time it is not obvious
how many more redesign and reprogramming failures, or perhaps even failures of manufacturing
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companies and service providers will be needed to overcome the religiously fanatic attachment of a
part of the industry to CDMA. It appears that some are heavily committed again to “sweep on to the
grand fallacy.” Viterbi may even have been over optimistic about CDMA in 1985 [73], but he was
correct in the way it attracts advocates.

IS-95 CDMA has failed to satisfy any of the major claims made for it in the late 1980s and early
1990s. The listing in Table 15.7 and the following discussion cites specific claims that have NOT been
met now that reality has set in.

TABLE 15.7 CDMA Scoresheet

Early Claim Reality

Easy to install and expand Many “parameters” to adjust; adjustment is very
(no frequency planning) difficult; many software revisions required

“Capacity” of AMPS ×20 AMPS ×3 or 4; AMPS × <3?
(with high expectation of (at unspecified but likely high call dropping rate)
AMPS ×40) (continuously revised downward over time)

No more dropped calls More dropped calls than other technologies
(some reports say up to 40% dropped calls when
system is loaded!)

No problem with interference Can’t live with interference from AMPS or other
(CDMA “loves” interference) sources

Greater range and coverage System coverage “breathes” as loading
than other technologies increases; range often is less than other

technologies

“Toll quality” 8 kb/s QCELP Original 8 kb/s QCELP speech quality worse than
speech VSELP in TDMA; required change to 13 kb/s

coder (change reduced “capacity”)

Much of the original CDMA hype was focused on undefined cell site capacity (see text from
original Handbook, particularly this section and the section on “Capacity, Quality, and Complexity.”)
Information from many sources (e.g., [9], Benjamin and Lusignan, 1997 — Benjamin is with Lucent
Technologies; Lusignan with Stanford University; [40, 49, 69], etc.) suggest that with 13 kb/s speech
coding, “fully loaded” systems may provide base station capacities on the order of AMPS ×3 or
perhaps ×4. However, the meaning of fully loaded is not well defined. If it is taken to be at a very
high call dropping rate (sometimes said to be as high as 40%!), perhaps even these low factors are
again unrealistically inflated. A usable system loading must provide an acceptable call dropping rate,
perhaps 1% or less. If loading is reduced to provide sufficient operating margin to prevent too many
dropped calls, perhaps the usable base station capacity may be even significantly less than AMPS ×3.
(Note: Publicly presented CDMA claims have been consistently inflated in the past. Why should we
be any more inclined to believe them now?) The capacity situation is so bad that the CDMA crowd
doesn’t even want to discuss this topic anymore. They now attempt to shift attention to the fact that
there are operating CDMA systems, and try to brush aside the fact CDMA performance is so very
poor. Low capacity has a significant negative impact on the economics of systems; high call dropping
rates have a significant negative impact on service quality.

Another big early claim for CDMA was that it was easy to install and expand, that is, that it
needed little engineering and planning for installation because it didn’t require frequency reuse
and power coordination among base stations. In reality, many parameters require adjustment and
critical thresholds require setting for a system to provide even the low capacity numbers cited above.
Many software revisions have been made in attempts to cope with fundamental problems that keep
appearing and reappearing in new deployments and expansions. Deployments and service starts
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have been consistently late by many months and even years. [40, 69, and others]. A partial list of late
CDMA deployments that required many months or even years of “parameter adjustment” and/or
“software revisions” and/or “redesign” include those in Seattle, WA, U.S.A. (800 MHz); Los Angeles,
CA, U.S.A. (800 MHz); Hong Kong, China (800 MHz); Trenton, NJ, U.S.A.; Seoul, Korea (800 MHz);
Houston and Dallas, TX, U.S.A. (1.9 GHz); etc. As these systems were deployed a consistent pattern
developed. Announcements would concentrate on a projected future service date, e.g., Seattle, 1Q
1994. When that date approached, news focused on yet another service date elsewhere, e.g., after
Seattle was Los Angeles, to divert attention from the deployment problems causing large slips in
earlier announcements. Sometimes when service date slips became excessive, sizes of deployed areas
were revised downward, and “trials” were substituted for service starts, e.g., Los Angeles. This
pattern continued through the early deployments and service eventually was started on systems,
even though their performance was significantly below earlier claims. Excuses for slips were often
vague, for example: software problems (e.g., Seattle, Hong Kong, and Korea); adjusting parameters
(e.g., Seattle, Houston, and Dallas); too much interference from AMPS (e.g., Los Angeles); not
enough multipath! (e.g., Seattle). These sound like descriptions of attempts to overcome some of
the fundamental problems in mobile CDMA systems. In any event it is obvious that CDMA is not
easy to install and is likely more difficult to adjust than other technologies.

The CDMA speech quality issue was discussed earlier in the “Speech Quality Issues” section. It is
just another example of unrealistic initial claims.

Throughout the CDMA debate over almost 10 years, when unrealistic claims were questioned and
even when sound technical analysis was cited by more conservative members of the wireless technical
community, including this author, these members were immediately branded as heretics and their
concerns were dismissed with rhetoric by the high priests and their disciples. (In the technical world,
“never have so many been misled for so long by so few!”) However, as deployments have proceeded
and reality set in, even the more conservative initial assessments have, unfortunately, turned out to be
somewhat optimistic. Thus, even the conservative heretics in the community now appear to be in the
unfortunate position of having also been overoptimistic in their initial estimates of the performance
of IS-95 CDMA. }

Statistical Multiplexing, Speech Activity, CDMA, and TDMA

Factors of ×2–2.5 have been projected for the capacity increase possible by taking advantage
of pauses in speech. It has been suggested that implementing statistical multiplexing is easier for
CDMA systems because it is sometimes thought to be time consuming to negotiate channels for
speech spurts for implementation in TDMA systems. The most negative quality-impacting factor in
implementing statistical multiplexing for speech, however, is not in obtaining a channel when needed
but is in the detection of the onset of speech, particularly in an acoustically noisy environment. The
effect of clipping at the onset of speech is evident in the MOS scores noted for the speech-activity
implementation in the United States cellular CDMA proposal discussed earlier (i.e., an MOS of 3.4
without statistical multiplexing and of 3.2 with it). The degradation in MOS can be expected to be
even greater for encoding that starts with a higher MOS, e.g., 32-kb/s ADPCM.

It was noted earlier that the proposed cellular CDMA implementation was ×10 as complex as the
proposed WACS wireless access for personal communications TDMA implementation. From earlier
discussion, the CDMA round-trip delay approaches 200 ms, whereas the short 2-ms-frame TDMA
delay is <10-ms round trip. It should be noted that the TDMA architecture could permit negotiation
for time slots when speech activity is detected. Since the TDMA frames already have capability for
exchange of signalling data, added complexity for statistical multiplexing of voice could readily be
added within less than 200 ms of delay and less than ×10 in complexity. That TDMA implementation
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supports 8 circuits at 32 kb/s or 16 circuits at 16 kb/s for each frequency. These are enough circuits
to gain benefit from statistical multiplexing. Even more gain could be obtained at radio ports that
support two or three frequencies and, thus, have 16–48 circuits over which to multiplex.

Astatisticalmultiplexingprotocol for speechanddatahasbeenresearchedatRutgersWINLAB[39].
The Rutgers packet reservation multiple access (PRMA) protocol has been used to demonstrate the
feasibility of increasing capacity onTDMAradio links. ThesePRMATDMAradio links are equivalent
to slotted ALOHA packet-data networks. Transmission delays of less than 50 ms are realizable. The
capacity increase achievable depends on the acceptable packet-dropping ratio. This increase is soft
in that a small increase in users causes a small increase in packet-dropping ratio. This is analogous
to the soft capacity claimed for CDMA.

Thus, for similar complexity and speech quality, there appears to be no inherent advantage of
either CDMA or TDMA for the incorporation of statistical multiplexing. It is not included in the
personal communications proposal but is included in cellular proposals because of the different
speech-quality/complexity design compromises discussed throughout this chapter, not because of
any inherent ease of incorporating it in any particular access technology.

15.7.6 High-Tier to Low-Tier or Low-Tier to High-Tier Dual Mode

Industry and the FCC in the United States appear willing to embrace multimode handsets for oper-
ating in very different high-tier cellular systems, e.g., analog FM AMPS, TDMA IS-54, and CDMA
IS-95. Such sets incur significant penalties for dual mode operation with dissimilar air interface
standards and, of course, incur the high-tier complexity penalties.

It has been suggested that multimode high-tier and low-tier handsets could be built around one
air-interface standard, for example, TDMA IS-54 or GSM. When closely spaced low-power base
stations were available, the handset could turn off unneeded power-consuming circuitry, e.g., the
multipath equalizer. The problem with this approach is that the handset is still encumbered with
power-consuming and quality-reducing signal processing inherent in the high-tier technology, e.g.,
error correction decoding and low-bit-rate speech encoding and decoding.

{ With widespread and successful deployment of GSM, perhaps an initial dual-mode strategy of
GSM and PACS could be desirable. Of all the high-tier and low-tier technologies, GSM and PACS
appear most compatible for dual-mode handset and base station implementation. They are consider-
ably more compatible than the dual-mode combinations, e.g., AMPS/IS-54/IS-136 and AMPS/IS-95,
already implemented. }

An alternative dual-mode low-tier, high-tier system based on a common air-interface standard
can be configured around the low-tier PACS/WACS system, if such a dual-mode system is deemed
desirable in spite of the discussion in this chapter. The range of PACS can readily be extended by
increasing transmitter power and/or the height and gain of base station antennas. With increased
range, the multipath delay spread will be more severe in some locations [21, 22, 33]. Two different
solutions to the increased delay spread can be employed, one for the downlink and another for the
uplink. The PACS radio-link architecture has a specified bit sequence, i.e., a unique word, between
each data word on the TDM downlink [7, 28]. This unique word can be used as a training sequence
for setting the tap weights of a conventional equalizer added to subscriber sets for use in a high-tier
PACS mode. Since received data can be stored digitally [62, 65], tap weights can be trimmed, if
necessary, by additional passes through an adaptive equalizer algorithm, e.g., a decision feedback
equalizer algorithm.

The PACS TDMA uplink has no unique word. The high-tier uplink, however, will terminate on
a base station that can support greater complexity but still be no more complex than the high-tier
cellular technologies. Research at Stanford University has indicated that blind equalization, using
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constant-modulus algorithms (CMA), [58, 70], can be effective for equalizing the PACS uplink.
Techniques have been developed for converging the CMA equalizer on the short TDMA data burst.

{ See earlier added section on “Coverage, Range, Speed and Environments.” }
The advantages of building a dual-mode high-tier, low-tier PCS system around the low-tier PACS

air-interface standard follow.

1. The interface can still support small low-complexity, low-power, high-speech-quality
low-tier handsets.

2. Both data and voice can be supported in a PACS personal communicator.

3. In high-tier low-tier dual mode PACS sets, circuits used for low-tier operation will also
be used for high-tier operation, with additional circuits being activated only for high-tier
operation.

4. The flexibility built into the PACS radio link to handle different data rates from 8 kb/s to
several hundred kb/s will be available to both modes of operation.

15.8 Infrastructure Networks

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to consider the details of PCS network infrastructures. There are,
however, perhaps as many network issues as there are wireless access issues discussed herein [26, 32,
43, 81]. With the possible exception of the self-organizing WLANS, wireless PCS technologies serve
as access technologies to large integrated intelligent fixed communications infrastructure networks.

These infrastructure networks must incorporate intelligence, i.e., database storage, signalling,
processing and protocols, to handle both small-scale mobility, i.e., handoff from base station to base
station as users move, and large-scale mobility, i.e., providing service to users who roam over large
distances, and perhaps from one network to another. The fixed infrastructure networks also must
provide the interconnection among base stations and other network entities, e.g., switches, databases,
and control processors. Of course, existing cellular mobile networks now contain or are incorporating
these infrastructure network capabilities. Existing cellular networks, however, are small compared
to the expected size of future high-tier and low-tier PCS networks, e.g., 20 million cellular users in
the United States compared with perhaps 100 million users or more each in the future for high-tier
and low-tier PCS.

Several other existing networks have some of the capabilities needed to serve as access networks
for PCS. Existing networks that could provide fixed base station interconnection include:

• Local exchange networks that could provide interconnection using copper or glass-fiber
distribution facilities

• Cable TV networks that could provide interconnection using new glass-fiber and coaxial-
cable distribution facilities

• Metropolitan fiber digital networks that could provide interconnection in some cities in
which they are being deployed

Networks that contain intelligence, e.g., databases, control processors, and signalling that is suitable
or could be readily adapted to support PCS access include:

• Local exchange networks that are equipped with signalling system 7 common channel
signalling (SS7 CCS), databases, and digital control processors

• Interexchange networks that are similarly equipped
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Data networks, e.g., the internet, could perhaps be adapted to provide the needed intelligence for
wireless data access, but they do not have the capacity needed to support large voice/data wireless
low-tier PCS access.

Many entities and standardsbodiesworldwide areworkingon the accessnetwork aspects ofwireless
PCS. The signalling, control processing, and database interactions required for wireless access PCS
are considerably greater than those required for fixed place-to-place networks, but that fact must be
accepted when considering such networks.

Low-tier PCS, when viewed from a cellular high-tier paradigm, requires much greater fixed in-
terconnection for the much closer spaced base stations. When viewed from a cordless telephone
paradigm of a base unit for every handset and, perhaps, several base units per wireline, however, the
requirement is much less fixed interconnection because of the concentration of users and trunking
that occurs at the multiuser base stations. One should remember that there are economical fixed wire-
line connections to almost all houses and business offices in the United States now. If wireless access
displaces some of the wireline connections, as expected, the overall need for fixed interconnection
could decrease!

15.9 Conclusion

Wireless personal communications embraces about seven relatively distinct groups of tetherless voice
and data applications or services having different degrees of mobility for operation in different envi-
ronments. Many different technologies and systems are evolving to provide the different perceived
needs of different groups. Different design compromises are evident in the different technologies
and systems. The evidence suggests that the evolutionary trajectories are aimed toward at least three
large groups of applications or services, namely, high-tier PCS (current cellular radio), high-speed
wireless local-area networks (WLANS), and low-tier PCS (an evolution from several of the current
groups). It is not clear to what extent several groups, e.g., cordless telephones, paging, and wide-area
data, will remain after some merging with the three large groups. Major considerations that separate
current cellular technologies from evolving low-tier low-power PCS technologies are speech quality,
complexity, flexibility of radio-link architecture, economics for serving high-user-density or low-
user-density areas, and power consumption in pocket carried handsets or communicators. High-tier
technologies make use of large complex expensive cell sites and have attempted to increase capacity
and reduce circuit costs by increasing the capacity of the expensive cell sites. Low-tier technologies
increase capacity by reducing the spacing between base stations, and achieve low circuit cost by using
low-complexity, low-cost base stations. The differences between these approaches result in signifi-
cantly different compromises in circuit quality and power consumption in pocket-sized handsets or
communicators. These kinds of differences also can be seen in evolving wireless systems optimized
for data. Advantages of the low-tier PACS/WACS technology are reviewed in the chapter, along with
techniques for using that technology in high-tier PCS systems.
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16.1 Introduction

Modulation is the process where the message information is added to the radio carrier. Most first
generation cellular systems such as the advanced mobile telephone system (AMPS) use analog fre-
quency modulation (FM), because analog technology was very mature when these systems were first
introduced. Digital modulation schemes, however, are the obvious choice for future wireless systems,
especially if data services such as wireless multimedia are to be supported. Digital modulation can
also improve spectral efficiency, because digital signals are more robust against channel impairments.
Spectral efficiency is a key attribute of wireless systems that must operate in a crowded radio frequency
spectrum.

To achieve high spectral efficiency, modulation schemes must be selected that have a high band-
width efficiency as measured in units of bits per second per Hertz of bandwidth. Many wireless
communication systems, such as cellular telephones, operate on the principle of frequency reuse,
where the carrier frequencies are reused at geographically separated locations. The link quality in
these systems is limited by cochannel interference. Hence, modulation schemes must be identified
that are both bandwidth efficient and capable of tolerating high levels of cochannel interference. More
specifically, digital modulation techniques are chosen for wireless systems that satisfy the following
properties.

Compact Power Density Spectrum: To minimize the effect of adjacent channel interference,
it is desirable that the power radiated into the adjacent channel be 60–80 dB below that in the desired
channel. Hence, modulation techniques with a narrow main lobe and fast rolloff of sidelobes are
desirable.
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Good Bit-Error-Rate Performance: A low-bit-error probability should be achieved in the
presence of cochannel interference, adjacent channel interference, thermal noise, and other channel
impairments, such as fading and intersymbol interference.

Envelope Properties: Portable and mobile applications typically employ nonlinear (class
C) power amplifiers to minimize battery drain. Nonlinear amplification may degrade the bit-error-
rate performance of modulation schemes that transmit information in the amplitude of the carrier.
Also, spectral shaping is usually performed prior to up-conversion and nonlinear amplification. To
prevent the regrowth of spectral sidelobes during nonlinear amplification, the input signal must have
a relatively constant envelope.

A variety of digital modulation techniques are currently being used in wireless communication
systems. Two of the more widely used digital modulation techniques for cellular mobile radio are
π/4phase-shifted quadrature phase shift keying (π/4-QPSK) and Gaussian minimum shift keying
(GMSK).The former isused in theNorthAmerican IS-54digital cellular systemand JapanesePersonal
Digital Cellular (PDC), whereas the latter is used in the global system for mobile communications
(GSM system). This chapter provides a discussion of these and other modulation techniques that
are employed in wireless communication systems.

16.2 Basic Description of Modulated Signals

With any modulation technique, the bandpass signal can be expressed in the form

s(t) = Re
{
v(t)ej2πfct

}
(16.1)

where v(t) is the complex envelope, fc is the carrier frequency, and Re{z} denotes the real part of z.
For digital modulation schemes v(t) has the general form

v(t) = A
∑
k

b (t − kT , xk)ψ (16.2)

where A is the amplitude of the carrier xk = (xk, xk−1, . . . , xk−K) is the data sequence, T is the
symbol or baud duration, and b(t, xi ) is an equivalent shaping function usually of duration T .
The precise form of b(t, xi ) and the memory length K depends on the type of modulation that is
employed. Several examples are provided in this chapter where information is transmitted in the
amplitude, phase, or frequency of the bandpass signal.

The power spectral density of the bandpass signal Sss(f ) is related to the power spectral density
of the complex envelope Svv(f ) by

Sss(f ) = 1

2
[Svv (f − fc)+ Svv (f + fc)] (16.3)

The power density spectrum of the complex envelope for a digital modulation scheme has the general
form

Svv(f ) = A2

T

∑
m

Sb,m(f )e
−j2πfmT (16.4)

where

Sb,m(f ) = 1

2
E
[
B (f, xm)B

∗ (f, x0)
]

(16.5)

B(f, xm) is the Fourier transform of b(t, xm), and E[·] denotes the expectation operator. Usually
symmetric signal sets are chosen so that the complex envelope has zero mean, i.e., E[b(t, x0)] = 0.
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This implies that the power density spectrum has no discrete components. If, in addition, xm and
x0 are independent for |m| > K , then

Svv(f ) = A2

T

∑
|m|<K

Sb,m(f )e
−j2πfmT (16.6)

16.3 Analog Frequency Modulation

With analog frequency modulation the complex envelope is

v(t) = Aexp

[
j2πkf

∫ t

0
m(τ) dτ

]
(16.7)

where m(t) is the modulating waveform and kf in Hz/v is the frequency sensitivity of the FM
modulator. The bandpass signal is

s(t) = A cos

[
2πfct + 2πkf

∫ t

0
m(t) dt

]
. (16.8)

The instantaneous frequency of the carrier fi(t) = fc + kfm(t) varies linearly with the waveform
m(t), hence, the name frequency modulation. Notice that FM has a constant envelope making it
suitable for nonlinear amplification. However, the complex envelope is a nonlinear function of the
modulating waveform m(t) and, therefore, the spectral characteristics of v(t) cannot be obtained
directly from the spectral characteristics ofm(t).

With the sinusoidal modulating waveform m(t) = Am cos(2πfmt) the instantaneous carrier
frequency is

fi(t) = fc +1f cos(2πfmt) (16.9)

where1f = kf Am is the peak frequency deviation. The complex envelope becomes

v(t) = exp

[
2π
∫ t

0
fi(t) dt

]
= exp[2πfct + β sin(2πfmt)] (16.10)

where β = 1f /fm is called the modulation index. The bandwidth of v(t) depends on the value of
β. If β < 1, then narrowband FM is generated, where the spectral widths of v(t) andm(t) are about
the same, i.e., 2fm. If β � 1, then wideband FM is generated, where the spectral occupancy of v(t)
is slightly greater than 21f . In general, the approximate bandwidth of an FM signal is

W ≈ 21f + 2fm = 21f

(
1 + 1

β

)
(16.11)

which is a relation known as Carson’s rule. Unfortunately, typical analog cellular radio systems use
a modulation index in the range 1<∼ β <∼ 3 where Carson’s rule is not accurate. Furthermore, the
message waveformm(t) is not a pure sinusoid so that Carson’s rule does not directly apply.

In analog cellular systems the waveformm(t) is obtained by first companding the speech waveform
and then hard limiting the resulting signal. The purpose of the limiter is to control the peak frequency
deviation1f . The limiter introduces high-frequency components that must be removed with a low-
pass filter prior to modulation. To estimate the bandwidth occupancy, we first determine the ratio
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of the frequency deviation 1f corresponding to the maximum amplitude of m(t), and the highest
frequency component B that is present in m(t). These two conditions are the most extreme cases,
and the resulting ratio, D = 1f /B, is called the deviation ratio. Then replace β by D and fm by B
in Carson’s rule, giving

W ≈ 21f + 2B = 21f

(
1 + 1

D

)
(16.12)

This approximation will overestimate the bandwidth requirements. A more accurate estimate of the
bandwidth requirements must be obtained from simulation or measurements.

16.4 Phase Shift Keying (PSK) and π/4-QPSK

With phase shift keying (PSK), the equivalent shaping function in Eq. (16.2) has the form

b (t, xk) = ψT (t)exp
[
j
π

M
xkhs(t)

]
,ψ xk = xk (16.13)

where hs(t) is a phase shaping pulse, ψT (t) an amplitude shaping pulse, and M the size of the
modulation alphabet. Notice that the phase varies linearly with the symbol sequence {xk}, hence the
name phase shift keying. For a modulation alphabet size of M , xk ∈ {±1, ±3, . . . , ±(M − 1)}.
Each symbol xk is mapped onto log2M source bits. A QPSK signal is obtained by using M = 4,
resulting in a transmission rate of 2 b/symbol.

Usually, the phase shaping pulse is chosen to be the rectangular pulse hs(t) = uT (t)
1= u(t) −

u(t − T ), where u(t) is the unit step function. The amplitude shaping pulse is very often chosen to
be a square root raised cosine pulse, where the Fourier transform of ψT (t) is

9T (f ) =




√
Tψ 0 ≤ |f | ≤ (1 − β)/2T√
T

2

[
1 − sin

πT

β

(
f − 1

2T

)]
(1 − β)/2T ≤ |f | ≤ (1 + β)/2T

(16.14)

The receiver implements the samefilter9R(f ) = 9T (f ) so that theoverall pulsehas the raised cosine
spectrum 9(f ) = 9R(f )9T (f ) = |9T (f )|2. If the channel is affected by flat fading and additive
white Gaussian noise, then this partitioning of the filtering operations between the transmitter and
receiver will optimize the signal to noise ratio at the output of the receiver filter at the sampling
instants. The rolloff factor β usually lies between 0 and 1 and defines the excess bandwidth 100β%.
Using a smaller β results in a more compact power density spectrum, but the link performance
becomes more sensitive to errors in the symbol timing. The IS-54 system uses β = 0.35, while PDC
uses β = 0.5.

The time domain pulse corresponding to Eq. (16.14) can be obtained by taking the inverse Fourier
transform, resulting in

ψT (t) = 4β
cos[(1 + β) πt/T ] + sin [(1 − β) πt/T ] (4βt/T )−1

π
√
T
[
1 − 16β2t2/T 2

]( (16.15)

A typical square root raised cosine pulse with a rolloff factor of β = 0.5 is shown in Fig. 16.1. Strictly
speaking the pulse ψT (t) is noncausal, but in practice a truncated time domain pulse is used. For
example, in Fig. 16.1 the pulse is truncated to 6T and time shifted by 3T to yield a causal pulse.

Unlike conventional QPSK that has four possible transmitted phases,π/4-QPSK has eight possible
transmitted phases. Let θ(n) be the transmitted carrier phase for the nth epoch, and let 1θ(n) =
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FIGURE 16.1: Square root raised cosine pulse with rolloff factor β = 0.5.

θ(n) − θ(n − 1) be the differential carrier phase between epochs n and n − 1. With π/4-QPSK,
the transmission rate is 2 b/symbol and the differential phase is related to the symbol sequence {xn}
through the mapping

1θ(n) =




−3π/4, xn = −3
−π/4, xn = −1
π/4, xn = +1

3π/4, xn = +3

(16.16)

Since the symbol sequence {xn} is random, the mapping in Eq. (16.16) is arbitrary, except that the
phase differences must be ±π/4 and ±3π/4. The phase difference with the given mapping can be
written in the convenient algebraic form

1θ(n) = xn
π

4
(16.17)

which allows us to write the equivalent shaping function of the π/4-QPSK signal as

b
(
t, xk

) = ψ(t)exp
{
j
[
θ(k − 1)+ xk

π

4

]}

= ψT (t)exp

[
j
π

4

(
k−1∑
n=−∞

xn + xk

)]
(16.18)

The summation in the exponent represents the accumulated carrier phase, whereas the last term is
the phase change due to the kth symbol. Observe that the phase shaping function is the rectangular
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pulse uT (t). The amplitude shaping function ψT (t) is usually the square root raised cosine pulse in
Eq. (16.15).

The phase states of QPSK and π/4-QPSK signals can be summarized by the signal space diagram
in Fig. 16.2 that shows the phase states and allowable transitions between the phase states. However,
it does not describe the actual phase trajectories. A typical diagram showing phase trajectories with
square root raised cosine pulse shaping is shown in Fig. 16.3. Note that the phase trajectories do not
pass through the origin. This reduces the envelope fluctuations of the signal making it less susceptible
to amplifier nonlinearities and reduces the dynamic range required of the power amplifier.

FIGURE 16.2: Signal-space constellations for QPSK and π/4-DQPSK.

The power density spectrum of QPSK and π/4-QPSK depends on both the amplitude and phase
shaping pulses. For the rectangular phase shaping pulse hs(t) = uT (t), the power density spectrum
of the complex envelope is

Svv(f ) = A2

T
|9T (f )|2 (16.19)

With square root raised cosine pulse shaping,9T (f ) has the form defined in Eq. (16.14). The power
density spectrum of a pulse ψ̃T (t) that is obtained by truncating ψT (t) to length τ can be obtained
by writing ψ̃T (t) = ψT (t)rect(t/τ ). Then 9̃T (f ) = 9T (f ) ∗ τ sinc(f τ), where ∗ denotes the
operation of convolution, and the power density spectrum is again obtained by applying Eq. (16.19).
Truncation of the pulse will regenerate some side lobes, thus causing adjacent channel interference.
Figure 16.4 illustrates the power density spectrum of a truncated square root raised cosine pulse for
various truncation lengths τ .

16.5 Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM) and MSK

Continuous phase modulation (CPM) refers to a broad class of frequency modulation techniques
where the carrier phase varies in a continuous manner. A comprehensive treatment of CPM is
provided in [1]. CPM schemes are attractive because they have constant envelope and excellent
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FIGURE 16.3: Phase diagram of π/4-QPSK with square root raised cosine pulse; β = 0.5.

FIGURE 16.4: Power density spectrum of truncated square root raised cosine pulse with various
truncation lengths; β = 0.5.

spectral characteristics. The complex envelope of any CPM signal is

v(t) = Aexp

[
j2πkf

∫ t

−∞

∑
n

xnhs(τ − nT ) dτ

]
(16.20)
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The instantaneous frequency deviation from the carrier is

fdev(t) = kf
∑
n

xnhs(t − nT )ψ (16.21)

where kf is the peak frequency deviation. If the frequency shaping pulse hs(t) has duration T , then
the equivalent shaping function in Eq. (16.2) has the form

b (t, xk) = exp

{
j

[
β(T )

k−1∑
n=−∞

xn + xkβ(t)

]}
uT (t)ψ (16.22)

where

β(t) =




0, t < 0
πh∫ T

0 hs(τ ) dτ

∫ t

0
hs(τ ) dτ,ψ 0 ≤ t ≤ T

πh,ψ t ≥ T

(16.23)

is the phase shaping pulse, and h = β(T )/π is called the modulation index.
Minimum shift keying (MSK) is a special form of binary CPM (xk ∈ {−1,+1}) that is defined

by a rectangular frequency shaping pulse hs(t) = uT (t), and a modulation index h = 1/2 so that

β(t) =



0, t < 0
πt/2T ,ψ 0 ≤ t ≤ T

π/2, t ≥ T

(16.24)

Therefore, the complex envelope is

v(t) = Aexp

(
j
π

2

k−1∑
n=−∞

xn + π

2
xk
t − kT

T

)
(16.25)

A MSK signal can be described by the phase trellis diagram shown in Fig. 16.5 which plots the time
behavior of the phase

θ(t) = π

2

k−1∑
n=−∞

xn + π

2
xk
t − kT

T
(16.26)

The MSK bandpass signal is

s(t) = A cos

(
2πfct + π

2

k−1∑
n=−∞

xn + π

2
xk
t − kT

T

)

= A cos

[
2π
(
fc + xk

4T

)
t − kπ

2
xk + π

2

k−1∑
n=−∞

xn

]
kT ≤ t ≤ (k + 1)T (16.27)

From Eq. (16.27) we observe that the MSK signal has one of two possible frequenciesfL = fc−1/4T
or fU = fc + 1/4T during each symbol interval. The difference between these frequencies is
fU − fL = 1/2T . This is the minimum frequency difference between two sinusoids of duration
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FIGURE 16.5: Phase-trellis diagram for MSK.

T that will ensure orthogonality with coherent demodulation [7], hence, the name minimum shift
keying. By applying various trigonometric identities to Eq. (16.27) we can write

s(t) = A
[
xIk ψ(t − k2T ) cos(2πfct)− x

Q
k ψ(t − k2T − T ) sin(2πfct)

]
,

kT ≤ t ≤ (k + 1)T (16.28)

where

xIk = −xQk−1x2k−1

x
Q
k = xIk x2k

ψ(t) = cos

(
πt

2T

)
, −T ≤ t ≤ T

Note that the xIk and xQk are independent binary symbols that take on elements from the set
{−1,+1}, and the half-sinusoid amplitude shaping pulse ψ(t) has duration 2T and ψ(t − T ) =
sin(πt/2T ),0 ≤ t ≤ 2T . Therefore, MSK is equivalent to offset quadrature amplitude shift keying
(OQASK) with a half-sinusoid amplitude shaping pulse.

To obtain the power density spectrum of MSK, we observe from Eq. (16.28) that the equivalent
shaping function of MSK has the form

b (t, xk) = xIk ψ(t)+ jx
Q
k ψ(t − T ) (16.29)

The Fourier transform of Eq. (16.29) is

B (f, xk) =
(
xIk + jx

Q
k e

−j2πf T
)
9(f ) (16.30)

Since the symbols xIk and xQk are independent and zero mean, it follows from Eqs. (16.5) and (16.6)
that

Svv(f ) = A2|9(f )|2
2T

(16.31)

Therefore, the power density spectrum of MSK is determined solely by the Fourier transform of the
half-sinusoid amplitude shaping pulse ψ(t), resulting in

Svv(f ) = 16A2T

π2

[
cos 2πf T

1 − 16f 2T 2

]2

(16.32)
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The power spectral density of MSK is plotted in Fig. 16.8. Observe that an MSK signal has fairly large
sidelobes compared to π /4-QPSK with a truncated square root raised cosine pulse (c.f., Fig. 16.4).

16.6 Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying

MSK signals have all of the desirable attributes for mobile radio, except for a compact power density
spectrum. This can be alleviated by filtering the modulating signal x(t) = 6nxnuT (t − nT ) with
a low-pass filter prior to frequency modulation, as shown in Fig. 16.6. Such filtering removes the
higher frequency components in x(t) and, therefore, yields a more compact spectrum. The low-pass
filter is chosen to have 1) narrow bandwidth and a sharp transition band, 2) low-overshoot impulse
response, and 3) preservation of the output pulse area to ensure a phase shift of π/2.

FIGURE 16.6: Premodulation filtered MSK.

GMSK uses a low-pass filter with the following transfer function:

H(f ) = Aexp

{
−
(
f

B

)2 ln 2

2

}
(16.33)

where B is the 3-dB bandwidth of the filter and A a constant. It is apparent that H(f ) is bell
shaped about f = 0, hence the name Gaussian MSK. A rectangular pulse rect(t/T ) = uT (t + T/2)
transmitted through this filter yields the frequency shaping pulse

hs(t) = A

√
2π

ln 2
(BT )

∫ t/T+1/2

t/T−1/2
exp

{
−2π2(BT )2x2

ln 2

}
dx (16.34)

The phase change over the time interval from −T/2 ≤ t ≤ T/2 is

θ

(
T

2

)
− θ

(−T
2

)
= x0β0(T )+

∞∑
n=−∞
n6=0

xnβn(T ) (16.35)

where

βn(T ) = πh∫∞
−∞ hs(ν) dν

∫ T/2−nT

−T/2−nT
hs(ν) dν (16.36)

The first term in Eq. (16.35) is the desired term, and the second term is the intersymbol interference
(ISI) introduced by the premodulation filter. Once again, with GMSK h = 1/2 so that a total phase
shift of π/2 is maintained.

Notice that the pulse hs(t) is noncausal so that a truncated pulse must be used in practice. Fig-
ure 16.7 plots a GMSK frequency shaping pulse that is truncated to τ = 5T and time shifted by
2.5T , for various normalized filter bandwidths BT . Notice that the frequency shaping pulse has a
duration greater than T so that ISI is introduced. As BT decreases, the induced ISI is increased.
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Thus, whereas a smaller value ofBT results in a more compact power density spectrum, the induced
ISI will degrade the bit-error-rate performance. Hence, there is a tradeoff in the choice ofBT . Some
studies have indicated that BT = 0.25 is a good choice for cellular radio systems [6].

FIGURE 16.7: GMSK frequency shaping pulse for various normalized filter bandwidths BT .

The power density spectrum of GMSK is quite difficult to obtain, but can be computed by using
published methods [3]. Figure 16.8 plots the power density spectrum for BT = 0.2, 0.25, and
0.3, obtained from Wesolowski, [8]. Observe that the spectral sidelobes are greatly reduced by the
Gaussian low-pass filter.

16.7 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a modulation technique that has been
recently suggested for use in cellular radio [2], digital audio broadcasting [4], and digital video
broadcasting. The basic idea of OFDM is to transmit blocks of symbols in parallel by employing a
(large) number of orthogonal subcarriers. With block transmission, N serial source symbols each
with periodTs are converted into a block ofN parallel modulated symbols each with periodT = NTs .
The block length N is chosen so that NTs � στ , where στ is the rms delay spread of the channel.
Since the symbol rate on each subcarrier is much less than the serial source rate, the effects of delay
spread are greatly reduced. This has practical advantages because it may reduce or even eliminate
the need for equalization. Although the block length N is chosen so that NTs � στ , the channel
dispersion will still cause consecutive blocks to overlap. This results in some residual ISI that will
degrade the performance. This residual ISI can be eliminated at the expense of channel capacity by
using guard intervals between the blocks that are at least as long as the effective channel impulse
response.
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FIGURE 16.8: Power density spectrum of MSK and GMSK.

The complex envelope of an OFDM signal is described by

v(t) = A
∑
k

N−1∑
n=0

xk,nφn(t − kT )ψ (16.37)

where

φn(t) = exp


j

2π

(
n− N − 1

2

)
t

T


UT (t),ψ n = 0,1, . . . , N − 1 (16.38)

are orthogonal waveforms andUT (t) is a rectangular shaping function. The frequency separation of
the subcarriers, 1/T , ensures that the subcarriers are orthogonal and phase continuity is maintained
from one symbol to the next, but is twice the minimum required for orthogonality with coherent de-
tection. At epoch k,N-data symbols are transmitted by using theN distinct pulses. The data symbols
xk,n are often chosen from an M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM) constellation,

where xk,n = xIk,n + jx
Q
k,n with xIk,n, x

Q
k,n ∈ {±1,±3, . . . ,±(N − 1)} and N = √

M .
A key advantage of using OFDM is that the modulation can be achieved in the discrete domain

by using either an inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) or the more computationally efficient
inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT). Considering the data block at epoch k = 0 and ignoring the
frequency offset exp{−j [2π(N − 1)t/2T ]}, the complex low-pass OFDM signal has the form

v(t) =
N−1∑
n=0

x0,nexp

{
j2πnt

NTs

}
,ψ 0 ≤ t ≤ Tψ (16.39)
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If this signal is sampled at epochs t = kTs , then

vk = v (kTs) =
N−1∑
n=0

x0,nexp

{
j2πnk

N

}
, k = 0,1, . . . , N − 1 (16.40)

Observe that the sampled OFDM signal has duration N and the samples v0, v1, . . . , vN−1 are just
the IDFT of the data block x0,0, x0,1, . . . , x0,N−1. A block diagram of an OFDM transmitter is
shown in Fig. 16.9.

FIGURE 16.9: Block diagram of OFDM transmitter using IDFT or IFFT.

The power spectral density of an OFDM signal can be obtained by treating OFDM as independent
modulation on subcarriers that are separated in frequency by 1/T . Because the subcarriers are
only separated by 1/T , significant spectral overlap results. Because the subcarriers are orthogonal,
however, the overlap improves the spectral efficiency of the scheme. For a signal constellation with
zero mean and the waveforms in Eq. (16.38), the power density spectrum of the complex envelope is

Svv(f ) = A2

T
σ 2
x

N−1∑
n=0

∣∣∣∣sinc

[
f T −

(
n− N − 1

2

)]∣∣∣∣
2

(16.41)

whereσ 2
x = 1

2E[|xk,n|2] is the varianceof the signal constellation. For example, the complex envelope
power spectrum of OFDM with N = 32 subcarriers is shown in Fig. 16.10.

16.8 Conclusions

A variety of modulation schemes are employed in wireless communication systems. Wireless mod-
ulation schemes must have a compact power density spectrum, while at the same time providing a
good bit-error-rate performance in the presence of channel impairments such as cochannel interfer-
ence and fading. The most popular digital modulation techniques employed in wireless systems are
GMSK in the European GSM system, π/4-QPSK in the North American IS-54 and Japanese PDC
systems, and OFDM in digital audio broadcasting systems.

Defining Terms

Bandwidth efficiency: Transmission efficiency of a digital modulation scheme measured in
units of bits per second per Hertz of bandwidth.
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FIGURE 16.10: Power density spectrum of OFDM with N = 32.

Continuous phase modulation: Frequency modulation where the phase varies in a continuous
manner.

Excess bandwidth: Percentage of bandwidth that is in excess of the minimum of 1/2T (T is
the baud or symbol duration) required for data communication.

Frequency modulation: Modulation where the instantaneous frequency of the carrier varies
linearly with the data signal.

Gaussian minimum shift keying: MSK where the data signal is prefiltered with a Gaussian
filter prior to frequency modulation.

Minimum shift keying: A special form of continuous phase modulation having linear phase
trajectories and a modulation index of 1/2.

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing: Modulation by using a collection of low-bit-
rate orthogonal subcarriers.

Phase shift keying: Modulation where the instantaneous phase of the carrier varies linearly
with the data signal.

Power spectral density: Relative power in a modulated signal as a function of frequency.

Quadrature amplitude modulation: Modulation where information is transmitted in the am-
plitude of the cosine and sine components of the carrier.
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17.1 Introduction

The radio channel is fundamentally a broadcast communication medium. Therefore, signals trans-
mitted by one user can potentially be received by all other users within range of the transmitter.
Although this high connectivity is very useful in some applications, like broadcast radio or television,
it requires stringent access control in wireless communication systems to avoid, or at least to limit,
interference between transmissions. Throughout, the term wireless communication systems is taken
to mean communication systems that facilitate two-way communication between a portable radio
communication terminal and the fixed network infrastructure. Such systems range from mobile
cellular systems through personal communication systems (PCS) to cordless telephones.

The objective of wireless communication systems is to provide communication channels on de-
mand between a portable radio station and a radio port or base station that connects the user to the
fixed network infrastructure. Design criteria for such systems include capacity, cost of implementa-
tion, and quality of service. All of these measures are influenced by the method used for providing
multiple-access capabilities. However, the opposite is also true: the access method should be chosen
carefully in light of the relative importance of design criteria as well as the system characteristics.

Multipleaccess in wireless radio systems is based on insulating signals used in different connections
from each other. The support of parallel transmissions on the uplink and downlink, respectively,
is called multiple access, whereas the exchange of information in both directions of a connection is
referred to as duplexing. Hence, multiple access and duplexing are methods that facilitate the sharing
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of the broadcast communication medium. The necessary insulation is achieved by assigning to each
transmission different components of the domains that contain the signals. The signal domains
commonly used to provide multiple access capabilities include the following.

Spatial domain: All wireless communication systems exploit the fact that radio signals experience
rapid attenuation during propagation. The propagation exponent ρ on typical radio channels lies
between ρ = 2and ρ = 6with ρ = 4a typical value. As signal strength decays inversely proportional
to the ρth power of the distance, far away transmitters introduce interference that is negligible
compared to the strength of the desired signal. The cellular design principle is based on the ability
to reuse signals safely if a minimum reuse distance is maintained. Directional antennas can be used
to enhance the insulation between signals. We will not focus further on the spatial domain in this
treatment of access methods.

Frequency domain: Signals which occupy nonoverlapping frequency bands can be easily sepa-
rated using appropriate bandpass filters. Hence, signals can be transmitted simultaneously without
interfering with each other. This method of providing multiple access capabilities is called frequency-
division multiple access (FDMA).

Time domain: Signals can be transmitted in nonoverlapping time slots in a round-robin fashion.
Thus, signals occupy the same frequency band but are easily separated based on their time of arrival.
This multiple access method is called time-division multiple access (TDMA).

Code domain: In code-division multiple access (CDMA) different users employ signals that have
very small cross-correlation. Thus, correlators canbeused to extract individual signals fromamixture
of signals even though they are transmitted simultaneously and in the same frequency band. The
term code-division multiple-access is used to denote this form of channel sharing. Two forms of
CDMA are most widely employed and will be described in detail subsequently, frequency hopping
(FH) and direct sequence (DS).

System designers have to decide in favor of one, or a combination, of the latter three domains to
facilitate multiple access. The three access methods are illustrated in Fig. 17.1. The principal idea in
all three of these access methods is to employ signals that are orthogonal or nearly orthogonal. Then,
correlators that project the received signal into the subspace of the desired signal can be employed to
extract a signal without interference from other transmissions.

Preference for one access method over another depends largely on overall system characteristics, as
we will see in the sequel. No single access method is universally preferable, and system considerations
should be carefully weighed before the design decision is made. Before going into the detailed
description of the different access methods, we will discuss briefly the salient features of some wireless
communication systems. This will allow us later to assess the relative merits of the access methods
in different scenarios.

17.2 Relevant Wireless Communication System
Characteristics

Modern wireless radio systems range from relatively simple cordless telephones to mobile cellular
systems and the emerging personal communication systems (PCS). It is useful to consider such
diverse systems as cordless telephone and mobile cellular radio to illustrate some of the fundamental
characteristics of wireless communication systems [2].

A summary of the relevant parameters and characteristics for cordless telephone and cellular radio
is given in Table 17.1 As evident from that table, the fundamental differences between the two systems
are speech quality and the area covered by a base station. The high speech quality requirement in
the cordless application is the consequence of the availability of tethered access in the home and
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FIGURE 17.1: Multiple-access methods for wireless communication systems.

office and the resulting direct competition with wire-line telephone services. In the mobile cellular
application, the user has no alternative to the wireless access and may be satisfied with lower, but still
acceptable, quality of service.

TABLE 17.1 Summary of Relevant Characteristics of Cordless Telephone and

Cellular Mobile Radio

Characteristic or Parameter Cordless Telephone Cellular Radio

Speech quality Toll quality Varying with channelquality; possibly
decreased by speech pause exploitation

Transmission range <100 m 100 m–30 km
Transmit power Milliwatts Approx. 1 W
Base station antenna height Approx. 1 m Tens of meters

Delay spread Approx. 1 µs Approx. 10 µs
Complexity of base station Low High
Complexity of user set Low High

In cordless telephone applications the transmission range is short because the base station can
simply be moved to a conveniently located wire-line access point (wall jack) to provide wireless
network access where desired. In contrast, the mobile cellular base station must provide access for
users throughout a large geographical area of up to approximately 30 km (20 mi) around the base
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station. This large coverage area is necessary to economically meet the promise of uninterrupted
service to roaming users.

The different range requirements directly affect the transmit power and antenna height for the two
systems. High-power transmitters used in mobile cellular user sets consume far more power than
even complex signal processing hardware. Hence, sophisticated signal processing, including speech
compression, voice activity detection, error correction and detection, and adaptive equalization, can
be employed without substantial impact on the battery life in portable hand sets. Furthermore, such
techniques are consistent with the goals of increased range and support of large numbers of users with
a single, expensive base station. On the other hand, the high mobile cellular base station antennas
introduce delay spreads that are one or two orders of magnitude larger than those commonly observed
in cordless telephone applications.

Clearly, the two systems just considered are at extreme ends of the spectrum of wireless communi-
cations systems. Most notably, the emerging PCS systems fall somewhere between the two. However,
the comparison above highlights some of the system characteristics that should be considered when
discussing access methods for wireless communication systems.

17.3 Frequency Division Multiple Access

As mentioned in Section 17.1, in FDMA nonoverlapping frequency bands are allocated to different
users on a continuous time basis. Hence, signals assigned to different users are clearly orthogonal, at
least ideally. In practice, out-of-band spectral components can not be completely suppressed leaving
signals not quite orthogonal. This necessitates the introduction of guard bands between frequency
bands to reduce adjacent channel interference, i.e., inference from signals transmitted in adjacent
frequency bands; see also Fig. 17.1(a).

It is advantageous to combine FDMA with time-division duplexing (TDD) to avoid simultaneous
reception and transmission that would require insulation between receive and transmit antennas. In
this scenario, the base station and portable take turns using the same frequency band for transmission.
Nevertheless, combining FDMA and frequency division duplex is possible in principle, as is evident
from the analog FM-based systems deployed throughout the world since the early 1980s.

17.3.1 Channel Considerations

In principle there exists the well-known duality between TDMA and FDMA; see [1, p. 113]. In the
wireless environment, however, propagation related factorshave a strong influenceon the comparison
between FDMA and TDMA. Specifically, the duration of a transmitted symbol is much longer in
FDMA than in TDMA. As an immediate consequence, an equalizer is typically not required in an
FDMA-based system because the delay spread is small compared to the symbol duration.

To illustrate this point, consider a hypothetical system that transmits information at a constant
rate of 50 kb/s. This rate would be sufficient to support 32-kb/s adaptive differential pulse code
modulation (ADPCM) speech encoding, some coding for error protection, and control overhead. If
we assume further that some form of QPSK modulation is employed, the resulting symbol duration
is 40 µs. In relation to delay spreads of approximately 1 µs in the cordless application and 10 µs in
cellular systems, this duration is large enough that only little intersymbol interference is introduced.
In other words, the channel is frequency nonselective, i.e., all spectral components of the signal are
affected equally by the channel. In the cordless application an equalizer is certainly not required;
cellular receivers may require equalizers capable of removing intersymbol interference between ad-
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jacent bits. Furthermore, it is well known that intersymbol interference between adjacent bits can be
removed without loss in SNR by using maximum-likelihood sequence estimation; e.g., [8, p. 622].

Hence, rather simple receivers can be employed in FDMA systems at these data rates. However,
there is a flip side to the argument. Recall that the Doppler spread, which characterizes the rate at
which the channel impulse response changes, is given approximately by Bd = v/cfc, where v denotes
the speed of the mobile user, c is the propagation speed of the electromagnetic waves carrying the
signal, and fc is the carrier frequency. Thus, for systems operating in the vicinity of 1 GHz, Bd will
be less than 1 Hz in the cordless application and typically about 100 Hz for a mobile traveling on a
highway. In either case, the signal bandwidth is much larger than the Doppler spread Bd , and the
channel can be characterized as slowly fading. Whereas this allows tracking of the carrier phase and
the use of coherent receivers, it also means that fade durations are long in comparison to the symbol
duration and can cause long sequences of bits to be subject to poor channel conditions. The problem
is compounded by the fact that the channel is frequency nonselective because it implies that the entire
signal is affected by a fade.

To overcome these problems either time diversity, frequency diversity, or spatial diversity could be
employed. Time diversity can be accomplished by a combination of coding and interleaving if the
fading rate is sufficiently large. For very slowly fading channels, such as the cordless application, the
necessary interleaving depth would introduce too much delay to be practical. Frequency diversity
can be introduced simply by slow frequency hopping, a technique that prescribes users to change
the carrier frequency periodically. Frequency hopping is a form of spectrum spreading because
the bandwidth occupied by the resulting signal is much larger than the symbol rate. In contrast
to direct sequence spread spectrum discussed subsequently, however, the instantaneous bandwidth
is not increased. The jumps between different frequency bands effectively emulate the movement
of the portable and, thus, should be combined with the just described time-diversity methods.
Spatial diversity is provided by the use of several receive or transmit antennas. At carrier frequencies
exceeding 1 GHz, antennas are small and two or more antennas can be accommodated even in the
hand set. Furthermore, if FDMA is combined with time-division duplexing, multiple antennas at
the base station can provide diversity on both uplink and downlink. This is possible because the
channels for the two links are virtually identical, and the base station, using channel information
gained from observing the portable’s signal, can transmit signals at each antenna such that they
combine coherently at the portable’s antenna. Thus, signal processing complexity is moved to the
base station extending the portable’s battery life.

17.3.2 Influence of Antenna Height

In the cellular mobile environment base station antennas are raised considerably to increase the
coverage area. Antennas mounted on towers and rooftops are a common sight, and antenna heights
of 50 m above ground are no exceptions. Besides increasing the coverage area, this has the additional
effect that frequently there exists a better propagation path between two base station antennas than
between a mobile and the base station; see Fig. 17.2.

Assuming that FDMA is used in conjunction with TDD as specified at the beginning of this
section, then base stations and mobiles transmit on the same frequency. Now, unless there is tight
synchronization between all base stations, signals from other base stations will interfere with the
reception of signals from portables at the base station. To keep the interference at acceptable levels, it
is necessary to increase the reuse distance, i.e., the distance between cells using the same frequencies.
In other words, sufficient insulation in the spatial domain must be provided to facilitate the separation
of signals. Note that these comments apply equally to cochannel and adjacent channel interference.

This problem does not arise in cordless applications. Base station antennas are generally of the same
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FIGURE 17.2: High base station antennas lead to stronger propagation paths between base stations
than between a user set and its base stations.

height as user sets. Hence, interference created by base stations is subject to the same propagation
conditions as signals from user sets. Furthermore, in cordless telephone applications there are
frequently attenuating obstacles, such as walls, between base stations that reduce intracell interference
further. Note that this reduction is vital for the proper functioning of cordless telephones since
there is typically no network planning associated with installing a cordless telephone. As a safety
feature, to overcome intercell interference, adaptive channel management strategies based on sensing
interference levels can be employed.

17.3.3 Example 17.1: CT2

The CT2 standard was originally adopted in 1987 in Great Britain and improved with a common
air interface (CAI) in 1989. The CAI facilitates interoperability between equipment from different
vendors whereas the original standard only guarantees noninterference. The CT2 standard is used
in home and office cordless telephone equipment and has been used for telepoint applications [5].

CT2 operates in the frequency band 864–868 MHz and uses carriers spaced at 100 kHz. FDMA
with time division duplexing is employed. The combined gross bit rate is 72 kb/s, transmitted in
frames of 2-ms duration of which the first-half carries downlink and the second-half carries uplink
information. This setup supports a net bit rate of 32 kb/s of user data (32-kb/s ADPCM encoded
speech) and 2-kb/s control information in each direction. The CT2 modulation technique is binary
frequency shift keying.

17.3.4 Further Remarks

From the preceding discussion it is obvious that FDMA is a good candidate for applications like
cordless telephone. In particular, the simple signal processing makes it a good choice for inexpensive
implementation in the benign cordless environment. The possibility of concentration of signal
processing functions in the base station strengthens this aspect.

In the cellular application, on the other hand, FDMA is inappropriate because of the lack of
built-in diversity and the potential for severe intercell interference between base stations. A fur-
ther complication arises from the difficulty of performing handovers if base-stations are not tightly
synchronized.

For PCS the decision is not as obvious. Depending on whether the envisioned PCS application
resembles more a cordless private branch exchange (PBX) than a cellular system, FDMA may be an
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appropriate choice. We will see later that it is probably better to opt for a combined TDMA/FDMA
or a CDMA-based system to avoid the pitfalls of pure FDMA systems and still achieve moderate
equipment complexities.

Finally, there is the problem of channel assignment. Clearly, it is not reasonable to assign a unique
frequency to eachuser as there arenot sufficient frequencies and the spectral resourcewouldbeunused
whenever the user is idle. Instead, methods that allocate channels on demand can make much more
efficient use of the spectrum. Such methods will be discussed further during the description of
TDMA systems.

17.4 Time Division Multiple Access

In TDMA systems users share the same frequency band by accessing the channel in non-overlapping
time intervals in a round-robin fashion [3]. Since the signals do not overlap, they are clearly or-
thogonal, and the signal of interest is easily extracted by switching the receiver on only during the
transmission of the desired signal. Hence, the receiver filters are simply windows instead of the
bandpass filters required in FDMA. As a consequence, the guard time between transmissions can be
made as small as the synchronization of the network permits. Guard times of 30–50 µs between time
slots are commonly used in TDMA-based systems. As a consequence, all users must be synchronized
with the base station to within a fraction of the guard time. This is achievable by distributing a master
clock signal on one of the base station’s broadcast channels.

TDMA can be combined with TDD or frequency-division duplexing (FDD). The former duplexing
scheme is used, for example, in the Digital European Cordless Telephone (DECT) standard and is
well suited for systems in which base-to-base and mobile-to-base propagation paths are similar,
i.e., systems without extremely high base station antennas. Since both the portable and the base
station transmit on the same frequency, some signal processing functions for the downlink can be
implemented in the base station, as discussed earlier for FDMA/TDD systems.

In the cellular application, the high base station antennas make FDD the more appropriate choice.
In these systems, separate frequency bands are provided for uplink and downlink communication.
Note that it is still possible and advisable to stagger the uplink and downlink transmission intervals
such that they do not overlap, to avoid the situation that the portable must transmit and receive
at the same time. With FDD the uplink and downlink channel are not identical and, hence, signal
processing functions can not be implemented in the base-station; antenna diversity and equalization
have to be realized in the portable.

17.4.1 Propagation Considerations

In comparison to a FDMA system supporting the same user data rate, the transmitted data rate in a
TDMA system is larger by a factor equal to the number of users sharing the frequency band. This
factor is eight in the pan-European global system for mobile communications (GSM) and three in
the advanced mobile phone service (D-AMPS) system. Thus, the symbol duration is reduced by the
same factor and severe intersymbol interference results, at least in the cellular environment.

To illustrate, consider the earlier example where each user transmits 25 K symbols per second.
Assuming eight users per frequency band leads to a symbol duration of 5 µs. Even in the cordless
application with delay spreads of up to 1 µs, an equalizer may be useful to combat the resulting
interference between adjacent symbols. In cellular systems, however, the delay spread of up to 20 µs
introduces severe intersymbol interference spanning up to 5 symbol periods. As the delay spread
often exceeds the symbol duration, the channel can be classified as frequency selective, emphasizing
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the observation that the channel affects different spectral components differently.
The intersymbol interference in cellular TDMA systems can be so severe that linear equalizers are

insufficient to overcome its negative effects. Instead, more powerful, nonlinear decision feedback
or maximum-likelihood sequence estimation equalizers must be employed [9]. Furthermore, all of
these equalizers require some information about the channel impulse response that must be estimated
from the received signal by means of an embedded training sequence. Clearly, the training sequence
carries no user data and, thus, wastes valuable bandwidth.

In general, receivers for cellular TDMA systems will be fairly complex. On the positive side of the
argument, however, the frequency selective nature of the channel provides some built-in diversity
that makes transmission more robust to channel fading. The diversity stems from the fact that
the multipath components of the received signal can be resolved at a resolution roughly equal to
the symbol duration, and the different multipath components can be combined by the equalizer
during the demodulation of the signal. To further improve robustness to channel fading, coding
and interleaving, slow frequency hopping and antenna diversity can be employed as discussed in
connection with FDMA.

17.4.2 Initial Channel Assignment

In both FDMA and TDMA systems, channels should not be assigned to a mobile on a permanent
basis. A fixed assignment strategy would either be extremely wasteful of precious bandwidth or highly
susceptible to cochannel interference. Instead, channels must be assigned on demand. Clearly, this
implies the existence of a separate uplink channel on which mobiles can notify the base station of
their need for a traffic channel. This uplink channel is referred to as the random-access channel
because of the type of strategy used to regulate access to it.

The successful procedure for establishing a call that originates from the mobile station is outlined in
Fig. 17.3. The mobile initiates the procedure by transmitting a request on the random-access channel.
Since this channel is shared by all users in range of the base station, a random access protocol, like
the ALOHA protocol, has to be employed to resolve possible collisions. Once the base station has
received the mobile’s request, it responds with an immediate assignment message that directs the
mobile to tune to a dedicated control channel for the ensuing call setup. Upon completion of the
call setup negotiation, a traffic channel, i.e., a frequency in FDMA systems or a time slot in TDMA
systems, is assigned by the base station and all future communication takes place on that channel. In
the case of a mobile-terminating call request, the sequence of events is preceded by a paging message
alerting the base station of the call request.

17.4.3 Example 17.2: GSM

Named after the organization that created the system standards (Groupe Speciale Mobile) this pan-
European digital cellular system has been deployed in Europe since the early 1990s [6]. GSM uses
combined TDMA and FDMA with frequency-division duplex for access. Carriers are spaced at
200 kHz and support eight TDMA time slots each. For the uplink the frequency band 890–915 MHz
is allocated, whereas the downlink uses the band 935–960 MHz. Each time slot is of duration 577 µs,
which corresponds to 156.26-b periods, including a guard time of 8.25-b periods. Eight consecutive
time slots form a GSM frame of duration 4.62 ms.

The GSM modulation is Gaussian minimum shift keying with time-bandwidth product of 0.3,
i.e., the modulator bandpass has a cutoff frequency of 0.3 times the bit rate. At the bit rate of
270.8 kb/s, severe intersymbol interference arises in the cellular environment. To facilitate coherent
detection, a 26-b training sequence is embedded into every time slot. Time diversity is achieved by
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FIGURE 17.3: Mobile-originating call establishment.

interleaving over 8 frames for speech signals and 20 frames for data communication. Sophisticated
error-correction coding with varying levels of protection for different outputs of the speech coder
is provided. Note that the round-trip delay introduced by the interleaver is on the order of 80 ms
for speech signals. GSM provides slow frequency hopping as a further mechanism to improve the
efficiency of the interleaver.

17.4.4 Further Remarks

In cellular systems, such as GSM or the North-American D-AMPS, TDMA is combined with FDMA.
Different frequencies are used in neighboring cells to provide orthogonal signalling without the need
for tight synchronization of base stations. Furthermore, channel assignment can then be performed
in each cell individually. Within a cell, one or more frequencies are shared by users in the time
domain.

From an implementation standpoint TDMA systems have the advantage that common radio and
signal processing equipment at the base station can be shared by users communicating on the same
frequency. A somewhat more subtle advantage of TDMA systems arises from the possibility of
monitoring surrounding base stations and frequencies for signal quality to support mobile assisted
handovers.

17.5 Code Division Multiple Access

CDMA systems employ wideband signals with good cross-correlation properties [7]. That means the
output of a filter matched to one user’s signal is small when a different user’s signal is input. A large
body of work exists on spreading sequences that lead to signal sets with small cross correlations [10].
Because of their noise-like appearance such sequences are often referred to as pseudonoise (PN)
sequences, and because of their wideband nature CDMA systems are often called spread-spectrum
systems.

Spectrum spreading can be achieved mainly in two ways: through frequency hopping as explained
earlier or through direct sequence spreading. In direct sequence spread spectrum, a high-rate, an-
tipodal pseudorandom spreading sequence modulates the transmitted signal such that the bandwidth
of the resulting signal is roughly equal to the rate of the spreading sequence. The cross correlation
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of the signals is then largely determined by the cross-correlation properties of the spreading signals.
Clearly, CDMA signals overlap in both time and frequency domains but are separable based on their
spreading waveforms.

An immediate consequence of this observation is that CDMA systems do not require tight syn-
chronization between users as do TDMA systems. By the same token, frequency planning and
management are not required as frequencies are reused throughout the coverage area.

17.5.1 Propagation Considerations

Spread spectrum is well suited for wireless communication systems because of its built-in frequency
diversity. As discussed before, in cellular systems the delay spread measures several microseconds and,
hence, the coherence bandwidth of the channel is smaller than 1 MHz. Spreading rates can be chosen
to exceed the coherence bandwidth such that the channel becomes frequency selective, i.e., different
spectral components are affected unequally by the channel and only parts of the signal are affected by
fades. Expressing the same observation in time domain terms, multipath components are resolvable
at a resolution equal to the chip period and can be combined coherently, for example, by means
of a RAKE receiver [8]. An estimate of the channel impulse response is required for the coherent
combination of multipath components. This estimate can be gained from a training sequence or by
means of a so-called pilot signal.

Even for cordless telephone systems, operating in environments with submicrosecond delay spread
and corresponding coherence bandwidths of a few megahertz, the spreading rate can be chosen
large enough to facilitate multipath diversity. If the combination of multipath components already
described is deemed too complex, a simpler, but less powerful, form of diversity can be used that
decorrelates only the strongest received multipath component and relies on the suppression of other
path components by the matched filter.

17.5.2 Multiple-Access Interference

If it is possible to control the relative timing of the transmitted signals, such as on the down-link, the
transmitted signals can be made perfectly orthogonal, and if the channel only adds white Gaussian
noise, matched filter receivers are optimal for extracting a signal from the superposition of waveforms.
If the channel is dispersive because of multipath, the signals arriving at the receiver will no longer be
orthogonal and will introduce some multiple-access interference, i.e., signal components from other
signals that are not rejected by the matched filter.

On the uplink, extremely tight synchronization between users to within a fraction of a chip period,
which is defined as the inverse of the spreading rate, is generally not possible, and measures to control
the impact of multiple-access interference must be taken. Otherwise, the near–far problem, i.e., the
problem of very strong undesired users’ signals overwhelming the weaker signal of the desired user,
can severely decrease performance. Two approaches are proposed to overcome the near–far problem:
power control with soft handovers and multiuser detection.

Power control attempts to ensure that signals from all mobiles in a cell arrive at the base station
with approximately equal power levels. To be effective, power control must be accurate to within
about 1 dB and fast enough to compensate for channel fading. For a mobile moving at 55 mph and
transmitting at 1 GHz, the Doppler bandwidth is approximately 100 Hz. Hence, the channel changes
its characteristic drastically about 100 times per second and on the order of 1000 b/s must be sent
from base station to mobile for power control purposes. As different mobiles may be subject to vastly
different fading and shadowing conditions, a large dynamic range of about 80 dB must be covered by
power control. Notice, that power control on the downlink is really only necessary for mobiles that
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are about equidistant from two base stations, and even then neither the update rate nor the dynamic
range of the uplink is required.

The interference problem that arises at the cell boundaries where mobiles are within range of two
or more base stations can be turned into an advantage through the idea of soft handover. On the
downlink, all base stations within range can transmit to the mobile, which in turn can combine the
received signals to achieve some gain from the antenna diversity. On the uplink, a similar effect
can be obtained by selecting the strongest received signal from all base stations that received a user’s
signal. The base station that receives the strongest signal will also issue power control commands to
minimize the transmit power of the mobile. Note, however, that soft handover requires fairly tight
synchronization between base stations, and one of the advantages of CDMA over TDMA is lost.

Multiuser detection is still an emerging technique. It is probably best used in conjunction with
power control. The fundamental idea behind this technique is to model multiple-access interference
explicitly and devise receivers that reject or cancel the undesired signals. A variety of techniques have
been proposed ranging from optimum maximum-likelihood sequence estimation via multistage
schemes, reminiscent of decision feedback algorithms, to linear decorrelating receivers. An excellent
survey of the theory and practice of multiuser detection is given by [11].

17.5.3 Further Remarks

CDMA systems work well in conjunction with frequency division duplexing. This arrangement
decouples the power control problem on the uplink and downlink, respectively.

Signal quality enhancing methods, such as time diversity through coding and interleaving, can
be applied just as with the other access methods. In spread spectrum systems, however, coding can
be built into the spreading process, avoiding the loss of bandwidth associated with error protection.
Additionally, CDMA lends itself naturally to the exploitation of speech pauses that make up more
than half the time of a connection. If no signals are transmitted during such pauses, then the
instantaneous interference level is reduced and the total number of users supportable by the system
can be approximately doubled.

17.6 Comparison and Outlook

The question of which of the access methods is best does not have a single answer. Based on the
preceding discussion FDMA is only suited for applications such as cordless telephone with very
small cells and submicrosecond delay spreads. In cellular systems and for most versions of personal
communication systems, the choice reduces to TDMA vs. CDMA.

In terms of complexity, TDMA receivers require adaptive, nonlinear equalizers when operating in
environments with large delay spreads. CDMA systems, in turn, need RAKE receivers and sophisti-
cated power control algorithms. In the future, some form of multiple-access interference rejection
is likely to be implemented as well. Time synchronization is required in both systems, albeit for
different reasons. The additional complexity for coding and interleaving is comparable for both
access methods.

AnoftenquotedadvantageofCDMAsystems is the fact that theperformancewill degradegracefully
as the load increases. In TDMA systems, in turn, requests will have to be blocked once all channels in a
cell are in use. Hence, there is a hard limit on the number of channels per cell. There are proposals for
extended TDMA systems, however, that incorporate reassignment of channels during speech pauses.
Not only would such extended TDMA systems match the advantage of the exploitation of speech
pauses of CDMA systems, they would also lead to a soft limit on the system capacity. The extended
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TDMA proposals would implement the statistical multiplexing of the user data, e.g., by means of the
packet reservation multiple access protocol [4]. The increase in capacity depends on the acceptable
packet loss rate; in other words, small increases in the load lead to small increases in the packet loss
probability.

Many comparisons in terms of capacity between TDMA and CDMA can be found in the recent
literature. Such comparisons, however, are often invalidated by making assumptions that favor one
access method over the other. An important exception constitutes the recent paper by Wyner [12].
Under a simplified model that nevertheless captures the essence of cellular systems, he computes the
Shannon capacity. Highlights of his results include the following.

• TDMA is distinctly suboptimal in cellular systems.

• When the signal-to-noise-ratio is large, CDMA appears to achieve twice the capacity of
TDMA.

• Multiuser detectors are essential to realize near-optimum performance in CDMA systems.

• Intercell interference in CDMA systems has a detrimental effect when the signal-to-noise
ratio is large, but it can be exploited via diversity combining to increase capacity when
the signal-to-noise ratio is small.

More research along this avenue is necessary to confirm the validity of the results. In particular,
incorporation of realistic channel models into the analysis is required. However, this work represents
a substantial step towards quantifying capacity increases achievable with CDMA.

Defining Terms

Capacity: Shannon originally defined capacity as the maximum data rate which permits error-
free communication in a given environment. A looser interpretation is normally em-
ployed in wireless communication systems. Here capacity denotes the traffic density
supported by the system under consideration normalized with respect to bandwidth and
coverage area.

Code-division multiple access (CDMA): Systemsuse signalswithvery small cross-correlations
to facilitate sharing of the broadcast radio channel. Correlators are used to extract the
desired user’s signal while simultaneously suppressing interfering, parallel transmissions.

Duplexing: Refers to the exchange of messages in both directions of a connection.

Frequency-division multiple access (FDMA): Simultaneous access to the radio channel is fa-
cilitated by assigning nonoverlapping frequency bands to different users.

Multiple access: Denotes the support of simultaneous transmissions over a shared communi-
cation channel.

Random-access channel: This uplink control channel is used by mobiles to request assignment
of a traffic channel. A random access protocol is employed to arbitrate access to this
channel.

Time-division multiple access (TDMA): Systems assign nonoverlapping time slots to different
users in a round-robin fashion.
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18.1 Introduction

When the mechanisms of fading channels were first modeled in the 1950s and 1960s, the ideas
were primarily applied to over-the-horizon communications covering a wide range of frequency
bands. The 3–30 MHz high-frequency (HF) band is used for ionospheric communications, and the
300 MHz–3 GHz ultra-high-frequency (UHF) and 3–30 GHz super-high-frequency (SHF) bands are
used for tropospheric scatter. Although the fading effects in a mobile radio system are somewhat
different from those in ionospheric and tropospheric channels, the early models are still quite useful
to help characterize fading effects in mobile digital communication systems. This chapter addresses
Rayleigh fading, primarily in the UHF band, that affects mobile systems such as cellular and personal
communication systems (PCS). The chapter itemizes the fundamental fading manifestations, types
of degradation, and methods to mitigate the degradation. Two particular mitigation techniques
are examined: the Viterbi equalizer implemented in the Global System for Mobile Communication
(GSM), and the Rake receiver used in CDMA systems built to meet Interim Standard-95 (IS-95).

18.2 The Challenge of a Fading Channel

In the study of communication systems, the classical (ideal) additive-white-Gaussian-noise (AWGN)
channel, with statistically independent Gaussian noise samples corrupting data samples free of inter-
symbol interference (ISI), is the usual starting point for understanding basic performance relation-
ships. The primary source of performance degradation is thermal noise generated in the receiver.
Often, external interference received by the antenna is more significant than the thermal noise. This
external interference can sometimes be characterized as having a broadband spectrum and quantified
by a parameter called antenna temperature [1]. The thermal noise usually has a flat power spectral
density over the signal band and a zero-mean Gaussian voltage probability density function (pdf).
When modeling practical systems, the next step is the introduction of bandlimiting filters. The filter
in the transmitter usually serves to satisfy some regulatory requirement on spectral containment.
The filter in the receiver often serves the purpose of a classical “matched filter” [2] to the signal
bandwidth. Due to the bandlimiting and phase-distortion properties of filters, special signal design
and equalization techniques may be required to mitigate the filter-induced ISI.

If a radio channel’s propagating characteristics are not specified, one usually infers that the signal
attenuation vs. distance behaves as if propagation takes place over ideal free space. The model of free
space treats the region between the transmit and receive antennas as being free of all objects that might
absorb or reflect radio frequency (RF) energy. It also assumes that, within this region, the atmosphere
behaves as a perfectly uniform and nonabsorbing medium. Furthermore, the earth is treated as being
infinitely far away from the propagating signal (or, equivalently, as having a reflection coefficient that
is negligible). Basically, in this idealized free-space model, the attenuation of RF energy between the
transmitter and receiver behaves according to an inverse-square law. The received power expressed
in terms of transmitted power is attenuated by a factor, Ls(d), where this factor is called path loss or

1A version of this chapter has appeared as two papers in the IEEE Communications Magazine, September 1997, under
the titles “Rayleigh Fading Channels in Mobile Digital Communication Systems, Part I: Characterization” and “Part II:
Mitigation.”
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free space loss. When the receiving antenna is isotropic, this factor is expressed as [1]:

Ls(d) =
(

4πd

λ

)2

(18.1)

In Eq. (18.1), d is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, and λ is the wavelength of the
propagating signal. For this case of idealized propagation, received signal power is very predictable.

For most practical channels, where signal propagation takes place in the atmosphere and near the
ground, the free-space propagation model is inadequate to describe the channel and predict system
performance. In a wireless mobile communication system, a signal can travel from transmitter to
receiver over multiple reflective paths; this phenomenon is referred to as multipath propagation.
The effect can cause fluctuations in the received signal’s amplitude, phase, and angle of arrival, giving
rise to the terminology multipath fading. Another name, scintillation, having originated in radio
astronomy, is used to describe the multipath fading caused by physical changes in the propagating
medium, such as variations in the density of ions in the ionospheric layers that reflect high frequency
(HF) radio signals. Both names, fading and scintillation, refer to a signal’s random fluctuations or
fading due to multipath propagation. The main difference is that scintillation involves mechanisms
(e.g., ions) that are much smaller than a wavelength. The end-to-end modeling and design of
systems that mitigate the effects of fading are usually more challenging than those whose sole source
of performance degradation is AWGN.

18.3 Mobile-Radio Propagation: Large-Scale Fading and Small-
Scale Fading

Figure 18.1 represents an overview of fading channel manifestations. It starts with two types of
fading effects that characterize mobile communications: large-scale fading and small-scale fading.
Large-scale fading represents the average signal power attenuation or the path loss due to motion
over large areas. In Fig. 18.1, the large-scale fading manifestation is shown in blocks 1, 2, and 3.
This phenomenon is affected by prominent terrain contours (e.g., hills, forests, billboards, clumps
of buildings, etc.) between the transmitter and receiver. The receiver is often represented as being
“shadowed” by such prominences. The statistics of large-scale fading provide a way of computing
an estimate of path loss as a function of distance. This is described in terms of a mean-path loss
(nth-power law) and a log-normally distributed variation about the mean. Small-scale fading refers
to the dramatic changes in signal amplitude and phase that can be experienced as a result of small
changes (as small as a half-wavelength) in the spatial separation between a receiver and transmitter.
As indicated in Fig. 18.1, blocks 4, 5, and 6, small-scale fading manifests itself in two mechanisms,
namely, time-spreading of the signal (or signal dispersion) and time-variant behavior of the channel.
For mobile-radio applications, the channel is time-variant because motion between the transmitter
and receiver results in propagation path changes. The rate of change of these propagation conditions
accounts for the fading rapidity (rate of change of the fading impairments). Small-scale fading is
also called Rayleigh fading because if the multiple reflective paths are large in number and there is
no line-of-sight signal component, the envelope of the received signal is statistically described by a
Rayleigh pdf. When there is a dominant nonfading signal component present, such as a line-of-sight
propagation path, the small-scale fading envelope is described by a Rician pdf [3]. A mobile radio
roaming over a large area must process signals that experience both types of fading: small-scale fading
superimposed on large-scale fading.

There are three basic mechanisms that impact signal propagation in a mobile communication
system. They are reflection, diffraction, and scattering [3].
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FIGURE 18.1: Fading channel manifestations.
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• Reflection occurs when a propagating electromagnetic wave impinges upon a smooth
surface with very large dimensions compared to the RF signal wavelength (λ).

• Diffraction occurs when the radio path between the transmitter and receiver is obstructed
by a dense body with large dimensions compared to λ, causing secondary waves to be
formed behind the obstructing body. Diffraction is a phenomenon that accounts for RF
energy travelling from transmitter to receiver without a line-of-sight path between the
two. It is often termed shadowing because the diffracted field can reach the receiver even
when shadowed by an impenetrable obstruction.

• Scattering occurs when a radio wave impinges on either a large rough surface or any
surface whose dimensions are on the order of λ or less, causing the reflected energy to
spread out (scatter) in all directions. In an urban environment, typical signal obstructions
that yield scattering are lampposts, street signs, and foliage.

Figure 18.1 may serve as a table of contents for the sections that follow. We will examine the two
manifestations of small-scale fading: signal time-spreading (signal dispersion) and the time-variant
nature of the channel. These examinations will take place in two domains: time and frequency,
as indicated in Fig. 18.1, blocks 7, 10, 13, and 16. For signal dispersion, we categorize the fading
degradation types as being frequency-selective or frequency-nonselective (flat), as listed in blocks 8,
9, 11, and 12. For the time-variant manifestation, we categorize the fading degradation types as fast-
fading or slow-fading, as listed in blocks 14, 15, 17, and 18. The labels indicating Fourier transforms
and duals will be explained later.

Figure 18.2 illustrates the various contributions that must be considered when estimating path loss
for a link budget analysis in a cellular application [4]. These contributions are:

• Mean path loss as a function of distance, due to large-scale fading

• Near-worst-case variations about the mean path loss (typically 6–10 dB) or large-scale
fading margin

• Near-worst-case Rayleigh or small-scale fading margin (typically 20–30 dB)

In Fig. 18.2, the annotations “≈1–2% ” indicate a suggested area (probability) under the tail of each
pdf as a design goal. Hence, the amount of margin indicated is intended to provide adequate received
signal power for approximately 98–99% of each type of fading variation (large- and small-scale).

A received signal, is generally described in terms of a transmitted signal s(t) convolved with the
impulse response of the channel hc(t). Neglecting the degradation due to noise, we write:

r(t) = s(t) ∗ hc(t) (18.2)

where ∗ denotes convolution. In the case of mobile radios, r(t) can be partitioned in terms of two
component random variables, as follows [5]:

r(t) = m(t) × r0(t) (18.3)

where m(t) is called the large-scale-fading component, and r0(t) is called the small-scale-fading
component. m(t) is sometimes referred to as the local mean or log-normal fading because the
magnitude of m(t) is described by a log-normal pdf (or, equivalently, the magnitude measured
in decibels has a Gaussian pdf). r0(t) is sometimes referred to as multipath or Rayleigh fading.
Figure 18.3 illustrates the relationship between large-scale and small-scale fading. In Fig. 18.3(a),
received signal power r(t) vs. antenna displacement (typically in units of wavelength) is plotted for
the case of a mobile radio. Small-scale fading superimposed on large-scale fading can be readily
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FIGURE 18.2: Link-budget considerations for a fading channel.

identified. The typical antenna displacement between the small-scale signal nulls is approximately
a half wavelength. In Fig. 18.3(b), the large-scale fading or local mean, m(t), has been removed in
order to view the small-scale fading, r0(t), about some average constant power.

In the sections that follow, weenumerate someof thedetails regarding the statistics andmechanisms
of large-scale and small-scale fading.

18.3.1 Large-Scale Fading: Path-Loss Mean and Standard Deviation

For the mobile radio application, Okumura [6] made some of the earlier comprehensive path-loss
measurements for a wide range of antenna heights and coverage distances. Hata [7] transformed
Okumura’s data into parametric formulas. For the mobile radio application, the mean path loss,
Lp(d), as a function of distance, d , between the transmitter and receiver is proportional to an nth-
power of d relative to a reference distance d0 [3].

Lp(d) ∝
(

d

d0

)n

(18.4)

Lp(d) is often stated in decibels, as shown below.

Lp(d) (dB) = Ls (d0) (dB) + 10n log

(
d

d0

)
(18.5)

The reference distance d0, corresponds to a point located in the far field of the antenna. Typically,
the value of d0 is taken to be 1 km for large cells, 100 m for microcells, and 1 m for indoor channels.
Lp(d) is the average path loss (over a multitude of different sites) for a given value of d . Linear
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FIGURE 18.3: Large-scale fading and small-scale fading.

regression for a minimum mean-squared estimate (MMSE) fit of Lp(d) vs. d on a log-log scale (for
distances greater than d0) yields a straight line with a slope equal to 10 n dB/decade. The value of the
exponent n depends on the frequency, antenna heights, and propagation environment. In free space,
n = 2, as seen in Eq. (18.1). In the presence of a very strong guided wave phenomenon (like urban
streets), n can be lower than 2. When obstructions are present, n is larger. The path loss Ls(d0) to the
reference point at a distance d0 from the transmitter is typically found through field measurements
or is calculated using the free-space path loss given by Eq. (18.1). Figure 18.4 shows a scatter plot
of path loss vs. distance for measurements made in several German cities [8]. Here, the path loss
has been measured relative to the free-space reference measurement at d0 = 100m. Also shown are
straight-line fits to various exponent values.

The path loss vs. distance expressed in Eq. (18.5) is an average, and therefore not adequate to
describe any particular setting or signal path. It is necessary to provide for variations about the
mean since the environment of different sites may be quite different for similar transmitter-receiver
separations. Figure 18.4 illustrates that path-loss variations can be quite large. Measurements
have shown that for any value of d , the path loss Lp(d) is a random variable having a log-normal
distribution about the mean distant-dependent value Lp(d) [9]. Thus, path loss Lp(d) can be
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FIGURE 18.4: Path loss vs. distance measured in several German cities.

expressed in terms of Lp(d) plus a random variable Xσ , as follows [3].

Lp(d) (dB) = Ls (d0) (dB) + 10n log10

(
d

d0

)
+ Xσ (dB) (18.6)

where Xσ denotes a zero-mean, Gaussian random variable (in decibels) with standard deviation σ

(also in decibels). Xσ is site and distance dependent. The choice of a value for Xσ is often based on
measurements; it is not unusual for Xσ to take on values as high as 6–10 dB or greater. Thus, the
parameters needed to statistically describe path loss due to large-scale fading for an arbitrary location
with a specific transmitter-receiver separation are:

• The reference distance d0

• The path-loss exponent n

• The standard deviation σ of Xσ

There are several good references dealing with the measurement and estimation of propagation
path loss for many different applications and configurations [3], [7]–[11].
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18.3.2 Small-Scale Fading: Statistics and Mechanisms

When the received signal is made up of multiple reflective rays plus a significant line-of-sight (non-
faded) component, the envelope amplitude due to small-scale fading has a Rician pdf, and is referred
to as Rician fading [3]. The nonfaded component is called the specular component. As the ampli-
tude of the specular component approaches zero, the Rician pdf approaches a Rayleigh pdf, expressed
as:

p(r) =



r

σ 2
exp

[
− r2

2σ 2

]
for r ≥ 0

0 otherwise


 (18.7)

where r is the envelope amplitude of the received signal, and 2σ 2 is the predetection mean power
of the multipath signal. The Rayleigh faded component is sometimes called the random, scatter, or
diffuse component. The Rayleigh pdf results from having no specular component of the signal; thus
for a single link it represents the pdf associated with the worst case of fading per mean received signal
power. For the remainder of this chapter, it will be assumed that loss of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
due to fading follows the Rayleigh model described. It will also be assumed that the propagating
signal is in the UHF band, encompassing present-day cellular and personal communications services
(PCS) frequency allocations—nominally 1 GHz and 2 GHz, respectively.

As indicated in Fig. 18.1, blocks 4, 5, and 6, small-scale fading manifests itself in two mechanisms:

• Time-spreading of the underlying digital pulses within the signal

• A time-variant behavior of the channel due to motion (e.g., a receive antenna on a moving
platform).

Figure 18.5 illustrates the consequences of both manifestations by showing the response of a
multipath channel to a narrow pulse vs. delay, as a function of antenna position (or time, assuming a
constantvelocityofmotion). InFig. 18.5, wedistinguishbetween twodifferent timereferences—delay
time τ and transmission or observation time t . Delay time refers to the time-spreading manifestation
which results from the fading channel’s nonoptimum impulse response. The transmission time,
however, is related to the antenna’s motion or spatial changes, accounting for propagation path
changes that are perceived as the channel’s time-variant behavior. Note that, for constant velocity,
as is assumed in Fig. 18.5, either antenna position or transmission time can be used to illustrate
this time-variant behavior. Figures 18.5(a)–(c) show the sequence of received pulse-power profiles
as the antenna moves through a succession of equally spaced positions. Here, the interval between
antenna positions is 0.4 λ, where λ is the wavelength of the carrier frequency. For each of the
three cases shown, the response-pattern differs significantly in the delay time of the largest signal
component, the number of signal copies, their magnitudes, and the total received power (area) in
the received power profile. Figure 18.6 summarizes these two small-scale fading mechanisms, the
two domains (time or time-delay and frequency or Doppler shift) for viewing each mechanism and
the degradation categories each mechanism can exhibit. Note that any mechanism characterized
in the time domain can be characterized equally well in the frequency domain. Hence, as outlined
in Fig. 18.6, the time-spreading mechanism will be characterized in the time-delay domain as a
multipath delay spread and in the frequency domain as a channel coherence bandwidth. Similarly,
the time-variant mechanism will be characterized in the time domain as a channel coherence time
and in the Doppler-shift (frequency) domain as a channel fading rate or Doppler spread. These
mechanisms and their associated degradation categories will be examined in greater detail in the
sections that follow.
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FIGURE 18.5: Response of a multipath channel to a narrow pulse vs. delay, as a function of antenna
position.

18.4 Signal Time-Spreading Viewed in the Time-Delay
Domain: Figure 18.1, Block 7—The Multipath
Intensity Profile

A simple way to model the fading phenomenon was introduced by Bello [13] in 1963; he proposed the
notion of wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS). The model treats signal variations
arriving with different delays as uncorrelated. It can be shown [4, 13] that such a channel is effectively
WSS in both the time and frequency domains. With such a model of a fading channel, Bello was
able to define functions that apply for all time and all frequencies. For the mobile channel, Fig. 18.7
contains four functions that make up this model [4], [13]–[16]. We will examine these functions,
starting with Fig. 18.7(a) and proceeding counter-clockwise toward Fig. 18.7(d).

In Fig. 18.7(a), a multipath-intensity profile, S(τ) vs. time delay τ is plotted. Knowledge of
S(τ) helps answer the question, “For a transmitted impulse, how does the average received power
vary as a function of time delay, τ ?” The term “time delay” is used to refer to the excess delay.
It represents the signal’s propagation delay that exceeds the delay of the first signal arrival at the
receiver. For a typical wireless radio channel, the received signal usually consists of several discrete
multipath components, sometimes referred to as fingers. For some channels, such as the tropospheric
scatter channel, received signals are often seen as a continuum of multipath components [14, 16].
For making measurements of the multipath intensity profile, wideband signals (impulses or spread
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FIGURE 18.6: Small-scale fading: mechanisms, degradation categories, and effects.
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FIGURE 18.7: Relationships among the channel correlation functions and power density functions.

spectrum) need to be used [16]. For a single transmitted impulse, the time, Tm, between the first and
last received component represents the maximum excess delay, during which the multipath signal
power falls to some threshold level below that of the strongest component. The threshold level might
be chosen at 10 dB or 20 dB below the level of the strongest component. Note, that for an ideal
system (zero excess delay), the function S(τ) would consist of an ideal impulse with weight equal to
the total average received signal power.
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18.4.1 Degradation Categories due to Signal Time-Spreading Viewed in the
Time-Delay Domain

In a fading channel, the relationship between maximum excess delay time, Tm, and symbol time,
Ts , can be viewed in terms of two different degradation categories, frequency-selective fading and
frequency nonselective or flat fading, as indicated in Fig. 18.1, blocks 8 and 9, and Fig. 18.6. A
channel is said to exhibit frequency-selective fading if Tm > Ts . This condition occurs whenever
the received multipath components of a symbol extend beyond the symbol’s time duration. Such
multipath dispersion of the signal yields the same kind of ISI distortion that is caused by an electronic
filter. In fact, another name for this category of fading degradation is channel-induced ISI. In the
case of frequency-selective fading, mitigating the distortion is possible because many of the multipath
components are resolvable by the receiver. Later, several such mitigation techniques are described.

A channel is said to exhibit frequency nonselective or flat fading if Tm < Ts . In this case, all of
the received multipath components of a symbol arrive within the symbol time duration; hence, the
components are not resolvable. Here, there is no channel-induced ISI distortion, since the signal time
spreading does not result in significant overlap among neighboring received symbols. There is still
performance degradation since the unresolvable phasor components can add up destructively to yield
a substantial reduction in SNR. Also, signals that are classified as exhibiting flat fading can sometimes
experience frequency-selective distortion. This will be explained later when viewing degradation in
the frequency domain, where the phenomenon is more easily described. For loss in SNR due to flat
fading, the mitigation technique called for is to improve the received SNR (or reduce the required
SNR). For digital systems, introducing some form of signal diversity and using error-correction
coding is the most efficient way to accomplish this.

18.5 Signal Time-Spreading Viewed in the Frequency
Domain: Figure 18.1, Block 10—The
Spaced-Frequency Correlation Function

A completely analogous characterization of signal dispersion can begin in the frequency domain. In
Fig. 18.7(b), the function |R(1f )| is seen, designated a spaced-frequency correlation function; it is
the Fourier transform of S(τ). R(1f ) represents the correlation between the channel’s response to
two signals as a function of the frequency difference between the two signals. It can be thought of as
the channel’s frequency transfer function. Therefore, the time-spreading manifestation can be viewed
as if it were the result of a filtering process. Knowledge of R(1f ) helps answer the question, “What
is the correlation between received signals that are spaced in frequency 1f = f1 − f2?” R(1f ) can
be measured by transmitting a pair of sinusoids separated in frequency by 1f , cross-correlating the
two separately received signals, and repeating the process many times with ever-larger separation 1f .
Therefore, the measurement of R(1f ) can be made with a sinusoid that is swept in frequency across
the band of interest (a wideband signal). The coherence bandwidth, f0 , is a statistical measure of
the range of frequencies over which the channel passes all spectral components with approximately
equal gain and linear phase. Thus, the coherence bandwidth represents a frequency range over which
frequency components have a strong potential for amplitude correlation. That is, a signal’s spectral
components in that range are affected by the channel in a similar manner, as for example, exhibiting
fading or no fading. Note that f0 and Tm are reciprocally related (within a multiplicative constant).
As an approximation, it is possible to say that

f0 ≈ 1

Tm

(18.8)
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The maximum excess delay, Tm, is not necessarily the best indicator of how any given system will
perform on a channel because different channels with the same value of Tm can exhibit very different
profiles of signal intensity over the delay span. A more useful measurement of delay spread is most
often characterized in terms of the root mean squared (rms) delay spread, στ , where

στ =
√

τ2 − (τ )2 (18.9)

τ is the mean excess delay, (τ )2 is the mean squared, τ2 is the second moment, and στ is the square
root of the second central moment of S(τ) [3].

An exact relationship between coherence bandwidth and delay spread does not exist, and must be
derived from signal analysis (usually using Fourier techniques) of actual signal dispersion measure-
ments in particular channels. Several approximate relationships have been described. If coherence
bandwidth is defined as the frequency interval over which the channel’s complex frequency transfer
function has a correlation of at least 0.9, the coherence bandwidth is approximately [17]

f0 ≈ 1

50στ

(18.10)

For the case of a mobile radio, an array of radially uniformly spaced scatterers, all with equal-
magnitude reflection coefficients but independent, randomly occurring reflection phase angles [18,
19] is generally accepted as a useful model for urban surroundings. This model is referred to as the
dense-scatterer channel model. With the use of such a model, coherence bandwidth has similarly
been defined [18] for a bandwidth interval over which the channel’s complex frequency transfer
function has a correlation of at least 0.5 to be

f0 = 0.276

στ

(18.11)

The ionospheric-effects community employs the following definition

f0 = 1

2πστ

(18.12)

A more popular approximation of f0 corresponding to a bandwidth interval having a correlation of
at least 0.5 is [3]

f0 ≈ 1

5στ

(18.13)

18.5.1 Degradation Categories due to Signal Time-Spreading Viewed in the
Frequency Domain

A channel is referred to as frequency-selective if f0 < 1/Ts ≈ W , where the symbol rate 1/Ts is
nominally taken to be equal to the signal bandwidth W . In practice, W may differ from 1/Ts due
to system filtering or data modulation type (quaternary phase shift keying, QPSK, minimum shift
keying, MSK, etc.) [21]. Frequency-selective fading distortion occurs whenever a signal’s spectral
components are not all affected equally by the channel. Some of the signal’s spectral components,
falling outside the coherence bandwidth, will be affected differently (independently) compared to
those components contained within the coherence bandwidth. This occurs whenever f0 < W and
is illustrated in Fig. 18.8(a).
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FIGURE 18.8: Relationships between the channel frequency-transfer function and a signal with
bandwidth W.
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Frequency-nonselective or flat fading degradation occurs whenever f0 > W . Hence, all of the
signal’s spectral components will be affected by the channel in a similar manner (e.g., fading or
no fading); this is illustrated in Fig. 18.8(b). Flat-fading does not introduce channel-induced ISI
distortion, but performance degradation can still be expected due to the loss in SNR whenever the
signal is fading. In order to avoid channel-induced ISI distortion, the channel is required to exhibit
flat fading by insuring that

f0 > W ≈ 1

Ts

(18.14)

Hence, the channel coherence bandwidth f0 sets an upper limit on the transmission rate that can
be used without incorporating an equalizer in the receiver.

For the flat-fading case, where f0 > W (or Tm < Ts), Fig. 18.8(b) shows the usual flat-fading
pictorial representation. However, as a mobile radio changes its position, there will be times when
the received signal experiences frequency-selective distortion even though f0 > W . This is seen in
Fig. 18.8(c), where the null of the channel’s frequency transfer function occurs at the center of the
signal band. Whenever this occurs, the baseband pulse will be especially mutilated by deprivation of
its DC component. One consequence of the loss of DC (zero mean value) is the absence of a reliable
pulse peak on which to establish the timing synchronization, or from which to sample the carrier
phase carried by the pulse [18]. Thus, even though a channel is categorized as flat fading (based on
rms relationships), it can still manifest frequency-selective fading on occasions. It is fair to say that a
mobile radio channel, classified as having flat-fading degradation, cannot exhibit flat fading all of the
time. As f0 becomes much larger than W (or Tm becomes much smaller than Ts), less time will be
spent in conditions approximating Fig. 18.8(c). By comparison, it should be clear that in Fig. 18.8(a)
the fading is independent of the position of the signal band, and frequency-selective fading occurs
all the time, not just occasionally.

18.6 Typical Examples of Flat Fading and
Frequency-Selective Fading Manifestations

Figure 18.9 shows some examples of flat fading and frequency-selective fading for a direct-sequence
spread-spectrum (DS/SS) system [20, 22]. In Fig. 18.9, there are three plots of the output of a
pseudonoise (PN) code correlator vs. delay as a function of time (transmission or observation time).
Each amplitude vs. delay plot is akin to S(τ) vs. τ shown in Fig. 18.7(a). The key difference is that
the amplitudes shown in Fig. 18.9 represent the output of a correlator; hence, the waveshapes are a
function not only of the impulse response of the channel, but also of the impulse response of the cor-
relator. The delay time is expressed in units of chip durations (chips), where the chip is defined as the
spread-spectrum minimal-duration keying element. For each plot, the observation time is shown on
an axis perpendicular to the amplitude vs. time-delay plane. Figure 18.9 is drawn from a satellite-to-
ground communications link exhibiting scintillation because of atmospheric disturbances. However,
Fig. 18.9 is still a useful illustration of three different channel conditions that might apply to a mobile
radio situation. A mobile radio that moves along the observation-time axis is affected by changing
multipath profiles along the route, as seen in the figure. The scale along the observation-time axis is
also in units of chips. In Fig. 18.9(a), the signal dispersion (one “finger” of return) is on the order
of a chip time duration, Tch. In a typical DS/SS system, the spread-spectrum signal bandwidth is
approximately equal to 1/Tch; hence, the normalized coherence bandwidth f0Tch of approximately
unity in Fig. 18.9(a) implies that the coherence bandwidth is about equal to the spread-spectrum
bandwidth. This describes a channel that can be called frequency-nonselective or slightly frequency-
selective. In Fig. 18.9(b), where f0Tch = 0.25, the signal dispersion is more pronounced. There is
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FIGURE 18.9: DS/SS Matched-filter output time-history examples for three levels of channel condi-
tions, where Tch is the time duration of a chip.

definite interchip interference, and the coherence bandwidth is approximately equal to 25% of the
spread-spectrum bandwidth. In Fig. 18.9(c), where f0Tch = 0.1, the signal dispersion is even more
pronounced, with greater interchip-interference effects, and the coherence bandwidth is approxi-
mately equal to 10% of the spread-spectrum bandwidth. The channels of Figs. 18.9(b) and (c) can
be categorized as moderately and highly frequency-selective, respectively, with respect to the basic
signalling element, the chip. Later, we show that a DS/SS system operating over a frequency-selective
channel at the chip level does not necessarily experience frequency-selective distortion at the symbol
level.
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18.7 Time Variance Viewed in the Time Domain:
Figure 18.1, Block 13—The Spaced-Time Correlation
Function

Until now, we have described signal dispersion and coherence bandwidth, parameters that describe
the channel’s time-spreading properties in a local area. However, they do not offer information about
the time-varying nature of the channel caused by relative motion between a transmitter and receiver,
or by movement of objects within the channel. For mobile-radio applications, the channel is time
variant because motion between the transmitter and receiver results in propagation-path changes.
Thus, for a transmitted continuous wave (CW) signal, as a result of such motion, the radio receiver
sees variations in the signal’s amplitude and phase. Assuming that all scatterers making up the
channel are stationary, then whenever motion ceases, the amplitude and phase of the received signal
remain constant; that is, the channel appears to be time invariant. Whenever motion begins again,
the channel appears time variant. Since the channel characteristics are dependent on the positions
of the transmitter and receiver, time variance in this case is equivalent to spatial variance.

Figure 18.7(c) shows the function R(1t), designated the spaced-time correlation function; it is
the autocorrelation function of the channel’s response to a sinusoid. This function specifies the extent
to which there is correlation between the channel’s response to a sinusoid sent at time t1 and the
response to a similar sinusoid sent at time t2, where1t = t2−t1. The coherencetime, T0, is a measure
of the expected time duration over which the channel’s response is essentially invariant. Earlier, we
made measurements of signal dispersion and coherence bandwidth by using wideband signals. Now,
to measure the time-variant nature of the channel, we use a narrowband signal. To measure R(1t)

we can transmit a single sinusoid (1f = 0) and determine the autocorrelation function of the
received signal. The function R(1t) and the parameter T0 provide us with knowledge about the
fading rapidity of the channel. Note that for an ideal time-invariant channel (e.g., a mobile radio
exhibiting no motion at all), the channel’s response would be highly correlated for all values of 1t ,
and R(1t) would be a constant function. When using the dense-scatterer channel model described
earlier, with constant velocity of motion, and an unmodulated CW signal, the normalized R(1t) is
described as

R(1t) = J0 (kV 1t) (18.15)

where J0(·) is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind, V is velocity, V 1t is distance traversed,
andk = 2π/λ is the free-spacephase constant (transformingdistance to radiansofphase). Coherence
time can be measured in terms of either time or distance traversed (assuming some fixed velocity of
motion). Amoroso described such a measurement using a CW signal and a dense-scatterer channel
model [18]. He measured the statistical correlation between the combination of received magnitude
and phase sampled at a particular antenna location x0, and the corresponding combination sampled
at some displaced location x0 + ζ , with displacement measured in units of wavelength λ. For a
displacement ζ of 0.38λ between two antenna locations, the combined magnitudes and phases of the
received CW are statistically uncorrelated. In other words, the state of the signal at x0 says nothing
about the state of the signal at x0 + ζ . For a given velocity of motion, this displacement is readily
transformed into units of time (coherence time).

18.7.1 The Concept of Duality

Two operators (functions, elements, or systems) are dual when the behavior of one with reference to
a time-related domain (time or time-delay) is identical to the behavior of the other with reference to
the corresponding frequency-related domain (frequency or Doppler shift).
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In Fig. 18.7, we can identify functions that exhibit similar behavior across domains. For under-
standing the fading channel model, it is useful to refer to such functions as duals. For example,
R(1f ) in Fig. 18.7(b), characterizing signal dispersion in the frequency domain, yields knowledge
about the range of frequency over which two spectral components of a received signal have a strong
potential for amplitude and phase correlation. R(1t) in Fig. 18.7(c), characterizing fading rapidity
in the time domain, yields knowledge about the span of time over which two received signals have a
strong potential for amplitude and phase correlation. We have labeled these two correlation functions
as duals. This is also noted in Fig. 18.1 as the duality between blocks 10 and 13, and in Fig. 18.6 as
the duality between the time-spreading mechanism in the frequency domain and the time-variant
mechanism in the time domain.

18.7.2 Degradation Categories due to Time Variance Viewed in the
Time Domain

The time-variant nature of the channel or fading rapidity mechanism can be viewed in terms of two
degradation categories as listed in Fig. 18.6: fast fading and slow fading. The terminology “fast
fading” is used for describing channels in which T0 < Ts , where T0 is the channel coherence time and
Ts is the time duration of a transmission symbol. Fast fading describes a condition where the time
duration in which the channel behaves in a correlated manner is short compared to the time duration
of a symbol. Therefore, it can be expected that the fading character of the channel will change several
times during the time that a symbol is propagating, leading to distortion of the baseband pulse
shape. Analogous to the distortion previously described as channel-induced ISI, here distortion
takes place because the received signal’s components are not all highly correlated throughout time.
Hence, fast fading can cause the baseband pulse to be distorted, resulting in a loss of SNR that often
yields an irreducible error rate. Such distorted pulses cause synchronization problems (failure of
phase-locked-loop receivers), in addition to difficulties in adequately defining a matched filter.

A channel is generally referred to as introducing slow fading ifT0 > Ts . Here, the timeduration that
the channel behaves in a correlated manner is long compared to the time duration of a transmission
symbol. Thus, one can expect the channel state to virtually remain unchanged during the time
in which a symbol is transmitted. The propagating symbols will likely not suffer from the pulse
distortion described above. The primary degradation in a slow-fading channel, as with flat fading,
is loss in SNR.

18.8 Time Variance Viewed in the Doppler-Shift Domain:
Figure 18.1, Block 16—The Doppler Power Spectrum

A completely analogous characterization of the time-variant nature of the channel can begin in the
Doppler-shift (frequency) domain. Figure 18.7(d) shows a Doppler power spectral density, S(v),
plotted as a function of Doppler-frequency shift, v. For the case of the dense-scatterer model, a
vertical receive antenna with constant azimuthal gain, a uniform distribution of signals arriving at
all arrival angles throughout the range (0, 2π), and an unmodulated CW signal, the signal spectrum
at the antenna terminals is [19]

S(v) = 1

πfd

√
1 −

(
v−fc

fd

)2
(18.16)
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The equality holds for frequency shifts of v that are in the range ±fd about the carrier frequency fc

and would be zero outside that range. The shape of the RF Doppler spectrum described by Eq. (18.16)
is classically bowl-shaped, as seen in Fig. 18.7(d). Note that the spectral shape is a result of the dense-
scatterer channel model. Equation (18.16) has been shown to match experimental data gathered
for mobile radio channels [23]; however, different applications yield different spectral shapes. For
example, the dense-scatterer model does not hold for the indoor radio channel; the channel model
for an indoor area assumes S(v) to be a flat spectrum [24].

In Fig. 18.7(d), the sharpness and steepness of the boundaries of the Doppler spectrum are due
to the sharp upper limit on the Doppler shift produced by a vehicular antenna traveling among the
stationary scatterers of the dense scatterer model. The largest magnitude (infinite) of S(v) occurs
when the scatterer is directly ahead of the moving antenna platform or directly behind it. In that case
the magnitude of the frequency shift is given by

fd = V

λ
(18.17)

where V is relative velocity and λ is the signal wavelength. fd is positive when the transmitter and
receiver move toward each other and negative when moving away from each other. For scatterers
directly broadside of the moving platform, the magnitude of the frequency shift is zero. The fact that
Doppler components arriving at exactly 0◦ and 180◦ have an infinite power spectral density is not
a problem, since the angle of arrival is continuously distributed and the probability of components
arriving at exactly these angles is zero [3, 19].

S(v) is the Fourier transform of R(1t). We know that the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation
function of a time series is the magnitude squared of the Fourier transform of the original time series.
Therefore, measurements can be made by simply transmitting a sinusoid (narrowband signal) and
using Fourier analysis to generate the power spectrum of the received amplitude [16]. This Doppler
power spectrum of the channel yields knowledge about the spectral spreading of a transmitted
sinusoid (impulse in frequency) in the Doppler-shift domain. As indicated in Fig. 18.7, S(v) can be
regarded as the dual of the multipath intensity profile, S(τ), since the latter yields knowledge about
the time spreading of a transmitted impulse in the time-delay domain. This is also noted in Fig. 18.1
as the duality between blocks 7 and 16, and in Fig. 18.6 as the duality between the time-spreading
mechanism in the time-delay domain and the time-variant mechanism in the Doppler-shift domain.

Knowledge of S(v) allows us to glean how much spectral broadening is imposed on the signal as
a function of the rate of change in the channel state. The width of the Doppler power spectrum
is referred to as the spectral broadening or Doppler spread, denoted by fd , and sometimes called
the fading bandwidth of the channel. Equation (18.16) describes the Doppler frequency shift. In a
typical multipath environment, the received signal arrives from several reflected paths with different
path distances and different angles of arrival, and the Doppler shift of each arriving path is generally
different from that of another path. The effect on the received signal is seen as a Doppler spreading
or spectral broadening of the transmitted signal frequency, rather than a shift. Note that the Doppler
spread, fd , and the coherence time, T0, are reciprocally related (within a multiplicative constant).
Therefore, we show the approximate relationship between the two parameters as

T0 ≈ 1

fd

(18.18)

Hence, the Doppler spread fd or 1/T0 is regarded as the typical fading rate of the channel. Earlier,
T0 was described as the expected time duration over which the channel’s response to a sinusoid
is essentially invariant. When T0 is defined more precisely as the time duration over which the
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channel’s response to a sinusoid has a correlation of at least 0.5, the relationship between T0 and fd

is approximately [4]

T0 ≈ 9

16πfd

(18.19)

A popular “rule of thumb” is to define T0 as the geometric mean of Eqs. (18.18) and (18.19). This
yields

T0 =
√

9

16πf 2
d

= 0.423

fd

(18.20)

For the case of a 900 MHz mobile radio, Fig. 18.10 illustrates the typical effect of Rayleigh fading
on a signal’s envelope amplitude vs. time [3]. The figure shows that the distance traveled by the

FIGURE 18.10: A typical Rayleigh fading envelope at 900 MHz.

mobile in the time interval corresponding to two adjacent nulls (small-scale fades) is on the order
of a half-wavelength (λ/2) [3]. Thus, from Fig. 18.10 and Eq. (18.17), the time (approximately, the
coherence time) required to traverse a distance λ/2 when traveling at a constant velocity, V , is:

T0 ≈ λ/2

V
= 0.5

fd

(18.21)

Thus, when the interval between fades is taken to be λ/2, as in Fig. 18.10, the resulting expression
for T0 in Eq. (18.21) is quite close to the rule-of-thumb shown in Eq. (18.20). Using Eq. (18.21), with
the parameters shown in Fig. 18.10 (velocity = 120 km/hr, and carrier frequency = 900 MHz), it is
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straightforward to compute that the coherence time is approximately 5 ms and the Doppler spread
(channel fading rate) is approximately 100 Hz. Therefore, if this example represents a voice-grade
channel with a typical transmission rate of 104 symbols/s, the fading rate is considerably less than
the symbol rate. Under such conditions, the channel would manifest slow-fading effects. Note that
if the abscissa of Fig. 18.10 were labeled in units of wavelength instead of time, the figure would look
the same for any radio frequency and any antenna speed.

18.9 Analogy Between Spectral Broadening in Fading
Channels and Spectral Broadening in Digital Signal
Keying

Help is often needed in understanding why spectral broadening of the signal is a function of fading
rate of the channel. Figure 18.11 uses the keying of a digital signal (such as amplitude-shift-keying
or frequency-shift-keying) to illustrate an analogous case. Figure 18.11(a) shows that a single tone,
cos 2πfct (−∞ < t < ∞) that exists for all time is characterized in the frequency domain in terms
of impulses (at ±fc). This frequency domain representation is ideal (i.e., zero bandwidth), since
the tone is pure and neverending. In practical applications, digital signalling involves switching
(keying) signals on and off at a required rate. The keying operation can be viewed as multiplying the
infinite-duration tone in Fig. 18.11(a) by an ideal rectangular (switching) function in Fig. 18.11(b).
The frequency-domain description of the ideal rectangular function is of the form (sinf )/f . In
Fig. 18.11(c), the result of the multiplication yields a tone, cos 2πfct , that is time-duration limited
in the interval −T/2 < t < T/2. The resulting spectrum is obtained by convolving the spectral
impulses in part (a) with the (sinf )/f function in part (b), yielding the broadened spectrum in part
(c). It is further seen that, if the signalling occurs at a faster rate characterized by the rectangle of
shorter duration in part (d), the resulting spectrum of the signal in part (e) exhibits greater spectral
broadening. The changing state of a fading channel is somewhat analogous to the keying on and off
of digital signals. The channel behaves like a switch, turning the signal “on” and “off.” The greater
the rapidity of the change in the channel state, the greater the spectral broadening of the received
signals. The analogy is not exact because the on and off switching of signals may result in phase
discontinuities, but the typical multipath-scatterer environment induces phase-continuous effects.

18.10 Degradation Categories due to Time Variance, Viewed in
the Doppler-Shift Domain

A channel is referred to as fast fading if the symbol rate, 1/Ts (approximately equal to the signalling
rate or bandwidth W ) is less than the fading rate, 1/T0 (approximately equal to fd); that is, fast
fading is characterized by

W < fd (18.22a)

or

Ts > T0 (18.22b)

Conversely, a channel is referred to as slow fading if the signalling rate is greater than the fading
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FIGURE 18.11: Analogy between spectral broadening in fading and spectral broadening in keying a digital signal.
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rate. Thus, in order to avoid signal distortion caused by fast fading, the channel must be made to
exhibit slow fading by insuring that the signalling rate must exceed the channel fading rate. That is

W > fd (18.23a)

or

Ts < T0 (18.23b)

In Eq. (18.14), it was shown that due to signal dispersion, the coherence bandwidth, f0, sets an
upper limit on the signalling rate which can be used without suffering frequency-selective distortion.
Similarly, Eq. (18.23a–18.23b) shows that due to Doppler spreading, the channel fading rate, fd , sets
a lower limit on the signalling rate that can be used without suffering fast-fading distortion. For HF
communicating systems, when teletype or Morse-coded messages were transmitted at a low data rate,
the channels were often fast fading. However, most present-day terrestrial mobile-radio channels
can generally be characterized as slow fading.

Equation (18.23a–18.23b) doesn’t go far enough in describing what we desire of the channel. A
better way to state the requirement for mitigating the effects of fast fading would be that we desire
W � fd (or Ts � T0). If this condition is not satisfied, the random frequency modulation (FM)
due to varying Doppler shifts will limit the system performance significantly. The Doppler effect
yields an irreducible error rate that cannot be overcome by simply increasing Eb/N0 [25]. This
irreducible error rate is most pronounced for any modulation that involves switching the carrier
phase. A single specular Doppler path, without scatterers, registers an instantaneous frequency shift,
classically calculated as fd = V/λ. However, a combination of specular and multipath components
yields a rather complex time dependence of instantaneous frequency which can cause much larger
frequency swings than ±V/λ when detected by an instantaneous frequency detector (a nonlinear
device) [26]. Ideally, coherent demodulators that lock onto and track the information signal should
suppress the effect of this FM noise and thus cancel the impact of Doppler shift. However, for large
values of fd , carrier recovery becomes a problem because very wideband (relative to the data rate)
phase-lock loops (PLLs) need to be designed. For voice-grade applications with bit-error rates of
10−3 to 10−4, a large value of Doppler shift is considered to be on the order of 0.01× W . Therefore,
to avoid fast-fading distortion and the Doppler-induced irreducible error rate, the signalling rate
should exceed the fading rate by a factor of 100 to 200 [27]. The exact factor depends on the signal
modulation, receiver design, and required error-rate [3], [26]–[29]. Davarian [29] showed that a
frequency-tracking loop can help lower, but not completely remove, the irreducible error rate in a
mobile system when using differential minimum-shift keyed (DMSK) modulation.

18.11 Mitigation Methods

Figure 18.12, subtitled “The Good, The Bad, and The Awful,” highlights three major performance
categories in terms of bit-error probability, PB , vs. Eb/N0. The leftmost exponentially-shaped curve
represents the performance that can be expected when using any nominal modulation type in AWGN.
Observe that with a reasonable amount of Eb/N0, good performance results. The middle curve,
referred to as the Rayleigh limit, shows the performance degradation resulting from a loss in SNR
that is characteristic of flat fading or slow fading when there is no line-of-sight signal component
present. The curve is a function of the reciprocal of Eb/N0 (an inverse-linear function), so for
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reasonable values of SNR, performance will generally be “bad.” In the case of Rayleigh fading,
parameters with overbars are often introduced to indicate that a mean is being taken over the “ups”
and “downs” of the fading experience. Therefore, one often sees such bit-error probability plots with
mean parameters denoted by PB and Eb/N0. The curve that reaches an irreducible level, sometimes
called an error floor, represents “awful” performance, where the bit-error probability can approach
the value of 0.5. This shows the severe distorting effects of frequency-selective fading or fast fading.

FIGURE 18.12: Error performance: The good, the bad, and the awful.
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If the channel introduces signal distortion as a result of fading, the system performance can
exhibit an irreducible error rate; when larger than the desired error rate, no amount of Eb/N0 will
help achieve the desired level of performance. In such cases, the general approach for improving
performance is to use some form of mitigation to remove or reduce the distortion. The mitigation
method depends on whether the distortion is caused by frequency-selective fading or fast fading.
Once the distortion has been mitigated, the PB vs. Eb/N0 performance should have transitioned
from the “awful” bottoming out curve to the merely “bad” Rayleigh limit curve. Next, we can further
ameliorate the effects of fading and strive to approach AWGN performance by using some form of
diversity to provide the receiver with a collection of uncorrelated samples of the signal, and by using
a powerful error-correction code.

In Fig. 18.13, several mitigation techniques for combating the effects of both signal distortion and
loss in SNR are listed. Just as Figs. 18.1 and 18.6 serve as a guide for characterizing fading phenomena
and their effects, Fig. 18.13 can similarly serve to describe mitigation methods that can be used to
ameliorate the effects of fading. The mitigation approach to be used should follow two basic steps:
first, provide distortion mitigation; second, provide diversity.

18.11.1 Mitigation to Combat Frequency-Selective Distortion

• Equalization can compensate for the channel-induced ISI that is seen in frequency-
selective fading. That is, it can help move the operating point from the error-performance
curve that is “awful” in Fig. 18.12 to the one that is “bad.” The process of equalizing the
ISI involves some method of gathering the dispersed symbol energy back together into its
original time interval. In effect, equalization involves insertion of a filter to make the com-
bination of channel and filter yield a flat response with linear phase. The phase linearity
is achieved by making the equalizer filter the complex conjugate of the time reverse of the
dispersed pulse [30]. Because in a mobile system the channel response varies with time,
the equalizer filter must also change or adapt to the time-varying channel. Such equalizer
filters are, therefore, called adaptive equalizers. An equalizer accomplishes more than
distortion mitigation; it also provides diversity. Since distortion mitigation is achieved
by gathering the dispersed symbol’s energy back into the symbol’s original time interval
so that it doesn’t hamper the detection of other symbols, the equalizer is simultaneously
providing each received symbol with energy that would otherwise be lost.

• Thedecision feedback equalizer (DFE)has a feedforward section that is a linear transversal
filter [30] whose length and tap weights are selected to coherently combine virtually all of
the current symbol’s energy. The DFE also has a feedback section which removes energy
that remains from previously detected symbols [14], [30]–[32]. The basic idea behind
the DFE is that once an information symbol has been detected, the ISI that it induces
on future symbols can be estimated and subtracted before the detection of subsequent
symbols.

• The maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) equalizer tests all possible data
sequences (rather than decoding each received symbol by itself) and chooses the data
sequence that is the most probable of the candidates. The MLSE equalizer was first
proposed by Forney [33] when he implemented the equalizer using the Viterbi decoding
algorithm [34]. The MLSE is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the probability
of a sequence error. Because the Viterbi decoding algorithm is the way in which the
MLSE equalizer is typically implemented, the equalizer is often referred to as the Viterbi
equalizer. Later in this chapter, we illustrate the adaptive equalization performed in the
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FIGURE 18.13: Basic mitigation types.
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Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) using the Viterbi equalizer.

• Spread-spectrum techniques can be used to mitigate frequency-selective ISI distortion
because the hallmark of any spread-spectrum system is its capability to reject interference,
and ISI is a type of interference. Consider a direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS/SS)
binary phase shift keying (PSK) communication channel comprising one direct path and
one reflected path. Assume that the propagation from transmitter to receiver results
in a multipath wave that is delayed by τk compared to the direct wave. If the receiver
is synchronized to the waveform arriving via the direct path, the received signal, r(t),
neglecting noise, can be expressed as

r(t) = Ax(t)g(t) cos(2πfct) + αAx (t − τk) g (t − τk) cos(2πfct + 2) (18.24)

where x(t) is the data signal, g(t) is the pseudonoise (PN) spreading code, and τk is the
differential time delay between the two paths. The angle 2 is a random phase, assumed to
be uniformly distributed in the range (0, 2π), and α is the attenuation of the multipath
signal relative to the direct path signal. The receiver multiplies the incoming r(t) by the
code g(t). If the receiver is synchronized to the direct path signal, multiplication by the
code signal yields

Ax(t)g2(t) cos(2πfct) + αAx (t − τk) g(t)g (t − τk) cos(2πfct + 2) (18.25)

where g2(t) = 1, and if τk is greater than the chip duration, then,∣∣∣∣
∫

g∗(t)g (t − τk) dt

∣∣∣∣ �
∫

g∗(t)g(t)dt (18.26)

over some appropriate interval of integration (correlation), where ∗ indicates complex
conjugate, and τk is equal to or larger than the PN chip duration. Thus, the spread
spectrum system effectively eliminates the multipath interference by virtue of its code-
correlation receiver. Even though channel-induced ISI is typically transparent to DS/SS
systems, such systems suffer from the loss in energy contained in all the multipath com-
ponents not seen by the receiver. The need to gather up this lost energy belonging to the
received chip was the motivation for developing the Rake receiver [35]–[37]. The Rake
receiver dedicates a separate correlator to each multipath component (finger). It is able
to coherently add the energy from each finger by selectively delaying them (the earliest
component gets the longest delay) so that they can all be coherently combined.

• Earlier, we described a channel that could be classified as flat fading, but occasionally
exhibits frequency-selective distortion when the null of the channel’s frequency transfer
function occurs at the center of the signal band. The use of DS/SS is a good way to mitigate
such distortion because the wideband SS signal would span many lobes of the selectively
faded frequency response. Hence, a great deal of pulse energy would then be passed by
the scatterer medium, in contrast to the nulling effect on a relatively narrowband signal
[see Fig. 18.8(c)] [18].

• Frequency-hopping spread-spectrum (FH/SS) can be used to mitigate the distortion due
to frequency-selective fading, provided the hopping rate is at least equal to the symbol
rate. Compared to DS/SS, mitigation takes place through a different mechanism. FH
receivers avoid multipath losses by rapid changes in the transmitter frequency band, thus
avoiding the interference by changing the receiver band position before the arrival of the
multipath signal.
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• Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) can be used in frequency-selective
fading channels to avoid the use of an equalizer by lengthening the symbol duration. The
signal band is partitioned into multiple subbands, each one exhibiting a lower symbol
rate than the original band. The subbands are then transmitted on multiple orthogonal
carriers. The goal is to reduce the symbol rate (signalling rate), W ≈ 1/Ts , on each
carrier to be less than the channel’s coherence bandwidth f0. OFDM was originally
referred to as Kineplex. The technique has been implemented in the U.S. in mobile radio
systems [38], and has been chosen by the European community under the name Coded
OFDM (COFDM), for high-definition television (HDTV) broadcasting [39].

• Pilot signal is the name given to a signal intended to facilitate the coherent detection of
waveforms. Pilot signals can be implemented in the frequency domain as an in-band
tone [40], or in the time domain as a pilot sequence, which can also provide information
about the channel state and thus improve performance in fading [41].

18.11.2 Mitigation to Combat Fast-Fading Distortion

• For fast fading distortion, use a robust modulation (noncoherent or differentially coher-
ent) that does not require phase tracking, and reduce the detector integration time [20].

• Increase the symbol rate, W ≈ 1/Ts , to be greater than the fading rate, fd ≈ 1/T0, by
adding signal redundancy.

• Error-correction coding and interleaving can provide mitigation because instead of pro-
viding more signal energy, a code reduces the required Eb/N0. For a given Eb/N0, with
coding present, the error floor will be lowered compared to the uncoded case.

• An interesting filtering technique can provide mitigation in the event of fast-fading dis-
tortion and frequency-selective distortion occurring simultaneously. The frequency-
selective distortion can be mitigated by the use of an OFDM signal set. Fast fading,
however, will typically degrade conventional OFDM because the Doppler spreading cor-
rupts the orthogonality of the OFDM subcarriers. A polyphase filtering technique [42]
is used to provide time-domain shaping and duration extension to reduce the spectral
sidelobes of the signal set and thus help preserve its orthogonality. The process intro-
duces known ISI and adjacent channel interference (ACI) which are then removed by a
post-processing equalizer and canceling filter [43].

18.11.3 Mitigation to Combat Loss in SNR

After implementing some form of mitigation to combat the possible distortion (frequency-selective or
fast fading), the next step is to use some form of diversity to move the operating point from the error-
performance curve labeled as “bad” in Fig. 18.12 to a curve that approaches AWGN performance.
The term “diversity” is used to denote the various methods available for providing the receiver with
uncorrelated renditions of the signal. Uncorrelated is the important feature here, since it would not
help the receiver to have additional copies of the signal if the copies were all equally poor. Listed
below are some of the ways in which diversity can be implemented.

• Time diversity—Transmit the signal on L different time slots with time separation of at
least T0. Interleaving, often used with error-correction coding, is a form of time diversity.

• Frequency diversity—Transmit the signal on L different carriers with frequency sep-
aration of at least f0. Bandwidth expansion is a form of frequency diversity. The
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signal bandwidth, W , is expanded to be greater than f0, thus providing the receiver
with several independently fading signal replicas. This achieves frequency diversity of
the order L = W/f0. Whenever W is made larger than f0, there is the potential for
frequency-selective distortion unless we further provide some mitigation such as equal-
ization. Thus, an expanded bandwidth can improve system performance (via diversity)
only if the frequency-selective distortion the diversity may have introduced is mitigated.

• Spread spectrum is a form of bandwidth expansion that excels at rejecting interfering
signals. In the case of direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS/SS), it was shown earlier that
multipath components are rejected if they are delayed by more than one chip duration.
However, in order to approach AWGN performance, it is necessary to compensate for
the loss in energy contained in those rejected components. The Rake receiver (described
later) makes it possible to coherently combine the energy from each of the multipath
components arriving along different paths. Thus, used with a Rake receiver, DS/SS
modulation can be said to achieve path diversity. The Rake receiver is needed in phase-
coherent reception, but in differentially coherent bit detection, a simple delay line (one
bit long) with complex conjugation will do the trick [44].

• Frequency-hopping spread-spectrum (FH/SS) is sometimes used as a diversity mecha-
nism. The GSM system uses slow FH (217 hops/s) to compensate for those cases where
the mobile user is moving very slowly (or not at all) and happens to be in a spectral null.

• Spatial diversity is usually accomplished through the use of multiple receive antennas,
separated by a distance of at least 10 wavelengths for a base station (much less for a
mobile station). Signal processing must be employed to choose the best antenna output
or to coherently combine all the outputs. Systems have also been implemented with
multiple spaced transmitters; an example is the Global Positioning System (GPS).

• Polarization diversity [45] is yet another way to achieve additional uncorrelated samples
of the signal.

• Any diversity scheme may be viewed as a trivial form of repetition coding in space or time.
However, there exist techniques for improving the loss in SNR in a fading channel that
are more efficient and more powerful than repetition coding. Error-correction coding
represents auniquemitigation technique, because insteadofprovidingmore signal energy
it reduces the required Eb/N0 in order to accomplish the desired error performance.
Error-correction coding coupled with interleaving [20], [46]–[51] is probably the most
prevalent of the mitigation schemes used to provide improved performance in a fading
environment.

18.12 Summary of the Key Parameters Characterizing
Fading Channels

We summarize the conditions that must be met so that the channel does not introduce frequency-
selectivedistortionandfast-fadingdistortion. Combining the inequalitiesofEqs. (18.14)and(18.23a–
18.23b), we obtain

f0 > W > fd (18.27a)

or
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Tm < Ts < T0 (18.27b)

In other words, we want the channel coherence bandwidth to exceed our signalling rate, which in
turn should exceed the fading rate of the channel. Recall that without distortion mitigation, f0 sets
an upper limit on signalling rate, and fd sets a lower limit on it.

18.12.1 Fast-Fading Distortion: Example #1

If the inequalities of Eq. (18.27a–18.27b) are not met and distortion mitigation is not provided,
distortion will result. Consider the fast-fading case where the signalling rate is less than the channel
fading rate, that is,

f0 > W < fd (18.28)

Mitigation consists of using one or more of the following methods. (See Fig. 18.13).

• Choose a modulation/demodulation technique that is most robust under fast-fading
conditions. That means, for example, avoiding carrier recovery with PLLs since the fast
fading could keep a PLL from achieving lock conditions.

• Incorporate sufficient redundancy so that the transmission symbol rate exceeds the chan-
nel fading rate. As long as the transmission symbol rate does not exceed the coherence
bandwidth, the channel can be classified as flat fading. However, even flat-fading chan-
nels will experience frequency-selective distortion whenever a channel null appears at the
band center.

Since this happens only occasionally, mitigation might be accomplished by adequate error-
correction coding and interleaving.

• The above two mitigation approaches should result in the demodulator operating at the
Rayleigh limit [20] (see Fig. 18.12). However, there may be an irreducible floor in the
error-performance vs. Eb/N0 curve due to the FM noise that results from the random
Doppler spreading. The use of an in-band pilot tone and a frequency-control loop can
lower this irreducible performance level.

• To avoid this error floor caused by random Doppler spreading, increase the signalling rate
above the fading rate still further (100–200 × fading rate) [27]. This is one architectural
motive behind time-division multiple access (TDMA) mobile systems.

• Incorporate error-correction coding and interleaving to lower the floor and approach
AWGN performance.

18.12.2 Frequency-Selective Fading Distortion: Example #2

Consider the frequency-selective case where the coherence bandwidth is less than the symbol rate;
that is,

f0 < W > fd (18.29)

Mitigation consists of using one or more of the following methods. (See Fig. 18.13).

• Since the transmission symbol rate exceeds the channel-fading rate, there is no fast-
fading distortion. Mitigation of frequency-selective effects is necessary. One or more of
the following techniques may be considered:
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• Adaptive equalization, spread spectrum (DS or FH), OFDM, pilot signal. The European
GSM system uses a midamble training sequence in each transmission time slot so that
the receiver can learn the impulse response of the channel. It then uses a Viterbi equalizer
(explained later) for mitigating the frequency-selective distortion.

• Once the distortion effects have been reduced, introduce some form of diversity and
error-correction coding and interleaving in order to approach AWGN performance. For
direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS/SS) signalling, the use of a Rake receiver (explained
later)maybeused forprovidingdiversityby coherently combiningmultipath components
that would otherwise be lost.

18.12.3 Fast-Fading and Frequency-Selective Fading Distortion:
Example #3

Consider the case where the coherence bandwidth is less than the signalling rate, which in turn is less
than the fading rate. The channel exhibits both fast-fading and frequency-selective fading which is
expressed as

f0 < W < fd (18.30a)

or

f0 < fd (18.30b)

Recalling from Eq. (18.27a–18.27b) that f0 sets an upper limit on signalling rate and fd sets a lower
limit on it, this is a difficult design problem because, unless distortion mitigation is provided, the
maximum allowable signalling rate is (in the strict terms of the above discussion) less than the
minimum allowable signalling rate. Mitigation in this case is similar to the initial approach outlined
in example #1.

• Choose a modulation/demodulation technique that is most robust under fast-fading
conditions.

• Use transmission redundancy in order to increase the transmitted symbol rate.

• Provide some form of frequency-selective mitigation in a manner similar to that outlined
in example #2.

• Once the distortion effects have been reduced, introduce some form of diversity and
error-correction coding and interleaving in order to approach AWGN performance.

18.13 The Viterbi Equalizer as Applied to GSM

Figure 18.14 shows the GSM time-division multiple access (TDMA) frame, having a duration of
4.615 ms and comprising 8 slots, one assigned to each active mobile user. A normal transmission
burst occupying one slot of time contains 57 message bits on each side of a 26-bit midamble called a
training or sounding sequence. The slot-time duration is 0.577 ms (or the slot rate is 1733 slots/s).
The purpose of the midamble is to assist the receiver in estimating the impulse response of the channel
in an adaptive way (during the time duration of each 0.577 ms slot). In order for the technique to be
effective, the fading behavior of the channel should not change appreciably during the time interval
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FIGURE 18.14: The GSM TDMA frame and time-slot containing a normal burst.

of one slot. In other words, there should not be any fast-fading degradation during a slot time when
the receiver is using knowledge from the midamble to compensate for the channel’s fading behavior.
Consider the example of a GSM receiver used aboard a high-speed train, traveling at a constant
velocity of 200 km/hr (55.56 m/s). Assume the carrier frequency to be 900 MHz, (the wavelength is
λ = 0.33 m). From Eq. (18.21), we can calculate that a half-wavelength is traversed in approximately
the time (coherence time)

T0 ≈ λ/2

V
≈ 3 ms (18.31)

Therefore, the channel coherence time is over 5 times greater than the slot time of 0.577 ms. The time
needed for a significant change in fading behavior is relatively long compared to the time duration of
one slot. Note, that the choices made in the design of the GSM TDMA slot time and midamble were
undoubtedly influenced by the need to preclude fast fading with respect to a slot-time duration, as
in this example.

The GSM symbol rate (or bit rate, since the modulation is binary) is 271 kilosymbols/s and
the bandwidth is W = 200 kHz. If we consider that the typical rms delay spread in an urban
environment is on the order of στ = 2µs, then using Eq. (18.13) the resulting coherence bandwidth
is f0 ≈ 100kHz. It should therefore be apparent that since f0 < W , the GSM receiver must utilize
some form of mitigation to combat frequency-selective distortion. To accomplish this goal, the
Viterbi equalizer is typically implemented.

Figure 18.15 illustrates the basic functional blocks used in a GSM receiver for estimating the
channel impulse response, which is thenused toprovide thedetectorwith channel-corrected reference
waveforms [52]. In the final step, the Viterbi algorithm is used to compute the MLSE of the message.
As stated in Eq. (18.2), a received signal can be described in terms of the transmitted signal convolved
with the impulse response of the channel, hc(t). We show this below, using the notation of a received
training sequence, rtr (t), and the transmitted training sequence, str (t), as follows:

rtr (t) = str (t) ∗ hc(t) (18.32)
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FIGURE 18.15: The Viterbi equalizer as applied to GSM.

where ∗ denotes convolution. At the receiver, rtr (t) is extracted from the normal burst and sent to
a filter having impulse response, hmf (t), that is matched to str (t). This matched filter yields at its
output an estimate of hc(t), denoted he(t), developed from Eq. (18.32) as follows.

he(t) = rtr (t) ∗ hmf (t)

= str (t) ∗ hc(t) ∗ hmf (t) (18.33)

= Rs(t) ∗ hc(t)

where Rs(t) is the autocorrelation function of str (t). If Rs(t) is a highly peaked (impulse-like)
function, then he(t) ≈ hc(t).

Next, using a windowing function, w(t), we truncate he(t) to form a computationally affordable
function, hw(t). The window length must be large enough to compensate for the effect of typical
channel-induced ISI. The required observation interval L0 for the window can be expressed as the
sum of two contributions. The interval of length LCISI is due to the controlled ISI caused by Gaussian
filtering of the baseband pulses, which are then MSK modulated. The interval of length LC is due to
the channel-induced ISI caused by multipath propagation; therefore, L0 can be written as

L0 = LCISI + LC (18.34)

The GSM system is required to provide mitigation for distortion due to signal dispersions of ap-
proximately 15–20 µs. The bit duration is 3.69 µs. Thus, the Viterbi equalizer used in GSM has
a memory of 4–6 bit intervals. For each L0-bit interval in the message, the function of the Viterbi
equalizer is to find the most likely L0-bit sequence out of the 2L0 possible sequences that might
have been transmitted. Determining the most likely L0-bit sequence requires that 2L0 meaningful
reference waveforms be created by modifying (or disturbing) the 2L0 ideal waveforms in the same way
that the channel has disturbed the transmitted message. Therefore, the 2L0 reference waveforms are
convolved with the windowed estimate of the channel impulse response, hw(t) in order to derive the
disturbed or channel-corrected reference waveforms. Next, the channel-corrected reference wave-
forms are compared against the received data waveforms to yield metric calculations. However, before
the comparison takes place, the received data waveforms are convolved with the known windowed au-
tocorrelation function w(t)Rs(t), transforming them in a manner comparable to that applied to the
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reference waveforms. This filtered message signal is compared to all possible 2L0 channel-corrected
reference signals, and metrics are computed as required by the Viterbi decoding algorithm (VDA).
The VDA yields the maximum likelihood estimate of the transmitted sequence [34].

18.14 The Rake Receiver Applied to Direct-Sequence
Spread-Spectrum (DS/SS) Systems

Interim Specification 95 (IS-95) describes a DS/SS cellular system that uses a Rake receiver [35]–[37]
to provide path diversity. In Fig. 18.16, five instances of chip transmissions corresponding to the code
sequence 1 0 1 1 1 are shown, with the transmission or observation times labeled t−4 for the earliest
transmission and t0 for the latest. Each abscissa shows three “fingers” of a signal that arrive at the
receiver with delay times τ1, τ2, and τ3. Assume that the intervals between the ti transmission times
and the intervals between the τi delay times are each one chip long. From this, one can conclude
that the finger arriving at the receiver at time t−4, with delay τ3, is time coincident with two other
fingers, namely the fingers arriving at times t−3 and t−2 with delays τ2 and τ1, respectively. Since, in
this example, the delayed components are separated by exactly one chip time, they are just resolvable.
At the receiver, there must be a sounding device that is dedicated to estimating the τi delay times.
Note that for a terrestrial mobile radio system, the fading rate is relatively slow (milliseconds) or the
channel coherence time large compared to the chip time (T0 > Tch). Hence, the changes in τi occur
slowly enough so that the receiver can readily adapt to them.

Once the τi delays are estimated, a separate correlator is dedicated to processing each finger. In
this example, there would be three such dedicated correlators, each one processing a delayed version
of the same chip sequence 1 0 1 1 1. In Fig. 18.16, each correlator receives chips with power profiles
represented by the sequence of fingers shown along a diagonal line. Each correlator attempts to match
these arriving chips with the same PN code, similarly delayed in time. At the end of a symbol interval
(typically there may be hundreds or thousands of chips per symbol), the outputs of the correlators are
coherently combined, and a symbol detection is made. At the chip level, the Rake receiver resembles
an equalizer, but its real function is to provide diversity.

The interference-suppression nature of DS/SS systems stems from the fact that a code sequence
arriving at the receiver merely one chip time late, will be approximately orthogonal to the particular
PN code with which the sequence is correlated. Therefore, any code chips that are delayed by one or
more chip times will be suppressed by the correlator. The delayed chips only contribute to raising the
noise floor (correlation sidelobes). The mitigation provided by the Rake receiver can be termed path
diversity, since it allows the energy of a chip that arrives via multiple paths to be combined coherently.
Without the Rake receiver, this energy would be transparent and therefore lost to the DS/SS system.
In Fig. 18.16, looking vertically above point τ3, it is clear that there is interchip interference due to
different fingers arriving simultaneously. The spread-spectrum processing gain allows the system to
endure such interference at the chip level. No other equalization is deemed necessary in IS-95.

18.15 Conclusion

In this chapter, the major elements that contribute to fading in a communication channel have been
characterized. Figure18.1waspresentedasaguide for thecharacterizationof fadingphenomena. Two
types of fading, large-scale and small-scale, were described. Two manifestations of small-scale fading
(signal dispersion and fading rapidity) were examined, and the examination involved two views,
time and frequency. Two degradation categories were defined for dispersion: frequency-selective
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FIGURE 18.16: Example of received chips seen by a 3-finger rake receiver.
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fading and flat-fading. Two degradation categories were defined for fading rapidity: fast and slow.
The small-scale fading degradation categories were summarized in Fig. 18.6. A mathematical model
using correlation and power density functions was presented in Fig. 18.7. This model yields a nice
symmetry, a kind of “poetry” to help us view the Fourier transform and duality relationships that
describe the fading phenomena. Further, mitigation techniques for ameliorating the effects of each
degradation category were treated, and these techniques were summarized in Fig. 18.13. Finally,
mitigation methods that have been implemented in two system types, GSM and CDMA systems
meeting IS-95, were described.
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19.1 Introduction

Mobile radio signalprocessing includesmodulationanddemodulation, channel codinganddecoding,
equalization and diversity. Current cellular modems mainly use temporal signal processing. Use of
spatio-temporal signal processing can improve average signal power, mitigate fading, and reduce
cochannel and intersymbol interference. This can significantly improve the capacity, coverage, and
quality of wireless networks.

A space-time processing radio operates simultaneously on multiple antennas by processing signal
samples both in space and time. In receive, space-time (ST) processing can increase array gain, spatial
and temporal diversity and reduce cochannel interference and intersymbol interference. In transmit,
the spatial dimension can enhance array gain, improve diversity, reduce generation of cochannel and
inter-symbol interference.

19.2 The Space-Time Wireless Channel

19.2.1 Multipath Propagation

Multipath scattering gives rise to a number of propagation effects described below.
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Scatterers Local to Mobile

Scattering local to the mobile is caused by buildings/other scatterers in the vicinity of the mobile
(a few tens of meters). Mobile motion and local scattering give rise to Doppler spread which causes
time-selective fading. For a mobile traveling at 65 mph, the Doppler spread is about 200 Hz in the
1900 MHz band. While local scatterers contribute to Doppler spread, the delay spread they contribute
is usually insignificant because of the small scattering radius. Likewise, the angle spread induced at
the base station is also small.

Remote Scatterers

The emerging wavefront from the local scatterers may then travel directly to the base or may be
scattered toward the base by remote dominant scatterers, giving rise to specular multipaths. These
remote scatterers can be either terrain features or high-rise building complexes. Remote scattering
can cause significant delay and angle spreads.

Scatterers Local to Base

Once these multiple wavefronts reach the base station, they may be scattered further by local
structures such as buildings or other structures in the vicinity of the base. Such scattering will be
more pronounced for low elevation and below roof-top antennas. Scattering local to the base can
cause severe angle spread which in turn causes space-selective fading. See Figure 19.1 for a depiction
of different types of scattering.

FIGURE 19.1: Multipath propagation in macrocells.

The forward link channel is affected in similar ways by these scatterers, but in a reverse order.

19.2.2 Space-Time Channel Model

The effect of delay, Doppler and angle spreads makes the channel selective in frequency, time, and
space. Figure 19.2 shows plots of the frequency response at each branch of a four-antenna receiver
operating with a 200 Khz bandwidth. We can see that the channel is highly frequency-selective since
the delay spread reaches 10 to 15 µs. Also, an angle spread of 30◦ causes variations in the channel
from antenna to antenna. The channel variation in time depends upon the Doppler spread. As
expected, the plots show negligible channel variation between adjacent time slots, despite the high
velocity of the mobile (100 kph). Use of longer time slots such as in IS-136 will result in significant
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channel variations over the slot period. Therefore, space-time processing should address the effect
of the three spreads on the signal.

FIGURE 19.2: ST channel.

19.3 Signal Models

We develop signal models for nonspread modulation used in time division multiple access (TDMA)
systems.

19.3.1 Signal Model at Base Station (Reverse Link)

We assume that antenna arrays are used at the base station only and that the mobile has a single omni
antenna. The mobile transmits a channel coded and modulated signal which does not incorporate
any spatial (or indeed any special temporal) processing. See Figure 19.3.

The baseband signal xi(t) received by the base station at the ith element of an m element antenna
array is given by

xi(t) =
L∑

l=1

ai (θl) αR
l (t)u (t − τl) + ni(t) (19.1)

where L is the number of multipaths, ai(θl) is the response of the ith element for the lth path from
direction θl , αR

l (t) is the complex path fading, τl is the path delay, ni(t) is the additive noise and
u(·) is the transmitted signal that depends on the modulation waveform and the information data
stream.
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FIGURE 19.3: ST Processing Model.

For a linear modulation, the baseband transmitted signal is given by

u(t) =
∑

k

g(t − kT )s(k) (19.2)

where g(·) is the pulse shaping waveform and s(k) represents the information bits.
In the above model we have assumed that the inverse signal bandwidth is large compared to the

travel time across the array. Therefore, the complex envelopes of the signals received by different
antennas from a given path are identical except for phase and amplitude differences that depend on
the path angle-of-arrival, array geometry and the element pattern. This angle-of-arrival dependent
phase and amplitude response at the ith element is ai(θl).

We collect all the element responses to a path arriving from angle θl into an m-dimensional vector,
called the array response vector defined as

a (θl) = [a1 (θl) a2 (θl) . . . am (θl)]
T

x(t) =
L∑

l=1

a (θl) αR
l (t)u (t − τl) + n(t) (19.3)

where x(t) and n(t) are m-dimensional complex vectors. The fading |αR(t)| is Rayleigh or Rician
distributed depending on the propagation model.

19.3.2 Signal Model at Mobile (Forward Link)

In thismodel, thebase station transmitsdifferent signals fromeachantennawithadefinedrelationship
between them. In the case of a two element array, some examples of transmitted signalsui(t), i = 1, 2
can be: (a) delay diversity: u2(t) = u1(t − T ) where T is the symbol period; (b) Doppler diversity:
u2(t) = u1(t)e

jωt where ω is differential carrier offset; (c) beamforming: u2(t) = w2u1(t) where
w2 is complex scalar; and (d) space-time coding: u1(t) = ∑

k g(t − kT )s1(k), u2(t) = ∑
k g(t −

kT )s2(k) where s1(k) and s2(k) are related to the symbol sequence s(k) through coding.
The received signal at the mobile is then given by

x(t) =
m∑

i=1

L∑
l=1

ai (θl) αF
l (t)ui (t − τl) + n(t) (19.4)
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where the path delay τl and angle parameters θl are the same as those of the reverse link. αF
l (t) is the

complex fading on the forward link. In (fast) TDD systems αF
l (t) will be identical to the reverse link

complex fading αR
l (t). In a FDD system αF

l (t) and αR
l (t) will usually have the same statistics but

will in general be uncorrelated with each other. We assume ai(θl) is the same for both links. This is
only approximately true in FDD systems.

If simple beamforming alone is used in transmit, the signals radiated from the antennas are related
by a complex scalar and result in a directional transmit beam which may selectively couple into the
multipath environment and differentially scale the power in each path.

The signal received by the mobile in this case can be written as

x(t) =
L∑

l=1

wH a (θl) αF
l (t)u (t − τl) + n(t) (19.5)

where w is the beamforming vector.

19.3.3 Discrete Time Signal Model

The channel model described above uses physical path parameters such as path gain, delay, and
angle of arrival. In practice these are not known and the discrete time received signal uses a more
convenient discretized “symbol response” channel model.

We derive a discrete-time signal model at the base station antenna array. Let the continuous-time
output from the receive antenna array x(t) be sampled at the symbol rate at instants t = to+kT .
Then the vector array output may be written as

x(k) = HRs(k) + n(k) (19.6)

where HR is the reverse link symbol response channel (a m × N matrix) that captures the effects
of the array response, symbol waveform and path fading. m is the number of antennas, N is the
channel length in symbol periods and n(k) the sampled vector of additive noise. Note that n(k) may
be colored in space and time, as discussed later. HR is assumed to be time invariant. s(k) is a vector
of N consecutive elements of the data sequence and is defined as

s(k) =



s(k)
...

s(k−N+1)


 (19.7)

Note that we have assumed a sampling rate of one sample per symbol. Higher sampling rates may
be used. Also, HR is given by

HR =
L∑

l=1

a (θl) αR
l gT (τl) (19.8)

where g(τl) is a vector defined by T spaced sampling of the pulse shaping function g(·) with an offset
of τl .
Likewise the forward discrete signal model at the mobile is given by

x(k) =
m∑

i=1

hF
i s(k) + n(k) (19.9)
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where hF
i is a 1× N composite channel from the symbol sequence via the ith antenna to the mobile

receiver which includes the effect transmit ST processing at the base station.
In the case of two antenna delay diversity, hF

i is given by

hF
1 =

L∑
l=1

a1 (θl) αF
l g (τl) (19.10)

and

hF
2 =

L∑
l=1

a2 (θl) αF
l g (τl − T ) (19.11)

If spatial beamforming alone is used, the signal model becomes

x(k) =
L∑

l=1

wH HF s(k) + n(k) (19.12)

where HF is the intrinsic forward (F) channel given by

HF =
[

hF
1

hF
2

]
=

L∑
l=1

a (θl) αF
l gT (τl) (19.13)

19.3.4 Signal-Plus-Interference Model

The overall received signal-plus-interference-and-noise model at the base station antenna array can
be written as

x(k) = HR
s ss(k) +

Q−1∑
q=1

HR
q sq(k) + n(k) (19.14)

where HR
s and HR

q are channels for signal and CCI, respectively, while ss and sq are the corresponding
data sequences. Note that Eq. (19.14) appears to suggest that the signal and interference are baud
synchronous. However, this can be relaxed and the time offsets can be absorbed into the channel
HR

q .
Similarly, the signal at the mobile can also be extended to include CCI. Note that in this case, the

sourceof interference is fromotherbase stations (inTDMA)and the channel is between the interfering
base station and the desired mobile. It is often convenient to handle signals in blocks. Therefore, we
may collect M consecutive snapshots of x(·) corresponding to time instants k, . . . , k + M − 1, (and
dropping subscripts for a moment), we get

X(k) = HRS(k) + N(k) (19.15)

where X(k), S(k) and N(k) are defined appropriately. Similarly the received signal at the mobile in
the forward link has a block representation using a row vector.
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19.4 ST Receive Processing (Base)

The base station receiver receives the signals from the array antenna which consist of the signals from
the desired mobile and the cochannel signals along with associated intersymbol interference and
fading. The task of the receiver is to maximize signal power and mitigate fading, CCI and ISI. There
are two broad approaches for doing this—one is multiuser detection wherein we demodulate both the
cochannel and desired signals jointly, the other is to cancel CCI. The structure of the receiver depends
on the nature of the channel estimates available and the tolerable receiver complexity. There are a
number of options and we discuss only a few salient cases. Before discussing the receiver processing,
we discuss how receiver channel is estimated.

19.4.1 Receive Channel Estimation (Base)

In many mobile communications standards, such as GSM and IS-54, explicit training signals are
inserted inside the TDMA data bursts.

Let T be the training sequence arranged in a matrix form (T is arranged to be a Toeplitz matrix).
Then, during the training burst, the received data is given by

X = HRT + N (19.16)

Clearly HR can be estimated using least squares as

HR = XT† (19.17)

where T† = TH
(
TTH

)−1
.

The use of training consumes spectrum resource. In GSM, for example, about 20% of the bits
are dedicated to training. Moreover, in rapidly varying mobile channels, we may have to retrain
frequently, resulting in even poorer spectral efficiency. There is, therefore, increased interest in blind
methods that can estimate a channel without an explicit training signal.

19.4.2 Multiuser ST Receive Algorithms

In multiuser (MU) algorithms, we address the problem of jointly demodulating the multiple signals.
Recall the received signal is given by

X = HRS + N (19.18)

where HR and S are suitably defined to include multiple users and are of dimensions m × NQ and
NQ × M , respectively.

If the channels for all the arriving signals are known, then we jointly demodulate all the user data
sequences using multiuser maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE). Starting with the
data model in Eq. (19.18), we can then search for multiple user data sequences that minimize the ML
cost function

min
S

∥∥∥X − HRS
∥∥∥2

F
(19.19)

The multiuser MLSE will have a large number of states in the trellis. Efficient techniques for
implementing this complex receiver are needed. Multiuser MLSE detection schemes outperform all
other receivers.
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19.4.3 Single-User ST Receive Algorithms

In this scheme we only demodulate the desired user and cancel the CCI. Therefore, after CCI cancel-
lation we can use MLSE receivers to handle diversity and ISI. In this method there is potential conflict
between CCI mitigation and diversity maximization. We are forced to allocate the available degrees
of freedom (antennas) to the competing requirements.

One approach is to cancel CCI by a space-time filter followed by an MLSE receiver to handle ISI.
We do this by reformulating the MLSE criterion to arrive at a joint solution for the ST-MMSE filter
and the effective channel for the scalar MLSE.

Another approach is to use a ST-MMSE receiver to handle both CCI and ISI. In a space-time filter
(equalizer-beamformer), W has the following form

W(k) =



w11(k) · · · w1M(k)
... · · · ...

wm1(k) · · · wmM(k)


 (19.20)

In order to obtain a convenient formulation for the space-time filter output, we introduce the quan-
tities W(k) and X(k) as follows

X(k) = vec (X(k)) (mM × 1)

W(k) = vec (W(k)) (mM × 1)
(19.21)

where the operator vec(·) is defined as:

vec ([v1 · · · vM ]) =



v1
...

vM




The ST-MMSE filter chooses the filter weights to achieve the minimum mean square error. The
ST-MMSE filter takes the familiar form

W = R−1
XXHR (19.22)

where HR is one column of vec (HR). In ST-MMSE the CCI and spatial diversity conflict for the
spatial degrees of freedom. Likewise, temporal diversity and ISI cancellation conflict for the temporal
degrees of freedom.

19.5 ST Transmit Processing (Base)

The goal in ST transmit processing is to maximize the average signal power and diversity at the receiver
as well as minimize cochannel generation to other mobiles. Note that the base station transmission
cannot directly affect the CCI seen by its intended mobile. In transmit the space-time processing
needs channel knowledge, but since it is carried out prior to transmission and, therefore, before the
signal encounters the channel, this is different from the reverse link where the space-time processing
is carried out after the channel has affected the signal. Note that the mobile receiver will, of course,
need to know the channel for signal demodulation, but since it sees the signal after transmission
through the channel, it can estimate the forward link channel using training signals transmitted from
the individual transmitter antennas.
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19.5.1 Transmit Channel Estimation (Base)

The transmit channel estimation at the base of the vector forward channel can be done via feedback
by use of reciprocity principles. In a TDD system, if the duplexing time is small compared to the
coherence time of the channel, both channels are the same and the base-station can use its estimate of
the reverse channel as the forward channel; i.e., HF = HR , where HR is the reverse channel (we have
added superscript R to emphasize the receive channel). In FDD systems, the forward and reverse
channels can potentially be very different. This arises from differences in instantaneous complex
path gains αR 6= αF . The other channel components a(θl) and g(τl) are very nearly equal.

A direct approach to estimating the forward channel is to feed back the signal from the mobile unit
and then estimate the channel. We can do this by transmitting orthogonal training signals through
each base station antenna. We can feed back from the mobile to the base the received signal for each
transmitted signal and thus estimate the channel.

19.5.2 ST Transmit Processing

Theprimary goals at the transmitter are tomaximizediversity in the link and to reduceCCIgeneration
to other mobiles. The diversity maximization depends on the inherent diversity at the antenna array
and cannot be created at the transmitter. The role of ST processing is limited to maximizing the
exploitability of this diversity at the receiver. Thisusually leads touseoforthogonal ornearorthogonal
signalling at each antenna:

∫
u1(t) u2(t) dt ≈ 0. Orthogonality ensures that the transmitted signals

are separable at the mobile which can now combine these signals after appropriate weighting to attain
maximum diversity.

In order to minimize CCI, our goal is to use the beamforming vector w to steer the radiated energy
and therefore minimize the interference at the other mobiles while maximizing the signal level at
one’s own mobile. Note that the CCI at the reference mobile is not controlled by its own base station
but is generated by other base stations. Reducing CCI at one’s own mobile requires the cooperation
of the other base stations.

Therefore we choose w such that

max
w

E(wH HF s(k)s(k)H HFH w)

Q−1∑
q=1

wH HF
q HFH

q w

(19.23)

where Q−1 is the number of susceptible outer cell mobiles. HF
q is the channel from the base station

to the qth outer cell mobile. In order to solve the above equation, we need to know the forward
link channel HF to the reference mobile and HF

q to cochannel mobiles. In general, such complete
channel knowledge may not be available and suboptimum receivers must be designed. Furthermore,
we need to find a receiver that harmonizes maximization of diversity and reduction of CCI. Use of
transmit ST processing affects HF and thus can be incorporated.

19.5.3 Forward Link Processing at the Mobile

The mobile will receive the composite signal from all the base station transmit antennas and will need
to demodulate the signal to estimate the symbol sequence. In doing so it usually needs to estimate
the individual channels from each base station antenna to itself. This is usually done via the use of
training signals on each transmit antenna. Note that as the number of transmit antennas increases,
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there is a greater burden of training requirements. The use of transmit ST processing reduces the
CCI power observed by the mobile as well enhances the diversity available.

19.6 Summary

Use of space-time processing can significantly improve average signal power, mitigate fading, and
reduce cochannel and intersymbol interference in wireless networks. This can in turn result in
significantly improved capacity, coverage, and quality of wireless networks.

In this chapter we have discussed applications of ST processing to TDMA systems. The applications
to CDMA systems follow similar principles, but differences arise due to the nature of the signal and
interference models.

Defining Terms

ISI: Intersymbol intereference is caused by multipath propagation where one symbol interferes
with other symbols.

CCI: Cochannel interference arises from neighboring cells where the frequency channel is
reused.

Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation: A technique for channel equalization based on
determining the best symbol sequence that matches the received signal.
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20.1 Introduction

The vision of nomadic personal communications is the ubiquitous availability of services to facilitate
exchange of information (voice, data, video, image, etc.) between nomadic end users independent of
time, location, or access arrangements. To realize this vision, it is necessary to locate users that move
from place to place. The strategies commonly proposed are two-level hierarchical strategies, which
maintain a system of mobility databases, home location registers (HLR) and visitor location resisters
(VLR), to keep track of user locations. Two standards exist for carrying out two-level hierarchical
strategies using HLRs and VLRs. The standard commonly used in North America is the EIA/TIA
Interim Standard 41 (IS 41) [6] and in Europe the Global System for Mobile Communications
(GSM) [15, 18]. In this chapter, we refer to these two strategies as basic location strategies.

We introduce these two strategies for locating users and provide a tutorial on their usage. We then
analyze and compare these basic location strategies with respect to load on mobility databases and
signalling network. Next we propose an auxiliary strategy, called the per-user caching or, simply, the
caching strategy, that augments the basic location strategies to reduce the signalling and database
loads.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. In Section 20.2 we discuss different forms of mobility in
the context of personal communications services (PCS) and describe a reference model for a PCS
architecture. In Sections 20.3 and 20.4, we describe the user location strategies specified in the IS-41
and GSM standards, respectively, and in Section 20.5, using a simple example, we present a simplified
analysis of the database loads generated by each strategy. In Section 20.6, we briefly discuss possible
modifications to these protocols that are likely to result in significant benefits by either reducing
query and update rate to databases or reducing the signalling traffic or both. Section 20.7 introduces
the caching strategy followed by an analysis in the next two sections. This idea attempts to exploit
the spatial and temporal locality in calls received by users, similar to the idea of exploiting locality
of file access in computer systems [20]. A feature of the caching location strategy is that it is useful
only for certain classes of PCS users, those meeting certain call and mobility criteria. We encapsulate
this notion in the definition of the user’s call-to-mobility ratio (CMR), and local CMR (LCMR), in
Section 20.8. We then use this definition and our PCS network reference architecture to quantify
the costs and benefits of caching and the threshold LCMR for which caching is beneficial, thus
characterizing the classes of users for which caching should be applied. In Section 20.9 we describe
two methods for estimating users’ LCMR and compare their effectiveness when call and mobility
patterns are fairly stable, as well as when they may be variable. In Section 20.10, we briefly discuss
alternative architectures and implementation issues of the strategy proposed and mention other
auxiliary strategies that can be designed. Section 20.11 provides some conclusions and discussion of
future work.

The choice of platforms on which to realize the two location strategies (IS-41 and GSM) may
vary from one service provider to another. In this paper, we describe a possible realization of these
protocols based on the advanced intelligent network (AIN) architecture (see [2, 5]), and signalling
system 7 (SS7). It is also worthwhile to point out that several strategies have been proposed in the
literature for locating users, many of which attempt to reduce the signalling traffic and database loads
imposed by the need to locate users in PCS.

20.2 An Overview of PCS

This section explains different aspects of mobility in PCS using an example of two nomadic users
who wish to communicate with each other. It also describes a reference model for PCS.
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20.2.1 Aspects of Mobility—Example 20.1

PCS can involve two possible types of mobility, terminal mobility and personal mobility, that are
explained next.

Terminal Mobility: This type of mobility allows a terminal to be identified by a unique
terminal identifier independent of the point of attachment to the network. Calls intended for that
terminal can therefore be delivered to that terminal regardless of its network point of attachment.
To facilitate terminal mobility, a network must provide several functions, which include those that
locate, identify, and validate a terminal and provide services (e.g., deliver calls) to the terminal based
on the location information. This implies that the network must store and maintain the location
information of the terminal based on a unique identifier assigned to that terminal. An example of a
terminal identifier is the IS-41 EIA/TIA cellular industry term mobile identification number (MIN),
which is a North American Numbering Plan (NANP) number that is stored in the terminal at the
time of manufacture and cannot be changed. A similar notion exists in GSM (see Section 20.4).

Personal Mobility: This type of mobility allows a PCS user to make and receive calls in-
dependent of both the network point of attachment and a specific PCS terminal. This implies that
the services that a user has subscribed to (stored in that user’s service profile) are available to the
user even if the user moves or changes terminal equipment. Functions needed to provide personal
mobility include those that identify (authenticate) the end user and provide services to an end user
independent of both the terminal and the location of the user. An example of a functionality needed
to provide personal mobility for voice calls is the need to maintain a user’s location information based
on a unique number, called the universal personal telecommunications (UPT) number, assigned to
that user. UPT numbers are also NANP numbers. Another example is one that allows end users
to define and manage their service profiles to enable users to tailor services to suit their needs. In
Section 20.4, we describe how GSM caters to personal mobility via smart cards.

For the purposes of the example that follows, the terminal identifiers (TID) and UPT numbers are
NANP numbers, the distinction being TIDs address terminal mobility and UPT numbers address
personal mobility. Though we have assigned two different numbers to address personal and terminal
mobility concerns, the same effect could be achieved by a single identifier assigned to the terminal
that varies depending on the user that is currently utilizing the terminal. For simplicity we assume
that two different numbers are assigned.

Figure 20.1 illustrates the terminal and personal mobility aspects of PCS, which will be explained
via an example. Let us assume that users Kate and Al have, respectively, subscribed to PCS services
from PCS service provider (PSP) A and PSP B. Kate receives the UPT number, say, 500 111 4711,
from PSP A. She also owns a PCS terminal with TID 200 777 9760. Al too receives his UPT number
500 222 4712 from PSP B, and he owns a PCS terminal with TID 200 888 5760. Each has been
provided a personal identification number (PIN) by their respective PSP when subscription began.
We assume that the two PSPs have subscribed to PCS access services from a certain network provider
such as, for example, a local exchange carrier (LEC). (Depending on the capabilities of the PSPs, the
access services provided may vary. Examples of access services include translation of UPT number
to a routing number, terminal and personal registration, and call delivery. Refer to Bellcore, [3],
for further details). When Kate plugs in her terminal to the network, or when she activates it, the
terminal registers itself with the network by providing its TID to the network. The network creates an
entry for the terminal in an appropriate database, which, in this example, is entered in the terminal
mobility database (TMDB) A. The entry provides a mapping of her terminal’s TID, 200 777 9760,
to a routing number (RN), RN1. All of these activities happen without Kate being aware of them.
After activating her terminal, Kate registers herself at that terminal by entering her UPT number
(500 111 4711) to inform the network that all calls to her UPT number are to be delivered to her
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at the terminal. For security reasons, the network may want to authenticate her and she may be
prompted to enter her PIN number into her terminal. (Alternatively, if the terminal is equipped with
a smart card reader, she may enter her smart card into the reader. Other techniques, such as, for
example, voice recognition, may be employed). Assuming that she is authenticated, Kate has now
registered herself. As a result of personal registration by Kate, the network creates an entry for her
in the personal mobility database (PMDB) A that maps her UPT number to the TID of the terminal
at which she registered. Similarly, when Al activates his terminal and registers himself, appropriate
entries are created in TMDB B and PMDB B. Now Al wishes to call Kate and, hence, he dials Kate’s
UPT number (500 111 4711). The network carries out the following tasks.

1. The switch analyzes the dialed digits and recognizes the need for AIN service, determines
that the dialed UPT number needs to be translated to a RN by querying PMDB A and,
hence, it queries PMDB A.

2. PMDB A searches its database and determines that the person with UPT number
500 111 4711 is currently registered at terminal with TID 200 777 9760.

3. PMDB A then queries TMDB A for the RN of the terminal with TID 200 777 9760.
TMDB A returns the RN (RN1).

4. PMDB A returns the RN (RN1) to the originating switch.

5. The originating switch directs the call to the switch RN1, which then alerts Kate’s terminal.
The call is completed when Kate picks up her terminal.

Kate may take her terminal wherever she goes and perform registration at her new location. From
then on, the network will deliver all calls for her UPT number to her terminal at the new location. In
fact, she may actually register on someone else’s terminal too. For example, suppose that Kate and Al
agree to meet at Al’s place to discuss a school project they are working on together. Kate may register
herself on Al’s terminal (TID 200 888 9534). The network will now modify the entry corresponding
to 4711 in PMDB A to point to B 9534. Subsequent calls to Kate will be delivered to Al’s terminal.

The scenario given here is used only to illustrate the key aspects of terminal and personal mobility;
an actual deployment of these services may be implemented in ways different from those suggested
here. We will not discuss personal registration further. The analyses that follow consider only
terminal mobility but may easily be modified to include personal mobility.

20.2.2 A Model for PCS

Figure 20.2 illustrates the reference model used for the comparative analysis. The model assumes
that the HLR resides in a service control point (SCP) connected to a regional signal transfer point
(RSTP). The SCP is a storehouse of the AIN service logic, i.e., functionality used to perform the
processing required to provide advanced services, such as speed calling, outgoing call screening, etc.,
in the AIN architecture (see Bellcore, [2] and Berman and Brewster, [5]). The RSTP and the local
STP (LSTP) are packet switches, connected together by various links such A links or D links, that
perform the signalling functions of the SS7 network. Such functions include, for example, global
title translation for routing messages between the AIN switching system, which is also referred to as
the service switching point (SSP), and SCP and IS-41 messages [6]. Several SSPs may be connected
to an LSTP.

The reference model in Fig. 20.2 introduces several terms which are explained next. We have tried
to keep the terms and discussions fairly general. Wherever possible, however, we point to equivalent
cellular terms from IS-41 or GSM.
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FIGURE 20.1: Illustrating terminal and personal mobility.

For our purposes, the geographical area served by a PCS system is partitioned into a number of
radio port coverage areas (or cells, in cellular terms) each of which is served by a radio port (or,
equivalently, base station) that communicates with PCS terminals in that cell. A registration area
(also known in the cellular world as location area) is composed of a number of cells. The base stations
of all cells in a registration area are connected by wireline links to a mobile switching center (MSC).
We assume that each registration area is served by a single VLR. The MSC of a registration area is
responsible for maintaining and accessing the VLR and for switching between radio ports. The VLR
associated with a registration area is responsible for maintaining a subset of the user information
contained in the HLR.

Terminal registration process is initiated by terminals whenever they move into a new registration
area. The base stations of a registration area periodically broadcast an identifier associated with that
area. The terminals periodically compare an identifier they have stored with the identifier to the
registration area being broadcast. If the two identifiers differ, the terminal recognizes that it has
moved from one registration area to another and will, therefore, generate a registration message. It
also replaces the previous registration area identifier with that of the new one. Movement of a terminal
within the same registration area will not generate registration messages. Registration messages may
also be generated when the terminals are switched on. Similarly, messages are generated to deregister
them when they are switched off.

PCS services may be provided by different types of commercial service vendors. Bellcore, [3]
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FIGURE 20.2: Example of a reference model for a PCS.

describes three different types of PSPs and the different access services that a public network may
provide to them. For example, a PSP may have full network capabilities with its own switching, radio
management, and radio port capabilities. Certain others may not have switching capabilities, and
others may have only radio port capabilities. The model in Fig. 20.2 assumes full PSP capabilities.
The analysis in Section 20.5 is based on this model and modifications may be necessary for other
types of PSPs.

It is also quite possible that one or more registration areas may be served by a single PSP. The PSP
may have one or more HLRs for serving its service area. In such a situation users that move within
the PSP’s serving area may generate traffic to the PSP’s HLR (not shown in Fig. 20.2) but not to
the network’s HLR (shown in Fig. 20.2). In the interest of keeping the discussions simple, we have
assumed that there is one-to-one correspondence between SSPs and MSCs and also between MSCs,
registration areas, and VLRs. One impact of locating the SSP, MSC, and VLR in separate physical
sites connected by SS7 signalling links would be to increase the required signalling message volume
on the SS7 network. Our model assumes that the messages between the SSP and the associated MSC
and VLR do not add to signalling load on the public network. Other configurations and assumptions
could be studied for which the analysis may need to be suitably modified. The underlying analysis
techniques will not, however, differ significantly.

20.3 IS-41 Preliminaries

We now describe the message flow for call origination, call delivery, and terminal registration, some-
times called location registration, based on the IS-41 protocol. This protocol is described in detail in
EIA/TIA, [6]. Only an outline is provided here.

20.3.1 Terminal/Location Registration

During IS-41 registration, signalling is performed between the following pairs of network elements:

• New serving MSC and the associated database (or VLR)
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• New database (VLR) in the visited area and the HLR in the public network

• HLR and the VLR in former visited registration area or the old MSC serving area.

Figure 20.3 shows the signalling message flow diagram for IS-41 registration activity, focusing only
on the essential elements of the message flow relating to registration; for details of variations from
the basic registration procedure, see Bellcore, [3].

FIGURE 20.3: Signalling flow diagram for registration in IS-41.

The following steps describe the activities that take place during registration.

1. Once a terminal enters a new registration area, the terminal sends a registration request
to the MSC of that area.

2. The MSC sends an authentication request (AUTHRQST) message to its VLR to authenti-
cate the terminal, which in turn sends the request to the HLR. The HLR sends its response
in the authrqst message.

3. Assuming the terminal is authenticated, the MSC sends a registration notification (REG-
NOT) message to its VLR.

4. The VLR in turn sends a REGNOT message to the HLR serving the terminal. The HLR
updates the location entry corresponding to the terminal to point to the new serving
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MSC/VLR. The HLR sends a response back to the VLR, which may contain relevant parts
of the user’s service profile. The VLR stores the service profile in its database and also
responds to the serving MSC.

5. If the user/terminal was registered previously in a different registration area, the HLR
sends a registration cancellation (REGCANC) message to the previously visited VLR. On
receiving this message, the VLR erases all entries for the terminal from the record and
sends a REGCANC message to the previously visited MSC, which then erases all entries
for the terminal from its memory.

The protocol shows authentication request and registration notification as separate messages. If
the two messages can be packaged into one message, then the rate of queries to HLR may be cut in
half. This does not necessarily mean that the total number of messages are cut in half.

20.3.2 Call Delivery

The signalling message flow diagram for IS-41 call delivery is shown in Fig. 20.4. The following steps
describe the activities that take place during call delivery.

1. A call origination is detected and the number of the called terminal (for example, MIN)
is received by the serving MSC. Observe that the call could have originated from within
the public network from a wireline phone or from a wireless terminal in an MSC/VLR
serving area. (If the call originated within the public network, the AIN SSP analyzes the
dialed digits and sends a query to the SCP.)

2. The MSC determines the associated HLR serving the called terminal and sends a location
request (LOCREQ) message to the HLR.

3. The HLR determines the serving VLR for that called terminal and sends a routing address
request (ROUTEREQ) to the VLR, which forwards it to the MSC currently serving the
terminal.

4. Assuming that the terminal is idle, the serving MSC allocates a temporary identifier, called
a temporary local directory number (TLDN), to the terminal and returns a response to the
HLR containing this information. The HLR forwards this information to the originating
SSP/MSC in response to its LOCREQ message.

5. The originating SSP requests call setup to the serving MSC of the called terminal via the
SS7 signalling network using the usual call setup protocols.

Similar to the considerations for reducing signalling traffic for location registration, the VLR and
HLR functions could be united in a single logical database for a given serving area and collocated;
further, the database and switch can be integrated into the same piece of physical equipment or be
collocated. In this manner, a significant portion of the messages exchanged between the switch, HLR
and VLR as shown in Fig. 20.4 will not contribute to signalling traffic.

20.4 Global System for Mobile Communications

In this section we describe the user location strategy proposed in the European Global System for
Mobile Communications (GSM) standard and its offshoot, digital cellular system 1800 (DCS1800).
There has recently been increased interest in GSM in North America, since it is possible that early
deployment of PCS will be facilitated by using the communication equipment already available from
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FIGURE 20.4: Signalling flow diagram for call delivery in IS-41.

European manufacturers who use the GSM standard. Since the GSM standard is relatively unfamiliar
to North American readers, we first give some background and introduce the various abbreviations.
The reader will find additional details in Mouley and Pautet, [18]. For an overview on GSM, refer to
Lycksell, [15].

The abbreviation GSM originally stood for Groupe Special Mobile, a committee created within
the pan-European standardization body Conference Europeenne des Posts et Telecommunications
(CEPT) in 1982. There were numerous national cellular communication systems and standards in
Europe at the time, and the aim of GSM was to specify a uniform standard around the newly reserved
900-MHz frequency band with a bandwidth of twice 25 MHz. The phase 1 specifications of this
standard were frozen in 1990. Also in 1990, at the request of the United Kingdom, specification of a
version of GSM adapted to the 1800-MHz frequency, with bandwidth of twice 75 MHz, was begun.
This variant is referred to as DCS1800; the abbreviation GSM900 is sometimes used to distinguish
between the two variations, with the abbreviation GSM being used to encompass both GSM900 and
DSC1800. The motivation for DCS1800 is to provide higher capacities in densely populated urban
areas, particularly for PCS. The DCS1800 specifications were frozen in 1991, and by 1992 all major
GSM900 European operators began operation.

At the end of 1991, activities concerning the post-GSM generation of mobile communications
were begun by the standardization committee, using the name universal mobile telecommunications
system (UMTS) for this effort. In 1992, the name of the standardization committee was changed
from GSM to special mobile group (SMG) to distinguish it from the 900-MHz system itself, and the
term GSM was chosen as the commercial trademark of the European 900-MHz system, where GSM
now stands for global system for mobile communications.

The GSM standard has now been widely adopted in Europe and is under consideration in several
other non-European countries, including the United Arab Emirates, Hong Kong, and New Zealand.
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FIGURE 20.5: Flow diagram for registration in GSM.

In 1992, Australian operators officially adopted GSM.

20.4.1 Architecture

In this section we describe the GSM architecture, focusing on those aspects that differ from the
architecture assumed in the IS-41 standard.

A major goal of the GSM standard was to enable users to move across national boundaries and still
be able to communicate. It was considered desirable, however, that the operational network within
each country be operated independently. Each of the operational networks is called a public land
mobile network (PLMN) and its commercial coverage area is confined to the borders of one country
(although some radio coverage overlap at national boundaries may occur), and each country may
have several competing PLMNs.

A GSM customer subscribes to a single PLMN called the home PLMN, and subscription informa-
tion includes the services the customer subscribes to. During normal operation, a user may elect to
choose other PLMNs as their service becomes available (either as the user moves or as new operators
enter the marketplace). The user’s terminal [GSM calls the terminal a mobile station (MS)] assists
the user in choosing a PLMN in this case, either presenting a list of possible PLMNs to the user using
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explicit names (e.g., DK Sonofon for the Danish PLMN) or choosing automatically based on a list
of preferred PLMNs stored in the terminal’s memory. This PLMN selection process allows users to
choose between the services and tariffs of several competing PLMNs. Note that the PLMN selection
process differs from the cell selection and handoff process that a terminal carries out automatically
without any possibility of user intervention, typically based on received radio signal strengths and,
thus, requires additional intelligence and functionality in the terminal.

The geographical area covered by a PLMN is partitioned into MSC serving areas, and a registration
area is constrained to be a subset of a single MSC serving area. The PLMN operator has complete
freedom to allocate cells to registration areas. Each PLMN has, logically speaking, a single HLR,
although this may be implemented as several physically distributed databases, as for IS-41. Each
MSC also has a VLR, and a VLR may serve one or several MSCs. As for IS-41, it is interesting to
consider how the VLR should be viewed in this context. The VLR can be viewed as simply a database
off loading the query and signalling load on the HLR and, hence, logically tightly coupled to the HLR
or as an ancillary processor to the MSC. This distinction is not academic; in the first view, it would
be natural to implement a VLR as serving several MSCs, whereas in the second each VLR would
serve one MSC and be physically closely coupled to it. For GSM, the MSC implements most of the
signalling protocols, and at present all switch manufacturers implement a combined MSC and VLR,
with one VLR per MSC [18].

A GSM mobile station is split in two parts, one containing the hardware and software for the
radio interface and the other containing subscribers-specific and location information, called the
subscriber identity module (SIM), which can be removed from the terminal and is the size of a credit
card or smaller. The SIM is assigned a unique identity within the GSM system, called the international
mobile subscriber identity (IMSI), which is used by the user location strategy as described the next
subsection. The SIM also stores authentication information, services lists, PLMN selection lists, etc.,
and can itself be protected by password or PIN.

The SIM can be used to implement a form of large-scale mobility called SIM roaming. The GSM
specifications standardize the interface between the SIM and the terminal, so that a user carrying
his or her SIM can move between different terminals and use the SIM to personalize the terminal.
This capability is particularly useful for users who move between PLMNs which have different radio
interfaces. The user can use the appropriate terminal for each PLMN coverage area while obtaining
the personalized facilities specified in his or her SIM. Thus, SIMs address personal mobility. In the
European context, the usage of two closely related standards at different frequencies, namely, GSM900
and DCS1800, makes this capability an especially important one and facilitates interworking between
the two systems.

20.4.2 User Location Strategy

We present a synopsis of the user location strategy in GSM using call flow diagrams similar to those
used to describe the strategy in IS-41.

In order to describe the registration procedure, it is first useful to clarify the different identifiers
used in this procedure. The SIM of the terminal is assigned a unique identity, called the IMSI, as
already mentioned. To increase confidentiality and make more efficient use of the radio bandwidth,
however, the IMSI is not normally transmitted over the radio link. Instead, the terminal is assigned
a temporary mobile subscriber identity (TMSI) by the VLR when it enters a new registration area.
The TMSI is valid only within a given registration area and is shorter than the IMSI. The IMSI and
TMSI are identifiers that are internal to the system and assigned to a terminal or SIM and should not
be confused with the user’s number that would be dialed by a calling party; the latter is a separate
number called the mobile subscriber integrated service digital network (ISDN) number (MSISDN),
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and is similar to the usual telephone number in a fixed network.
We now describe the procedure during registration. The terminal can detect when it has moved

into the cell of a new registration area from the system information broadcast by the base station in
the new cell. The terminal initiates a registration update request to the new base station; this request
includes the identity of the old registration area and the TMSI of the terminal in the old area. The
request is forwarded to the MSC, which, in turn, forwards it to the new VLR. Since the new VLR
cannot translate the TMSI to the IMSI of the terminal, it sends a request to the old VLR to send
the IMSI of the terminal corresponding to that TMSI. In its response, the old VLR also provides
the required authentication information. The new VLR then initiates procedures to authenticate
the terminal. If the authentication succeeds, the VLR uses the IMSI to determine the address of the
terminal’s HLR.

The ensuing protocol is then very similar to that in IS-41, except for the following differences.
When the new VLR receives the registration affirmation (similar to regnot in IS-41) from the HLR, it
assigns a new TMSI to the terminal for the new registration area. The HLR also provides the new VLR
with all relevant subscriber profile information required for call handling (e.g., call screening lists,
etc.) as part of the affirmation message. Thus, in contrast with IS-41, authentication and subscriber
profile information are obtained from both the HLR and old VLR and not just the HLR.

The procedure for delivering calls to mobile users in GSM is very similar to that in IS-41. The
sequence of messages between the caller and called party’s MSC/VLRs and the HLR is identical to
that shown in the call flow diagrams for IS-41, although the names, contents and lengths of messages
may be different and, hence, the details are left out. The interested reader is referred to Mouly and
Pautet, [18], or Lycksell, [15], for further details.

20.5 Analysis of Database Traffic Rate for IS-41 and GSM

In the two subsections that follow, we state the common set of assumptions on which we base our
comparison of the two strategies.

20.5.1 The Mobility Model for PCS Users

In the analysis that follows in the IS-41 analysis subsection, we assume a simple mobility model for
the PCS users. The model, which is described in [23], assumes that PCS users carrying terminals
are moving at an average velocity of v and their direction of movement is uniformly distributed over
[0, 2π ]. Assuming that the PCS users are uniformly populated with a density of ρ and the registration
area boundary is of length L, it has been shown that the rate of registration area crossing R is given
by

R = ρv L

π
(20.1)

Using Eq. (20.1), we can calculate the signalling traffic due to registration, call origination, and
delivery. We now need a set of assumptions so that we may proceed to derive the traffic rate to the
databases using the model in Fig. 20.2.

20.5.2 Additional Assumptions

The following assumptions are made in performing the analysis.

• 128 total registration areas
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• Square registration area size: (7.575 km)2 = 57.5 km2, with border length L = 30.3 km

• Average call origination rate = average call termination (delivery) rate = 1.4/h/terminal

• Mean density of mobile terminals = ρ = 390/km2

• Total number of mobile terminals = 128× 57.4 × 390= 2.87× 106

• Average call origination rate = average call termination (delivery) rate = 1.4/h/terminal

• Average speed of a mobile, v = 5.6 km/h

• Fluid flow mobility model

The assumptions regarding the total number of terminals may also be obtained by assuming that a
certain public network provider serves 19.15× 106 users and that 15% (or 2.87× 106) of the users
also subscribe to PCS services from various PSPs.

Note that we have adopted a simplified model that ignores situations where PCS users may turn
their handsets on and off that will generate additional registration and deregistration traffic. The
model also ignores wireline registrations. These activities will increase the total number of queries
and updates to HLR and VLRs.

20.5.3 Analysis of IS-41

Using Eq. (20.1) and the parameter values assumed in the preceding subsection, we can compute the
traffic due to registration. The registration traffic is generated by mobile terminals moving into a
new registration area, and this must equal the mobile terminals moving out of the registration area,
which per second is

Rreg, VLR = 390× 30.3 × 5.6

3600π
= 5.85

This must also be equal to the number of deregistrations (registration cancellations),

Rdereg, VLR = 5.85

The total number of registration messages per second arriving at the HLR will be

Rreg, HLR = Rreg, VLR × total No. of registration areas = 749

The HLR should, therefore, be able to handle, roughly, 750 updates per second. We observe from
Fig. 20.3 that authenticating terminals generate as many queries to VLR and HLR as the respective
number of updates generated due to registration notification messages.

The number of queries that the HLR must handle during call origination and delivery can be
similarly calculated. Queries to HLR are generated when a call is made to a PCS user. The SSP that
receives the request for a call, generates a location request (LOCREQ) query to the SCP controlling
the HLR. The rate per second of such queries must be equal to the rate of calls made to PCS users.

This is calculated as

RCallDeliv, HLR = call rate per user × total number of users

= 1.4 × 2.87× 105

3600
= 1116

For calls originated from a mobile terminal by PCS users, the switch authenticates the terminal by
querying the VLR. The rate per second of such queries is determined by the rate of calls originating
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in an SSP serving area, which is also a registration area (RA). This is given by

RCallOrig, VLR = 1116

128
= 8.7

This is also the number of queries per second needed to authenticate terminals of PCS users to which
calls are delivered:

RCallDeliv, VLR = 8.7

Table 20.1 summarizes the calculations.

TABLE 20.1 IS-41 Query and Update Rates to HLR and VLR

Activity HLR Updates/s VLR Updates/s HLR Queries/s VLR queries/s

Mobility-related 749 5.85 749 5.85
activities at
registration

Mobility-related 5.85
activities at
deregistration

Call origination 8.7

Call delivery 1116 8.7

Total (per RA) 5.85 11.7 14.57 23.25

Total (Network) 749 1497.6 1865 2976

20.5.4 Analysis of GSM

Calculations for query and update rates for GSM may be performed in the same manner as for IS-41,
and they are summarized in Table 20.2. The difference between this table and Table 20.1 is that in
GSM the new serving VLR does not query the HLR separately in order to authenticate the terminal
during registration and, hence, there are no HLR queries during registration. Instead, the entry (749
queries) under HLR queries in Table 20.1, corresponding to mobility-related authentication activity
at registration, gets equally divided between the 128 VLRs. Observe that with either protocol the
total database traffic rates are conserved, where the total database traffic for the entire network is
given by the sum of all of the entries in the last row total (Network), i.e.,

HLR updates + VLR updates + HLR queries + VLR queries

From Tables 20.1 and 20.2 we see that this quantity equals 7087.
The conclusion is independent of any variations we may provide to the assumptions in earlier in

the section. For example, if the PCS penetration (the percentage of the total users subscribing to PCS
services) were to increase from 15 to 30%, all of the entries in the two tables will double and, hence,
the total database traffic generated by the two protocols will still be equal.

20.6 Reducing Signalling During Call Delivery

In the preceding section, we provided a simplified analysis of some scenarios associated with user
location strategies and the associated database queries and updates required. Previous studies [13, 16]
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TABLE 20.2 GSM Query and Update Rates to HLR and VLR

Activity HLR Updates/s VLR Updates/s HLR Queries/s VLR Queries/s

Mobility-related 749 5.85 11.7
activities at
registration

Mobility-related 5.85
activities at
deregistration

Call origination 8.7

Call delivery 1116 8.7

Total (per VLR) 749 11.7 1116 29.1

Total (Network) 749 1497.6 1116 3724.8

indicate that the signalling traffic and database queries associated with PCS due to user mobility are
likely to grow to levels well in excess of that associated with a conventional call. It is, therefore,
desirable to study modifications to the two protocols that would result in reduced signalling and
database traffic. We now provide some suggestions.

For both GSM and IS-41, delivery of calls to a mobile user involves four messages: from the caller’s
VLR to the called party’s HLR, from the HLR to the called party’s VLR, from the called party’s VLR to
the HLR, and from the HLR to the caller’s VLR. The last two of these messages involve the HLR, whose
role is to simply relay the routing information provided by the called party’s VLR to the caller’s VLR.
An obvious modification to the protocol would be to have the called VLR directly send the routing
information to the calling VLR. This would reduce the total load on the HLR and on signalling
network links substantially. Such a modification to the protocol may not be easy, of course, due to
administrative, billing, legal, or security concerns. Besides, this would violate the query/response
model adopted in IS-41, requiring further analysis.

A related question which arises is whether the routing information obtained from the called party’s
VLR could instead be stored in the HLR. This routing information could be provided to the HLR,
for example, whenever a terminal registers in a new registration area. If this were possible, two of
the four messages involved in call delivery could be eliminated. This point was discussed at length
by the GSM standards body, and the present strategy was arrived at. The reason for this decision
was to reduce the number of temporary routing numbers allocated by VLRs to terminals in their
registration area. If a temporary routing number (TLDN in IS-41 or MSRN in GSM) is allocated to
a terminal for the whole duration of its stay in a registration area, the quantity of numbers required
is much greater than if a number is assigned on a per-call basis. Other strategies may be employed to
reduce signalling and database traffic via intelligent paging or by storing user’s mobility behavior in
user profiles (see, for example, Tabbane, [22]). A discussion of these techniques is beyond the scope
of the paper.

20.7 Per-User Location Caching

The basic idea behind per-user location caching is that the volume of SS7 message traffic and database
accesses required in locating a called subscriber can be reduced by maintaining local storage, or cache,
of user location information at a switch. At any switch, location caching for a given user should be
employed only if a large number of calls originate for that user from that switch, relative to the user’s
mobility. Note that the cached information is kept at the switch from which calls originate, which
may or may not be the switch where the user is currently registered.

Location caching involves the storage of location pointers at the originating switch; these point to
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the VLR (and the associated switch) where the user is currently registered. We refer to the procedure
of locating a PCS user a FIND operation, borrowing the terminology from Awerbuch and Peleg, [1].
We define a basic FIND, or BasicFIND( ), as one where the following sequence of steps takes place.

1. The incoming call to a PCS user is directed to the nearest switch.

2. Assuming that the called party is not located within the immediate RA, the switch queries
the HLR for routing information.

3. The HLR contains a pointer to the VLR in whose associated RA the subscriber is currently
situated and launches a query to that VLR.

4. The VLR, in turn, queries the MSC to determine whether the user terminal is capable of
receiving the call (i.e., is idle) and, if so, the MSC returns a routable address (TLDN in
IS-41) to the VLR.

5. The VLR relays the routing address back to the originating switch via the HLR.

At this point, the originating switch can route the call to the destination switch. Alternately, Ba-
sicFIND( ) can be described by pseudocode as follows. (We observe that a more formal method of
specifying PCS protocols may be desirable).

BasicFIND( ){
Call to PCS user is detected at local switch;
if called party is in same RA then return;
Switch queries called party’s HLR;
Called party’s HLR queries called party’s current VLR, V ;
V returns called party’s location to HLR;
HLR returns location to calling switch;

}
In the FIND procedure involving the use of location caching, or CacheFIND( ), each switch contains
a local memory (cache) that stores location information for subscribers. When the switch receives a
call origination (from either a wire-line or wireless caller) directed to a PCS subscriber, it first checks
its cache to see if location information for the called party is maintained. If so, a query is launched
to the pointed VLR; if not, BasicFIND( ), as just described, is followed. If a cache entry exists and
the pointed VLR is queried, two situations are possible. If the user is still registered at the RA of the
pointed VLR (i.e., we have a cache hit), the pointed VLR returns the user’s routing address. Otherwise,
the pointed VLR returns a cache miss.

CacheFIND( ){
Call to PCS user is detected at local switch;
if called is in same RA then return;
if there is no cache entry for called user
then invoke BasicFIND( ) and return;
Switch queries the VLR, V , specified in the cache entry;
if called is at V , then

V returns called party’s location to calling switch;
else {

V returns “miss” to calling switch;
Calling switch invokes BasicFIND( );

}
}
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When a cache hit occurs we save one query to the HLR [a VLR query is involved in both CacheFIND( )
and BasicFIND( )], and we also save traffic along some of the signalling links; instead of four message
transmissions, as in BasicFIND( ), only two are needed. In steady-state operation, the cached pointer
for any given user is updated only upon a miss.

Note that the BasicFIND( ) procedure differs from that specified for roaming subscribers in the
IS-41 standard EIA/TIA, [6]. In the IS-41 standard, the second line in the BasicFIND( ) procedure
is omitted, i.e., every call results in a query of the called user’s HLR. Thus, in fact, the procedure
specified in the standard will result in an even higher network load than the BasicFIND( ) procedure
specified here. To make a fair assessment of the benefits of CacheFIND( ), however, we have compared
it against BasicFIND( ). Thus, the benefits of CacheFIND( ) investigated here depend specifically on
the use of caching and not simply on the availability of user location information at the local VLR.

20.8 Caching Threshold Analysis

In this section we investigate the classes of users for which the caching strategy yields net reductions
in signalling traffic and database loads. We characterize classes of users by their CMR. The CMR of a
user is the average number of calls to a user per unit time, divided by the average number of times the
user changes registration areas per unit time. We also define a LCMR, which is the average number
of calls to a user from a given originating switch per unit time, divided by the average number of
times the user changes registration areas per unit time.

For each user, the amount of savings due to caching is a function of the probability that the cached
pointer correctly points to the user’s location and increases with the user’s LCMR. In this section
we quantify the minimum value of LCMR for caching to be worthwhile. This caching threshold is
parameterized with respect to costs of traversing signalling network elements and network databases
and canbeused as a guide to select the subset of users towhomcaching shouldbe applied. The analysis
in this section shows that estimating user’s LCMRs, preferably dynamically, is very important in order
to apply the caching strategy. The next section will discuss methods for obtaining this estimate.

From the pseudocode for BasicFIND( ), the signalling network cost incurred in locating a PCS
user in the event of an incoming call is the sum of the cost of querying the HLR (and receiving the
response), and the cost of querying the VLR which the HLR points to (and receiving the response).
Let

α = cost of querying the HLR and receiving a response
β = cost of querying the pointed VLR and receiving a response

Then, the cost of BasicFIND( ) operation is

CB = α + β (20.2)

To quantify this further, assume costs for traversing various network elements as follows.

Al = cost of transmitting a location request or response message on A link between SSP and LSTP
D = cost of transmitting a location request on response message or D link
Ar = cost of transmitting a location request or response message on A link between RSTP and

SCP
L = cost of processing and routing a location request or response message by LSTP
R = cost of processing and routing a location request or response message by RSTP
HQ = cost of a query to the HLR to obtain the current VLR location
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VQ = cost of a query to the VLR to obtain the routing address

Then, using the PCS reference network architecture (Fig. 80.2),

α = 2 (Al + D + Ar + L + R) + HQ (20.3)

β = 2 (Al + D + Ar + L + R) + VQ (20.4)

From Eqs. (20.2)–(20.4)

CB = 4 (Al + D + Ar + L + R) + HQ + VQ (20.5)

We now calculate the cost of CacheFIND( ). We define the hit ratio as the relative frequency with
which the cached pointer correctly points to the user’s location when it is consulted. Let

p = cache hit ratio
CH = cost of the CacheFIND( ) procedure when there is a hit
CM = cost of the CacheFIND( ) procedure when there is a miss

Then the cost of CacheFIND( ) is

CC = p CH + (1 − p)CM (20.6)

For CacheFIND( ), the signalling network costs incurred in locating a user in the event of an incoming
call depend on the hit ratio as well as the cost of querying the VLR, which is stored in the cache; this
VLR query may or may not involve traversing the RSTP. In the following, we say a VLR is a local VLR
if it is served by the same LSTP as the originating switch, and a remote VLR otherwise. Let

q = Prob (VLR in originating switch’s cache is a local VLR)
δ = cost of querying a local VLR
ε = cost of querying a remote VLR
η = cost of updating the cache upon a miss

Then,

δ = 4Al + 2L + VQ (20.7)

ε = 4 (Al + D + L) + 2R + VQ (20.8)

CH = qδ + (1 − q)ε (20.9)

Sinceupdating the cache involves anoperation toa fast localmemory rather thanadatabaseoperation,
we shall assume in the following that η = 0. Then,

CM = CH + CB = qδ + (1 − q)ε + α + β (20.10)

From Eqs. (20.6), (20.9) and (20.10) we have

CC = α + β + ε − p(α + β) + q(δ − ε) (20.11)

For net cost savings we require CC < CB , or that the hit ratio exceeds a hit ratio threshold pT , derived
using Eqs. (20.6), (20.9), and (20.2),

p > pT = CH

CB

= ε + q(δ − ε)

α + β
(20.12)

= 4Al + 4D + 4L + 2R + VQ − q(4D + 2L + 2R)

4Al + 4D + 4Ar + 4L + 4R + HQ + VQ

(20.13)
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Equation (20.13) specifies the hit ratio threshold for a user, evaluated at a given switch, for which
local maintenance of a cached location entry produces cost savings. As pointed out earlier, a given
user’s hit ratio may be location dependent, since the rates of calls destined for that user may vary
widely across switches.

The hit ratio threshold in Eq. (20.13) is comprised of heterogeneous cost terms, i.e., transmission
link utilization, packet switch processing, and database access costs. Therefore, numerical evaluation
of the hit ratio threshold requires either detailed knowledge of these individual quantities or some
form of simplifying assumptions. Based on the latter approach, the following two possible methods
of evaluation may be employed.

1. Assume one or more cost terms dominate, and simplify Eq. (20.13) by setting the remain-
ing terms to zero.

2. Establish a common unit of measure for all cost terms, for example, time delay. In this
case, Al , Ar , and D may represent transmission delays of fixed transmission speed (e.g.,
56 kb/s) signalling links, L and R may constitute the sum of queueing and service delays
of packet switches (i.e., STPs), andHQ and VQ the transaction delays for database queries.

In this sectionweadopt thefirstmethodandevaluateEq. (20.13) assuming a single termdominates.
(In Section 20.9 we present results using the second method). Table 20.3 shows the hit ratio threshold
required to obtain net cost savings, for each case in which one of the cost terms is dominant.

TABLE 20.3 Minimum Hit Ratios and LCMRs for Various

Individual Dominant Signalling Network Cost Terms

Hit ratio LCMR LCMR LCMR
Dominant Threshold, Threshold, Threshold Threshold
Cost Term pT LCMRT (q = 0.043) (q = 0.25)

Al 1 ∞ ∞ ∞
Ar 0 0 0 0

D 1 − q 1/q − 1 22 3

L 1 − q/2 2/q − 1 45 7

R 1 − q/2 2/q − 1 45 7

HQ 0 0 0 0

VQ 1 ∞ ∞ ∞

In Table 20.3 we see that if the cost of querying a VLR or of traversing a local A link is the dominant
cost, caching for users who may move is never worthwhile, regardless of users’ call reception and
mobility patterns. This is because the caching strategy essentially distributes the functionality of the
HLR to the VLRs. Thus, the load on the VLR and the local A link is always increased, since any move
by a user results in a cache miss. On the other hand, for a fixed user (or telephone), caching is always
worthwhile. We also observe that if the remote A links or HLR querying are the bottlenecks, caching
is worthwhile even for users with very low hit ratios.

As a simple average-case calculation, consider the net network benefit of caching when HLR access
and update is the performance bottleneck. Consider a scenario where u = 50%of PCS users receive
c = 80%of their calls from s = 5 RAs where their hit ratio p > 0, and s′ = 4 of the SSPs at those
RAs contain sufficiently large caches. Assume that caching is applied only to this subset of users and
to no other users. Suppose that the average hit ratio for these users is p = 80%, so that 80% of the
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HLR accesses for calls to these users from these RA are avoided. Then the net saving in the accesses
to the system’s HLR is H = (u c s′ p)/s = 25%.

We discuss other quantities in Table 20.3 next. It is first useful to relate the cache hit ratio to users’
calling and mobility patterns directly via the LCMR. Doing so requires making assumptions about
the distribution of the user’s calls and moves. We consider the steady state where the incoming call
stream from an SSP to a user is a Poisson process with arrival rate λ, and the time that the user resides
in an RA has a general distribution F(t) with mean 1/µ. Thus,

LCMR = λ

µ
(20.14)

Let t be the time interval between two consecutive calls from the SSP to the user and t1 be the time
interval between the first call and the time when the user moves to a new RA. From the random
observer property of the arrival call stream [7], the hit ratio is

p = Pr [t < t1] =
∫ ∞

t=0
λe−λt

∫ ∞

t1=t

µ [1 − F (t1)] dt1 dt

If F(t) is an exponential distribution, then

p = λ

λ + µ
(20.15)

and we can derive the LCMR threshold, the minimum LCMR required for caching to be beneficial
assuming incoming calls are a Poisson process and intermove times are exponentially distributed,

LCMRT = pT

1 − pT

(20.16)

Equation (20.16) is used to derive LCMR thresholds assuming various dominant costs terms, as
shown in Table 20.3.

Several values for LCMRT in Table 20.3 involve the term q, i.e., the probability that the pointed
VLR is a local VLR. These values may be numerically evaluated by simplifying assumptions. For
example, assume that all of the SSPs in the network are uniformly distributed amongst l LSTPs.
Also, assume that all of the PCS subscribers are uniformly distributed in location across all SSPs and
that each subscriber exhibits the same incoming call rate at every SSP. Under those conditions, q is
simply 1/l. Consider the case of the public switched telephone network. Given that there are a total
of 160 local access transport area (LATA) across the 7 Regional Bell Operating Company (RBOC)
regions [4], the average number of LATAs, or l, is 160/7 or 23. Table 20.3 shows the results with
q = 1/l in this case.

We observe that the assumption that all users receive calls uniformly from all switches in the
network is extremely conservative. In practice, we expect that user call reception patterns would
display significantly more locality, so that q would be larger and the LCMR thresholds required to
make caching worthwhile would be smaller. It is also worthwhile to consider the case of a RBOC
region with PCS deployed in a few LATA only, a likely initial scenario, say, 4 LATAs. In either case
the value of q would be significantly higher; Table 20.3 shows the LCMR threshold when q = 0.25.

It is possible to quantify the net costs and benefits of caching in terms of signalling network impacts
in this way and to determine the hit ratio and LCMR threshold above which users should have the
caching strategy applied. Applying caching to users whose hit ratio and LCMR is below this threshold
results in net increases in network impacts. It is, thus, important to estimate users’ LCMRs accurately.
The next section discusses how to do so.
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20.9 Techniques for Estimating Users’ LCMR

Here we sketch some methods of estimating users’ LCMR. A simple and attractive policy is to not
estimate these quantities on a per-user basis at all. For instance, if the average LCMR over all users in
a PCS system is high enough (and from Table 20.3, it need not be high depending on which network
elements are the dominant costs), then caching could be used at every SSP to yield net system-wide
benefits. Alternatively, if it is known that at any given SSP the average LCMR over all users is high
enough, a cache can be installed at that SSP. Other variations can be designed.

One possibility for deciding about caching on a per-user basis is to maintain information about a
user’s calling and mobility pattern at the HLR and to download it periodically to selected SSPs during
off-peak hours. It is easy to envision numerous variations on this idea.

In this section we investigate two possible techniques for estimating LCMR on a per-user basis when
caching is to be deployed. The first algorithm, called the running average algorithm, simply maintains
a running average of the hit ratio for each user. The second algorithm, called the reset-K algorithm,
attempts to obtain a measure of the hit ratio over the recent history of the user’s movements. We
describe the two algorithms next and evaluate their effectiveness using a stochastic analysis taking
into account user calling and mobility patterns.

20.9.1 The Running Average Algorithm

The running average algorithm maintains, for every user that has a cache entry, the running average
of the hit ratio. A running count is kept of the number of calls to a given user, and, regardless of the
FIND procedure used to locate the user, a running count of the number of times that the user was
at the same location for any two consecutive calls; the ratio of these numbers provides the measured
running average of the hit ratio. We denote the measured running average of the hit ratio by pM ;
in steady state, we expect that pM = p. The user’s previous location as stored in the cache entry is
used only if the running average of the hit ratio pM is greater than the cache hit threshold pT . Recall
that the cache scheme outperforms the basic scheme if p > pT = CH /CB . Thus, in steady state,
the running average algorithm will outperform the basic scheme when pM > pT .

We consider, as before, the steady state where the incoming call stream from an SSP to a user is a
Poisson process with arrival rate λ, and the time that the user resides in an RA has an exponential
distribution with mean 1/µ. Thus LCMR = λ/µ [Eq. (20.14)] and the location tracking cost at
steady state is

CC =
{
pMCH + (1 − pM) CB, pM > pT

CB, otherwise
(20.17)

Figure 20.6 plots the cost ratioCC/CB from Eq. (20.17) against LCMR. (This corresponds to assigning
uniform units to all cost terms in Eq. (20.13), i.e., the second evaluation method as discussed in
Section 20.8. Thus, the ratio CC/CB may represent the percentage reduction in user location time
with the caching strategy compared to the basic strategy.) The figure indicates that in the steady
state, the caching strategy with the running average algorithm for estimating LCMR can significantly
outperform the basic scheme if LCMR is sufficiently large. For instance with LCMR ∼ 5, caching
can lead to cost savings of 20–60% over the basic strategy.

Equation (20.17) (cf., solid curves in Fig. 20.6) is validated against a simple Monte Carlo simulation
(cf., dashed curves in Fig. 20.6). In the simulation, the confidence interval for the 95% confidence
level of the output measure CC/CB is within 3% of the mean value. This simulation model will
later be used to study the running average algorithm when the mean of the movement distribution
changes from time to time [which cannot be modeled by using Eq. (20.17)].
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FIGURE 20.6: The location tracking cost for the running average algorithm.

One problem with the running average algorithm is that the parameter p is measured from the
entire past history of the user’s movement, and the algorithm may not be sufficiently dynamic to
adequately reflect the recent history of the user’s mobility patterns.

20.9.2 The Reset-K Algorithm

We may modify the running average algorithm such that p is measured from the recent history.
Define every K incoming calls as a cycle. The modified algorithm, which is referred to as the
reset-K algorithm, counts the number of cache hits n in a cycle. If the measured hit ratio for a user,
pM = n/K ≥ pT , then the cache is enabled for that user, and the cached information is always used
to locate the user in the next cycle. Otherwise, the cache is disabled for that user, and the basic scheme
is used. At the beginning of a cycle, the cache hit count is reset, and a new pM value is measured
during the cycle.

To study the performance of the reset-K algorithm, we model the number of cache misses in a
cycle by a Markov process. Assume as before that the call arrivals are a Poisson process with arrival
rate λ and the time period the user resides in an RA has an exponential distribution with mean 1/µ.
A pair (i, j), where i > j , represents the state that there are j cache misses before the first i incoming
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FIGURE 20.7: State transitions.
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phone calls in a cycle. A pair (i, j)∗, where i ≥ j ≥ 1, represents the state that there are j − 1 cache
misses before the first i incoming phone calls in a cycle, and the user moves between the ith and the
i + 1 phone calls. The difference between (i, j) and (i, j)∗ is that if the Markov process is in the
state (i, j) and the user moves, then the process moves into the state (i, j + 1)∗. On the other hand,
if the process is in state (i, j)∗ when the user moves, the process remains in (i, j)∗ because at most
one cache miss occurs between two consecutive phone calls.

Figure 20.7(a) illustrates the transitions for state (i, 0) where 2 < i < K +1. The Markov process
moves from (i − 1, 0) to (i, 0) if a phone call arrives before the user moves out. The rate is λ. The
process moves from (i, 0) to (i, 1)∗ if the user moves to another RA before the i + 1 call arrival. Let
π(i, j) denote the probability of the process being in state (i, j). Then the transition equation is

π(i, 0) = λ

λ + µ
π(i − 1, 0), 2 < i < K + 1 (20.18)

Figure 20.7(b) illustrates the transitions for state (i, i −1) where 1 < i < K +1. The only transition
into the state (i, i − 1) is from (i − 1, i − 1)∗, which means that the user always moves to another
RA after a phone call. [Note that there can be no state (i − 1, i − 1) by definition and, hence, no
transition from such a state.] The transition rate is λ. The process moves from (i, i − 1) to (i, i)∗
with rate µ, and moves to (i +1, i −1) with rate λ. Let π∗(i, j) denote the probability of the process
being in state (i, j)∗. Then the transition equation is

π(i, i − 1) = λ

λ + µ
π∗(i − 1, i − 1), 1 < i < K + 1 (20.19)

Figure 20.7(c) illustrates the transitions for state (i, j) where 2 < i < K + 1, 0 < j < i − 1. The
process may move into state (i, j) from two states (i − 1, j) and (i − 1, j)∗ with rate λ, respectively.
The process moves from (i, j) to (i, j + 1)∗ or (i + 1, j) with rates µ and λ, respectively. The
transition equation is

π(i, j) = λ

λ + µ

[
π(i − 1, j) + π∗(i − 1, j)

]
,

2 < i < K + 1, 0 < j < i − 1 (20.20)

Figure 20.7(d) illustrates the transitions for state (K + 1, j) where 0 < j < K + 1. Note that if a
phone call arrives when the process is in (K, j) or (K, j)∗, the system enters a new cycle (with rate
λ), and we could represent the new state as (1, 0). In our model, we introduce the state (K + 1, j)

instead of (1, 0), where ∑
0≤j≤K

π(K + 1, j) = π(1, 0)

so that the hit ratio, and thus the location tracking cost, can be derived [see Eq. (20.25)]. The process
moves from (K +1, j) [i.e., (1, 0)] to (1, 1)∗ with rate µ if the user moves before the next call arrives.
Otherwise, the process moves to (2, 0) with rate λ. The transition equation is

π(K + 1, j) = λ

λ + µ

[
π(K, j) + π∗(K, j)

]
, 0 < j < K + 1 (20.21)

For j = 0, the transition from (K, j)∗ to (K + 1, 0) should be removed in Fig. 20.7(d) because
the state (K, 0)∗ does not exist. The transition equation for (K + 1, 0) is given in Eq. (20.18).
Figure 20.7(e) illustrates the transitions for state (i, j)∗ where 0 < j < i, 1 < i < K + 1. The
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process can only move to (i, j)∗ from (i, j − 1) (with rate µ). From the definition of (i, j)∗, if the
user moves when the process is in (i, j)∗, the process remains in (i, j)∗ (with rate µ). Otherwise,
the process moves to (i + 1, j) with rate λ. The transition equation is

π∗(i, j) = µ

λ
π(i, j − 1), 0 < j ≤ i, 1 < i < K + 1, i ≥ 2 (20.22)

The transitions for (2, 0) are similar to the transitions for (i, 0) except that the transition from (1, 0)
is replaced by (K + 1, 0), . . . , (K + 1, K) [cf., Fig. 20.7(f)]. The transition equation is

π(2, 0) = λ

λ + µ


 ∑

0≤j≤K

π(K + 1, j)


 (20.23)

Finally, the transitions for (1, 1)∗ is similar to the transitions for (i, j)∗ except that the transition
from (1, 0) is replaced by (K + 1, 0), . . . , (K + 1, K) [cf., Fig. 20.7(g)]. The transition equation is

π∗(1, 1) = µ

λ


 ∑

0≤j≤K

π(K + 1, j)


 (20.24)

Suppose that at the beginning of a cycle, the process is in state (K + 1, j), then it implies that there
are j cache misses in the previous cycle. The cache is enabled if and only if

pM ≥ pT = CH

CB

⇒ 1 − j

K
≥ CH

CB

⇒ 0 ≤ j ≤
⌈
K

(
1 − CH

CB

)⌉

Thus, the probability that the measured hit ratio pM < pT in the previous cycle is

Pr [pM < pT ] =

∑
dk[1−(CH /CB)]e<j≤K

π(K + 1, j)

∑
0≤j≤K

π(K + 1, j)

and the location tracking cost for the reset-K algorithm is

CC = CBPr [pM < pT ] + (1 − Pr [pM < pT ])

×




∑
0≤j≤K

(
(K − j)CH

K
+ j (CH + CB)

K

)



π(K + 1, j)∑
0≤i≤K

π(K + 1, i)







(20.25)

The first term Eq. (20.25) represents the cost incurred when caching is disabled because the hit ratio
threshold exceeds the hit ratio measured in the previous cycle. The second term is the cost when the
cache is enabled and consists of two parts, corresponding to calls during which hits occur and calls
during which misses occur. The ratio in square brackets is the conditional probability of being in
state π(K + 1, j) during the current cycle.

The numerical computation of π(K + 1, j) can be done as follows. First, compute ai,j and
bi,j where π(i, j) = ai,jπ

∗(1, 1) and π∗(i, j) = bi,jπ
∗(1, 1). Note that ai,j = 0(bi,j = 0) if

π(i, j)[π∗(i, j)] is not defined in Eqs. (20.18)–(20.24). Since∑
i,j

[
π(i, j) + π∗(i, j)

] = 1
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we have

π∗(1, 1) = 1∑
i,j

(
ai,j + bi,j

)

and π(K+1, j) can be computed and the location tracking cost for the reset-K algorithm is obtained
using Eq. (20.25).

The analysis is validated by a Monte Carlo simulation. In the simulation, the confidence interval for
the 98% confidence level of the output measure CC/CB is within 3% of the mean value. Figure 20.8
plots curves for Eq. (20.25) (the solid curves) against the simulation experiments (the dashed curves)
for K = 20 and CH = 0.5CB and 0.3CB , respectively. The figure indicates that the analysis is
consistent with the simulation model.

FIGURE 20.8: The location tracking costs for the reset-K algorithm; K = 20.

20.9.3 Comparison of the LCMR Estimation Algorithms

If the distributions for the incoming call process and the user movement process never change, then
we would expect the running average algorithm to outperform the reset-K algorithm (especially
when K is small) because the measured hit ratio pM in the running average algorithm approaches
the true hit ratio value p in the steady state. Surprisingly, the performance for the reset-K algorithm
is roughly the same as the running average algorithm even if K is as small as 10. Figure 20.9 plots the
location tracking costs for the running average algorithm and the reset-K algorithm with different
K values.

The figure indicates that in steady state, when the distributions for the incoming call process and
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FIGURE 20.9: The location tracking costs for the running average algorithm and the reset-K algo-
rithm; CH = 0.5CB .

the user movement process never change, the running average algorithm outperforms reset K , and
a large value of K outperforms a small K but the differences are insignificant.

If the distributions for the incoming call process or the user movement process change from time
to time, we expect that the reset-K algorithm outperforms the running average algorithm. We have
examined this proposition experimentally. In the experiments, 4000 incoming calls are simulated.
The call arrival rate changes from 0.1 to 1.0, 0.3, and then 5.0 for every 1000 calls (other sequences
have been tested and similar results are observed). For every data point, the simulation is repeated
1000 times to ensure that the confidence interval for the 98% confidence level of the output measure
CC/CB is within 3% of the mean value. Figure 20.10 plots the location tracking costs for the two
algorithms for these experiments. By changing the distributions of the incoming call process, we
observe that the reset-K algorithm is better than the running average algorithm for all CH /CB values.
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FIGURE 20.10: Comparing the running average algorithm and the reset-K algorithm under unstable
call traffic.

20.10 Discussion

In this section we discuss aspects of the caching strategy presented here. Caching in PCS systems
raises a number of issues not encountered in traditional computer systems, particularly with respect
to architecture and locality in user call and mobility patterns. In addition, several variations in our
reference assumptions are possible for investigating the implementation of the caching strategies.
Here we sketch some of the issues involved.

20.10.1 Conditions When Caching Is Beneficial

Wesummarize theconditions forwhich theauxiliary strategies areworthwhile, under theassumptions
of our analysis.

The caching strategy is very promising when the HLR update (or query load) or the remote A link
is the performance bottleneck, since a low LCMR (LCMR > 0) is required. For caching, the total
database load and signalling network traffic is reduced whenever there is a cache hit. In addition, load
and traffic is redistributed from the HLR and higher level SS7 network elements (RSTP, D links) to
the VLRs and lower levels where excess network capacity may be more likely to exist. If the VLR is the
performance bottleneck, the caching strategy is not promising, unless the VLR capacity is upgraded.

The benefits of the caching strategy depend on user call and mobility patterns when the D link,
RSTP, and LSTP are the performance bottlenecks. We have used a Poisson call arrival model and
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exponential intermove time to estimate this dependence. Under very conservative assumptions,
for caching to be beneficial requires relatively high LCMR (25–50); we expect that in practice this
threshold could be lowered significantly (say, LCMR > 7). Further experimental study is required to
estimate the amount of locality in user movements for different user populations to investigate this
issue further. It is possible that for some classes of users data obtained from active badge location
system studies (e.g., Fishman and Mazer, [8]) could be useful. In general, it appears that caching
could also potentially provide benefits to some classes of users even when the D link, the RSTP, or
the LSTP are the bottlenecks.

We observe that more accurate models of user calling and mobility patterns are required to help
resolve the issues raised in this section. We are currently engaged in developing theoretical models
for user mobility and estimating their effect on studies of various aspects of PCS performance [10].

20.10.2 Alternative Network Architectures

The reference architecture we have assumed (Fig. 20.2) is only one of several possible architectures.
It is possible to consider variations in the placement of the HLR and VLR functionality, (e.g., placing
the VLR at a local SCP associated with the LSTP instead of at the SSP), the number of SSPs served by
an LSTP, the number of HLRs deployed, etc. It is quite conceivable that different regional PCS service
providers and telecommunications companies will deploy different signalling network architectures,
as well as placement of databases for supporting PCS within their serving regions [19]. It is also
possible that the number and placement of databases in a network will change over time as the
number of PCS users increases.

Rather than consider many possible variations of the architecture, we have selected a reference
architecture to illustrate the new auxiliary strategies and our method of calculating their costs and
benefits. Changes in the architecture may result in minor variations in our analysis but may not
significantly affect our qualitative conclusions.

20.10.3 LCMR Estimation and Caching Policy

It is possible that for some user populations estimating the LCMR may not be necessary, since they
display a relatively high-average LCMR. For some populations, as we have shown in Section 20.9,
obtaining accurate estimates of user LCMR in order to decide whether or not to use caching can be
important in determining the net benefits of caching.

In general, schemes for estimating the LCMR range from static to dynamic and from distributed
to centralized. We have presented two simple distributed algorithms for estimating LCMR, based on
a long-range and short-range running calculation; the former is preferable if the call and mobility
pattern of users is fairly Tuning the amount of history that is used to determine whether caching
should be employed for a particular user is an obvious area for further study but is outside the scope
of this chapter.

An alternative approach is to utilize some user-supplied information, by requesting profiles of user
movements (e.g., see Tabbane, [22] and to integrate this with the caching strategy. A variation of this
approach is to use some domain knowledge about user populations and their characteristics.

A related issue is that of cache size and management. In practice it is likely that the monetary
cost of deploying a cache may limit its size. In that case, cache entries may not be maintained for
some users; selecting these users carefully is important to maximize the benefits of caching. Note
that the cache hit ratio threshold cannot necessarily be used to determine which users have cache
entries, since it may be useful to maintain cache entries for some users even though their hit ratios
have temporarily fallen below the threshold. A simple policy that has been found to be effective in
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computer systems in the least recently used (LRU) policy [20] in which cache entries that have been
least recently used are discarded; LRU may offer some guidance in this context.

20.11 Conclusions

We began this chapter with an overview of the nuances of PCS, such as personal and terminal mobility,
registration, deregistration, call delivery, etc. A tutorial was then provided on the two most common
strategies for locating users in PCS, in North American interim standard IS-41 and the Pan-European
standard GSM. A simplified analysis of the two standards was then provided to show the reader the
extent to which database and signalling traffic is likely to be generated by PCS services. Suggestions
were then made that are likely to result in reduced traffic.

Previous studies [12, 13, 14, 16] of PCS-related network signalling and data management func-
tionalities suggest a high level of utilization of the signalling network in supporting call and mobility
management activities for PCS systems. Motivated by the need to evolve location strategies to reduce
signalling and database loads, we then presented an auxiliary strategy, called per-user caching, to
augment the basic user location strategy proposed in standards [6, 18].

Using a reference system architecture for PCS, we quantified the criteria under which the caching
strategy produces reductions in the network signalling and database loads in terms of users’ LCMRs.
We have shown that, if the HLR or the remote A link in an SS7 architecture is the performance
bottleneck, caching is useful regardless of user call and mobility patterns. If the D link or STPs are
the performance bottlenecks, caching is potentially beneficial for large classes of users, particularly
if they display a degree of locality in their call reception patterns. Depending on the numbers of
PCS users who meet these criteria, the system-wide impacts of these strategies could be significant.
For instance, for users with LCMR ∼ 5 and stable call and move patterns, caching can result in cost
reduction of 20–60% over the basic user location strategy BasicFIND( ) under our analysis. Our
results are conservative in that the BasicFIND( ) procedure we have used for comparison purposes
already reduces the network impacts compared to the user location strategy specified in PCS standards
such as IS-41.

We have also investigated in detail two simple on-line algorithms for estimating users’ LCMRs
and examined the call and mobility patterns for which each would be useful. The algorithms allow
a system designer to tune the amount of history used to estimate a users’ LCMR and, hence, to
attempt to optimize the benefits due to caching. The particular values of cache hit ratios and LCMR
thresholds will change with variations in the way the PCS architecture and the caching strategy
is implemented, but our general approach can still be applied. There are several issues deserving
further study with respect to deployment of the caching strategy, such as the effect of alternative PCS
architectures, integration with other auxiliary strategies such as the use of user profiles, and effective
cache management policies.

Recently, we have augmented the work reported in this paper by a simulation study in which we
have compared the caching and basic user location strategies [9]. The effect of using a time-based
criterion for enabling use of the cache has also been considered [11]. We have proposed elsewhere,
for users with low CMRs, an auxiliary strategy involving a system of forwarding pointers to reduce the
signalling traffic and database loads [10], a description of which is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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21.1 Introduction

Designing a cellular network is a challenging task that invites engineers to exercise all of their knowl-
edge in telecommunications. Although it may not be necessary to work as an expert in all of the
fields, the interrelationship among the areas involved impels the designer to naturally search for a
deeper understanding of the main phenomena. In other words, the time for segregation, when radio
engineers and traffic engineers would not talk to each other, at least through a common vocabulary,
is probably gone.

A great many aspects must be considered in a cellular network planning. The main ones include
the following.

Radio Propagation: Here the topography and the morphology of the terrain, the urban-
ization factor and the clutter factor of the city, and some other aspects of the target geographical
region under investigation will constitute the input data for the radio coverage design.

Frequency Regulation and Planning: In most countries there is a centralized organization,
usually performed by a government entity, regulating the assignment and use of the radio spectrum.
The frequency planning within the assigned spectrum should then be made so that interferences are
minimized and the traffic demand is satisfied.
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Modulation: As far as analog systemsare concerned, thenarrowbandFMiswidelyuseddue
to its remarkable performance in the presence of fading. The North American Digital Cellular Stan-
dard IS-54 proposes the π/4 differential quadrature phase-shift keying (π/4 DQPSK) modulation,
whereas the Global Standard for Mobile Communications (GSM) establishes the use of the Gaussian
minimum-shift keying (GMSK).

Antenna Design: To cover large areas and for low-traffic applications omnidirectional an-
tennas are recommended. Some systems at their inception may have these characteristics, and the
utilization of omnidirectional antennas certainly keeps the initial investment low. As the traffic de-
mand increases, the use of some sort of capacity enhancement technique to meet the demand, such
as replacing the omnidirectional by directional antennas, is mandatory.

Transmission Planning: The structure of the channels, both for signalling and voice, is one
of the aspects tobe considered in this topic. Other aspects include theperformanceof the transmission
components (power capacity, noise, bandwidth, stability, etc.) and the design or specification of
transmitters and receivers.

Switching Exchange: In most cases this consists of adapting the existing switching network
for mobile radio communications purposes.

Teletraffic: For a given grade of service and number of channels available, how many
subscribers can be accommodated into the system? What is the proportion of voice and signalling
channels?

SoftwareDesign: With the use of microprocessors throughout the system there are software
applications in the mobile unit, in the base station, and in the switching exchange.

Other aspects, such as human factors, economics, etc., will also influence the design.
This chapter outlines the aspects involving the basic design steps in cellular network planning.

Topics, such as traffic engineering, cell coverage, and interference, will be covered, and application
examples will be given throughout the section so as to illustrate the main ideas. We start by recalling
the basic concepts including cellular principles, performance measures and system requirements, and
system expansion techniques.

21.2 Cellular Principles

The basic idea of the cellular concept is frequency reuse in which the same set of channels can be reused
in different geographical locations sufficiently apart from each other so that cochannel interference
be within tolerable limits. The set of channels available in the system is assigned to a group of cells
constituting the cluster. Cells are assumed to have a regular hexagonal shape and the number of cells
per cluster determines the repeat pattern. Because of the hexagonal geometry only certain repeat
patterns can tessellate. The number N of cells per cluster is given by

N = i2 + ij + j2 (21.1)

where i and j are integers. From Eq. (21.1) we note that the clusters can accommodate only certain
numbers of cells such as 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 12, 13, 16, 19, 21, . . . , the most common being 4 and 7. The
number of cells per cluster is intuitively related with system capacity as well as with transmission
quality. The fewer cells per cluster, the larger the number of channels per cell (higher traffic carrying
capacity) and the closer the cocells (potentially more cochannel interference). An important param-
eter of a cellular layout relating these entities is the D/R ratio, where D is the distance between cocells
and R is the cell radius. In a hexagonal geometry it is found that

D/R = √
3N (21.2)
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21.3 Performance Measures and System Requirements

Two parameters are intimately related with the grade of service of the cellular systems: carrier-to-
cochannel interference ratio and blocking probability.

A high carrier-to-cochannel interference ratio in connection with a low-blocking probability is
the desirable situation. This can be accomplished, for instance, in a large cluster with a low-traffic
condition. In such a case the required grade of service can be achieved, although the resources may
not be efficiently utilized. Therefore, a measure of efficiency is of interest. The spectrum efficiency
ηs expressed in erlang per square meter per hertz, yields a measure of how efficiently space, frequency,
and time are used, and it is given by

ηs = number of reuses

coverage area
× number of channels

bandwidth available
× time the channel is busy

total time of the channel

Another measure of interest is the trunking efficiency in which the number of subscribers per
channel is obtained as a function of the number of channels per cell for different values of blocking
probability. As an example, assume that a cell operates with 40 channels and that the mean blocking
probability is required to be 5%. Using the erlang-B formula (refer to the Traffic Engineering section
of this chapter), the traffic offered is calculated as 34.6 erlang. If the traffic per subscriber is assumed to
be 0.02 erl, a total of 34.6/0.02 = 1730 subscribers in the cell is found. In other words, the trunking
efficiency is 1730/40 = 43.25 subscribers per channel in a 40-channel cell. Simple calculations show
that the trunking efficiency decreases rapidly when the number of channels per cell falls below 20.

The basic specifications require cellular services to be offered with a fixed telephone network
quality. Blocking probability should be kept below 2%. As for the transmission aspect, the aim is
to provide good quality service for 90% of the time. Transmission quality concerns the following
parameters:

• Signal-to-cochannel interference (S/Ic) ratio

• Carrier-to-cochannel interference ratio (C/Ic)

• Signal plus noise plus distortion-to-noise plus distortion (SINAD) ratio

• Signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio

• Adjacent channel interference selectivity (ACS)

The S/Ic is a subjective measure, usually taken to be around 17 dB. The corresponding C/Ic

depends on the modulation scheme. For instance, this is around 8 dB for 25-kHz FM, 12 dB for
12.5-kHz FM, and 7 dB for GMSK, but the requirements may vary from system to system. A common
figure for SINAD is 12 dB for 25-kHz FM. The minimum S/N requirement is 18 dB, whereas ACS is
specified to be no less than 70 dB.

21.4 System Expansion Techniques

The obvious and most common way of permitting more subscribers into the network is by allowing
a system performance degradation but within acceptable levels. The question is how to objectively
define what is acceptable. In general, the subscribers are more likely to tolerate a poor quality service
rather than not having the service at all. Some alternative expansion techniques, however, do exist
that can be applied to increase the system capacity. The most widely known are as follows.

Adding New Channels: In general, when the system is set up not all of the channels need
be used, and growth and expansion can be planned in an orderly manner by utilizing the channels
that are still available.
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FrequencyBorrowing: If somecells becomemoreoverloaded thanothers, itmaybepossible
to reallocate channels by transferring frequencies so that the traffic demand can be accommodated.

Change of Cell Pattern: Smaller clusters can be used to allow more channels to attend a
bigger traffic demand at the expense of a degradation of the transmission quality.

Cell Splitting: By reducing the size of the cells, more cells per area, and consequently more
channels per area, are used with a consequent increase in traffic capacity. A radius reduction by a
factor of f reduces the coverage area and increases the number of base stations by a factor of f 2. Cell
splitting usually takes place at the midpoint of the congested areas and is so planned in order that the
old base stations are kept.

Sectorization: A cell is divided into a number of sectors, three and six being the most
common arrangements, each of which is served by a different set of channels and illuminated by a
directional antenna. The sector, therefore, can be considered as a new cell. The base stations can
be located either at the center or at the corner of the cell. The cells in the first case are referred to
as center-excited cells and in the second as corner-excited cells. Directional antennas cut down the
cochannel interference, allowing the cocells to be more closely spaced. Closer cell spacing implies
smaller D/R ratio, corresponding to smaller clusters, i.e., higher capacity.

Channel Allocation Algorithms: The efficient use of channels determines the good perfor-
mance of the system and can be obtained by different channel assignment techniques. The most
widely used algorithm is based on fixed allocation. Dynamic allocation strategies may give better
performance but are very dependent on the traffic profile and are usually difficult to implement.

21.5 Basic Design Steps

Engineering a cellular system to meet the required objectives is not a straightforward task. It demands
a great deal of information, such as market demographics, area to be served, traffic offered, and other
data not usually available in the earlier stages of system design. As the network evolves, additional
statistics will help the system performance assessment and replanning. The main steps in a cellular
system design are as follows.

Definition of the Service Area: In general, the responsibility for this step of the project
lies on the operating companies and constitutes a tricky task, because it depends on the market
demographics and, consequently, on how much the company is willing to invest.

Definition of the Traffic Profile: As before, this step depends on the market demographics
and is estimated by taking into account the number of potential subscribers within the service area.

Choice of Reuse Pattern: Given the traffic distribution and the interference requirements
a choice of the reuse pattern is carried out.

Location of the Base Stations: The location of the first base station constitutes an important
step. A significant parameter to be taken into account in this is the relevance of the region to be served.
The base station location is chosen so as to be at the center of or as close as possible to the target
region. Data, such as available infrastructure and land, as well as local regulations are taken into
consideration in this step. The cell radius is defined as a function of the traffic distribution. In
urban areas, where the traffic is more heavily concentrated, smaller cells are chosen so as to attend
the demand with the available channels. In suburban and in rural areas, the radius is chosen to be
large because the traffic demand tends to be small. Once the placement of the first base station has
been defined, the others will be accommodated in accordance with the repeat pattern chosen.

Radio Coverage Prediction: Given the topography and the morphology of the terrain, a
radio prediction algorithm, implemented in the computer, can be used to predict the signal strength in
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the geographic region. An alternative to this relies on field measurements with the use of appropriate
equipment. The first option is usually less costly and is widely used.

Design Checkup: At this point it is necessary to check whether or not the parameters with
which the system has been designed satisfy the requirements. For instance, it may be necessary to
re-evaluate the base station location, the antenna height, etc., so that better performance can be
attained.

Field Measurements: For a better tuning of the parameters involved, field measurements
(radio survey) should be included in the design. This can be carried out with transmitters and towers
provisionally set up at the locations initially defined for the base station.

The cost assessment may require that a redesign of the system should be carried out.

21.6 Traffic Engineering

The starting point for engineering the traffic is the knowledge of the required grade of service. This
is usually specified to be around 2% during the busy hour. The question lies on defining the busy
hour. There are usually three possible definitions: (1) busy hour at the busiest cell, (2) system busy
hour, and (3) system average over all hours.

The estimate of the subscriber usage rate is usually made on a demographic basis from which the
traffic distribution can be worked out and the cell areas identified. Given the repeat pattern (cluster
size), the cluster with the highest traffic is chosen for the initial design. The traffic A in each cell
is estimated and, with the desired blocking probability E(A, M), the erlang-B formula as given by
Eq. (21.3) is used to determine the number of channels per cell, M

E(M, A) = AM/M!
M∑

i=0

Ai/i!
(21.3)

In case the total number of available channels is not large enough to provide the required grade of
service, the area covered by the cluster should be reduced in order to reduce the traffic per cell. In
such a case, a new study on the interference problems must be carried out. The other clusters can
reuse the same channels according to the reuse pattern. Not all channels need be provided by the
base stations of those cells where the traffic is supposedly smaller than that of the heaviest loaded
cluster. They will eventually be used as the system grows.

The traffic distribution varies in time and space, but it is commonly bell shaped. High concen-
trations are found in the city center during the rush hour, decreasing toward the outskirts. After
the busy hour and toward the end of the day, this concentration changes as the users move from the
town center to their homes. Note that because of the mobility of the users handoffs and roaming are
always occurring, reducing the channel holding times in the cell where the calls are generated and
increasing the traffic in the cell where the mobiles travel. Accordingly, the erlang-B formula is, in fact,
a rough approximation used to model the traffic process in this ever-changing environment. A full
investigation of the traffic performance in such a dynamic system requires all of the phenomena to
be taken into account, making any traffic model intricate. Software simulation packages can be used
so as to facilitate the understanding of the main phenomena as well as to help system planning. This
is a useful alternative to the complex modeling, typically present in the analysis of cellular networks,
where closed-form solutions are not usually available

On the other hand, conventional traffic theory, in particular, the erlang-B formula, is a handy tool
widely used in cellular planning. At the inception of the system the calculations are carried out based
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on the best available traffic estimates, and the system capacity is obtained by grossly exaggerating
the calculated figures. With the system in operation some adjustments must be made so that the
requirements are met.

The approach just mentioned assumes the simplest channel assignment algorithm: the fixed
allocation. It has the maximum spatial efficiency in channel reuse, since the channels are always
assigned at the minimum reuse distance. Moreover, because each cell has a fixed set of channels, the
channel assignment control for the calls can be distributed among the base stations.

The main problem of fixed allocation is its inability to deal with the alteration of the traffic pattern.
Because of the mobility of the subscribers, some cells may experience a sudden growth in the traffic
offered, with a consequent deterioration of the grade of service, whereas other cells may have free
channels that cannot be used by the congested cells.

Apossible solution for this is theuseofdynamicchannel allocationalgorithms inwhich thechannels
are allocated on a demand basis There is an infinitude of strategies using the dynamic assignment
principles, but they are usually complex to implement. An interim solution can be exercised if the
change of the traffic pattern is predictable. For instance, if a region is likely to have an increase of the
traffic on a given day (say, a football stadium on a match day), a mobile base station can be moved
toward such a region in order to alleviate the local base.

Another specific solution uses the traffic available at the boundary between cells that may well
communicate with more than one base station. In this case, a call that is blocked in its own cell can
be directed to the neighboring cell to be served by its base station. This strategy, called directed retry,
is known to substantially improve the traffic capacity. On the other hand, because channels with
marginally acceptable transmission quality may be used, an increase in the interference levels, both
for adjacent channel and cochannel, can be expected. Moreover, subscribers with radio access only
to their own base will experience an increase in blocking probability.

21.7 Cell Coverage

The propagation of energy in a mobile radio environment is strongly influenced by several factors, in-
cluding the natural and artificial relief, propagation frequency, antenna heights, and others. A precise
characterization of the signal variability in this environment constitutes a hard task. Deterministic
methods, such as those described by the free space, plane earth, and knife-edge diffraction propagation
models, are restricted to very simple situations. They are useful, however, in providing the basic
mechanisms of propagation. Empirical methods, such as those proposed by many researchers (e.g.,
[1, 4, 5, 8]; and others), use curves and/or formulas based on field measurements, some of them
including deterministic solutions with various correction factors to account for the propagation fre-
quency, antenna height, polarization, type of terrain, etc. Because of the random characteristics of
the mobile radio signal, however, a single deterministic treatment of this signal will certainly lead
the problem to a simplistic solution. Therefore, we may treat the signal on a statistical basis and
interpret the results as random events occurring with a given probability. The cell coverage area is
then determined as the proportion of locations where the received signal is greater than a certain
threshold considered to be satisfactory.

Suppose that at a specified distance from the base station the mean signal strength is considered
to be known. Given this we want to determine the cell radius such that the mobiles experience a
received signal above a certain thresholdwith a stipulatedprobability. Themean signal strength canbe
determined either by any of the prediction models or by field measurements. As for the statistics of the
mobile radio signal, five distributions are widely accepted today: lognormal, Rayleigh, Suzuki [11],
Rice, and Nakagami. The lognormal distribution describes the variation of the mean signal level
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(large-scale variations) for points having the same transmitter–receiver antennas separation, whereas
the other distributions characterize the instantaneous variations (small-scale variations) of the signal.
In the calculations that follow we assume a lognormal environment. The other environments can be
analyzed in a like manner; although this may not be of interest if some sort of diversity is implemented,
because then the effects of the small-scale variations are minimized.

21.7.1 Propagation Model

Define mw and k as the mean powers at distances x and x0, respectively, such that

mw = k

(
x

x0

)−α

(21.4)

where α is the path loss coefficient. Expressed in decibels, Mw = 10 logmw , K = 10 logk and

Mw = K − 10αlog

(
x

x0

)
(21.5)

Define the received power as w = v2/2, where v is the received envelope. Let p(W) be the proba-
bility density function of the received power W , where W = 10 logw. In a lognormal environment,
v has a lognormal distribution and

p(W) = 1√
2πσw

exp

(
− (W − Mw)2

2σ 2
w

)
(21.6)

where MW is the mean and σw is the standard deviation, all given in decibels. Define wT and
WT = 10 logwT as the threshold above which the received signal is considered to be satisfactory.
The probability that the received signal is below this threshold is its probability distribution function
P(WT ), such that

P(WT ) =
∫ WT

−∞
p(W) dW = 1

2
+ 1

2
erf

[
(WT − MW)2

2σ 2
w

]
(21.7)

where erf( ) is the error function defined as

erf (y) = 2√
π

∫ y

0
exp

(
−t2

)
dt (21.8)

21.7.2 Base Station Coverage

The problem of estimating the cell area can be approached in two different ways. In the first approach,
we may wish to determine the proportion β of locations at x0 where the received signal power w is
above the threshold power wT . In the second approach, we may estimate the proportion µ of the
circular area defined by x0 where the signal is above this threshold. In the first case, this proportion
is averaged over the perimeter of the circumference (cell border); whereas in the second approach,
the average is over the circular area (cell area).

The proportion β equals the probability that the signal at x0 is greater than this threshold. Hence,

β = prob (W ≥ WT ) = 1 − P (WT ) (21.9)
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Using Eqs. (21.5) and (21.7) in Eq. (21.9) we obtain

β = 1

2
− 1

2
erf

[
WT − K + 10α log(x/x0)√

2σw

]
(21.10)

This probability is plotted in Fig. 21.1, for x = x0 (cell border).

FIGURE 21.1: Proportion of locations where the received signal is above a given threshold; the
dashdot line corresponds to the β approach and the other lines to the µ approach.

Let prob(W ≥ WT ) be the probability of the received power W being above the threshold WT

within an infinitesimal area dS. Accordingly, the proportion µ of locations within the circular area
S experiencing such a condition is

µ = 1

S

∫
S

[1 − P (WT )] dS (21.11)

where S = πr2 and dS = x dxdθ . Note that 0 ≤ x ≤ x0 and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π . Therefore, solving for
dθ , we obtain

µ = 2
∫ 1

0
uβ du (21.12)

where u = x/x0 is the normalized distance.
Inserting Eq. (21.10) in Eq. (21.12) results in

µ = 0.5

{
1 + erf (a) + exp

(
2ab + 1

b2

)[
1 − erf

(
ab + 1

b

)]}
(21.13)

where a = (K − WT )/
√

2σw and b = 10α log(e)/
√

2σw .
These probabilities are plotted in Fig. 21.1 for different values of standard deviation and path loss

coefficients.
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21.7.3 Application Examples

From the theory that has been developed it can be seen that the parameters affecting the probabilities
β and µ for cell coverage are the path loss coefficient α, the standard deviation σw , the required
threshold WT , and a certain power level K , measured or estimated at a given distance from the base
station.

The applications that follow are illustrated for two different standard deviations: σw = 5 dB and
σw = 8 dB. We assume the path loss coefficient to be α = 4 (40 dB/decade), the mobile station
receiver sensitivity to be −116 dB (1 mW), and the power level estimated at a given distance from
the base station as being that at the cell border, K = −102dB (1 mW). The receiver is considered
to operate with a SINAD of 12 dB for the specified sensitivity. Assuming that cochannel interference
levels are negligible and given that a signal-to-noise ratio S/N of 18 dB is required, the threshold WT

will be −116 dB (1 mW) + (18− 12) dB (1 mW) = −110dB (1 mW).
Three cases will be explored as follows.

Case 1: We want to estimate the probabilities β and µ that the received signal exceeds the
given threshold 1) at the border of the cell, probability β and 2) within the area delimited by the cell
radius, probability µ.

Case 2: It may be interesting to estimate the cell radius x0 such that the received signal
be above the given threshold with a given probability (say 90%) (1) at the perimeter of the cell and
(2) within the cell area. This problem implies the calculation of the mean signal strength K at the
distance x0 (the new cell border) of the base station. Given K and given that at a distance x0 (the
former cell radius) the mean signal strength Mw is known [note that in this case Mw = −102dB (1
mW)], the ratio x0/x can be estimated.

Case 3: To fulfill the coverage requirement, rather than calculating the new cell radius,
as in Case 2, a signal strength at a given distance can be estimated such that a proportion of the
locations at this distance, proportion β, or within the area delimited by this distance, proportion µ,
will experience a received signal above the required threshold. This corresponds to calculating the
value of the parameter K already carried out in Case 2 for the various situations.

The calculation procedures are now detailed for σw = 5dB. Results are also shown for σw = 8dB.

Case 1: Using the given parameters we obtain (WT − K)/σw = −1.6. With this value in
Fig. 21.1, we obtain the probability that the received signal exceeds−116 dB (1 mW) forS/N = 18dB
given that at the cell border the mean signal power is −102 dB (1 mW) given in Table 21.1.

TABLE 21.1 Case 1 Coverage Probability
Standard Deviation, β Approach µ Approach
dB (Border Coverage), % (Area Coverage), %

5 97 100

8 84 95

Note, from Table 21.1, that the signal at the cell border exceeds the receiver sensitivity with 97%
probability for σw = 5 dB and with 84% probability for σw = 8 dB. If, on the other hand, we are
interested in the area coverage rather than in the border coverage, then these figures change to 100%
and 95%, respectively.
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Case 2: From Fig. 21.1, with β = 90% we find (WT − K)/σw = −1.26. Therefore,
K = −103.7 dB (1 mW). Because Mw − K = −10α log(x/x0), then x0/x = 1.10. Again, from
Fig. 21.1, with µ = 90%we find (WT −K)/σw = −0.48, yielding K = −107.6dB (1 mW). Because
Mw − K = −10α log(x/x0), then x0/x = 1.38. These results are summarized in Table 21.2, which
shows the normalized radius of a cell where the received signal power is above −116 dB (1 mW) with
90% probability for S/N = 18 dB, given that at a reference distance from the base station (the cell
border) the received mean signal power is −102 dB (1 mW).

TABLE 21.2 Case 2 Normalized Radius
Standard Deviation, β Approach µ Approach
dB (Border Coverage) (Area Coverage)

5 1.10 1.38

8 0.88 1.27

Note, from Table 21.2, that in order to satisfy the 90% requirement at the cell border the cell radius
can be increased by 10% for σw = 5 dB. If, on the other hand, for the same standard deviation the
90% requirement is to be satisfied within the cell area, rather than at the cell border, a substantial gain
in power is achieved. In this case, the cell radius can be increased by a factor of 1.38. For σw = 8 dB
and 90% coverage at the cell border, the cell radius should be reduced to 88% of the original radius.
For area coverage, an increase of 27% of the cell radius is still possible.

Case 3: The values of the mean signal power K are taken from Case 2 and shown in
Table 21.3, which shows the signal power at the cell border such that 90% of the locations will
experience a received signal above −116 dB for S/N = 18dB.

TABLE 21.3 Case 3 Signal Power
β Approach µ Approach

Standard Deviation (Border Coverage), (Area Coverage),
dB dB (1 mW) dB (1 mW)

5 −103.7 −107.6

8 −99.8 −106.2

21.8 Interference

Radio-frequency interference is one of the most important issues to be addressed in the design,
operation, and maintenance of mobile communication systems. Although both intermodulation
and intersymbol interferences also constitute problems to account for in system planning, a mobile
radio system designer is mainly concerned about adjacent-channel and cochannel interferences.

21.8.1 Adjacent Channel Interference

Adjacent-channel interference occurs due to equipment limitations, such as frequency instability,
receiver bandwidth, filtering, etc. Moreover, because channels are kept very close to each other for
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maximum spectrum efficiency, the random fluctuation of the signal, due to fading and near–far
effect, aggravates this problem.

Somesimple, butefficient, strategies areused toalleviate theeffectsof adjacent channel interference.
In narrowband systems, the total frequency spectrum is split into two halves so that the reverse
channels, composing the uplink (mobile to base station) and the forward channels, composing the
downlink (base station to mobile), can be separated by half of the spectrum. If other services can be
inserted between the two halves, then a greater frequency separation, with a consequent improvement
in the interference levels, is accomplished. Adjacent channel interference can also be minimized by
avoiding the use of adjacent channels within the same cell. In the same way, by preventing the use
of adjacent channels in adjacent cells a better performance is achieved. This strategy, however, is
dependent on the cellular pattern. For instance, if a seven-cell cluster is chosen, adjacent channels
are inevitably assigned to adjacent cells.

21.8.2 Cochannel Interference

Undoubtedly the most critical of all interferences that can be engineered by the designer in cellular
planning is cochannel interference. It arises in mobile radio systems using cellular architecture
because of the frequency reuse philosophy.

A parameter of interest to assess the system performance in this case is the carrier-to-cochannel
interference ratio C/Ic. The ultimate objective of estimating this ratio is to determine the reuse
distance and, consequently, the repeat pattern. The C/Ic ratio is a random variable, affected by
random phenomena such as (1) location of the mobile, (2) fading, (3) cell site location, (4) traffic
distribution, and others. In this subsection we shall investigate the outage probability, i.e., the
probability of failing to achieve adequate reception of the signal due to cochannel interference. This
parameter will be indicated by p(CI). As can be inferred, this is intrinsically related to the repeat
pattern.

Cochannel interference will occur whenever the wanted signal does not simultaneously exceed the
minimum required signal level s0 and the n interfering signals, i1, i2, . . . , in, by some protection
ratio r . Consequently, the conditional outage probability, given n interferers, is

p (CI | n) = 1 −
∫ ∞

s0

p(s)

∫ s/r

0
p (i1)

∫ (s/r)−i1

0
p (i2) · · ·

×
∫ (s/r)−i1−···−in−1

0
p (in) din · · · di2 di1 ds (21.14)

The total outage probability can then be evaluated by

p(CI) =
∑
n

p (CI | n) p(n) (21.15)

where p(n) is the distribution of the number of active interferers.
In the calculations that follow we shall assume an interference-only environment, i.e., s0 = 0, and

the signals to be Rayleigh faded. In such a fading environment the probability density function of
the signal-to-noise ratio x is given by

p(x) = 1

xm

exp

(
− x

xm

)
(21.16)

where xm is the mean signal-to-noise ratio. Note that x = s and xm = sm for the wanted signal,
and x = ij and xm = imj for the interfering signal j , with sm and imj being the mean of s and ij ,
respectively.
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By using the density of Eq. (21.16) in Eq. (21.14) we obtain

p (CI | n) =
n∑

j=1

j∏
k=1

zk

1 + zk

(21.17)

where zk = rsm/imk

If the interferers are assumed to be equal, i.e., zk = z for k = 1, 2, . . . , n, then

p (CI | n) = 1 −
(

z

1 + z

)n

(21.18)

Define Z = 10 logz, Sm = 10 logsm, Im = 10 logim, and Rr = 10 logr . Then, Z = Sm − (Im +
Rr). Equation (21.18) is plotted in Fig. 21.2 as a function of Z for n = 1 and n = 6, for the situation
in which the interferers are equal.

FIGURE 21.2: Conditional and unconditional outage probability for n = 6 interferes in a Rayleigh
environment and in a Suzuki environment with σ = 6 dB.

If the probability of finding an interferer active is p, the distribution of active interferers is given by
the binomial distribution. Considering the closest surrounding cochannels to be the most relevant
interferers we then have six interferers. Thus

p(n) =
(

6

n

)
pn(1 − p)6−n (21.19)

For equal capacity cells and an evenly traffic distribution system, the probabilityp is approximately
given by

p = M
√

B (21.20)

where B is the blocking probability and M is the number of channels in the cell.
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Now Eqs. (21.20), (21.19), and (21.18) can be combined into Eq. (21.15) and the outage probability
is estimated as a function of the parameter Z and the channel occupancy p. This is shown in Fig. 21.2
for p = 75% and p = 100%.

A similar, but much more intricate, analysis can be carried out for the other fading environments.
Note that in our calculations we have considered only the situation in which both the wanted signal
and the interfering signals experience Rayleigh fading. For a more complete analysis we may assume
the wanted signal to fade differently from the interfering signals, leading to a great number of possible
combinations. A case of interest is the investigation of the influence of the standard deviation in the
outage probability analysis. This is illustrated in Fig. 21.2 for the Suzuki (lognormal plus Rayleigh)
environment with σ = 6 dB.

Note that by definition the parameter z is a function of the carrier-to-cochannel interference ratio,
which, in turn, is a function of the reuse distance. Therefore, the outage probability can be obtained
as a function of the cluster size, for a given protection ratio.

The ratio between the mean signal power sm and the mean interfering power im equals the ratio
between their respective distances ds and di such that

sm

im
=
(

ds

di

)−α

(21.21)

where α is the path loss coefficient. Now, (1) let D be the distance between the wanted and interfering
base stations, and (2) let R be the cell radius. The cochannel interference worst case occurs when the
mobile is positioned at the boundary of the cell, i.e., ds = R and di = D − R. Then,

im

sm
=
(

D

R
− 1

)−α

(21.22a)

or, equivalently,

Sm − Im = 10α log

(
D

R
− 1

)
(21.22b)

In fact, Sm − Im = Z + Rr . Therefore,

Z + Rr = 10αlog
(√

3N − 1
)

(21.23)

With Eq. (21.23) and the curves of Fig. 21.2, we can compare some outage probabilities for different
cluster sizes. The results are shown in Table 21.4 where we have assumed a protection ratio Rr = 0dB.
The protection ratio depends on the modulation scheme and varies typically from 8 dB (25-kHz FM)
to 20 dB [single sideband (SSB) modulation].

Note, from Table 21.4, that the standard deviation has a great influence in the calculations of the
outage probability.

21.9 Conclusions

The interrelationship among the areas involved in a cellular network planning is substantial. Vocabu-
laries belonging to topics, such as radio propagation, frequency planning and regulation, modulation
schemes, antenna design, transmission, teletraffic, and others, are common to all cellular engineers.
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TABLE 21.4 Probability of Cochannel Interference in Different

Cell Clusters
Outage Probability, %

Rayleigh Suzuki σ = 6 dB

N Z + R, dB p = 75% p = 100% p = 75% p = 100%

1 −4.74 100 100 100 100

3 10.54 31 40 70 86

4 13.71 19 26 58 74

7 19.40 4.7 7 29 42

12 24.46 1 2.1 11 24

13 25.19 0.9 1.9 9 22

Designing a cellular network to meet system requirements is a challenging task which can only be
partially and roughly accomplished at the design desk. Field measurements play an important role
in the whole process and constitute an essential step used to tune the parameters involved.

Defining Terms

Outage probability: The probability of failing to achieve adequate reception of the signal due
to, for instance, cochannel interference.

Spectrum efficiency: A measure of how efficiently space, frequency, and time are used. It is
expressed in erlang per square meter per hertz.

Trunking efficiency: Afunctionrelating thenumberof subscribersper channel and thenumber
of channels per cell for different values of blocking probability.
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22.1 Introducing Microcells

In mobile radio communications an operator will be assigned a specific bandwidth W in which to
operate a service. The operator will, in general, not design the mobile equipment, but purchase
equipment that has been designed and standardized by others. The performance of this equipment
will have a profound effect on the number of subscribers the network can support, as we will show
later. Suppose the equipment requires a radio channel of bandwidth B. The operator can therefore
fit NT = W/B channels into the allocated spectrum W .

Communications with mobiles are made from fixed sites, known as base stations (BSs). Clearly, if
a mobile travels too far from its BS, the quality of the communications link becomes unacceptable.
The perimeter around the BS where acceptable communications occur is called a cell and, hence, the
term cellular radio. BSs are arranged so that their radio coverage areas, or cells, overlap, and each BS
may be given N = NT /M channels. This implies that there are M BS and each BS uses a different
set of channels.

The number NT is relatively low, perhaps only 1000. As radio channels cannot operate with 100%
utilization, the cluster of BSs or cells has fewer than 1000 simultaneous calls. In order to make the
business viable, more users must be supported by the network. This is achieved by repeatedly reusing
the channels. Clusters of BSs are tessellated with each cluster using the sameNT channels. This means
that there are users in each cluster using the same frequency band at the same time, and inevitably
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there will be interference. This interference is known as cochannel interference. Cochannel cells,
i.e., cells using the same channels, must be spaced sufficiently far apart for the interference levels to
be acceptable. A mobile will therefore receive the wanted signal of power S and a total interference
power of I , and the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is a key system design parameter.

Suppose we have large cells, a condition that occurs during the initial stages of deploying a network
when coverage is important. For a given geographical area GA we may have only one cluster of seven
cells, and this may support some 800 simultaneous calls in our example. As the subscriber base
grows, the number of clusters increases to, say, 100 with the area of each cluster being appropriately
decreased. The network can now support some 80,000 simultaneous calls in the area GA. As the
number of subscribers continues to expand, we increase the number of clusters. The geographical
area occupied by each cluster is now designed to match the number of potential users residing in
that area. Consequently, the smallest clusters and, hence, the highest density of channels per area is
found in the center of cities. As each cluster has the same number of channels, the smaller the clusters
and, therefore, the smaller the cells, the greater the spectral efficiency measured in erlang per hertz
per square meter. Achieving this higher spectral efficiency requires a concomitant increase in the
infrastructure that connects the small cell BSs to their base station controller (BSC). The BSCs are
part of the nonradio part of the mobile network that is interfaced with the public switched telephone
network (PSTN) or the integrated service digital network (ISDN).

As we make the cells smaller, we change from locating the BS antennas on top of tall buildings or
hills, where they produce large cells or macrocells, to the tops of small buildings or the sides of large
buildings, where they formminicells, to lamppost elevations, where they form streetmicrocells. Each
decrease in cell size is accompanied by a reduction in the radiated power levels from the BSs and from
the mobiles. As the BS antenna height is lowered, the neighboring buildings and streets increasingly
control the radio propagation. This chapter is concerned with microcells and microcellular networks.
We commence with the simplest type of microcells, namely, those used for highways.

22.2 Highway Microcells

Since their conception by Steele and Prabhu, [10], many papers have been published on highway
microcells, ranging from propagation measurements to teletraffic issues [1]–[8], [11]. Figure 22.1
shows the basic concepts for a highway microcellular system having two cells per cluster. The highway
is partitioned into contiguous cigar-shaped segments formed by directional antennas. Omnidirec-
tional antennas can be used at junctions, roundabouts, cloverleaf, and other road intersections. The
BS antennas are mounted on poles at elevations of some 6–12 m. Figure 22.2 shows received signal
levels as a function of the distance d between BS and MS for different roads [1]. The average loss
in received signal level, or path loss, is approximately inversely proportional to d4. The path loss is
associated with a slow fading component that is due to the variations in the terrain, the road curvature
and cuttings, and the presence of other vehicles.

The curves in the figure are plotted for an 18-element yagi BS antenna having a gain of 15 dB and a
front-to-back ratio of 25 dB. In Fig. 22.2 reference is made to junctions on different motorways, e.g.,
junction 5 on motorway M4. This is because the BS antennas are mounted at these road junctions
with the yagi antenna pointing along the highway in order to create a cigar-shaped cell. The flat part
of the curve near the BS is due to the MS receiver being saturated by high-signal levels. Notice that the
curve related to M25, junction 11, decreases rapidly with distance when the MS leaves the immediate
vicinity of the BS. This is due to the motorway making a sharp turn into a cutting, causing the MS
to lose line of sight (LOS) with the BS. Later the path loss exponent is approximately 4. Experiments
have shown that using the arrangement just described, with each BS transmitting 16 mW at 900 MHz,
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FIGURE 22.1: Highway microcellular clusters. Microcells with the same number use the same
frequency set.

FIGURE 22.2: Overlayed received signal strength profiles of various highway cells including the
inverse fourth power law curve for both the front and back antenna lobes. Source: Chia et al. 1987.
Propagation and bit error ratio measurements for a microcellular system. JIERE. 57(6), 5255–5266.
With permission.

16 kb/s noncoherent frequency shift keying, two-cell clusters could be formed where each cell has
a length along the highway ranging from 1 to 2 km. For MSs traveling at 110 km/h the average
handover rate is 1.2 per minute [1].
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22.2.1 Spectral Efficiency of Highway Microcellular Network

Spectral efficiency is a key system parameter. The higher the efficiency, the greater will be the
teletraffic carried by the network for the frequency band assigned by the regulating authorities per
unit geographical area. We define the spectral efficiency in mobile radio communications in erlang
per hertz per square meter as

η
1= ACT /ST W (22.1)

although erlang per megahertz per square kilometer is often used. In this equation, ACT is the total
traffic carried by the microcellular network,

ACT = CAC (22.2)

where C is the number of microcells in the network and AC the carried traffic by each microcellular
BS. The total area covered of the tessellated microcells is

ST = CS (22.3)

where S is the average area of a microcell, whereas the total bandwidth available is

W = MNB (22.4)

whose termsM ,N , andB weredefined inSection22.1. SubstitutingEqs. (22.2)–(22.4) intoEq. (22.1),
yields

η = ρ

SMB
(22.5)

where
ρ = AC/N (22.6)

is the utilization of each BS channel.
If the length of each microcell is L, there are n up lanes and n down lanes, and each vehicle occupies

an effective lane length V , which is speed dependent, then the total number of vehicles in a cell is

K = 2nL/V (22.7)

Given that all vehicles have a mobile terminal, the maximum number of mobiles in a cell is K . In a
highway microcell we are not interested in the actual area S = 2nL but in how many vehicles can
occupy this area, namely, the effective area K . Notice that K is largest in a traffic jam when all vehicles
are stationary and V only marginally exceeds the vehicle length. Given that N is sufficiently large, η
is increased when the traffic flow is decreased.

Using fixed channel assignment (FCA) with frequency division multiple access (FDMA) or with
time division multiple access (TDMA), the cluster size M can be two. Using dynamic channel assign-
ment (DCA) with TDMA, or code division multiple access (CDMA), causes the spectral efficiency
η to be very high because for a given traffic utilization ρ and channel bandwidth B, the S is small
(as we are considering microcells), and M may be thought of as 1, or less, due to sectorization. The
total traffic ACT , given by Eq. (22.2), is also very high because by making L relatively short, C is
accordingly high.

The traffic carried by a microcellular BS is

AC = [
λN (1 − Pbn) + λH

(
1 − Pf hm

)]
T H (22.8)
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where Pbn is the probability of a new call being blocked, Pf hm is the probability of handover failure
when mobiles enter the microcell while making a call and concurrently no channel is available, λN

and λH are the new call and handover rates, respectively, and T H is the mean channel holding time of
all calls. For the simple case where no channels are exclusively reserved for handovers, Pbn = Pf hm,
and

AC = λT T H (1 − Pbn) = A (1 − Pbn) (22.9)

where
λT = λN + λH (22.10)

and A is the total offered traffic. The mathematical complexity resides in calculating A and Pbn, and
the reader is advised to consult El-Dolil, Wong, and Steele, [2], and Steele and Nofal, [8].

Priority schemes have been proposed whereby N channels are available for handover, but only
N − Nh for new calls. Thus Nh channels are exclusively reserved for handover [2]. While Pbn

marginally increases, Pf hm decreases by orders of magnitude for the same average number of new
calls per sec per microcell. This is important as people prefer to be blocked while attempting to
make a call compared to having a call in progress terminated due to no channel being available on
handover. An important enhancement is to use an oversailing macrocellular cluster, where each
macrocell supports a microcellular cluster. The role of the macrocell is to provide channels to
support microcells that are overloaded and to provide communications to users who are in areas
not adequately covered by the microcells [2]. When vehicles are in a solid traffic jam, there are no
handovers and so Nh should be zero. When traffic is flowing fast, Nh should be high. Accordingly a
useful strategy is to make Nh adaptive to the new call and handover rates [9].

22.3 City Street Microcells

We will define a city street microcell as one where the BS antenna is located below the lowest building.
As a consequence, the diffraction over the buildings can be ignored, and the heights of the buildings
are of no consequence. Roads and their attendant buildings form trenches or canyons through which
the mobiles travel. If there is a direct line-of-sight path between the BS and a MS and a ground-
reflected path, the received signal level vs BS–MS distance is as shown in Fig. 22.3. Should there
be two additional paths from rays reflected from the buildings, then the profile for this four-ray
situation is also shown in Fig. 22.3. These theoretical curves show that as the MS travels from the
BS the average received signal level is relatively constant and then decreases relatively rapidly. This
is a good characteristic as it offers a good signal level within the microcell, and the interference into
adjacent microcells falls off rapidly with distance.

In practice there are many paths, but there is often a dominant one. As a consequence the fading
is Rician [7]. The Rician distribution approximates to a Gaussian one when the received signal is
from a dominant path with the power in the scattered paths being negligible, to a Rayleigh one
when there is no dominant path. Macrocells usually have Rayleigh fading, whereas in microcells the
fading only occasionally becomes Rayleigh and is more likely to be closer to Gaussian. This means
that the depth of the fades in microcells are usually significantly smaller than in macrocells enabling
microcellular communications to operate closer to the receiver noise floor without experiencing error
bursts and to accommodate higher cochannel interference levels. Because of the small dimensions
of the microcells, the delays between the first and last significant paths is relatively small compared
to the corresponding delays in macrocells. Consequently, the impulse response is generally shorter
in microcells and, therefore, the transmitted bit rate can be significantly higher before intersymbol
interference is experienced compared to the situation in macrocells. Microcells are, therefore, more
spectrally efficient with an enhanced propagation environment.
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FIGURE 22.3: Signal level profiles for the two- and four-path models. Also shown are the free space
and inverse fourth power laws. Source: Green. 1990. Radio link design for microcellular system,
British Telecom. Tech. J., 8(1), 85–96. With permission.

There are two types of these city street microcells, one for pedestrians and the other for vehicles.
In general, there will be more portables carried by pedestrians than mobile stations in cars. Also,
as cars travel more quickly than people, their microcells are accordingly larger than for pedestrians.
The handover rates for portables and vehicular MS may be similar, and networks must be capable of
handling the many handovers per call that may occur. In addition, the time available to complete a
handover may be very short compared to those in macrocells.

City street microcells are irregular when the streets are irregular as demonstrated by the NP
WorkPlace1 plot of a BS in a city area displayed in Fig. 22.4. To achieve a contiguous coverage
we site the BSs one at a time. Having sited the first BS and located the microcellular boundary along
the streets, we locate adjacent BSs such that their boundaries butt with each other along the main
streets. Unless many microcellular BSs are deployed, there will be some secondary streets where there
will be insufficient signal levels. Those areas that are not covered by the microcellular BS will be
accommodated by an oversailing macrocellular BS that services the complete cluster of microcellular
BSs. Figure 22.5 shows a cluster of microcells; the oversailing macrocell could be sited outside the
area of this figure. We emphasize that total coverage by microcells in a typical city center is difficult
to achieve, and it is vital that oversailing macrocells are used to cover these dead spots. The macrocell
also facilitates handovers and efficient microcellular channel utilization.

There are important differences between highway microcells and city microcells, which relate to
their one- and two-dimensional characteristics. A similar comment applies to street microcells and
hexagonal cells. Basically, the buildings have a profound effect on cochannel interference. The
buildings shield much of the cochannel interference, and the double regression path loss law of
microcells [3] also decreases interference if the break-distance constitutes the notional microcell
boundary. City microcellular clusters may have as few as two microcells, but four is more typical,
and in some topologies six or more may be required. The irregularity of city streets means that some

1NP WorkPlace is a propriety software outdoor planning tool developed by Multiple Access Communications Ltd.
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FIGURE 22.4: NP WorkPlace plot of a city street microcell. The map gridsize is 500 meters. The
color version of this plot is presented elsewhere in this Handbook.

signals can find paths through building complexes to give cochannel interference where it is least
expected.

22.3.1 Teletraffic Issues

Consider the arrangement where each microcellular cluster is overlaid by a macrocell. The macrocells
are also clustered.The arrangement is shown in Fig. 22.6. The total traffic carried is

ACT = CmAcm + CMACM (22.11)

where Cm and CM are number of microcells and macrocells in the network, respectively. Each micro-
cellular BS has N channels and carries Acm erlang. The corresponding values for the macrocellular
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FIGURE 22.5: Cluster of microcells in a city centre. The map gridsize is 500 meters. The color
version of this plot is presented elsewhere in this Handbook.

BSs are N0 and ACM . The channel utilization for the network is

ρ2 = CmAcm + CMACM

CmN + CMN0
= MAcm + ACM

MN + N0
(22.12)

where M is the number of microcells per cluster.
The spectral efficiency is found by noting that the total bandwidth is

BT = Bc (MN + M0N0) (22.13)

where Bc is the effective channel bandwidth, and M0 is the number of macrocells per macrocellular
cluster. The traffic carried by a macrocellular cluster and its cluster of microcells is

AM = ACMM0 + M0 (AcmM) (22.14)
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FIGURE 22.6: Microcellular clusters with oversailing macrocellular clusters. Each macrocell is asso-
ciated with a particular microcellular cluster. Source: Steele and Williams. 1993. Third generation
PCN and the intelligent multimode mobile portable. IEE Elect. and Comm. Eng. J., 5(3), 147–156.
With permission.

over an area of
SM = (SmM) M0 (22.15)

where Sm is the area of each microcell.
The spectral efficiency is, therefore,

η = ACM + AcmM

Bc (MN + M0N0) SmM

= ρ2

BcSmM

{
MN + N0

MN + M0N0

}
(22.16)

We note that by using oversailing macrocells to assist microcells experiencing overloading we are able
to operate the microcells at high levels of channel utilization. However, the channel utilization of the
macrocells must not be high if the probability of calls forced to terminate due to handover failure is
to be minuscule.

22.4 Indoor Microcells

Microcellular BSs may be located within buildings to produce indoor microcells whose dimensions
may extend from a small office, to part of larger offices, to a complete floor, or to a number of
floors. The microcells are box-like for a single office microcell; or may contain many boxes, e.g.,
when a microcell contains contiguous offices. Furniture, such as bookcases, filing cabinets, and desks
may represent large obstacles that may introduce shadowing effects. The signal attenuation through
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walls, floors, and ceilings may vary dramatically depending on the construction of the building.
There is electromagnetic leakage down stairwells and through service ducting, and signals may leave
the building and re-enter it after reflection and diffractions from other buildings.

Predicting the path loss in office microcells is, therefore, fraught with difficulties. At the outset it
may not be easy to find out the relevant details of the building construction. Even if these are known,
an estimation of the attenuation factors for walls, ceilings, and floors from the building construction
is far from simple. Then there is a need to predict the effect of the furniture, effect of doors, the
presence of people, and so on. Simple equations have been proposed. For example, the one by
Keenan and Motley, [4], who represent the path loss in decibels by

PL = L(V ) + 20 log10d + nf af + nwaw (22.17)

where d is the straight line distance between the BS and the MS, af and aw are the attenuation
of a floor and a wall, respectively, nf and nw are the number of floors and walls along the line d ,
respectively, and L(V ) is a so-called clutter loss, which is frequency dependent. This equation should
be used with caution. Researchers have made many measurements and found that even when they use
computer ray tracing techniques the results can be considerably disparate. Errors having a standard
deviation of 8–12 dB are not unusual at the time of writing. Given the wide range of path loss
in mobile communications, however, and the expense of making measurements, particularly when
many BS locations are examined, means that there is nevertheless an important role for planning
tools to play, albeit their poorer accuracy compared to street microcellular planning tools.

As might be expected, the excess path delays in buildings is relatively small. The maximum delay
spread within rooms and corridors may be <200 and 300ns, respectively [6]. The digital European
cordless telecommunication (DECT) indoor system operates at 1152 kb/s without either channel
coding or equalization [7]. This means that the median rms values are relatively low, and 25 ns has
been measured [6]. When the delay spread becomes too high resulting in bit errors, the DECT system
hops the user to a better channel using DCA.

22.5 Microcellular Infrastructure

An important requirement of first and second generation mobile networks is to restrict the number
of base stations to achieve sufficient network capacity with an acceptably low probability of blocking.
This approach is wise given the cost of base stations and their associated equipment, plus the cost
and difficulties in renting sites. It is somewhat reminiscent of the situation faced by early electronic
circuit designers who needed to minimize the number of tubes and later the number of discrete
transistors in their equipment. It was the introduction of microelectronics that freed the circuit
designer. We are now in an analogous situation where we need to free the network designers of
the third generation communication networks, allowing the design to have microcellular BSs in the
position where they are required, without being concerned if they are rarely used, and knowing that
the cost of the microcellular network is a minor one compared to the overall network cost. This
approach is equivalent to installing electric lighting where we are not unduly concerned if not all the
lights are switched on at any particular time, preferring to be able to provide illumination where and
when it is needed.

To realize high-capacity mobile communications we need to design microcellular BSs of negligible
costs, of coffee mug dimensions, and with the ability to connect them at the cost of, say, electrical
wiring in streets and buildings. Cordless telecommunication (CT) BSs are already of shoe-box
size, and companies are designing coffee mug-size versions. The cost of these BSs will be low in
mass production, and many BSs will be equivalent in cost to one first generation analog cellular
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BS. Microcellular BSs could be miniaturized, fully functional BSs achieved by using microelectronic
techniques and by exploiting the low-radiated power levels (<10 mW) required. At the other extreme,
the microcells could be formed using distribution points (DPs) that only have optical-to-microwave
converters, microwave-to-optical converters, and linear amplifiers, with the remainder of the BS at
another location. In between the miniaturized, fully functional BSs and the DPs there is a range
of options that depends on how much complexity is built into the microcellular BS and how the
intelligence of the network is distributed.

22.5.1 Radio over Fiber

The method of using DPs to form microcells is often referred to as radio over fiber (ROF) [5].
Figure 22.7(a) shows a microcellular BS transmitting to a MS. When the DP concept is evoked,
the microcellular BS contains electrical-to-optical (E/O) and optical-to-electrical (O/E) converters
as shown in Fig. 22.7(b). The microwave signal that would have been radiated to the mobile is
now applied, after suitable attenuation, to a laser transmitter. Essentially, the microwave signal
amplitude modulates the laser, and the modulated signal is conveyed over a single-mode optical fiber
to the distribution point. O/E conversion ensues followed by power amplification, and the resulting
signal is transmitted to the MS. Signals from the MS are low-noise amplified and applied to the
laser transmitter in the DP. Optical signals are sent from the DP to the BS where O/E conversion is
performed followed by radio reception.

In general, the BS transceiver will be handling multicarrier signals for many mobiles, and the DP
will accordingly be transceiving signals with many mobiles whose power levels may be significantly
different, even when power control is used. Care must be exercised to avoid serious intermodulation
products arising in the optical components.

Figure 22.7(c) shows the cositing of n microcellular BSs for use with DPs. This cositing may be
conveniently done at a mobile switching center (MSC). Shown in the figure are the DPs and their
irregular shaped overlapping microcells. The DPs can be attached to lamp posts in city streets, using
electrical power from the electric light supply and the same ducting as used by the electrical wiring,
or local telephone ducting. The DPs can also be attached to the outside of buildings. DPs within
buildings may be conveniently mounted on ceilings.

The DP concept allows small, lightweight equipment in the form of DPs to be geographically dis-
tributed to form microcells; however, there are problems. TheN radio carriers cause intermodulation
products (IMPs), which may be reduced by decreasing the depth of amplitude modulation for each
radio channel. Unfortunately this also decreases the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) and the dynamic
range of the link. With TDMA having many channels per carrier, we can decrease the number of
radio carriers and make the IMPs more controllable. CDMA is particularly adept at coping with
IMPs. The signals arriving from the MSs may have different power levels, in spite of power control.
Because of the small size cells, the dynamic range of the signals arriving from MSs having power
control should be <20 dB. If not, the power levels of the signals arriving at the DP from the MSs may
need to be made approximately similar by individual amplification at the DP. We also must be careful
to limit the length of the fiber as optical signals propagate along fibers much more slowly than radio
signals propagate in free space. This should not be a problem in microcells, unless the fiber makes
many detours before arriving at its DP.

The current cost of lasers is not sufficiently low for the ROF DP technique to be deployed. However,
there is research into lasers, which are inherently simple, low cost, robust, and provide narrow line
widths. There are also the developments in optoelectronic integrated circuits that may ultimately
bring costs down. In addition, wavelength division multiplexing will bring benefits.
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FIGURE22.7: Creatingmicrocells usingDPs: (a)microcellularBScommunicatingwithMS, (b) radio
over fiber to distribution point, and (c) microcellular clusters using DPs.

22.5.2 Miniaturized Microcellular BSs

The low-radiated power levels used by BSs and MSs in microcells have important ramifications on
BS equipment design. Small fork combiners can be used along with linear amplifiers. Even FDMA
BSs become simple when the high-radiated power levels are abandoned. It is the changes to the size
of the RF components that enables the size of the microcellular BSs to be small.

The interesting question that next arises is, how much baseband signal processing complexity
should the microcellular BS have? If the microcellular BSs are connected to nodes in an optical
LAN, we can convey the final baseband signals to the BS, leaving the BS with the IF and front-end
RF components. This means that processing of the baseband signals will be done at the group
station (GS), which may be a MSC connected to the LAN. The GS will, therefore, transcode the
signals from the ISDN into a suitable format. Using an optical LAN, however, and with powerful
microelectronics, the transcoding and full BS operations could be done at each microcellular BS.
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Indeed, the microcellular BS may eventually execute many of the operations currently handled by
the MSC.

22.6 Multiple Access Issues

There are three basic multiple access methods. Time division multiple access, frequency division mul-
tiple access, and spread spectrum multiple access (SSMA). SSMA comes in two versions; frequency-
hopping SSMA and discrete-sequence SSMA. The latter is usually referred to as CDMA. There are
also many hybrids of these systems. The principles of multiple access are described elsewhere in this
book and will not be repeated here. Instead, we will comment on key factors that effect the choice of
the multiple access method in microcellular environments.

As a preamble, if we observe the equations for spectral efficiency η, we see that η is inversely
proportional to the number of microcells per cluster M . The smallest value of M is unity, where
every microcell uses the same frequencies. Under these conditions the SIR will be low. Thus to achieve
high η, we need a low value of M , and for an acceptable bit error rate (BER), we require the radio
link to be able to operate with low values of SIRs. Because cellular radio operates in an intentional
jamming environment, whereas CDMA was conceived to operate in a military environment where
jamming by the enemy is expected, CDMA is a most appropriate multiple access method for cellular
radio. The CDMA system, IS-95, will operate efficiently in single cell (M = 1) clusters where each
cell is sectorized.

In highway microcells two-cell clusters can be used with TDMA and FDMA. Street microcells have
complex shapes, see Figs. 22.4 and 22.5, and when FCA is used with TDMA and FDMA, there is
a danger that high levels of interference will be ducted through streets and cause high-interference
levels in a small segment of a microcell. To accommodate this phenomenon, the system must have
a rapid handover (HO) capability, with HO to either a different channel at the same BS, to the
interfering cell, or to an oversailing macrocell. CDMA is much more adept at handling this situation.
The irregularity of street microcells, except in regularly shaped cities, such as midtown Manhattan,
suggests that FCA should not be used. If it is, it requires M ≥ 4. Instead, DCA should be employed.
For example, when DCA is used with TDMA we abandon the notion of clusters of microcells. We
may arrange for all microcells to have the same frequency set and design the system with accurate
power control to contain the cochannel interference, and to encourage the MS to switch to another
channel at the current BS or switch to a new BS directly when the SIR becomes below a threshold at
either end of the duplex link. The application of DCA increases the capacity and can also contend
with the situation where a MS suddenly experiences a rapid peak of cochannel interference during
its travels.

The interference levels in CDMA in street microcells is mainly from users within its microcell,
rather than from users in other microcells due to the shielding of the buildings. For CDMA to
operate efficiently in street microcells, it should increase its chip rate to ensure it can exploit path
diversity in its RAKE receiver. By increasing the chip rate, higher data rates can be accommodated
and, hence, a greater variety of services. CDMA should be used in a similar way in office microcells. If
the chip rate cannot be increased, however, the equipment installer can deploy a distributed antenna
system where between each antenna a delay element is introduced. By this means path diversity gains
are realized.

TDMA/DCA is appropriate for indoor microcells, where the complexity of the DCA is easier to
implement compared to street microcells. FDMA should be considered for indoor microcells where
it is well suited to provide high-bit-rate services since the transmitted rate is the same as the source
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rate. It also benefits from the natural shielding that exists within buildings to contain the cochannel
interference and the low-power levels that simplify equipment design.

22.7 Discussion

At the time of writing, microcells are used in cordless telecommunications, where indoor microcells
and outdoor telepoint microcells are used. There are very few microcells in cellular systems because
therearenocommercially availablemicrocellularBSs. Nevertheless, operatorshave formedmicrocells
using existing macrocellular BSs. Microcellular BSs, however, do exist in manufacturer’s laboratories,
and their entrance into the market is imminent. When microcells are deployed in large numbers, the
vast increase in teletraffic will call for new network topologies and protocols.

In our deliberations we focused on highway microcells, city-street microcells, and indoor micro-
cells. Minicells, where the BS antenna is below most of the buildings but above others, are currently
being deployed. We may anticipate the fusion of the types of minicells and microcells. We will have
microcells of strange shapes, like city street microcells but in three dimensions. Street microcells
may serve the lower floors of buildings and vice versa. Microcells, located in minicell environments,
may cover the streets as well as floors in neighboring buildings. We may also anticipate very small
microcells, the so-called picocells. Indeed, we will have multicellular networks with multimode ra-
dio interfaces. This means that an intelligent multimode terminal with its supporting network will
be required [11]. The role of microcells is to carry the high-bit-rate traffic and, hence, support a
wide range of services. Our teletraffic equations tell us that microcellular personal communication
networks will support orders more teletraffic than current conventional systems. Technology ad-
vancements will produce coffee cup size microcellular BSs and facilitate new network architectures
that will eventually lead to the widespread concentration of intelligence at the BSs.

Defining Terms

Highway microcells: Segments of a highway having a base station and supporting mobile com-
munications.

Indoor microcells: Small volumes of a building, e.g., an office, having a base station and sup-
porting mobile communications.

Spectral efficiency: Has a special meaning in cellular radio. It is the traffic carried in erlang
per hertz (or kilohertz) per area in square meters (or square kilometeres).

Street microcells: Small cells whose shape are determined by the street topology and their
buildings. The base station antennas are below the urban skyline.
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FIGURE 22.4   NP WorkPlace plot of a city street microcell. The map grid size is 500 meters.



FIGURE 22.5  Cluster of microcells in a city center. The map grid size is 500 meters.
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23.1 Introduction

One of the important aspects of frequency reuse-based cellular radio as compared to early land mobile
telephone systems is the potential for dynamic allocation of channels to traffic demand. This fact
had been recognized from the early days of research (e.g., see [18, Chapter 7], [7, 8]) in this field.
With the emergence of wireless personal communications and use of microcell with nonuniform
traffic, radio resource assignment becomes essential to network operation and largely determines the
available spectrum efficiency. The primary reason for this lies in the use of microcell in dense urban
areas where distinct differences exist as compared to large cell systems due to radio propagation and
fading effects that affect the interference conditions.

In this chapter, we will first review the channel reuse constraint and then describe methods to
accomplish the assignment. Subsequently, we will consider variations of fixed channel assignment
and discuss dynamic resource assignment. Finally, we will briefly discuss the traffic modeling aspect.

23.2 The Resource Assignment Problem

The resources in a wireless cellular network are derived either in frequency division multiple access
(FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA), or joint frequency–time (MC-TDMA) [1]. In
these channel derivation techniques, the frequency reuse concept is used throughout the service
areas comprised of cells and microcells. The same channel is used by distinct terminals in different
cells, with the only constraint of meeting a given interference threshold. In spread spectrum multiple
access (SSMA) such as the implemented code division multiple access (CDMA) system (IS-95) [24]
each subscriber spreads its transmitted signal over the same frequency band by using a pseudorandom
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sequence simultaneously. As anyactive channel is influencedby theothers, anewchannel canbe setup
only if the overall interference is below a given threshold. Thus, the problem of resource assignment
in CDMA relates to transmission power control in forward (base station to mobile terminal) and
reverse (mobile terminal to base station) channels. Of course, the problem of power control applies
to TDMA and FDMA as well, but not to the extent that it impacts the capacity of CDMA. Here we
first focus on time- and frequency-based access methods. We subsequently present some preliminary
discussion on spread spectrum CDMA systems.

Fixed channel assignment (FCA) and dynamic channel assignment (DCA) techniques are the two
extremes of allocating radio channels to mobile subscribers. For a specific grade of service and
quality of transmission, the assignment scheme provides a tradeoff between spectrum utilization and
implementation complexity. The performance parameters from a radio resource assignment point
of view are interference constraints (quality of transmission link), probability of call blocking (grade
of service), and the system capacity (spectrum utilization) described by busy hour erlang traffic that
can be carried by the network. In a cellular system, however, there exist other functions, such as
handoff and its execution or radio access control. These functions may be facilitated by the use of
specific assignment schemes and, therefore, they should be considered in such a tradeoff [14].

The problem of channel assignment can be described as the following: Given a set of channels
derived from the specified spectrum, assign the channels and their transmission power such that for
every set of assigned channels to cell i, (C/I)i > (C/I)0. Here, (C/I)0 represents the minimum
allowed carrier to interference and (C/I)i represents carrier to interference at cell i.

23.3 Fixed Channel Assignment

In fixed channel assignment the interference constraints are ensured by a frequency plan independent
of the number and location of active mobiles. Each cell is then assigned a fixed number of carriers,
dependent on the traffic density and cell size. The corresponding frequency plan remains fixed on
a long-term basis. In reconfigurable FCA (sometimes referred to as flexible FCA), however, it is
possible to reconfigure the frequency plan periodically in response to near/medium term changes in
predicted traffic demand.

In FCA, for a given set of communications system parameters, (C/I)0 relates to a specific quality
of transmission link (e.g., probability of bit error or voice quality). This parameter in turn relates to
the number of channel sets [18] (or cluster size) given by K = 1/3(D/R)2. Thus, the ratio D/R is
determined by (C/I)0. Here D is the cochannel reuse distance and R is the cell radius. For example,
in the North American cellular system advanced mobile phone service (AMPS), (C/I)0 = 18 dB,
which results in K = 7 or D = 4.6R. Here, we have used a propagation attenuation proportional to
the fourth power of the distance. The radius of the cell is determined mainly by the projected traffic
density. In Fig. 23.1 a seven cell cluster with frequency sets F1 through F7 (in cells designated A–G)
has been illustrated. It is seen that the same set of frequencies is repeated two cells away.

Thenumberof channels for eachcell canbedetermined through the erlang-B formula (for example,
see Cooper [6]) by knowing the busy hour traffic and the desired probability of blocking (grade of
service). Probability of blocking PB is related to offered traffic A, and the number of channels per
cell N by

PB = AN/N !
N∑

i=0

Ai/i!

This applies to the case of blocked calls cleared. If calls are delayed, the grade of service becomes the
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FIGURE 23.1: Fixed channel assignment.

probability of calls being delayed PQ and is given by the erlang-C formula [6],

PQ =
AN

N !(1 − A/N)

N−1∑
i=0

Ai/i! + AN

N !(1 − A/N)

FCA is used in almost all existing cellular mobile networks employing FDMA or TDMA. To illustrate
resource assignment in FCA, we describe the FCA schemes used in global system for mobile commu-
nications (GSM or DCS) [17]. Here, the mobile terminal continuously monitors the received signal
strength and quality of a broadcast channel along with the identity of the transmitting base station.
This mechanism allows both the mobile and the network to keep track of the subscriber movements
throughout the service area. When the mobile terminal tries and eventually succeeds in accessing
the network (see Fig. 23.2), a two way control channel is assigned that allows for both authentication
and ciphering mode establishment. On completion of these two phases, the setup phase initiates and
a traffic channel is eventually assigned to the mobile terminal. Here, the terminal only knows the
identity of the serving cell; the (control and traffic) radio channel assignment is a responsibility of
the network and fulfills the original carrier to cell association, while simplifying the control functions
during normal system operation.

23.4 Enhanced Fixed Channel Assignment

FCA has the advantage of having simple realization. Since the frequency sets are preassigned to
cells based on long-term traffic demand, however, it cannot adapt to traffic variation across cells and,
therefore, FCA will result in poor bandwidth utilization. To improve the utilization while maintaining
the implementation simplicity, various strategies have been proposed as enhancements to FCA and
deployed in existing networks. Two often used methods are channel borrowing and directed retry,
which are described here.
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FIGURE 23.2: Radio resource assignment in GSM/DCS. Source: Jabbari, B., et al., Network issues
for wireless personal communications. IEEE Commun. Mag., 33(1), 1995.

In the channel borrowing strategy [11, 12, 18, 29], channels that are not in use in their cells
may be borrowed by adjacent cells with high offered traffic on a call-by-call basis. Borrowing of
channels allows the arriving calls to be served in their own cell. This implies that there will be further
restrictions in using the borrowed channels in other cells. Various forms of borrowing have been
surveyed in Tekinay and Jabbari [23].

In directed retry [10, 13, 14], a call to or from a mobile subscriber may try other cells with channels
with sufficient signal strength meeting the C/I constraint if there are no channels available in its own
cell to be served. In some cases it may be necessary to direct some of the calls in progress in a given
congested cell to adjacent lightly loaded cells (those calls that can be served by adjacent cells) in order
to accommodate the new calls in that given cell. This is referred to as directed handoff [13, 20]. The
combination of these two capabilities provides a significant increase in bandwidth utilization.
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23.5 Dynamic Channel Assignment

In dynamic channel assignment [2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 12, 21], the assignment of channels to cells occurs
based on the traffic demand in the cells. In other words, channels are pooled together and assignments
are made and modified in real time. Therefore, this assignment scheme has the potential to achieve
a significantly improved bandwidth utilization when there are temporal or spatial traffic variations.

In DCA, the interference constraints are ensured by a real-time evaluation of the most suitable
(less interfered) channels that can be activated in a given cell (reassignment may be needed). That
is, the system behaves as if the frequency plan was dynamically changing to meet the actual radio
link quality and traffic loads, realizing an implicit sharing of the frequency band under interference
constraints.

The implementation of DCA generally is more complex due to the requirement for system-wide
state information where the state refers to which channel in which cell is being used. Obviously, it is
impractical to update the system state in a large cellular network at any time, especially those based
on microcells, as the controller will be overloaded or call set delay will be unacceptable. Therefore,
methods have been devised based on a limited state space centralized control [15] or based on a
distributed control to perform the necessary updating. A method referred to as maximum packing
suggested in Everitt and Macfadyen [15], records only the number of channels in use. Distributed
control schemes, however, where channel assignments are made at mobile stations or base stations
may be attractive. These schemes are particularly suitable for a mobile controlled resource assignment
where each mobile measures the actually perceived interference and decides to utilize a radio resource
in a completely decentralized way.

Design of DCA algorithms is critical to achieve the potential advantages in efficiency and robust-
ness to traffic heterogeneity throughout cells as compared to FCA and enhanced FCA. Poor DCA
algorithms, however, might lead to an uncontrolled global situation, i.e., the locally selected channel
might be very good for the specific mobile terminal and at the same time very poor for the interference
level induced to other traffic sources.

Two classes of regulated DCA and segregation DCA are discussed here due to their importance.
In a regulated DCA, appropriate thresholds tend to maintain the current channel, avoiding useless
handoffs that can tie up channels; in a segregation DCA, channel acquisition obeys priorities assigned
to each channel. In the latter, the channels successfully activated in a cell have a higher assignment
probability than those found to have a high interference in the cell; of course, priorities change in
time depending on changes in the system status. These types of assignment lead to a (frequency)
plan still changing dynamically but more slowly and, in general, only because of substantial load
imbalance. In steady-state conditions, the plan either tends to be confirmed or fluctuates around a
basic configuration, proven to be suboptimal in terms of bandwidth efficiency.

Both digital European cordless telecommunications (DECT) and cordless technology known
as CT2 are employing the DCA technique [25], and the next generation cellular systems are foreseen
to deploy it. In CT2 the handset and the base station jointly determine a free suitable channel to
serve the call. In DECT, the mobile terminal (portable handset) not only recognizes the visited base
station (radio fixed part) through a pilot signal but continuously scans all of the system channels and
holds a list of the less interfered ones. The potentially available channels are ordered by the mobile
terminal with respect to the measured radio parameters, namely, the radio signal strength indicator,
measuring and combining cochannel, adjacent-channel, and intermodulation interference. When a
connection has to be established, the best channel is used to communicate on the radio interface.

It is possible to have a hybrid of DCA and FCA in a cellular network in which a fraction of
channels are fixed assigned and the remainder are allocated based on FCA. This scheme has less
system implementation complexity than the DCA scheme but provides performance improvement
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(lower probability of call blocking) depending on the DCA–FCA channel partitioning [19].
In general, DCA schemes cannot be considered independently of the adopted power control mech-

anism because the transmitted power from both mobile terminal and base station substantially affects
the interference within the network. For a detailed discussion of DCA and power control, the readers
are referred to [5]. Despite the availability of several power control algorithms, much work is needed
to identify realizable power and channel control algorithms that maximize bandwidth efficiency.
Nevertheless, realization of power control mechanisms would require distribution of the system sta-
tus information and information exchange between mobile terminal and network entities. This in
turn will involve overhead and terminal power usage.

The performance of DCA depends on the algorithm implementing this capability [13, 16] In
general, due to interactions between different cells the performance of the system will involve mod-
eling the system as a whole, as opposed to in FCA where cells are treated independently. Therefore,
mathematical modeling and performance evaluation of DCA becomes quite complex. Simplifying
assumptions may, therefore, be necessary to obtain approximate results [15, 22]. Simulation tech-
niques have been widely used in evaluation of DCA performance. For a representative performance
characteristics of DCA and a comparison to enhanced FCA schemes the readers are referred to [14].

23.6 CDMA Systems

Now we turn our attention to systems based on direct sequence spread spectrum CDMA. Examples
include the second generation system based on IS-95 and the proposed third generation system based
on Wideband CDMA (W-CDMA) [28]. Due to the simultaneous availability and reuse of the entire
frequency spectrum in every cell, opportunity for dynamic channel assignment exists inherently.
However, the problem of dynamic channel allocation turns into the problem of allocation of resources
such as spreading codes, equipment limitations, intracell and intercell interference. Added to this
is the practical implication of the soft capacity, which allows temporary degradation of the links.
Furthermore, the use of voice activity compression technique allows increase in channel utilization
while adding new performance measures such as speech freeze-out fraction.

The capacity of the CDMA system in terms of Erlang for both forward and reverse directions has
been derived in [27]. The effect of imperfect power control, other cell interference has been taken
into account for traffic sources with a given user activity. This capacity reflects the average traffic load
the system can carry under a specified performance measure. This measure, although it is treated
similar to the probability of blocking, in actuality is somewhat different from those commonly used in
orthogonal time and frequency systems and indeed reflects the outage probability. The performance
measure has been defined in [27] as the ratio of background noise density to total interference density,
N0/I0, being greater than a specified value (for example 0.1). For the simple equally loaded cells
case where the limiting direction is the reverse link, with a bandwidth of W , source data rate of
R bits/second, required energy to interference ratio of Eb/I0, and ratio of other cells to own cell
(sector) interference of f , the condition to have an outage is given by [27]:

Poutage = Pr




K(1+f )∑
i=1

vi (Eb/I0)i > (W/R) (1 − N0/I0)




In the above formula, vi represents the event the bi-state source is in the active state and K is the
number of sources in a single cell. Note that (Eb/I0)i is the energy per bit-to-interference ratio of
source i as received at the observed base station. Additional scenarios and some approximations
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for special cases have been further carried out and discussed in [26]. Such analysis can be used to
evaluate the system capacity for when traffic is nonuniformly distributed across the cells/sectors.

23.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we have classified and reviewed channel assignment techniques. We have emphasized
the advantages of DCA schemes over FCA in terms of bandwidth utilization in a heterogeneous traffic
environment at the cost of implementation complexity. The DCA schemes are expected to play an
essential role in future cellular and microcellular networks.

CDMA inherently provides the DCA capability. However, the system capacity depends on factors
including power control accuracy and other cell interference. We presented a brief discussion of
capacity of CDMA.
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24.1 Introduction

Several location technologies have been developed and commercially deployed for locating wireless
radios including Decca, Loran, Omega, the Global Positioning System (GPS), and the Global Navi-
gation Satellite System (GLONASS). GPS, originally developed for military use, is perhaps the most
popular commercial location system today, providing location accuracies to within 100 m.

All of the above systems use a location technique known as radiolocation. A radiolocation system
operates by measuring radio signals traveling between a mobile station (MS) and a set of fixed
stations (FSs). The measurements are then used to determine the length and/or direction of the
radio paths, and the MS’s position is derived from known geometrical relationships. In general,
measurements from n + 1 FSs are necessary to locate an MS in n dimensions. To achieve high
accuracy in a radiolocation system, it is necessary that a line-of-sight (LoS) exist between the MS and
FSs. Otherwise, large errors are likely to be incurred.

With the above mentioned radiolocation technologies, the MS formulates its own position by
using signals received from the FSs. This form of location is often referred to as self-positioning. In
these systems, a special receiver is placed in the MS to calculate the MS’s position. Alternatively, the
position of the MS could be calculated at a remote location by using signals received at the FSs. This
form of radiolocation is known as remote-positioning and requires a transmitter for the MS.

Over the last several years, there has been increased interest in developing location services for
wireless communications systems. An array of applications for such technology exists including
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location sensitive billing, fraud detection, cellular system design and resource management, fleet
management, and Intelligent Transportation Services (ITS) [8]. The greatest driving force behind
location system development in wireless systems has been the FCC’s Emergency-911 (E-911) require-
ments, where a wireless E-911 caller must be located within an rms accuracy of 125 m in 67% of the
cases [4]. Adding GPS to the handset is not a universal solution because of the large pool of existing
handsets. Remote-positioning radiolocation is a natural choice since it requires no modification of
existing MS handsets and most, if not all, of the complexity could be incorporated into the network
side.

In this chapter, techniques for locating wireless users using measurements from radio signals
are described. A few algorithms for location estimation are developed along with a discussion of
measures of accuracy. The radiolocation methods that are appropriate for wireless location and the
major sources of error in various mobile cellular networks are discussed.

24.2 Description of Radiolocation Methods

Radiolocation systems can be implemented that are based on angle-of-arrival (AoA), signal strength,
time-of-arrival (ToA), time-difference-of-arrival (TDoA), or their combinations. These are briefly
discussed below.

24.2.1 Angle of Arrival

AoA techniques estimate the MS location by first measuring the arrival angles of a signal from a
MS at several FSs (Fig. 24.1). The AoA can be determined through the use of directive antennas or
antenna arrays. Simple geometric relationships are then used to determine the location by finding
the intersections of the lines-of-position (see Fig. 24.1). To generate a position fix, the AoA method
requires that the signal transmitted from the MS be received by a minimum of two FSs.

FIGURE 24.1: The measured angles, φi , determine the position of the MS for a given FS geometry.

24.2.2 Signal Strength

Radiolocation based on signal strength measurements uses a known mathematical model describing
the path loss attenuation with distance. Since measurement of signal strength provides a distance
estimate between a MS and FS, the MS must lie on a circle centered at the FS. Hence, for signal
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strength based radiolocation, the lines-of-position are defined by circles. By using measurements
frommultipleFSs, the locationof theMScanbedetermined fromthe intersectionof circles (Fig. 24.2).

FIGURE 24.2: For signal strength and ToA based radiolocation systems the location of the MS is at
the intersection of circles of radius di .

A second method makes use of premeasured signal strength contours around each FS. Received
signal strength measured at multiple FSs can be mapped to a location by overlaying the contours for
each FS. This technique can be used to combat shadowing, as discussed in Section 24.6.1.

24.2.3 Time-Based Location

The final class of radiolocation techniques are those based on estimating the ToAs of a signal trans-
mitted by the MS and received at multiple FSs or the TDoAs of a signal received at multiple pairs of
FSs. In the ToA approach, the distance between a MS and FS is measured by finding the one-way
propagation time between the MS and FS. Geometrically, this provides a circle, centered at the FS,
on which the MS must lie. Given a ToA at FS i, the equation for the circle is given by

τi = Di (xs) /c (24.1)

where Di(xs) = ‖xi − xs‖, xi is the position of ith FS, xs is the position of the MS and c is the
speed of light. By using at least three base stations to resolve ambiguities, the MS’s position is given
by the intersection of circles (Fig. 24.2). Since the ToA and path loss based signal strength methods
are based on distance measurements between the MS and FSs, they are often referred to as ranging
systems.

In the TDoA approach, time differences of arrival are used. Hence, the time of signal transmission
need not be known. Since the hyperbola is a curve of constant time difference of arrival for two FSs,
a TDoA measurement defines a line-of-position as a hyperbola, with the foci located at one of the
two FSs. For FSs i and j , the equation of the hyperbola, ρi,j , for a given TDoA is

ρi,j = Di (xs) − Dj (xs)

c
. (24.2)
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The location of the MS is at the intersection of the hyperbolas (Fig. 24.3). In general, for N FSs
receiving the signal from the MS, N − 1 non-redundant TDoA measurements can be made. Thus, a
MS can be located in N − 1 dimensions.

FIGURE 24.3: For TDoA based radiolocation the position of the MS is at the intersection of hyper-
bolas. The curves represent constant differences in distance to the MS with respect to the first FS,
ρi,1 = di − d1.

24.3 Location Algorithms

When there are no measurement errors, the lines-of-position intersect at a point and a geometric
solution can be obtained for the MS’s location by finding the intersection of the lines of position.
However, in practice, measurement errors occur and the lines of position do not intersect at a point.
Consequently, other solution methods must be utilized. In the following, a solution approach is
developed for two-dimensional location systems where the MS is located at xs = [xs, ys]T and the
FSs are located at xi = [xi, yi]T for i = 1, . . . , N .

24.3.1 Problem Formulation

In general, the N × 1 vector of noisy measurements, r , from a set of N FSs can be modeled by

r = C (xs) + n (24.3)
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where n is an N × 1 measurement noise vector, generally assumed to have zero mean and an N × N

covariance matrix 6. The system measurement model C(xs) depends on the location method used:

C (xs) =



D(xs) for ToA
R (xs) for TDoA
8 (xs) for AoA

(24.4)

where

D (xs) = [τ1, τ2, . . . , τN ]T (24.5)

R (xs) = [
ρ2,1, ρ3,1, . . . ρN,1

]T
(24.6)

8 (xs) = [φ1, φ2, . . . , φN ]T . (24.7)

The terms τi and ρi,1 are the ToAs and TDoAs defined in Eqs. (24.1) and (24.2), respectively, where
without loss of generality, the TDoAs are referenced to the first FS. If the time of transmission τs

is needed to form the ToA estimates, it can be incorporated into xs as a parameter to be estimated
along with xs and ys . The unknown parameter vector can then be modified to xs = [xs, ys, τs]T ,
while the system measurement model becomes C(xs) = D(xs, ys) + τs1.

The AoAs are defined by

φi = tan−1
(

yi − ys

xi − xs

)
. (24.8)

Although not explicitly shown in the above equations, τi , ρi,1 and φi are nonlinear functions of xs .
A well-known approach for determining an estimate from a noisy set of measurements is the

method of least squares (LS) estimation. The weighted least squares (WLS) solution is formed as
the vector x̂s that minimizes the cost function

E (
x̂s

) = [
r − C

(
x̂s

)]T
W

[
r − C

(
x̂s

)]
. (24.9)

LS methods can achieve the maximumlikelihood (ML) estimate when the measurement noise vector
is Gaussian with E[n] = 0 and equal variances, i.e., 6 = σ 2

n I . For unequal variances, WLS with
W = 6−1 gives the ML estimate. In the following, W = I will be assumed.

24.3.2 Location Solutions

As Eq. (24.4) indicates, C(xs) is a nonlinear function of the unknown parameter vector xs so that
the LS problem is a nonlinear one. One straightforward approach is to iteratively search for the
minimum of the function using a gradient descent method. With this approach, an initial guess is
made of the MS location and successive estimates are updated according to

x̂
(k+1)
s = x̂

(k)
s − ν ∇E

(
x̂

(k)
s

)
(24.10)

where the matrix ν = diag(νx, νy) is the step size, x̂
(k)
s is the estimate at time k, and ∇ = ∂/∂x

denotes the gradient vector with respect to the vector x.
In order to mold the problem into a linear LS problem, the nonlinear function C(xs) can be

linearized by using a Taylor series expansion about some reference point x0 so that

C(xs) ≈ C (x0) + H (xs − x0) (24.11)
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where H is the Jacobian matrix of C(xs). Then the LS solution can be formed as

x̂s = x0 +
(
H T H

)−1
H T [r − C (x0)] . (24.12)

This approach can be performed iteratively, with each successive estimate being closer to the final
estimate. A key drawback to this approach is that an initial guess, x0, must be made of the MS’s
position.

TheTaylor series approach introduces errorwhen the linearized functionC(xs)doesnot accurately
approximate the nonlinear function. Other approaches have been developed for TDoA that avoid
linearization by transforming the TDoA measurements into “pseudo-measurements.” The pseudo-
measurements are given by [5],

ϕ = 1xs + D1 (xs) r (24.13)

where

1 =



(x2 − x1)
T

...

(xN − x1)
T


 ϕ = 1

2




‖x2‖2 − ‖x1‖2 − ρ2
2,1

...

‖xN‖2 − ‖x1‖2 − ρ2
N,1


 . (24.14)

The term D1(xs) is nonlinear in the unknown vector xs and can be removed by using a projection
matrix that has r in its null space. A suggested projection is P = (I − Z)[diag(r)]−1 where Z is a
circular shift matrix [5]. Projecting (24.13) with P , the following linear equation results:

Pϕ = P1xs (24.15)

which leads to the following linear LS solution for the location of the MS

x̂s =
(
1T P T P1

)−1
1T P T Pϕ . (24.16)

24.4 Measures of Location Accuracy

To evaluate the performance of a location method, several benchmarks have been proposed. A
common measure of accuracy is the comparison of the mean-squared-error (MSE) of the location
estimate with the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) [10]. The concepts of circular error probability
(CEP) [9] and geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) [6] have also been used as accuracy measures.

24.4.1 Cramér-Rao Lower Bound

For location in M dimensions, the MSE of the position estimate is given by

MSE =
√

E
[(

xs − x̂s

)T (
xs − x̂s

)]
(24.17)

where E[ · ] denotes expectation. The calculated MSE is often compared to the theoretical minimum
MSE given by the CRLB which sets a lower bound on the variance of any unbiased estimator. The
CRLB is the inverse of the information matrix J defined as [10]

J = E

[(
∂p(r|x)

∂x

) (
∂p(r|x)

∂x

)T
]∣∣∣∣∣

x=xs

(24.18)
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where r is the vector of TDoA, ToA, or AoA estimates and p(r|x) is the probability density function
of r conditioned on the parameter vector x. Assuming Gaussian measurement noise, p(r|x) is
Gaussian with mean r0 and covariance matrix Q, and the CRLB reduces to

CRLB = J−1 = c2
(

∂rT
o

∂x
Q−1 ∂r0

∂xT

)−1
∣∣∣∣∣
x=xs

. (24.19)

24.4.2 Circular Error Probability

A simple measure of accuracy is the CEP which is defined as the radius of the circle that has its
center at the mean and contains half the realizations of a random vector. The CEP is a measure of
the uncertainty in the location estimator x̂s relative to its mean E

[
x̂s

]
. If the location estimator

is unbiased, the CEP is a measure of the estimator uncertainty relative to the true MS position. If
the magnitude of the bias vector is bounded by B, then with a probability of one-half, a particular
estimate is within a distance of B+CEP from the true position.

Because it is difficult to derive an exact expression for the CEP, an approximation that is accurate
to within 10% is often used. The approximation for CEP is given as [9]

CEP ≈ 0.75

√
E

[(
x̂s − µ̂

)T (
x̂s − µ̂

)]
(24.20)

= 0.75

√√√√ M∑
i=1

σ 2
x̂s,i

(24.21)

where µ̂ = E
[
x̂s

]
is the mean location estimate and σ 2

x̂s,i
is the variance of the ith estimated

coordinate, i = 1, . . . , M .

24.4.3 Geometric Dilution of Precision

The GDOP provides a measure of the effect of the geometric configuration of the FSs on the location
estimate. It is defined as the ratio of the rms position error to the rms ranging error [9, 6]. Hence,
for an unbiased estimator, the GDOP is given by

GDOP =

√
E

[(
x̂s − µ̂

)T (
x̂s − µ̂

)]
σr

(24.22)

where σr denotes the fundamental ranging error for ToA and TDoA systems. For AoA, σ 2
r is the

average variance of the distance between each FS and a reference point near the true position of the
MS.

The GDOP is an indicator of the extent to which the fundamental ranging error is magnified by
the geometric relation between the MS and FSs. Furthermore, comparing (24.21) and (24.22), we
find that the CEP and GDOP are related by

CEP ≈ (0.75σr) GDOP . (24.23)

The GDOP serves as a useful criterion for selecting the set of FSs from a large set to produce the
minimum location error. In addition, it may aid cell site planning for cellular networks which plan
to provide location services to their users.
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24.5 Location in Cellular Systems

The location requirements set forth by the FCC [4] must be met not only by the new digital cellular
systems, but the older analog system as well. In cellular networks, the BSs serve the role of the FSs
in the algorithms of Section 24.3.1. With several different wireless systems on the market (AMPS,
IS-54/136 TDMA, GSM, IS-95 CDMA), different methods may be necessary to implement location
services in each of those systems. The signal strength method is often not implemented for cellular
systems because of the large variability of received signal strength resulting from shadowing and
multipath fading (see Section 24.6.1). AoA requires the placement of antenna arrays at the BSs
which may be extremely costly. The AoA measurements can be obtained from array signal processing
and is not dependent on the type of cellular system deployed. Unlike AoA, the ToA and TDoA
methods require that timing information be obtained from the signals transmitted by a MS which
may be implemented in different ways for each cellular system. The time-based methods may also
require strict synchronization of the BSs, especially the TDoA approach. The remainder of this
section discusses implementation strategies for the ToA and TDoA location methods in current and
future generation cellular systems.

The most straightforward approach for obtaining timing information for ToA or TDoA location
is the use of signal correlation methods. Specifically, maximizing cross-correlations between the
signals received at pairs of BSs will provide an estimate of the TDoAs for each pair of BSs. Of course,
this approach requires that the BSs be synchronized. These techniques are necessary for implement-
ing a location system in AMPS since no system message parameters provide useful radiolocation
information.

For CDMA, different methods can be used for the uplink (MS to BS) and downlink (BS to MS). On
the uplink, the timing information for ToA or TDoA can be obtained using correlation techniques.
Since the BSs in IS-95 are synchronized to a GPS time reference, the time of detection of the signal
from the MS can serve as a ToA time stamp. Similarly, segments of the detected signal can be sent
to a central processing office for cross-correlation in order to determine the set TDoAs for the BSs.
The signals for the ToA/TDoA measurements can come from the reverse traffic channel or the access
channel. The reverse traffic channel could be used for E-911 calls, for example, since a voice call
must be initially made. For other location applications, the location may be desired when the MS
is not actively transmitting. In these cases, the MS could be prompted to transmit messages on the
access channel in response to commands from its serving BS on the paging channels. Unfortunately,
it may be impossible to detect the MS transmissions at other BSs due to the near–far effect (see
Section 24.6.3), although this problem can be alleviated by having the MS power-up to its maximum
power for a short time. However, the use of the power up function must be limited to emergencies
(such as E-911) in order to avoid excessive interference to other users.

An alternative for location in CDMA is to utilize pilot monitoring in the MS on the downlink. To
assist in the handoff process, the MS monitors the strongest pilots from the surrounding BSs. The
serving BS can send a pilot measurement request order (PMRO) causing the BS to respond with a
message which includes the magnitudes of the pilots in the candidate set as well as the code phase
of each pilot relative to its serving BS [2]. Hence, it is possible to construct TDoA estimates from
these system messages. The accuracy of the TDoA estimates is dependent on the resolution of the
code phase and the synchronization of the BSs. Fortunately, for IS-95, the BSs are synchronized
to a GPS time reference. However, the code phase resolution is limited to a chip time, Tc, which
implies a TDoA resolution of approximately 244 m. Finally, the soft handoff, during which the MS
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communicates with nearby BSs during a handoff, can be used for location in CDMA systems as long
as at least three BSs are in a soft handoff with the MS.

The TDMA-based systems also provide timing information in their system messages that can be
used for ToA or TDoA location. The time alignment parameter in IS-54/136 and timing advance in
GSM (both abbreviated TA) are used by each of those networks to ensure that the transmissions of
MSs arrive at their serving BSs in the appropriate time slots. Each BS sends the MSs a TA value which
is the amount the MS must advance or retard the timing of its transmissions. Additionally, the TA
serves as a measure of the propagation time between the MS and BS. By artificially forcing the MS to
handoff to two or more BSs, the location of the MS could be found using the ToA method. A primary
consideration is the accuracy of the TA. For IS-54, the timing of MS transmissions are advanced or
retarded in units of Tb/2, where Tb = 20.6µs is the bit duration [1]. Hence, the TAs are accurate to
Tb/4, or 1543 m. For GSM, the TA messages are reported in units of bits, with Tb = 3.7µs, which
gives a TA resolution of Tb/2, or 554 m, in GSM [3].

An alternative for GSM is to use the observed time difference (OTD) measurements which are
made at the MS without forcing additional handoffs. The OTDs are used to facilitate handoffs by
estimating the amount the timing of the MS would have to be advanced or retarded if it were to be
handed over to another BS. With a synchronized network, the OTDs could be used to implement
a TDoA location system. Unfortunately, the GSM standard does not require that the network be
synchronized. Additionally, the OTD measurements are made to the same accuracy of the TA
measurements, 554 m.

Because of the high chip rate and good correlation properties of the spreading code sequences used
in CDMA systems, these systems have greater potential than the other systems for accurate location
estimates. It is apparent that the resolution of the timing parameters in the system messages needs
to be improved in order to provide more accurate estimates of location.

24.6 Sources of Location Error

In all cellular systems, several factors can introduce error in the location estimates. Sources of error
that are common to all cellular systems include multipath propagation, non-line-of-sight (NLoS)
propagation and multiple-access interference (MAI). However, MAI poses a more significant problem
in CDMA systems because of powercontrol and the near–far effect. These effects are described below.

24.6.1 Multipath

Multipath propagation can introduce error in signal strength, AoA, ToA, and TDoA measurements.
For signal-strength-based location systems, multipath fading and shadowing cause variations in the
signal strength that can be as great as 30–40 dB over distances in the order of a half wavelength.
Signal strength averaging can help, but low mobility MSs may not be able to average out the effects of
multipath fading and there will still be the variability due to shadowing. The errors due to shadowing
can be combated by using premeasured signal strength contours that are centered at the BSs. However,
this approach assumes a constant physical topography since shadows will change with the tree foliage,
construction/destruction of structures, etc.

For AoA-based systems, scattering near and around the MS and BS will affect the measured AoA.
Multipath will interfere with the angle measurement even when a LoS component is present. For
macrocells, scattering objects are primarily within a small distance of the MS and the BSs are usually
elevated well above the local terrain. Consequently, the signals arrive with a relatively narrow AoA
spread at the BSs. For microcells, the BSs may be placed below roof top level. Consequently, the BSs
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will often be surrounded by local scatterers such that the signals arrive at the BSs with a large AoA
spread. Thus, the AoA method may be impractical for microcells.

In time-based location systems, the ToA or TDoA estimates can be in error even when there is a LoS
path between the MS and BS. Conventional delay estimators, which are usually based on correlation
techniques, are influenced by the presence of multipath fading. The result is a shift in the peak of the
correlation away from the true value. Conventional delay estimators will detect a delay in the vicinity
of these later arriving rays.

24.6.2 NLoS Propagation

With NLoS propagation, the signal transmitted from the MS (or BS) is reflected or diffracted and
takes a path that is longer than the direct path or received at a different angle (Fig. 24.4). Obviously,
the effect on an AoA system can be disastrous if the received AoAs are in a much different direction
than the true AoAs. For the time-based systems, the measured distances can be considerably greater
than true distances. For instance, for ToA location in the GSM system, the typical ranging error
introduced by NLoS propagation can average 400–700 meters [7]. NLoS propagation will corrupt
the ToA or TDoA measurements even when high resolution timing techniques are employed and
even if there is no multipath fading.

FIGURE 24.4: Propagation in a NLoS environment where signals are received from a reflection rather
than a direct (LoS) path.

24.6.3 Multiple-Access Interference

All cellular systems suffer from cochannel interference. The transmissions of other users interfere
with the signal of the desired user reducing the accuracy with which location measurements can be
made. The problem is most evident in CDMA systems where the users share the same frequency
band. As a result, signals from higher-powered users may mask the signals of the lower-powered
users, a phenomenon known as the near–far effect. To combat the near–far effect, power control
is used. However, for a location system where multiple BSs must receive the transmission from
the MS, the near–far problem still exists because the MS is not power-controlled to the other BSs.
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Consequently, the signal from the MS may not be detected at enough BSs to form a location estimate.
As mentioned in Section 24.5, it may be possible, for instance in E-911 situations, for the MS to
power up to maximum level and, therefore, mitigate the near–far effect. A further possibility is to
take advantage of soft handoffs. However, the MS must be in position for a three-way soft handoff
to be located.

24.7 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter has provided a brief introduction to radiolocation techniques for wireless systems.
Several algorithms were developed for locating a MS using AoA, ToA, and TDoA, and measures of
locator accuracy were described. For location services in mobile cellular networks, many possibilities
exist. However, it is apparent that none has the current capability of providing high accuracy location
estimates to meet the FCC requirements.

Defining Terms

AMPS (advanced mobile phone service): Analog cellular system in North America.

CDMA (code-division multiple-access): A technique for spread-spectrum multiple-access
digital communications that separates users through the use of unique code sequences.

Gradient descent method: A minimization technique which searches for the minimum of an
error surface by taking steps along the direction of greatest slope.

GSM (global system for mobile communications): Pan-European digital cellular standard.

Least squares estimation: A method whose estimate is chosen as the value that minimizes the
sum of squares of the measured error.

Maximum likelihood estimation: A method whose estimate is chosen as the parameter value
from which the observed data was most likely to come.

Multipath fading: Rapid fluctuation of the complex envelope of the received signal caused by
reception of multiple copies of the transmitted signal, each with different amplitude,
phase, and delay.

Near–far effect: A phenomenon that arises from unequal received power levels from the MSs.
Stronger signals mask the weaker signals.

Path loss: Description of the attenuation of signal power with distance from a transmitter.

Power control: System for controlling the transmission power of the MS. Used to reduce
cochannel interference and mitigate the near–far effect on the uplink.

Shadowing: Slow variation in the mean envelope over a distance corresponding to tens of
wavelengths.

Soft handoff: Reception and transmission of radio signals between an MS and two or more
BSs to achieve a macrodiversity gain.

TDMA (time-division multiple access): A form of multiple access giving each user a different
time slot for transmission and reception of signals.
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Further Information

More information on radiolocation can be found in the April, 1998, issue of IEEE Communications
Magazine, which provided several articles regarding location service issues for wireless communica-
tions networks.

Articles discussing location techniques and algorithms can be found in many IEEE journals in-
cluding Transactions on Vehicular Technology, Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, and
the Journal of Oceanic Engineering.

Proceedings of various IEEE conferences such as the Vehicular Technology Conference document
some of the latest developments for location in cellular networks.
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25.1 Introduction

The growing demand for mobile communications is pushing the technological barriers of wireless
communications. The available spectrum is becoming crowded and the old analog FDMA (frequency
division multiple access) cellular systems no longer meet the growing demand for new services, higher
quality, and spectral efficiency. A second generation of digital cellular mobile communication systems
are being deployed all around the world. The second generation systems are represented by three
major standards: the GSM, IS-136, and IS-95. The first two are TDMA-based digital cellular systems
and offer a significant increase in spectral efficiency and quality of service as compared to the first
generation systems, e.g., AMPS, NMT, and TACS. IS-95 is based on DS/CDMA technology. The
standardization of the third generation systems, IMT-2000, (formerly known as FPLMTS) is being
pursued at ITU. Similar efforts are being conducted at regional standardization bodies.

The channel capacity of any cellular system is significantly influenced by the cochannel interference.
To minimize the cochannel interference, several techniques are proposed: frequency reuse patterns,
which ensure that the same frequencies are not used in adjacent cells; efficient power control, which
minimizes the transmitted power; cochannel interference cancellation techniques; and orthogonal
signalling (time, frequency, or code). All of these are being intensively researched, and some have
already been implemented.

This chapter provides a short overview of power control. Since power control is a very broad topic,
it is not possible to exhaustively cover all facets associated with power control. The interested reader
can find additional information in the recommended reading that is appended at the end of this
chapter.

The following section (Section 25.2) provides a brief introduction into cellular networks and
demonstrates the necessity of power control. The various types of power control are presented in this
section. The next section (Section 25.3) illustrates some applications of power control employed in
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various systems such as analog AMPS, GSM, DS/CDMA cellular standard IS-95, and digital cordless
telephone standard CT2. A glossary of definitions is provided at the end of the chapter.

25.2 Cellular Systems and Power Control

In cellular communication systems, the service area is divided into cells, each covered by a single
base station. If, in the forward link (base station to mobile), all users served by all base stations
share the same frequency, each communication between a base station and a particular user would
also reach all other users in the form of cochannel interference. However, the greater the distance
between the mobile and the interfering transmitter, the weaker the interference becomes due to the
propagation loss. To ensure a good quality of service throughout the cell, the received signal in the
fringe area of the cell must be strong. Once the signal has crossed the boundary of a cell, however,
it becomes interference and is required to be as weak as possible. Since this is difficult, the channel
frequency is usually not reused in adjacent cells in most of the cellular systems. If the frequency is
reused, the cochannel interference impairs the signal reception in the adjacent cell, and the quality
of service severely degrades unless other measures are taken to mitigate the interference. Therefore,
a typical reuse pattern reuses the frequency in every seventh cell (frequency reuse factor = 1/7). The
only exception is for CDMA-based systems where the users are separated by codes, and the allocated
frequency may be shared by all users in all cells.

Even if the frequency is reused in every seventh cell, there is still some cochannel interference
arriving at the receiver. It is, therefore, very important to maintain a minimal transmitted level at
the base station to keep the cochannel interference low, frequency reuse factor high, and therefore
the capacity of the system and quality of service high.

The same principle applies in the reverse link (mobile to base station)—the power control main-
tains the minimum necessary transmitted power for reliable communication. Several additional
benefits can be gained from this strategy. The lower transmitted power conserves the battery energy
allowing the mobile terminal (the portable) to be lighter and stay on the air longer. Furthermore,
recent concerns about health hazards caused by the portable’s electromagnetic emissions are also
alleviated.

In the reverse link, the power control also serves to alleviate the near–far effect. If all mobiles
transmitted at the same power level, the signal from a near mobile would be received as the strongest.
The difference between the received signal strength from the nearest and the farthest mobile can be
in the range of 100 dB, which would cause saturation of the weaker signals’ receivers or an excessive
amount of adjacent channel interference. To avoid this, the transmitted power at the mobile must
be adjusted inversely proportional to the effective distance from the base station. The term effective
distance is used since a closely located user in a propagation shadow or in a deep fade may have a
weaker signal than a more distant user having excellent propagation conditions.

In a DS/CDMA system, power control is a vital necessity for system operation. The capacity of a
DS/CDMA cellular system is interference limited since the channels are separated neither in frequency
nor in time, and the cochannel interference is inherently strong. A single user exceeding the limit on
transmitted power could inhibit the communication of all other users.

The power control systems have to compensate not only for signal strength variations due to
the varying distance between base station and mobile but must also attempt to compensate for
signal strength fluctuations typical of a wireless channel. These fluctuations are due to the changing
propagation environment between the base station and the user as the user moves across the cell or
as some elements in the cell move. There are two main groups of channel fluctuations: slow (i.e.,
shadowing) and fast fading.
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As the user moves away from the base station, the received signal becomes weaker because of the
growing propagation attenuation with the distance. As the mobile moves in uneven terrain, it often
travels into a propagation shadow behind a building or a hill or other obstacle much larger than
the wavelength of the frequency of the wireless channel. This phenomenon is called shadowing.
Shadowing in a land-mobile channel is usually described as a stochastic process having log-normal
distributed amplitude. For other types of channels other distributions are used, e.g., Nakagami.

Electromagnetic waves transmitted from the transmitter may follow multiple paths on the way
from the transmitter to the receiver. The different paths have different delays and interfere at the
antenna of the receiver. If two paths have the same propagation attenuation and their delay differs
in an odd number of half-wavelengths (half-periods), the two waves may cancel each other at the
antenna completely. If the delay is an even multiple of the half-wavelengths (half-periods), the two
waves may constructively add, resulting in a signal of double amplitude. In all other cases (nonequal
gains, delays not a multiple of half-wavelength), the resultant signal at the antenna of the receiver is
between the two mentioned limiting cases. This fluctuation of the channel gain is called fading. Since
the scattering and reflecting surfaces in the service area are randomly distributed (buildings, trees,
furniture, walls, etc.), the amplitude of the resulting signal is also a random variable. The amplitude
of fading is usually described by a Rayleigh, Rice, or Nakagami distributed random variable.

Since the mobile terminal may move at the velocity of a moving car or even of a fast train, the rate
of channel fluctuations may be quite high and the power control has to react very quickly in order to
compensate for it.

The performance of the reverse link of DS/CDMA systems is most affected by the near–far effect
and, therefore, very sophisticated power control systems in the reverse link that attempt to alleviate
the effects of channel fluctuations must be used. Together with other techniques, such as micro- and
macrodiversity, interleaving and coding, interference cancellation, multiuser detection, and adaptive
antennae, the DS/CDMA cellular system is able to cope with the wireless channel extremely well.

The effective use of the power control in DS/CDMA cellular system enables the frequency to be
reused in every cell, which in turn enables features such as the soft hand-off and base station diversity.
All together, these help enhance the capacity of the system.

In the forward link of a DS/CDMA system, power control may also be used. It may vary the
transmitted power to the mobile, but the dynamic range is smaller due to the shared spectrum and,
thus, shared interference.

We can distinguish between two kinds of power control, the open-loop power control and the
closed-loop power control. The open-loop power control estimates the channel and adjusts the
transmitted power accordingly but does not attempt to obtain feedback information on its effec-
tiveness. Obviously, the open-loop power control is not very accurate, but since it does not have to
wait for the feedback information it may be relatively fast. This can be advantageous in the case of a
sudden channel fluctuation, such as a mobile driving from behind a big building or in case it should
provide only the initial or rough transmitted power setting.

The principle operation of open-loop power control is shown in Fig. 25.1. The open-loop power
control must base its action on the estimation of the channel state. In the reverse link it estimates
the channel by measuring the received power level of the pilot from the base station in the forward
link and sets the transmitted power level inversely proportional to it. Estimating the power of pilot
is, in general, more reliable than estimating the power of the voice (or data) channel since the pilot
is usually transmitted at higher power levels. Using the estimated value for setting the transmitted
power ensures that the average power level received from the mobile at the base station remains
constant irrespective of the channel variations. However, this approach assumes that the forward
and the reverse link signal strengths are closely correlated. Although forward and reverse link may not
share the same frequency and, therefore, the fading is significantly different, the long-term channel
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fluctuations due to shadowing and propagation loss are basically the same.

FIGURE 25.1: Reverse link open-loop power control.

The closed-loop power control system (Fig. 25.2a) may base its decision on an actual communica-
tion link performance metric, e.g., received signal power level, received signal-to-noise ratio, received
bit-error rate, or received frame-error rate, or a combination of them. In the case of the reverse link
power control, this metric may be forwarded to the mobile as a base for an autonomous power control
decision, or the metric may be evaluated at the base station and only a power control adjustment
command is transmitted to the mobile. If the reverse link power control decision is made at the
base station, it may be based on the additional knowledge of the particular mobile’s performance
and/or a group of mobiles’ performance (such as mobiles in a sector, cell, or even in a cluster of
cells). If the power control decision for a particular mobile is made at the base station or at the
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switching office for all mobiles and is based on the knowledge of all other mobile’s performance, it is
called a centralized power control system. A centralized power control system may be more accurate
than a distributed power control system, but it is much more complex in design, more costly, and
technologically challenging.

Figure 25.2a Reverse link closed-loop power control.

In principle, the same categorization may be used for the power control in the forward link
(Fig. 25.2b) except that in the reverse link pilots from the mobiles are usually unavailable and only
closed-loop power control is applied.

A special case for the design of power control are TDD-based systems [3]. In TDD systems, the
forward and reverse link are highly correlated, and therefore a very good estimate of the channel gain
in the forward link can be obtained from the estimate of the reverse link gain and vice versa. An
open-loop power control then performs with the precision of a closed-loop power control but much
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Figure 25.2b Forward link closed-loop power control.

faster since no feedback information has to be transmitted.

In the ideal case, power control compensates for the propagation loss, shadowing, and fast fading.
However, there are many effects that prevent the power control from becoming ideal. Fast fading rate,
finite delays of the power control system, nonideal channel estimation, error in the power control
command transmission, limited dynamic range, etc., all contribute to degrading the performance
of the power control system. It is very important to examine the performance of power control
under nonideal conditions since the research done has shown that the power control system is quite
sensitive to some of these conditions [11]. Kudoh [5] simulated a nonideal closed-loop power control
system. Errors in the system were represented by a log-normal distributed control error with standard
deviation σE (dB). Some results on capacity reduction are presented in Table 25.1.

The authors have also studied the effects of Doppler and delay and feedback errors in power control
loop on power control [8].
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TABLE 25.1 Capacity Reduction versus Power Control Error

σE = 0.5 dB, % σE = 1 dB, % σE = 2 dB, % σE = 3 dB, %

Forward link 10 29 64 83

Reverse link 10 31 61 81

Source: Kudoh, E., On the capacity of DS/CDMA cellular mobile radios under
imperfect transmitter power control. IEICE Trans. Commun., E76-B, 886–893,
Apr. 1993.

25.3 Power Control Examples

In the following section, several applications of power control of analog and digital cellular systems
are presented.

In the analog networks we may see power control implemented in both the reverse link and forward
link [6]. Power control in the reverse link:

• reduces the chance of receiver saturation by a closely located mobile

• reduces the cochannel interference and thus increases the frequency-reuse factor and
capacity, and

• reduces the average transmitted power at the mobile thus conserving battery energy at
the mobile.

The power control in the forward link:

• reduces cochannel interference and thus increases the frequency reuse factor and capacity
and

• reduces adjacent-channel interference and improves the quality of service.

One example of a power control system shown by Lee [7] was of an air-to-ground communication
system. The relevant airspace is divided into six zones based on the aircraft altitude. The transmitted
power at the aircraft is then varied in six steps based on the zone in which the aircraft is located.
The power control system exhibits a total of approximately 28 dB of dynamic range. This reduces
the cochannel interference and, due to the excellent propagation conditions in the free air, has a
significant effect on the capacity of the system.

Another example of a power control system in an analog wireless network is in the analog part of the
TIA standard IS-95 [10]. IS-95 standardizes a dual-mode FDMA/CDMA cellular system compatible
with the present day AMPS analog FDMA cellular system.

The analog part of IS-95 divides the mobiles into three classes according to nominal ERP (effective
radiated power with respect to half-wave dipole) at the mobile. For each class, the standard specifies
eight power levels. Based on the propagation conditions, the mobile station may receive a power
control command that specifies at what power level the mobile should transmit. The maximum
change is 4 dB per step. (See Table 25.2).

IS-95 supports further discontinuous transmission. This feature allows the mobile to vary its
transmitted power between two states: low and high. These two states must be at least 8 dB apart.

As for the power control in a digital wireless system, three examples will be shown: GSM [1],
CT2/CT2PLUS standard [2] for digital cordless telephones of second generation, and the IS-95
standard for digital cellular DS/CDMA system [10].

GSM is a Pan-European digital cellular system that was introduced in many countries during the
1992–1993 period. GSM is a digital TDMA system with a frequency hopping feature. The power
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TABLE 25.2 Nominal ERP of the

Mobile

Nominal ERP (dBW) of mobile

Power level I II III

0 6 2 −2

1 2 2 −2

2 −2 −2 −2

3 −6 −6 −6

4 −10 −10 −10

5 −14 −14 −14

6 −18 −18 −18

7 −22 −22 −22

Source: Telecommunications Industry Associa-
tion/Electronic Industries Association. Mobile
Station-Base Station Compatibility Standard for
Dual-Mode Wideband Spread Spectrum Cellu-
lar System, TIA/EIA/IS-95 Interim Standard, Jul.
1993.

control in GSM ensures that the mobile station uses only the minimum power level necessary for
reliable communication with the base station. GSM defines eight classes of base stations and five
classes of mobiles according to their power output, as shown in Table 25.3.

TABLE 25.3 GSM Transmitter Classes

Power Class Base Station Power (W) Mobile Station power (W)

1 320 20

2 160 8

3 80 5

4 40 2

5 20 0.8

6 10

7 5

8 2.5

Source: Balston, D.M. and Macario, R.C.V., Cellular Radio Systems, Artech
House, Norwood, MA, 1993.

The transmitted power at the base station is controlled, nominally in 2-dB steps. The adjustment
of the transmitted power reduces the intercell interference and, thus, increases the frequency reuse
factor and capacity. The transmitted power at the base station may be decremented to a minimum
of 13 dBm.

The power control of the mobile station is a closed-loop system controlled from the base station.
The power control at the mobile sets the transmitted power to one of 15 transmission power levels
spaced by 2 dB. Any change can be made only in steps of 2 dB during each time slot. Another task
for the power control in GSM is to control graceful ramp-on and ramp-off of the TDMA bursts since
too steep slopes would cause spurious frequency emissions.

The dynamic range of the received signal at the base station may be up to 116 dB [1] and, thus, the
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near–far problem may also by experienced, especially if the problem occurs in adjacent time slots. In
addition to power control, a careful assignment of adjacent slots can also alleviate the near–far effect.

The CT2PLUS standard [2] is a Canadian enhancement of the ETSI CT2 standard. Both these
standards allow power control in the forward and in the reverse link. Due to the expected small cell
radius and relatively slow signal level fluctuation rate, given by the fact that the user of the portable is
a pedestrian, the power control specifications are relatively simple. The transmission at the portable
can have two levels: normal (full) and low. The low–normal difference is up to 20 dB.

The IS-95 standard represents a second generation digital wireless cellular system using direct-
sequence code division multiple access (DS/CDMA). Since in a DS/CDMA system all users have the
same frequency allocation, the cochannel interference is crucial for the performance of the system [4].
The near–far effect may cause the received signal level to change up to 100 dB [12]. This considerable
dynamic range is disastrous for a DS/CDMA where the channels are separated by a finite correlation
between spreading sequences. This is further aggravated by the shadowing and the fading. The
fading may have a relatively high rate since the mobile terminal is expected to move at the speed of a
car. Therefore, the power control system must be very sophisticated. Power control is employed in
both the reverse link and in the forward link.

The reverse link power control serves to do the following:

• Equalizes the received power level from all mobiles at the base station. This function is
vital for system operation. The better the power control performs, the more it reduces the
cochannel interference and, thus, increases the capacity. The power control compensates
for the near–far effect, shadowing, and partially for slow fading.

• Minimizes the necessary transmission power level to achieve good quality of service. This
reduces the cochannel interference, which increases the system capacity and alleviates
health concerns. In addition, it saves the battery power. Viterbi [12] has shown up to
20–30 dB average power reduction compared to the AMPS mobile user as measured in
field trials.

The forward link power control serves to:

• Equalize the system performance over the service area (good quality signal coverage of
the worst-case areas),

• Provide load shedding between unequally loaded cells in the service areas (e.g., along a
busy highway) by controlling the intercell interference to the heavy loaded cells, and

• Minimize the necessary transmission power level to achieve good quality of service. This
reduces the cochannel interference in other cells, which increases the system capacity and
alleviates health concerns in the area around the base station.

The reverse link power control system is composed of two subsystems: the closed-loop and the
open-loop. The system operates as follows. Prior to the application to access, closed-loop power
control is inactive. The mobile estimates the mean received power of the received pilot from the base
station and the open-loop power control estimates the mean output power at the access channel [10].
The system then sets the closed-loop probing and estimates the mean output power,

mean output power (dBm) = − mean input power (dBm)

− 73

+ NOM PWR (dB)

+ INIT PWR (dB) (25.1)
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where NOM PWR and INIT PWR are parameters obtained by the mobile prior to transmission.
Subsequent probes are sent at increased power levels in steps until a response is obtained. The initial
transmission on the reverse traffic channel is estimated as

mean output power (dBm) = − mean input power (dBm)

− 73

+ NOM PWR (dB)

+ INIT PWR (dB)

+ the sum of all access probe

corrections (dB) (25.2)

Once the first closed-loop power control bit is received the mean output power is estimated as

mean output power (dBm) = − mean input power (dBm)

− 73

+ NOM PWR (dB)

+ INIT PWR (dB)

+ the sum of all access probe corrections (dB)

+ the sum of all closed-loop power control

corrections (dB) (25.3)

The ranges of the parameters NOM PWR and INIT PWR are shown in Table 25.4.

TABLE 25.4 NOM PWR and INIT PWR

Parameters

Nominal value, dB Range, dB

NOM PWR 0 −8–7

INIT PWR 0 −16–15

Source: Telecommunications Industry Associa-
tion/Electronic Industries Association. Mobile
Station-Base Station Compatibility Standard for
Dual-Mode Wideband Spread Spectrum Cellular
System. TIA/EIA/IS-95 Interim Standard, Jul.
1993.

The closed-loop power control command arrives at the mobile every 1.25 ms (i.e., 800 b/s).
Therefore, the base station estimates the received power level for approximately 1.25 ms. A closed-
loop power control command can have only two values: 0 to increase the power level and 1 to decrease
the power level. The mobile must respond to the power control command by setting the required
transmitted power level within 500 µs. The total range of the closed-loop power control system is
±24 dB. The total supported range of power control (closed-loop and open-loop) must be at least
±32dB.

The behavior of the closed-loop power control system while the mobile receives base station
diversity transmissions is straightforward. If all diversity transmitting base stations request the
mobile to increase the transmitted power (all power control commands are 0), the mobile increases
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the power level. If at least one base station requests the mobile to decrease its power, the mobile
decreases its power level.

The systemalsooffers a featureof gated transmittedpower forvariable rate transmissionmode. The
gate-off state reduces the output power by at least 20 dB within 6 µs. This reduces the interference to
the other users at the expense of transmitted bit rate. This feature may be used together with variable
rate voice encoder or voice activated keying of the transmission.

The forward link power control works as follows. The mobile monitors the errors in the frames
arriving fromthebase station. It reports the frame-error rate to thebase stationperiodically. (Another
mode of operation may report the error rate only if the error rate exceeds a preset threshold.) The
base station evaluates the received frame-error rate reports and slightly adjusts its transmitting power.
In this way, the base station may equalize the performance of the forward links in the cell or sector.

A system conforming with the standard has been field tested, and the results show that the power
control is able to combat the channel fluctuation (together with other techniques such as RAKE
reception) and achieve the bit energy to interference power density (Eb/I0) necessary for a reliable
service [12].

Power control togetherwith soft handoff determines the feasibility of theDS/CDMAcellular system
and is crucial to its performance. QUALCOMM, Inc. has shown on field trials that their system
conforms with the theoretical predictions and surpasses the capacity of other currently proposed
cellular systems [12].

25.4 Summary

We have shown the basic principles of power control in wireless cellular networks and have presented
some examples of power control systems employed in some networks.

In a wireless channel the channel transmission or channel gain is a random variable. If all trans-
mitters in the system transmitted at equal and constant power levels, the received powers would be
random.

In the reverse link (mobile to base station) each user has its own wireless channel, generally
uncorrelated with all other users. The received signals at the base station are independent and
random. Furthermore, since the users are randomly distributed over the cell, the distance between
the mobiles and the base station may vary and so does the propagation loss. The differences between
the strongest and the weakest received signal level may approach the order of 100 dB. This power
level difference may cause saturation of the receivers at the base station even if they are allocated a
different frequency or time slot. This phenomenon is called the near–far effect.

The near–far effect is especially detrimental for a DS/CDMA system where the frequency band
is shared by all users and, for any given user, all other users’ transmissions form the cochannel
interference. Therefore, for the DS/CDMA system it is vitally important to efficiently mitigate the
near–far effect.

The most natural way to mitigate the near–far effect is to power control the transmission in such a
way that the transmitted power counterfollows the channel fluctuations and compensates for them.
Then the received signal at the base station arrives at a constant amplitude.

The use of power control is not limited to the reverse link, but is also employed in the forward
link. The controlled transmission maintaining the transmitted level at the minimum acceptable level
reduces the cochannel interference, which translates into an increased capacity of the system.

Since theDS/CDMAsystemsaremostvulnerable to thenear–far effect theyhaveavery sophisticated
power control system. In giving examples, we have concentrated on the DS/CDMA cellular system.
We have also shown the power control used in other systems such as GSM, AMPS, and CT2.
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Although there are more techniques available for mitigation of the near–far effect, power control
is the most efficacious. As such, power control forms the core in the effort in combatting the near–far
effect and channel fluctuations in general [12].

Defining Terms

AMPS: Advanced Mobile Phone Service. Analog cellular system in North America.

CT2: Cordless Telephone, Second Generation. A digital FDMA/TDD system.

DS/CDMA: Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access.

DOC: Department of Communications.

ERP: Effective Radiated Power.

ETSI: European Telecommunications Standard Institute.

Fading: Fast varying fluctuations of the wireless channel mainly due to the interference of
time-delayed multipaths.

FDMA: Frequency Division Multiple Access.

Forward link: Link from the base (fixed) station to the mobile (user, portable).

GSM: Groupe Spéciale Mobile, recently referred to as the Global SystemforMobility. An ETSI
standard for digital cellular and microcellular systems.

NMT: Nordic Mobile Telephone. A cellular telephony standard used mainly in Northern Eu-
rope.

Power control: Control system for controlling the transmission power. Used to reduce the
cochannel interference and mitigate the near–far effect in the reverse link.

Reverse link: Link from the mobile (user, portable) to the base (fixed) station.

Shadowing: Slowly varying fluctuations of the wireless channel due mainly to the shades in
propagation of electromagnetic waves. Often described by log-normal probability density
function.

TACS: Total Access Communication System. An analogue cellular system used mainly in UK.

TDD: Time Division Duplex.

TDMA: Time Division Multiple Access.
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26.1 Introduction

Present digital cellular and cordless systems were optimized for voice services. At the very best, they
can provide low and medium bit rate information services. The development of enhanced versions
of these radio interfaces is motivated by the following:

• Provision of additional services, including high bit rate circuit-switched and packet-
switched services that meet the short-term needs of mobile multimedia services.

• Improvements in the radio coverage of existing cellular systems. An extension to allow
cordless coverage in the home is also being considered.

• Even more efficient utilization of the available frequency spectrum, which is a valuable
but limited resource.

This chapter deals mainly with the air interface of second generation systems. The subject of
enhancement in system performance is addressed from two directions. On the one hand, system
features like adaptive multirate coders, packet transmission, which have been explicitly included in
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the standard, are discussed in detail. On the other hand, methods of equipment design or network
design possible with the new or already existing features of the air interface are presented.

26.2 Overview of Second Generation Systems

Initially the need of a pan-European system to replace a large variety of disparate analog cellular
systems was the major motivating factor behind the creation of the Global System for Mobile com-
munications (GSM). In North America and Japan, where unique analog systems existed, the need to
standardize respectively IS-54, IS-95, and Personal Digital Cellular (PDC) for digital cellular appli-
cations arose from the lack of spectrum to serve the high traffic density areas [3]. Additionally, some
of the second generation systems like Digital European Cordless Telecommunications (DECT) and
Personal Handy Phone Systems (PHS) are the result of a need to offer wireless services in residential
and office environments with low cost subscriber equipment [16].

The physical layer characteristics of all these systems offer robust radio links paired with good
spectral efficiency. The network related functionalities have been designed to offer secure commu-
nication to authenticated users even when roaming between various networks based on the same
system. Table 26.1 provides the essential characteristics of the second generation systems as initially
designed in the late eighties and early nineties. Since then several additions have been made to those
standards. Enhancements of air interface as well as network subsystem functionalities have been
incorporated.

26.3 Capacity Enhancement

The capacity of a mobile network can be defined as the Erlangs throughput by a cell, a cluster of cells,
or by a portion of a network. For a given radio interface, the achievable capacity is a function of the
robustness of the physical layer, the effectiveness of the medium access control (MAC) layer and the
multiple access technique. Moreover, it is strongly dependent on the radio spectrum available for
network planning.
If we define:

BW Available radio spectrum
Wc Spectrum occupied by a single radio carrier
Nc Number of circuits handled by a single carrier

(e.g., number of time slots per frame in a TDMA system)
Cs Permissible cluster size which guarantees a good

quality for a vast majority of active calls (like 90 to 95%)

The number of circuits per cell is given by (BW / Wc) × (Nc / Cs).
The Erlang capacity can be derived from this expression after consideration of the signalling

overhead required by the pilot channel, signalling and traffic channel overheads for handover, and
the specified call blocking rate.

This definition of capacity is applicable in case of TDMA/FDMA air interfaces and when the
networks are designed using “deterministic frequency allocation.” A slightly different approach to
the problem is necessary in systems like DECT which use dynamic channel selection and for DS-
CDMA systems. IS-95 networks pretend to use a cluster size (Cs) of one. However, the number of
good quality circuits in a cell is a function of the available noninterfered spreading codes.
Capacity enhancement can be obtained through:
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TABLE 26.1 Air Interface Characteristics of Second Generation Systems
CELLULAR CORDLESS

Standard GSM IS-54 IS-95 PDC DECT PHS

Frequency band
(MHz)

Europe USA USA Japan Europe Japan

Uplink
890–915

(1710–1785) 824–849 824–849
940–956

(1429–1441) 1880–1900 1895–1907

Downlink
935–960

(1805–1880) 869–894 869–894
810–826

(1477–1489)

Duplex spacing (MHz)
45

(95) 45 45
130
(48) — —

Carrier spacing (kHz) 200 30 1250 25 1728 300

Number of radio
channels in the
frequency band

124
(374) 832 20

640
(480) 10 77

Multiple access TDMA TDMA CDMA TDMA TDMA TDMA

Duplex mode FDD FDD FDD FDD TDD TDD

Number of channels
per carrier

8
(half rate: 16)

3
(half rate: 6) 128

3
(half rate: 6) 12 4

Modulation GMSK 5/4 DQPSK
QPSK
BPSK 5/4 DQPSK GFSK 5/4 DQPSK

Carrier bit rate (kb/s) 270.8 48.6 1288 42 1152 384

Speech coder (full
rate)

RPE-LTP VSELP QCELP VSELP ADPCM ADPCM

Net bit rate (kb/s) 13 7.95 (var.rate: 8, 4,
2, 0.8)

6.7 32 32

Channel coder for
speech channels

1/2 rate
convolutional
+ CRC

1/2 rate
convolutional
+ CRC

1/2
(downlink),
1/3 (uplink)
convolutional
+ CRC

1/2 rate
convolutional
+ CRC

no no

Gross bit rate
speech+channel
coding (kb/s)

22.8 13 var. rate 19.2,
9.6, 4.8, 2.4

11.2 — —

Frame size (ms) 4.6 40 20 20 10 5

MS transmission power
(W)

Peak Aver.
8 1
2 0.25

(1) (0.125)

Peak Aver.
9 3

4.8 1.6
1.8 0.6

0.6
Peak Aver.

2 0.66
Peak Aver.
0.25 0.01

Peak Aver.
0.08 0.01

Power control
MS Y Y Y Y N Y
BS Y Y Y Y N Y

Operational C/I(dB) 9 16 6 17 21 26

Equalizer needed needed Rake receiver option option no

Handover Y Y Soft handoff Y Y Y
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• An increase in number of radio carriers and/or the number of traffic channels (e.g., voice
circuits)

• Improved interference management techniques

• Novel cellular configurations.

26.3.1 Capacity Enhancement Through Increase in Number of Carriers and/or
Voice Circuits

This familyof relatively simple solutions canbe subdivided in three categories related to theavailability
of spectrum in the same band, or in a different band where the same radio interface can be utilized or
the situation in which the number of voice circuits can be increased by the introduction of multiple
speech codecs.

Increased Spectrum Availability

In such a fortunate situation, extra carriers can be added to the already installed base stations
(BS). The existing Cs is maintained and the increase in capacity is according to the added carri-
ers/circuits. An additional gain in Erlang capacity is available due to increased trunking efficiency.

Supplementary Spectrum Availability (in Different Frequency Bands)

Most of the second generation systems were implemented in the 800 and 900 MHz frequency
bands. Their application has been extended to the 1800 and 1900 MHz bands too (e.g., GSM 1800 and
PCS1900). Carriers from both the bands can be used at the same BSs—either according to a common
or independent frequency reuse scheme. Increase in traffic throughput can be maximized by using
dual band mobile stations (MSs) and by providing adequate handover mechanisms between the
carriers of two bands. Also, due to difference in propagation for carriers from two widely separated
bands, certain adjustments related to coverage planning might be required when the carriers are
co-sited.

Multiple Speech Codecs for Increased Number of Voice Circuits

Originally, only full rate (FR) speech codecs were used in second generation systems. Hence,
a one-to-one correspondence between the physical channels on the air interface and the available
voice circuits was established. If the number of installed carriers in a cell is kept unchanged, the
introduction of half rate (HR) codecs will double the number of voice circuits in the cell and a more
than two-fold increase in Erlang capacity in the cell will be achievable. A similar possibility is offered
by the adaptive multirate codec (AMR). The output bit rates of speech codec and channel codec
can be adapted in order to minimize the carrier occupancy time necessary to offer a predetermined
call quality. The statistical multiplexing gain thus obtained can be exploited to enhance the traffic
throughput.

Such capacity enhancement methods can be implemented only if corresponding MSs or MSs with
multiple codec capabilities are commercialized. Moreover, every cell site in a network will have to
maintain a certain number of FR voice circuits necessary to offer downwards compatibility. Table 26.2
provides an applicability matrix related to the above mentioned capacity enhancement methods.
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TABLE 26.2 Applicability Matrix of Methods for Capacity Enhancements Based on Increased Spectrum

Availability
Second Generation

System Method for Capacity Enhancement

Additional Additional
Spectrum in Spectrum in Multiple Speech
Same Band Another Band Codecs

GSM Family Available Under trial in Under trial in
real networks real networks

IS-54/IS-136 Available Applicable Applicable

PDC Available Applicable Applicable

IS-95 Family using DS-
CDMA

Some of these solutions are applicable. However, their implementation shall adversely effect the functioning
of soft hand over which is an essential feature of DS-CDMA networks.

DECT Available Under Consideration Under Consideration

PHS Available Not Applicable Available

26.3.2 Improved Interference Management Techniques

Initially, the design of a cellular network is based on some simplifying assumptions like uniformly
distributed subscriber density and traffic patterns or homogeneous propagation conditions. Usually,
such design results in a worst case value of Cs. The situation can be improved through better
managemnt of cochannel interference by implementing one or a combination of the following:

• Slow Frequency Hopping (SFH)

• Voice Activity Detection (VAD) and Discontinuous Transmission (DTx)

• Transmit Power Control (PC)

• Antenna beam forming

Slow Frequency Hopping

Every call is “spread” over all the carrier frequencies available in the cell. To avoid intracell
interference, orthogonal (random or pseudo random) frequency hopping laws are used for different
calls. Also, the worst-case intercell interference situation can last only one hop and an averaging out
of cochannel interference in the network occurs. Statistically, the distribution of carrier-to-cochannel
interference ratio in the network is more compact with frequency hopping than without it, and this
can be exploited to reduce the cluster size Cs and increase capacity.

Voice Activity Detection (VAD) and Discontinuous Transmission (DTx)

Collection of statistics related to telephone conversations has demonstrated that the duty cycle
of voice sources is around 40%. With DTx, the radio signal is transmitted according to the activity
of voice source. An overall reduction in the averaged cochannel interference experienced by the calls
can thus be observed. This offers the possibility of implementing smaller Cs. Also, saving energy
with DTx in the up-link (UL) results in a prolonged autonomy for the MS.

Transmit Power Control

Usually, the full available transmit power is necessary for the initial access and for a short
duration after call establishment. For the rest of the call, both DL and UL transmit powers can
be reduced to a level necessary to maintain a good link quality. The overall improvement in radio
interference in the network thus obtained is helpful for the reduction of cluster size. Like VAD/DTx,
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the DL transmit power control is not permitted for pilot carriers if the mobile assisted handover is
implemented in the system.

Antenna Beamforming

Interference related to every call can be individually managed by “dynamic cell sectorization.”
Actually, the base station receiver captures the up-link signal in a narrow antenna beam dynamically
“placed” around the MS. Similarly, the down-link signal is transmitted in a beam focused towards the
MS. This sort of spatial filtering of cochannel interference is useful for implementing very compact
frequency reuse schemes. Generally, both the down-link and up-link beamforming capabilities
are placed at the BS where an antenna array and signal processing algorithms related to direction
finding, signal source separation, and beam synthesis have to be implemented. Table 26.3 provides
an applicability matrix for the second generation systems.

TABLE 26.3 Applicability Matrix of Methods for Capacity Enhancements Based on Improved

Interference Management
Second Generation

System Method for Capacity Enhancement

Slow Frequency Antenna Beam
Hopping VAD/DTx Power Control Forming

GSM Family AAP AAP AAP APP

IS-95 (DS-CDMA) Not Applicable Essential requirements for satisfactory system operation and
not capacity enhancement features

APP

IS-54/IS-136 ANP ANP AAP APP

PDC ANP ANP AAP APP

DECT ANP ANP ANP APP

PHS ANP ANP ANP APP

Note: AAP Applicable and already provided by the standard.
ANP Applicable but not explicitly provided by the standard.
APP Applicable depending on BS equipment design.

Capacity enhancements of 200% or more have been reported [10, 13] through the implementation
of combinations of SFH, VAD/DTx, and PC in GSM networks. With SFH and antenna beam forming,
Cs of three is achievable for GSM networks [1]. Since VAD/DTx and PC cannot be applied to the
pilot carriers, most of the operational networks deploy a dual cluster scheme where Cs for pilot
carriers is slightly higher than Cs for traffic carriers. Moreover, some other issues related to pilot
channels/carriers have somewhat impeded the introduction of antenna beam forming in GSM or
IS-95 (DS-CDMA) networks for cellular applications. However, in wireless local loop applications,
substantial capacity gains have been reported for IS-95 [12].

26.3.3 Novel Cellular Configurations

The traffic capacity throughput by a regular grid of homogeneous cells can be increased by cell
splitting. Theoretically speaking, if the cell size is divided by two by adding base stations in the
middle of existing ones and the current frequency reuse scheme is maintained the achievable traffic
capacity ismultipliedby four. However, a reduction incell sizebeyonda limit leads to excessiveoverlap
between cells due to increased difficulty of coverage prediction. Moreover, since the dwelling time
of MS in a cell is reduced, the average number of handovers per call increases. Conventional cellular
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organizations can no longer meet the requirements for good quality of service due to the failure of
handover mechanisms. For high capacity coverage, the following novel cellular configurations have
been suggested/implemented:

• Microcells and the associated hierarchical network organization

• Concentric cells

• Frequency reuse of one through generalized slow frequency hopping.

Microcells and Associated Hierarchical Network Organization

Hot spot coverage in dense urban areas is realized in the form of isolated islands of microcells.
This is implemented through micro-BS antennas placed below the roof tops of the surrounding
buildings. Each antenna radiates very low power. Each island is covered by an umbrella cell which is
a part of a continuous macrocellular network over a wider area. Traffic throughput is optimized by
intelligent spectrum management performed either off-line or on-line. A set of carriers is assigned
to the macrocellular layer organized in a conventional manner. The remaining carriers are repeatedly
used in the islands of microcells. Cell selection parameters in the MS and the call admission control
algorithms (e.g., Forced Directed Retry) in the base station controllers are adjusted such that a
maximum of traffic in the hot spot is taken by the microcells. The umbrella cells are dimensioned
to handle the spill-over traffic. This can be the fast moving MS which could generate too many
handovers if kept with the microcells. An MS which experiences a sudden degradation of link budget
with respect to its serving microcell and/or in the absence of a good target microcell can be temporarily
handed over to the umbrella cell.

Despite its difficulty related to spectrum management, this technique has proved to be quite
popular for the densification of parts of existing networks based on second generation systems using
TDMA/FDMA. [6, 11] provide analysis and guidelines for spectrum management for optimized
efficiency in hierarchical networks.

Concentric Cells

A concentric cell coverage is implemented by splitting the available traffic carriers in two groups.
One group transmits at full power required to cover the complete cell and the other group transmits
at a lower level thus providing the coverage of an inner zone concentric with the original cell. The
pilot carrier is transmitted at full power. The localized transmission in the inner zone creates a lower
level of interference for other cells. Hence, a smaller cluster size can be used for the frequencies of
the inner zone leading to traffic capacity enhancement. Call admission control is designed to keep
the MSs near the BS on the carriers of inner zone. Simple intracell handover mechanisms are used
to ensure call continuity for the MSs moving across the boundary of the inner zone. Analysis and
simulations have shown that optimized capacity enhancement is achieved if the inner zone is limited
to 40% of the total cell area. Field trials of concentric cell networks have demonstrated 35% higher
spectrum efficiency as compared to single cell networks.

Reuse of One Through Generalized Frequency Hopping and Fractional Loading

Micro- or picocellular networks with TDMA/FDMA systems can be deployed with frequency
“reuse of one.” Every base station has the capability of using all the available carriers by slow frequency
hopping. The allocation of frequency hopping laws for MSs in clusters of adjacent cells is managed
by a centralized control.

During the steady state of operation in a loaded network, only a fraction of the total available
bandwidth is in active use in every cell (fractional loading). The level of interference for active
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calls, for unused circuits and the availability of noninterfered frequency hopping laws is constantly
monitored by the network. New calls in a cell are accepted according to the availability of interference-
free circuits. In case of unevenly distributed traffic load, an average circuit occupancy in the network
is maintained at a level necessary to keep the interference level for active calls below a predetermined
threshold. Extreme situations where the same circuit and/or same frequency hopping law is used
in two adjacent cells are remedied by intracell handover of one of the two calls. Very high capacity
enhancement has been demonstrated in operational GSM networks by using this technique.

Table 26.4 provides the applicability matrix for novel cellular configurations.

TABLE 26.4 Applicability Matrix of Methods for Capacity Enhancements Based on Novel Cellular Configurations
Second Generation

System Method for Capacity Enhancement

Micro-cells and Concentric Cells Reuse of One
Hierarchical N/W with GSFH

GSM Family AAP AAP AAP

IS-54/IS-136 AAP AAP ANP

PDC AAP AAP ANP

IS-95 Family using DS-CDMA Not applicable due to the resulting near–far problem and the power control
complexity

Inherent due to
DS-CDMA

DECT AAP AAP ANP. Reuse of one
possible with DCS

PHS AAP AAP ANP

Note: AAP Applicable and already provided by the standard.
ANP Applicable but not explicitly provided by the standard.
APP Applicable depending on BS equipment design.

26.4 Quality Enhancement

26.4.1 Quality Aspects and Definitions

The quality of service in a telecommunications network can simply be defined as the average per-
formance perceived by the end user in setting up and maintaining a communication. However, its
assessment is complex since it is influenced by many parameters, especially in digital wireless systems.
In these systems the quality is primarily based on the end-to-end bit error rate and on the continuity
of radio links between the two ends. Interference-free radio coverage with sufficient desired signal
strength needs to be provided to achieve the above. Moreover, communication continuity has to
be ensured between coverage areas with high traffic density (microcells) and low/medium traffic
density (macrocells). Three main quality aspects will be distinguished in the following, namely the
call handling quality, the communication quality, and the coverage quality.

For speech transmission, the communication quality strongly depends on the intrinsic perfor-
mance of the speech coder, and its evaluation normally requires intensive listening tests. When it is
comparable to the quality achieved on modern wire-line telephone networks, it is called “toll quality.”
But the speech quality is also influenced by other parameters linked to the communication charac-
teristics like radio channel impairments (bit error rate), transmission delay, echo, background noise
and tandeming (i.e., when several coding/decoding operations exist in the link).

For data transmission, the communication quality can be more easily quantified based on bit error
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rate and transmission delay. In synchronous circuit mode, delay is fixed and bit error rate depends
on radio channel quality. In packet mode, bit error rate can be kept low thanks to retransmission
mechanisms, but average delay increases and throughput decreases as the radio channel degrades.

Thecoveragequality is thepercentageof the servedareawhereacommunicationcanbeestablished.
It is determined by the acceptable path loss of the radio link and by the propagation characteristics
in the area. The radio link budget generally includes some margin depending on the type of terrain
(for shadowing effects) and on operator’s requirements (for indoor penetration). A coverage quality
of 90% is a typical value for cellular networks.

The call handling quality mainly depends on the capacity of the mobile network. When the
user is under coverage of the network, the call set-up performance is measured by the blocking
rate which depends on the network load. Since in cellular networks mobility of the users is high,
capacity requirements are less predictible than in fixed networks which results in a higher blocking
rate (typically 1%). Requirements are even more stringent in cordless systems.

A last call-handling quality attribute specific to mobile networks is the success rate in maintaining
the communication for mobile users. The handover procedure triggered in cellular networks when
the user moves from one cell to another implies the establishment of a new link with some risk to
lose the call. The performance is here given by the handover success rate. It must be noted that
even if successful, a handover generally results in a short transmission break which degrades the
communication quality.

In fact, capacity and quality are dual parameters and a compromise is needed when designing
a mobile network. The call handling quality is strongly linked to the correct dimensioning of the
network capacity. On theotherhand, offering ahigh capacity in amobilenetwork implies an intensive
use of the available radio spectrum and hence a high average interference level, which may in turn
degrade the communication quality. In the following, some major enhancements in speech quality
and coverage quality standardized or implemented in second generation systems are reviewed.

26.4.2 Speech Quality Enhancements

In digital cellular systems the first generation of speech coders (full rate) were standardized in the late
1980s to provide good communication quality at medium bit rate (6.7 to 13 kb/s). Operation at a
fixed bit rate matched to the intended communication channel was the most important requirement
in creating these standards. The main characteristics of the full rate speech coders standardized for
second generation cellular systems are listed in Table 26.1 together with other air interface parameters.

With the recent advances in speech coding techniques, low delay toll quality at 8 kb/s and near-toll
quality below 6 kb/s are now available [2]. This has enabled the standardization of half rate codecs
in cellular systems, though with an increased complexity of implementation. In GSM/DCS, IS-54,
and PDC this evolution was anticipated at an early stage, so the need for a half rate speech channel
was taken into account in the design of the TDMA frame structure. Half rate codecs provide a
doubling of the systems capacity (in terms of number of voice circuits per cell site) while maintaining
a speech quality comparable to that available from related full rate codecs. A 5.6 kb/s VSELP coder
for GSM and a 3.45 kb/s PSI-CELP coder for PDC were standardized in 1993. However, they have
not been widely introduced up to now because of their slightly lower quality in some conditions (e.g.,
background noise, tandeming) compared to their full rate counterpart.

On the contrary, operators have pushed towards speech quality enhancements, and a new gener-
ation of speech coders has emerged. In 1996 ETSI standardized the GSM EFR (enhanced full rate)
coder, adopting without any competitive selection process the US1 coder defined for PCS1900 in the
U.S. The EFR coder has the remarkable feature of keeping the same channel coding as for the full
rate channel, hence simplifying its implementation in the infrastructure. The ACELP coder (using
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an algebraic codebook with some benefits in computational efficiency like in the the 8 kb/s G.729
ITU standard) has a net bit rate of 12.2 kb/s which leaves room for additional protection (CRC).

Similarly the IS-641 coder has been standardized for IS-54 cellular systems. Its structure is very
similar to that of G.729 but with a frame size of 20 ms and a bit rate of 7.4 kb/s. Also a 13 kb/s
QCELP coder has been standardized for IS-95. These new coders provide near toll quality in ideal
transmission conditions.

Concerning cordless systems, both DECT and PHS use 32 kb/s ADPCM and, therefore, provide
toll quality in normal conditions thanks to their relatively high operational C/I. For these systems
the concern is rather to introduce lower rate coders with equivalent quality in some kind of half rate
mode, allowing for capacity increase, but such coders have not been standardized yet.

With the emergence of variable bit rate (VBR) techniques, some further developments in speech
coding are now taking place to satisfy the requirements of cellular operators for toll quality speech with
better robustness to radio channel impairments, combined with the capacity increase achievable with
half rate operation. One VBR approach is to adapt the bit rate according to the source requirements,
taking advantage of silence and stationary segments in the speech signal. Another VBR approach is
to adapt the bit rate according to the radio channel quality, either by varying the bit rate allocation
between speech and channel coding within a constant gross bit rate (for better quality) or by reducing
the gross bit rate in good transmission conditions (for higher capacity). Adaptation to the source
characteristics is fast (on a frame-by-frame basis) and adaptation to the channel quality is slower
(maximum, a few times per second). In all cases, the underlying idea is that current coders are
dimensioned for worst-case operation so that the system quality and capacity can be increased by
exploiting the large variations over time of the bit rate requirements (for a given quality).

VBR capabilities with source driven adaptation were introduced since the beginning in IS-95. In
CDMA systems the resulting average bit rate reduction directly translates into increased capacity.
The initial IS-96B QCELP coder supports four bit rates (8, 4, 2, and 0.8 kb/s) with a scalable CELP
architecture, and bit rate adjustment is performed based on adaptive energy thresholds. In practice
the two extreme rates are used most frequently. The achievable speech quality was estimated to be
lower than that of the IS-54 VSELP coder. Subsequently an enhanced variable rate coder (EVR) was
standardized as IS-127. It is based on the relaxed CELP (RCELP) coding technique and supports
three rates (8.5, 4, and 0.8 kbit/s).

In Europe, ETSI has launched in 1997 the standardization of an Adaptive Multirate coder (AMR)
for GSM systems. Its output bit rate is continuously adapted to radio channel conditions and traffic
load. The objective is to find the best compromise between speech quality and capacity by selecting
an optimum combination of channel mode and codec mode. The AMR codec can operate in two
channel modes, full rate and half rate. For each channel mode there are several possible codec
modes (typically three) with different bit rate allocations between speech and channel coding. An
adaptation algorithm tracks the variations in speech quality using specific metrics and decides upon
the changes in codec mode (up to several times per second). Changes in codec mode is detected
by the receiver either via in-band signalling or by automatic mode identification. As shown in
Fig. 26.1, the multiplicity of codec modes gives significant performance improvement over any of the
corresponding fixed rate codecs.

AMR codec will also allow handovers between half rate and full rate channels using intracell
handover mechanisms. The AMR codec will be selected by October 1998 and the full standard will
be available in mid-1999. A potential extension is wideband coding, which could be added later
to AMR as an option. The wideband option would extend the audio bandwidth from the current
300–3400 Hz to 50–5000 Hz or even 50–7000 Hz.

Speech quality enhancements in cellular networks do not concern only the speech coder itself.
First, it is well known that tandeming (i.e., several cascaded coding/decoding operations) can be a
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FIGURE 26.1: AMR codec quality as a function of C/I. (Typical results derived from the first AMR
selection tests. Quality is given on the equivalent MNRU scale in dB).

source of significant degradation of speech quality. In the case of mobile-to-mobile calls there is no
need to decode the speech signal in the network (assuming both mobiles use the same speech codec).
Therefore, a tandem-free operation (TFO) will soon be introduced for GSM using in-band signalling
between peer transcoders. The benefit of TFO, however, will largely depend on the percentage of
intra-GSM mobile-to-mobile calls.

In CDMA systems like IS-95, the soft handoff feature enables a smooth transition from one cell to
another. On the contrary in TDMA systems, handovers produce short breaks in the communication
which locally degrade the speech quality in spite of the speech extrapolation mechanism used in the
decoder. In GSM the duration of the transmission break can be as long as 160 ms due to the necessary
time alignment of the mobile in the new cell. The speech interruption can be reduced by 40 ms in
a synchronized network, but in practice local synchronization is only offered for co-sited cells. The
same performance can be more easily achieved with the presynchronized handover where the mobile
receives an indication of the distance to the base station together with the handover command. Some
improvement can also be obtained on the uplink by switching at the right point in time and on the
downlink by broadcasting the speech information to both the old and the new cell. As a result of all
these improvements, the interruption time can be reduced down to 60 ms.

Some advances have also been made concerning the robustness to radio channel impairments.
Unequal error protection (UEP) is now used in most codecs designed for cellular systems and it
is often based on rate-compatible punctured convolutional codes. UEP enables the adjustment
of the protection rate as a function of the sensitivity of bits output by the speech coder. Besides,
most linear predictive coders use a speech extrapolation procedure, replacing potentially corrupted
information in the current frame with more reliable information from a previously received frame.
More sophisticated error concealment techniques, using both reliability information at the output
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of the channel decoder and a statistical source model (a priori knowledge), have been reported to
provide up to 3 dB improvement in Eb/N0 under adverse channel conditions [5].

Robustness to background noise is another topic of interest. Speech quality improvements in
medium- to low-bit rate coders have been obtained with coding algorithms optimized for speech
signals. Such algorithms may produce poor results in the presence of background noise. Therefore,
optional noise cancellation processing has been introduced in recent standards. This can be per-
formed either in the time domain (Kalman filtering) as in JDC half rate or in the frequency domain
(spectral subtraction) as in IS-127 EVR.

26.4.3 Coverage Quality Enhancements

Various second generation systems provide the possibility of implementing mechanisms like slow
frequency hopping (as in GSM), antenna diversity (also called microdiversity), macrodiversity or
multisite transmission, and dynamic channel selection (as in DECT). Such mechanisms are useful to
alleviate the effects of radio transmission phenomena like shadowing, fading, and cochannel inter-
ference. They are, therefore, particularly interesting to enhance the coverage quality in interference-
limited or strong multipath environments (e.g., urban areas). Optional equalizers have been defined
for cordless systems (DECT and PHS) with the introduction of a suitable training sequence (“pro-
longed preamble” in DECT), allowing for channel estimation in the presence of longer delay spread
and thus providing increased coverage and/or quality.

Operators also have to face network planning issues linked to natural or artificial obstacles. Various
solutions have been designed for the cases where the coverage cannot be efficiently ensured with
regular base stations. Radiating cables (leaky feeders) are typically used for the coverage of tunnels.
Radio repeaters have been standardized for GSM and for DECT (Wireless Relay Station, WRS) and are
useful to fill coverage holes and to provide outdoor-to-indoor or outdoor-to-underground coverage
extensions. Microcells (and microbase stations) may also be used as “gap fillers.”

The use of smart antennas at cell sites helps to extend the cell range. In rural environments
where traffic is low, the required number of cell sites is minimized by using antenna arrays and
signal processing algorithms to ensure high sensitivity reception at the base station. Algorithms that
implementeithern-fold receivediversityormobile stationdirectionfinding followedbybeamforming
for mobile station tracking have been shown to perform well in such radio channels. Adaptive
beamforming techniques with an M-element antenna array generally provide a directivity gain of M,
e.g., 9 dB with M = 8 (plus some diversity gain depending on channel type). It results in a significant
increase of the uplink range (typically by a factor > 1.5 with M = 8), but an increased range in
the downlink is also needed to get an effective reduction of the number of cell sites. An increased
downlink range can be achieved using adaptive beamforming (but with a much higher complexity
compared to the uplink-only implementation), a multibeam antenna (i.e., a phased array doing fixed
beamforming), or an increased transmit power of the base station. However, the success of smart
antenna techniques for range extension applications in second generation systems has been slowed
down by their complexity of implementation and by operational constraints (multiple feeders, large
antenna panels).

26.5 High Bit Rate Data Transmission

26.5.1 Circuit Mode Techniques

All second generation wireless systems support circuit mode data services with basic rates typically
ranging from 9.6 kb/s (in cellular systems) to 32 kb/s (in cordless systems) for a single physical
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radio resource. With the growing needs for higher rates, new services have been developed based on
multiple allocation or grouping of physical resource.

In GSM, HSCSD (High Speed Circuit Switched Data) enables multiple Full Rate Traffic Channels
(TCH/F) to be allocated to a call so that a mobile subscriber can use n times the transmission capacity
of a single TCH/F channel (Fig. 26.2). The n full rate channels over which the user data stream is split
are handled completely independently in the physical layer and for layer 1 error control. The HSCSD
channel resulting from the logical combination of n TCH/F channels is controlled as a single radio
link during cellular operations such as handover. At the A interface, calls will be limited to a single
64 kb/s circuit. Thus HSCSD will support transparent (up to 64 kb/s) and nontransparent modes
(up to 4 × 9.6 = 38.4 kb/s and, later, 4 × 14.4 = 57.6 kb/s). The initial allocation can be changed
during a call if required by the user and authorized by the network. Initially the network allocates an
appropriate HSCSD connection according to the requested user bit rate over the air interface. Both
symmetric and asymmetric configurations for bidirectional HSCSD operation are authorized. The
required TCH/F channels are allocated over consecutive or nonconsecutive timeslots.

FIGURE 26.2: Simplified GSM network configuration for HSCSD.

Similar multislot schemes are envisaged or standardized for other TDMA systems. In IS-54 and
PDC, where radio channels are relatively narrowband, no more than three time slots can be used per
carrier and the achievable data rate is therefore limited to, say, 32 kb/s. On the contrary, in DECT up
to 12 time slots can be used at 32 kb/s each, yielding a maximum data rate of 384 kb/s. Moreover, the
TDD access mode of DECT allows asymmetric time slot allocation between uplink and downlink,
thus enabling even higher data rates in one direction.

26.5.2 Packet Mode Techniques

There is a growing interest for packet data services in second generation wireless systems to support
data applications with intermittent and bursty transmission requirements like the Internet, with a
better usage of available radio resources, thanks to the multiplexing of data from several mobile users
on the same physical channel. Cellular Digital Packet Data (CDPD) has been defined in the U.S. as
a radio access overlay for AMPS or D-AMPS (IS-54) systems, allowing packet data transmission on
available radio channels. However, CDPD is optimized for short data transmission and the bit rate
is limited to 19.2 kb/s. A CDMA packet data standard has also been defined (IS-657) which supports
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CDPD and Internet protocols with a similar bit rate limitation but allowing use of the same backhaul
as for voice traffic.

In Europe, ETSI has almost completed the standardization of GPRS (General Packet Radio Service)
for GSM. A GPRS subscriber will be able to send and receive in an end-to-end packet transfer mode.
Both point-to-point and point-to-multipoint modes are defined. A GPRS network coexists with a
GSM PLMN as an autonomous network. In fact, the Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) interfaces
with the GSM Base Station Controller (BSC), an MSC and a Gateway GPRS Service Node (GGSN).
In turn, the GGSN interfaces with the GGSNs of other GPRS networks and with public Packet Data
Networks (PDN). Typically, GPRS traffic can be set up through the common control channels of
GSM, which are accessed in slotted ALOHA mode. The layer 2 protocol data units, which are about
2 kbytes in length, are segmented and transmitted over the air interface using one of the four possible
channel coding schemes. The system is highly scaleable as it allows from one mobile using 8 radio
time slots up to 16 mobiles per time slot, with separate allocation in up- and downlink. The resulting
peak data rate per user ranges from 9 kb/s up to 170 kb/s. Time slot concatenation and variable
channel coding to maximize the user information bit rate are envisaged for future implementations.
This is indicated by the mobile station, which provides information concerning the desire to initiate
in-call modifications and the channel coding schemes that can be used during the call set up phase.
It is expected that use of the GPRS service will initially be limited and traffic growth will depend on
the introduction of GPRS capable subscriber terminals. Easy scalability of the GPRS backbone (e.g.,
by introducing parallel GGSNs) is an essential feature of the system architecture (Fig. 26.3).

FIGURE 26.3: Simplified view of the GPRS architecture.

26.5.3 New Modulation Schemes

New modulation schemes are being studied as an option in several second generation wireless stan-
dards. The aim is to offer higher rate data services equivalent or close to the 2 Mb/s objective of
the forthcoming third generation standards. Multilevel modulations (i.e., several bits per modulated
symbol) represent a straightforward means to increase the carrier bit rate. However, it represents
a significant change in the air interface characteristics, and the increased bit rate is achieved at the
expense of a higher operational signal-to-noise plus interference ratio, which is not compatible with
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large cell dimensions. Therefore, the new high bit rate data services are mainly targetting urban areas,
and the effective bit rate allocated to data users will depend on the system load.

Such a new air interface option is being standardized for GSM under the name of EDGE (Enhanced
Data rates forGSMEvolution). The selectedmodulation scheme is8-PSK, suitable coding schemesare
under study, whereas the other air interface parameters (carrier spacing, TDMA frame structure,...)
are kept unchanged. Reusing HSCSD (for circuit data) and GPRS (for packet data) protocols and
service capabilities, EDGE will provide similar ECSD and EGPRS services but with a three-fold
increase of the user bit rate. The higher level modulation requires better radio link performances,
typically a lossof3 to4dB insensitivity andaC/I increasedby6 to7dB.Operationwill alsobe restricted
to environments with limited time dispersion and limited mobile speed. Nevertheless, EGPRS will
roughly double the mean throughput compared to GPRS (for the same average transmitted power).
EDGE will also increase the maximum achievable data rate in a GSM system to 553.6 kb/s in multislot
(unprotected) operation. Six different protection schemes are foreseen in EGPRS using convolutional
codingwith a rate ranging from1/3 to1 andcorresponding touser rates between22.8 and69.2kb/sper
time slot. This is in addition to the four coding schemes already defined for GPRS. An intelligent link
adaptation algorithm will dynamically select the most appropriate modulation and coding schemes,
i.e., those yielding the highest throughput for a given channel quality. The first phase of EDGE
standardization should be completed by end 1999. It should be noted that a similar EDGE option
is being studied for IS-54/IS-136 (and their PCS derivatives). Initially, the 30 kHz channel spacing
will be maintained and then extension to a 200 kHz channel will be provided in order to offer a
convergence with its GSM counterpart.

A higher bit rate option is also under standardization for DECT. Here it is seen as an essential
requirement to maintain backward compatibility with existing equipment so the new multilevel
modulation will only affect the payload part of the bursts, keeping the control and signalling parts
unchanged. This ensures that equipment with basic modulation and equipment with a higher rate
option can efficiently share a common base station infrastructure. Only 4-level and 8-level modu-
lations are considered and the symbol length, carrier spacing, and slot structure remain unchanged.
The requirements on transmitter modulation accuracy need to be more stringent for 4- and 8-level
modulation than for the current 2-level scheme. An increased accuracy can provide for coherent
demodulation, whereby some (or most) of the sensitivity and C/I loss when using the multilevel mode
can be regained. In combination with other new air interface features like forward error correction
and double slots (with reduced overhead), the new modulation scheme will provide a wide range of
data rates up to 2 Mb/s. For instance using (5/4-DQPSK modulation (a possible/suitable choice),
an unprotected connection with two double slots in each direction gives a data rate of 384 kb/s.
Asymmetric connections with a maximum of 11 double slots in one direction will also be supported.

26.6 Conclusion

Since their introduction in the early 1990s, most of the second generation systems have been enjoying
exponential growth. Withmore than100million subscribers acquiredworldwide in less than tenyears
of lifetime, the systems based on the GSM family of standards have demonstrated the most spectacular
development. Despite a more regional implementation of other second generation systems, each one
of those can boast a multimillion subscriber base in mobile or fixed wireless networks.

A variety of service requirements of third generation mobile communication systems are being
already met by the upcoming enhancements of second generation systems. Two important trends
are reflected by this:

• The introduction of third generation systems like Universal Mobile Telecommunication
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System (UMTS) or International Mobile Telecommunication-2000 (IMT-2000) might
be delayed to a point in time where the evolutionary capabilities of second generation
systems have been exhausted.

• The deployment of networks based on third generation systems will be progressive. Any
new radio interface will be imposed worldwide if and only if it provides substantial
advantages as compared to the present systems. Another essential requirement is the
capability of downward compatibility to second generation systems.

Defining Terms

Capacity: In a mobile network it can be defined as the Erlangs throughput by a cell, a cluster
of cells, or by a portion of a network. For a given radio interface, the achievable capacity
is a function of the robustness of the physical layer, the effectiveness of the medium
access control (MAC) layer and the multiple access technique. Moreover, it is strongly
dependent on the radio spectrum available for network planning.

Cellular: Refers to public land mobile radio networks for generally wide area (e.g., national)
coverage, to be used with medium- or high-power vehicular mobiles or portable stations
and for providing mobile access to the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). The
network implementation exhibits a cellular architecture which enables frequency reuse
in nonadjacent cells.

Cordless: Theseare systems tobeusedwith simple lowpowerportable stationsoperatingwithin
a short range of a base station and providing access to fixed public or private networks.
There are three main applications, namely, residential (at home, for Plain Old Telephone
Service, POTS), public-access (in public places and crowded areas, also called Telepoint),
and Wireless Private Automatic Branch eXchange (WPABX, providing cordless access in
the office environment), plus emerging applications like radio access for local loop.

Coverage quality: It is the percentage of the served area where a communication can be estab-
lished. It is determined by the acceptable path loss of the radio link and by the propagation
characteristics in the area. The radio link budget generally includes some margin depend-
ing on the type of terrain (for shadowing effects) and on operator’s requirements (for
indoor penetration). A coverage quality of 90% is a typical value for cellular networks.

Speech quality: It strongly depends on the intrinsic performance of the speech coder and
its evaluation normally requires intensive listening tests. When it is comparable to the
quality achieved on modern wire-line telephone networks, it is called “toll quality.” In
wireless systems it is also influenced by other parameters linked to the communication
characteristics like radio channel impairments (bit error rate), transmission delay, echo,
background noise, and tandeming (i.e., when several coding/decoding operations are
involved in the link).
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27.1 Introduction

Following the standardization and launch of the Pan-European digital mobile cellular radio system
known as GSM, it is of practical merit to provide a rudimentary introduction to the system’s main
features for the communications practitioner. Since GSM operating licenses have been allocated to
126 service providers in 75 countries, it is justifiable that the GSM system is often referred to as the
Global System of Mobile communications.

The GSM specifications were released as 13 sets of recommendations [1], which are summarized
in Table 27.1, covering various aspects of the system [3].

After abrief systemoverview inSection 27.2 and the introductionofphysical and logical channels in
Section 27.3 we embark upon describing aspects of mapping logical channels onto physical resources
for speech and control channels in Sections 27.4 and 27.5, respectively. These details can be found in
recommendations R.05.02 and R.05.03. These recommendations and all subsequently enumerated
ones are to be found in [1]. Synchronization issues are considered in Section 27.6. Modulation
(R.05.04), transmission via the standardized wideband GSM channel models (R.05.05), as well as
adaptive radio link control (R.05.06 and R.05.08), discontinuous transmission (DTX) (R.06.31), and
voice activity detection (VAD) (R.06.32) are highlighted in Sections 27.7–27.10, whereas a summary
of the fundamental GSM features is offered in Section 27.11.
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TABLE 27.1 GSM Recommendations [R.01.01]

R.00 Preamble to the GSM recommendations

R.01 General structure of the recommendations, description of a GSM network, associated recommendations, vocabulary,
etc.

R.02 Service aspects: bearer-, tele- and supplementary services, use of services, types and features of mobile stations (MS),
licensing and subscription, as well as transferred and international accounting, etc.

R.03 Networkaspects, includingnetwork functionsandarchitecture, call routing to theMS, technicalperformance, availability
and reliability objectives, handover and location registration procedures, as well as discontinuous reception and
cryptological algorithms, etc.

R.04 Mobile/base station (BS) interface and protocols, including specifications for layer 1 and 3 aspects of the open systems
interconnection (OSI) seven-layer structure.

R.05 Physical layer on the radio path, incorporating issues of multiplexing and multiple access, channel coding and modula-
tion, transmission and reception, power control, frequency allocation and synchronization aspects, etc.

R.06 Speech coding specifications, such as functional, computational and verification procedures for the speech codec and its
associated voice activity detector (VAD) and other optional features.

R.07 Terminal adaptors for MSs, including circuit and packet mode as well as voiceband data services.

R.08 Base station and mobile switching center (MSC) interface, and transcoder functions.

R.09 Network interworking with the public switched telephone network (PSTN), integrated services digital network (ISDN)
and, packet data networks.

R.10 Service interworking, short message service.

R.11 Equipment specification and type approval specification as regards to MSs, BSs, MSCs, home (HLR) and visited location
register (VLR), as well as system simulator.

R.12 Operation and maintenance, including subscriber, routing tariff and traffic administration, as well as BS, MSC, HLR
and VLR maintenance issues.

27.2 Overview

The system elements of a GSM public land mobile network (PLMN) are portrayed in Fig. 27.1,
where their interconnections via the standardized interfaces A and Um are indicated as well. The
mobile station (MS) communicates with the serving and adjacent base stations (BS) via the radio
interface Um, whereas the BSs are connected to the mobile switching center (MSC) through the
network interface A. As seen in Fig. 27.1, the MS includes a mobile termination (MT) and a terminal
equipment (TE). The TE may be constituted, for example, by a telephone set and fax machine.
The MT performs functions needed to support the physical channel between the MS and the base
station, such as radio transmissions, radio channel management, channel coding/decoding, speech
encoding/decoding, and so forth.

The BS is divided functionally into a number of base transceiver stations (BTS) and a base station
controller (BSC). The BS is responsible for channel allocation (R.05.09), link quality and power
budget control (R.05.06 and R.05.08), signalling and broadcast traffic control, frequency hopping
(FH) (R.05.02), handover (HO) initiation (R.03.09 and R.05.08), etc. The MSC represents the
gateway to other networks, such as the public switched telephone network (PSTN), integrated services
digital network (ISDN) and packet data networks using the interworking functions standardized in
recommendationR.09. TheMSC’s further functions includepaging, MS locationupdating (R.03.12),
HO control (R.03.09), etc. The MS’s mobility management is assisted by the home location register
(HLR) (R.03.12), storing part of the MS’s location information and routing incoming calls to the
visitor location register (VLR) (R.03.12) in charge of the area, where the paged MS roams. Location
update is asked for by the MS, whenever it detects from the received and decoded broadcast control
channel (BCCH) messages that it entered a new location area. The HLR contains, amongst a number
of other parameters, the international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI), which is used for the
authentication (R.03.20) of the subscriber by his authentication center (AUC). This enables the
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FIGURE 27.1: Simplified structure of GSM PLMN c© ETT [4].

system to confirm that the subscriber is allowed to access it. Every subscriber belongs to a home
network and the specific services that the subscriber is allowed to use are entered into his HLR.
The equipment identity register (EIR) allows for stolen, fraudulent, or faulty mobile stations to be
identified by the network operators. The VLR is the functional unit that attends to a MS operating
outside the area of its HLR. The visiting MS is automatically registered at the nearest MSC, and the
VLR is informed of the MSs arrival. A roaming number is then assigned to the MS, and this enables
calls to be routed to it. The operations and maintenance center (OMC), network management center
(NMC) and administration center (ADC) are the functional entities through which the system is
monitored, controlled, maintained and managed (R.12).

The MS initiates a call by searching for a BS with a sufficiently high received signal level on the
BCCH carrier; it will await and recognize a frequency correction burst and synchronize to it (R.05.08).
Now the BS allocates a bidirectional signalling channel and also sets up a link with the MSC via the
network. How the control frame structure assists in this process will be highlighted in Section 27.5.
The MSC uses the IMSI received from the MS to interrogate its HLR and sends the data obtained
to the serving VLR. After authentication (R.03.20) the MS provides the destination number, the BS
allocates a traffic channel, and the MSC routes the call to its destination. If the MS moves to another
cell, it is reassigned to another BS, and a handover occurs. If both BSs in the handover process are
controlled by the same BSC, the handover takes place under the control of the BSC, otherwise it is
performed by the MSC. In case of incoming calls the MS must be paged by the BSC. A paging signal
is transmitted on a paging channel (PCH) monitored continuously by all MSs, and which covers the
location area in which the MS roams. In response to the paging signal, the MS performs an access
procedure identical to that employed when the MS initiates a call.
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27.3 Logical and Physical Channels

The GSM logical traffic and control channels are standardized in recommendation R.05.02, whereas
their mapping onto physical channels is the subject of recommendations R.05.02 and R.05.03. The
GSM system’s prime objective is to transmit the logical traffic channel’s (TCH) speech or data infor-
mation. Their transmission via the network requires a variety of logical control channels. The set of
logical traffic and control channels defined in the GSM system is summarized in Table 27.2. There
are two general forms of speech and data traffic channels: the full-rate traffic channels (TCH/F),
which carry information at a gross rate of 22.8 kb/s, and the half-rate traffic channels (TCH/H),
which communicate at a gross rate of 11.4 kb/s. A physical channel carries either a full-rate traffic
channel, or two half-rate traffic channels. In the former, the traffic channel occupies one timeslot,
whereas in the latter the two half-rate traffic channels are mapped onto the same timeslot, but in
alternate frames.

TABLE 27.2 GSM Logical Channels c©ETT [4]
Logical Channels

Duplex BS ↔ MS Traffic Channels: TCH Control Channels: CCH

FEC-coded FEC-coded Broadcast CCH Common CCH Stand-alone Associated CCH
Speech Data BCCH CCCH Dedicated CCH ACCH

BS → MS SDCCH BS ↔ MS
BS ↔ MS

TCH/F TCH/F9.6 Freq. Corr. Ch: Paging Ch: PCH SDCCH/4 Fast ACCH:
22.8 kb/s TCH/F4.8 FCCH BS → MS FACCH/F

TCH/F2.4 FACCH/H

22.8 kb/s

TCH/H TCH/H4.8 Synchron. Ch: Random Access SDCCH/8 Slow ACCH:
11.4 kb/s TCH/H2.4 SCH Ch: RACH SACCH/TF

11.4 kb/s MS → BS SACCH/TH
SACCH/C4
SACCH/C8

General Inf. Access Grant
Ch: AGCH
BS → MS

For a summary of the logical control channels carrying signalling or synchronisation data, see
Table 27.2. There are four categories of logical control channels, known as the BCCH, the common
control channel (CCCH), the stand-alone dedicated control channel (SDCCH), and the associated
control channel (ACCH). The purpose and way of deployment of the logical traffic and control
channels will be explained by highlighting how they are mapped onto physical channels in assisting
high-integrity communications.

A physical channel in a time division multiple access (TDMA) system is defined as a timeslot
with a timeslot number (TN) in a sequence of TDMA frames. The GSM system, however, deploys
TDMA combined with frequency hopping (FH) and, hence, the physical channel is partitioned in
both time and frequency. Frequency hopping (R.05.02) combined with interleaving is known to be
very efficient in combatting channel fading, and it results in near-Gaussian performance even over
hostile Rayleigh-fading channels. The principle of FH is that each TDMA burst is transmitted via a
different RF channel (RFCH). If the present TDMA burst happened to be in a deep fade, then the
next burst most probably will not be. Consequently, the physical channel is defined as a sequence
of radio frequency channels and timeslots. Each carrier frequency supports eight physical channels
mapped onto eight timeslots within a TDMA frame. A given physical channel always uses the same
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TN in every TDMA frame. Therefore, a timeslot sequence is defined by a TN and a TDMA frame
number FN sequence.

27.4 Speech and Data Transmission

The speech coding standard is recommendation R.06.10, whereas issues of mapping the logical speech
traffic channel’s information onto the physical channel constituted by a timeslot of a certain carrier
are specified in recommendation R.05.02. Since the error correction coding represents part of this
mapping process, recommendation R.05.03 is also relevant to these discussions. The example of
the full-rate speech traffic channel (TCH/FS) is used here to highlight how this logical channel is
mapped onto the physical channel constituted by a so-called normal burst (NB) of the TDMA frame
structure. This mapping is explained by referring to Figs. 27.2 and 27.3. Then this example will
be extended to other physical bursts such as the frequency correction (FCB), synchronization (SB),
access (AB), and dummy burst (DB) carrying logical control channels, as well as to their TDMA
frame structures, as seen in Figs. 27.2 and 27.6.

The regular pulse excited (RPE) speech encoder is fully characterized in the following references:
[3, 5, 7]. Because of its complexity, its description is beyond the scope of this chapter. Suffice to say
that, as it can be seen in Fig. 27.3, it delivers 260 b/20 ms at a bit rate of 13 kb/s, which are divided
into three significance classes: class 1a (50 b), class 1b (132 b) and class 2 (78 b). The class-1a bits are
encoded by a systematic (53, 50) cyclic error detection code by adding three parity bits. Then the bits
are reordered and four zero tailing bits are added to periodically reset the memory of the subsequent
half-rate, constraint length five convolutional codec (CC) CC(2, 1, 5), as portrayed in Fig. 27.3. Now
the unprotected 78 class-2 bits are concatenated to yield a block of 456 b/20 ms, which implies an
encoded bit rate of 22.8 kb/s. This frame is partitioned into eight 57-b subblocks that are block
diagonally interleaved before undergoing intraburst interleaving. At this stage each 57-b subblock
is combined with a similar subblock of the previous 456-b frame to construct a 116-b burst, where
the flag bits hl and hu are included to classify whether the current burst is really a TCH/FS burst or
it has been stolen by an urgent fast associated (FACCH) control channel message. Now the bits are
encrypted and positioned in a NB, as depicted at the bottom of Fig. 27.2, where three tailing bits (TB)
are added at both ends of the burst to reset the memory of the Viterbi channel equalizer (VE), which
is responsible for removing both the channel-induced and the intentional controlled intersymbol
interference [6].

The 8.25-b interval duration guard period (GP) at the bottom of Fig. 27.2 is provided to prevent
burst overlapping due to propagation delay fluctuations. Finally, a 26-b equalizer training segment
is included in the center of the normal traffic burst. This segment is constructed by a 16-b Viterbi
channel equalizer training pattern surrounded by five quasiperiodically repeated bits on both sides.
Since the MS has to be informed about which BS it communicates with, for neighboring BSs one of
eight different training patterns is used, associated with the so-called BS color codes, which assist in
identifying the BSs.

This 156.25-b duration TCH/FS NB constitutes the basic timeslot of the TDMA frame structure,
which is input to the Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK) modulator to be highlighted in
Section 27.7, at a bit rate of approximately 271 kb/s. Since the bit interval is 1/(271 kb/s) = 3.69 µs,
the timeslot duration is 156.25 · 3.69 ≈ 0.577 ms. Eight such normal bursts of eight appropriately
staggered TDMA users are multiplexed onto one (RF) carrier giving, a TDMA frame of 8 · 0.577 ≈
4.615-ms duration, as shown in Fig. 27.2. The physical channel as characterized earlier provides
a physical timeslot with a throughput of 114 b/4.615 ms = 24.7 kb/s, which is sufficiently high
to transmit the 22.8 kb/s TCH/FS information. It even has a reserved capacity of 24.7 − 22.8 =
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114 114 114 114

block (n − 1)

  C1a
50 bits

   C1b
132 bits

   C2
78 bits

50 3 132 4

189 bits

Convolutional Code
      r = 1/2, k = 5

78

Parity
Check

260 bits/20 ms = 13 kbps

block (n)

FIGURE 27.3: Mapping the TCH/FS logical channel onto a physical channel, c©ETT [4].

1.9 kb/s, which can be exploited to transmit slow control information associated with this specific
traffic channel, i.e., to construct a so-called slow associated control channel (SACCH), constituted
by the SACCH TDMA frames, interspersed with traffic frames at multiframe level of the hierarchy,
as seen in Fig. 27.2.

Mapping logicaldata trafficchannelsontoaphysical channel is essentially carriedoutby thechannel
codecs [8], as specified in recommendation R.05.03. The full- and half-rate data traffic channels
standardized in the GSM system are: TCH/F9.6, TCH/F4.8, TCH/F2.4, as well as TCH/H4.8,
TCH/H2.4, as was shown earlier in Table 27.2. Note that the numbers in these acronyms represent
the data transmission rate in kilobits per second. Without considering the details of these mapping
processes we now focus our attention on control signal transmission issues.

27.5 Transmission of Control Signals

The exact derivation, forward error correcting (FEC) coding and mapping of logical control channel
information is beyond the scope of this chapter, and the interested reader is referred to ETSI, 1988
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(R.05.02 and R.05.03) and Hanzo and Stefanov, 1992, for a detailed discussion. As an example, the
mapping of the 184-b SACCH, FACCH, BCCH, SDCCH, PCH, and access grant control channel
(AGCH) messages onto a 456-b block, i.e., onto four 114-b bursts is demonstrated in Fig. 27.4. A
double-layer concatenated FIRE-code/convolutional code scheme generates 456 bits, using an overall
coding rate of R = 184/456, which gives a stronger protection for control channels than the error
protection of traffic channels.

tailing

184 bits

Fire-Code (224, 184)

information bits: 184                                                    parity: 40            4

CC (2, 1, 5)

456

G  (D) = D   + D   + D   + D   + D  + 140 2326 17 3
5

FIGURE 27.4: FEC in SACCH, FACCH, BCCH, SDCCH, PCH and AGCH, c©ETT [4].

Returning to Fig. 27.2 we will now show how the SACCH is accommodated by the TDMA frame
structure. The TCH/FS TDMA frames of the eight users are multiplexed into multiframes of
24 TDMA frames, but the 13th frame will carry a SACCH message, rather than the 13th TCH/FS
frame, whereas the 26th frame will be an idle or dummy frame, as seen at the left-hand side of Fig. 27.2
at the multiframe level of the traffic channel hierarchy. The general control channel frame structure
shown at the right of Fig. 27.2 is discussed later. This way 24-TCH/FS frames are sent in a 26-frame
multiframe during 26·4.615 = 120ms. This reduces the traffic throughput to (24/26) ·24.7 = 22.8
kb/s required by TCH/FS, allocates (1/26) · 24.7 = 950 b/s to the SACCH and wastes 950 b/s in
the idle frame. Observe that the SACCH frame has eight timeslots to transmit the eight 950-b/s
SACCHs of the eight users on the same carrier. The 950-b/s idle capacity will be used in case of
half-rate channels, where 16 users will be multiplexed onto alternate frames of the TDMA structure
to increase system capacity. Then 16, 11.4-kb/s encoded half-rate speech TCHs will be transmitted
in a 120-ms multiframe, where also 16 SACCHs are available.

The FACCH messages are transmitted via the physical channels provided by bits stolen from their
own host traffic channels. The construction of the FACCH bursts from 184 control bits is identical to
that of the SACCH, as also shown in Fig. 27.4 but its 456-b frame is mapped onto eight consecutive
114-b TDMA traffic bursts, exactly as specified for TCH/FS. This is carried out by stealing the even
bits of the first four and the odd bits of the last four bursts, which is signalled by settinghu = 1, hl = 0
and hu = 0, hl = 1 in the first and last bursts, respectively. The unprotected FACCH information
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rate is 184 b/20 ms = 9.2 kb/s, which is transmitted after concatenated error protection at a rate of
22.8 kb/s. The repetition delay is 20 ms, and the interleaving delay is 8 · 4.615 = 37 ms, resulting in
a total of 57-ms delay.

In Fig. 27.2 at the next hierarchical level, 51-TCH/FS multiframes are multiplexed into one su-
perframe lasting 51·120 ms = 6.12 s, which contains 26·51 = 1326-TDMA frames. In the case
of 1326-TDMA frames, however, the frame number would be limited to 0 ≤ FN ≤ 1326 and
the encryption rule relying on such a limited range of FN values would not be sufficiently secure.
Then 2048 superframes were amalgamated to form a hyperframe of 1326·2048 = 2,715,648-TDMA
frames lasting 2048 · 6.12 s ≈ 3 h 28 min, allowing a sufficiently high FN value to be used in the
encryption algorithm. The uplink and downlink traffic-frame structures are identical with a shift of
three timeslots between them, which relieves the MS from having to transmit and receive simulta-
neously, preventing high-level transmitted power leakage back to the sensitive receiver. The received
power of adjacent BSs can be monitored during unallocated timeslots.

In contrast to duplex traffic and associated control channels, the simplex BCCH and CCCH logical
channels of all MSs roaming in a specific cell share the physical channel provided by timeslot zero of
the so-called BCCH carriers available in the cell. Furthermore, as demonstrated by the right-hand
side section of Fig. 27.2, 51 BCCH and CCCH TDMA frames are mapped onto a 51 · 4.615 =
235-ms duration multiframe, rather than on a 26-frame, 120-ms duration multiframe. In order to
compensate for the extended multiframe length of 235 ms, 26 multiframes constitute a 1326-frame
superframe of 6.12-s duration. Note in Fig. 27.5, that the allocation of the uplink and downlink
frames is different, since these control channels exist only in one direction.

   51 time frames
51.4,615 = 235 ms

(a) Uplink Direction

R R R R R R R R R R  R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R

R: Random Access Channel

F : Frequency Correction Channel

S : Synchronisation Channel

B : Broadcast Control Channel

C: Access Grant/Paging Channel

 I  : Idle Frame

   51 time frames
        235 ms

(a) Downlink Direction

F S B B B B C C C C  F S C C C C C C C C F S C C C C C C C C C I

1 2 3 4  51

FIGURE 27.5: The control multiframe, c©ETT [4].
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Specifically, the random access channel (RACH) is only used by the MSs in the uplink direction if
they request, for example, a bidirectional SDCCH to be mapped onto an RF channel to register with
the network and set up a call. The uplink RACH has a low capacity, carrying messages of 8-b/235-ms
multiframe, which is equivalent to an unprotected control information rate of 34 b/s. These messages
are concatenated FEC coded to a rate of 36 b/235 ms = 153 b/s. They are not transmitted by the
NB derived for TCH/FS, SACCH, or FACCH logical channels, but by the AB, depicted in Fig. 27.6 in
comparison to a NB and other types of bursts to be described later. The FEC coded, encrypted 36-b
AB messages of Fig. 27.6 contain among other parameters, the encoded 6-b BS identifier code (BSIC)
constituted by the 3-b PLMN color code and 3-b BS color code for unique BS identification. These
36 b are positioned after the 41-b synchronization sequence, which has a high wordlength in order to
ensure reliable access burst recognition and a low probability of being emulated by interfering stray
data. These messages have no interleaving delay, while they are transmitted with a repetition delay
of one control multiframe length, i.e., 235 ms.

1 TDMA FRAME = 8 TIME SLOTS

1 TIME SLOT = 156.25 BIT DURATIONS

NORMAL BURST

FREQUENCY CORRECTION BURST

SYNCHRONISATION BURST

ACCESS BURST

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

TAIL BITS
       3

ENCRYPTED BITS
              58

TRAINING SEQUENCE
             26

TAIL BITS
       3

GUARD PERIOD
            8.25

ENCRYPTED BITS
              58

TAIL BITS
       3

FIXED BITS
       142

TAIL BITS
       3

GUARD PERIOD
            8.25

TAIL BITS
       3

ENCRYPTED SYNC BITS
                      39

EXTENDED TRAINING SEQUENCE
                           64

TAIL BITS
       3

GUARD PERIOD
            8.25

ENCRYPTED SYNC BITS
                      39

TAIL BITS
       8

SYNCHRO SEQUENCE
                 41

ENCRYPTED BITS
              36

TAIL BITS
       3

GUARD PERIOD
           68.25

FIGURE 27.6: GSM burst structures,
c©

ETT [4].

Adaptive time frame alignment is a technique designed to equalize propagation delay differences
between MSs at different distances. The GSM system is designed to allow for cell sizes up to 35 km
radius. The time a radio signal takes to travel the 70 km from the base station to the mobile station
and back again is 233.3 µs. As signals from all the mobiles in the cell must reach the base station
without overlapping each other, a long guard period of 68.25 b (252 µs) is provided in the access
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burst, which exceeds the maximum possible propagation delay of 233.3 µs. This long guard period
in the access burst is needed when the mobile station attempts its first access to the base station or
after a handover has occurred. When the base station detects a 41-b random access synchronization
sequence with a long guard period, it measures the received signal delay relative to the expected signal
from a mobile station of zero range. This delay, called the timing advance, is signalled using a 6-b
number to the mobile station, which advances its timebase over the range of 0–63 b, i.e., in units
of 3.69 µs. By this process the TDMA bursts arrive at the BS in their correct timeslots and do not
overlap with adjacent ones. This process allows the guard period in all other bursts to be reduced to
8.25 · 3.69 µs ≈ 30.46 µs (8.25 b) only. During normal operation, the BS continuously monitors
the signal delay from the MS and, if necessary, it will instruct the MS to update its time advance
parameter. In very large traffic cells there is an option to actively utilize every second timeslot only
to cope with higher propagation delays, which is spectrally inefficient, but in these large, low-traffic
rural cells it is admissible.

As demonstrated by Fig. 27.2, the downlink multiframe transmitted by the BS is shared amongst
a number of BCCH and CCCH logical channels. In particular, the last frame is an idle frame (I),
whereas the remaining 50 frames are divided in five blocks of ten frames, where each block starts with
a frequency correction channel (FCCH) followed by a synchronization channel (SCH). In the first
block of ten frames the FCCH and SCH frames are followed by four BCCH frames and by either four
AGCH or four PCH. In the remaining four blocks of ten frames, the last eight frames are devoted to
either PCHs or AGCHs, which are mutually exclusive for a specific MS being either paged or granted
a control channel.

The FCCH, SCH, and RACH require special transmission bursts, tailored to their missions, as
depicted in Fig. 27.6. The FCCH uses frequency correction bursts (FCB) hosting a specific 142-b
pattern. In partial response GMSK it is possible to design a modulating data sequence, which results
in a near-sinusoidal modulated signal imitating an unmodulated carrier exhibiting a fixed frequency
offset from the RF carrier utilized. The synchronization channel transmits SB hosting a 16 · 4 = 64-
b extended sequence exhibiting a high-correlation peak in order to allow frame alignment with a
quarter-bit accuracy. Furthermore, theSBcontains2·39 = 78encryptedFEC-codedsynchronization
bits, hosting theBSandPLMNcolorcodes, eachrepresentingoneof eight legitimate identifiers. Lastly,
the AB contain an extended 41-b synchronization sequence, and they are invoked to facilitate initial
access to the system. Their long guard space of 68.25-b duration prevents frame overlap, before the
MS’s distance, i.e., the propagation delay becomes known to the BS and could be compensated for
by adjusting the MS’s timing advance.

27.6 Synchronization Issues

Although some synchronization issues are standardized in recommendations R.05.02 and R.05.03,
the GSM recommendations do not specify the exact BS-MS synchronization algorithms to be used,
these are left to the equipment manufacturers. A unique set of timebase counters, however, is defined
in order to ensure perfect BS-MS synchronism. The BS sends FCB and SB on specific timeslots of
the BCCH carrier to the MS to ensure that the MS’s frequency standard is perfectly aligned with
that of the BS, as well as to inform the MS about the required initial state of its internal counters.
The MS transmits its uniquely numbered traffic and control bursts staggered by three timeslots with
respect to those of the BS to prevent simultaneous MS transmission and reception, and also takes
into account the required timing advance (TA) to cater for different BS-MS-BS round-trip delays.

The timebase counters used to uniquely describe the internal timing states of BSs and MSs are
the quarter-bit number (QN = 0–624) counting the quarter-bit intervals in bursts, bit number
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(BN = 0–156), timeslot number (T N = 0–7) and TDMA Frame Number (FN = 0–26·51·2048),
given in the order of increasing interval duration. The MS sets up its timebase counters after receiving
a SB by determining QN from the 64-b extended training sequence in the center of the SB, setting
T N = 0 and decoding the 78-encrypted, protected bits carrying the 25-SCH control bits.

The SCH carries frame synchronization information as well as BS identification information
to the MS, as seen in Fig. 27.7, and it is provided solely to support the operation of the radio
subsystem. The first 6 b of the 25-b segment consist of three PLMN color code bits and three

PLMN
colour
3 bits

  BS
colour
3 bits

T1 : superframe index

           11 bits

T2 : multiframe index

           5 bits

T1 : block frame index

           3 bits

BSIC 6 bits RFN 19 bits

FIGURE 27.7: Synchronization channel (SCH) message format, c©ETT [4].

BS color code bits supplying a unique BS identifier code (BSIC) to inform the MS which BS it is
communicating with. The second 19-bit segment is the so-called reduced TDMA frame number RFN
derived from the full TDMA frame number FN , constrained to the range of [0–(26 · 51 · 2048)− 1]
= (0–2,715,647) in terms of three subsegments T 1, T 2, and T 3. These subsegments are computed
as follows: T 1(11b) = [FN div (26 · 51)], T 2(5 b) = (FN mod 26) and T 3′(3b) = [(T 3 −
1) div 10], where T 3 = (FN mod 5), whereas div and mod represent the integer division and
modulo operations, respectively. Explicitly, in Fig. 27.7 T 1 determines the superframe index in a
hyperframe, T 2 the multiframe index in a superframe, T 3 the frame index in a multiframe, whereas
T 3′ is the so-called signalling block index [1–5] of a frame in a specific 51-frame control multiframe,
and their roles are best understood by referring to Fig. 27.2. Once the MS has received the SB, it
readily computes the FN required in various control algorithms, such as encryption, handover, etc.,
as

FN = 51
[
(T 3 − T 2) mod 26

] + T 3 + 51 · 26 · T 1, where T 3 = 10 · T 3′ + 1

27.7 Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying Modulation

The GSM system uses constant envelope partial response GMSK modulation [6] specified in recom-
mendation R.05.04. Constant envelope, continuous-phase modulation schemes are robust against
signal fading as well as interference and have good spectral efficiency. The slower and smoother
are the phase changes, the better is the spectral efficiency, since the signal is allowed to change less
abruptly, requiring lower frequency components. The effect of an input bit, however, is spread over
several bit periods, leading to a so-called partial response system, which requires a channel equalizer
in order to remove this controlled, intentional intersymbol interference (ISI) even in the absence of
uncontrolled channel dispersion.

The widely employed partial response GMSK scheme is derived from the full response minimum
shift keying (MSK) scheme. In MSK the phase changes between adjacent bit periods are piecewise
linear, which results in discontinuous-phase derivative, i.e., instantaneous frequency at the signalling
instants, and hence widens the spectrum. Smoothing these phase changes, however, by a filter having
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a Gaussian impulse response [6], which is known to have the lowest possible bandwidth, this problem
is circumvented using the schematic of Fig. 27.8, where the GMSK signal is generated by modulating
and adding two quadrature carriers. The key parameter of GMSK in controlling both bandwidth
and interference resistance is the 3-dB down filter-bandwidth × bit interval product (B ·T ), referred
to as normalized bandwidth. It was found that as the B · T product is increased from 0.2 to 0.5,
the interference resistance is improved by approximately 2 dB at the cost of increased bandwidth
occupancy, and best compromise was achieved for B · T = 0.3. This corresponds to spreading the
effect of 1 b over approximately 3-b intervals. The spectral efficiency gain due to higher interference
tolerance and, hence, more dense frequency reuse was found to be more significant than the spectral
loss caused by wider GMSK spectral lobes.

phase pulse shaping

   frequency
pulse shaping

dt

sin [φ (t, α  )]n

cos [φ (t, α  )]n

−sin ωt

cos [ωt + φ (t, α  )]n

φ (t, α  )n

   Gaussian
       filter

cos

sin

cos ωt

FIGURE 27.8: GMSK modulator schematic diagram, c©ETT [4].

The channel separationat theTDMAburst rateof 271kb/s is 200kHz, and themodulated spectrum
must be 40 dB down at both adjacent carrier frequencies. When TDMA bursts are transmitted in
an on-off keyed mode, further spectral spillage arises, which is mitigated by a smooth power ramp
up and down envelope at the leading and trailing edges of the transmission bursts, attenuating the
signal by 70 dB during a 28- and 18-µs interval, respectively.

27.8 Wideband Channel Models

The set of 6-tap GSM impulse responses [2] specified in recommendation R.05.05 is depicted in
Fig. 27.9, where the individual propagation paths are independent Rayleigh fading paths, weighted
by the appropriate coefficients hi corresponding to their relative powers portrayed in the figure. In
simple terms the wideband channel’s impulse response is measured by transmitting an impulse and
detecting the received echoes at the channel’s output in every D-spaced so-called delay bin. In some
bins no delayed and attenuated multipath component is received, whereas in others significant energy
is detected, depending on the typical reflecting objects and their distance from the receiver. The path
delay can be easily related to the distance of the reflecting objects, since radio waves are travelling at
the speed of light. For example, at a speed of 300,000 km/s, a reflecting object situated at a distance
of 0.15 km yields a multipath component at a round-trip delay of 1 µs.

The typical urban (TU) impulse response spreads over a delay interval of 5 µs, which is almost two
3.69-µs bit-intervals duration and, therefore, results in serious ISI. In simple terms, it can be treated
as a two-path model, where the reflected path has a length of 0.75 km, corresponding to a reflector
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FIGURE 27.9: Typical GSM channel impulse responses, c©ETT [4].
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located at a distance of about 375 m. The hilly terrain (HT) model has a sharply decaying short-
delay section due to local reflections and a long-delay path around 15 µs due to distant reflections.
Therefore, in practical terms it can be considered a two- or three-path model having reflections from a
distance of about 2 km. The rural area (RA) response seems the least hostile amongst all standardized
responses, decaying rapidly inside 1-b interval and, therefore, is expected to be easily combated by the
channel equalizer. Although the type of the equalizer is not standardized, partial response systems
typically use VEs. Since the RA channel effectively behaves as a single-path nondispersive channel,
it would not require an equalizer. The fourth standardized impulse response is artificially contrived
in order to test the equalizer’s performance and is constituted by six equidistant unit-amplitude
impulses representing six equal-powered independent Rayleigh-fading paths with a delay spread
over 16 µs. With these impulse responses in mind, the required channel is simulated by summing the
appropriately delayed and weighted received signal components. In all but one case the individual
components are assumed to have Rayleigh amplitude distribution, whereas in the RA model the
main tap at zero delay is supposed to have a Rician distribution with the presence of a dominant
line-of-sight path.

27.9 Adaptive Link Control

The adaptive link control algorithm portrayed in Fig. 27.10 and specified in recommendation R.05.08
allows for the MS to favor that specific traffic cell which provides the highest probability of reliable
communications associatedwith the lowestpossiblepath loss. It alsodecreases interferencewithother
cochannel users and, through dense frequency reuse, improves spectral efficiency, whilst maintaining
an adequate communications quality, and facilitates a reduction in power consumption, which is
particularly important in hand-held MSs. The handover process maintains a call in progress as the
MS moves between cells, or when there is an unacceptable transmission quality degradation caused
by interference, in which case an intracell handover to another carrier in the same cell is performed. A
radio-link failure occurs when a call with an unacceptable voice or data quality cannot be improved
either by RF power control or by handover. The reasons for the link failure may be loss of radio
coverage or very high-interference levels. The link control procedures rely on measurements of
the received RF signal strength (RXLEV), the received signal quality (RXQUAL), and the absolute
distance between base and mobile stations (DISTANCE).

RXLEV is evaluated by measuring the received level of the BCCH carrier which is continuously
transmitted by the BS on all time slots of the B frames in Fig. 27.5 and without variations of the RF
level. A MS measures the received signal level from the serving cell and from the BSs in all adjacent
cells by tuning and listening to their BCCH carriers. The root mean squared level of the received signal
is measured over a dynamic range from −103 to −41 dBm for intervals of one SACCH multiframe
(480 ms). The received signal level is averaged over at least 32 SACCH frames (≈15 s) and mapped to
give RXLEV values between 0 and 63 to cover the range from −103 to −41 dBm in steps of 1 dB. The
RXLEV parameters are then coded into 6-b words for transmission to the serving BS via the SACCH.

RXQUAL is estimated by measuring the bit error ratio (BER) before channel decoding, using the
Viterbi channel equalizer’s metrics [6] and/or those of the Viterbi convolutional decoder [8]. Eight
values of RXQUAL span the logarithmically scaled BER range of 0.2–12.8% before channel decoding.

The absolute DISTANCE between base and mobile stations is measured using the timing advance
parameter. The timing advance is coded as a 6-b number corresponding to a propagation delay from
0 to 63 · 3.69 µs = 232.6 µs, characteristic of a cell radius of 35 km.

While roaming, the MS needs to identify which potential target BS it is measuring, and the BCCH
carrier frequency may not be sufficient for this purpose, since in small cluster sizes the same BCCH
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FIGURE 27.10: Initial cell selection by the MS, c©ETT [4].
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frequency may be used in more than one surrounding cell. To avoid ambiguity a 6-b BSIC is
transmitted on each BCCH carrier in the SB of Fig. 27.6. Two other parameters transmitted in the
BCCH data provide additional information about the BS. The binary flag calledPLMN PERMITTED
indicates whether the measured BCCH carrier belongs to a PLMN that the MS is permitted to access.
The second Boolean flag, CELL BAR ACCESS, indicates whether the cell is barred for access by the
MS, although it belongs to a permitted PLMN. A MS in idle mode, i.e., after it has just been switched
on or after it has lost contact with the network, searches all 125 RF channels and takes readings of
RXLEV on each of them. Then it tunes to the carrier with the highest RXLEV and searches for FCB
in order to determine whether or not the carrier is a BCCH carrier. If it is not, then the MS tunes
to the next highest carrier, and so on, until it finds a BCCH carrier, synchronizes to it and decodes
the parameters BSIC, PLMN PERMITTED and CELL BAR ACCESS in order to decide whether to
continue the search. The MS may store the BCCH carrier frequencies used in the network accessed,
in which case the search time would be reduced. Again, the process described is summarized in the
flowchart of Fig. 27.10.

The adaptive power control is based on RXLEV measurements. In every SACCH multiframe the
BS compares the RXLEV readings reported by the MS or obtained by the base station with a set of
thresholds. The exact strategy for RF power control is determined by the network operator with
the aim of providing an adequate quality of service for speech and data transmissions while keeping
interferences low. Clearly, adequate quality must be achieved at the lowest possible transmitted
power to keep cochannel interferences low, which implies contradictory requirements in terms of
transmitted power. The criteria for reporting radio link failure are based on the measurements
of RXLEV and RXQUAL performed by both the mobile and base stations, and the procedures for
handling link failures result in the re-establishmentor the release of the call, dependingon thenetwork
operator’s strategy.

The handover process involves the most complex set of procedures in the radio-link control.
Handover decisions are based on results of measurements performed both by the base and mobile
stations. The base station measures RXLEV, RXQUAL, DISTANCE, and also the interference level
in unallocated time slots, whereas the MS measures and reports to the BS the values of RXLEV and
RXQUAL for the serving cell and RXLEV for the adjacent cells. When the MS moves away from the
BS, the RXLEV and RXQUAL parameters for the serving station become lower, whereas RXLEV for
one of the adjacent cells increases.

27.10 Discontinuous Transmission

Discontinuous transmission (DTX) issues are standardized in recommendation R.06.31, whereas
the associated problems of voice activity detection VAD are specified by R.06.32. Assuming an
average speech activity of 50% and a high number of interferers combined with frequency hopping to
randomize the interference load, significant spectral efficiency gains can be achieved when deploying
discontinuous transmissions due to decreasing interferences, while reducing power dissipation as
well. Because of the reduction in power consumption, full DTX operation is mandatory for MSs,
but in BSs, only receiver DTX functions are compulsory.

The fundamental problem in voice activity detection is how to differentiate between speech and
noise, while keeping false noise triggering and speech spurt clipping as low as possible. In vehicle-
mounted MSs the severity of the speech/noise recognition problem is aggravated by the excessive
vehicle background noise. This problem is resolved by deploying a combination of threshold com-
parisons and spectral domain techniques [1, 3]. Another important associated problem is the intro-
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duction of noiseless inactive segments, which is mitigated by comfort noise insertion (CNI) in these
segments at the receiver.

27.11 Summary

Following the standardization and launch of the GSM system its salient features were summarized
in this brief review. Time division multiple access (TDMA) with eight users per carrier is used
at a multiuser rate of 271 kb/s, demanding a channel equalizer to combat dispersion in large cell
environments. The error protected chip rate of the full-rate traffic channels is 22.8 kb/s, whereas
in half-rate channels it is 11.4 kb/s. Apart from the full- and half-rate speech traffic channels, there
are 5 different rate data traffic channels and 14 various control and signalling channels to support
the system’s operation. A moderately complex, 13 kb/s regular pulse excited speech codec with long
term predictor (LTP) is used, combined with an embedded three-class error correction codec and
multilayer interleaving to provide sensitivity-matched unequal error protection for the speech bits.
An overall speech delay of 57.5 ms is maintained. Slow frequency hopping at 217 hops/s yields
substantial performance gains for slowly moving pedestrians.

TABLE 27.3 Summary of GSM Features
System feature Specification

Up-link bandwidth, MHz 890–915 = 25

Down-link bandwidth, MHz 935–960 = 25

Total GSM bandwidth, MHz 50

Carrier spacing, KHz 200

No. of RF carriers 125

Multiple access TDMA

No. of users/carrier 8

Total No. of channels 1000

TDMA burst rate, kb/s 271

Modulation GMSK with BT = 0.3

Bandwidth efficiency, b/s/Hz 1.35

Channel equalizer yes

Speech coding rate, kb/s 13

FEC coded speech rate, kb/s 22.8

FEC coding Embedded block/
convolutional

Frequency hopping, hop/s 217

DTX and VAD yes

Maximum cell radius, km 35

Constant envelopepartial responseGMSKwith a channel spacingof 200kHz is deployed to support
125 duplex channels in the 890–915-MHz up-link and 935–960-MHz down-link bands, respectively.
At a transmission rate of 271 kb/s a spectral efficiency of 1.35-bit/s/Hz is achieved. The controlled
GMSK-induced and uncontrolled channel-induced intersymbol interferences are removed by the
channel equalizer. The set of standardized wideband GSM channels was introduced in order to
provide bench markers for performance comparisons. Efficient power budgeting and minimum
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cochannel interferences are ensured by the combination of adaptive power and handover control
based on weighted averaging of up to eight up-link and down-link system parameters. Discontin-
uous transmissions assisted by reliable spectral-domain voice activity detection and comfort-noise
insertion further reduce interferences and power consumption. Because of ciphering, no unpro-
tected information is sent via the radio link. As a result, spectrally efficient, high-quality mobile
communications with a variety of services and international roaming is possible in cells of up to 35
km radius for signal-to-noise and interference ratios in excess of 10–12 dBs. The key system features
are summarized in Table 27.3.

Defining Terms

A3: Authentication algorithm

A5: Cyphering algorithm

A8: Confidential algorithm to compute the cyphering key

AB: Access burst

ACCH: Associated control channel

ADC: Administration center

AGCH: Access grant control channel

AUC: Authentication center

AWGN: Additive Gaussian noise

BCCH: Broadcast control channel

BER: Bit error ratio

BFI: Bad frame indicator flag

BN : Bit number

BS: Base station

BS-PBGT: BS powerbudget: to be evaluated for power budget motivated handovers

BSIC: Base station identifier code

CC: Convolutional codec

CCCH: Common control channel

CELL BAR ACCESS: Booleanflag to indicate, whether theMSispermitted toaccess the specific
traffic cell

CNC: Comfort noise computation

CNI: Comfort noise insertion

CNU: Comfort noise update state in the DTX handler

DB: Dummy burst

DL: Down link

DSI: Digital speech interpolation to improve link efficiency

DTX: Discontinuous transmission for power consumption and interference reduction

EIR: Equipment identity register

EOS: End of speech flag in the DTX handler

FACCH: Fast associated control channel

FCB: Frequency correction burst
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FCCH: Frequency correction channel

FEC: Forward error correction

FH: Frequency hopping

FN : TDMA frame number

GMSK: Gaussian minimum shift keying

GP: Guard space

HGO: Handover in the VAD

HLR: Home location register

HO: Handover

HOCT: Handover counter in the VAD

HO MARGIN: Handover margin to facilitate hysteresis

HSN: Hopping sequence number: frequency hopping algorithm’s input variable

IMSI: International mobile subscriber identity

ISDN: Integrated services digital network

LAI: Location area identifier

LAR: Logarithmic area ratio

LTP: Long term predictor

MA: Mobile allocation: set of legitimate RF channels, input variable in the frequency hopping
algorithm

MAI: Mobile allocation index: output variable of the FH algorithm

MAIO: Mobile allocation index offset: initial RF channel offset, input variable of the FH
algorithm

MS: Mobile station

MSC: Mobile switching center

MSRN: Mobile station roaming number

MS TXPWR MAX: Maximum permitted MS transmitted power on a specific traffic channel
in a specific traffic cell

MS TXPWR MAX(n): Maximum permitted MS transmitted power on a specific traffic chan-
nel in the nth adjacent traffic cell

NB: Normal burst

NMC: Network management center

NUFR: Receiver noise update flag

NUFT: Noise update flag to ask for SID frame transmission

OMC: Operation and maintenance center

PARCOR: Partial correlation

PCH: Paging channel

PCM: Pulse code modulation

PIN: Personal identity number for MSs

PLMN: Public land mobile network

PLMN PERMITTED: Boolean flag to indicate whether the MS is permitted to access the
specific PLMN

PSTN: Public switched telephone network
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QN : Quarter bit number

R: Random number in the authentication process

RA: Rural area channel impulse response

RACH: Random access channel

RF: Radio frequency

RFCH: Radio frequency channel

RFN: Reduced TDMA frame number: equivalent representation of the TDMA frame number
that is used in the synchronization channel

RNTABLE: Random number table utilized in the frequency hopping algorithm

RPE: Regular pulse excited

RPE-LTP: Regular pulse excited codec with long term predictor

RS-232: Serial data transmission standard equivalent to CCITT V24. interface

RXLEV: Received signal level: parameter used in handovers

RXQUAL: Received signal quality: parameter used in handovers

S: Signed response in the authentication process

SACCH: Slow associated control channel

SB: Synchronization burst

SCH: Synchronization channel

SCPC: Single channel per carrier

SDCCH: Stand-alone dedicated control channel

SE: Speech extrapolation

SID: Silence identifier

SIM: Subscriber identity module in MSs

SPRX: Speech received flag

SPTX: Speech transmit flag in the DTX handler

STP: Short term predictor

TA: Timing advance

TB: Tailing bits

TCH: Traffic channel

TCH/F: Full-rate traffic channel

TCH/F2.4: Full-rate 2.4-kb/s data traffic channel

TCH/F4.8: Full-rate 4.8-kb/s data traffic channel

TCH/F9.6: Full-rate 9.6-kb/s data traffic channel

TCH/FS: Full-rate speech traffic channel

TCH/H: Half-rate traffic channel

TCH/H2.4: Half-rate 2.4-kb/s data traffic channel

TCH/H4.8: Half-rate 4.8-kb/s data traffic channel

TDMA: Time division multiple access

TMSI: Temporary mobile subscriber identifier

T N : Time slot number

TU: Typical urban channel impulse response
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TXFL: Transmit flag in the DTX handler

UL: Up link

VAD: Voice activity detection

VE: Viterbi equalizer

VLR: Visiting location register
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28.1 Introduction

The goals of this chapter are to give the reader a tutorial introduction and high-level understanding of
the techniques employed for speech transmissionby the IS-54digital cellular standard. It buildson the
information provided in the standards document but is not meant to be a replacement for it. Separate
standards cover the control channel used for the setup of calls and their handoff to neighboring cells,
as well as the encoding of data signals for transmission. For detailed implementation information
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the reader should consult the most recent standards document [9].
IS-54 provides for encoding bidirectional speech signals digitally and transmitting them over cel-

lular and microcellular mobile radio systems. It retains the 30-kHz channel spacing of the earlier
advanced mobile telephone service (AMPS), which uses analog frequency modulation for speech
transmission and frequency shift keying for signalling. The two directions of transmission use fre-
quencies some 45 MHz apart in the band between 824 and 894 MHz. AMPS employs one channel per
conversation in each direction, a technique known as frequency division multiple access (FDMA).
IS-54 employs time division multiple access (TDMA) by allowing three, and in the future six, simul-
taneous transmissions to share each frequency band. Because the overall 30-kHz channelization of
the allocated 25 MHz of spectrum in each direction is retained, it is also known as a FDMA-TDMA
system. In contrast, the later IS-95 standard employs code division multiple access (CDMA) over
bands of 1.23 MHz by combining several 30-kHz frequency channels.

Each frequency channel provides for transmission at a digital bit rate of 48.6 kb/s through use
of differential quadrature-phase shift key (DQPSK) modulation at a 24.3-kBd channel rate. The
channel is divided into six time slots every 40 ms. The full-rate voice coder employs every third
time slot and utilizes 13 kb/s for combined speech and channel coding. The six slots provide for an
eventual half-rate channel occupying one slot per 40 ms frame and utilizing only about 6.5 kb/s for
each call. Thus, the simultaneous call carrying capacity with IS-54 is increased by a factor 3(factor
6 in the future) above that of AMPS. All digital transmission is expected to result in a reduction in
transmitted power. The resulting reduction in intercell interference may allow more frequent reuse
of the same frequency channels than the reuse pattern of seven cells for AMPS. Additional increases
in erlang capacity (the total call-carrying capacity at a given blocking rate) may be available from the
increased trunking efficiency achieved by the larger number of simultaneously available channels.
The first systems employing dual-mode AMPS and TDMA service were put into operation in 1993.

In 1996 the TIA introduced the IS-641 enhanced full rate codec. This codec consists of 7.4 kb/s
speech coding following the algebraic code-excited linear prediction (ACELP) technique [7], and
5.6 kb/s channel coding. The 13 kb/s coded information replaces the combined 13 kb/s for speech and
channel coding introduced by the IS-54 standard. The new codec provides significant enhancements
in terms of speech quality and robustness to transmission errors. The quality enhancement for clear
channels results from the improved modeling of the stochastic excitation by means of an algebraic
codebook instead of the two trained VSELP codebooks. Improved robustness to transmission errors
is achieved by employing predictive quantization techniques for the linear-prediction filter and gain
parameters, and increasing the number of bits protected by forward error correction.

28.2 Modulation of Digital Voice and Data Signals

The modulation method used in IS-54 is π/4 shifted differentially encoded quadrature phase-shift
keying (DPSK). Symbols are transmitted as changes in phase rather than their absolute values. The
binary data stream is converted to two binary streams Xk and Yk formed from the odd- and even-
numbered bits, respectively. The quadrature streams Ik and Qk are formed according to

Ik = Ik−1 cos[1φ (Xk, Yk)] − Qk−1 sin [1φ (Xk, Yk)]

Qk = Ik−1 sin [1φ (Xk, Yk)] + Qk−1 cos[1φ (Xk, Yk)]

where Ik−1 and Qk−1 are the amplitudes at the previous pulse time. The phase change 1φ takes
the values π/4, 3π/4, −π/4, and −3π/4 for the dibit (Xk, Yk) symbols (0,0), (0,1), (1,0) and (1,1),
respectively. This results in a rotation by π/4 between the constellations for odd and even symbols.
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The differential encoding avoids the problem of 180◦ phase ambiguity that may otherwise result in
estimation of the carrier phase.

The signals Ik and Qk at the output of the differential phase encoder can take one of five values,
0, ±1, ±1/

√
2 as indicated in the constellation of Fig. 28.1. The corresponding impulses are applied

to the inputs of the I and Q baseband filters, which have linear phase and square root raised cosine
frequency responses. The generic modulator circuit is shown in Fig. 28.2. The rolloff factor α

determines the width of the transition band and its value is 0.35,

|H(f )| =




1, 0 ≤ f ≤ (1 − α)/2T
√

1/2{1 − sin[π(2f T − 1)/2α]}, (1 − α)/2T ≤ f ≤ (1 + α)/2T

0, f > (1 + α)/2T

FIGURE 28.1: Constellation for π/4 shifted QPSK modulation. Source: TIA, 1992. Cellular System
Dual-mode Mobile Station–Base Station Compatibility Standard TIA/EIA IS-54. With permission.
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FIGURE 28.2: Generic modulation circuit for digital voice and data signals. Source: TIA, 1992.
Cellular System Dual-mode Mobile Station–Base Station Compatibility Standard TIA/EIA IS-54.
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28.3 Speech Coding Fundamentals

The IS-54 standard employs a vector-sum excited linear prediction (VSELP) coding technique. It
represents a specific formulation of the much larger class of code-excited linear prediction (CELP)
coders [2] that have proved effective in recent years for the coding of speech at moderate rates in
the range 4–16 kb/s. VSELP provides reconstructed speech with a quality that is comparable to that
available with frequency modulation and analog transmission over the AMPS system. The coding
rate employed is 7.95 kb/s. Each of the six slots per frame carry 260 b of speech and channel coding
information for a gross information rate of 13 kb/s. The 260 b correspond to 20 ms of real time
speech, transmitted as a single burst.

For an excellent recent review of speech coding techniques for transmission, the reader is referred
to Gersho, 1994 [3]. Most modern speech coders use a form of analysis by synthesis coding where the
encoder determines the coded signal one segment at a time by feeding candidate excitation segments
into a replica of a synthesis filter and selecting the segment that minimizes the distortion between the
original and reproduced signals. Linear prediction coding (LPC) techniques [1] encode the speech
signal by first finding an optimum linear filter to remove the short-time correlation, passing the signal
through that LPC filter to obtain a residual signal, and encoding this residual using much fewer bits
than would have been required to code the original signal with the same fidelity. In most cases the
coding of the residual is divided into two steps. First, the long-time correlation due to the periodic
pitch excitation is removed by means of an optimum one-tap filter with adjustable gain and lag.
Next, the remaining residual signal, which now closely resembles a white-noise signal, is encoded.
Code-excited linear predictors use one or more codebooks from which they select replicas of the
residual of the input signal by means of a closed-loop error-minimization technique. The index of
the codebook entry as well as the parameters of all the filters are transmitted to allow the speech signal
to be reconstructed at the receiver. Most code-excited coders use trained codebooks. Starting with a
codebook containing Guassian signal segments, entries that are found to be used rarely in coding a
large body of speech data are iteratively eliminated to result in a smaller codebook that is considered
more effective.

The speech signal can be considered quasistationary or stationary for the duration of the speech
frame, of the order of 20 ms. The parameters of the short-term filter, the LPC coefficients, are deter-
mined by analysis of the autocorrelation function of a suitably windowed segment of the input signal.
To allow accurate determination of the time-varying pitch lag as well as simplify the computations,
each speech frame is divided into four 5-ms subframes. Independent pitch filter computations and
residual coding operations are carried out for each subframe.

The speech decoder attempts to reconstruct the speech signal from the received information as
best possible. It employs a codebook identical to that of the encoder for excitation generation and,
in the absence of transmission errors, would produce an exact replica of the signal that produced the
minimized error at the encoder. Transmission errors do occur, however, due, to signal fading and
excessive interference. Since any attempt at retransmission would incur unacceptable signal delays,
sufficient error protection is provided to allow correction of most transmission errors.

28.4 Channel Coding Considerations

The sharp limitations on available bandwidth for error protection argue for careful consideration of
the sensitivity of the speech coding parameters to transmission errors. Pairwise interleaving of coded
blocks and convolutional coding of a subset of the parameters permit correction of a limited number
of transmission errors. In addition, a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is used to determine whether
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the error correction was successful. The coded information is divided into three blocks of varying
sensitivity to errors. Group 1 contains the most sensitive bits, mainly the parameters of the LPC filter
and frame energy, and is protected by both error detection and correction bits. Group 2 is provided
with error correction only. The third group, comprising mostly the fixed codebook indices, is not
protected at all.

The speech signal contains significant temporal redundancy. Thus, speech frames within which
errors have been detected may be reconstructed with the aid of previously correctly received infor-
mation. A bad-frame masking procedure attempts to hide the effects of short fades by extrapolating
the previously received parameters. Of course, if the errors persist, the decoded signal must be muted
while an attempt is made to hand off the connection to a base station to/from which the mobile may
experience better reception.

28.5 VSELP Encoder

A block diagram of the VSELP speech encoder [4] is shown in Fig. 28.3. The excitation signal is
generated from three components, the output of a long term or pitch filter, as well as entries from
two codebooks. A weighted synthesis filter generates a synthesized approximation to the frequency-
weighted input signal. The weighted mean square error between these two signals is used to drive
the error minimization process. This weighted error is considered to be a better approximation to
the perceptually important noise components than the unweighted mean square error. The total
weighted square error is minimized by adjusting the pitch lag and the codebook indices as well as
their gains. The decoder follows the encoder closely and generates the excitation signal identically to
the encoder but uses an unweighted linear-prediction synthesis filter to generate the decoded signal.
A spectral postfilter is added after the synthesis filter to enhance the quality of the reconstructed
speech.

The precise data rate of the speech coder is 7950 b/s or 159 b per time slot, each corresponding
to 20 ms of signal in real time. These 159 b are allocated as follows: 1) short-term filter coefficients,
38 bits; 2) frame energy, 5 bits; 3) pitch lag, 28 bits; 4) codewords, 56 bits; and 5) gain values, 32 bits.

28.6 Linear Prediction Analysis and Quantization

The purpose of the LPC analysis filter is to whiten the spectrum of the input signal so that it can
be better matched by the codebook outputs. The corresponding LPC synthesis filter A(z) restores
the short-time speech spectrum characteristics to the output signal. The transfer function of the
tenth-order synthesis filter is given by

A(z) = 1

1 − ∑Np

i=1 αiz−i

The filter predictor parameters α1, . . . , αNp are not transmitted directly. Instead, a set of reflection
coefficients r1, . . . , rNp are computed and quantized. The predictor parameters are determined
from the reflection coefficients using a well-known backward recursion algorithm [6].

A variety of algorithms are known that determine a set of reflection coefficients from a windowed
input signal. One suchalgorithmis thefixedpointcovariancelattice, FLAT,whichbuilds anoptimum
inverse lattice stage by stage. At each stage j , the sum of the mean-squared forward and backward
residuals is minimized by selection of the best reflection coefficient rj . The analysis window used
is 170 samples long, centered with respect to the middle of the fourth 5-ms subframe of the 20-ms
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FIGURE 28.3: Black diagram of the speech encoder in VSELP. TIA. 1992. Cellular system Dual-mode
Mobile Station–Base Station Compatibility Standard. TIA/EIA IS-54.

frame. Since this centerpoint is 20 samples from the end of the frame, 65 samples from the next frame
to be coded are used in computing the reflection coefficient of the current frame. This introduces a
lookahead delay of 8.125 ms.

The FLAT algorithm first computes the covariance matrix of the input speech for NA = 170and
Np = 10,

φ(i, k) =
NA−1∑
n=Np

s(n − i)s(n − k), 0 ≤ i, k ≤ Np ,

Define the forward residual out of stage j as fj (n) and the backward residual as bj (n). Then the
autocorrelation of the initial forward residual F0(i, k) is given by φ(i, k). The autocorrelation of the
initial backward residual B0(i, k) is given by φ(i + 1, k + 1) and the initial cross correlation of the
two residuals is given by C0(i, k) = φ(i, k + 1) for 0 ≤ i, k ≤ Np−1. Initially j is set to 1. The
reflection coefficient at each stage is determined as the ratio of the cross correlation to the mean of
the autocorrelations. A block diagram of the computations is shown in Fig. 28.4. By quantizing the
reflection coefficients within the computation loops, reflection coefficients at subsequent stages are
computed taking into account the quantization errors of the previous stages. Specifically,

C′
j−1 = Cj−1(0, 0) + Cj−1(Np − j, Np − j)

F ′
j−1 = Fj−1(0, 0) + Fj−1(Np − j, Np − j)

B ′
j−1 = Bj−1(0, 0) + Bj−1(Np − j, Np − j)
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FIGURE 28.4: Block diagram for lattice covariance computations.

and

rj = −2C′
j−1

F ′
j−1 + B ′

j−1

Use of two sets of correlation values separated by Np − j samples provides additional stability to the
computed reflection coefficients in case the input signal changes form rapidly.

Once a quantized reflection coefficient rj has been determined, the resulting auto- and cross
correlations can be determined iteratively as

Fj (i, k) = Fj−1(i, k) + rj [Cj−1(i, k) + Cj−1(k, i)] + r2
j Bj−1(i, k)

Bj (i, k) = Bj−1(i + 1, k + 1) + rj [Cj−1(i + 1, k + 1) + Cj−1(k + 1, i + 1)]
+ r2

j Fj−1(i + 1, k + 1)

and

Cj (i, k) = Cj−1(i, k + 1) + rj [Bj−1(i, k + 1) + Fj−1(i, k + 1)]
+ r2

j Cj−1(k + 1, i)
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These computations are carried out iteratively for rj , j = 1, . . . , Np .

28.7 Bandwidth Expansion

Poles with very narrow bandwidths may introduce undesirable distortions into the synthesized signal.
Use of a binomial window with effective bandwidth of 80 Hz suffices to limit the ringing of the LPC
filter and reduce the effect of the LPC filter selected for one frame on the signal reconstructed for
subsequent frames. To achieve this, prior to searching for the reflection coefficients, the φ(i, k) is
modified by use of a window function w( j), j = 1, . . . , 10, as follows:

φ′(i, k) = φ(i, k)w(|i − k|)

28.8 Quantizing and Encoding the Reflection Coefficients

The distortion introduced into the overall spectrum by quantizing the reflection coefficients dimin-
ishes as we move to higher orders in the reflection coefficients. Accordingly, more bits are assigned
to the lower order coefficients. Specifically, 6, 5, 5, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, and 2 b are assigned to r1, . . . , r10,
respectively. Scalar quantization of the reflection coefficients is used in IS-54 because it is particu-
larly simple. Vector quantization achieves additional quantizing efficiencies at the cost of significant
added complexity.

It is important to preserve the smooth time evolution of the linear prediction filter. Both the
encoder and decoder linearly interpolate the coefficients αi for the first, second and third subframes
of each frame using the coefficients determined for the previous and current frames. The fourth
subframe uses the values computed for that frame.

28.9 VSELP Codebook Search

The codebook search operation selects indices for the long-term filter (pitch lag L) and the two
codebooks I and H so as to minimize the total weighted error. This closed-loop search is the most
computationally complex part of the encoding operation, and significant effort has been invested to
minimize the complexity of these operations without degrading performance. To reduce complex-
ity, simultaneous optimization of the codebook selections is replaced by a sequential optimization
procedure, which considers the long-term filter search as the most significant and therefore executes
it first. The two vector-sum codebooks are considered to contribute less and less to the minimization
of the error, and their search follows in sequence. Subdivision of the total codebook into two vector
sums simplifies the processing and makes the result less sensitive to errors in decoding the individual
bits arising from transmission errors.

Entries from each of the two vector-sum codebooks can be expressed as the sum of basis vectors. By
orthogonalizing these basis vectors to the previously selected codebook component(s), one ensures
that the newly introduced components reduce the remaining errors. The subframes over which the
codebook search is carried out are 5 ms or 40 samples long. An optimal search would need exploration
of a 40-dimensional space. The vector-sum approximation limits the search to 14 dimensions after
the optimal pitch lag has been selected. The search is further divided into two stages of 7 dimensions
each. The two codebooks are specified in terms of the fourteen, 40-dimensional basis vectors stored
at the encoder and decoder. The two 7-b indices indicate the required weights on the basic vectors
to arrive at the two optimum codewords.
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The codebook search can be viewed as selecting the three best directions in 40-dimensional space,
which when summed result in the best approximation to the weighted input signal. The gains of the
three components are determined through a separate error minimization process.

28.10 Long-Term Filter Search

The long-term filter is optimized by selection of a lag value that minimizes the error between the
weighted input signal p(n) and the past excitation signal filtered by the current weighted synthesis
filterH(z). There are 127 possible coded lag values provided corresponding to lags of 20–146 samples.
One value is reserved for the case when all correlations between the input and the lagged residuals are
negative and use of no long term filter output would be best. To simplify the convolution operation
between the impulse response of the weighted synthesis filter and the past excitation, the impulse
response is truncated to 21 samples or 2.5 ms. Once the lag is determined, the untruncated impulse
response is used to compute the weighted long-term lag vector.

28.11 Orthogonalization of the Codebooks

Prior to the search of the first codebook, each filtered basis vector may be made orthogonal to the
long-term filter output, the zero-state response of the weighted synthesis filter H(z) to the long-term
prediction vector. Each orthogonalized filtered basis vector is computed by subtracting its projection
onto the long-term filter output from itself.

Similarly, the basis vectors of the second codebook can be orthogonalized with respect to both
the long-term filter output and the first codebook output, the zero-state response of H(z) to the
previously selected summation of first-codebook basis vectors. In each case the codebook excitation
can be reconstituted as

uk,i(n) =
M∑

m=1

θimvk,m(n)

where k = 1, 2 for the two codebooks, i = I or H the 7-b code vector received, vk,m are the
two sets of basis vectors, and θim = +1 if bit m of codeword i = 1 and −1 if bit m of codeword
i = 0. Orthogonalization is not required at the decoder since the gains of the codebooks outputs are
determined with respect to the weighted nonorthogonalized code vectors.

28.12 Quantizing the Excitation and Signal Gains

The three codebook gain values β, γ1, and γ2 are transformed to three new parameters GS, P0 and
P1 for quantization purposes. GS is an energy offset parameter that equalizes the input and output
signal energies. It adjusts the energy of the output of the LPC synthesis filter to equal the energy
computed for the same subframe at the encoder input. P0 is the energy contribution of the long-term
prediction vector as a fraction of the total excitation energy within the subframe. Similarly, P1 is
the energy contribution of the code vector selected from the first codebook as a fraction of the total
excitation energy of the subframe. The transformation reduces the dynamic range of the parameters
to be encoded. An 8-b vector quantizer efficiently encodes the appropriate (GS, P0, P1) vectors
by selecting the vector which minimizes the weighted error. The received and decoded values β, γ1,
and γ2 are computed from the received (GS, P0, P1) vector and applied to reconstitute the decoded
signal.
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28.13 Channel Coding and Interleaving

The goals of channel coding are to reduce the impairments in the reconstructed speech due to
transmission errors. The 159 b characterizing each 20-ms block of speech are divided into two
classes, 77 in class 1 and 82 in class 2. Class 1 includes the bits in which errors result in a more
significant impairment, whereas the speech quality is considered less sensitive to the class- 2 bits.
Class 1 generally includes the gain, pitch lag, and more significant reflection coefficient bits. In
addition, a 7-b cyclic redundancy check is applied to the 12 most perceptually significant bits of class
1 to indicate whether the error correction was successful. Failure of the CRC check at the receiver
suggests that the received information is so erroneous that it would be better to discard it than use it.
The error correction coding is illustrated in Fig. 28.5.
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FIGURE 28.5: Error correction insertion for speech coder. Source TIA, 1992. Cellular Systems Dual-
Mode Mobile Station–Base Station Compatibility Standards. TIA/EIA IS-54. With permission.

The error correction technique used is rate 1/2 convolutional coding with a constraint length of
5 [5]. A tail of 5 b is appended to the 84 b to be convolutionally encoded to result in a 178-b output.
Inclusion of the tail bits ensures independent decoding of successive time slots and no propagation
of errors between slots.

Interleaving the bits to be transmitted over two time slots is introduced to diminish the effects of
short deep fades and to improve the error-correction capabilities of the channel coding technique.
Two speech frames, the previous and the present, are interleaved so that the bits from each speech
block span two transmission time slots separated by 20 ms. The interleaving attempts to separate the
convolutionally coded class-1 bits from one frame as much as possible in time by inserting noncoded
class-2 bits between them.
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28.14 Bad Frame Masking

A CRC failure indicates that the received data is unusable, either due to transmission errors resulting
from a fade, or from pre-emption of the time slot by a control message (fast associated control
channel, FACCH). To mask the effects that may result from leaving a gap in the speech signal, a
masking operation based on the temporal redundancy between adjacent speech blocks has been
proposed. Such masking can at best bridge over short gaps but cannot recover loss of signal of longer
duration. The bad frame masking operation may follow a finite state machine where each state
indicates an operation appropriate to the elapsed duration of the fade to which it corresponds. The
masking operation consists of copying the previous LPC information and attenuating the gain of
the signal. State 6 corresponds to error sequences exceeding 100 ms, for which the output signal is
muted. The result of such a masking operation is generation of an extrapolation in the gap to the
previously received signal, significantly reducing the perceptual effects of short fades. No additional
delay is introduced in the reconstructed signal. At the same time, the receiver will report a high
frequency of bad frames leading the system to explore handoff possibilities immediately. A quick
successful handoff will result in rapid signal recovery.

28.15 ACELP Encoder

The ACELP encoder employs linear prediction analysis and quantization techniques similar to those
used in VSELP and discussed in Section 28.6. The frame structure of 20 ms frames and 5 ms subframes
is preserved. Linear prediction analysis is carried out for every frame. The ACELP encoder uses a
long-term filter similar to the one discussed in Section 28.10 and represented as an adaptive codebook.
The nonpredictable part of the LPC residual is represented in terms of ACELP codebooks, which
replace the two VSELP codebooks shown in Fig. 28.3.

Instead of encoding the reflection coefficients as in VSELP, the information is transformed into
line-spectral frequency pairs (LSP) [8]. The LSPs can be derived from linear prediction coefficients,
a 10th order analysis generating 10 line-spectral frequencies (LSF), 5 poles, and 5 zeroes. The LSFs
can be vector quantized and the LPC coefficients recalculated from the quantized LSFs. As long as the
interleaved order of the poles and zeroes is preserved, quantization of the LSPs preserves the stability
of the LPC synthesis filters. The LSPs of any frame can be better predicted from the values calculated
and transmitted corresponding to previous frames, resulting in additional advantages. The long-
term means of the LSPs are calculated for a large body of speech data and stored at both the encoder
and decoder. First-order moving-average prediction is then used for the mean-removed LSPs. The
time-prediction technique also permits use of predicted values for the LSPs in case uncorrectable
transmissions errors are encountered, resulting in reduced speech degradation. To simplify the
vector quantization operations, each LSP vector is split into 3 subvectors of dimensions 3, 3, and
4. The three subvectors are quantized with 8, 9, and 9 bits respectively, corresponding to a total bit
assignment of 26 bits per frame for LPC information.

28.16 Algebraic Codebook Structure and Search

Algebraic codebooks contain relatively few pulses having nonzero values leading to rapid search of
the possible innovation vectors, the vectors which together with the ACB output form the excitation
of the LPC filter for the current subframe. In this implementation the 40-position innovation vector
contains only four nonzero pulses and each can take on only values +1 and −1. The 40 positions are
divided into four tracks and one pulse is selected from each track. The tracks are generally equally
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spaced but differ in their starting value, thus the first pulse can take on positions 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25,
30, or 35 and the second has possible positions 1, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26, 31, or 36. The first three pulse
positions are coded with 3 bits and the fourth pulse position (starting positions 3 or 4) with 4 bits,
resulting in a 17-bit sequence for the algebraic code of each subframe.

The algebraic codebook is searched by minimizing the mean square error between the weighted
input speech and the weighted synthesized speech over the time span of each subframe. In each
case the weighting is that produced by a perceptual weighting filter that has the effect of shaping the
spectrum of the synthesis error signal so that it is better masked by spectrum of the current speech
signal.

28.17 Quantization of the Gains for ACELP Encoding

The adaptive codebook gain and the fixed (algebraic) codebook gains are vector quantized using
a 7-bit codebook. The gain codebook search is performed by minimizing the mean-square of the
weighted error between the original and the reconstructed speech, expressed as a function of the
adaptive codebook gain and a fixed codebook correction factor. This correction factor represents the
log energy difference between a predicted gain and an estimated gain. The predicted gain is computed
using fourth-order moving-average prediction with fixed coefficients on the innovation energy of
each subframe. The result is a smoothed energy profile even in the presence of modest quantization
errors. As discussed above in case of the LSP quantization, the moving-average prediction serves to
provide predicted values even when the current frame information is lost due to transmission errors.
Degradations resulting from loss of one or two frames of information are thereby mitigated.

28.18 Channel Coding for ACELP Encoding

The channel coding and interleaving operations for ACELP speech coding are similar to those dis-
cussed in Section 28.13 for VSELP coding. The number of bits protected by both error-detection
(parity) and error-correction convolutional coding is increased to 48 from 12. Rate 1/2 convolu-
tional coding is used on the 108 more significant bits, 96 class-1 bits, 7 CRC bits and the 5 tail bits
of the convolutional coder, resulting in 216 coded class-1 bits. Eight of the 216 bits are dropped by
puncturing, yielding 208 coded class-1 bits which are then combined with 52 nonprotected class-2
bits. As compared to the channel coding of the VSELP encoder, the numbers of protected bits is
increased and the number of unprotected bits is reduced while keeping the overall coding structure
unchanged.

28.19 Conclusions

The IS-54 digital cellular standard specifies modulation and speech coding techniques for mobile
cellular systems that allow the interoperation of terminals built by a variety of manufacturers and
systems operated across the country by a number of different service providers. It permits speech
communicationwithgoodquality ina transmissionenvironmentcharacterizedby frequentmultipath
fadingandsignificant intercell interference. Generally, thequalityof the IS-54decodedspeech isbetter
at the edges of a cell than the corresponding AMPS transmission due to the error mitigation resulting
from channel coding. Near a base station or in the absence of significant fading and interference, the
IS-54 speech quality is reported to be somewhat worse than AMPS due to the inherent limitations
of the analysis–synthesis model in reconstructing arbitrary speech signals with limited bits. The
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IS-641 standard coder achieves higher speech quality, particularly at the edges of heavily occupied
cells where transmission errors may be more numerous. At this time no new systems following the
IS-54 standard are being introduced. Most base-stations have been converted to transmit and receive
on the IS-641 standard as well and use of IS-54 transmissions is dropping rapidly. At the time of
its introduction in 1996 the IS-641 coder represented the state of the art in terms of toll quality
speech coding near 8 kb/s, a significant improvement over the IS-54 coder introduced in 1990. These
standards represent reasonable engineering compromises between high performance and complexity
sufficiently low to permit single-chip implementations in mobile terminals.

Both IS-54 and IS-641 are considered second generation cellular standards. Third generation
cellular systems promise higher call capacities through better exploitation of the time-varying trans-
mission requirements of speech conversations, as well as improved modulation and coding in wider
spectrum bandwidths that achieve similar bit-error ratios but reduce the required transmitted power.
Until such systems are introduced, the second generation TDMA systems can be expected to provide
many years of successful cellular and personal communications services.

Defining Terms

Codebook: A set of signal vectors available to both the encoder and decoder.

Covariance lattice algorithm: Analgorithmfor reductionof the covariancematrixof the signal
consisting of several lattice stages, each stage implementing an optimal first-order filter
with a single coefficient.

Reflection coefficient: A parameter of each stage of the lattice linear prediction filter that de-
termines 1) a forward residual signal at the output of the filter-stage by subtracting from
the forward residual at the input a linear function of the backward residual, also 2) a
backward residual at the output of the filter stage by subtracting a linear function of the
forward residual from the backward residual at the input.

Vector quantizer: A quantizer that assigns quantized vectors to a vector of parameters based
on their current values by minimizing some error criterion.
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29.1 History and Background

Following a decade of world-wide research and development (R&D), cordless telephones (CT) are
now becoming widespread consumer products, and they are paving the way towards ubiquitous,
low-cost personal communications networks (PCN) [7, 8]. The two most well-known European
representatives of CTs are the digital European cordless telecommunications (DECT) system [1, 5]
and the CT-2 system [2, 6]. Three potential application areas have been identified, namely, domestic,
business, and public access, which is also often referred to as telepoint (TP).

In addition to conventional voice communications, CTs have been conceived with additional data
services and local area network (LAN) applications in mind. The fundamental difference between
conventional mobile radio systems and CT systems is that CTs have been designed for small to
very small cells, where typically benign low-dispersion, dominant line-of-sight (LOS) propagation
conditions prevail. Therefore, CTs can usually dispense with channel equalizers and complex low-rate
speech codecs, since the low-signal dispersion allows for the employment of higher bit rates before
the effect of channel dispersion becomes a limiting factor. On the same note, the LOS propagation
scenario is associatedwithmild fadingornear-constant received signal level, andwhencombinedwith
appropriate small-cell power-budget design, it ensures a high average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
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These prerequisites facilitate the employment of high-rate, low-complexity speech codecs, which
maintain a low battery drain. Furthermore, the deployment of forward error correction codecs can
often also be avoided, which reduces both the bandwidth requirement and the power consumption
of the portable station (PS).

A further difference between public land mobile radio (PLMR) systems [3] and CTs is that whereas
the formerendeavor to standardizevirtually all systemfeatures, the latter seek tooffer a so-calledaccess
technology, specifying the common air interface (CAI), access and signalling protocols, and some
network architecture features, but leaving many other characteristics unspecified. By the same token,
whereas PLMR systems typically have a rigid frequency allocation scheme and fixed cell structure,
CTs use dynamic channel allocation (DCA) [4]. The DCA principle allows for a more intelligent
and judicious channel assignment, where the base station (BS) and PS select an appropriate traffic
channel on the basis of the prevailing traffic and channel quality conditions, thus minimizing, for
example, the effect of cochannel interference or channel blocking probability.

In contrast to PLMR schemes, such as the Pan-European global system of mobile communications
(GSM) system [3], CT systems typically dispense with sophisticated mobility management, which
accounts for the bulk of the cost of PLMR call charges, although they may facilitate limited hand-over
capabilities. Whereas in residential applicationsCTsare theextensionof thepublic switched telephone
network (PSTN), the concept of omitting mobility management functions, such as location update,
etc., leads to telepoint CT applications where users are able to initiate but not to receive calls. This
fact drastically reduces the network operating costs and, ultimately, the call charge at a concomittant
reduction of the services rendered.

Having considered some of the fundamental differences between PLMR and CT systems let us now
review the basic features of the CT-2 system.

29.2 The CT-2 Standard

The European CT-2 recommendation has evolved from the British standard MPT-1375 with the
aim of ensuring the compatibility of various manufacturers’ systems as well as setting performance
requirements, which would encourage the development of cost-efficient implementations. Further
standardization objectives were to enable future evolution of the system, for example, by reserving
signalling messages for future applications and to maintain a low PS complexity even at the expense
of higher BS costs. The CT-2 or MPT 1375 CAI recommendation is constituted by the four following
parts.

1. Radio interface: Standardizes the radio frequency (RF) parameters, such as legitimate
channel frequencies, the modulation method, the transmitter power control, and the
required receiver sensitivity as well as the carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR) and the time
division duplex (TDD) multiple access scheme. Furthermore, the transmission burst and
master/slave timing structures to be used are also laid down, along with the scrambling
procedures to be applied.

2. Signalling layers one and two: Defines how the bandwidth is divided among signalling,
traffic data, and synchronization information. The description of the first signalling layer
includes the dynamic channel allocation strategy, calling channel detection, as well as
link setup and establishment algorithms. The second layer is concerned with issues of
various signalling message formats, as well as link establishment and re-establishment
procedures.
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3. Signalling layer three: The third signalling layer description includes a range of message
sequence diagrams as regards to call setup to telepoint BSs, private BSs, as well as the call
clear down procedures.

4. Speech coding and transmission: The last part of the standard is concerned with the
algorithmic and performance features of the audio path, including frequency responses,
clipping, distortion, noise, and delay characteristics.

Having briefly reviewed the structure of the CT-2 recommendations let us now turn our attention
to its main constituent parts and consider specific issues of the system’s operation.

29.3 The Radio Interface

29.3.1 Transmission Issues

In our description of the system we will adopt the terminology used in the recommendation, where
the PS is called cordless portable part (CPP), whereas the BS is referred to as cordless fixed part (CFP).
The channel bandwidth and the channel spacing are 100 kHz, and the allocated system bandwidth is
40 MHz, which is hosted in the range of 864.15–868.15 MHz. Accordingly, a total of 40 RF channels
can be utilized by the system.

The accuracy of the radio frequency must be maintained within ±10 kHz of its nominal value
for both the CFP and CPP over the entire specified supply voltage and ambient temperature range.
To counteract the maximum possible frequency drift of 20 kHz, automatic frequency correction
(AFC) may be used in both the CFP and CPP receivers. The AFC may be allowed to control the
transmission frequency of only the CPP, however, in order to prevent the misalignment of both
transmission frequencies.

Binary frequency shift keying (FSK) is proposed, and the signalmust be shapedby anapproximately
Gaussian filter in order to maintain the lowest possible frequency occupancy. The resulting scheme is
referred to as Gaussian frequency shift keying (GFSK), which is closely related to Gaussian minimum
shift keying (GMSK) [7] used in the DECT [1] and GSM [3] systems.

Suffice to say that in M-arry FSK modems the carrier’s frequency is modulated in accordance with
the information to be transmitted, where the modulated signal is given by

Si(t) =
√

2E

T
cos[ωit + 8] i = 1, . . . , M

and E represents the bit energy, T the signalling interval length, ωi has M discrete values, whereas
the phase 8 is constant.

29.3.2 Multiple Access and Burst Structure

The so-called TDD multiple access scheme is used, which is demonstrated in Fig. 29.1. The simple
principle is to use the same radio frequency for both uplink and downlink transmissions between the
CPP and the CFP, respectively, but with a certain staggering in time. This figure reveals further details
of the burst structure, indicating that 66 or 68 b per TDD frame are transmitted in both directions.

There is a3.5-or5.5-bdurationguardperiod (GP)between theuplinkanddownlink transmissions,
and half of the time the CPP (the other half of the time the CFP) is transmitting with the other part
listening, accordingly. Although the guard period wastes some channel capacity, it allows a finite time
for both the CPP and CFP for switching from transmission to reception and vice versa. The burst
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structure of Fig. 29.1 is used during normal operation across an established link for the transmission
of adaptive differential pulse code modulated (ADPCM) speech at 32 kb/s according to the CCITT
G721 standard in a so-called B channel or bearer channel. The D channel, or signalling channel,
is used for the transmission of link control signals. This specific burst structure is referred to as a
multiplex one (M1) frame.

FIGURE 29.1: M1 burst and TDD frame structure.

Since the speech signal is encoded according to the CCITT G721 recommendation at 32 kb/s the
TDD bit rate must be in excess of 64 kb/s in order to be able to provide the idle guard space of 3.5-
or 5.5-b interval duration plus some signalling capacity. This is how channel capacity is sacrificed to
provide the GP. Therefore, the transmission bit rate is stipulated to be 72 kb/s and the transmission
burst length is 2 ms, during which 144-b intervals can be accommodated. As it was demonstrated in
Fig. 29.1, 66 or 68 b are transmitted in both the uplink and downlink burst, and taking into account
the guard spaces, the total transmission frame is constituted by (2·68) + 3.5 + 4.5 = 144 b or
equivalently, by (2·66) + 5.5 + 4.5 = 144 b. The 66-b transmission format is compulsory, whereas
the 68-b format is optional. In the 66-b burst there is one D bit dedicated to signalling at both
ends of the burst, whereas in the 68-b burst the two additional bits are also assigned to signalling.
Accordingly, the signalling rate becomes 2 b/2 ms or 4 b/2 ms, corresponding to 1 kb/s or 2 kb/s
signalling rates.

29.3.3 Power Ramping, Guard Period, and Propagation Delay

As mentioned before and suggested Fig. 29.1, there is a 3.5- or 5.5-b interval duration GP between
transmitted and received bursts. Since the signalling rate is 72 kb/s, the bit interval becomes about
1/(72 kb/s) ≈ 13.9 µs and, hence, the GP duration is about 49 µs or 76 µs. This GP serves a
number of purposes. Primarily, the GP allows the transmitter to ramp up and ramp down the trans-
mitted signal level smoothly over a finite time interval at the beginning and end of the transmitted
burst. This is necessary, because if the transmitted signal is toggled instantaneously, that is equiv-
alent to multiplying the transmitted signal by a rectangular time-domain window function, which
corresponds in the frequency domain to convolving the transmitted spectrum with a sinc function.
This convolution would result in spectral side-lobes over a very wide frequency range, which would
interfere with adjacent channels. Furthermore, due to the introduction of the guard period, both the
CFP and CPP can tolerate a limited propagation delay, but the entire transmitted burst must arrive
within the receivers’ window, otherwise the last transmitted bits cannot be decoded.
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29.3.4 Power Control

In order to minimize the battery drain and the cochannel interference load imposed upon cochannel
users, the CT-2 system provides a power control option. The CPPs must be able to transmit at two
different power levels, namely, either between 1 and 10 mW or at a level between 12 and 20 dB
lower. The mechanism for invoking the lower CPP transmission level is based on the received signal
level at the CFP. If the CFP detects a received signal strength more than 90 dB relative to 1 µV/m,
it may instruct the CPP to drop its transmitted level by the specified 12–20 dB. Since the 90-dB
gain factor corresponds to about a ratio of 31,623, this received signal strength would be equivalent
for a 10-cm antenna length to an antenna output voltage of about 3.16 mV. A further beneficial
ramification of using power control is that by powering down CPPs that are in the vicinity of a
telepoint-type multiple-transceiver CFP, the CFP’s receiver will not be so prone to being desensitised
by the high-powered close-in CPPs, which would severely degrade the reception quality of more
distant CPPs.

29.4 Burst Formats

As already mentioned in the previous section on the radio interface, there are three different sub-
channels assisting the operation of the CT-2 system, namely, the voice/data channel or B channel,
the signalling channel or D channel, and the burst synchronization channel or SYN channel. Accord-
ing to the momentary system requirements, a variable fraction of the overall channel capacity or,
equivalently, a variable fraction of the bandwidth can be allocated to any of these channels. Each
different channel capacity or bandwidth allocation mode is associated with a different burst structure
and accordingly bears a different name. The corresponding burst structures are termed as multiplex
one (M1), multiplex two (M2), and multiplex three (M3), of which multiplex one used during the
normal operation of established links has already been described in the previous section. Multiplex
two and three will be extensively used during link setup and establishment in subsequent sections, as
further details of the system’s operation are unravelled.

Signalling layer one (L1) defines the burst formats multiplex one–three just mentioned, outlines the
calling channel detection procedures, as well as link setup and establishment techniques. Layer two
(L2) deals with issues of acknowledged and unacknowledged information transfer over the radio link,
error detection and correction by retransmission, correct ordering of messages, and link maintenance
aspects.

The burst structure multiplex two is shown in Fig. 29.2. It is constituted by two 16-b D-channel
segments at both sides of the 10-b preamble (P) and the 24-b frame synchronization pattern (SYN),
and its signalling capacity is 32 b/2 ms = 16 kb/s. Note that the M2 burst does not carry any
B-channel information, it is dedicated to synchronization purposes. The 32-b D-channel message is
split in two 16-b segments in order to prevent that any 24-b fraction of the 32-b word emulates the
24-b SYN segment, which would result in synchronization misalignment.

Since the CFP plays the role of the master in a telepoint scenario communicating with many CPPs,
all of the CPP’s actions must be synchronized to those of the CFP. Therefore, if the CPP attempts to
initiate a call, the CFP will reinitiate it using the M2 burst, while imposing its own timing structure.
The 10-b preamble consists of an alternate zero/one sequence and assists in the operation of the
clock recovery circuitry, which has to be able to recover the clock frequency before the arrival of the
SYN sequence, in order to be able to detect it. The SYN sequence is a unique word determined by
computer search, which has a sharp autocorrelation peak, and its function is discussed later. The way
the M2 and M3 burst formats are used for signalling purposes will be made explicit in our further
discussions when considering the link setup procedures.
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FIGURE 29.2: CT2 multiplex two burst structure.

The specific SYN sequences used by the CFP and the CPP are shown in Table 29.1 along with
the so-called channel marker (CHM) sequences used for synchronization purposes by the M3 burst
format. Their differences will be made explicit during our further discourse. Observe from the table
that the sequences used by the CFP and CPP, namely, SYNF, CHMF and SYNP, CHMP, respectively,
are each other’s bit-wise inverses. This was introduced in order to prevent CPPs and CFPs from calling
each other directly. The CHM sequences are used, for instance, in residential applications, where the
CFP can issue an M2 burst containing a 24-b CHMF sequence and a so-called poll message mapped
on to the D-channel bits in order to wake up the specific CPP called. When the called CPP responds,
the CFP changes the CHMF to SYNF in order to prevent waking up further CPPs unnecessarily.

TABLE 29.1 CT-2 Synchronization Patterns
MSB LSB
(sent last) (sent first)

CHMF 1011 1110 0100 1110 0101 0000

CHMP 0100 0001 1011 0001 1010 1111

SYNCF 1110 1011 0001 1011 0000 0101

SYNCP 0001 0100 1110 0100 1111 1010

Since the CT-2 system does not entail mobility functions, such as registration of visiting CPPs in
other than their own home cells, in telepoint applications all calls must be initiated by the CPPs.
Hence, in this scenario when the CPP attempts to set up a link, it uses the so-called multiplex three
burst format displayed in Fig. 29.3. The design of the M3 burst reflects that the CPP initiating
the call is oblivious of the timing structure of the potentially suitable target CFP, which can detect
access attempts only during its receive window, but not while the CFP is transmitting. Therefore,
the M3 format is rather complex at first sight, but it is well structured, as we will show in our further
discussions. Observe in the figure that in the M3 format there are five consecutive 2-ms long 144-b
transmitted bursts, followed by two idle frames, during which the CPP listens in order to determine
whether its 24-b CHMP sequence has been detected and acknowledged by the CFP. This process can
be followed by consulting Fig. 29.6, which will be described in depth after considering the detailed
construction of the M3 burst.

The first four of the five 2-ms bursts are identical D-channel bursts, whereas the fifth one serves
as a synchronization message and has a different construction. Observe, furthermore, that both the
first four 144-b bursts as well as the fifth one contain four so-called submultiplex segments, each
of which hosts a total of (6 + 10 + 8 + 10 + 2) = 36 b. In the first four 144-b bursts there are
(6 + 8 + 2) = 16 one/zero clock-synchronizing P bits and (10 + 10) = 20 D bits or signalling bits.
Since the D-channel message is constituted by two 10-b half-messages, the first half of the D-message
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FIGURE 29.3: CT2 multiplex three burst structure.

is marked by the + sign in the figure. As mentioned in the context of M2, the D-channel bits are split
in two halves and interspersed with the preamble segments in order to ensure that these bits do not
emulate valid CHM sequences. Without splitting the D bits this could happen upon concatenating
the one/zero P bits with the D bits, since the tail of the SYNF and SYNP sequences is also a one/zero
segment. In the fifth 144-b M3 burst, each of the four submultiplex segments is constituted by 12
preamble bits and 24 CPP channel marker (CHMP) bits.

The four-fold submultiplex M3 structure ensures that irrespective of how the CFP’s receive window
is aligned with the CPP’s transmission window, the CFP will be able to capture one of the four
submultiplex segments of the fifth M3 burst, establish clock synchronization during the preamble,
and lock on to the CHMP sequence. Once the CFP has successfully locked on to one of the CHMP
words, the corresponding D-channel messages comprising the CPP identifier can be decoded. If the
CPP identifier has been recognized, the CFP can attempt to reinitialize the link using its own master
synchronization.

29.5 Signalling Layer Two (L2)

29.5.1 General Message Format

The signalling L2 is responsible for acknowledged and un-acknowledged information transfer over
the air interface, error detection and correction by retransmission, as well as for the correct ordering
of messages in the acknowledged mode. Its further functions are the link end-point identification
and link maintenance for both CPP and CFP, as well as the definition of the L2 and L3 interface.

Compliance with the L2 specifications will ensure the adequate transport of messages between
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the terminals of an established link. The L2 recommendations, however, do not define the meaning
of messages, this is specified by L3 messages, albeit some of the messages are undefined in order to
accommodate future system improvements.

The L3 messages are broken down to a number of standard packets, each constituted by one or
more codewords (CW), as shown in Fig. 29.4. The codewords have a standard length of eight octets,
and each packet contains up to six codewords. The first codeword in a packet is the so-called address
codeword (ACW) and the subsequent ones, if present, are data codewords (DCW). The first octet of
the ACW of each packet contains a variety of parameters, of which the binary flag L3 END is indicated
in Fig. 29.4, and it is set to zero in the last packet. If the L3 message transmitted is mapped onto more
than one packet, the packets must be numbered up to N . The address codeword is always preceded
by a 16-b D-channel frame synchronization word SYNCD. Furthermore, each eight-octet CW is
protected by a 16-b parity-check word occupying its last two octets. The binary Bose–Chaudhuri–
Hocquenghem BCH(63,48) code is used to encode the first six octets or 48 b by adding 15 parity b to
yield 63 b. Then bit 7 of octet 8 is inverted and bit 8 of octet 8 added such that the 64-b codeword has
an even parity. If there are no D-channel packets to send, a 3-octet idle message IDLE D constituted
by zero/one reversals is transmitted. The 8-octet format of the ACWs and DCWs is made explicit in
Fig. 29.5, where the two parity check octets occupy octets 7 and 8. The first octet hosts a number of
control bits. Specifically, bit 1 is set to logical one for an ACW and to zero for a DCW, whereas bit 2
represents the so-called format type FT bit. FT = 1 indicates that variable length packet format is
used for the transfer of L3 messages, whereas FT = 0 implies that a fixed length link setup is used
for link end point addressing end service requests. FT is only relevant to ACWs, and in DCWs it
has to be set to one.

FIGURE 29.4: General L2 and L3 message format.
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FIGURE 29.5: Fixed format packets mapped on M1, M2, and M3 during link initialization and on
M1 and M2 during handshake.

29.5.2 Fixed Format Packet

As an example, let us focus our attention on the fixed format scenario associated with FT = 0. The
corresponding codeword format defined for use in M1, M2, and M3 for link initiation and in M1
and M2 for handshaking is displayed in Fig. 29.5. Bits 1 and 2 have already been discussed, whereas
the 2-bit link status (LS) field is used during call setup and handshaking. The encoding of the four
possible LS messages is given in Table 29.2. The aim of these LS messages will become more explicit
during our further discussions with reference to Fig. 29.6 and Fig. 29.7. Specifically, link request is
transmitted from the CPP to the CFP either in an M3 burst as the first packet during CPP-initiated
call setup and link re-establishment, or returned as a poll response in an M2 burst from the CPP
to the CFP, when the CPP is responding to a call. Link grant is sent by the CFP in response to a
link request originating from the CPP. In octets 5 and 6 it hosts the so-called link identification (LID)
code, which is used by the CPP, for example, to address a specific CFP or a requested service. The
LID is also used to maintain link reference during handshake exchanges and link re-establishment.
The two remaining link status handshake messages, namely, ID OK and ID lost, are used to report
to the far end whether a positive confirmation of adequate link quality has been received within the
required time-out period. These issues will be revisited during our further elaborations. Returning
to Fig. 29.5, we note that the fixed packet format (FT = 0) also contains a 19-b handset identification
code (HIC) and an 8-b manufacturer identification code (MIC). The concatenated HIC and MIC
fields jointly from the unique 27-b portable identity code (PIC), serving as a link end-point identifier.
Lastly, we have to note that bit 5 of octet 1 represents the signalling rate (SR) request/response bit,
which is used by the calling party to specify the choice of the 66- or 68-b M1 format. Specifically,
SR = 1 represents the four bit/burst M1 signalling format. The first 6 octets are then protected by
the parity check information contained in octets 7 and 8.
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TABLE 29.2 Encoding of

Link Status Messages

LS1 LS0 Message

0 0 Link request

0 1 Link grant

1 0 ID OK

1 1 ID lost

29.6 CPP-Initiated Link Setup Procedures

Calls canbe initiatedatboth theCPPandCFP, and the call initiationanddetectionprocedures invoked
depend on which party initiated the call. Let us first consider calling channel detection at the CFP,
which ensues as follows. Under the instruction of the CFP control scheme, the RF synthesizer tunes
to a legitimate RF channel and after a certain settling time commences reception. Upon receiving
the M3 bursts from the CPP, the automatic gain control (AGC) circuitry adjusts its gain factor, and
during the 12-b preamble in the fifth M3 burst, bit synchronization is established. This specific 144-b
M3 burst, is transmitted every 14 ms, corresponding to every seventh 144-b burst. Now the CFP is
ready to bit-synchronously correlate the received sequences with its locally stored CHMP word in
order to identify any CHMP word arriving from the CPP. If no valid CHMP word is detected, the
CFP may retune itself to the next legitimate RF channel, etc.

As mentioned, the call identification and link initialization process is shown in the flowchart
of Fig. 29.6. If a valid 24-b CHMP word is identified, D-channel frame synchronization can take
place using the 16-b SYNCD sequence and the next 8-octet L2 D-channel message delivering the
link request handshake portrayed earlier in Fig. 29.5 and Table 29.2 is decoded by the CFP. The
required 16 + 64 = 80 D bits are accommodated in this scenario by the 4·20 = 80 D bits of the
next four 144-b bursts of the M3 structure, where the 20 D bits of the four submultiplex segments
are transmitted four times within the same burst before the D message changes. If the decoded
LID code of Fig. 29.5 is recognized by the CFP, the link may be reinitialized based on the master’s
timing information using the M2 burst associated with SYNF and containing the link grant message
addressed to the specific CPP identified by its PID.

Otherwise the CFP returns to its scanning mode and attempts to detect the next CHMP message.
The reception of the CFP’s 24-b SYNF segment embedded in the M2 message shown previously in
Fig. 29.2 allows the CPP to identify the position of the CFP’s transmit and receive windows and, hence,
the CPP now can respond with another M2 burst within the receive window of the CFP. Following
a number of M2 message exchanges, the CFP then sends a L3 message to instruct the CPP to switch
to M1 bursts, which marks the commencement of normal voice communications and the end of the
link setup session.

29.7 CFP-Initiated Link Setup Procedures

Similar procedures are followed when the CPP is being polled. The CFP transmits the 24-b CHMF
words hosted by the 24-b SYN segment of the M2 burst shown in Fig. 29.2 in order to indicate that
one or more CPPs are being paged. This process is displayed in the flowchart of Fig. 29.7, as well as
in the timing diagram displayed in Fig. 29.8. The M2 D-channel messages convey the identifiers of
the polled CPPs.

The CPPs keep scanning all 40 legitimate RF channels in order to pinpoint any 24-b CHMF words.
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FIGURE 29.6: Flowchart of the CT-2 link initialization by the CPP.

Explicitly, the CPP control scheme notifies the RF synthesizer to retune to the next legitimate RF
channel if no CHMF words have been found on the current one. The synthesizer needs a finite time
to settle on the new center frequency and then starts receiving again. Observe in Fig. 29.8 that at this
stage only the CFP is transmitting the M2 bursts; hence, the uplink-half of the 2-ms TDD frame is
unused.

Since the M2 burst commences with the D-channel bits arriving from the CFP, the CPP receiver’s
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FIGURE 29.7: Flowchart of the CT-2 link initialization by the CFP.
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FIGURE 29.8: CT-2 call detection by the CPP.

AGC will have to settle during this 16-b interval, which corresponds to about 16·1/[72 kb/s] ≈
0.22 ms. Upon the arrival of the 10 alternating one–zero preamble bits, bit synchronization is
established. Now the CPP is ready to detect the CHMF word using a simple correlator circuitry,
which establishes the appropriate frame synchronization. If, however, no CHMF word is detected
within the receive window, the synthesizer will be retuned to the next RF channel, and the same
procedure is repeated, until a CHMF word is detected.

When a CHMF word is correctly decoded by the CPP, the CPP is now capable of frame and bit
synchronously decoding the D-channel bits. Upon decoding the D-channel message of the M2 burst,
the CPP identifier (ID) constituted by the LID and PID segments of Fig. 29.5 is detected and compared
to the CPP’s own ID in order to decide as to whether the call is for this specific CPP. If so, the CPP
ID is reflected back to the CFP along with a SYNP word, which is included in the SYN segment of an
uplink M2 burst. This channel scanning and retuning process continues until a legitimate incoming
call is detected or the CPP intends to initiate a call.

More precisely, if the specific CPP in question is polled and its own ID is recognized, the CPP sends
its poll response message in three consecutive M2 bursts, since the capacity of a single M2 burst is
32 D bits only, while the handshake messages of Fig. 29.5 and Table 29.2 require 8 octets preceded by
a 16-b SYNCD segment. If by this time all paged CPPs have responded, the CFP changes the CHMF
word to a SYNF word, in order to prevent activating dormant CPPs who are not being paged. If any
of the paged CPPs intends to set up the link, then it will change its poll response to a L2 link request
message, in response to which the CFP will issue an M2 link grant message, as seen in Fig. 29.7, and
from now on the procedure is identical to that of the CPP-initiated link setup portrayed in Fig. 29.6.

29.8 Handshaking

Having established the link, voice communications is maintained using M1 bursts, and the link
quality is monitored by sending handshaking (HS) signalling messages using the D-channel bits.
The required frequency of the handshaking messages must be between once every 400 ms and 1000
ms. The CT-2 codewords ID OK, ID lost, link request and link grant of Table 29.2 all represent valid
handshakes. When using M1 bursts, however, the transmission of these 8-octet messages using the
2- or 4-b/2ms D-channel segment must be spread over 16 or 32 M1 bursts, corresponding to 32 or
64 ms.
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Let us now focus our attention on the handshake protocol shown in Fig. 29.9. Suppose that the
CPP’s handshake interval of Thtx p = 0.4 s since the start of the last transmitted handshake has
expired, and hence the CPP prepares to send a handshake message HS p. If the CPP has received
a valid HS f message from the CFP within the last Thrx p = 1s, the CPP sends an HS p = ID OK
message to the CFP, otherwise an ID Lost HS p. Furthermore, if the valid handshake was HS f =
ID OK, the CPP will reset its HS f lost timer Thlost p to 10 s. The CFP will maintain a 1-s timer
referred to as Thrx f, which is reset to its initial value upon the reception of a valid HS p from the CPP.

FIGURE 29.9: CT-2 handshake algorithms.

The CFP’s actions also follow the structure of Fig. 29.9 upon simply interchanging CPP with CFP
and the descriptor p with f. If the Thrx f = 1 s timer expires without the reception of a valid HS p
from the CPP, then the CFP will send its ID Lost HS f message to the CPP instead of the ID OK
message and will not reset the Thlost f = 10 s timer. If, however, the CFP happens to detect a valid
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HS p, which can be any of the ID OK, ID Lost, link request and link grant messages of Table 29.2,
arriving from the CPP, the CFP will reset its Thrx f = 1 s timer and resumes transmitting the ID OK
HS f message instead of the ID Lost. Should any of the HS messages go astray for more than 3 s,
the CPP or the CFP may try and re-establish the link on the current or another RF channel. Again,
although any of the ID OK, ID Lost, link request and link grant represent valid handshakes, only
the reception of the ID OK HS message is allowed to reset the Thlost = 10 s timer at both the CPP
and CFP. If this timer expires, the link will be relinquished and the call dropped.

The handshake mechanism is further augmented by referring to Fig. 29.10, where two different
scenarios are examplified, portraying the situation when the HS message sent by the CPP to the CFP
is lost or, conversely, that transmitted by the CFP is corrupted.

FIGURE 29.10: Handshake loss scenarios.

Considering the first scenario, during error-free communications the CPP sends HS p = ID OK,
and upon receiving it the CFP resets its Thlost f timer to 10 s. In due course it sends an HS f = ID OK
acknowledgement, which also arrives free from errors. The CPP resets the Thlost f timer to 10 s and,
after the elapse of the 0.4–1 s handshake interval, issues an HS p = ID OK message, which does not
reach the CFP. Hence, the Thlost f timer is now reduced to 9 s and an HS f = ID Lost message is
sent to the CPP. Upon reception of this, the CPP now cannot reset its Thlost p timer to 10 s but can
respond with an HS p = ID OK message, which again goes astray, forcing the CFP to further reduce
its Thlost f timer to 8 s. The CFP issues the valid handshake HS f = ID Lost, which arrives at the
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CPP, where the lack of HS f = ID OK reduces Thlost p to 8 s. Now the corruption of the issued HS p
= ID OK reduces Thlost f to 7 s, in which event the link may be reinitialized using the M3 burst.
The portrayed second example of Fig. 29.10 can be easily followed in case of the scenario when the
HS f message is corrupted.

29.9 Main Features of the CT-2 System

In our previous discourse we have given an insight in the algorithmic procedures of the CT-2 MPT
1375 recommendation. We have briefly highlighted the four-part structure of the standard dealing
with the radio interface, signalling layers 1 and 2, signalling layer 3, and the speech coding issues,
respectively. There are forty 100-kHz wide RF channels in the band 864.15–868.15 MHz, and the
72 kb/s bit stream modulates a Gaussian filtered FSK modem. The multiple access technique is TDD,
transmitting 2-ms duration, 144-b M1 bursts during normal voice communications, which deliver
the 32-kb/s ADPCM-coded speech signal. During link establishment the M2 and M3 bursts are used,
which were also portrayed in this treatise, along with a range of handshaking messages and scenarios.

Defining Terms

AFC: Automatic frequency correction

CAI: Common air interface

CFP: Cordless fixed part

CHM: Channel marker sequence

CHMF: CFP channel marker

CHMP: CPP channel marker

CPP: Cordless portable part

CT: Cordless telephone

DCA: Dynamic channel allocation

DCW: Data code word

DECT: Digital European cordless telecommunications system

FT: Frame format type bit

GFSK: Gaussian frequency shift keying

GP: Guard period

HIC: Handset identification code

HS: Handshaking

ID: Identifier

L2: Signalling layer 2

L3: Signalling layer 3

LAN: Local area network

LID: Link identification

LOS: Line of sight

LS: Link status

M1: Multiplex one burst format

M2: Multiplex two burst format
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M3: Multiplex three burst format

MIC: Manufacturer identification code

MPT-1375: British CT2 standard

PCN: Personal communications network

PIC: Portable identification code

PLMR: Public land mobile radio

SNR: Signal-to-noise ratio

SR: Signalling rate bit

SYN: Synchronization sequence

SYNCD: 16-b D-channel frame synchronization word

TDD: Time division duplex multiple access scheme

TP: Telepoint
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30.1 Introduction

A half-rate speech coding standard specifies a procedure for digital transmission of speech signals
in a digital cellular radio system. The speech processing functions that are specified by a half-rate
standard are depicted in Fig. 30.1. An input speech signal is processed by a speech encoder to generate

FIGURE 30.1: Digital speech transmission for digital cellular radio. Boxes with solid outlines repre-
sent processing modules that are specified by the half-rate standards.

a digital representation at a net bit rate of Rs bits per second. The encoded bit stream representing
the input speech signal is processed by a channel encoder to generate another bit stream at a gross bit
rate of Rc bits per second, where Rc > Rs . The channel encoded bit stream is organized into data
frames, and each frame is transmitted as payload data by a radio-link access controller and modulator.
The net bit rate Rs counts the number of bits used to describe the speech signal, and the difference
between the gross and net bit rates (Rc−Rs) counts the number of error protection bits needed by the
channel decoder to correct and detect transmission errors. The output of the channel decoder is given
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to the speech decoder to generate a quantized version of the speech encoder’s input signal. In current
digital cellular radio systems that use time-division multiple access (TDMA), a voice connection is
allocated a fixed transmission rate (i.e., Rc is a constant). The operations performed by the speech
and channel encoders and decoders and their input and output data formats are governed by the
half-rate standards.

Globally, three major TDMA cellular radio systems have been developed and deployed. The initial
digital speech services offered by these cellular systems were governed by full-rate standards. Because
of the rapid growth in demand for cellular services, the available transmission capacity in some areas
is frequently saturated, eroding customer satisfaction. By providing essentially the same voice quality
but at half the gross bit rates of the full-rate standards, half-rate standards can readily double the
number of callers that can be serviced by the cellular systems. The gross bit rates of the full-rate
and half-rate standards for the European Groupe Speciale Mobile (GSM), Japanese Personal Digital
Cellular1 (PDC), and North American cellular (IS-54) systems are listed in Table 30.1. The three sys-
tems were developed and deployed under different time tables. Their disparate full- and half-bit rates
partly reflect this difference. At the time of writing (January, 1995), the European and the Japanese
systems have each selected an algorithm for their respective half-rate codec. Standardization of the
North American half-rate codec has not reached a conclusion as none of the candidate algorithms
has fully satisfied the standard’s requirements. Thus, we focus here on the Japanese and European
half-rate standards and will only touch upon the requirements of the North American standard.

TABLE 30.1 Gross Bit Rates Used for Digital Speech Transmission in Three

TDMA Cellular Radio Systems

Gross Bit Rate, b/s

Standard Organization and Digital Cellular System Full Rate Half Rate

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), GSM 22,800 11,400
Research & Development Center for Radio Systems (RCR), PDC 11,200 5,600
Telecommunication Industries Association (TIA), IS-54 13,000 6,500

30.2 Speech Coding for Cellular Mobile Radio
Communications

Unlike the relatively benign transmission media commonly used in the public-switched telephone
network (PSTN) for analog and digital transmission of speech signals, mobile radio channels are
impaired by various forms of fading and interference effects. Whereas proper engineering of the
radio link elements (modulation, power control, diversity, equalization, frequency allocation, etc.)
ameliorates fading effects, burst and isolated bit errors still occur frequently. The net effect is such
that speech communication may be required to be operational even for bit-error rates greater than
1%. In order to furnish reliable voice communication, typically half of the transmitted payload bits
are devoted to error correction and detection.

It is common for low-bit-rate speech codecs to process samples of the input speech signal one frame

1Personal Digital Cellular was formerly Japanese Digital Cellular (JDC).
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at a time, e.g., 160 samples processed once every 20 ms. Thus, a certain amount of time is required
to gather a block of speech samples, encode them, perform channel encoding, transport the encoded
data over the radio channel, and perform channel decoding and speech synthesis. These processing
steps of the speech codec add to the overall end-to-end transmission delay. Long transmission delay
hampers conversational interaction. Moreover, if the cellular system is interconnected with the PSTN
and a four-wire to two-wire (analog) circuit conversion is performed in the network, feedbacks called
echoes may be generated across the conversion circuit. The echoes can be heard by the originating
talker as a delayed and distorted version of his/her speech and can be quite annoying. The annoyance
level increases with the transmission delay and may necessitate (at additional costs) the deployment
of echo cancellers.

A consequence of user mobility is that the level and other characteristics of the acoustic background
noise can be highly variable. Though acoustic noise can be minimized through suitable acoustic
transduction design and the use of adaptive filtering/cancellation techniques [9, 13, 15], the speech
encoding algorithm still needs to be robust against background noise of various levels and kinds (e.g.,
babble, music, noise bursts, and colored noise).

Processing complexity directly impacts the viability of achieving a circuit realization that is compact
and has low-power consumption, two key enabling factors of equipment portability for the end user.
Factors that tend to result in low complexity are fixed-point instead of floating-point computation,
lack of complicated arithmetic operations (division, square roots, transcendental functions), regular
algorithm structure, small data memory, and small program memory. Since, in general, better speech
quality can be achieved with increasing speech and channel coding delay and complexity, the digital
cellular mobile-radio environment imposes conflicting and challenging requirements on the speech
codec.

30.3 Codec Selection and Performance Requirements

The half-rate speech coding standards are drawn up through competitive testing and selection. From
a set of candidate codec algorithms submitted by contending organizations, the one algorithm that
meets basic selection criteria and offers the best performance is selected to form the standard. The
codec performance measures and codec testing and selection procedures are set out in a test plan
under the auspices of the organization (Table 30.1) responsible for the standardization process (see,
e.g., [16]). Major codec characteristics evaluated are speech quality, delay, and complexity. The full-
rate codec is also evaluated as a reference codec, and its evaluation scores form part of the selection
criteria for the codec candidates.

The speech quality of each candidate codec is evaluated through listening tests. To conduct the
tests, each candidate codec is required to process speech signals and/or encoded bit streams that
have been preprocessed to simulate a range of operating conditions: variations in speaker voice and
level, acoustic background noise type and level, channel error rate, and stages of tandem coding.
During the tests, subjects listen to processed speech signals and judge their quality levels or annoyance
levels on a five-point opinion scale. The opinion scores collected from the tests are suitably averaged
over all trials and subjects for each test condition (see [11], for mean opinion score (MOS) and
degradation mean opinion score). The categorical opinion scales of the subjects are also calibrated
using modulated noise reference units (MNRUs) [3]. Modulated noise better resembles the distortions
created by speech codecs than noise that is uncorrelated with the speech signal. Modulated noise
is generated by multiplying the speech signal with a noise signal. The resultant modulated noise
is scaled to a desired power level and then added to the uncoded (clean) speech signal. The ratio
between the power level of the speech signal and that of the modulated noise is expressed in decibels
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and given the notation dBQ. Under each test condition, subjects are presented with speech signals
processed by the codecs as well as speech signals corrupted by modulated noise. Through presenting
a range of modulated-noise levels, the subjects’ opinions are calibrated on the dBQ scale. Thereafter,
the mean opinion scores obtained for the codecs can also be expressed on that scale.

For each codec candidate, a profile of scores is compiled, consisting of speech quality scores, delay
measurements, and complexity estimates. Each candidate’s score profile is compared with that of
the reference codec, ensuring that basic requirements are satisfied (see, e.g., [12]). An overall figure
of merit for each candidate is also computed from the profile. The candidates, if any, that meet the
basic requirements then compete on the basis of maximizing the figure of merit.

Basic performance requirements for each of the three half-rate standards are summarized in Ta-
ble 30.2. In terms of speech quality, the GSM and PDC half-rate codecs

are permitted to underperform their respective full-rate codecs by no more than 1 dBQ averaging
over all test conditions and no more than 3 dBQ within each test condition. More stringently, the
North American half-rate codec is required to furnish a speech-quality profile that is statistically
equivalent to that of the North American full-rate codec as determined by a specific statistical pro-
cedure for multiple comparisons [16]. Since various requirements on the half-rate standards are
set relative to their full-rate counterparts, an indication of the relative speech quality between the
three half-rate standards can be deduced from the test results of De Martino [2] comparing the three
full-rate codecs. The maximum delays in Table 30.2 apply to the total of the delays through the speech
and channel encoders and decoders (Fig. 30.1). Codec complexity is computed using a formula that
counts the computational operations and memory usage of the codec algorithm. The complexity of
the half-rate codecs is limited to 3 or 4 times that of their full-rate counterparts.

TABLE 30.2 Basic Performance Requirements for the Three Half-Rate

Standards

Basic performance requirements

Min. Speech Quality, Max. Delay, Max. Complexity
Digital Cellular Systems dBQ Rel. to Full Rate ms Rel. to Full Rate

Japanese (PDC) −1 average, −3 maximum 94.8 3×
European (GSM) −1 average, −3 maximum 90 4×
North American (IS-54) Statistically equivalent 100 4×

30.4 Speech Coding Techniques in the Half-Rate Standards

Existinghalf-rate and full-rate standardcoders canbecharacterizedas linear-predictionbased analysis-
by-synthesis (LPAS) speech coders [4]. LPAS coding entails using a time-varying all-pole filter in the
decoder to synthesize the quantized speech signal. A short segment of the signal is synthesized by
driving the filter with an excitation signal that is either quasiperiodic (for voiced speech) or random
(for unvoiced speech). In either case, the excitation signal has a spectral envelope that is relatively flat.
The synthesis filter serves to shape the spectrum of the excitation input so that the spectral envelope of
the synthesized output resembles the filter’s magnitude frequency response. The magnitude response
often has prominent peaks; they render the formants that give a speech signal its phonetic character.
The synthesis filter has to be adapted to the current frame of input speech signal. This is accomplished
with the encoder performing a linear prediction (LP) analysis of the frame: the inverse of the all-pole
synthesis filter is applied as an LP error filter to the frame, and the values of the filter parameters are
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computed to minimize the energy of the filter’s output error signal. The resultant filter parameters
are quantized and conveyed to the decoder for it to update the synthesis filter.

Having executed an LP analysis and quantized the synthesis filter parameters, the LPAS encoder
performs analysis-by-synthesis (ABS) on the input signal to find a suitable excitation signal. An
ABS encoder maintains a copy of the decoder. The encoder examines the possible outputs that can
be produced by the decoder copy in order to determine how best to instruct (using transmitted
information) the actual decoder so that it would output (synthesize) a good approximation of the
input speech signal. The decoder copy tracks the state of the actual decoder, since the latter evolves
(under ideal channel conditions) according to information received from the encoder. The details of
the ABS procedure vary with the particular excitation model employed in a specific coding scheme.
One of the earliest seminal LPAS schemes is code excited linear prediction (CELP) [4]. In CELP, the
excitation signal is obtained from a codebook of code vectors, each of which is a candidate for the
excitation signal. The encoder searches the codebook to find the one code vector that would result
in a best match between the resultant synthesis output signal and the encoder’s input speech signal.
The matching is considered best when the energy of the difference between the two signals being
matched is minimized. A perceptual weighting filter is usually applied to the difference signal (prior to
energy integration) to make the minimization more relevant to human perception of speech fidelity.
Regions in the frequency spectrum where human listeners are more sensitive to distortions are given
relatively stronger weighting by the filter and vice versa. For instance, the concentration of spectral
energy around the formant frequencies gives rise to stronger masking of coder noise (i.e., rendering
the noise less audible) and, therefore, weaker weighting can be applied to the formant frequency
regions. For masking to be effective, the weighting filter has to be adapted to the time-varying speech
spectrum. Adaptation is achieved usually by basing the weighting filter parameters on the synthesis
filter parameters.

The CELP framework has evolved to form the basis of a great variety of speech coding algorithms,
including all existing full- and half-rate standard algorithms for digital cellular systems. We outline
next the basic CELP encoder-processing steps, in a form suited to our subsequent detailed descrip-
tions of the PDC and GSM half-rate coders. These steps have accounted for various computational
efficiency considerations and may, therefore, deviate from a conceptual functional description of the
encoder constituents.

1. LP analysis on the current frame of input speech to determine the coefficients of the
all-pole synthesis filter;

2. quantization of the LP filter parameters;

3. determination of the open-loop pitch period or lag;

4. adapting the perceptual weighting filter to the current LP information (and also pitch
information when appropriate) and applying the adapted filter to the input speech signal;

5. formation of a filter cascade (which we shall refer to as perceptually weighted synthesis
filter) consisting of the LP synthesis filter, as specified by the quantized parameters in
step 2, followed by the perceptual weighting filter;

6. subtraction of the zero-input response of the perceptually weighted synthesis filter (the
filter’s decaying response due to past input) from the perceptually weighted input speech
signal obtained in step 4;

7. anadaptive codebook is searched tofind themost suitableperiodic excitation, i.e., when the
perceptually weighted synthesis filter is driven by the best code vector from the adaptive
codebook, the output of the filter cascade should best match the difference signal obtained
in step 6;
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8. one or more nonadaptive excitation codebooks are searched to find the most suitable
random excitation vectors that, when added to the best periodic excitation as determined
in step 7 and with the resultant sum signal driving the filter cascade, would result in an
output signal best matching the difference signal obtained in step 6.

Steps 1–6 are executed once per frame. Steps 7 and 8 are executed once for each of the subframes
that together constitute a frame. Step 7 may be skipped depending on the pitch information from
step 3, or if step 7 were always executed, a nonperiodic excitation decision would be one of the possible
outcomes of the search process in step 7. Integral to steps 7 and 8 is the determination of gain (scaling)
parameters for the excitation vectors. For each frame of input speech, the filter and excitation and
gain parameters determined as outlined are conveyed as encoded bits to the speech decoder.

In a properly designed system, the data conveyed by the channel decoder to the speech decoder
should be free of errors most of the time, and the speech signal synthesized by the speech decoder
would be identical to that as determined in the speech encoder’s ABS operation. It is common to
enhance the quality of the synthesized speech by using an adaptive postfilter to attenuate coder noise
in the perceptually sensitive regions of the spectrum. The postfilter of the decoder and the perceptual
weighting filter of the encoder may seem to be functionally identical. The weighting filter, however,
influences the selection of the best excitation among available choices, whereas the postfilter actually
shapes the spectrum of the synthesized signal. Since postfiltering introduces its own distortion, its
advantage may be diminished if tandem coding occurs along the end-to-end communication path.
Nevertheless, proper design can ensure that the net effect of postfiltering is a reduction in the amount
of audible codec noise [1]. Excepting postfiltering, all other speech synthesis operations of an LPAS
decoder are (effectively) duplicated in the encoder (though the converse is not true). Using this fact,
we shall illustrate each coder in the sequel by exhibiting only a block diagram of its encoder or decoder
but not both.

30.5 Channel Coding Techniques in the Half-Rate
Standards

Crucial to the maintenance of quality speech communication is the ability to transport coded speech
data across the radio channel with minimal errors. Low-bit-rate LPAS coders are particularly sensitive
to channel errors; errors in the bits representing the LP parameters in one frame, for instance, could
result in the synthesis of nonsensical sounds for longer than a frame duration. The error rate of a
digital cellular radiochannelwithnochannel codingcanbecatastrophicallyhigh forLPAScoders. The
amount of tolerable transmission delay is limited by the requirement of interactive communication
and, consequently, forward error control is used to remedy transmission errors. “Forward” means that
channel errors are remedied in the receiver, with no additional information from the transmitter and,
hence, no additional transmission delay. To enable the channel decoder to correct channel errors, the
channel encoder conveys more bits than the amount generated by the speech encoder. The additional
bits are for error protection, as errors may or may not occur in any particular transmission epoch. The
ratio of the number of encoder input (information) bits to the number of encoder output (code) bits
is called the (channel) coding rate. This is a number no more than one and generally decreases as the
error protection power increases. Though a lower channel coding rate gives more error protection,
fewer bits will be available for speech coding. When the channel is in good condition and, hence,
less error protection is needed, the received speech quality could be better if bits devoted to channel
coding were used for speech coding. On the other hand, if a high channel coding rate were used,
there would be uncorrected errors under poor channel conditions and speech quality would suffer.
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Thus, when nonadaptive forward error protection is used over channels with nonstationary statistics,
there is an inevitable tradeoff between quality degradation due to uncorrected errors and that due to
expending bits on error protection (instead of on speech encoding).

Both the GSM and PDC half-rate coders use convolutional coding [14] for error correction. Convo-
lutional codes are sliding or sequential codes. The encoder of a rate m/n, m < n convolutional code
can be realized using m shift registers. For every m information bits input to the encoder (one bit to
each of the m shift registers), n code bits are output to the channel. Each code bit is computed as a
modulo-2 sum of a subset of the bits in the shift registers. Error protection overhead can be reduced
by exploiting the unequal sensitivity of speech quality to errors in different positions of the encoded
bit stream. A family of rate-compatible punctured convolutional codes (RCPCCs) [10] is a collection
of related convolutional codes; all of the codes in the collection except the one with the lowest rate
are derived by puncturing (dropping) code bits from the convolutional code with the lowest rate.
With an RCPCC, the channel coding rate can be varied on the fly (i.e., variable-rate coding) while
a sequence of information bits is being encoded through the shift registers, thereby imparting on
different segments in the sequence different degrees of error protection.

For decoding a convolutional coded bit stream, the Viterbi algorithm [14] is a computationally
efficient procedure. Given the output of the demodulator, the algorithm determines the most likely
sequence of data bits sent by the channel encoder. To fully utilize the error correction power of the
convolutional code, the amplitude of the demodulated channel symbol can be quantized to more
bits than the minimum number required, i.e., for subsequent soft decision decoding. The minimum
number of bits is given by the number of channel-coded bits mapped by the modulator onto each
channel symbol; decoding based on the minimum-rate bit stream is called hard decision decoding.
Although soft decoding gives better error protection, decoding complexity is also increased.

Whereas convolutional codes are most effective against randomly scattered bit errors, errors on
cellular radio channels often occur in bursts of bits. These bursts can be broken up if the bits put
into the channel are rearranged after demodulation. Thus, in block interleaving, encoded bits are
read into a matrix by row and then read out of the matrix by column (or vice versa) and then passed
on to the modulator; the reverse operation is performed by a deinterleaver following demodulation.
Interleaving increases the transmission delay to the extent that enough bits need to be collected in
order to fill up the matrix.

Owing to the severe nature of the cellular radio channel and limited available transmission capacity,
uncorrected errors often remain in the decoded data. A common countermeasure is to append an
error detection code to the speech data stream prior to channel coding. When residual channel errors
are detected, the speech decoder can take various remedial measures to minimize the negative impact
on speech quality. Common measures are repetition of speech parameters from the most recent good
frames and gradual muting of the possibly corrupted synthesized speech.

The PDC and GSM half-rate standard algorithms together embody some of the latest advances in
speech coding techniques, including: multimodal coding where the coder configuration and bit allo-
cation change with the type of speech input; vector quantization (VQ) [5] of the LP filter parameters;
higher precision and improved coding efficiency for pitch-periodic excitation; and postfiltering with
improved tandeming performance. We next explore the more distinctive features of the PDC and
GSM speech coders.

30.6 The Japanese Half-Rate Standard

An algorithm was selected for the Japanese half-rate standard in April 1993, following the evaluation
of 12 submissions in a first round, and four final candidates in a second round [12]. The selected
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algorithm, called pitch synchronous innovation CELP2 (PSI-CELP), met all of the basic selection
criteria and scored the highest among all candidates evaluated. A block diagram of the PSI-CELP
encoder is shown in Fig. 30.2, and bit allocations are summarized in Table 30.3. The complexity
of the coder is estimated to be approximately 2.4 times that of the PDC full-rate coder. The frame
size of the coder is 40 ms, and its subframe size is 10 ms. These sizes are longer than those used in
most existing CELP-type standard coders. However, LP analysis is performed twice per frame in the
PSI-CELP coder.

FIGURE 30.2: Basic structure of the PSI-CELP encoder.

A distinctive feature of the PSI-CELP coder is the use of an adaptive noise canceller [13, 15] to
suppress noise in the input signal prior to coding. The input signal is classified into various modes,
depending on the presence or absence of background noise and speech and their relative power
levels. The current active mode determines whether Kalman filtering [9] is applied to the input signal

2There were two candidate algorithms named PSI-CELP in the PDC half-rate competition. The algorithm described here
was contributed by NTT Mobile Communications Network, Inc. (NTT DoCoMo).
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TABLE 30.3 Bit Allocations for the PSI-CELP

Half- Rate PDC Speech Coder
Parameter Bits Error Protected Bits

LP synthesis filter 31 15
Frame energy 7 7
Periodic excitation 8 × 4 8× 4
Stochastic excitation 10× 4 0
Gain 7 × 4 3× 4
Total 138 66

and whether the parameters of the Kalman filter are adapted. Kalman filtering is applied when a
significant amount of background noise is present or when both background noise and speech are
strongly present. The filter parameters are adapted to the statistics of the speech and noise signals in
accordance with whether they are both present or only noise is present.

The LP filter parameters in the PSI-CELP coder are encoded using VQ. A tenth-order LP analysis
is performed every 20 ms. The resultant filter parameters are converted to 10 line spectral frequencies
(LSFs).3 The LSF parameters have a naturally increasing order, and together are treated as the ordered
components of a vector. Since the speech spectral envelope tends to evolve slowly with time, there
is intervector dependency between adjacent LSF vectors that can be exploited. Thus, the two LSF
vectors for each 40-ms frame are paired together and jointly encoded. Each LSF vector in the pair is
split into three subvectors. The pair of subvectors that cover the same vector component indexes are
combined into one composite vector and vector quantized. Altogether, 31 b are used to encode a pair
of LSF vectors. This three-way split VQ4 scheme embodies a compromise between the prohibitively
high complexity of using a large vector dimension and the performance gain from exploiting intra-
and intervector dependency.

The PSI-CELP encoder uses a perceptual weighting filter consisting of a cascade of two filter
sections. The sections exploit the pitch-harmonic structure and the LP spectral-envelope structure
of the speech signal, respectively. The pitch-harmonic section has four parameters, a pitch lag and
three coefficients, whose values are determined from an analysis of the periodic structure of the
input speech signal. Pitch-harmonic weighting reduces the amount of noise in between the pitch
harmonics by aggregating coder noise to be closer to the harmonic frequencies of the speech signal. In
high-pitched voice, the harmonics are spaced relatively farther apart, and pitch-harmonic weighting
becomes correspondingly more important.

The excitation vector x (Fig. 30.2) is updated once every subframe interval (10 ms) and is con-
structed as a linear combination of two vectors

x = g0y + g1z (30.1)

where g0 and g1 are scalar gains, y is labeled as the periodic component of the excitation and z as
the stochastic or random component. When the input speech is voiced, the ABS operation would
find a value for y from the adaptive codebook (Fig. 30.2). The codebook is constructed out of past
samples of the excitation signal x; hence, there is a feedback path into the adaptive codebook in
Fig. 30.2. Each code vector in the adaptive codebook corresponds to one of the 192 possible pitch
lag L values available for encoding; the code vector is populated with samples of x beginning with
the Lth sample backward in time. L is not restricted to be an integer, i.e., fractional pitch period is

3Also known as line spectrum pairs (LSPs).
4Matrix quantization is another possible description.
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permitted. Successive values of L are more closely spaced for smaller values of L; short, medium, and
long lags are quantized to one-quarter, one-half, and one sampling-period resolution, respectively.
As a result, the relative quantization error in the encoded pitch frequency (which is the reciprocal of
the encoded pitch lag) remains roughly constant with increasing pitch frequency. When the input
speech is unvoiced, y would be obtained from the fixed codebook (Fig. 30.2). To find the best
value for y, the encoder searches through the aggregate of 256 code vectors from both the adaptive
and fixed codebooks. The code vector that results in a synthesis output most resembling the input
speech is selected. The best code vector thus chosen also implicitly determines the voicing condition
(voiced/unvoiced) and the pitch lag value L∗ most appropriate to the current subframe of input
speech. These parameters are said to be determined in a closed-loop search.

The stochastic excitation z is formed as a sum of two code vectors, each selected from a conjugate
codebook (Fig. 30.2) [13]. Using a pair of conjugate codebooks each of size 16 code vectors (4 b)
has been found to improve robustness against channel errors, in comparison with using one single
codebook of size 256 code vectors (8 b). The synthesis output due to z can be decomposed into
a sum of two orthogonal components, one of which points in the same direction as the synthesis
output due to the periodic excitation y and the other component points in a direction orthogonal
to the synthesis output due to y. The latter synthesis output component of z is kept, whereas the
former component is discarded. Such decomposition enables the two gain factors g0 and g1 to be
separately quantized. For voiced speech, the conjugate code vectors are preprocessed to produce a
set of pitch synchronous innovation (PSI) vectors. The first L∗ samples of each code vector are treated
as a fundamental period of samples. The fundamental period is replicated until there are enough
samples to populate a subframe. If L∗ is not an integer, interpolated samples of the code vectors are
used (upsampled versions of the code vectors can be precomputed). PSI has been found to reinforce
the periodicity and substantially improve the quality of synthesized voiced speech.

The postfilter in the PSI-CELP decoder has three sections, for enhancing the formants, the pitch
harmonics, and the high frequencies of the synthesized speech, respectively. Pitch-harmonic en-
hancement is applied only when the adaptive codebook has been used. Formant enhancement makes
use of the decoded LP synthesis filter parameters, whereas a refined pitch analysis is performed on
the synthesized speech to obtain the values for the parameters of the pitch-harmonic section of the
postfilter. A first-order high-pass filter section compensates for the low-pass spectral tilt [1] of the
formant enhancement section.

Of the 138 speech data bits generated by the speech encoder every 40-ms frame, 66 b (Table 30.3)
receive error protection and the remaining 72 speech data bits of the frame are not error protected.
An error detection code of 9 cyclic redundancy check (CRC) bits is appended to the 66 b and then
submitted to a rate 1/2, punctured convolutional encoder to generate a sequence of 152 channel
coded bits. Of the unprotected 72 b, the 40 b that index the excitation codebooks (Table 30.3) are
remapped or pseudo-Gray coded [17] so as to equalize their channel error sensitivity. As a result, a bit
error occurring in an index word is likely to cause about the same amount of degradation regardless
of the bit error position in the index word. For each speech frame, the channel encoder emits 224 b
of payload data. The payload data from two adjacent frames are interleaved before transmission over
the radio link.

Uncorrected errors in the most critical 66 b are detected with high probability as a CRC error. A
finite state machine keeps track of the recent history of CRC errors. When a sequence of CRC errors
is encountered, the power level of the synthesized speech is progressively suppressed, so that muting
is reached after four consecutive CRC errors. Conversely, following the cessation of a sequence of
CRC errors, the power level of the synthesized speech is ramped up gradually.
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30.7 The European GSM Half-Rate Standard

A vector sum excited linear prediction (VSELP) coder, contributed by Motorola, Inc., was selected in
January 1994 by the main GSM technical committee as a basis for the GSM half-rate standard. The
standard was finally approved in January 1995. VSELP is a generic name for a family of algorithms
from Motorola; the North American full-rate and the Japanese full-rate standards are also based
on VSELP. All VSELP coders make use of the basic idea of representing the excitation signal by a
linear combination of basis vectors [6]. This representation renders the excitation codebook search
procedure very computationally efficient. A block diagram of the GSM half-rate decoder is depicted
in Fig. 30.3 and bit allocations are tabulated in Table 30.4. The coder’s frame size is 20 ms, and
each frame comprises four subframes of 5 ms each. The coder has been optimized for execution on a
processor with 16-b word length and 32-b accumulator. The GSM standard is a bit exact specification:
in addition to specifying the codec’s processing steps, the numerical formats and precisions of the
codec’s variables are also specified.

FIGURE 30.3: Basic structure of the GSM VSELP decoder. Top is for mode 0 and bottom is for
modes 1, 2, and 3.
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TABLE 30.4 Bit Allocations for the VSELP Half-Rate GSM

Coder
Parameter Bits/subframe Bits/frame

LP synthesis filter 28
Soft interpolation 1
Frame energy 5
Mode selection 2
Mode 0

Excitation code I 7 28
Excitation code H 7 28
Gain code Gs, P0 5 20

Mode 1, 2, and 3
Pitch lag L (first subframe) 8
Difference lag (subframes 2, 3, 4) 4 12
Excitation code J 9 36
Gain code Gs, P0 5 20

Total 112

The synthesis filter coefficients in GSM VSELP are encoded using the fixed point lattice technique
(FLAT) [8] and vector quantization. FLAT is based on the lattice filter representation of the linear
prediction error filter. The tenth-order lattice filter has 10 stages, with the ith stage, i ∈ {1, . . . , 10},
containing a reflection coefficient parameter ri . The lattice filter has an order-recursion property such
that the best prediction error filters of all orders less than ten are all embedded in the best tenth-order
lattice filter. This means that once the values of the lower order reflection coefficients have been
optimized, they do not have to be reoptimized when a higher order predictor is desired; in other
words, the coefficients can be optimized sequentially from low to high orders. On the other hand, if
the lower order coefficients were suboptimal (as in the case when the coefficients are quantized), the
higher order coefficients could still be selected to minimize the prediction residual (or error) energy
at the output of the higher order stages; in effect, the higher order stages can compensate for the
suboptimality of lower order stages.

In the GSM VSELP coder, the ten reflection coefficients {r1, . . . , r10} that have to be encoded for
each frame are grouped into three coefficient vectors v1 = [r1r2r3], v2 = [r4r5r6], v3 = [r7r8r9r10].
The vectors are quantized sequentially, from v1 to v3, using a bi-bit VQ codebook Ci for vi , where
bi, i = 1, 2, 3 are 11, 9, and 8 b, respectively. The vector vi is quantized to minimize the prediction
error at the energy output of the j th stage of the lattice filter where rj is the highest order coefficient
in the vector vi . The computational complexity associated with quantizing vi is reduced by searching
only a small subset of the code vectors in Ci . The subset is determined by first searching a prequantizer
codebook of size ci bits, where ci, i = 1, . . . , 3 are 6, 5, and 4 b, respectively. Each code vector in
the prequantizer codebook is associated with 2bi−ci code vectors in the target codebook. The subset
is obtained by pooling together all of the code vectors in Ci that are associated with the top few best
matching prequantizer code vectors. In this way, a factor of reduction in computational complexity
of nearly 2bi−ci is obtained for the quantization of vi .

Thehalf-rateGSMcoderchanges its configurationofexcitationgeneration(Fig.30.3) inaccordance
with a voicing mode [7]. For each frame, the coder selects one of four possible voicing modes
depending on the values of the open-loop pitch-prediction gains computed for the frame and its four
subframes. Open loop refers to determining the pitch lag and the pitch-predictor coefficient(s) via a
direct analysis of the input speech signal or, in the case of the half-rate GSM coder, the perceptually
weighted (LP-weighting only) input signal. Open-loop analysis can be regarded as the opposite of
closed-loop analysis, which in our context is synonymous with ABS. When the pitch-prediction gain
for the frame is weak, the input speech signal is deemed to be unvoiced and mode 0 is used. In
this mode, two 7-b trained codebooks (excitation codebooks 1 and 2 in Fig. 30.3) are used, and the
excitation signal for each subframe is formed as a linear combination of two code vectors, one from
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each of the codebooks. A trained codebook is one designed by applying the coder to a representative
set of speech signals while optimizing the codebook to suit the set. Mode 1, 2, or 3 is chosen depending
on the strength of the pitch-prediction gains for the frame and its subframes. In these modes, the
excitation signal is formed as a linear combination of a code vector from an 8-b adaptive codebook
and a code vector from a 9-b trained codebook (Fig. 30.3). The code vectors that are summed together
to form the excitation signal for a subframe are each scaled by a gain factor (β and γ in Fig. 30.3).
Each mode uses a gain VQ codebook specific to that mode.

As depicted in Fig. 30.3, the decoder contains an adaptive pitch prefilter for the voiced modes and
an adaptive postfilter for all modes. The filters enhance the perceptual quality of the decoded speech
and are not present in the encoder. It is more conventional to locate the pitch prefilter as a section of
the postfilter; the distinctive placement of the pitch prefilter in VSELP was chosen to reduce artifacts
caused by the time-varying nature of the filter. In mode 0, the encoder uses an LP spectral weighting
filter in its ABS search of the two excitation codebooks. In the other modes, the encoder uses a pitch-
harmonic weighting filter in cascade with an LP spectral weighting filter for searching excitation
codebook 0, whereas only LP spectral weighting is used for searching the adaptive codebook. The
pitch-harmonic weighting filter has two parameters, a pitch lag and a coefficient, whose values are
determined in the aforementioned open-loop pitch analysis.

A code vector in the 8-b adaptive codebook has a dimension of 40 (the duration of a subframe)
and is populated with past samples of the excitation signal beginning with the Lth sample back from
the present time. L can take on one of 256 different integer and fractional values. The best adaptive
code vector for each subframe can be selected via a complete ABS; the required exhaustive search of
the adaptive codebook is, however, computationally expensive. To reduce computation, the GSM
VSELP coder makes use of the aforementioned open-loop pitch analysis to produce a list of candidate
lag values. The open-loop pitch-prediction gains are ranked in decreasing order, and only the lags
corresponding to top-ranked gains are kept as candidates. The final decisions for the four L values of
the four subframes in a frame are made jointly. By assuming that the four L values can not vary over
the entire range of all possible 256 values in the short duration of a frame, the L of the first subframe
is coded using 8 b, and the L of each of the other three subframes is coded differentially using 4 b. The
4 b represent 16 possible values of deviation relative to the lag of the previous subframe. The four
lags in a frame trace out a trajectory where the change from one time point to the next is restricted;
consequently, only 20 b are needed instead of 32 b for encoding the four lags. Candidate trajectories
are constructed by linking top ranked lags that are commensurate with differential encoding. The
best trajectory among the candidates is then selected via ABS.

The trained excitation codebooks of VSELP have a special vector sum structure that facilitates
fast searching [6]. Each of the 2b code vectors in a b-bit trained codebook is formed as a linear
combination of b basis vectors. Each of the b scalar weights in the linear combination is restricted to
have a binary value of either 1 or −1. The 2b code vectors in the codebook are obtained by taking
all 2b possible combinations of values of the weights. A substantial storage saving is incurred by
storing only b basis vectors instead of 2b code vectors. Computational saving is another advantage
of the vector-sum structure. Since filtering is a linear operation, the synthesis output due to each
code vector is a linear combination of the synthesis outputs due to the individual basis vectors, where
the same weight values are used in the output linear combination as in forming the code vector. A
vector sum codebook can be searched by first performing synthesis filtering on its b basis vectors. If,
for the present subframe, another trained codebook (mode 0) or an adaptive codebook (mode 1, 2,
3) had been searched, the filtered basis vectors are further orthogonalized with respect to the signal
synthesized from that codebook, i.e., each filtered basis vector is replaced by its own component that
is orthogonal to the synthesized signal. Further complexity reduction is obtained by examining the
code vectors in a sequence such that two successive code vectors differ in only one of the b scalar
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weight values; that is, the entire set of 2b code vectors is searched in a Gray coded sequence. With
successive code vectors differing in only one term in the linear combination, it is only necessary in
the codebook search computation to progressively track the difference [6].

The total energy of a speech frame is encoded with 5 b (Table 30.4). The two gain factors (β and
γ in Fig. 30.3) for each subframe are computed after the excitation codebooks have been searched
and are then transformed to parameters Gs and P0 to be vector quantized. Each mode has its own
5-b gain VQ codebook. Gs represents the energy of the subframe relative to the total frame energy,
and P0 represents the fraction of the subframe energy due to the first excitation source (excitation
codebook 1 in mode 0, or the adaptive codebook in the other modes).

An interpolation bit (Table 30.4) transmitted for each frame specifies to the decoder whether
the LP synthesis filter parameters for each subframe should be obtained from interpolating between
the decoded filter parameters for the current and the previous frames. The encoder determines the
value of this bit according to whether interpolation or no interpolation results in a lower prediction
residual energy for the frame. The postfilter in the decoder operates in concordance with the actual LP
parameters used for synthesis.

The speech encoder generates 112 b of encoded data (Table 30.4) for every 20-ms frame of the
speech signal. These bits are processed by the channel encoder to improve, after channel decoding at
the receiver, the uncoded bit-error rate and the detectability of uncorrected errors. Error detection
coding in the form of 3 CRC bits is applied to the most critical 22 data bits. The combined 25 b plus
an additional 73 speech data bits and 6 tail bits are input to an RCPCC encoder (the tail bits serve to
bring the channel encoder and decoder to a fixed terminal state at the end of the payload data stream).
The 3 CRC bits are encoded at rate 1/3 and the other 101 b are encoded at rate 1/2, generating a
total of 211 channel coded bits. These are finally combined with the remaining 17 (uncoded) speech
data bits to form a total of 228 b for the payload data of a speech frame. The payload data from two
speech frames are interleaved for transmission over four timeslots of the GSM TDMA channel.

With the Viterbi algorithm, the channel decoder performs soft decision decoding on the demodu-
lated and deinterleaved channel data. Uncorrected channel errors may still be present in the decoded
speech data after Viterbi decoding. Thus, the channel decoder classifies each frame into three integrity
categories: bad, unreliable, and reliable, in order to assist the speech decoder in undertaking error
concealment measures. A frame is considered bad if the CRC check fails or if the received channel
data is close to more than one candidate sequence. The latter evaluation is based on applying an
adaptive threshold to the metric values produced by the Viterbi algorithm over the course of decoding
the most critical 22 speech data bits and their 3 CRC bits. Frames that are not bad may be classified
as unreliable, depending on the metric values produced by the Viterbi algorithm and on channel
reliability information supplied by the demodulator.

Depending on the recent history of decoded data integrity, the speech decoder can take various
error concealment measures. The onset of bad frames is concealed by repetition of parameters
from previous reliable frames, whereas the persistence of bad frames results in power attenuation
and ultimately muting of the synthesized speech. Unreliable frames are decoded with normality
constraints applied to the energy of the synthesized speech.

30.8 Conclusions

The half-rate standards employ some of the latest techniques in speech and channel coding to meet the
challenges posed by the severe transmission environment of digital cellular radio systems. By halving
the bit rate, the voice transmission capacity of existing full-rate digital cellular systems can be doubled.
Although advances are still being made that can address the needs of quarter-rate speech transmission,
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much effort is currently devoted to enhancing the speech quality and robustness of full-rate (GSM
and IS-54) systems, aiming to be closer to toll quality. On the other hand, the imminent introduction
of competing wireless systems that use different modulation schemes [e.g., coded division multiple
access (CDMA)] and/or different radio frequencies [e.g., personal communications systems (PCS)]
is poised to alleviate congestion in high-user-density areas.

Defining Terms

Codebook: An ordered collection of all possible values that can be assigned to a scalar or vector
variable. Each unique scalar or vector value in a codebook is called a codeword, or code
vector where appropriate.

Codec: A contraction of (en)coder–decoder, used synonymously with the word coder. The
encoder and decoder are often designed and deployed as a pair. A half-rate standard
codec performs speech as well as channel coding.

Echo canceller: A signal processing device that, given the source signal causing the echo signal,
generates an estimate of the echo signal and subtracts the estimate from the signal being
interfered with by the echo signal. The device is usually based on a discrete-time adaptive
filter.

Pitch period: The fundamental period of a voiced speech waveform that can be regarded as
periodic over a short-time interval (quasiperiodic). The reciprocal of pitch period is pitch
frequency or simply, pitch.

Tandem coding: Having more than one encoder–decoder pair in an end-to-end transmission
path. In cellular radio communications, having a radio link at each end of the communi-
cation path could subject the speech signal to two passes of speech encoding–decoding.
In general, repeated encoding and decoding increases the distortion.
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31.1 Introduction

Recent advances in technology have resulted in a rapid growth in mobile communications. With this
explosive growth, the need for reliable transmission of mixed media information—audio, video, text,
graphics, and speech data—over wireless links is becoming an increasingly important application
requirement. The bandwidth requirements of raw video data are very high (a 176 × 144 pixels, color
video sequence requires over 8 Mb/s). Since the amount of bandwidth available on current wireless
channels is limited, the video data has to be compressed before it can be transmitted on the wireless
channel. The techniques used for video compression typically utilize predictive coding schemes to
remove redundancy in the video signal. They also employ variable length coding schemes, such as
Huffman codes, to achieve further compression.

The wireless channel is a noisy fading channel characterized by long bursts of errors [8]. When
compressed video data is transmitted over wireless channels, the effect of channel errors on the
video can be severe. The variable length coding schemes make the compressed bitstream sensitive
to channel errors. As a result, the video decoder that is decoding the corrupted video bitstream can
easily lose synchronization with the encoder. Predictive coding techniques, such as block motion
compensation, which are used in current video compression standards, make the matter worse by
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quickly propagating the effects of channel errors across the video sequence and rapidly degrading the
video quality. This may render the video sequence totally unusable.

Error control coding [5], in the form of Forward Error Correction (FEC) and/or Automatic
Repeat reQuest (ARQ), is usually employed on wireless channels to improve the channel conditions.
FEC techniques prove to be quite effective against random bit errors, but their performance is usually
not adequate against longer duration burst errors. FEC techniques also come with an increased
overhead in terms of the overall bitstream size; hence, some of the coding efficiency gains achieved
by video compression are lost. ARQ techniques typically increase the delay and, therefore, might not
be suitable for real-time videoconferencing. Thus, in practical video communication schemes, error
control coding is typically used only to provide a certain level of error protection to the compressed
video bitstream, and it becomes necessary for the video coder to accept some level of errors in the
video bitstream. Error-resilience tools are introduced in the video codec to handle these residual
errors that remain after error correction.

The emphasis in this chapter is on discussing relevant international standards that are making wire-
less video communications possible. We will concentrate on both the error control and source coding
aspects of the problem. In the next section, we give an overview of a wireless video communication
system that is a part of a complete wireless multimedia communication system. The International
Telecommunication Union—Telecommunications Standardization Sector (ITU-T) H.223 [1] stan-
dard that describes a method of providing error protection to the video data before it is transmitted
is also described. It should be noted that the main function of H.223 is to multiplex/demultiplex
the audio, video, text, graphics, etc., which are typically communicated together in a videoconfer-
encing application—error protection of the transmitted data becomes a requirement to support this
functionality on error-prone channels. In Section 31.3, an overview of error-resilient video coding is
given. The specific tools adopted into the International Standards Organization (ISO)/International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG) v.4 (i.e., MPEG-4) [7]
and the ITU-T H.263 [3] video coding standards to improve the error robustness of the video coder
are described in Sections 31.4 and 31.5, respectively.

Table 31.1 provides a listing of some of the standards that are described or referred to in this chapter.

31.2 Wireless Video Communications

Figure 31.1 shows the basic block diagram of a wireless video communication system [10]. Input
video is compressed by the video encoder to generate a compressed bitstream. The transport coder
converts the compressed video bitstream into data units suitable for transmission over wireless
channels. Typical operations carried out in the transport coder include channel coding, framing
of data, modulation, and control operations required for accessing the wireless channel. At the
receiver side, the inverse operations are performed to reconstruct the video signal for display.

In practice, the video communication system is part of a complete multimedia communication
system and needs to interact with other system components to achieve the desired functionality.
Hence, it becomes necessary to understand the other components of a multimedia communication
system in order to design a good video communication system. Figure 31.2 shows the block diagram
of a wireless multimedia terminal based on the ITU-T H.324 set of standards [4]. We use the H.324
standard as an example because it is the first videoconferencing standard for which mobile extensions
were added to facilitate use on wireless channels. The system components of a multimedia terminal
can be grouped into three processing blocks: (1) audio, video, and data (the word data is used here
to mean still images/slides, shared files, documents etc.), (2) control, and (3) multiplex-demultiplex
blocks.
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TABLE 31.1 List of Relevant Standards

ISO/IEC 14496-2 Information Technology—Coding of Audio-Visual Objects: Visual

(MPEG-4)

H.263 (Version 1 and Version 2) Video coding for low bitrate communication

H.261 Video codec for audiovisual services at p X 64 kbit/s

H.223 Multiplexing protocol for low bitrate multimedia communication

H.324 Terminal for low bitrate multimedia communication

H.245 Control protocol for multimedia communication

G.723.1 Dual rate speech coder for multimedia communication transmitting

at 5.3 and 6.3 kbit/s

FIGURE 31.1: A wireless video communication system.

1. Audio, video, and data processing blocks—These blocks basically produce/consume the
multimedia information that is communicated. The aggregate bitrate generated by these
blocks is restricted due to limitations of the wireless channel and, therefore, the total rate
allowed has to be judiciously allocated among these blocks. Typically, the video blocks
use up the highest percentage of the aggregate rate, followed by audio and then data.
H.324 specifies the use of H.261/H.263 for video coding and G.723.1 for audio coding.

2. Control block—This block has a wide variety of responsibilities all aimed at setting up and
maintaining a multimedia call. The control block facilitates the set-up of compression
methods and preferred bitrates for audio, video, and data to be used in the multimedia
call. It is also responsible for end-to-network signalling for accessing the network and
end-to-end signalling for reliable operation of the multimedia call. H.245 is the control
protocol in the H.324 suite of standards that specifies the control messages to achieve the
above functionality.

3. Multiplex-Demultiplex (MUX) block—This block multiplexes the resulting audio, video,
data, and control signals into a single stream before transmission on the network. Simi-
larly, the received bitstream is demultiplexed to obtain the audio, video, data, and control
signals, which are then passed to their respective processing blocks. The MUX block
accesses the network through a suitable network interface. The H.223 standard is the
multiplexing scheme used in H.324.
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FIGURE 31.2: Configuration of a wireless multimedia terminal.

Proper functioning of the MUX is crucial to the operation of the video communication system,
as all the multimedia data/signals flow through it. On wireless channels, transmission errors can
lead to a breakdown of the MUX resulting in, for example, nonvideo data being channeled to the
video decoder or corrupted video data being passed on to the video decoder. Three annexes were
specifically added to H.223 to enable its operation in error-prone environments. Below, we give a
more detailed overview of H.223 and point out the levels of error protection provided by H.223 and
its three annexes. It should also be noted that MPEG-4 does not specify a lower-level MUX like
H.223, and thus H.223 can also be used to transmit MPEG-4 video data.

31.2.1 Recommendation H.223

Video, audio, data, and control information is transmitted in H.324 on distinct logical channels.
H.223 determines the way in which the logical channels are mixed into a single bitstream before
transmission over the physical channel (e.g., the wireless channel). The H.223 multiplex consists of
two layers—the multiplex layer and the adaptation layer, as shown in Fig. 31.2. The multiplex layer is
responsible for multiplexing the various logical channels. It transmits the multiplexed stream in the
form of packets. The adaptation layer adapts the information stream provided by the applications
above it to themultiplex layerbelow it by adding, where appropriate, additional octets for thepurposes
of error control and sequence numbering. The type of error control used depends on the type of
information (audio/video/data/control) being conveyed in the stream. The adaptation layer provides
error control support in the form of both FEC and ARQ.

H.223 was initially targeted for use on the benign general switched telephone network (GSTN).
Later on, to enable its use on wireless channels, three annexes (referred to as Levels 1–3, respectively),
were defined to provide improved levels of error protection. The initial specification of H.223 is
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referred to as Level 0. Together, Levels 0–3 provide for a trade-off of error robustness against the
overhead required, with Level 0 being the least robust and using the least amount of overhead and
Level 3 being the most robust and also using the most amount of overhead.

1. H.223 Level 0—Default mode. In this mode the transmitted packet sizes are of vari-
able length and are delimited by an 8-bit HDLC (High-level Data Link Control) flag
(01111110). Each packet consists of a 1-octet header followed by the payload, which
consists of a variable number of information octets. The header octet includes a Multi-
plex Code (MC) which specifies, by indexing to a multiplex table, the logical channels to
which each octet in the information field belongs. To prevent emulation of the HDLC
flag in the payload, bitstuffing is adopted.

2. H.223 Level 1 (Annex A)—Communication over low error-prone channels. The use
of bitstuffing leads to poor performance in the presence of errors; therefore in Level 1,
bitstuffing is not performed. The other improvement incorporated in Level 1 is the use of
a longer 16-bit pseudo-noise synchronization flag to allow for more reliable detection of
packetboundaries. The inputbitstream is correlatedwith the synchronizationflagand the
outputof thecorrelator is comparedwithacorrelation threshold. Whenever thecorrelator
output is equal to or greater than the threshold, a flag is detected. Since, bitstuffing is
not performed, it is possible to have this flag emulated in the payload. However, the
probability of such an emulation is low and is outweighed by the improvement gained by
not using bitstuffing over error-prone channels.

3. H.223Level2 (AnnexB)—Communicationovermoderately error-pronechannels. When
compared to the Level 1 operation, Level 2 increases the protection on the packet header.
A Multiplex Payload Length (MPL) field, which gives the length of the payload in bytes,
is introduced into the header to provide additional redundancy for detecting the length
of the video packet. A (24,12,8) extended Golay code is used to protect the MC and the
MPL fields. Use of error protection in the header enables robust delineation of packet
boundaries. Note that the payload data is not protected in Level 2.

4. H.223 Level 3 (Annex C)—Communication over highly error-prone channels. Level 3
goes one step above Level 2 and provides for protection of the payload data. Rate Com-
patible Punctured Convolutional (RCPC) codes, various CRC polynomials, and ARQ
techniques are used for protection of the payload data. Level 3 allows for the payload
error protection overhead to vary depending on the channel conditions. RCPC codes
are used for achieving this adaptive level of error protection because RCPC codes use the
same channel decoder architecture for all the allowed levels of error protection, thereby
reducing the complexity of the MUX.

31.3 Error Resilient Video Coding

Even after error control and correction, some amount of residual errors still exist in the compressed
bitstream fed to the video decoder in the receiver. Therefore, the video decoder should be robust to
these errors and should provide acceptable video quality even in the presence of some residual errors.
In this section, we first describe a standard video coder configuration that is the basis of many inter-
national standards and also highlight the potential problems that are encountered when compressed
video from these systems is transmitted over wireless channels. We then give an overview of the
strategies that can be adopted to overcome these problems. Most of these strategies are incorporated
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in the MPEG-4 video coding standard and the H.263 (Version 2) video coding standard [3]. The
original H.263 standard [2] which was standardized in 1996 for use in H.324 terminals connected to
GSTN is referred to as Version 1. Version 2 of the H.263 standard provides additional improvements
and functionalities (which include error-resilience tools) over the Version 1 standard. We will use
H.263 to refer to both Version 1 and Version 2 standards and a distinction will be made only when
required.

31.3.1 A Standard Video Coder

Redundancy exists in video signals in both spatial and temporal dimensions. Video coding tech-
niques exploit this redundancy to achieve compression. A plethora of video compression techniques
have been proposed in the literature, but a hybrid coding technique consisting of block motion
compensation (BMC) and discrete cosine transforms (DCT) has been found to be very effective in
practice. In fact, most of the current video coding standards such as H.263 and MPEG-4, which
provide state-of-the-art compression performance, are all based on this hybrid coding technique. In
this hybrid BMC/DCT coding technique, BMC is used to exploit temporal redundancy and the DCT
is used to reduce spatial redundancy.

Figure 31.3 illustrates a standard hybrid BMC/DCT video coder configuration. Pictures are coded
in either of two modes—interframe (INTER) or intraframe (INTRA) mode. In intraframe coding,
the video image is encoded without any relation to the previous image, whereas in interframe coding,
the current image is predicted from the previous image using BMC, and the difference between the
current image and the predicted image, called the residual image, is encoded. The basic unit of data
which is operated on is called a macroblock (MB) and is the data (both luminance and chrominance
components) corresponding to a block of 16 × 16 pixels. The input image is split into disjoint
macroblocks and the processing is done on a macroblock basis. Motion information, in the form
of motion vectors, is calculated for each macroblock. The motion compensated prediction residual
error is then obtained by subtracting each pixel in the macroblock with its motion shifted counterpart
in the previous frame. Depending on the mode of coding used for the macroblock, either the image
macroblock or the corresponding residual image macroblock is split into blocks of size 8 × 8 and
an 8 × 8 DCT is applied to each of these 8 × 8 blocks. The resulting DCT coefficients are then
quantized. Depending on the quantization step-size, this will result in a significant number of zero-
valued coefficients. To efficiently encode the DCT coefficients that remain nonzero after quantization,
the DCT coefficients are zig-zag scanned, and run-length encoded and the run-lengths are variable
length encoded before transmission. Since a significant amount of correlation exists between the
neighboring macroblocks’ motion vectors, the motion vectors are themselves predicted from already
transmitted motion vectors and the motion vector prediction error is encoded. The motion vector
prediction error and the mode information are also variable length coded before transmission to
achieve efficient compression.

The decoder uses a reverse process to reconstruct the macroblock at the receiver. The variable
length codewords present in the received video bitstream are decoded first. For INTER macroblocks,
the pixel values of the prediction error are reconstructed by inverse quantization and inverse DCT
and are then added to the motion compensated pixels from the previous frame to reconstruct the
transmitted macroblock. For INTRA macroblocks, inverse quantization and inverse DCT directly
result in the transmitted macroblock. All macroblocks of a given picture are decoded to reconstruct
the whole picture.
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FIGURE 31.3: A standard video coder.

31.3.2 Error Resilient Video Decoding

The use of predictive coding and variable length coding (VLC), though very effective from a com-
pression point of view, makes the video decoding process susceptible to transmission errors. In
VLC, the boundary between codewords is implicit. The compressed bitstream has to be read until
a full codeword is encountered; the codeword is then decoded to obtain the information encoded
in the codeword. When there are transmission errors, the implicit nature of the boundary between
codewords typically leads to an incorrect number of bits being used in VLC decoding and, thus,
subsequently results in a loss of synchronization with the encoder. In addition, the use of predictive
coding leads to the propagation of these transmission errors to neighboring spatial blocks and to
subsequently decoded frames, which leads to a rapid degradation in the reconstructed video quality.

To minimize the disastrous impact that transmission errors can have on the video decoding process,
the following stages are incorporated in the video decoder to make it more robust:

• Error detection and localization

• Resynchronization

• Data recovery

• Error concealment

Figure 31.4 shows an error resilient video decoder configuration. The first step involved in robust
video coding is the detection of errors in the bitstream. The presence of errors in the bitstream can
be signaled by the FEC used in the multiplex layer. The video coder can also detect errors whenever
illegal VLC codewords are encountered in the bitstream or when the decoding of VLC codewords
leads to an illegal value of the decoded information (e.g., occurrence of more than 64 DCT coefficients
for an 8 × 8 DCT block). Accurate detection of errors in the bitstream is a very important step, since
most of the other error resilience techniques can only be invoked if an error is detected.

Due to the use of VLC, the location in the bitstream where the decoder detects an error is not
the same location where the error has actually occurred but some undetermined distance away from
it. This is shown in Fig. 31.5. Once an error is detected, it also implies that the decoder is not in
synchronization with the encoder. Resynchronization schemes are then employed for the decoder
to fall back into lock step with the encoder. While constructing the bitstream, the encoder inserts
unique resynchronization words into the bitstream at approximately equally spaced intervals. These
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FIGURE 31.4: Error resilient video decoder.

resynchronization words are chosen such that they are unique from the valid video bitstream. That
is, no valid combination of the video algorithm’s VLC tables can produce these words. The decoder,
upon detection of an error, seeks forward in the bitstream looking for this known resynchronization
word. Once this word is found, the decoder then falls back in synchronization with the encoder. At
this point, the decoder has detected an error, regained synchronization with the encoder, and isolated
the error to be between the two resynchronization points. Since the decoder can only isolate the
error to be somewhere between the resynchronization points but not pinpoint its exact location, all
of the data that corresponds to the macroblocks between these two resynchronization points needs
to be discarded. Otherwise, the effects of displaying an image reconstructed from erroneous data can
cause highly annoying visual artifacts.

FIGURE 31.5: At the decoder, it is usually not possible to detect the error at the actual error occurrence
location; hence, all the data between the two resynchronization points may need to be discarded.

Some data recovery techniques, such as “reversible decoding,” enable the decoder to salvage some
of the data between the two resynchronization points. These techniques advocate the use of a special
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kind of VLC table at the encoder in coding the DCTs and motion vector information. These special
VLCs have the property that they can be decoded both in the forward and reverse directions. By
comparing the forward and reverse decoded data, the exact location of the error in the bit stream
can be localized more precisely and some of the data between the two resynchronization points can
be salvaged. The use of these reversible VLCs (RVLCs) is part of the MPEG-4 standard and will be
described in greater detail in the following sections.

After data recovery, the impact of the data that is deemed to be in error needs to be minimized.
This is the error concealment stage. One simple error concealment strategy is to simply replace the
luminance and chrominance components of the erroneous macroblocks with the luminance and
chrominance of the corresponding macroblocks in the previous frame of the video sequence. While
this technique works fairly well and is simple to implement, more complex techniques use some type
of estimation strategies to exploit the local correlation that exists within a frame of video data to come
up with a better estimate of the missing or erroneous data. These error concealment strategies are
essentially postprocessing algorithms and are not mandated by the video coding standards. Different
implementations of the wireless video systems utilize different kinds of error concealment strategies
based on the available computational power and the quality of the channel.

If there is support for a decoder feedback path to the encoder as shown in Fig. 31.3, this path
can be used to signal detected errors. The feedback information from the decoder can be used to
retransmit data or to influence future encoder action so as to stop the propagation of detected errors
in the decoder. Note that for the feedback to take place, the network must support a back channel.

31.3.3 Classification of Error-Resilience Techniques

In general, techniques to improve the robustness of the video coder can be classified into three
categories based on whether the encoder or the decoder plays a primary part in improving the error
robustness [10]. Forward error resilience techniques refer to those techniques where the encoder
plays the primary part in improving the error robustness, typically by introducing redundancy in
the transmitted information. In postprocessing techniques, the decoder plays the primary part and
does concealment of errors by estimation and interpolation (e.g., spatial-temporal filtering) using
information it has already received. In interactive error resilience techniques, the decoder and the
encoder interact to improve the error resilience of the video coder. Techniques that use decoder
feedback come under this category.

31.4 MPEG-4 Error Resilience Tools

MPEG-4 is an ISO/IEC standard being developed by the Motion Pictures Expert Group. Initially
MPEG was aimed primarily at low-bit-rate communications; however, its scope was later expanded
to be much more of a multimedia coding standard [7]. The MPEG-4 video coding standard is the
first video coding standard to address the problem of efficient representation of visual objects of
arbitrary shape. MPEG-4 was also designed to provide “universal accessibility,” i.e., the ability to
access audio-visual information over a wide range of storage and transmission media. In particular,
because of the proliferation of wireless communications, this implied development of specific tools
to enable error-resilient transmission of compressed data over noisy communication channels.

A number of tools have been incorporated into the MPEG-4 video coder to make it more error
resilient. All these tools are basically forward error resilience tools. We describe below each of these
tools and its advantages.
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31.4.1 Resynchronization

Asmentionedearlier, a videodecoder that is decoding a corruptedbitstreammay lose synchronization
with the encoder (i.e., it is unable to identify the precise location in the image where the current data
belongs). If remedial measures are not taken, the quality of the decoded video rapidly degrades
and becomes unusable. One approach is for the encoder to introduce resynchronization markers
in the bitstream at various locations. When the decoder detects an error, it can then look for this
resynchronization marker and regain synchronization.

Previous video coding standards such as H.261 and H.263 (Version 1) logically partition each
of the images to be encoded into rows of macroblocks called Group Of Blocks (GOBs). These
GOBs correspond to a horizontal row of macroblocks for QCIF images. Figure 31.6 shows the GOB
numbering scheme for H.263 (Version 1) for QCIF resolution. For error resilience purposes, H.263
(Version 1) provides the encoder an option of inserting resynchronization markers at the beginning
of each of the GOBs. Hence, for QCIF images these resynchronization markers are allowed to occur
only at the left edge of the images. The smallest region that the error can be isolated to and concealed
in this case is thus one row of macroblocks.

FIGURE 31.6: H.263 GOB numbering for a QCIF image.

In contrast, the MPEG-4 encoder is not restricted to inserting the resynchronization markers only
at the beginning of each row of macroblocks. The encoder has the option of dividing the image into
video packets. Each video packet is made up of an integer number of consecutive macroblocks in
raster scan order. These macroblocks can span several rows of macroblocks in the image and can even
include partial rows of macroblocks. One suggested mode of operation for the MPEG-4 encoder
is for it to insert a resynchronization marker periodically at approximately every K bits. Note that
resynchronization markers can only be placed at a macroblock boundary and, hence, the video packet
length cannot be constrained to be exactly equal to K bits. When there is a significant activity in one
part of the image, the macroblocks corresponding to these areas generate more bits than other parts
of the image. If the MPEG-4 encoder inserts the resynchronization markers at uniformly spaced bit
intervals, the macroblock interval between the resynchronization markers is a lot closer in the high
activity areas and a lot farther apart in the low activity areas. Thus, in the presence of a short burst of
errors, the decoder can quickly localize the error to within a few macroblocks in the important high
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activity areas of the image and preserve the image quality in these important areas. In the case of
H.263 (Version 1), where the resynchronization markers are restricted to be at the beginning of the
GOBs, it is only possible for the decoder to isolate the errors to a fixed GOB independent of the image
content. Hence, effective coverage of the resynchronization marker is reduced when compared to the
MPEG-4 scheme. The recommended spacing of the resynchronization markers in MPEG-4 is based
on the bitrates. For 24 Kb/s, it is recommended to insert them at intervals of 480 bits and for bitrates
between 25 Kb/s to 48 Kb/s, it is recommended to place them at every 736 bits. Figures 31.7(a)
and (b) illustrate the placement of resynchronization markers for H.263 (Version 1) and MPEG-4.

FIGURE 31.7: Position of resynchronization markers in the bitstream for (a) H.263 (Version 1)
encoder with GOB headers and for (b) an MPEG-4 encoder with video packets.

Note that in addition to inserting the resynchronization markers at the beginning of each video
packet, the encoder also needs to remove all data dependencies that exist between the data belonging
to two different video packets within the same image. This is required so that even if one of the video
packets in the current image is corrupted due to errors, the other packets can be decoded and utilized
by the decoder. In order to remove these data dependencies, the encoder inserts two additional
fields in addition to the resynchronization marker at the beginning of each video packet, as shown
in Fig. 31.8. These are, (1) the absolute macroblock number of the first macroblock in the video
packet, Mb. No., (which indicates the spatial location of the macroblock in the current image), (2) the
quantization parameter, QP , which denotes the initial quantization parameter used to quantize the
DCT coefficients in the video packet. The encoder also modifies the predictive encoding method used
for coding the motion vectors such that there are no predictions across the video packet boundaries.
Also shown in Fig. 31.8 is a third field, labeled HEC. Its use is discussed in a later section.

FIGURE 31.8: An MPEG-4 video packet.
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31.4.2 Data Partitioning

Data partitioning in MPEG-4 provides enhanced error localization and error concealment capabili-
ties. The data partitioning mode partitions the data within a video packet into a motion part and a
texture part (DCT coefficients) separated by a unique Motion Marker (MM), as shown in Fig. 31.9.
All the syntactic elements of the video packet that have motion-related information are placed in
the motion partition and all the remaining syntactic elements that relate to the DCT data are placed
in the texture partition. If the texture information is lost, data partitioning enables the salvation of
motion information, which can then be used to conceal the errors in a more effective manner.

FIGURE 31.9: A data partitioned MPEG-4 video packet.

The motion marker is computed from the motion VLC tables using a search program such that it is
Hamming distance 1 from any possible valid combination of the motion VLC tables [9]. The motion
marker is uniquely decodable from the motion VLC tables, and it indicates to the decoder the end of
the motion information and the beginning of the DCT information. The number of macroblocks
in the video packet is implicitly known after encountering the motion marker. Note that the motion
marker is only computed once based on the VLC tables and is fixed in the standard. Based on the
VLC tables in MEPG-4, the motion marker is a 17-bit word whose value is 1 1111 0000 0000 0001.

31.4.3 Reversible Variable Length Codes (RVLCs)

As was shown in Fig. 31.5, if the decoder detects an error during the decoding of VLC codewords, it
loses synchronization and hence typically has to discard all the data up to the next resynchronization
point. RVLCs are designed such that they can be instantaneously decoded both in the forward and the
backward direction. When the decoder detects an error while decoding the bitstream in the forward
direction, it jumps to the next resynchronization marker and decodes the bitstream in the backward
direction until it encounters an error. Based on the two error locations, the decoder can recover some
of the data that would have otherwise been discarded. This is shown in Fig. 31.10, which shows only
the texture part of the video packet—only data in the shaded area is discarded. Note that if RVLCs
were not used, all the data in the texture part of the video packet would have to be discarded. RVLCs
thus enable the decoder to better isolate the error location in the bitstream.

FIGURE 31.10: Use of reversible variable length codes.
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Figure 31.11 shows the comparison of performance of resynchronization, data partitioning, and
RVLC techniques for 24 Kb/s QCIF video data. The experiments involved transmission of three video
sequences, each of duration 10s, over a bursty channel simulated by a 2-state Gilbert model [6]. The
burstdurationon thechannel is 1msand theburstoccurrenceprobability is 10−2. Figure31.11, which
plots the average peak signal-to-noise ratios of the received video frames, shows that data partitioning
and RVLC provide improved performance when compared to using only resynchronization markers.

FIGURE 31.11: Performance comparison of resynchronization, data partitioning, and RVLC over a
bursty channel simulated by a 2-state Gilbert model. Burst durations are 1ms long and the probability
of occurrence of a burst is 10−2. Legend: RM—resynchronization marker; DP—data partitioning;
RVLC—reversible variable length codes.

31.4.4 Header Extension Code (HEC)

Someof themost important information that thedecoderneeds inorder todecode thevideobitstream
is in the video frame header data. This data includes information about the spatial dimensions of
the video data, the time stamps associated with the decoding and the presentation of this video data,
and the type of the current frame (INTER/INTRA). If some of this information is corrupted due to
channel errors, the decoder has no other recourse but to discard all the information belonging to
the current video frame. In order to reduce the sensitivity of this data, a technique called Header
Extension Code (HEC) was introduced into the MPEG-4 standard. In each video packet, a 1-bit
field called HEC is present. The location of HEC in the video packet is shown in Fig. 31.8. For each
video packet, when HEC is set, the important header information that describes the video frame is
repeated in the bits following the HEC. This information can be used to verify and correct the header
information of the video frame. The use of HEC significantly reduces the number of discarded video
frames and helps achieve a higher overall decoded video quality.
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31.4.5 Adaptive Intra Refresh (AIR)

Whenever an INTRA macroblock is received, it basically stops the temporal propagation of errors
at its corresponding spatial location. The procedure of forcefully encoding some macroblocks in
a frame in INTRA mode to flush out possible errors is called INTRA refreshing. INTRA refresh
is very effective in stopping the propagation of errors, but it comes at the cost of a large overhead.
Coding a macroblock in INTRA mode typically requires many more bits when compared to coding
the macroblock in INTER mode. Hence, the INTRA refresh technique has to be used judiciously.

For areas with low motion, simple error concealment by just copying the previous frame’s mac-
roblocks works quite effectively. For macroblocks with high motion, error concealment becomes
very difficult. Since the high motion areas are perceptually the most significant, any persistent error
in the high motion area becomes very noticeable. The AIR technique of MPEG-4 makes use of the
above facts and INTRA refreshes the motion areas more frequently, thereby allowing the corrupted
high motion areas to recover quickly from errors.

Depending on the bitrate, the AIR approach only encodes a fixed and predetermined number of
macroblocks in a frame in INTRA mode (the exact number is not standardized by MPEG-4). This
fixed number might not be enough to cover all the macroblocks in the motion area; hence, the AIR
technique keeps track of the macroblocks that have been refreshed (using a “refresh map”) and in
subsequent frames refreshes any macroblocks in the motion areas that might have been left out.

31.5 H.263 Error Resilience Tools

In this section, we discuss four error resilience techniques which are part of the H.263 standard—slice
structure mode and independent segment decoding, which are forward error resilience features, and
error tracking and reference picture selection, which are interactive error resilience techniques. Error
tracking was introduced in H.263 (Version 1) as an appendix, whereas the remaining three techniques
were introduced in H.263 (Version 2) as annexes.

31.5.1 Slice Structure Mode (Annex K)

The slice structured mode of H.263 is similar to the video packet approach of MPEG-4 with a slice
denoting a video packet. The basic functionality of a slice is the same as that of a video packet—
providing periodic resynchronization points throughout the bistream. The structure of a slice is
shown in Fig. 31.12. Like an MPEG-4 video packet, the slice consists of a header followed by the
macroblock data. The SSC is the slice start code and is identical to the resynchronization marker
of MPEG-4. The MBA field, which denotes the starting macroblock number in the slice, and the
SQUANT field, which is the quantizer scale coded nonpredictively, allow for the slice to be coded
independently.

FIGURE 31.12: Structure of a slice in H.263/Annex K.

The slice structured mode also contains two submodes which can be used to provide additional
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functionality. The submodes are

• Rectangular slice submode (RSS)—This allows for rectangular shaped slices. The rectan-
gular region contained in the slice is specified by SWI+1 (See Fig. 31.12 for the location
of the SWI field in the slice header), which gives the width of the rectangular region,
and MBA, which specifies the upper left macroblock of the slice. Note that the height
of the rectangular region gets specified by the number of macroblocks contained in the
slice. This mode can be used, for example, to subdivide images into rectangular regions
of interest for region-based coding.

• Arbitrary slice submode (ASO)—The default order of transmission of slices is such that
the MBA field is strictly increasing from one slice to the next transmitted slice. When ASO
is used, the slices may appear in any order within the bitstream. This mode is useful when
the wireless network supports prioritization of slices which might result in out-of-order
arrival of video slices at the decoder.

31.5.2 Independent Segment Decoding (ISD) (Annex R)

Even though the slice structured mode eliminates decoding dependency between neighboring slices,
errors in slices can spatially propagate to neighboring slices in subsequent frames due to motion com-
pensation. This happens because motion vectors in a slice can point to macroblocks of neighboring
slices in the reference picture. Independent segment decoding eliminates this from happening by
restricting the motion vectors within a predefined segment of the picture from pointing to other
segments in the picture, thereby helping to contain the error to be within the erroneous segment.
This improvement in the localization of errors, however, comes at a cost of a loss of coding efficiency.
Because of this restriction on the motion vectors, the motion compensation is not as effective, and
the residual error images use more bits.

For ease of implementation, the ISD mode puts restrictions on segment shapes and on the changes
of segment shapes from picture to picture. The ISD mode cannot be used with the slice structured
mode (Annex K) unless the rectangular slice submode of Annex K is active. This prevents the need for
treating awkward shapes of slices that can otherwise arise when Annex K is not used with rectangular
slice submode. The segment shapes are not allowed to change from picture to picture unless an
INTRA frame is being coded.

31.5.3 Error Tracking (Appendix I)

The error tracking approach is an INTRA refresh technique but uses decoder feedback of errors to
decide which macroblocks in the current image to code in INTRA mode to prevent the propagation
of these errors. When there are no errors on the channel, normal coding (which usually results in
the bit-efficient INTER mode being selected most of the time) is used. The use of decoder feedback
allows the system to adapt to varying channel conditions and minimizes the use of forced INTRA
updates to situations when there are channel errors.

Because of the time delay involved in the decoder feedback, the encoder has to track the propagation
of an error from its original occurrence to the current frame to decide which macroblocks should
be INTRA coded in the current frame. A low complexity algorithm was proposed in Appendix I of
H.263 to track the propagation of errors. However, it should be noted that the use of this technique
is not mandated by H.263. Also, H.263 itself does not standardize the mechanism by which the
decoder feedback of error can be sent. Typically, H.245 control messages are used to signal the
decoder feedback for error tracking purposes.
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31.5.4 Reference Picture Selection (Annex N)

The Reference Picture Selection (RPS) mode of H.263 also relies on decoder feedback to efficiently
stop the propagation of errors. The back channel used in RPS mode can be a separate logical channel
(e.g., by using H.245), or if two-way communication is taking place, the back channel messages can
be sent multiplexed with the encoded video data. In the presence of errors, the RPS mode allows the
encoder to be instructed to select one of the several previously correctly received and decoded frames
as the reference picture for motion compensation of the current frame being encoded. This effectively
stops the propagation of error. Note that the use of RPS requires the use of multiple frame buffers at
both the encoder and the decoder to store previously decoded frames. Hence, the improvement in
performance in the RPS mode has come at the cost of increased memory requirements.

31.6 Discussion

In this chapter we presented a broad overview of the various techniques that enable wireless video
transmission. Due to the enormous amount of bandwidth required, video data is typically com-
pressed before being transmitted, but the errors introduced by the wireless channels have a severe
impact on the compressed video information. Hence, special techniques need to be employed to
enable robust video transmission. International standards play a very important role in communi-
cations applications. The two current standards that are most relevant to video applications are ISO
MPEG-4 and ITU H.263. In this chapter, we detailed these two standards and explained the error
resilient tools that are part of these standards to enable robust video communication over wireless
channels. A tutorial overview of these tools has been presented and the performance of these tools
has been described.

There are, however, a number of other methods that further improve the performance of a wireless
video codec that the standards do not specify. If the encoder and decoder are aware of the limitations
imposed by the communication channel, they can further improve the video quality by using these
methods. These methods include encoding techniques such as rate control to optimize the alloca-
tion of the effective channel bit rate between various parts of video to be transmitted and intelligent
decisions on when and where to place INTRA refresh macroblocks to limit the error propagation.
Decoding methods such as superior error concealment strategies that further conceal the effects of er-
roneous macroblocks by estimating them from correctly decoded macroblocks in the spatiotemporal
neighborhood can also significantly improve the effective video quality.

This chapter has mainly focused on the error resilience aspects of the video layer. There are a
number of error detection and correction strategies, such as Forward Error Correction (FEC), that
can further improve the reliability of the transmitted video data. These FEC codes are typically
provided in the systems layer and the underlying network layer. If the video transmission system has
the ability to monitor the dynamic error characteristics of the communication channel, joint source-
channel coding techniques can also be effectively employed. These techniques enable the wireless
communication system to perform optimal trade-offs in allocating the available bits between the
source coder (video) and the channel coder (FEC) to achieve superior performance.

Current video compression standards also support layered coding methods. In this approach, the
compressed video information can be separated into multiple layers. The base layer, when decoded,
provides a certain degree of video quality and the enhancement layer, when received and decoded,
then adds to the base layer to further improve the video quality. In wireless channels, these base
and enhancement layers give a natural method of partitioning the video data into more important
and less important layers. The base layer can be protected by a stronger level of error protection
(higher overhead channel coder) and the enhancement layer by a lesser strength coder. Using this
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Unequal Error Protection (UEP) scheme, the communication system is assured of a certain degree
of performance most of the time through the base layer, and when the channel is not as error prone
and the decoder receives the enhancement layer, this scheme provides improved quality.

Given all these advances in video coding technology, coupled with the technological advances
in processor technology, memory devices, and communication systems, wireless video communi-
cations is fast becoming a very compelling application. With the advent of higher bandwidth third
generation wireless communication systems, it will be possible to transmit compressed video in many
wireless applications, including mobile videophones, videoconferencing systems, PDAs, security and
surveillance applications, mobile Internet terminals, and other multimedia devices.

Defining Terms

Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ): An error control system in which notification of erro-
neously received messages is sent to the transmitter which then simply retransmits the
message. The use of ARQ requires a feedback channel and the receiver must perform error
detection on received messages. Redundancy is added to the message before transmission
to enable error detection at the receiver.

Block motion compensation (BMC): Motion compensated prediction that is done on a block
basis; that is, blocks of pixels are assumed to be displaced spatially in a uniform manner
from one frame to another.

Forward Error Correction: Introductionof redundancy indata toallowforcorrectionof errors
without retransmission.

Luminance and chrominance: Luminance is the brightness information in a video image,
whereas chrominance is the corresponding color information.

Motion vectors: Specifies the spatial displacement of a block of pixels from one frame to an-
other.

QCIF: Quarter Common Intermediate Format (QCIF) is a standard picture format that defines
the image dimensions to be 176 × 144 (pixels per line × lines per picture) for luminance
and 88 × 72 for chrominance.
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Further Information

A broader overview of wireless video can be found in the special issue of IEEE Communications Mag-
azine, June 1998. Wang and Zhu [10] provide an exhaustive review of error concealment techniques
for video communications. More details on MPEG-4 and ongoing Version 2 activities in MPEG-4
can be found on the web page
http://drogo.cselt.it/mpeg/standards/mpeg-4/mpeg-4.htm. H.263 (Version 2) activities
are tracked on the web page
http://www.ece.ubc.ca/spmg/research/motion/h263plus/. Most of the ITU-T recom-
mendations can be obtained from the web site http://www.itu.org. The special issue of IEEE
Communications Magazine, December 1996, includes articles on H.324 and H.263.

Current research relevant to wireless video communications is reported in a number of journals
including IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology, IEEE Transactions on Image
Processing, IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology, Signal Processing: Image Communication. The
IEEE Communications Magazine regularly reports review articles relevant to wireless video commu-
nications. Conferences of interest include the IEEE International Conference on Image Processing
(ICIP), IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference (VTC), and IEEE International Conference on Com-
munications (ICC).
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32.1 Introduction

A proliferation of high-performance portable computers combined with end-user need for com-
munication is fueling a dramatic growth in wireless local area network (LAN) technology. Users
expect to have the ability to operate their portable computer globally while remaining connected to
communications networks and service providers. Wireless LANs and cellular networks, connected
to high-speed networks, are being developed to provide this functionality.

Before delving deeper into issues relating to the design of wireless LANs, it is instructive to consider
some scenarios of user mobility.

1. A simple model of user mobility is one where a computer is physically moved while
retaining network connectivity at either end. For example, a move from one room to
another as in a hospital where the computer is a hand-held device displaying patient
charts and the nurse using the computer moves between wards or floors while accessing
patient information.

2. Another model situation is where a group of people (at a conference, for instance) set up
an ad-hoc LAN to share information as in Fig. 32.1.

3. A more complex model is one where several computers in constant communication are
in motion and continue to be networked. For example, consider the problem of having
robots in space collaborating to retrieve a satellite.
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FIGURE 32.1: Ad-hoc wireless LAN.

A great deal of research has focused on dealing with physical layer and medium access control
(MAC) layer protocols. In this chapter we first summarize standardization efforts in these areas. The
remainder of the chapter is then devoted to a discussion of networking issues involved in wireless
LAN design. Some of the issues discussed include routing in wireless LANs (i.e., how does data find
its destination when the destination is mobile?) and the problem of providing service guarantees to
end users (e.g., error-free data transmission or bounded delay and bounded bandwidth service, etc.).

32.2 Physical Layer Design

Two media are used for transmission over wireless LANs, infrared and radio frequency. RF LANs are
typically implemented in the industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) frequency bands 902–928 MHz,
2400–2483.5 MHz and 5725–5850 MHz. These frequencies do not require a license allowing the LAN
product to be portable, i.e., a LAN can be moved without having to worry about licensing.

IR and RF technologies have different design constraints. IR receiver design is simple (and thus
inexpensive) in comparison to RF receiver design because IR receivers only detect the amplitude of
the signal not the frequency or phase. Thus, a minimal of filtering is required to reject interference.
Unfortunately, however, IR shares the electromagnetic spectrum with the sun and incandescent or
fluorescent light. These sources of modulated infrared energy reduce the signal-to-noise ratio of
IR signals and, if present in extreme intensity, can make the IR LANs inoperable. There are two
approaches to building IR LANs.

1. The transmitted signal can be focused and aimed. In this case the IR system can be used
outdoors and has an area of coverage of a few kilometers.

2. The transmitted signal can be bounced off the ceiling or radiated omnidirectionally. In
either case, the range of the IR source is 10–20 m (i.e., the size of one medium-sized
room).

RF systems face harsher design constraints in comparison to IR systems for several reasons. The
increased demand for RF products has resulted in tight regulatory constraints on the allocation and
use of allocated bands. In the U.S., for example, it is necessary to implement spectrum spreading for
operation in the ISM bands. Another design constraint is the requirement to confine the emitted
spectrum to a band, necessitating amplification at higher carrier frequencies, frequency conversion
using precision local oscillators, and selective components. RF systems must also cope with envi-
ronmental noise that is either naturally occurring, for example, atmospheric noise or man made,
for example, microwave ovens, copiers, laser printers, or other heavy electrical machinery. RF LANs
operating in the ISM frequency ranges also suffer interference from amateur radio operators.
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Operating LANs indoors introduces additional problems caused by multipath propagation,
Rayleigh fading, and absorption. Many materials used in building construction are opaque to IR
radiation resulting in incomplete coverage within rooms (the coverage depends on obstacles within
the room that block IR) and almost no coverage outside closed rooms. Some materials, such as
white plasterboard, can also cause reflection of IR signals. RF is relatively immune to absorption and
reflection problems. Multipath propagation affects both IR and RF signals. The technique to alleviate
the effects of multipath propagation in both types of systems is the same use of aimed (directional)
systems for transmission enabling the receiver to reject signals based on their angle of incidence.
Another technique that may be used in RF systems is to use multiple antennas. The phase difference
between different paths can be used to discriminate between them.

Rayleigh fading is a problem in RF systems. Recall that Rayleigh fading occurs when the difference
in path length of the same signal arriving along different paths is a multiple of half a wavelength. This
causes the signal to be almost completely canceled out at the receiver. Because the wavelengths used
in IR are so small, the effect of Rayleigh fading is not noticeable in those systems. RF systems, on the
other hand, use wavelengths of the order of the dimension of a laptop. Thus, moving the computer
a small distance could increase/decrease the fade significantly.

Spread spectrum transmission technology is used for RF-based LANs and it comes in two varieties:
direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) and frequency-hopping spread spectrum (FHSS). In a FHSS
system, the available band is split into several channels. The transmitter transmits on one channel
for a fixed time and then hops to another channel. The receiver is synchronized with the transmitter
and hops in the same sequence; see Fig. 32.2(a). In DSSS systems, a random binary string is used to
modulate the transmitted signal. The relative rate between this sequence and user data is typically
between 10 and 100; see Fig. 32.2(b).

FIGURE 32.2: Spread spectrum.

The key requirements of any transmission technology is its robustness to noise. In this respect DSSS
and FHSS show some differences. There are two possible sources of interference for wireless LANs:
the presence of other wireless LANs in the same geographical area (i.e., in the same building, etc.) and
interference due to other users of the ISM frequencies. In the latter case, FHSS systems have a greater
ability to avoid interference because the hopping sequence could be designed to prevent potential
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interference. DSSS systems, on the other hand, do exhibit an ability to recover from interference
because of the use of the spreading factor [Fig. 32.2(b)].

It is likely that in many situations several wireless LANs may be collocated. Since all wireless LANs
use the same ISM frequencies, there is a potential for a great deal of interference. To avoid interference
in FHSS systems, it is necessary to ensure that the hopping sequences are orthogonal. To avoid
interference in DSSS systems, on the other hand, it is necessary to allocate different channels to each
wireless LAN. The ability to avoid interference in DSSS systems is, thus, more limited in comparison
to FHSS systems because FHSS systems use very narrow subchannels (1 MHz) in comparison to DSSS
systems that use wider subchannels (for example, 25 MHz), thus, limiting the number of wireless
LANs that can be collocated. A summary of design issues can be found in [1].

32.3 MAC Layer Protocols

MAC protocol design for wireless LANs poses new challenges because of the in-building operating
environment for these systems. Unlike wired LANs (such as the ethernet or token ring), wireless LANs
operate in strong multipath fading channels where channel characteristics can change in very short
distances resulting in unreliable communication and unfair channel access due to capture. Another
feature of the wireless LAN environment is that carrier sensing takes a long time in comparison
to wired LANs; it typically takes between 30 and 50 µs (see [4]), which is a significant portion of
the packet transmission time. This results in inefficiencies if the CSMA family of protocols is used
without any modifications.

Other differences arise because of the mobility of users in wireless LAN environments. To provide
a building (or any other region) with wireless LAN coverage, the region to be covered is divided into
cells as shown in Fig. 32.3. Each cell is one wireless LAN, and adjacent cells use different frequencies
to minimize interference. Within each cell there is an access point called a mobile support station
(MSS) or base station that is connected to some wired network. The mobile users are called mobile
hosts (MH). The MSS performs the functions of channel allocation and providing connectivity to
existing wired networks; see Fig. 32.4. Two problems arise in this type of an architecture that are not
present in wired LANs.

1. The number of nodes within a cell changes dynamically as users move between cells. How
can the channel access protocol dynamically adapt to such changes efficiently?

2. When a user moves between cells, the user has to make its presence known to the other
nodes in the cell. How can this be done without using up too much bandwidth? The
protocol used to solve this problem is called a handoff protocol and works along the
following lines: A switching station (or the MSS nodes working together, in concert)
collects signal strength information for each mobile host within each cell. Note that if
a mobile host is near a cell boundary, the MSS node in its current cell as well as in the
neighboring cell can hear its transmissions and determine signal strengths. If the mobile
host is currently under the coverage of MSS M1 but its signal strength at MSS M2 becomes
larger, the switching station initiates a handoff whereby the MH is considered as part of
M2’s cell (or network).

The mode of communication in wireless LANs can be broken in two: communication from the
mobile to the MSS (called uplink communication) and communication in the reverse direction (called
downlink communication). It is estimated that downlink communication accounts for about 70–
80% of the total consumed bandwidth. This is easy to see because most of the time users request files
or data in other forms (image data, etc.) that consume much more transmission bandwidth than
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FIGURE 32.3: Cellular structure for wireless LANs (note frequency reuse).

FIGURE 32.4: In-building LAN (made up of several wireless LANs).

the requests themselves. In order to make efficient use of bandwidth (and, in addition, guarantee
service requirements for real-time data), most researchers have proposed that the downlink channel
be controlled entirely by the MSS nodes. These nodes allocate the channel to different mobile users
based on their current requirements using a protocol such as time division multiple access (TDMA).
What about uplink traffic? This is a more complicated problem because the set of users within a cell
is dynamic, thus making it infeasible to have a static channel allocation for the uplink. This problem
is the main focus of MAC protocol design.

What are some of the design requirements of an appropriate MAC protocol? The IEEE 802.11
recommended standard for wireless LANs has identified almost 20 such requirements, some of
which are discussed here (the reader is referred to [3], for further details). Clearly any protocol must
maximize throughput while minimizing delays and providing fair access to all users. In addition to
these requirements, however, mobility introduces several new requirements.

1. The MAC protocol must be independent of the underlying physical layer transmission
technology adopted (be it DSSS, FHSS or IR).

2. The maximum number of users can be as high as a few hundred in a wireless LAN.
The MAC protocol must be able to handle many users without exhibiting catastrophic
degradation of service.

3. The MAC protocols must provide secure transmissions because the wireless medium is
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easy to tap.

4. The MAC protocol needs to work correctly in the presence of collocated networks.

5. It must have the ability to support ad-hoc networking (as in Fig. 32.1).

6. Other requirements include the need to support priority traffic, preservation of packet
order, and an ability to support multicast.

Several contention-based protocols currently exist that could be adapted for use in wireless LANs.
The protocols currently being looked by IEEE 802.11 include protocols based on carrier sense multi-
ple access (CSMA), polling, and TDMA. Protocols based on code division multiple access (CDMA)
and frequency division multiple access (FDMA) are not considered because the processing gains
obtained using these protocols are minimal while, simultaneously, resulting in a loss of flexibility for
wireless LANs.

It is important to highlight an important difference between networking requirements of ad-
hoc networks (as in Fig. 32.1) and networks based on cellular structure. In cellular networks, all
communication occurs between the mobile hosts and the MSS (or base station) within that cell.
Thus, the MSS can allocate channel bandwidth according to requirements of different nodes, i.e., we
can use centralized channel scheduling for efficient use of bandwidth. In ad-hoc networks there is no
such central scheduler available. Thus, any multiaccess protocol will be contention based with little
explicit scheduling. In the remainder of this section we focus on protocols for cell-based wireless
LANs only.

All multiaccess protocols for cell-based wireless LANs have a similar structure; see [3].

1. The MSS announces (explicitly or implicitly) that nodes with data to send may contend
for the channel.

2. Nodes interested in sending data contend for the channel using protocols such as CSMA.

3. The MSS allocates the channel to successful nodes.

4. Nodes transmit packets (contention-free transmission).

5. MSS sends an explicit acknowledgment (ACK) for packets received.

Based on this model we present three MAC protocols.

32.3.1 Reservation-TDMA (R-TDMA)

This approach is a combination of TDMA and some contention protocol (see PRMA in [7]). The
MSS divides the channel into slots (as in TDMA), which are grouped into frames. When a node
wants to transmit it needs to reserve a slot that it can use in every consecutive frame as long as it
has data to transmit. When it has completed transmission, other nodes with data to transmit may
contend for that free slot. There are four steps to the functioning of this protocol.

a. At the end of each frame the MSS transmits a feedback packet that informs nodes of the
current reservation of slots (and also which slots are free). This corresponds to steps 1
and 3 from the preceding list.

b. During a frame, all nodes wishing to acquire a slot transmit with a probability ρ during
a free slot. If a node is successful it is so informed by the next feedback packet. If more
than one node transmits during a free slot, there is a collision and the nodes try again
during the next frame. This corresponds to step 2.

c. A node with a reserved slot transmits data during its slot. This is the contention-free
transmission (step 4).
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d. The MSS sends ACKs for all data packets received correctly. This is step 5.

The R-TDMA protocol exhibits several nice properties. First and foremost, it makes very efficient
use of the bandwidth, and average latency is half the frame size. Another big benefit is the ability
to implement power conserving measures in the portable computer. Since each node knows when
to transmit (nodes transmit during their reserved slot only) it can move into a power-saving mode
for a fixed amount of time, thus increasing battery life. This feature is generally not available in
CSMA-based protocols. Furthermore, it is easy to implement priorities because of the centralized
control of scheduling. One significant drawback of this protocol is that it is expensive to implement
(see [2]).

32.3.2 Distributed Foundation Wireless MAC (DFWMAC)

The CSMA/CD protocol has been used with great success in the ethernet. Unfortunately, the same
protocol is not very efficient in a wireless domain because of the problems associated with cell
interference (i.e., interference from neighboring cells), the relatively large amount of time taken to
sense the channel (see [6]) and the hidden terminal problem (see [12, 13]). The current proposal is
based on a CSMA/collision avoidance (CA) protocol with a four-way handshake; see Fig. 32.5.

FIGURE 32.5: CSMA/CA and four-way handshaking protocol.

The basic operation of the protocol is simple. All MH nodes that have packets to transmit compete
for the channel by sending ready to transmit (RTS) messages using nonpersistent CSMA. After a
station succeeds in transmitting a RTS, the MSS sends a clear to transmit (CTS) to the MH. The MH
transmits its data and then receives an ACK. The only possibility of collision that exists is in the RTS
phase of the protocol and inefficiencies occur in the protocol, because of the RTS and CTS stages.
Note that unlike R-TDMA it is harder to implement power saving functions. Furthermore, latency
is dependent on system load making it harder to implement real-time guarantees. Priorities are also
not implemented. On the positive side, the hardware for this protocol is very inexpensive.
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32.3.3 Randomly Addressed Polling (RAP)

In this scheme, when a MSS is ready to collect uplink packets it transmits a READY message. At this
point all nodes with packets to send attempt to grab the channel as follows.

a. Each MH with a packet to transmit generates a random number between 0 and P .

b. All active MH nodes simultaneously and orthogonally transmit their random numbers
(using CDMA or FDMA). We assume that all of these numbers are received correctly by
the MSS. Remember that more than one MH node may have selected the same random
number.

c. Steps a and b are repeated L times.

d. At the end of L stages, the MSS determines a stage (say, k) where the total number of
distinct random numbers was the largest. The MSS polls each distinct each random
number in this stage in increasing order. All nodes that had generated the polled random
number transmit packets to the MSS.

e. Since more than one node may have generated the same random number, collisions are
possible. The MSS sends a ACK or NACK after each such transmission. Unsuccessful
nodes try again during the next iteration of the protocol.

The protocol is discussed in detail in [4] and a modified protocol called GRAP (for group RAP) is
discussed in [3]. The authors propose that GRAP can also be used in the contention stage (step 2)
for TDMA- and CSMA-based protocols.

32.4 Network Layer Issues

An important goal of wireless LANs is to allow users to move about freely while still maintaining
all of their connections (network resources permitting). This means that the network must route
all packets destined for the mobile user to the MSS of its current cell in a transparent manner. Two
issues need to be addressed in this context.

• How can users be addressed?

• How can active connections for these mobile users be maintained?

Ioanidis, Duchamp, and Maguire [8] propose a solution called the IPIP (IP-within-IP) protocol.
Here each MH has a unique internet protocol (IP) address called its home address. To deliver a
packet to a remote MH, the source MSS first broadcasts an address resolution protocol (ARP) request
to all other MSS nodes to locate the MH. Eventually some MSS responds. The source MSS then
encapsulates each packet from the source MH within another packet containing the IP address of
the MSS in whose cell the MH is located. The destination MSS extracts the packet and delivers it to
the MH. If the MH has moved away in the interim, the new MSS locates the new location of the MH
and performs the same operation. This approach suffers from several problems as discussed in [11].
Specifically, the method is not scaleable to a network spanning areas larger than a campus for the
following reasons.

1. IP addresses have a prefix identifying the campus subnetwork where the node lives; when
the MH moves out of the campus, its IP address no longer represents this information.

2. The MSS nodes serve the function of routers in the mobile network and, therefore, have
the responsibility of tracking all of the MH nodes globally causing a lot of overhead in
terms of message passing and packet forwarding; see [5].
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Teraoka and Tokoro [11], have proposed a much more flexible solution to the problem called virtual
IP (VIP). Here every mobile host has a virtual IP address that is unchanging regardless of the location
of the MH. In addition, hosts have physical network addresses (traditional IP addresses) that may
change as the host moves about. At the transport layer, the target node is always specified by its VIP
address only. The address resolution from the VIP address to the current IP address takes place either
at the network layer of the same machine or at a gateway. Both the host machines and the gateways
maintain a cache of VIP to IP mappings with associated timestamps. This information is in the form
of a table called address mapping table (AMT). Every MH has an associated home gateway. When a
MH moves into a new subnetwork, it is assigned a new IP address. It sends this new IP address and
its VIP address to its home gateway via a VipConn control message. All intermediate gateways that
relay this message update their AMT tables as well. During this process of updating the AMT tables,
all packets destined to the MH continue to be sent to the old location. These packets are returned to
the sender, who then sends them to the home gateway of the MH. It is easy to see that this approach
is easily scaleable to large networks, unlike the IPIP approach.

32.4.1 Alternative View of Mobile Networks

The approaches just described are based on the belief that mobile networks are merely an extension
of wired networks. Other authors [10] disagree with this assumption because there are fundamental
differencesbetween themobiledomainand thefixedwirednetworkdomain. Twoexamples follow.

1. The available bandwidth at the wireless link is small; thus, end-to-end packet retransmis-
sion for transmission control protocol (TCP)-like protocols (implemented over datagram
networks) is a bad idea. This leads to the conclusion that transmission within the mobile
network must be connection oriented. Such a solution, using virtual circuits (VC), is
proposed in [5].

2. The bandwidth available for a MH with open connections changes dynamically since the
number of other users present in each cell varies randomly. This is a feature not present
in fixed high-speed networks where, once a connection is set up, its bandwidth does not
vary much. Since bandwidth changes are an artifact of mobility and are dynamic, it is
necessary to deal with the consequences (e.g., buffer overflow, large delays, etc.) locally
to both, i.e., shield fixed network hosts from the idiosyncrasies of mobility as well as to
respond to changing bandwidth quickly (without having to rely on end-to-end control).
Some other differences are discussed in [10].

32.4.2 A Proposed Architecture

Keeping these issues in mind, a more appropriate architecture has been proposed in Ghai and
Singh [5], and Singh [10]. Mobile networks are considered to be different and separate from wired
networks. Within a mobile network is a three-layer hierarchy; see Fig. 32.6. At the bottom layer are
the MHs. At the next level are the MSS nodes (one per cell). Finally, several MSS nodes are controlled
by a supervisor host (SH) node (there may be one SH node per small building). The SH nodes are
responsible for flow control for all MH connections within their domain; they are also responsible
for tracking MH nodes and forwarding packets as MH nodes roam. In addition, the SH nodes serve
as a gateway to the wired networks. Thus, any connection setup from a MH to a fixed host is broken
in two, one from the MH to the SH and another from the SH to the fixed host. The MSS nodes
in this design are simply connection endpoints for MH nodes. Thus, they are simple devices that
implement the MAC protocols and little else. Some of the benefits of this design are as follows.
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FIGURE 32.6: Proposed architecture for wireless networks.

1. Because of the large coverage of the SH (i.e., a SH controls many cells) the MH remains
in the domain of one SH much longer. This makes it easy to handle the consequences of
dynamic bandwidth changes locally. For instance, when a MH moves into a crowded cell,
the bandwidth available to it is reduced. If it had an open ftp connection, the SH simply
buffers undelivered packets until they can be delivered. There is no need to inform the
other endpoint of this connection of the reduced bandwidth.

2. When a MH node sets up a connection with a service provider in the fixed network, it
negotiates some quality of service (QOS) parameters such as bandwidth, delay bounds,
etc. When the MH roams into a crowded cell, these QOS parameters can no longer be
met because the available bandwidth is smaller. If the traditional view is adopted (i.e.,
the mobile networks are extensions of fixed networks) then these QOS parameters will
have to be renegotiated each time the bandwidth changes (due to roaming). This is a
very expensive proposition because of the large number of control messages that will
have to be exchanged. In the approach of Singh [10], the service provider will never
know about the bandwidth changes since it deals only with the SH that is accessed via the
wired network. The SH bears the responsibility of handling bandwidth changes by either
buffering packets until the bandwidth available to the MH increases (as in the case of the
ftp example) or it could discard a fraction of real-time packets (e.g., a voice connection) to
ensure delivery of most of the packets within their deadlines. The SH could also instruct
the MSS to allocate a larger amount of bandwidth to the MH when the number of buffered
packets becomes large. Thus, the service provider in the fixed network is shielded from
the mobility of the user.

32.4.3 Networking Issues

It is important for the network to provide connection-oriented service in the mobile environment (as
opposed to connectionless service as in the internet) because bandwidth is at a premium in wireless
networks, and it is, therefore, inadvisable to have end-to-end retransmission of packets (as in TCP).
The proposed architecture is well suited to providing connection-oriented service by using VCs.

In the remainder of this section we look at how virtual circuits are used within the mobile network
and how routing is performed for connections to mobile hosts. Every connection set up with one
or more MH nodes as a connection endpoint is routed through the SH nodes and each connection
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is given a unique VC number. The SH node keeps track of all MH nodes that lie within its domain.
When a packet needs to be delivered to a MH node, the SH first buffers the packet and then sends
it to the MSS at the current location of the MH or to the predicted location if the MH is currently
between cells. The MSS buffers all of these packets for the MH and transmits them to the MH if it
is in its cell. The MSS discards packets after transmission or if the SH asks it to discard the packets.
Packets are delivered in the correct order to the MH (without duplicates) by having the MH transmit
the expected sequence number (for each VC) during the initial handshake (i.e., when the MH first
enters the cell). The MH sends ACKs to the SH for packets received. The SH discards all packets that
have been acknowledged. When a MH moves from the domain of SH1 into the domain of SH2 while
having open connections, SH1 continues to forward packets to SH2 until either the connections are
closed or until SH2 sets up its own connections with the other endpoints for each of MH’s open
connections (it also gives new identifiers to all these open connections). The detailed protocol is
presented in [5].

The SH nodes are all connected over the fixed (wired) network. Therefore, it is necessary to route
packets between SH nodes using the protocol provided over the fixed networks. The VIP protocol
appears to be best suited to this purpose. Let us assume that every MH has a globally unique VIP
address. The SHs have both a VIP as well as a fixed IP address. When a MH moves into the domain
of a SH, the IP address affixed to this MH is the IP address of the SH. This ensures that all packets
sent to the MH are routed through the correct SH node. The SH keeps a list of all VIP addresses of
MH nodes within its domain and a list of open VCs for each MH. It uses this information to route
the arriving packets along the appropriate VC to the MH.

32.5 Transport Layer Design

The transport layer provides services to higher layers (including the application layer), which include
connectionless services like UDP or connection-oriented services like TCP. A wide variety of new
services will be made available in the high-speed networks, such as continuous media service for
real-time data applications such as voice and video. These services will provide bounds on delay and
loss while guaranteeing some minimum bandwidth.

Recently variations of the TCP protocol have been proposed that work well in the wireless domain.
These proposals are based on the traditional view that wireless networks are merely extensions of
fixed networks. One such proposal is called I-TCP [2] for indirect TCP. The motivation behind this
work stems from the following observation. In TCP the sender times out and begins retransmission
after a timeout period of several hundred milliseconds. If the other endpoint of the connection is
a mobile host, it is possible that the MH is disconnected for a period of several seconds (while it
moves between cells and performs the initial greeting). This results in the TCP sender timing out and
transmitting the same data several times over, causing the effective throughput of the connection to
degrade rapidly. To alleviate this problem, the implementation of I-TCP separates a TCP connection
into two pieces—one from the fixed host to another fixed host that is near the MH and another from
this host to the MH (note the similarity of this approach with the approach in Fig. 32.6). The host
closer to the MH is aware of mobility and has a larger timeout period. It serves as a type of gateway
for the TCP connection because it sends ACKs back to the sender before receiving ACKs from the
MH. The performance of I-TCP is far superior to traditional TCP for the mobile networks studied.

In the architecture proposed in Fig. 32.6, a TCP connection from a fixed host to a mobile host
would terminate at the SH. The SH would set up another connection to the MH and would have the
responsibility of transmitting all packets correctly. In a sense this is a similar idea to I-TCP except
that in the wireless network VCs are used rather than datagrams. Therefore, the implementation of
TCP service is made much easier.
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A problem that is unique to the mobile domain occurs because of the unpredictable movement of
MH nodes (i.e., a MH may roam between cells resulting in a large variation of available bandwidth in
each cell). Consider the following example. Say nine MH nodes have opened 11-kb/s connections
in a cell where the available bandwidth is 100 kb/s. Let us say that a tenth mobile host M10, also with
an open 11-kb/s connection, wanders in. The total requested bandwidth is now 110 kb/s while the
available bandwidth is only 100 kb/s. What is to be done? One approach would be to deny service
to M10. However, this seems an unfair policy. A different approach is to penalize all connections
equally so that each connection has 10-kb/s bandwidth allocated.

To reduce the bandwidth for each connection from 11 kb/s to 10 kb/s, two approaches may be
adopted:

1. Throttle back the sender for each connection by sending control messages.

2. Discard 1-kb/s data for each connection at the SH. This approach is only feasible for
applications that are tolerant of data loss (e.g., real-time video or audio).

The first approach encounters a high overhead in terms of control messages and requires the sender
to be capable of changing the data rate dynamically. This may not always be possible; for instance,
consider a teleconference consisting of several participants where each mobile participant is subject
to dynamically changing bandwidth. In order to implement this approach, the data (video or audio
or both) will have to be compressed at different ratios for each participant, and this compression
ratio may have to be changed dynamically as each participant roams. This is clearly an unreasonable
solution to the problem. The second approach requires the SH to discard 1-kb/s of data for each
connection. The question is, how should this data be discarded? That is, should the 1 kb of discarded
data be consecutive (or clustered) or uniformly spread out over the data stream every 1 s? The way
in which the data is discarded has an effect on the final perception of the service by the mobile user.
If the service is audio, for example, a random uniform loss is preferred to a clustered loss (where
several consecutive words are lost). If the data is compressed video, the problem is even more serious
because most random losses will cause the encoded stream to become unreadable resulting in almost
a 100%loss of video at the user.

A solution to this problem is proposed in Seal and Singh [9], where a new sublayer is added to
the transport layer called the loss profile transport sublayer (LPTSL). This layer determines how data
is to be discarded based on special transport layer markers put by application calls at the sender and
based on negotiated loss functions that are part of the QOS negotiations between the SH and service
provider. Figure 32.7 illustrates the functioning of this layer at the service provider, the SH, and the
MH. The original data stream is broken into logical segments that are separated by markers (or flags).
When this stream arrives at the SH, the SH discards entire logical segments (in the case of compressed
video, one logical segment may represent one frame) depending on the bandwidth available to the
MH. The purpose of discarding entire logical segments is that discarding a part of such a segment of
data makes the rest of the data within that segment useless—so we might as well discard the entire
segment. Observe also that the flags (to identify logical segments) are inserted by the LPTSL via
calls made by the application layer. Thus, the transport layer or the LPTSL does not need to know
encoding details of the data stream. This scheme is currently being implemented at the University of
South Carolina by the author and his research group.

32.6 Conclusions

The need for wireless LANs is driving rapid development in this area. The IEEE has proposed
standards (802.11) for the physical layer and MAC layer protocols. A great deal of work, however,
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FIGURE 32.7: LPTSL, an approach to handle dynamic bandwidth variations.

remains to be done at the network and transport layers. There does not appear to be a consensus
regarding subnet design for wireless LANs. Our work has indicated a need for treating wireless
LAN subnetworks as being fundamentally different from fixed networks, thus resulting in a different
subnetwork and transport layer designs. Current efforts are underway to validate these claims.

Defining Terms

Carrier-sense multiple access (CSMA): Protocols such as those used over the ethernet.

Medium access control (MAC): Protocols arbitrate channel access between all nodes on a wire-
less LAN.

Mobile host (MH) nodes: The nodes of wireless LAN.

Supervisor host (SH): The node that takes care of flow-control and other protocol processing
for all connections.
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Further Information

A good introduction to physical layer issues is presented in Bantz [1] and MAC layer issues are
discussed in Chen [3]. For a discussion of network and transport layer issues, see Singh [10] and
Ghai and Singh [5].
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33.1 Introduction

Wireless data services and systems represent a steadily growing and increasingly important segment
of the communications industry. While the wireless data industry is becoming increasingly diverse,
one can identify two mainstreams that relate directly to users’ requirement for data services. On one
hand, there are requirements for relatively low-speed data services provided to mobile users over wide
geographical areas, as provided by private mobile data networks and by data services implemented on
common-carrier cellular telephone networks. On the other hand, there are requirements for high-
speed data services in local areas, as provided by cordless private branch exchange (PBX) systems and
wireless local area networks (LANs), as well as by the emerging personal communications services
(PCS). Wireless LANs are treated in Chapter 32. In this chapter we mainly address wide-area wireless
data systems, commonly called mobile data systems, and briefly touch upon data services to be
incorporated into the emerging digital cellular systems.

Mobile data systems provide a wide variety of services for both business users and public safety
organizations. Basic services supporting most businesses include electronic mail, enhanced paging,
modem and facsimile transmission, remote access to host computers and office LANs, information
broadcast services and, increasingly, Internet access. Public safety organizations, particularly law-
enforcement agencies, are making increasing use of wireless data communications over traditional
VHF and UHF radio dispatch networks, over commercial mobile data networks, and over public
cellular telephone networks. In addition, there are wireless services supporting vertical applications
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that are more or less tailored to the needs of specific companies or industries, such as transaction
processing, computer-aided delivery dispatch, customer service, fleet management, and emergency
medical services. Work currently in progress to develop the national Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS) includes the definition of a wide array of new traveler services, many of which will be
supported by standardized mobile data networks.

Much of the growth in use of wireless data services has been spurred by the rapid growth of the
paging service industry and increasing customer demand for more advanced paging services, as well
as the desire to increase work productivity by extending to the mobile environment the suite of
digital communications services readily available in the office environment. There is also a desire
to make more cost-efficient use of the mobile radio and cellular networks already in common use
for mobile voice communications by incorporating efficient data transmission services into these
networks. The services and networks that have evolved to date represent a variety of specialized
solutions and, in general, they are not interoperable with each other. As the wireless data industry
expands, there is an increasing demand for an array of attractively priced standardized services
and equipment accessible to mobile users over wide geographic areas. Thus, we see the growth of
nationwide privately operated service networks as well as new data services built upon the first and
second generation cellular telephone networks. The implementation of PCS networks in the 2-GHz
bands as well as the eventual implementation of third generation (3G) wireless networks will further
extend this evolution.

In this chapterwedescribe theprincipal existing andevolvingwireless datanetworks and the related
standards activities now in progress. We begin with a discussion of the technical characteristics of
wireless data networks.

33.2 Characteristics of Wireless Data Networks

From the perspective of the data user, the basic requirement for wireless data service is convenient,
reliable, low-speed access to data services over a geographical area appropriate to the user’s pattern of
daily business operation. By low speed we mean data rates comparable to those provided by standard
data modems operating over the public switched telephone network (PSTN). This form of service
will support a wide variety of short-message applications, such as notice of electronic mail or voice
mail, as well as short file transfers or even facsimile transmissions that are not overly lengthy. The
user’s requirements and expectations for these types of services are different in several ways from
the requirements placed on voice communication over wireless networks. In a wireless voice service,
the user usually understands the general characteristics and limitations of radio transmission and is
tolerant of occasional signal fades and brief dropouts. An overall level of acceptable voice quality is
what the user expects. In a data service, the user is instead concerned with the accuracy of delivered
messages and data, the time-delay characteristics of the service network, the ability to maintain service
while traveling about, and, of course, the cost of the service. All of these factors are dependent on
the technical characteristics of wireless data networks, which we discuss next.

33.2.1 Radio Propagation Characteristics

The chief factor affecting the design and performance of wireless data networks is the nature of radio
propagation over wide geographic areas. The most important mobile data systems operate in various
land–mobile radio bands from roughly 100 to 200 MHz, the specialized mobile radio (SMR) band
around 800 MHz, and the cellular telephone bands at 824–894 MHz. In these frequency bands,
radio transmission is characterized by distance-dependent field strength, as well as the well-known
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effects of multipath fading, signal shadowing, and signal blockage. The signal coverage provided by a
radio transmitter, which in turn determines the area over which a mobile data receiving terminal can
receive a usable signal, is governed primarily by the power–distance relationship, which gives signal
power as a function of distance between transmitter and receiver. For the ideal case of single-path
transmission in free space, the relationship between transmitted power Pt and received power Pr is
given by

Pr/Pt = GtGr(λ/4πd)2 (33.1)

whereGt andGr are the transmitter and receiver antenna gains, respectively, d is the distance between
the transmitter and the receiver, and λ is the wavelength of the transmitted signal. In the mobile
radio environment, the power-distance relationship is in general different from the free-space case
just given. For propagation over an Earth plane at distances much greater than either the signal
wavelength or the antenna heights, the relationship between Pt and Pr is given by

Pr/Pt = GtGr

(
h2

1h
2
2/d

4
)

(33.2)

whereh1 andh2 are the transmitting and receiving antenna heights. Note here that the received power
decreases as the fourth power of the distance rather than the square of distance seen in the ideal free-
space case. This relationship comes from a propagation model in which there is a single signal
reflection with phase reversal at the Earth’s surface, and the resulting received signal is the vector sum
of the direct line-of-sight signal and the reflected signal. When user terminals are deployed in mobile
situations, the received signal is generally characterized by rapid fading of the signal strength, caused
by the vector summation of reflected signal components, the vector summation changing constantly
as the mobile terminal moves from one place to another in the service area. Measurements made by
many researchers show that when the fast fading is averaged out, the signal strength is described by
a Rayleigh distribution having a log-normal mean. In general, the power-distance relationship for
mobile radio systems is a more complicated relationship that depends on the nature of the terrain
between transmitter and receiver.

Various propagation models are used in the mobile radio industry for network planning purposes,
and a number of these models are described in [1]. Propagation models for mobile communications
networks must take account of the terrain irregularities existing over the intended service area. Most
of the models used in the industry have been developed from measurement data collected over various
geographic areas. A very popular model is the Longley–Rice model [8, 14]. Many wireless networks
are concentrated in urban areas. A widely used model for propagation prediction in urban areas is
one usually referred to as the Okumura–Hata model [4, 9].

By using appropriate propagation prediction models, one can determine the range of signal cov-
erage for a base station of given transmitted power. In a wireless data system, if one knows the
level of received signal needed for satisfactory performance, the area of acceptable performance can,
in turn, be determined. Cellular telephone networks utilize base stations that are typically spaced
1–5 mi apart, though in some mid-town areas, spacings of 1/2 mi or less are now being used. In
packet-switched data networks, higher power transmitters are used, spaced about 5–15 mi apart.

An important additional factor that must be considered in planning a wireless data system is the
in-building penetration of signals. Many applications for wireless data services involve the use of
mobile data terminals inside buildings, for example, for trouble-shooting and servicing computers
on customers’ premises. Another example is wireless communications into hospital buildings in
support of emergency medical services. It is usually estimated that in-building signal penetration
losses will be in the range of 15–30 dB. Thus, received signal strengths can be satisfactory in the
outside areas around a building but totally unusable inside the building. This becomes an important
issue when a service provider intends to support customers using mobile terminals inside buildings.
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One important consequence of the rapid fading experienced on mobile channels is that errors
tend to occur in bursts, causing the transmission to be very unreliable for short intervals of time.
Another problem is signal dropouts that occur, for example, when a data call is handed over from one
base station to another, or when the mobile user moves into a location where the signal is severely
attenuated. Because of this, mobile data systems employ various error-correction and error-recovery
techniques to insure accurate and reliable delivery of data messages.

33.3 Market Issues

There are two important trends that are tending to propel growth in the use of wireless data services.
Thefirst is the rapidly increasinguseofportabledevices suchas laptopcomputers, pen-pads, notebook
computers, and other similar devices. Increasingly, the laptop or notebook computer is becoming
a standard item of equipment for traveling professional or business person, along with the cellular
telephone and pager. This trend has been aided by the steady decrease in prices, increases in reliability,
and improvements in capability and design for such devices. The second important trend tending to
drivegrowth inwirelessdata services is theexplosivegrowth in theuseof the Internet. Asorganizations
become increasingly reliant upon the Internet for their everyday operations, they will correspondingly
want their employees to have convenient access to the Internet while travelling, just as they do in the
office environment. Wireless data services can provide the traveler with the required network access
in many situations where wired access to the public network is impractical or inconvenient. Mobile
data communication services discussed here provide a solution for wireless access over wide areas.
Recent estimates of traffic composition indicate that data traffic now accounts for less than 1% of the
traffic on wireless networks, compared to 50% for wireline networks. Therefore, the potential for
growth in the wireless data market is seen to be enormous.

33.4 Modem Services Over Cellular Networks

A simple form of wireless data communication now in common use is data transmission using
modems or facsimile terminals over analog cellular telephone links. In this form of communication,
the mobile user simply accesses a cellular channel just as he would in making a standard voice call
over the cellular network. The user then operates the modem or facsimile terminal just as would
be done from office to office over the PSTN. A typical connection is shown in Fig. 33.1, where
the mobile user has a laptop computer and portable modem in the vehicle, communicating with
another modem and computer in the office. Typical users of this mode of communication include
service technicians, real estate agents, and traveling sales people. In this form of communication,
the network is not actually providing a data service but simply a voice link over which the data
modem or fax terminal can interoperate with a corresponding data modem or fax terminal in the
office or service center. The connection from the mobile telephone switching office (MTSO) is a
standard landline connection, exactly the same as is provided for an ordinary cellular telephone call.
Many portable modems and fax devices are now available in the market and are sold as elements of
the so-called “mobile office” for the traveling business person. Law enforcement personnel are also
making increasing use of data communication over cellular telephone and dispatch radio networks
to gain rapid access to databases for verification of automobile registrations and drivers’ licenses.
Portable devices are currently available that operate at transmission rates up to 9.6 or 14.4 kb/s.
Error-correction modem protocols such as MNP-10, V.34, and V.42 are used to provide reliable
delivery of data in the error-prone wireless transmission environment.

In another form of mobile data service, the mobile subscriber uses a portable modem or fax
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FIGURE 33.1: Modem operation over an analog cellular voice connection.

terminal as already described but now accesses a modem provided by the cellular service operator as
part of a modem pool, which is connected to the MTSO. This form of service is shown in Fig. 33.2.
The modem pool might provide the user with a choice of several standard modem types. The call

FIGURE 33.2: Cellular data service supported by modem pools in the network.

connection from the modem pool to the office is a digital data connection, which might be supported
by any of a number of public packet data networks, such as those providing X.25 service. Here, the
cellular operator is providing a special service in the form of modem pool access, and this service
in general carries a higher tariff than does standard cellular telephone service, due to the operator’s
added investment in the modem pools. In this form of service, however, the user in the office or
service center does not require a modem but instead has a direct digital data connection to the
desk-top or host computer.

Each of the types of wireless data transmission just described is in effect an appliqué onto an
underlying cellular telephone service and, therefore, has limitations imposed by the characteristics
of the underlying voice-circuit connection. That is, the cellular segment of the call connection is a
circuit-mode service, which might be cost effective if the user needs to send long file transfers or fax
transmissions but might be relatively costly if only short messages are to be transmitted and received.
This is because the subscriber is being charged for a circuit-mode connection, which stays in place
throughout the duration of the communication session, even if only intermittent short message
exchanges are needed. The need for systems capable of providing cost-effective communication of
relatively short message exchanges led to the development of wireless packet data networks, which
we describe next.
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33.5 Private Data Networks

Here we describe three packet data networks that provide mobile data services to users in major
metropolitan areas of the United States.

33.5.1 ARDIS

ARDIS is a two-way radio service developed as a joint venture between IBM and Motorola and first
implemented in 1983. In mid-1994, IBM sold its interest in ARDIS to Motorola and early in 1998
ARDIS was acquired by the American Mobile Satellite Corporation. The ARDIS network consists
of four network control centers with 32 network controllers distributed through 1250 base station
in 400 cities in the U.S. The service is suitable for two-way transfers of data files of size less than
10 kilobytes, and much of its use is in support of computer-aided dispatching, such as is used by field
service personnel, often while they are on customers’ premises. Remote users access the system from
laptop radio terminals, which communicate with the base stations. Each of the ARDIS base stations
is tied to one of the 32 radio network controllers, as shown in Fig. 33.3. The backbone of the network
is implemented with leased telephone lines. The four ARDIS hosts, located in Chicago, New York,
Los Angeles, and Lexington, KY, serve as access points for a customer’s mainframe computer, which
can be linked to an ARDIS host using async, bisync, SNA, or X.25 dedicated circuits.

FIGURE 33.3: ARDIS network architecture.

The operating frequency band is 800 MHz, and the RF links use separate transmit and receive
frequencies spaced by 45 MHz. The system was initially implemented with an RF channel data
rate 4800 b/s per 25-kHz channel, using the MDC-4800 protocol. In 1993 the access data rate was
upgraded to 19.2 kb/s, using the RD-LAP protocol, which provides a user data rate of about 8000 b/s.
In the same year, ARDIS implemented a nationwide roaming capability, allowing users to travel
between widely separated regions without having to preregister their portable terminals in each new
region. The ARDIS system architecture is cellular, with cells overlapped to increase the probability
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that the signal transmission from a portable transmitter will reach at least one base station. The
base station power is 40 W, which provides line-of-sight coverage up to a radius of 10–15 miles. The
portableunitsoperatewith4Wofradiatedpower. Theoverlappingcoverage, combinedwithdesigned
power levels, and error-correction coding in the transmission format, insures that the ARDIS can
support portable communications from inside buildings, as well as on the street. This capability for
in-building coverage is an important characteristic of the ARDIS service. The modulation technique
is frequency-shift keying (FSK), the access method is frequency division multiple access (FDMA),
and the transmission packet length is 256 bytes.

Although the use of overlapping coverage, almost always on the same frequency, provides reliable
radio connectivity, it poses the problem of interference when signals are transmitted simultaneously
from two adjacent base stations. The ARDIS network deals with this by turning off neighboring
transmitters, for 0.5–1 s, when an outbound transmission occurs. This scheme has the effect of
constraining overall network capacity.

The laptop portable terminals access the network using a random access method called data sense
multiple access (DSMA) [11]. A remote terminal listens to the base station transmitter to determine
if a “busy bit” is on or off. When the busy bit is off, the remote terminal is allowed to transmit. If two
remote terminals begin to transmit at the same time, however, the signal packets may collide, and
retransmission will be attempted, as in other contention-based multiple access protocols. The busy
bit lets a remote user know when other terminals are transmitting and, thus, reduces the probability
of packet collision.

33.5.2 MOBITEX

The MOBITEX system is a nationwide, interconnected trunked radio network developed by Ericsson
and Swedish Telecom. The first MOBITEX network went into operation in Sweden in 1986, and
networks have either been implemented or are being deployed in 22 countries. A MOBITEX oper-
ations association oversees the open technical specifications and coordinates software and hardware
developments [6]. In the U.S., MOBITEX service was introduced by RAM Mobile Data in 1991.
In 1992 Bell South Enterprises became a partner with RAM. Currently, RAM Mobile Data is a sub-
sidiary of Bell South Corporation and operates under the name Bell South Wireless Data, LP. The
Bell South MOBITEX service now covers over 90% of the U.S. urban business population with about
2000 base stations, and it provides automatic “roaming” across all service areas. By locating its base
stations close to major business centers, the system provides a degree of in-building signal coverage.
Although the MOBITEX system was designed to carry both voice and data service, the U.S. and
Canadian networks are used to provide data service only. MOBITEX is an intelligent network with
an open architecture that allows establishing virtual networks. This feature facilitates the mobility
and expandability of the network [7, 12].

The MOBITEX network architecture is hierarchical, as shown in Fig. 33.4. At the top of the
hierarchy is the network control center (NCC), from which the entire network is managed. The
top level of switching is a national switch (MHX1) that routes traffic between service regions. The
next level comprises regional switches (MHX2s), and below that are local switches (MOXs), each of
which handles traffic within a given service area. At the lowest level in the network, multichannel
trunked-radio base stations communicate with the mobile and portable data sets. MOBITEX uses
packet-switching techniques, as does ARDIS, to allow multiple users to access the same channel at
the same time. Message packets are switched at the lowest possible network level. If two mobile users
in the same service area need to communicate with each other, their messages are relayed through
the local base station, and only billing information is sent up to the network control center.

The base stations are laid out in a grid pattern using the same frequency reuse rules as are used
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FIGURE 33.4: MOBITEX network architecture.

for cellular telephone networks. In fact, the MOBITEX system operates in much the same way as
a cellular telephone system, except that handoffs are not managed by the network. That is, when
a radio connection is to be changed from one base station to another, the decision is made by the
mobile terminal, not by a network computer as in cellular telephone systems.

To access the network, a mobile terminal finds the base station with the strongest signal and
then registers with that base station. When the mobile terminal enters an adjacent service area,
it automatically re-registers with a new base station, and the user’s whereabouts are relayed to the
higher level network nodes. This provides automatic routing of messages bound for the mobile user,
a capability known as roaming. The MOBITEX network also has a store-and-forward capability.

The mobile units transmit at 896 to 901 MHz and the base stations at 935 to 940 MHz. The base
stations use a trunked radio design employing 2 to 30 radio channels in each service area. The system
uses dynamic power setting, in the range of 100 mW–10 W for mobile units and 100 mW–4 W for
portable units. The Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK) modulation technique is used, with
BT = 0.3 and noncoherent demodulation. The transmission rate is 8000 b/s half-duplex in 12.5-
kHz channels, and the service is suitable for file transfers up to 20 kilobytes. The MOBITEX system
uses a proprietary network-layer protocol called MPAK, which provides a maximum packet size of
512 bytes and a 24-b address field. Forward-error correction, as well as retransmissions, are used
to ensure the bit-error-rate quality of delivered data packets. Fig. 33.5 shows the packet structure
at various layers of the MOBITEX protocol stack. The system uses the reservation-slotted ALOHA
(R-S-ALOHA) random access method.
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FIGURE 33.5: MOBITEX packet and frame structure at three layers of the protocol stack.

33.5.3 Ricochet Network

The Ricochet network is a wide-area wireless data network developed and operated by Metricom, Inc.,
headquartered in Los Gatos, California. Ricochet Network service is currently available in the greater
San Francisco Bay Area, Seattle, and Washington, D.C. as well a number of university campuses,
schools, and corporate campuses. Metricom plans to expand the service to other metropolitan areas
as well. Ricochet is a spread-spectrum, frequency-hopping design, operating in an unlicensed band,
the 902–928 MHz industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) band. The Ricochet network employs
shoebox-sized radio transceivers, called microcell radios, which are typically mounted on street light
poles or utility poles. Each microcell unit accesses electric power from the street light itself, or
from adjacent power lines, and is otherwise a self-contained unit. Each microcell radio employs
162 frequency-hopping channels and uses a randomly selected hopping sequence. This allows many
subscribers to use the network simultaneously.

The microcell radios are typically installed every 1/4 to 1/2 mi in a regular geometric pattern. A
mobile subscriber using a Ricochet modem accesses any of the microcell radios with data packets, and
the packets are routed from one microcell radio to another by means of an efficient routing protocol.
Within a 20 sq mi radius containing approximately 100 microcell radios, the network has a wired
access point (WAP) that collects the radio packets and formats them for transmission over a wired
IP network backbone through a T1 frame relay connection. Each WAP and the microcell radios that
communicate with it can support thousands of subscribers.

Data packets transmitted by a Ricochet modem can be routed to another Ricochet modem or to
one of a number of gateways that allow subscribers to access other services. The current network
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design includes gateways to the Internet, to the PSTN, to an X.25 network, and to corporate Intranets
and LANs. The current Ricochet network design provides user data rates up to about 128 kb/s, and
higher data rates are being planned.

33.6 Cellular Data Networks and Services

33.6.1 Cellular Digital Packet Data (CDPD)

The cellular digital packet data (CDPD) system was designed to provide packet data services as an
overlay onto the existing analog cellular telephone network, which is called advanced mobile phone
service (AMPS). CDPD was developed by IBM in collaboration with the major cellular carriers.
Any cellular carrier owning a license for AMPS service is free to offer its customers CDPD service
without any need for further licensing. A basic concept of the CDPD system is to provide data
services on a noninterfering basis with the existing analog cellular telephone services using the same
30-kHz channels. This is accomplished in either of two ways. First, one or a few AMPS channels in
each cell site can be devoted to CDPD service. Second, CDPD is designed to make use of a cellular
channel that is temporarily not being used for voice traffic and to move to another channel when the
current channel is assigned to voice service. In most of the CDPD networks deployed to date, the
fixed-channel implementation is being used.

The compatibility of CDPD with the existing cellular telephone system allows it to be installed
in any AMPS cellular system in North America, providing data services that are not dependent on
support of a digital cellular standard in the service area. The participating companies issued release
1.0 of the CDPD specification in July 1993, and release 1.1 was issued in late 1994 [2]. At this writing
(mid-1998), CDPD service is implemented in many of the major market areas in the U.S. Typical
applications for CDPD service include: electronic mail, field support servicing, package delivery
tracking, inventory control, credit card verification, security reporting, vehicle theft recovery, traffic
and weather advisory services, and a wide range of information retrieval services.

Although CDPD cannot increase the number of channels usable in a cell, it can provide an overall
increase in user capacity if data customers use CDPD instead of voice channels. This capacity
increase results from the inherently greater efficiency of a connectionless packet data service relative
to a connection-oriented service, given bursty data traffic. That is, a packet data service does not
require the overhead associated with setup of a voice traffic channel in order to send one or a few
data packets. In the following paragraphs we briefly describe the CDPD network architecture and
the principles of operation of the system. Our discussion follows [13], closely.

The basic structure of a CDPD network (Fig. 33.6) is similar to that of the cellular network
with which it shares transmission channels. Each mobile end system (M-ES) communicates with a
mobile data base station (MDBS) using the protocols defined by the air-interface specification, to
be described subsequently. The MDBSs are typically collocated with the cell equipment providing
cellular telephone service to facilitate the channel-sharing procedures. All of the MDBSs in a service
area are linked to a mobile data intermediate system (MD-IS) by microwave or wireline links. The
MD-IS provides a function analogous to that of the mobile switching center (MSC) in a cellular
telephone system. The MD-IS may be linked to other MD-ISs and to various services provided
by end systems outside the CDPD network. The MD-IS also provides a connection to a network
management system and supports protocols for network management access to the MDBSs and
M-ESs in the network.

Service endpoints can be local to the MD-IS or remote, connected through external networks. A
MD-IS can be connected to any external network supporting standard routing and data exchange
protocols. A MD-IS can also provide connections to standard modems in the PSTN by way of
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FIGURE 33.6: Cellular digital packet data network architecture.

appropriate modem interworking functions (modem emulators). Connections between MD-ISs
allow routing of data to and from M-ESs that are roaming, that is, operating in areas outside their
home service areas. These connections also allow MD-ISs to exchange information required for
mobile terminal authentication, service authorization, and billing.

CDPDemploys the same30-kHzchannelizationasused in existingAMPScellular systems through-
outNorthAmerica. Each30-kHzCDPDchannel supports channel transmission ratesup to19.2 kb/s.
Degraded radio channel conditions, however, will limit the actual information payload throughput
rate to lower levels, and will introduce additional time delay due to the error-detection and retrans-
mission protocols.

The CDPD radio link physical layer uses GMSK modulation at the standard cellular carrier fre-
quencies, on both forward (base-to-mobile) and reverse (mobile-to-base) links. The Gaussian pulse-
shaping filter is specified to have bandwidth-time product BbT = 0.5. The specified BbT product
assures a transmitted waveform with bandwidth narrow enough to meet adjacent-channel interfer-
ence requirements, while keeping the intersymbol interference small enough to allow simple demod-
ulation techniques. The choice of 19.2 kb/s as the channel bit rate yields an average power spectrum
that satisfies the emission requirements for analog cellular systems and for dual-mode digital cellular
systems.

The forward channel carries data packets transmitted by the MDBS, whereas the reverse channel
carries packets transmitted by the M-ESs. In the forward channel, the MDBS forms data frames by
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adding standard high level data link control (HDLC) terminating flags and inserted zero bits, and
then segments each frame into blocks of 274 b. These 274 b, together with an 8-b color code for MDBS
and MD-IS identification, are encoded into a 378-b coded block using a (63, 47) Reed–Solomon code
over a 64-ary alphabet. A 6-b synchronization and flag word is inserted after every 9 code symbols.
The flag words are used for reverse link access control. The forward link block structure is shown in
Fig. 33.7.

FIGURE 33.7: Cellular digital packet data forward link block structure.

In the reverse channel, when an M-ES has data frames to send, it formats the data with flags
and inserted zeros in the same manner as in the forward link. That is, the reverse link frames are
segmented and encoded into 378-b blocks using the same Reed–Solomon code as in the forward
channel. The M-ES may form up to 64 encoded blocks for transmission in a single reverse channel
transmission burst. During the transmission, a 7-b transmit continuity indicator is interleaved into
each coded block and is set to all ones to indicate that more blocks follow, or all zeros to indicate that
this is the last block of the burst. The reverse channel block structure is shown in Fig. 33.8.

FIGURE 33.8: Cellular digital packet data reverse link block structure.

The media access control (MAC) layer in the forward channel is relatively simple. The receiving
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M-ES removes the inserted zeros and HDLC flags and reassembles data frames that were segmented
into multiple blocks. Frames are discarded if any of their constituent blocks are received with
uncorrectable errors.

On the reverse channel (M-ES to MDBS), access control is more complex, since several M-ESs
must share the channel. CDPD uses a multiple access technique called digital sense multiple access
(DSMA), which is closely related to the carrier sense multiple access/collision detection (CSMA/CD)
access technique.

The network layer and higher layers of the CDPD protocol stack are based on standard ISO and
Internet protocols. The CDPD specification stipulates that there be no changes to protocols above the
network layer of the seven-layer ISO model, thus insuring the compatibility of applications software
used by CDPD subscribers.

The selection of a channel for CDPD service is accomplished by the radio resource management
entity in the MDBS. Through the network management system, the MDBS is informed of the channels
in its cell or sector that are available either as dedicated data channels or as potential CDPD channels
when they are not being used for analog cellular service, depending on which channel allocation
method is implemented. For the implementation in which CDPD service is to use “channels of
opportunity,” there are two ways in which the MDBS can determine whether the channels are in use.
If a communication link is provided between the analog system and the CDPD system, the analog
system can inform the CDPD system directly about channel usage. If such a link is not available, the
CDPD system can use a forward power monitor (“sniffer” antenna) to detect channel usage on the
analog system. Circuitry to implement this function can be built into the cell sector interface.

Another version of CDPD called circuit-switched CDPD (C-SCDPD) is designed to provide service
to subscribers traveling in areas where the local cellular service provider has not implemented the
CDPD service. With C-SCDPD, the subscriber establishes a standard analog cellular circuit connec-
tion to a prescribed number, and then transmits and receives CDPD data packets over that circuit
connection. The called number is a gateway that provides connection to the CDPD backbone packet
network.

33.6.2 Digital Cellular Data Services

In response to the rapid growth in demand for cellular telephone service throughout the U.S and
Canada, the Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association (CTIA) and the Telecommunications
Industry Association (TIA) have been developing standards for new digital cellular systems to replace
the existing analog cellular system (advanced mobile phone system or AMPS). Two air-interface
standards have now been published. The IS-54 standard specifies a three-slot TDMA system, and the
I-95 standard specifies a CDMA spread spectrum system. In both systems, a variety of data services
are being planned.

Following the development of the IS-95 standard for CDMA voice service, the cellular industry
has worked on defining various data services to operate in the same networks. The general approach
taken in the definition of IS-95 data services has been to base the services on standard data protocols,
to the greatest extent possible [17]. The previously-specified physical layer of the IS-95 protocol stack
was adopted for the physical layer of the data services, with an appropriate radio link protocol (RLP)
overlaid. The first CDMA data service to be defined was asynchronous (“start-stop” interface) data
and Group-3 facsimile. This service provides for interoperability with many standard PSTN data
modems as well as standard office fax machines. This service is in the category of circuit-mode service,
since a circuit connection is first established, just as with a voice call, and the circuit connection is
maintained until the user disconnects.

Following the standardization of the asynchronous data service, the industry defined a service that
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carries packet-formatted data over a CDMA circuit connection. It is important to note that this
is not a true packet-data service over the radio link, since the full circuit connection is maintained
regardless of how little packet data is transmitted. One potential application for this type of service
is to provide subscribers with CDPD access from a CDMA network.

It is recognized that in order to make use more efficient, it will be highly desirable to provide a
contention-based packet data service in CDMA cellular networks. This is currently a subject of study
in CDMA data services standardization groups.

In parallel with the CDMA data services efforts, another TIA task group, TR45.3.2.5, has defined
standards for digital data services for the TDMA digital cellular standard IS-54 [15, 18]. As with the
IS-95 data services effort, initial priority was given to standardizing circuit-mode asynchronous data
and Group-3 facsimile services [16].

33.7 Other Developing Standards

33.7.1 TErrestrial Trunked Radio (TETRA)

As has been the case in North America, there is interest in Europe in establishing fixed wide-area
standards for mobile data communications. Whereas the Pan-European standard for digital cellular,
termed Global Systems for Mobile communications (GSM), will provide an array of data services,
data will be handled as a circuit-switched service, consistent with the primary purpose of GSM as
a voice service system. Therefore, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
began developing a public standard in 1988 for trunked radio and mobile data systems, and this stan-
dardization process continues today. The standards, which are now known generically as TErrestrial
Trunked Radio (TETRA) (formerly Trans-European Trunked Radio), were made the responsibility
of the ETSI RES 6 subtechnical committee [3]. In 1996, the TETRA standardization activity was
elevated within RES-6 with the creation of project TETRA.

TETRA is being developed as a family of standards. One branch of the family is a set of radio
and network interface standards for trunked voice (and data) services. The other branch is an air-
interface standard optimized for wide-area packet data services for both fixed and mobile subscribers
and supporting standard network access protocols. Both versions of the standard will use a common
physical layer, based on π/4 differential quadrature phase shift keying (π/4-DQPSK) modulation
operating at a channel rate of 36 kb/s in each 25-kHz channel. The composite data rate of 36 kb/s
comprises four 9 kb/s user channels multiplexed in a TDMA format. The TETRA standard provides
both connection-oriented and connectionless data services, as well as mixed voice and data services.

TETRA has been designed to operate in the frequency range from VHF (150 MHz) to UHF
(900 MHz). The RF carrier spacing in TETRA is 25 kHz. In Europe, harmonized bands have been
designated in the frequency range 380–400 MHz for public safety users. It is expected that commercial
users will adopt the 410–430 MHz band. The Conference of European Posts and Telecommunications
Administrations (CEPT) has made additional recommendations for use in the 450–470 MHz and
870–876/915–921 MHz frequency bands.

Table 33.1 compares the chief characteristics and parameters of the wireless data services described.

33.8 Conclusions

Mobile data radio systems have grown out of the success of the paging-service industry and the
increasing customer demand for more advanced services. The growing use of portable, laptop, and
palmtop computers and other data services will propel a steadily increasing demand for wireless data
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TABLE 33.1 Characteristics and Parameters of Five Mobile Data Services

System: ARDIS MOBITEX CDPD IS-95b TETRAb

Frequency band
Base to mobile, (MHz). (800 band, 935–940a 869–894 869–894 (400 and
Mobile to base, (MHz). 45-kHz sep.) 896–901 824–849 824–849 900 Bands)

RF channel spacing 25 kHz (U.S.) 12.5 kHz 30 kHz 1.25 MHz 25 kHz

Channel access/ FDMA/ FDMA/ FDMA/ FDMA/ FDMA/
multiuser access DSMA dynamic- DSMA CDMA-SS DSMA

R-S-ALOHA & SAPRc

Modulation method FSK, 4-FSK GMSK GMSK 4-PSK/DSSS π/4-QDPSK

Channel bit rate, kb/s 19.2 8.0 19.2 9.6 36

Packet length Up to 256 Up to 24–928 b (Packet 192 b (short)
bytes (HDLC) 512 bytes service-TBD) 384 b (long)

Open architecture No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Private or Public
Carrier Private Private Public Public Public

Service Coverage Major metro. Major metro. All AMPS All CDMA European
areas in U.S. areas in U.S. areas cellular areas trunked radio

Type of coverage In-building In-building Mobile Mobile Mobile
& mobile & mobile

a Frequency allocation in the U.S. in the U.K., 380–450 MHz band is used.
b IS-95 and TETRA data services standardization in progress.
c Slotted-ALOHA packet reservation.

services. Today, mobile data services provide length-limited wireless connections with in-building
penetration to portable users in metropolitan areas. The future direction is toward wider coverage,
higher data rates, and capability for wireless Internet access.
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34.1 Introduction

The ATM Forum’s wireless asynchronous transfer mode (WATM) Working Group (WG) is devel-
oping specifications intended to facilitate the use of ATM technology for a broad range of wireless
network access and interworking scenarios, bothpublic andprivate. These specifications are intended
to cover the following two broad WATM application scenarios:

• End-to-End WATM—This provides seamless extension of ATM capabilities to mobile
terminals, thus providing ATM virtual channel connections (VCCs) to wireless hosts. For
this application, high data rates are envisaged, with limited coverage, and transmission
of one or more ATM cells over the air.

• WATMInterworking—Here thefixedATMnetwork isusedprimarily forhigh-speed trans-
port by adding mobility control in the ATM infrastructure network, without changing
the non-ATM air interface protocol. This application will facilitate the use of ATM as an
efficient and cost-effective infrastructure network for next generation non-ATM wireless
access systems, while providing a smooth migration path to seamless end-to-end WATM.

This chapter focuses on the ATM interworking application scenario. It describes various inter-
working and non-ATM wireless access options and their requirements. A generic personal com-
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munications services (PCS)1-to-ATM interworking scenario is described which enumerates the
architectural features, protocol reference models, and signalling issues that are being addressed for
mobility support in the ATM infrastructure network. Evolution strategies intended to eventually
provide end-to-end WATM capabilities and a methodology to consistently support a range of quality
of service (QoS) levels on the radio link are also described.

34.2 Background and Issues

ATM is the switching and multiplexing standard for broadband integrated services digital network
(BISDN), which will ultimately be capable of supporting a broad range of applications over a set
of high capacity multiservice interfaces. ATM holds out the promise of a single network platform
that can simultaneously support multiple bandwidths and latency requirements for fixed access
and wireless access services without being dedicated to any one of them. In today’s wireline ATM
network environment, the user network interface (UNI) is fixed and remains stationary throughout
the connection lifetime of a call. The technology to provide fixed access to ATM networks has
matured. Integration of fixed and wireless access to ATM will present a cost-effective and efficient
way to provide future tetherless multimedia services, with common features and capabilities across
both wireline and wireless network environments. Early technical results [19, 20, 25] have shown
that standard ATM protocols can be used to support such integration and extend mobility control
to the subscriber terminal by incorporating wireless specific layers into the ATM user and control
planes.

Integration of wireless access features into wireline ATM networks will place additional demands
on the fixed network infrastructure due primarily to the additional user data and signalling traffic that
will be generated to meet future demands for wireless multimedia services. This additional traffic
will allow for new signalling features including registration, call delivery, and handoff during the
connection lifetime of a call. Registration keeps track of a wireless user’s location, even though the
user’s communication link might not be active. Call delivery, establishes a connection link to/from a
wireless user with the help of location information obtained from registration. The registration and
call delivery functions are referred to as location management. Handoff is the process of switching
(rerouting) the communication link from the old coverage area to the new coverage area when a
wireless user moves during active communication. This function is also referred to as mobility
management.

In June, 1996 the ATM Forum established a WATM WG to develop requirements and specifica-
tions for WATM. The WATM standards are to be compatible with ATM equipment adhering to the
(then) current ATM Forum specifications. The technical scope of the WATM WG includes devel-
opment of: (1) radio access layer (RAL) protocols for the physical (PHY), medium access control
(MAC), and data link control (DLC) layers; (2) wireless control protocols for radio resource man-
agement; (3) mobile protocol extensions for ATM (mobile ATM) including handoff control, routing
considerations, location management, traffic and QoS control, and wireless network management;
and (4) wireless interworking functions for mapping between non-ATM wireless access and ATM
signalling and control entities. Phase-1 WATM specifications are being developed for short-range,
high-speed, end-to-end WATM devices using wireless terminals that operate in the 5 GHz frequency

1The term PCS is being used in a generic sense to mean emerging digital wireless systems, which support mobility in
microcellular and other environments. It is currently defined in ANSI T1.702-1995 as “A set of capabilities that allows
some combination of terminal mobility, personal mobility, and service profile management.”
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band. Operating speeds will be up to 25 Mb/s, with a range of 30 m–50 m indoor and 200 m–300
m outdoor. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) Broadband Radio Access
Networks (BRAN) project is developing the RAL for Phase-1 WATM specifications using the HIgh
PERformance Radio LAN (HIPERLAN) functional requirements. The ATM Forum plans to release
the Phase-1 WATM specifications by the second quarter of 1999.

There are a number of emerging wireless access systems (including digital cellular, PCS, legacy
LANs based on the IEEE 802.11 standards, satellite, and IMT-2000 systems), that could benefit from
access to, and interworking with, the fixed ATM network. These wireless systems are based on
different access technologies and require development of different interworking functions (IWFs)
at the wireless access network and fixed ATM network boundaries to support WATM interworking.
For example, a set of network interfaces have already been identified to support PCS access to the fixed
ATM network infrastructure, without necessarily modifying the PCS air interface protocol to provide
end-to-end ATM capabilities [4, 6, 28]. The WATM WG might consider forming sub-working groups
which could work in parallel to identify other network interfaces and develop IWF specifications for
each of (or each subset of) the wireless access options that are identified. These WATM interworking
specifications would be available in the Phase-2 and later releases of the WATM standards.

Someserviceproviders andnetworkoperators see end-to-endWATMasa somewhat limited service
option at this time because it is being targeted to small enterprise networks requiring high-speed data
applications, with limited coverage and low mobility. On the other hand, WATM interworking
can potentially support a wider range of services and applications, including low-speed voice and
data access, without mandatory requirements to provide over-the-air transmission of ATM cells. It
will allow for wider coverage, possibly extending to macrocells, while supporting higher mobility.
WATM interworking will provide potential business opportunities, especially for public switched
telephone network (PSTN) operators and service providers, who are deploying emerging digital
wireless technologies such as PCS. Existing wireless service providers (WSPs) with core network
infrastructures in place can continue to use them while upgrading specific network elements to
provideATMtransport. On theotherhand, anewWSPentrantwithout suchanetwork infrastructure
can utilize the public (or private) ATM transport network to quickly deploy the WATM interworking
service, and not be burdened with the cost of developing an overlay network. If the final goal is
to provide end-to-end WATM services and applications, then WATM interworking can provide an
incremental development path.

34.3 Wireless Interworking With Transit ATM Networks

Figure 34.1 shows one view of the architectural interworking that will be required between pub-
lic/private wireless access networks and the fixed ATM network infrastructure. It identifies the net-
work interfaces where modifications will be required to allow interworking between both systems.
A desirable objective in formulating WATM specifications for this type of wireless access scenario
should be to minimize modifications to the transit ATM network and existing/emerging wireless
access system specifications. This objective can be largely met by limiting major modifications to
the network interfaces between the boundaries of the transit ATM network and public/private wire-
less networks, and where possible, adopting existing network standard processes (i.e., SS7, IS-41,
MAP, AIN.3, Q.931, Q.932, Q.2931, etc.) to minimize development costs and upgrades to existing
service providers’ network infrastructure. Development of standard network interfaces that allow
interworking of a reasonable subset of non-ATM digital wireless access systems with the fixed ATM
network infrastructure insure that:

• Large-scale revisions and modifications are not necessary to comply with later versions of
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the WATM specifications to accommodate other emerging digital wireless access systems
that do not require end-to-end ATM connectivity

• WATM systems are supported by open interfaces with a rich set of functionality to provide
access to both ATM and non-ATM wireless access terminal devices

• WATM services can reach a much larger potential market including those markets provid-
ing traditional large-scale support for existing voice services and vertical voice features.

FIGURE 34.1: Wireless ATM interworking architecture.

34.3.1 Integrated Wireless–Wireline ATM Network Architecture

Figure 34.2 shows one example of a mature, multifunctional ATM transport network platform, which
provides access to fixed and mobile terminals for wide-area coverage. Four distinct network interfaces
are shown supporting: (1) fixed access with non-ATM terminal, (2) fixed access with ATM terminal,
(3) wireless access with non-ATM terminal (WATM interworking), and (4) wireless access with ATM
terminal (end-to-end WATM).

International Telecommunications Union (ITU) and ATM Forum standard interfaces either exist
today or are being developed to support fixed access to ATM networks through various network
interfaces. These include frame relay service (FRS) UNI, cell relay service (CRS) UNI, circuit em-
ulation service (CES) UNI, and switched multimegabit data service (SMDS) subscriber NI (SNI).
The BISDN intercarrier interface (B-ICI) specification [1] provides examples of wired IWFs that
have been developed for implementation above the ATM layer to support intercarrier service-specific
functions developed at the network nodes, and distributed in the public ATM/BISDN network. These
distributed, service-specific functions are defined by B-ICI for FRS, CRS, CES, and SMDS. Examples
of such functions include ATM cell conversion, clock recovery, loss of signal and alarm indication
detection, virtual channel identifier (VCI) mapping, access class selection, encapsulation/mapping,
and QoS selection. In addition to the B-ICI, the private network-network interface (PNNI) spec-
ification [2] defines the basic call control signalling procedures (e.g., connection setup and release)
in private ATM networks. It also has capabilities for autoconfiguration, scalable network hierarchy
formation, topology information exchange, and dynamic routing.
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FIGURE 34.2: Wireless and wireline system integration with transit ATM Network.

On the wireless access side, existing ITU specifications provide for the transport of wireless services
on public ATM networks (see, e.g., [10, 11]). For example, if the ATM UNI is at the mobile switching
center (MSC), then message transfer part (MTP) 1 and 2 would be replaced by the PHY and ATM
layers, respectively, the broadband ISDN user part (BISUP) replaced by MTP 3, and a common
channel signalling (CCS) interface deployed in the ATM node. BISUP is used for ATM connection
setup and any required feature control. If the ATM UNI is at the base station controller (BSC), then
significant modifications are likely to be required. Equipment manufacturers have not implemented,
to any large degree, the features that are available with the ITU specifications. In any case, these
features are not sufficient to support the WATM scenarios postulated in this chapter.

The two sets of WATM scenarios postulated in this chapter are shown logically interfaced to
the ATM network through a mobility-enabled ATM (ME-ATM) switch. This enhanced ATM access
switch will have capabilities to support mobility management and location management. In addition
to supporting handoff and rerouting of ATM connections, it will be capable of locating a mobile user
anywhere in the network.

It might be desirable that functions related to mobility not be implemented in standard ATM
switches so that network operators and service providers are not required to modify their ATM
switches in order to accommodate WATM and related services. A feasible strategy that has been
proposed is to implement mobility functions in servers (i.e., service control modules or SCMs) that
are logically separated from the ATM switch. In these servers, all mobility features, service creation
logic, and service management functions will be implemented to allow logical separation of ATM
switching and service control from mobility support, service creation, and management. The open
network interfacebetween theATMaccess switchandSCMwill be standardized toenablemultivendor
operation. It would be left up to the switch manufacturer to physically integrate the SCM into a new
ATM switching fabric, or implement the SCM as a separate entity.

34.3.2 Wireless Access Technology Options

Figure 34.3 identifies various digital wireless systems that could be deployed to connect mobile ter-
minals to the transit ATM network through IWFs that have to be specified. The main emphasis is
on developing mobility support in the transit ATM infrastructure network to support a range of
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wireless access technologies. Significant interests have been expressed, through technical contribu-
tions and related activities in the WATM WG, in developing specifications for the IWFs shown in
Fig. 34.3 to allow access to the fixed ATM network through standard network interfaces. The main
standardization issues that need to be addressed for each wireless access system are described below.

FIGURE 34.3: Various wireless access technologies supported by wireless ATM interworking.

PCS

This class of digital wireless access technologies include the low-tier PCS systems as described
in Cox [8]. Digital cellular systems which are becoming known in the U.S. as high-tier PCS, especially
when implemented in the 1.8-1.9 GHz PCS frequency bands, are addressed in the Digital Cellular
section below. The PCS market has been projected to capture a significant share of the huge potential
revenues to be generated by business and residential customers. In order to provide more flexible,
widespread, tetherless portable communications than can be provided by today’s limited portable
communications approaches, low-power exchange access radio needs to be integrated with network
intelligence provided by the wireline network.

Today, the network for supporting PCS is narrowband ISDN, along with network intelligence
based on advanced intelligent network (AIN) concepts, and a signalling system for mobility/location
management and call control based on the signalling system 7 (SS7) network architecture. It is
expected that the core network will evolve to BISDN/ATM over time with the capability to poten-
tially integrate a wide range of network services, both wired and wireless, onto a single network
platform. Furthermore, there will be no need for an overlay network for PCS. In anticipation of
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these developments, the WATM WG included the development of specifications and requirements
for PCS access to, and interworking with, the ATM transit network in its charter and work plan. To
date, several contributions have been presented at WATM WG meetings that have identified some of
the key technical issues relating to PCS-to-ATM interworking. These include (1) architectures, (2)
mobility and location management signalling, (3) network evolution strategies, and (4) PCS service
scenarios.

Wireless LAN

Today, wireless LAN (WLAN) is a mature technology. WLAN products are frequently used as
LAN extensions to access areas of buildings with wiring difficulties and for cross-building intercon-
nect and nomadic access. Coverage ranges from tens to a few hundreds of meters, with data rates
ranging from hundreds of kb/s to more than 10 Mb/s. Several products provide 1 or 2 Mb/s. ATM
LAN products provide LAN emulation services over the connection-oriented (CO) ATM network
using various architectural alternatives [24]. In this case, the ATM network provides services that
permit reuse of existing LAN applications by stations attached directly to an ATM switch, and allow
interworking with legacy LANs. Furthermore, the increasing importance of mobility in data access
networks and the availability of more usable spectrum are expected to speed up the evolution and
adoption of mobile access to WLANs. Hence, it is of interest to develop wireless LAN products that
have LAN emulation capabilities similar to wireline ATM LANs.

The ETSI BRAN project is developing the HIPERLAN RAL technology for wireless ATM access
and interconnection. It will provide short-range wireless access to ATM networks at approximately
25Mb/s in the 5GHz frequencyband. HIPERLANis anATM-basedwireless LANtechnology thatwill
have end-to-end ATM capabilities. It does not require the development of an IWF to provide access
to ATM. A previous version of HIPERLAN (called HIPERLAN I), which has been standardized,
supports data rates from 1–23 Mb/s in the 5 GHz band using a non-ATM RAL [27]. This (and
other non-ATM HIPERLAN standards being developed) could benefit from interworking with the
backbone ATM as a means of extending the marketability of these products in the public domain
such as areas of mass transit and commuter terminals.

Several proposals have been submitted to IEEE 802.11 to provide higher speed extensions of current
IEEE 802.11 systems operating in the 2.4 GHz region and the development of specifications for new
systems operating in the 5 GHz frequency band. The proposed 2.4 GHz extensions support different
modulation schemes, but are interoperable with the current IEEE 802.11 low rate PHY and are fully
compliant with the IEEE 802.11 defined MAC. The 5 GHz proposals are not interoperable with the
current 2.4GHz IEEE802.11 systems. Oneof thefinal three5GHzproposals being considered is based
on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), or multicarrier modulation. The other two
are single carrier proposals using offset QPSK (OQPSK)/offset QAM (OQAM), and differential pulse
position modulation (DPPM). The OFDM proposal has been selected. With 16-QAM modulation on
each subcarrier and rate-3/4 convolutional coding, the OFDM system has a peak data rate capability
of 30 Mb/s.

It is clear that a whole range of WLAN systems either exist today, or are emerging, that are not based
on ATM technology, and therefore cannot provide seamless access to the ATM infrastructure network.
The development of IWF specifications that allow these WLANs to provide such access through
standard network interfaces will extend the range of applications and service features provided by
WLANs. In Pahlavan [17], a number of architectural alternatives to interconnect WLAN and WATM
to the ATM and/or LAN backbone are discussed, along with service scenarios and market and product
issues.
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Digital Cellular

Digital cellular mobile radio systems include the 1.8–1.9 GHz (high-tier PCS) and the 800–900
MHz systems that provide high-mobility, wide-area coverage over macrocells. Cellular radio systems
at 800–900 MHz have evolved to digital in the form of Global System for Mobile Communications
(GSM) in Europe, Personal Digital Cellular (PDC) in Japan, and IS-54 Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) and IS-95 Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) in the U.S. The capabilities in
place today for roaming between cellular networks provide for even wider coverage. Cellular networks
have become widespread, with coverage extending beyond some national boundaries. These systems
integrate wireless access with large-scale mobile networks having sophisticated intelligence to manage
mobility of users.

Cellular networks (e.g., GSM) and ATM networks are evolving somewhat independently. The
development of IWFs that allow digital cellular systems to utilize ATM transport will help to bridge
the gap. Cellular networks have sophisticated mechanisms for authentication and handoff, and
support for rerouting through the home network. In order to facilitate the migration of cellular
systems to ATM transport, one of the first issues that should be addressed is that of finding ways
to enhance the basic mobility functions already performed by them for implementation in WATM.
Contributions presented at WATM WG meetings have identified some basic mobility functions of
cellular mobile networks (and cordless terminal mobility) which might be adopted and enhanced
for WATM interworking. These basic mobility functions include rerouting scenarios (including path
extension), location update, call control, and authentication.

Satellite

Satellite systems are among the primary means of establishing connectivity to untethered nodes
for long-haul radio links. This class of applications has been recognized as an essential component
of the National Information Infrastructure (NII) [16]. Several compelling reasons have been pre-
sented in the ATM Forum’s WATM WG for developing standard network interfaces for satellite ATM
(SATATM) networks. These include (1) ubiquitous wide area coverage, (2) topology flexibility, (3)
inherent point-to-multipoint and broadcast capability, and (4) heavy reliance by the military on this
mode of communications. Although the geostationary satellite link represents only a fraction of
satellite systems today, WATM WG contributions that have addressed this interworking option have
focused primarily on geostationary satellites. Some of these contributions have also proposed the
development of WATM specifications for SATATM systems having end-to-end ATM capabilities.

Interoperability problems between satellite systems and ATM networks could manifest themselves
in at least four ways.

1. Satellite links operate at much higher bit error rates (BERs) with variable error rates and
bursty errors.

2. The approximately 540 ms round trip delay for geosynchronous satellite communications
can potentially have adverse impacts on ATM traffic and congestion control procedures.

3. Satellite communications bandwidth is a limited resource, and might be incompatible
with less bandwidth efficient ATM protocols.

4. The high availability rates (at required BERs) for delivery of ATM (e.g., 99.95%) is costly,
hence the need to compromise between performance relating to availability levels and
cost.

A number of experiments have been performed to gain insights into these challenges [21]. The
results can be used to guide the development of WATM specifications for the satellite interworking
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scenario. Among the work items that have been proposed for SATATM access using geostationary
satellites links are (1) identification of requirements for RAL and mobile ATM functions; (2) study
of the impact of satellite delay on traffic management and congestion control procedures; (3) devel-
opment of requirements and specifications for bandwidth efficient operation of ATM speech over
satellite links; (4) investigation of various WATM access scenarios; and (5) investigation of frequency
spectrum availability issues.

One interesting SATATM application scenario has been proposed to provide ATM services to
multiuser airborne platforms via satellite links for military and commercial applications. In this
scenario, a satellite constellation is assumed to provide contiguous overlapping coverage regions
along the flight path of the airborne platforms. A set of interworked ground stations form the
mobile enhanced ATM network that provides connectivity between airborne platforms and the fixed
terrestrial ATM network via bent-pipe satellite links. Key WATM requirements for this scenario have
been proposed, which envisage among other things modifications to existing PNNI signalling and
routing mechanisms to allow for mobility of (ATM) switches.

In relatedwork, theTelecommunications IndustryAssociation (TIA)TR34.1WGhasalsoproposed
to develop technical specifications for SATATM networks. Three ATM network architectures are
proposed for bent-pipe satellites and three others for satellites with onboard ATM switches [23].
Among the technical issues that are likely to be addressed by TR34.1 are protocol reference models
and architecture specifications, RAL specifications for SATATM, and support for routing, rerouting,
and handoff of active connections. A liaison has been established between the ATM Forum and
TR34.1, which is likely to lead to the WATM WG working closely with TR34.1 to develop certain
aspects of the TR34.1 SATATM specifications.

Ad Hoc Networks

The term ad hoc network is used to characterize wireless networks that do not have dedicated
terminals to perform traditional BS and/or wireless resource control functions. Instead, any mobile
terminal (or a subset of mobile terminals) can be configured to perform these functions at any time.
Ad hoc networking topologies have been investigated by wireless LAN designers, and are part of the
HIPERLAN and IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN specifications [13]. As far as its application to WATM is
concerned, low-cost, plug-and-play, and flexibility of system architecture are essential requirements.
Potential application service categories include rapidly deployable networks for government use (e.g.,
military tactical networks, rescue missions in times of natural disasters, law enforcement operations,
etc.), adhocbusiness conferencingdevoidof anydedicated coordinatingdevice, andadhoc residential
network for transfer of information between compatible home appliances.

There are some unique interworking features inherent in ad hoc networks. For example, there
is a need for location management functions not only to identify the location of terminals but also
to identify the current mode of operation of such terminals. Hence, the WATM WG is considering
proposals to develop separate requirements for ad hoc networks independent of the underlying
wireless access technology. It is likely that requirements will be developed for an ad hoc RAL, mobility
management signalling functions, and location management functions for supporting interworking
of ad hoc networks that provide access to ATM infrastructure networks.

The range of potential wireless access service features and wireless interworking scenarios presented
in the five wireless access technologies discussed above is quite large. For example, unlicensed satellite
systems could provide 32 kb/s voice, and perhaps up to 10 Mb/s for wireless data services. The
main problem centers around the feasibility of developing specifications for IWFs to accommodate
the range of applications and service features associated with the wireless access options shown in
Fig. 34.3. The WATM WG might consider forming sub-working groups which would work in parallel
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to develop the network interface specifications for each (or a subset of each) of the above non-ATM
wireless access options.

34.4 The PCS-to-ATM Interworking Scenario

This section presents a more detailed view of potential near-term and longer-term architectures and
reference models for PCS-to-ATM interworking. A signalling link evolution strategy to support
mobility is also described. Mobility and location management signalling starts with the current CCS
network, which is based on the SS7 protocol and 56 kb/s signalling links, and eventually migrates to
ATM signalling. The system level architectures, and the mobility and location management signalling
issues addressed in this section serve to illustrate the range of technical issues that need to be addressed
for the other WATM interworking options.

34.4.1 Architecture and Reference Model

The near-term approach for the PCS-to-ATM interworking scenario is shown in Fig. 34.4. The
near-term approach targets existing PCS providers with network infrastructures in place, who wish
to continue to use them while upgrading specific network elements (e.g., MSCs) to provide ATM
transport for user data. The existing MSCs in the PCS network are upgraded to include fixed ATM
interfaces. ATMisused for transport and switchingofuserdata, whilemobility/locationmanagement
and call control signalling is carried by the SS7 network. No mobility support is required in the ATM
network. Synchronization problems might develop because different traffic types relating to the same
call may traverse the narrowband SS7 network and the broadband ATM network and arrive at the
destination in an uncoordinated manner. Upgrading the SS7 network to broadband SS7 (e.g., T1
speeds or higher) should partially alleviate this potential problem.

FIGURE 34.4: A near-term architecture for PCS-to-ATM interworking.
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A longer-term approach for PCS-to-ATM interworking has been proposed in some technical
contributions to the WATM WG. This is illustrated in Fig. 34.5, together with the protocol stacks
for both data and signalling. The ATM UNI is placed at the BSC, which acts as the PCS-to-ATM
gateway. The ATM network carries both data and signalling. ATM cells are not transmitted over
the PCS link. Communications between the BS and BSC are specific to the PCS access network, and
could be a proprietary interface. Compared with existing/emerging BSCs, additional protocol layer
functionality is required in the BSC to provide (1) transfer/translation and/or encapsulation of PCS
protocol data units (PDUs), (2) ATM to wireless PDU conversion, and (3) a limited amount of ATM
multiplexing/demultiplexing capabilities.

The BSC is connected to the ATM network through a ME-ATM access switch instead of a MSC. The
ME-ATM switch provides switching and signalling protocol functions to support ATM connections
together with mobility and location management. These functions could be implemented in servers
that are physically separate from, but logically connected to, the ME-ATM switch. The WATM WG
is expected to formulate requirements and specifications for these mobile-specific functions. On the
other hand, an IWF can be introduced between the BSC and the ME-ATM switch shown in Fig. 34.5.
In this case, the UNI is between the IWF and the ME-ATM switch, and another standard interface (not
necessarily ATM) can be used to connect the BSC to the IWF. The BSC then requires no modification,
but a new entity (i.e., the IWF) is required. The IWF will perform protocol conversion and it may
serve multiple BSCs.

A unique feature of this architecture is that modifications to network entities to allow for inter-
working of PCS with the transit ATM network are only required at the edges of the ATM and wireless
access networks, i.e., to the BSC and the ME-ATM access switch. In order to minimize the technical
impact of mobility on existing/emerging transit ATM networks and PCS specifications, an initial
interworking scenario is envisaged in which there are no (or only very limited) interactions between
PCS and ATM signalling entities. PCS signalling would be maintained over the air interface, tradi-
tional ATM signalling would be carried in the control plane (C-Plane), and PCS signalling would
be carried over the ATM network as user traffic in the user plane (U-Plane). In the long term, this
architecture is expected to eventually evolve to an end-to-end ATM capability.

On the ATM network side, mobility and location management signalling is implemented in the
user plane as the mobile application part (MAP) layer above the ATM adaptation layer (AAL), e.g.,
AAL5. The MAP can be based on the MAP defined in the existing PCS standards (e.g., IS41-MAP or
GSM-MAP), or based on a new set of mobile ATM protocols. The U-plane is logically divided into
two parts, one for handling mobility and location management signalling messages and the other for
handling traditional user data. This obviates the need to make modifications to the ATM UNI and
NNI signalling protocols, currently being standardized. The MAP layer also provides the necessary
end-to-end reliability management for the signalling because it is implemented in the U-Plane, where
reliable communication is not provided in the lower layers of the ATM protocol stack as is done in
the signalling AAL (SAAL) layer. The MAP functionality can be distributed at individual BSCs or
ME-ATM access switches or centralized in a separate server to further reduce modifications to existing
implementations. The setup and release of ATM connections are still handled by the existing ATM
signalling layer. This approach allows easy evolution to future wireless ATM architectures, which
will eventually integrate the ATM and PCS network segments to form a homogeneous network to
carry both mobility/location management and traditional ATM signalling in the C-Plane. Issues
relating to mobility support for PCS interworking with ATM networks are addressed in more detail
in Cheng [7].
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FIGURE 34.5: A longer-term architecture and reference model PCS-to-ATM interworking.
† NNI here is used in a generic sense, to refer to both public and private networks. In public networks, there will be an

additional MTP3 layer between the NNI and SAAL layers.
z MM—Mobility Management, LM—Location Management.
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34.4.2 Signalling Link Evolution

Signalling will play a crucial role in supporting end-to-end connections (without location restric-
tions) in an integrated WATM network infrastructure. The signalling and control message exchanges
required to support mobility will occur more frequently than in wireline ATM networks. Today’s
CCS network, which is largely based on the SS7 protocol and 56 kb/s signalling links, will not be able
to support the long-term stringent service and reliability requirements of WATM. Two broad deploy-
ment alternatives have been proposed for migrating the CCS/SS7 network (for wireline services) to
using the broadband signalling platform [22].

• Migration to high-speed signalling links using the narrowband signalling platform sup-
ported by current digital transmission (e.g., DS1) facilities. The intent of this approach
is to support migration to high-speed signalling links using the existing CCS infrastruc-
ture with modified signalling network elements. This would allow the introduction of
high-speed (e.g., 1.5 Mb/s) links with possible minimal changes in the CCS network. One
option calls for modifications of existing MTP2 procedures while maintaining the current
protocol layer structure. Another option replaces MTP2 with some functionality of the
ATM/SAAL link layer, while continuing to use the same transport infrastructure as DS1
and transport messages over the signalling links in variable length signal units delimited
by flags.

• Alternative 2 supports migration of signalling links to a broadband/ATM signalling net-
work architecture. Signalling links use both ATM cells and the ATM SAAL link layer, with
signalling message transported over synchronous optical network (SONET) or existing
DS1/DS3 facilities at rates of 1.5 Mb/s or higher. This alternative is intended primarily
to upgrade the current CCS network elements to support an ATM-based interface, but
could also allow for the inclusion of signalling transfer point (STP) functions in the ATM
network elements to allow for internetworking between ATM and existing CCS networks.

The second alternative provides a good vehicle for the long-term goal of providing high-speed
signalling links on a broadband signalling platform supported by the ATM technology. One signalling
network configuration and protocol option is the extended Q.93B signalling protocol over ATM in
associated mode [22]. The PSTN’s CCS networks are currently quasi-associated signalling networks.
Q.93B is primarily intended for point-to-point bearer control in user-to-network access, but can
also be extended for (link-to-link) switch-to-switch and some network-to-network applications.
Standards activities to define high-speed signalling link characteristics in the SS7 protocol have been
largely finalized. Standards to support SS7 over ATM are at various stages of completion. These
activities provide a good basis for further evolving the SS7 protocol to provide the mobility and
location management features that will be required to support PCS (and other wireless systems)
access to the ATM network.

The functionality required to supportmobility incellularnetworks is currentlydefinedaspartof the
MAP. Both IS-41 and GSM MAPs are being evolved to support PCS services with SS7 as the signalling
transport protocol [14]. Quite similar to the two alternatives described above, three architectural
alternatives have been proposed for evolving today’s IS-41 MAP on SS7 to a future modified (or
new) IS-41 on ATM signalling transport platform [28]. They are illustrated in Fig. 34.6. In the
first (or near-term) approach, user data is carried over the ATM network, while signalling is carried
over existing SS7 links. The existing SS7 network can also be upgraded to broadband SS7 network
(e.g., using T1 links) to alleviate some of the capacity and delay constraints in the narrowband SS7
network. This signalling approach can support the near-term PCS-to-ATM interworking described
in the previous subsection. In the second (or midterm) approach, a hybrid-mode operation is
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envisaged, with the introduction of broadband SS7 network elements into the ATM network. This
results in an SS7-over-ATM signalling transport platform. Taking advantage of the ATM’s switching
and routing capabilities, the MTP3 layer could also be modified to utilize these capabilities and
eliminate the B-STP functionality from the network. In the third phase (or long-term approach),
ATM replaces the SS7 network with a unified network for both signalling and user data. No SS7
functionality exists in this approach. Here, routing of signalling messages is completely determined
by the ATM layer, and the MAP may be implemented in a format other than the transaction capability
application part (TCAP), so that the unique features of ATM are best utilized. The longer-term PCS-
to-ATM interworking approach is best supported for this signalling approach. The performance of
several signalling protocols for PCS mobility support for this long-term architecture is presented in
Cheng [6, 7]. The above discussion mainly focuses on public networks. In private networks, there are
no existing standard signalling networks. Therefore, the third approach can be deployed immediately
in private networks.

There are severalways to achieve the third signalling approach inATMnetworks. Thefirst approach
is to overlay another “network layer” protocol (e.g., IP) over the ATM network, but this requires the
management of an extra network. The second approach is to enhance the current ATM network-
network interface (e.g., B-ICI for public networks and PNNI for private networks) to handle the
new mobility/location management signalling messages and information elements, but this requires
modifications in the existing ATM network. The third approach is to use dedicated channels (PVCs or
SVCs) between the mobility control signalling points. This does not require any modifications in ex-
isting ATM specifications. However, signalling latency may be high in the case of SVCs, and a full mesh
of PVCs between all mobility control signalling points is difficult to manage. The fourth approach
is to use the generic functional protocols (e.g., connection oriented-bearer independent (CO-BI) or
connectionless-BI (CL-BI) transport mechanism) defined in ITU-T’s Q.2931.2 [12]. This cannot be
done in existing ATM networks without modifications, but these functions are being included in the
next version of PNNI (PNNI 2.0) to provide a generic support for supplementary services. There
are also technical contributions to the ATM Forum proposing “connectionless ATM” [26], which
attempt to route ATM cells in a connectionless manner by using the routing information obtained
through the PNNI protocol. However, the “connectionless ATM” concept is still being debated.

34.5 QoS Support

One immediate impact of adding mobility to an otherwise fixed ATM infrastructure network is the
need to manage the changing QoS levels that are inherent in a mobile environment due to the vagaries
of the wireless link, the need for rerouting of traffic due to handoff, and available bandwidth, etc.
Dynamic QoS negotiation and flow control will be required to flexibly support QoS guarantees for
multimedia service applications that are likely to be encountered in this environment. QoS provi-
sioning is based on the notion that the wireless channel is likely to demand more stringent measures
than the fixed ATM network to support end-to-end QoS. QoS metrics include (1) throughput, (2)
delay sensitivity, (3) loss sensitivity, and, (4) BER performance. Issues relating to end-to-end QoS
provisioning in multimedia wireless networks are discussed in Naghshineh [15] and articles therein.
Here, the focus is on BER maintenance in the context of PCS-to-ATM interworking using forward
error correction (FEC) at the radio PHY layer. This is the first step towards developing a hybrid
automatic repeat request (ARQ)/FEC protocol for error control of the wireless link, with FEC at
the PHY supplemented by ARQ at the DLC layer. A comparison of commonly used FEC and ARQ
techniques and their potential application to WATM is presented in Ayanoglu [3].

One adaptive FEC coding scheme that has been proposed for PCS-to-ATM interworking is
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FIGURE 34.6: Signalling link evolution for mobility/location management over a public ATM net-
work.
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based on the use of rate-compatible punctured convolution (RCPC), punctured Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghem (BCH) or Reed-Solomon (RS) coding at the wireless PHY layer to provide unequal
error protection of the wireless PDU [5]. These coding schemes can support a broad range of QoS
levels consistent with the requirements of multimedia services, minimize the loss of information on
the wireless access segment, and prevent misrouting of cells on the fixed ATM network. Code rate
puncturing is a procedure used to periodically discard a set of predetermined coded bits from the
sequence generated by an encoder for the purposes of constructing a higher rate code. With the
rate-compatibility restriction, higher rate codes are embedded in the lower rate codes, allowing for
continuous code rate variation within a data frame.

An example set of three wireless PDU formats that might be appropriate for a PCS system that
provides access to the ATM network is shown in Table 34.1. It is desirable to establish a tight
relationship between the wireless PDU and wireline ATM cell to minimize incompatibilities between
them. This will reduce the complexity of the IWF at the PCS-to-ATM gateway by limiting the
amount of processing required for protocol conversion. The wireless PDU can be tightly coupled to
the wireline ATM cell in two ways.

1. Encapsulate the equivalent of a full 48-byte ATM information payload, along with
wireless-specific overhead (and a full/compressed ATM header, if required by the mobile
terminal), in the wireless PDU (e.g., PDU-3).

2. Transmit a submultiple of 48-byte ATM information payload, along with wireless-specific
overhead (and a compressed ATM header, if required by the mobile terminal), in the
wireless PDU (e.g., PDU-1 and PDU-2).

If the second option is used, then the network has to decide whether to send partially filled ATM cells
over the ATM infrastructure network, or wait until enough wireless PDUs arrive to fill an ATM cell.

TABLE 34.1 Examples of Wireless Protocol Data Unit (PDU)

Formats

PDU header Information payload PDU trailer PDU size

PDU type (bits) (bits) (bits) (bits)

PDU-1 24 128 — 152

PDU-2 40 256 8 304

PDU-3 56 384 16 456

Note: Information payloads are limited to submultiples of a 48-byte ATM cell informa-
tion payload.

The performance of RCPC and punctured BCH (and RS) codes have been evaluated in terms of
the decoded bit BER [5] on a Rayleigh fading channel. For RCPC coding, the Viterbi upper bound
on the decoded BER is given by:

Pb ≤ 1

P

∞∑

d=df

βdPd (34.1)

where P is the puncturing period, βd is the weight coefficient of paths having distance d, Pd is the
probability of selecting the wrong path, and df is the free distance of the RCPC code. Closed-form
expressions for Pd are presented in Hagenauer [9] for a flat Rayleigh fading channel, along with tables
for determining βd . Since the code weight structure of BCH codes is known only for a small subset
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of these codes, an upper BER performance bound is derived in the literature independent of the
structure. Assume that for a t-error correcting BCH(n,k) code, a pattern of i channel errors (i > t)
will cause the decoded word to differ from the correct word in i + t bit positions. For flat Rayleigh
fading channel conditions and differential quadrature phase-shift keying (DQPSK) modulation, the
decoded BER for the BCH(n,k) code is [18]:

Pb = 2

3

n∑

i=t+1

i + t

n
(1 − Ps)

n−1 P i
s (34.2)

where Ps is the raw symbol error rate (SER) on the channel. An upper bound on the decoded BER for
a t-error correcting RS(n,k) code with DQPSK signalling on a flat Rayleigh fading channel is similar
in form to (34.2). However, Ps should be replaced with the RS-coded digit error rate Pe, and the
unit of measure for the data changed from symbols do digits. A transmission system that uses the
RS code [from GF(2m)]2 with M-ary signalling generates r = m/ log2 M symbols per m-bit digit.
For statistically independent symbol errors, Pe = 1 − (1 − Ps)

r . For the binary BCH(n,k) code,
n = 2m − 1.

Table 34.2 shows performance results for RCPC and punctured BCH codes that are used to provide
adaptive FEC on the PHY layer of a simulated TDMA-based PCS system that accesses the fixed ATM
network. The FEC codes provide different levels of error protection for the header, information
payload, and trailer of the wireless PDU. This is particularly useful when the wireless PDU header
contains information required to route cells in the fixed ATM network, for example. Using a higher
level of protection for the wireless PDU header increases the likelihood that the PDU will reach its
destination, and not be misrouted in the ATM network.

TABLE 34.2 Average Code Rates for RCPC Codinga and Punctured BCH

Codingb for a 2-GHz TDMA-Based PCS System with Access to an ATM

Infrastructure Network

Average code rate (10−3 Average code rate (10−6

BER for information BER for information

Coding scheme payload) payload)

PDU-1 PDU-2 PDU-3 PDU-1 PDU-2 PDU-3

RCPC: no diversity 0.76 0.77 0.78 0.61 0.62 0.63

RCPC: 2-branch diversity 0.91 0.93 0.93 0.83 0.84 0.85

Punctured BCH: no diversity 0.42 0.44 0.51 0.34 0.39 0.46

Punctured BCH: 2-branch 0.83 0.81 0.87 0.75 0.76 0.82

Diversity

awith soft decision decoding and no channel state information at the receiver.

bwith and without 2-branch frequency diversity.

The numerical results show achievable average code rates for the three example PDU formats in
Table 34.1. The PCS system operates in a microcellular environment at 2 GHz, with a transmission

2 GF(2m) denotes the Galois Field of real numbers from which the RS code is constructed. Multiplication and addition
of elements in this field are based on modulo-2 arithmetic, and each RS code word consists of m bits.
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bit rate of 384 kb/s, using DQPSK modulation. The channel is modeled as a time-correlated Rayleigh
fading channel. The PCS transmission model assumes perfect symbol and frame synchronization,
as well as perfect frequency tracking. Computed code rates are shown with and without the use of
diversity combining. All overhead blocks in the wireless PDUs are assumed to require a target BER of
10−9. On the other hand, the information payload has target BERs of 10−3 and 10−6, which might
be typical for voice and data, respectively. Associated with this target BERs is a design goal of 20 dB
for the SNR. The mother code rate for the RCPC code is R = 1/3, the puncturing period P = 8, and
the memory length M = 6. For BCH coding, the parameter m ≥ 8.

The numerical results in Table 34.2 show the utility of using code rate puncturing to improve
the QoS performance of the wireless access segment. The results for punctured RS coding are quite
similar to those for punctured BCH coding. Adaptive PHY layer FEC coding can be further enhanced
by implementing an ARQ scheme at the DLC sublayer, which is combined with FEC to form a hybrid
ARQ/FEC protocol [9] to supplement FEC at the PHY layer. This approach allows adaptive FEC to
be distributed between the wireless PHY and DLC layers.

34.6 Conclusions

The ATM Forum is developing specifications intended to facilitate the use of ATM technology for a
broad range of wireless network access and interworking scenarios, both public and private. These
specifications are intended to cover requirements for seamless extension of ATM to mobile devices
and mobility control in ATM infrastructure networks to allow interworking of non-ATM wireless
terminals with the fixed ATM network. A mobility-enhanced ATM network that is developed from
specifications for WATM interworking may be used in near-term cellular/PCS/satellite/wireless LAN
deployments, while providing a smooth migration path to the longer-term end-to-end WATM ap-
plication scenario. It is likely to be cost-competitive with other approaches that adopt non-ATM
overlay transport network topologies.

This chapter describes various WATM interworking scenarios where the ATM infrastructure might
be a public (or private) transit ATM network, designed primarily to support broadband wireline
services. A detailed description of a generic PCS-to-ATM architectural interworking scenario is
presented, along with an evolution strategy to eventually provide end-to-end WATM capabilities in
the long term. One approach is described for providing QoS support using code rate puncturing at
the wireless PHY layer, along with numerical results. The network architectures, protocol reference
models, signalling protocols, and QoS management strategies described for PCS-to-ATM interwork-
ing can be applied, in varying degrees, to the other WATM interworking scenarios described in this
chapter.

Defining Terms

Broadband integrated services digital network (BISDN): Acell-relay-based information trans-
fer technology upon which the next-generation telecommunications infrastructure is to
be based.

BISDN intercarrier interface (B-ICI): A carrier-to-carrier public interface that supports mul-
tiplexing of different services such as SMDS, frame relay, circuit emulation, and cell relay
services.

High-Performance Radio LAN (HIPERLAN): Family of standards being developed by the Eu-
ropean Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) for high-speed wireless LANs, to
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provide short-range and remote wireless access to ATM networks and for wireless ATM
interconnection.

Interworking functions (IWFs): A set of network functional entities that provide interaction
between dissimilar subnetworks, end systems, or parts thereof, to support end-to-end
communications.

Location management: A set of registration and call delivery functions.

Mobile application part (MAP): Application layer protocols and processes that are defined to
support mobility services such as intersystem roaming and handoffs.

Mobility-enabled ATM (ME-ATM): An ATM switch with additional capabilities and features
to support location and mobility management.

Mobility management: The handoff process associated with switching (rerouting) of the com-
munication link from the old coverage area to the new coverage area when a wireless user
moves during active communication.

Personal communications services (PCS): Emerging digital wireless systems which support
mobility in microcellular and other environments, which have a set of capabilities that
allow some combination of terminal mobility, personal mobility, and service profile
management.

Protocol data units (PDUs): The physical layer message structure used to carry information
across the communications link.

Private network–network interface (PNNI): The interface between two private networks.

User network interface (UNI): A standardized interface providing basic call control functions
for subscriber access to the telecommunications network.

Radio access layer (RAL): A reference to the physical, medium access control, and data link
control layers of the radio link.

Rate-compatible punctured convolution (RCPC): Periodicdiscardingofpredeterminedcoded
bits from the sequence generated by a convolutional encoder for the purposes of con-
structing a higher rate code. The rate-compatibility restriction insures that the higher rate
codes are embedded in the lower rate codes, allowing for continuous code rate variation
to change from low to high error protection within a data frame.

Satellite ATM (SATATM): A satellite network that provides ATM network access to fixed or
mobile terminals, high-speed links to interconnect fixed or mobile ATM networks, or
form an ATM network in the sky to provide user access and network interconnection
services.

Wireless asynchronous transfer mode (WATM): An emerging wireless networking technol-
ogy that extends ATM over the wireless access segment, and/or uses the ATM infrastruc-
ture as a transport network for a broad range of wireless network access scenarios, both
public and private.
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11/Reports). Additional information on HIPERLAN and related activities in ETSI BRAN can
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35.1 Introduction

Wireless ATM (WATM) refers to the technology that enables ATM end-system mobility as well as
tetherless access to ATM core networks. Wireless ATM has two distinct components: the radio access
technology, and enhancements to existing ATM technology to support end-system mobility. The
latter component is referred to as “MATM” (mobility-enhanced ATM) and it is independent of the
radio access technology. The rationale for wireless ATM has been discussed at length elsewhere [1, 2].
In this chapter, we restrict our discussion to two challenging issues in wireless ATM: the provisioning
of ATM quality of service (QoS) for connections that terminate on mobile end systems over a radio
link, and the protocols for mobility management in the MATM infrastructure.

Figure 35.1 illustrates the WATM reference model considered in this chapter [3]. “W” UNI in this
figure indicates the ATM user-network interface established over the wireless link. “M” NNI refers to
the ATM network-node interface supporting mobility management protocols. The figure depicts the
scenario where an MATM network has both end system mobility-supporting ATM switches (EMAS)
and traditional ATM switches with no mobility support. Thus, one of the features of mobility
management protocols in an MATM network is the ability to work transparently over switches that
do not implement mobility support.

35.2 QoS in Wireless ATM

The type of QoS guarantees to be provided in wireless ATM systems is debatable [4]. On the one
hand, the QoS model for traditional ATM networks is based on fixed terminals and high quality links.
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FIGURE 35.1: WATM reference model.

Terminal mobility and error-prone wireless links introduce numerous problems [5]. On the other
hand, maintaining the existing QoS model allows the transparent extension of fixed ATM applications
into the domain of mobile networking. Existing prototype implementations have chosen the latter
approach [6]–[8]. This is also the decision of the ATM Forum wireless ATM working group [9]. Our
discussion, therefore, is oriented in the same direction, and to this end we first briefly summarize the
existing ATM QoS model.

35.2.1 ATM QoS Model

Five service categories have been defined under ATM [10]. These categories are differentiated ac-
cording to whether they support constant or variable rate traffic, and real-time or non-real-time
constraints. The service parameters include a characterization of the traffic and a reservation spec-
ification in the form of QoS parameters. Also, traffic is policed to ensure that it conforms to the
traffic characterization, and rules are specified for how to treat nonconforming traffic. ATM provides
the ability to tag nonconforming cells and specify whether tagged cells are policed (and dropped) or
provided with best-effort service.

Under UNI 4.0, the service categories are constant bit rate (CBR), real-time variable bit rate (rt-
VBR), non-real-time variable bit rate (nrt-VBR), unspecified bit rate (UBR) and available bit rate
(ABR). The definition of these services can be found in [10]. Table 35.1 summarizes the traffic
descriptor parameters and QoS parameters relevant to each service category in ATM traffic manage-
ment specifications version 4.0 [11]. Here, the traffic parameters are peak cell rate (PCR), cell delay
variation tolerance (CDVT), sustainable cell rate (SCR), maximum burst size (MBS) and minimum
cell rate (MCR). The QoS parameters are cell loss ratio (CLR), maximum cell transfer delay (max
CTD) and cell delay variation (CDV). The explanation of these parameters can be found in [11].

Functions related to the implementation of QoS in ATM networks are usage parameter control
(UPC) and connection admission control (CAC). In essence, the UPC function (implemented at the
network edge) ensures that the traffic generated over a connection conforms to the declared traffic
parameters. Excess traffic may be dropped or carried on a best-effort basis (i.e., QoS guarantees do not
apply). The CAC function is implemented by each switch in an ATM network to determine whether
the QoS requirements of a connection can be satisfied with the available resources. Finally, ATM
connections can be either point-to-point or point-to-multipoint. In the former case, the connection
is bidirectional, with separate traffic and QoS parameters for each direction, while in the latter case
it is unidirectional. In this chapter, we consider only point-to-point connections for the sake of
simplicity.
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TABLE 35.1 ATM Traffic and QoS Parameters

ATM Service Category

Attribute CBR rt-VBR nrt-VBR UBR ABR

Traffic Parameters

PCR and CDVT Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SCR and MBS N/A Yes Yes N/A N/A

MCR N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes

QoS Parameters

CDV Yes Yes No No No

Maximum CTD Yes Yes No No No

CLR Yes Yes Yes No No

35.2.2 QoS Approach in Wireless ATM

QoS in wireless ATM requires a combination of several mechanisms acting in concert. Figure 35.2
illustrates the various points in the system where QoS mechanisms are needed:

• At the radio interface: A QoS-capable medium access control (MAC) layer is required. The
mechanisms here are resource reservation and allocation for ATM virtual circuits under
various service categories, and scheduling to meet delay requirements. Furthermore, an
error control function is needed to cope with radio link errors that can otherwise degrade
the link quality. Finally, a CAC mechanism is required to limit access to the multiple
access radio link in order to maintain QoS for existing connections.

• In the network: ATM QoS mechanisms are assumed in the network. In addition, a ca-
pability for QoS renegotiation will be useful. This allows the network or the mobile
terminal (MT) to renegotiate the connection QoS when the existing connection QoS
cannot be maintained during handover. Renegotiation may also be combined with soft
QoS mechanisms, as described later. Finally, mobility management protocols must in-
clude mechanisms to maintain QoS of connections rerouted within the network during
handover.

• At the MT: The MT implements the complementary functions related to QoS provi-
sioning in the MAC and network layers. In addition, application layer functions may
be implemented to deal with variations in the available QoS due to radio link degrada-
tion and/or terminal mobility. Similar functions may be implemented in fixed terminals
communicating with MTs.

In the following, we consider the QoS mechanisms in some detail. We focus on the MAC layer and
the new network layer functions such as QoS renegotiation and soft QoS. The implementation of
existing ATM QoS mechanisms have been described in much detail by others (for example, see [12]).

35.2.3 MAC Layer Functions

The radio link in a wireless ATM system is typically a broadcast multiple access channel shared
by a number of MTs. Different multiple access technologies are possible, for instance frequency,
time, or code division multiple access (FDMA, TDMA, and CDMA, respectively). A combination of
FDMA and dynamic TDMA is popular in wireless ATM implementations. That is, each radio port
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FIGURE 35.2: QoS mechanisms in wireless ATM.

(RP) operates on a certain frequency band and this bandwidth is shared dynamically among ATM
connections terminating on multiple MTs using a TDMA scheme [13]. ATM QoS is achieved under
dynamic TDMA using a combination of a resource reservation/allocation scheme and a scheduling
mechanism. This is further explained using the example of two wireless ATM implementations:
NEC’sWATMnet2.0prototype [13] and theEuropeanUnion’sMagicWAND(WirelessATMNetwork
Demonstrator) project [8].

Resource Reservation and Allocation Mechanisms (WATMnet 2.0)

WATMnet utilizes a TDMA/TDD (time division duplexing) scheme for medium access. The
logical transmission frame structure under this scheme is shown in Fig. 35.3. As shown, this scheme
allows the flexibility to partition the frame dynamically for downlink (from EMAS to MTs) and uplink
(from MTs to EMAS) traffic, depending on the traffic load in each direction. Other notable features
of this scheme are:

• A significant portion of each slot is used for forward error control (FEC)

• A separate contention region in the frame is used for MTs to communicate with the EMAS

• 8-byte control packets are used for bandwidth request and allocation announcements.
An MT can tag request packets along with the WATM cells it sends or in the contention
slots

• WATM cells are modified ATM cells with data link control (DLC) and cyclic redundancy
check (CRC) information added

In the downlink direction, the WATM cells transported belong to various ATM connections termi-
nating on different MTs. After such cells arrive at the EMAS from the fixed network, the allocation of
TDMA slots for specific connections is done at the EMAS based on the connections’ traffic and QoS
parameters. This procedure is described in the next section. In the uplink direction, the allocation
is based on requests from MTs. For bursty traffic, an MT makes a request only after each burst is
generated. Once uplink slots are allocated to specific MTs, the transmission of cells from multiple
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FIGURE 35.3: TDMA logical frame format.

active connections at an MT is again subject to the scheduling scheme. Both the request for uplink
slot allocation from the MTs and the results from the EMAS are carried in control packets whose
format is shown in Fig. 35.4. Here, the numbers indicate the bits allocated for various fields. The
sequence number is used to recover from transmission losses. Request and allocation types indicate
one of four types: CBR, VBR, ABR or UBR. The allocation packet has a start slot field which indicates
where in the frame the MT should start transmission. The number of allocated slots is also indicated.

FIGURE 35.4: Bandwidth control packet formats.

The DLC layer implementation in WATMnet is used to reduce the impact of errors that cannot be
corrected using the FEC information. The DLC layer is responsible for selective retransmission of cells
with uncorrectable errors or lost cells. Furthermore, the DLC layer provides request/reply control
interface to the ATM layer to manage the access to the wireless bandwidth, based on the instantaneous
amount of traffic to be transmitted. The wireless ATM cell sent over the air interface is a modified
version of the standard ATM cell with DLC and CRC information, as shown in Fig. 35.5. The same
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figure also shows the acknowledgment packet format for implementing selective retransmission.
In this packet, the VCI field specifies the ATM connection for which the acknowledgment is being
sent. The sequence number field indicates the beginning sequence number from which the 16-bit
acknowledgment bitmap indicates the cells correctly received (a “1” in the bit map indicates correct
reception).

FIGURE 35.5: WATM formats at the DLC layer.

TheTDMA/TDDschemethusprovidesamechanismfordynamicbandwidthallocation tomultiple
ATM connections. How active connections are serviced at the EMAS and the MTs to maintain their
QoS needs is another matter. This is described next using Magic WAND as the example.

Scheduling (Magic WAND)

The Magic WAND system utilizes a TDMA scheme similar to that used by the WATMnet.
This is shown in Fig. 35.6. Here, each MAC Protocol Data Unit (MPDU) consists of a header and a
sequence of WATM cells from the same MT (or the EMAS) referred to as a cell train. In the Magic
WAND system, the scheduling of both uplink and downlink transmissions is done at the EMAS.
Furthermore, the scheduling is based on the fact that the frame length is variable. A simplified
description of the scheduling scheme is presented below. More details can be found in [14, 15].

At the beginning of each TDMA frame, the scheduling function at the EMAS considers pending
transmission requests, uplink and downlink, from active connections. The scheduler addresses two
issues:

1. The determination of the number of cells to be transmitted from each connection in the
frame, and

2. The transmission sequence of the selected cells within the frame

The objective of the scheduler is to regulate the traffic over the radio interface as per the declared
ATM traffic parameters of various connections and to ensure that the delay constraints (if any) are
met for these connections over this interface.

The selection of cells for transmission is done based on the service categories of active connections
as well as their traffic characteristics. First, for each connection, a priority based on its service category
is assigned. CBR connections are assigned the highest priority, followed by rt-VBR, nrt-VBR, ABR.
In addition, for each active connection that is not of type UBR, a token pool is implemented. Tokens
for a connection are generated at the declared SCR of the connection and tokens may be accumulated
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FIGURE 35.6: Magic WAND TDMA frame structure.

in the pool as long as their number does not exceed the declared MBS for the connection. The
scheduler services active connections in two passes: in the first pass, connections are considered in
priority order from CBR to ABR (UBR is omitted) and within each priority class only connections
with a positive number of tokens in their pools are considered. Such connections are serviced in the
decreasing order of the number of tokens in their pools. Whenever a cell belonging to a connection is
selected for transmission, a token is removed from its pool. At the end of the first pass, either all the
slots in the downlink portion of the frame are used up or there are still some slots available. In the
latter case, the second pass is started. In this pass, the scheduler services remaining excess traffic in
each of CBR, rt and nrt-VBR and ABR classes, and UBR traffic in the priority order. It is clear that in
order to adequately service active connections, the mean bandwidth requirement of the connections
cannot exceed the number of downlink slots available in each frame. The CAC function is used to
block the setting up of new connections over a radio interface when there is a danger of overloading.
Another factor that can result in overloading is the handover of connections. The CAC must have
some knowledge of the expected load due to handovers so that it can limit new connection admissions.
Preserving the QoS for handed over connections while not degrading existing connections at a radio
interface requires good network engineering. In addition, mechanisms such as QoS renegotiation
and soft QoS (Section 35.2.4) may be helpful.

Now, at the end of the selection phase, the scheduler has determined the number of cells to be
transmitted from each active connection. Some of these cells are to be transmitted uplink while
the others are to be transmitted downlink. The scheduler attempts to place a cell for transmission
within the frame such that the cell falls in the appropriate portion of the frame (uplink or downlink,
Fig. 35.6) and the delay constraint (CDT) of the corresponding connection is met. To do this, first
the delay allowed over the radio segment is determined for each connection with a delay constraint
(it is assumed that this value can be obtained during the connection routing phase by decomposing
the path delay into delays for each hop). Then, for downlink cells, the arrival time for the cell from
the fixed network is marked. For uplink cells, the arrival time is estimated from the time at which the
request was received from the MT. The deadline for the transmission of a cell (uplink or downlink)
is computed as the arrival time plus the delay allowed over the radio link.

The final placement of the cells in the frame is based on a three-step process, as illustrated by
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an example with six connections (Fig. 35.7). Here, Dn and Un indicate downlink and uplink cells
with deadline = slot n, respectively, and Di

j and Ui
j indicate downlink and uplink cells of the ith

connection with deadline = slot j , respectively. In the first step, the cells are ordered based on their
deadlines [Fig. 35.7(a)]. Several cells belonging to the same connection may have been selected for
transmission in a frame. When assigning a slot for the first cell of such a “cell train” the scheduler
positions the cell such that its transmission will be before and as close to its deadline as possible.
Some cells may have to be shifted from their previously allocated slots to make room for the new
allocation. This is done only if the action does not violate the deadline of any cell. When assigning a
slot for another cell in the train, the scheduler attempts to place it in the slot next to the one allocated
to the previous cell. This may require shifting of existing allocations as before. This is shown in
Figs. 35.7(b)–35.7(d). Here, the transmission frame is assumed to begin at slot 5.

At the end of the first step, the cell sequencing may be such that uplink and downlink cells may be
interleaved. The second step builds the downlink portion of the frame by first shifting all downlink
cells occurring before the first uplink cell as close to the beginning of the frame as possible. In the
space between the last such downlink cell and the first uplink cell, as many downlink cells as possible
are packed. This is illustrated in Fig. 35.7(e). A slot for period overhead (PO) is added between the
downlink and uplink portions. Finally, in the last step, the uplink cells are packed, by moving all
uplink cells occurring before the next downlink cell as shown in Fig. 35.7(f). The contention slots
are added after the last uplink cell and the remaining cells are left for the next frame.

Thus, scheduling can be a rather complicated function. The specific scheduling scheme used in
the Magic WAND system relies on the fact that the frame length is variable. Scheduling schemes for
other frame structures could be different.

35.2.4 Network and Application Layer Functions

Wireless broadbandaccess is subject to suddenvariations inbandwidthavailabilitydue to thedynamic
nature of the service demand (e.g., terminals moving in and out of RPs coverage area, variable bit-rate
interactive multimedia connections) and the natural constraints of the physical channel (e.g, fading
and other propagation conditions). QoS control mechanisms should be able to handle efficiently
both the mobility and the heterogeneous and dynamic bandwidth needs of multimedia applications.
In addition, multimedia applications themselves should be able to adapt to terminal heterogeneity,
computing limitations, and varying availability of network resources [16].

In this section, the network and application layer QoS control functions are examined in the
context of NECs WATMnet system [6]. In this system, a concept called soft-QoS is used to effectively
support terminal mobility, maintain acceptable application performance and high network capacity
utilization. Soft-QoS relies on a QoS control framework that permits the allocation of network
resources to dynamically match the varying demands of mobile multimedia applications. Network
mechanismsunder this framework for connectionadmission, QoS renegotiation, andhandoff control
are described. The soft-QoS concept and the realization of the soft-QoS controller based on this
concept are described next. Finally, experimental results on the impact of network utilization and
soft-QoS provisioning for video applications are discussed.

A Dynamic Framework for QoS Control

The bit-rates of multimedia applications vary significantly among sessions and within a ses-
sion due to user interactivity and traffic characteristics. Contributing factors include the presence
of heterogeneous media (e.g., video, audio, and images) compression schemes (e.g., MPEG, JPEG),
presentation quality requirements (e.g., quantization, display size), and session interactivity (e.g.,
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FIGURE 35.7: Scheduling example.

image scaling, VCR-like control). Consider, for example, a multimedia application using several
media components or media objects (such as a multiwindow multimedia user interface or future
MPEG-4 encoded video) which allows users to vary the relative importance-of-presence (IoP) of
a given media object to match the current viewing priorities. In this case there would be a strong
dependency of user/application interaction on the bandwidth requirements of individual media com-
ponents. Figure 35.8 shows the bit-rate when the user changes the video level-of-detail (LoD) during
a session. A suitable network service for these applications should support bandwidth renegotiation
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to simultaneously achieve high network utilization and maintain acceptable performance. For this
purpose, an efficient network service model should support traffic contract renegotiation during a
session. It has been experimentally verified that bandwidth renegotiation is key for efficient QoS
support of network-aware adaptive multimedia applications, and that the added implementation
complexity is reasonable [17, 18].

FIGURE 35.8: Video bit-rate changes on an interactive multimedia session.

In the mobile multimedia communication scenario, bandwidth renegotiation is particularly im-
portant. Conventionalnetwork servicesuse staticbandwidthallocationmodels that lack theflexibility
needed to cope with multimedia interactivity and session mobility. These session properties enlarge
the dynamic range of bandwidth requirements and make dynamic bandwidth management protocols
a requirement for effective end-to-end QoS support. Renegotiation may be required during han-
dover, as well as when resource allocation changes are warranted due to instantaneous application
needs and sudden changes in network resource availability.

Figure 35.9 shows the system and API model for QoS control with bandwidth renegotiation.
The application programming interface (API) between the adaptive application and the QoS control
module is dynamic, i.e., its parameters can be modified during the session. For example, the Winsock
2 API under Microsoft Windows [19] allows the dynamic specification of QoS parameters suitable
for the application. In addition, the API between the QoS controller and the network allows the
traffic descriptor to be varied to track the bit-rate requirements of the bitstream. A new network
service, called VBR+ allows renegotiation of traffic descriptors between the network elements and the
terminals [20]. VBR+ allows multimedia applications to request “bandwidth-on-demand” suitable
for their needs.
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FIGURE 35.9: System and API model for QoS control with bandwidth renegotiation.

Soft-QoS Model

Although multimedia applications have a wide range of bandwidth requirements, most can
gracefully adapt to sporadic network congestion while still providing acceptable performance. This
graceful adaptation can be quantified by a softness profile [17]. Figure 35.10 shows the characteristics
of a softness profile. The softness profile is a function defined on the scales of two parameters:
satisfaction index and bandwidth ratio. The satisfaction index is based on the subjective mean-
opinion-score (MOS), graded from 1 to 5; a minimum satisfaction divides the scale in two operational
regions: the acceptable satisfaction region and the low satisfaction region. The bandwidth ratio is
defined by dividing the current bandwidth allocated by the network to the bandwidth requested to
maintain thedesiredapplicationperformance. Thus, thebandwidth ratio is graded from0to1; avalue
of 1 means that the allocated bandwidth is sufficient to achieve the desired application performance.
The point indicated as B is called the critical bandwidth ratio since it is the value that results in
minimum acceptable satisfaction. As shown in Fig. 35.10, the softness profile is approximated by
piecewise linear “S-shaped” function consisting of three linear segments. The slope of each linear
segment represents the rate at which applications performance degrades (satisfaction index decreases)
when the network allocates only a portion of the requested bandwidth: the steeper the slope is, the
“harder” the corresponding profile is.

The softness profile allows efficient match of application requirements to network resource avail-
ability. With the knowledge of the softness profile, network elements can perform soft-QoS control—
QoS-fair allocationof resources amongcontendingapplicationswhencongestionarises. Applications
can define a softness profile that best represents their needs. For example, the softness profile for dig-
ital compressed video is based on the nonlinear relationship between coding bit-rate and quality, and
the satisfaction index is correlated to the user perception of quality [21, 22]. While video-on-demand
(VoD) applications may, in general, tolerate bit-rate regulations within a small dynamic range, appli-
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FIGURE 35.10: Example softness profile.

cations such as surveillance or teleconference may have a larger dynamic range for bit-rate control.
Other multimedia applications may allow a larger range of bit-rate control by resolution scaling [18].
In these examples, VoD applications are matched to a “harder” profile than the other, more adaptive
multimedia applications. Users on wireless mobile terminals may select a “softer” profile for an ap-
plication in order to reduce the connection’s cost, while a “harder” profile may be selected when the
application is used on wired desktop terminal. Thus, adaptive multimedia applications able to scale
their video quality could specify their soft-QoS requirements dynamically to control the session’s
cost.

Figure 35.11 conceptually illustrates the role of application QoS/bandwidth renegotiation, service
contract, and session cost in the service model. The soft-QoS service model is suitable for adap-
tive multimedia applications capable of gracefully adjusting their performance to variable network
conditions. The service definition is needed to match the requirements of the application with the
capabilities of the network. The service definition consists of two parts: a usage profile that specifies
the target regime of operation and the service contract that statistically quantifies the soft-QoS service
to be provided by the network. The usage profile, for example, can describe the media type (e.g.,
MPEG video), interactivity model (e.g., multimedia browsing, video conference), mobility model
(indoors, urban semi-mobile, metropolitan coverage area), traffic, and softness profiles. The service
contract quantifies soft-QoS in terms of the probability that the satisfaction of a connection will
fall outside the acceptable range (given in its softness profile), the expected duration of “satisfaction
outage,” and the new connection blocking probability.

Network resource allocation is done in two phases. First, a connection admission control proce-
dure, called soft-CAC, checks the availability of resources on the terminals coverage area at connection
set-up time. The necessary resources are estimated based on the service definition. The new con-
nection is accepted if sufficient resources are estimated to be available for the connection to operate
within the service contract without affecting the service of other ongoing connections. Otherwise the
connection is blocked. Second, while the connection is in progress, dynamic bandwidth allocation
is performed to match the requirements of interactive variable bit-rate traffic. When congestion
occurs, the soft-QoS control mechanism (re)-allocates bandwidth among connections to maintain
the service of all ongoing connections within their service contracts. The resulting allocation im-
proves the satisfaction of undersatisfied connections while maintaining the overall satisfaction of
other connections as high as possible [17]. Under this model, connections compete for bandwidth
in a “socially responsible” manner based on their softness profiles. Clearly, if a cost model is not in
place, users would request the maximum QoS possible. The cost model provides feedback on session
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FIGURE 35.11: Service model for dynamic bandwidth allocation with soft-QoS.

cost to the applications; the user can adjust the long-term QoS requirements to maintain the session
cost within budget.

Soft-QoS Control in the WATMnet System

In the WATMnet system, soft-QoS control allows effective support of mobile multimedia
applications with high network capacity utilization. When congestion occurs, the soft-QoS controller
at the EMASs allocates bandwidth to connections based on their relative robustness to congestion
given by the applications softness profiles. This allocation improves the satisfaction of undersatisfied
connections while maintaining the overall satisfaction of other connections as high as possible.
Within each EMAS, connections compete for bandwidth in a “socially responsible” manner based
on their softness profiles.

ATM UNI signalling extensions are used in the WATMnet system to support dynamic bandwidth
management. These extensions follow ITU-T recommendations for ATM traffic parameter modifi-
cation while the connection is active [23]. Although these procedures are not finalized at the time of
this writing, an overview of the current state of the recommendation is given next with an emphasis
on its use to support soft-QoS in the mobile WATM scenario.

ITU-T Q.2963 allows all three ATM traffic parameters, PCR, SCR, and MBS, to be modified during
a call. All traffic parameters must be increased or decreased; it is not possible to increase a subset of
the parameters while decreasing the others. The user who initiates the modification request expects
to receive from the network a new set of traffic parameters that are greater than or equal to (or less
than) the existing traffic parameters if the modification request is an increase (or decrease). Traffic
parameter modification is applicable only to point-to-point connections and may be requested only
by the terminal that initiated the connection while in the active state.

The following messages are added to the UNI:

• MODIFY REQUEST message is sent by the connection owner to request modification of
the traffic descriptor; its information element (IE) is the ATM traffic descriptor.

• MODIFY ACKNOWLEDGE message is sent by the called user or network to indicate that
the modify request is accepted. The broadband report type IE is included in the message
when the called user requires confirmation of the success of modification.
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• CONNECTION AVAILABLE is an optional message issued by the connection owner
to confirm the connection modification performed in the addressed user to requesting
user direction. The need for explicit confirmation of modification is indicated by the
“modification confirmation” field in the MODIFY ACKNOWLEDGE broadband report
IE.

• MODIFY REJECT message is sent by the called user or network to indicate that the modify
connection request is rejected. The cause of the rejection is informed through the cause
IE.

Figures 35.12, 35.13, and 35.14 show the use of these messages for successful, addressed user
rejection and network rejection of modification request, respectively.

FIGURE 35.12: Successful Q2963 modification of ATM traffic parameters with (optional) confirma-
tion.

FIGURE 35.13: Addressed user rejection of modification.
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FIGURE 35.14: Network rejection of modification request.

Additionally, the soft-QoS control framework of the WATMnet system uses the following modifi-
cations to the Q2963 signalling mechanisms:

• BANDWIDTH CHANGE INDICATION (BCI) message supports network-initiated and
called user-initiated modification. The message is issued by the network or called user
to initiate a modification procedure. The traffic descriptor to be used by the connection
owner when issuing the corresponding MODIFY REQUEST message is specified in the
BCIs ATM traffic descriptor IE. Figure 35.15 illustrates the use of BCI for called user-
initiated modification. Timer T362 is set when issuing the BCI message and cleared when
the corresponding MODIFY REQUEST message is received; if T362 expires, the terminal
and/or network element can modify the traffic policers to use the ATM traffic descriptor
issued in the BCI message.

• Specification of softness profile and associated minimum acceptable satisfaction level
(satmin) in the MODIFY REQUEST message. The softness profile and satmin are used for
QoS-fair allocation within the soft-QoS control algorithm.

• Specification of available bandwidth fraction (ABF) for each ATM traffic descriptor pa-
rameter. ABF is defined as the ratio of the available to requested traffic descriptor pa-
rameter. This results in ABF-PCR, ABF-SCR, and ABF-MBS for the peak, sustained,
and maximum burst size, respectively. These parameters are included in the MODIFY
REJECT message. Using the ABF information, the connection owner may recompute
the requested ATM traffic descriptor and reissue an appropriate MODIFY REQUEST
message.

Two additional call states are defined to support modification. An entity enters the modify request
state when it issues a MODIFY REQUEST of BCI message to the other side of the interface. An entity
enters the modify received state when it receives a MODIFY REQUEST of BCI message from the
other side of the interface.

Soft-QoScontrol is particularly useful during the handover procedure as a new MTmoves into a cell
and places demands on resources presently allocated to connections from other MTs. In the present
WATMbaselinehandover specification [9], anMTsends aprioritized list ofVCs to thenetworkduring
handover, but there is no specification as to what the MT or the network should do if not all these
VCs can be accommodated at the new cell. A flexible way of prioritizing the bandwidth allocation
to various session VCs is through their softness profiles. If a mobile terminal faces significant drop
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FIGURE 35.15: Use of BCI message for addressed user-initiated modification.

in bandwidth availability as it moves from one cell to another, rather than dropping the handover
connections, the EMAS might be able to reallocate bandwidth among selected active connections in
the new cell.

Within the soft-QoS framework, the soft-QoS controller selects a set of connections, called donors,
and changes their bandwidth reservation so as to ensure satisfactory service for all [17]. This pro-
cess is called network-initiated renegotiation. Network-initiated renegotiation improves the session
handover success probability since multiple connections within and among sessions can share the
available resources at the new EMAS, maintaining the satisfaction of individual connections above
the minimum required. This mechanism allows multimedia sessions to transparently migrate the
relative priority of connections as the MT moves across cells without a need to further specify details
of the media session’s content.

Figure35.16 showsanMTmoving into the coverage areaof anewRPunder anewEMASand issuing
a MODIFY REQUEST message (MRE). As a result, the EMAS might have to reallocate bandwidth

FIGURE 35.16: Handover procedure with soft-QoS in the WATMnet system.
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of other connections under the RP to successfully complete the handover. This is accomplished by
issuing BCI messages to a selected set of connections, called donors. At the time of receiving the first
MRE message for a connection being handed over, no state exists for that connection within the new
EMAS. This event differentiates the MRE messages from ongoing connections and connections being
handed over. Different algorithmic provisions can be made to expedite bandwidth allocation to MRE
messages of connections being handed over, reducing the probability of handover drop. For example,
upon identifying a MRE from such connection, the soft QoS controller can use cached bandwidth
reserves to maintain the satisfaction of the connection above the minimum. The size of the bandwidth
cache is made adaptive to the ratio of handed-over to local bandwidth demand. The bandwidth cache
for each RP can be replenished off-line using the network-initiated modification procedure. In this
way, a handed-over connection need not wait for the network-initiated modification procedure to end
before being able to use the bandwidth. The outcome of the reallocation enables most connections
to sustain a better than minimum application performance while resources become available. Short-
term congestion may occur due to statistical multiplexing. If long-term congestion arises due to
the creation of a hot spot, dynamic channel allocation (DCA) may be used to provide additional
resources. It is also possible that if connection rerouting is required inside the network for handover,
the required resources to support the original QoS request may not be available within the network
along the new path. Renegotiation is a useful feature in this case also.

An important performance metric for the soft-QoS service model is the low satisfaction rate
(LSR). LSR measures the probability of failing to obtain link capacity necessary to maintain accept-
able application performance. Figure 35.17 compares the LSR with and without network-initiated
modification over a wide range of link utilization for an MPEG-based interactive video application.
The softness profiles for MPEG video were derived from empirical results reported in [21, 22]. The

FIGURE 35.17: Effect of soft-QoS control with and without network-initiated modification.

figure shows that network-initiated modification has an important contribution to soft-QoS control
performance: robust operation (LSR < 10−3) is achievable while maintaining 70 to 80% utilization.
In the WATM scenario, the handoff success probability with soft-QoS control is related to the LSR
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by Prob(handoff success) = P(sat+ > satmin) > 1 − LSR >> 1 − Pb, where sat+ represents the
satisfaction after handover to the new AP completes. Since it is better to block a new connection than
to drop an existing connection for lack of capacity, the condition LSR � Pb is used, where Pb is the
connection blocking probability. The operating goal for the system is to maintain utilization > 70%,
LSR ∼ 10−5, Pb ∼ 10−3.

Although the results presented are based on softness profiles for video, the definition of soft-QoS is
appropriate for adaptive multimedia applications in general. Various representative softness profiles
can be defined and refined as users’ experience with distributed multimedia applications grows. New
profiles can easily be incorporated within the framework as they become available.

35.3 Mobility Management in Wireless ATM

Allowing end system mobility in ATM networks gives rise to the problem of mobility management,
i.e., maintaining service to end systems regardless of their location or movement. A fundamental
design choice here is whether mobility management deals with user mobility or terminal mobility.
When a network supports user mobility, it recognizes the user as the subscriber with an associated
service profile. The user can then utilize any MT for access to the subscribed services. This results in
flexibility in service provisioning and usage, but some extra complexity is introduced in the system
implementation, as exemplified by the GSM system [24]. Support for user mobility implies support
for terminal mobility. A network may support only terminal mobility and not recognize the user of
the terminal, resulting in a simpler implementation. In either case, the mobility management tasks
include:

• Location Management: Keeping track of the current location of an MT in order to permit
correspondent systems to set up connections to it. A key requirement here is that the
correspondent systems need not be aware of the mobility or the current location of the
MT.

• Connection Handover: Maintaining active connections to an MT as it moves between
different points of attachment in the network. The handover function requires protocols
at both the radio layer and at the network layer. The issue of preserving QoS during
handovers was described earlier and this introduces some complexity in handover imple-
mentations.

• Security Management: Authentication of mobile users (or terminals) and establishing
cryptographic procedures for secure communications based on the user (or terminal)
profile [25].

• Service Management: Maintaining service features as a user (or terminal) roams among
networks managed by different administrative entities. Security and service management
can be incorporated as part of location management procedures [24].

Early wireless ATM implementations have considered only terminal mobility [6, 7]. This has been
to focus the initial effort on addressing the core technical problems of mobility management, i.e.,
location management and handover [26]. Flexible service management in wide-area settings, in the
flavor of GSM, has not been an initial concern in these systems. The mobility management protocol
standards being developed by the ATM Forum WATM working group may include support for user
mobility. But the details are yet to be specified. In the following, therefore, we concentrate on
the location management and handover functions required to support terminal mobility in wireless
ATM. Our description follows along the lines of the ongoing ATM Forum specifications [9] with
examples from wireless ATM implementations.
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35.3.1 Location Management in Wireless ATM

Location management (LM) in WATM networks is based on the notions of permanent and temporary
ATM addresses. A permanent ATM address is a location-invariant, unique address assigned to each
MT.As theMTattaches todifferentpoints in aWATMnetwork, itmaybeassigneddifferent temporary
ATM addresses. As all ATM end system addresses, both permanent and temporary addresses are
derived from the addresses of switches in the network, in this case EMASs. This allows connection
set-up messages to be routed towards the MT, as described later. The EMAS whose address is used
to derive the permanent address of an MT is referred to as the home EMAS of that MT. The LM
function in essence keeps track of the current temporary address corresponding to the permanent
address of each MT. Using this function, it becomes possible for correspondent systems to establish
connections to an MT using only its permanent address and without knowledge of its location.

35.3.2 Network Entities Involved in LM

The LM functions are distributed across four entities:

• The Location Server (LS): This is a logical entity maintaining the database of associations
between the permanent and temporary addresses of mobile terminals. The LS responds
to query and update requests from EMASs to retrieve and modify database entries. The
LS may also keep track of service-specific information for each MT.

• The AUthentication Server (AUS): This is a logical entity maintaining a secure database of
authentication and privacy related information for each MT. The authentication protocol
may be implemented between EMASs and the AUS, or directly between MTs and the AUS.

• The Mobile Terminal: The MT is required to execute certain functions to initiate location
updates and participate in authentication and privacy protocols.

• The EMAS: Certain EMASs are required to identify connection set-up messages destined
to MTs and invoke location resolution functions. These can be home EMASs or certain
intermediate EMASs in the connection path. All EMASs in direct contact with MTs
(via their RPs) may be required to execute location update functions. Home EMASs
require the ability to redirect a connection set-up message. In addition, all EMASs may
be required to participate in the redirection of a connection set-up message to the current
location of an MT.

There could be multiple LSs and AUSs in a WATM network. Specifically, an LS and an AUS may
be incorporated with each home EMAS, containing information on all the MTs that the EMAS is
home to. On the other hand, an LS or an AUS may be shared between several EMASs, by virtue of
being separate entities. These choices are illustrated in Fig. 35.18, where the terms “integrated” and
“modular” are used to indicate built-in and separated LS and AUS. In either case, protocols must be
implemented for reliablyqueryingandupdating theLS, andmechanisms tomaintain the integrity and
security of the AUS. NEC’s WATMnet [6] and BAHAMA [7] are examples of systems implementing
integrated servers. The modular approach is illustrated by GSM [24] and next-generation wireless
network proposals [27].

35.3.3 Location Management Functions and Control Flow

At a high level, the LM functions are registration, location update, connection routing to home or
gateway EMAS, location query, and connection redirect.
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FIGURE 35.18: Server organizations.

Registration and Location Update

When an MT connects to a WATM network, a number of resources must be instantiated
for that mobile. This instantiation is handled by two radio layer functions: association, which
establishes a channel for the MT to communicate with the edge EMAS, and registration, which binds
the permanent address of the MT to a temporary address. In addition, the routing information
pertaining to the mobile at one or more location servers must be updated whenever a new temporary
address is assigned. This is done using location updates.

Theauthenticationof amobile terminal and the establishmentof encryptionparameters for further
communication can be done during the location updating procedure. This is illustrated in Fig. 35.19
which shows one possible control flow when an MT changes location from one EMAS to another.
Here, the Broadcast ID indicates the identity of the network, the location area, and the current radio
port. Based on this information, e.g., by comparing its access rights and the network ID, the MT
can decide to access the network. After an association phase, which includes the setting up of the
signalling channel to the EMAS, the MT sends a registration message to the switch. This message
includes the MT’s home address and authentication information. The location update is initiated by
the visited EMAS and the further progression is as shown. The LS/AUS are shown logically separate
from the home EMAS for generality. They can be integrated with the home EMAS. Details on the
implementation of a similar location update scheme can be found in [28].

Now, there are other possible configurations of LSs that give rise to different control message flow.
For example, a two-level hierarchical LS arrangement can be used. Under this organization, the LS
in the visiting network is updated as long as the MT remains in this network, and the home LS is
updated only when the MT moves to a different WATM network. The information kept in the home
LS must, therefore, point to a gateway EMAS in the visited network, since precise location in the
visited network will not be available at the home LS. GSM location management is an example of
this scheme [24].

Connection Forwarding, Location Query, and Connection Redirect

After a location update, a location server handling the MT has the correct association between
its permanent and temporary ATM addresses. When a new connection to the MT is established,
the set-up message must be routed to some EMAS that can query the LS to determine the current
address of the MT. This is the connection forwarding function. Depending on how MT addresses
are assigned, the location query can occur very close to the origination of the connection or it must
progress to the home EMAS of the MT. For instance, if MT addresses are assigned from a separately
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FIGURE 35.19: Location update control flow.

reserved ATM address space within a network, a gateway EMAS in the network can invoke location
query when it processes a set-up message with a destination address known to be an MT address.
To reach some EMAS that can interpret an MT address, it is sufficient to always forward connection
set-up messages towards the home EMAS. This ensures that at least the home EMAS can invoke
the query if no other EMAS enroute can do this. The location query is simply a reliable control
message exchange between an EMAS and an LS. If the LS is integrated with the EMAS, this is a trivial
operation. Otherwise, it requires a protocol to execute this transaction.

The control flow for connection establishment when the MT is visiting a foreign network is shown
in Fig. 35.20. The addresses of various entities shown have been simplified for illustration purposes.
Here, a fixed ATM terminal (A.1.1.0) issues a SETUP towards the MT whose permanent address is
C.2.1.1. The SETUP message is routed towards the home EMAS whose address is C.2.1. It is assumed
that no other EMAS in the path to the home EMAS can detect MT addresses. Thus, the message
reaches the home EMAS which determines that the end system whose address is C.2.1.1 is an MT.
It then invokes a location query to the LS which returns the temporary address for the MT (B.3.3).
The home EMAS issues a redirected SETUP towards the temporary address. In this message, the
MT is identified by its permanent address thereby enabling the visited EMAS to identify the MT and
proceed with the connection SETUP signalling.

It should be noted that in the topology shown in Fig. 35.20, the redirection of the connection
set-up does not result in a nonoptimal path. But, in general, this may not be the case. To improve the
overall end-to-end path, redirection can be done with partial teardown in which case a part of the
established path is released and the connection set-up is redirected from an EMAS that occurs further
upstream of the home EMAS. This is shown in Fig. 35.21. Here, the EMAS labelled COS (Cross Over
Switch) occurs in the original connection path upstream of the home EMAS. To redirect the set-up
to B.3.3, the connection already established to the home EMAS is torn down up to COS, and new
segment is established from the COS to B.3.3. This requires additional signalling procedures.

Finally, in Fig. 35.22, the case of hierarchical location servers is illustrated. Here, as long as the MT
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FIGURE 35.20: MT in foreign network.

FIGURE 35.21: Connection redirect.

is in the visited network, the address of the gateway EMAS (B.1.1) is registered in its home LS. The
connection set-up is sent via the home EMAS to the gateway EMAS. The gateway then queries its
local LS to obtain the exact location (B.3.3) of the MT. It is assumed that the gateway can distinguish
the MT address (C.2.1.1) in a SETUP message from the fact that this address has a different network
prefix (C) than the one used in the visited network (B).
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FIGURE 35.22: Hierarchical LS configuration.

Signalling and Control Messages for LM

The signalling and control messages required can be derived from the scenarios above. Specif-
ically, interactions between the EMAS and the LS require control message exchange over a VC estab-
lished for this purpose. This is described in [9]. The ATM signalling support needed for connection
set-up and redirection is described in [28].

35.3.4 Connection Handover in Wireless ATM

Wireless ATM implementations, as well as the standards being developed by the ATM Forum, rely
on mobile-initiated handovers whereby the MT is responsible for monitoring the radio link quality
and decides when to initiate a handover [9, 26]. A handover process typically involves the following
steps:

1. Link quality monitoring: When there are active connections, the MT constantly monitors
the strength of the signal it receives from each RP within range.

2. Handover trigger: At a given instance, all the connections from/to the MT are routed
through the same RP, but deterioration in the quality of the link to this RP triggers the
handover procedure.

3. Handover initiation: Once a handover is triggered, the MT initiates the procedure by
sending a signal to the edge EMAS with which it is in direct contact. This signal indicates
to the EMAS the list of candidate RPs to which active connections can be handed over.

4. Target RP selection: The edge EMAS selects one RP as the handover target from the list
of candidates sent by the MT. This step may make use of network-specific criteria for
spreading the traffic load among various RPs and interaction between the edge EMAS
and other EMASs housing the candidate RPs.
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5. Connection rerouting: Once the target RP is selected, the edge EMAS initiates the rerouting
of all connections from/to the MT within the MATM network to the target RP. The com-
plexity of this step depends on the specific procedures chosen for rerouting connections,
as described next. Due to constraints on the network or radio resources, it is possible
that not all connections are successfully rerouted at the end of this step.

6. Handover completion: The MT is notified of the completion of handover for one or
more active connections. The MT may then associate with the new RP and begin send-
ing/receiving data over the connections successfully handed over.

Specific implementations may differ in the precise sequence of events during handover. Further-
more, the handover complexity and capabilities may be different. For instance, some systems may
implement lossless handover whereby cell loss and missequencing of cells are avoided during han-
dover by buffering cells inside the network [29]. The handover control flow is described in detail
below for two types of handovers:

• Backward handover: The MT initiates handover through the current RP it is connected
to. This is the normal scenario.

• Forward handover: The MT loses connectivity to the current RP due to a sudden degen-
eration of the radio link. It then chooses a new RP and initiates the handover of active
connections.

Our description is based on the handover model being considered for standardization by the ATM
Forum [9]. This model presently allows only hard handovers, i.e., active connections are routed via
exactly one RP at a given instance, as opposed to soft handovers in which the MT can receive data for
active connections simultaneously from more than one RP during handover.

Backward Handover Control Flow

Figure 35.23 depicts the control sequence for backward handover when the handover involves
two different EMASs. Here, “old” and “new” EMAS refer to the current EMAS and the target EMAS,
respectively. The figure does not show handover steps (1) and (2), which are radio layer functions,
but starts with step (3). The following actions take place:

1. The MT initiates handover by sending an HO REQUEST message to the old EMAS. With
this message, the MT identifies a set of candidate RPs. Upon receiving the message, the
old EMAS identifies a set of candidate EMASs that house the indicated RPs. It then sends
an HO REQUEST QUERY to each candidate EMAS, identifying the candidate RP as well
as the set of connections (including the traffic and QoS parameters) to be handed over.
The connection identifiers are assumed to be unique within the network [28].

2. After receiving the HO REQUEST QUERY message, a candidate EMAS checks the radio
resourcesavailableonall thecandidateRPs ithousesandselects theone that canaccommo-
date the most number of connections listed. It then sends an HO REQUEST RESPONSE
message to the old EMAS identifying the target RP chosen and a set of connections that
can be accommodated (this may be a subset of connections indicated in the QUERY
message).

3. After receiving an HO REQUEST RESPONSE message from all candidate EMASs, the
old EMAS selects one target RP, based on some local criteria (e.g., traffic load spreading).
It then sends an HO RESPONSE message to the MT, indicating the target RP. At the same
time, it also sends an HO COMMAND to the new EMAS. This message identifies the
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FIGURE 35.23: Backward handover control flow.

target RP and all the connections to be handed over along with their ATM traffic and QoS
parameters. This message may also indicate the connection rerouting method. Rerouting
involves first the selection of a cross-over switch (COS) which is an EMAS in the existing
connection path. A new connection segment is created from the new EMAS to the COS
and the existing segment from the COS to the old EMAS is deleted. Some COS selection
options are:

VC Extension: The old EMAS-E itself serves as the COS.

Anchor-BasedRerouting: The COS is determined apriori (e.g., a designated EMAS
in the network) or during connection set-up (e.g., the EMAS that first served the
MT when the connection was set up). The selected COS is used for all handovers
during the lifetime of the connection.
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Dynamic COS Discovery: The COS is dynamically determined during each han-
dover.

These procedures are illustrated in Fig. 35.24. While anchor-based rerouting and VC
extension result in the same COS being used for all the connections being handed over,
dynamic COS selection may result in different COSs for different connections. The
HO COMMAND message indicates which COS selection method is used, and if VC
extension or anchor-based rerouting is used, it also includes the identity of the COS. If
dynamic COS selection is used, the message includes the identity of the first EMAS in the
connection path from the source (this information is collected during connection set-
up [28]). For illustrative purposes, we assume that the dynamic COS selection procedure
is used.

4. Upon receiving the HO COMMAND message, the new EMAS allocates radio resources in
the targetRP for asmanyconnections in the list as possible. It then sends aSETUPmessage
towards the COS of each such connection. An EMAS in the existing connection path that
first processes this message becomes the actual COS. This is illustrated in Fig. 35.25. This
action, if successful, establishes a new segment for each connection from the new EMAS
to the COS.

5. If the set-up attempt is not successful, new EMAS sends an HO FAILURE message to
the old EMAS, after releasing all the local resources reserved in step (4). This message
identifies the connection in question and it is forwarded by the old EMAS to the MT.
What the MT does in response to an HO FAILURE message is not part of the backward
handover specification.

6. If the COS successfully receives the SETUP message, it sends a CONNECT message in
reply, thereby completing the partial connection establishment procedure. It then sends
an HO COMPLETE message to old EMAS-E. The HO COMPLETE message is necessary
to deal with the situation when handover is simultaneously initiated by both ends of
the connection when two MTs communicate (for the sake of simplicity, we omit further
description of this situation, but the reader may refer to [30] for further details).

7. The old EMAS-E waits to receive HO COMPLETE messages for all the connections being
handed over. However, the waiting period is limited by the expiry of a timer. Upon
receiving the HO COMPLETE message for the last connection, or if the timer expires,
the old EMAS sends an HO RELEASE message to MT. Waiting for the HO RELEASE
message allows the MT to utilize the existing connection segment as long as possible
threreby minimizing data loss. However, if the radio link deteriorates rapidly, the MT
can switch over to the new RP without receiving the HO RELEASE message.

8. The old EMAS initiates the release of each connection for which an HO COMPLETE was
received by sending a RELEASE message to the corresponding COS.

9. Upon receiving the RELEASE message, the COS sends a RELEASE COMPLETE to the
previous switch in the path (as per regular ATM signalling) and switches the data flow
from the old to the new connection segment.

10. Meanwhile, after receiving the HO RELEASE message from the old EMAS or after link
deterioration, the MT dissociates from the old RP and associates with the new RP. This
action triggers the assignment of radio resources for the signalling channel and user data
connections for which resources were reserved in step (4).

11. Finally, the MT communicates to the new EMAS its readiness to send and receive data on
all connections that have been handed over by sending a CONN ACTIVATE message.
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FIGURE 35.24: COS discovery.

12. Upon receiving the CONN ACTIVATE message from the MT, new EMAS responds with a
CONN ACTIVE message. This message contains the identity of the connections that have
been handed over, including their new ATM VC identifiers. Multiple CONN ACTIVE
messages may be generated, if all the connections have not been handed over when the
CONN ACTIVATE message was received. However, handover of remaining connections
and the subsequent generation of CONN ACTIVE signals are timer-bound: if the MT
does not receive information about a connection in a CONN ACTIVE message before the
corresponding timer expires, it assumes that the connection was not successfully handed
over. The recovery in this case is left up to the MT.
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FIGURE 35.25: COS selection when MT moves.

The description above has left open some questions. Among them: what mechanisms are used
to reliably exchange control messages between the various entities that take part in handover? What
actions are taken when network or radio link failures occur during handover? How can lossless
handover be included in the control flow? What effect do transient disruptions in service during
handover have on application behavior?, and what are the performance impacts of signalling for
handover? The short answers to these questions are: reliability can be incorporated by implementing
a reliable transfer protocol for those control messages that do not already use such a transport
(SETUP, RELEASE, etc., do, but HO REQUEST QUERY for example, requires attention). Actions
taken during network failures require further analysis, but forward handover can be used to recover
from radio link failures during handover. Lossless handover requires inband signalling within each
connection and buffering in the network. Details on this can be found in [29]. The effect of transient
disruptions on applications can be minimal, depending on how rerouting is implemented during
handover. This is described in detail in [31]. Finally, some of the performance issues related to
mobility management are investigated in [32].

Forward Handover

Forward handover is considered as the measure of last resort, to be invoked when the cur-
rent radio link deteriorates suddenly. The forward handover procedure is simpler than backward
handover, as illustrated in Fig. 35.26. Here,

1. The radio link with the old EMAS degrades abruptly. This results in the MT being
dissociated with the old RP. The MT then chooses a new RP and associates with it. In the
example shown, the new RP is housed by a different EMAS (the new EMAS).

2. The MT initiates forward handover by sending a FW HO REQUEST message to the
new EMAS. This message indicates the active connections by their network-wide unique
identifiers, along with their ATM traffic and QoS parameters, the identity of the previous
EMAS (the “old” EMAS), and the COS information (this information may be obtained
when the connection is initially set up).

3. The new EMAS sends an HO NOTIFY message to the old EMAS indicating the initiation
of handover. This serves to keep the old EMAS from prematurely releasing the existing
connections.

4. The new EMAS reserves radio resources for as many listed connections as possible on the
radio port to which the MT is associated. It then sends a FW HO RESPONSE message
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FIGURE 35.26: Forward handover control flow.

to the MT identifying the connections that can be handed over.

5. For each such connection, the new EMAS generates a SETUP message towards the COS
to establish the new connection segment. This message includes the identity of the new
EMAS. An EMAS in the existing connection path that first processes this message becomes
the COS (Fig. 35.25).

6. Upon receiving the SETUP message, the COS completes the establishment of the new
connection segment by sending a CONNECT message to the new EMAS.

7. After receiving the CONNECT message, new EMAS sends a CONN ACTIVE message to
the MT, indicating the connection has become active. Reception of CONN ACTIVE by
the MT is subject to a timer expiry: if it does not receive information about a connection
in any CONN ACTIVE message before the corresponding timer expires, it may initiate
any locally defined recovery procedure.

8. If the new connection segment cannot be setup, the new EMAS sends an HO FAILURE
message to the old EMAS and the MT, after releasing all the local resources reserved for
the connection. Recovery in this case is left up to the MT.

9. If the COS did send a CONNECT in step 7, it switches the connection data to the new
segment and sends an HO COMPLETE message to old EMAS. As in the case of backward
handover, the HO COMPLETE message is necessary to resolve conflicts in COS selection
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when handover is simultaneously initiated by both ends of the connection when two MTs
communicate.

10. Upon receiving the HO COMPLETE message, the old EMAS releases the existing con-
nection segment by sending a RELEASE message to the COS. In response, the COS sends
a RELEASE COMPLETE to the previous switch.

35.4 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, the QoS and mobility management aspects of wireless ATM were described. WATM
implementations, as well as the WATM standards being developed, allow the same ATM service
categories in WATM networks as found in fixed ATM networks. The support for these classes
of service in wireless ATM requires a variety of QoS control mechanisms acting in concert. The
implementation of QoS in the wireless MAC layer, as well as the new QoS control mechanisms in the
network and application layers, were described. The role of QoS renegotiation during handover was
also described.

While mobility management in wide area involves various service-related aspects, the wireless
ATM implementations and the standards efforts have so far focused on the core technical problems of
location management and connection handover. These were described in some detail, along the lines
of the specificationsbeingdevelopedby theATMforumwithexamples fromWATMimplementations.
In conclusion, we note that wireless ATM is still an evolving area and much work is needed to fully
understand how to efficiently support QoS and mobility management.
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Abstract—In response to the International Telecommunications Union’s (ITU) call for proposals,
third generation cellular technologies are evolving at a rapid pace where different proposals are vying
for the future market place in digital wireless multimedia communications. While the original intent
for third generation was to have a convergence of cellular based technologies, this appears to be
an unrealistic expectation. As such, three technologies key for the North American and European
markets are the third generation extension of TIA/EIA-95B based Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA) called cdma2000, the European third generation CDMA called WCDMA, and the third
generation Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) system based on EDGE. For packet data, EDGE
is one case where second generation technologies converged to a single third generation proposal
with convergence of the US TDMA system called TIA/EIA-136 and the European system GSM. This
chapter provides an overview of the air interfaces of these key technologies. Particular attention is
given to the channel structure, modulation, and offered data rates of each technology. A comparison
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is also made between cdma2000 and WCDMA to help the reader understand the similarities and
differences of these two CDMA approaches for third generation.

36.1 Introduction

The promise of third generation is a world where the subscriber can access the World Wide Web
(WWW) or perform file transfers over packet data connections capable of providing 144 kbps for
high mobility, 384 kbps with restricted mobility, and 2 Mbps in an indoor office environment [1].
With these guidelines on rate from the ITU, standards bodies started the task of developing an air
interface for their third generation system. In North America, the Telecommunications Industry
Association (TIA) evaluated proposals from TIA members pertaining to the evolution of TIA/EIA-
95B and TIA/EIA-136. In Europe, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
evaluated proposals from ETSI members pertaining to the evolution of GSM.

WhileTIAandETSIwere still discussingvarious targets for thirdgeneration systems, Japanbegan to
roll out their contributions for third generation technology and develop proof-of-concept prototypes.
In the beginning of 1997, the Association for Radio Industry and Business (ARIB), a body responsible
for standardization of the Japanese air interface, decided to proceed with the detailed standardization
of a wideband CDMA system. The technology push from Japan accelerated standardization in
Europe and the U.S. During 1997, joint parameters for Japanese and European wideband CDMA
proposals were agreed. The air interface is commonly referred to as WCDMA. In January 1998, the
strong support behind wideband CDMA led to the selection of WCDMA as the UMTS terrestrial
air interface scheme for FDD (Frequency Division Duplex) frequency bands in ETSI. In the U.S.,
third generation CDMA came through a detailed proposal process from vendors interested in the
evolution of TIA/EIA-95B. In February 1998, the TIA committee TR45.5 responsible for TIA/EIA-
95B standardization adopted a framework that combined the different vendors’ proposals and later
became known as cdma2000.

For TDMA, the focus has been to offer IS-136 and GSM operators a competitive third generation
evolution. WCDMA is targeted toward GSM evolution; however, Enhanced Data Rates for Global
TDMA Evolution (EDGE) allows the operators to supply IMT-2000 data rates without the spectral
allocation requirements of WCDMA. Thus, EDGE will be deployed by those operators who wish to
maintain either IS-136 or GSM for voice services and augment these systems with a TDMA-based high
rate packet service. TDMA convergence occurred late in 1997 when ETSI approved standardization
of the EDGE concept and in February 1998 when TIA committee TR45.3 approved the UWC-136
EDGE-based proposal.

The push to third generation was initially focused on submission of an IMT-2000 radio transmis-
sion techniques (RTT) proposal. To date, the evaluation process has recently started in ITU [2] where
Fig. 36.1 depicts the time schedule of the ITU RTT development. Since at the same time regional
standards have started the standards writing process, it is not yet clear what is the relationship between
the ITU and regional standards. Based upon actions in TIA and ETSI, it is reasonable to assume that
standards will exist for cdma2000, WCDMA, and EDGE and all will be deployed based upon market
demands.

The chapter is organized as follows: issues effecting third generation CDMA are discussed fol-
lowed by a brief introduction of cdma2000, WCDMA, and EDGE. A table comparing cdma2000 and
WCDMA is given at the end of the CDMA section. For TDMA, an overview of the IS-136-based
evolution is given including the role played by EDGE.
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FIGURE 36.1: ITU timelines: 1, 2, 3—RTTs request, development, & submission; 4—RTT eval-
uation; 5—review outside evaluation; 6—assess compliance with performance parameters; 7—
consideration of evaluation results and consensus on key characteristics; 8—development of detailed
radio interface specifications.

36.2 CDMA-Based Schemes

Third generation CDMA system descriptions in TIA and ETSI have similarities and differences. Some
of the similarities between cdma2000 and WCDMA are variable spreading, convolutional coding,
and QPSK data modulation. The major differences between cdma2000 and WCDMA occur with the
channel structure, including the structure of the pilot used on the forward link. To aid in comparison
of the two CDMA techniques, a brief overview is given to some important third generation CDMA
issues, thededicated channel structureof cdma2000 andWCDMA, anda table comparing air interface
characteristics.

36.3 CDMA System Design Issues

36.3.1 Bandwidth

An important design goal for all third generation proposals is to limit spectral emissions to a 5 MHz
dual-sided passband. There are several reasons for choosing this bandwidth. First, data rates of 144
and 384 kbps, the main targets of third generation systems, are achievable within 5 MHz bandwidth
with reasonable coverage. Second, lack of spectrum calls for limited spectrum allocation, especially
if the system has to be deployed within the existing frequency bands already occupied by the second
generation systems. Third, the 5 MHz bandwidth improves the receiver’s ability to resolve multipath
when compared to narrower bandwidths, increasing diversity and improving performance. Larger
bandwidths of 10, 15, and 20 MHz have been proposed to support highest data rates more effectively.

36.3.2 Chip Rate

Given the bandwidth, the choice of chip rate depends on spectrum deployment scenarios, pulse
shaping, desired maximum data rate and dual-mode terminal implementation. Figure 36.2 shows the
relation between chip rate (CR), pulse shaping filter roll-off factor (α) and channel separation (1f).
If raised cosine filtering is used, spectrum is zero (in theory) after CR/2(1+α). In Fig. 36.2, channel
separation is selected such that two adjacent channel spectra do not overlap. Channel separation
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FIGURE 36.2: Relationship between chip rate (CR), roll-off factor (α), and channel separation (1f).

should be selected this way, if there can be high power level differences between the adjacent carriers.
For example, for WCDMA parameters minimum channel separation (1fmin) for nonoverlapping
carriers is 1fmin = 4.096(1 + 0.22) = 4.99712MHz. If channel separation is selected in such a
way that the spectrum of two adjacent channel signals overlap, some power leaks from one carrier to
another. Partly overlapping carrier spacing can be used, for example, in micro cells where the same
antenna masts are used for both carriers.

A designer of dual-mode terminals needs to consider the relation between the different clock
frequencies of different modes. Especially important are the transmitter and receiver sampling rates
and the carrier raster. A proper selection of these frequencies for the standard would ease the dual
mode terminal implementation. The different clock frequencies in a terminal are normally derived
from a common reference oscillator by either direct division or synthesis by the use of a PLL. The use
of a PLL will add some complexity. The WCDMA chip rate has been selected based on consideration
of backward compatibility with GSM and PDC. cdma2000 chip rate is a direct derivation of the
TIA/EIA-95B chip rate.

36.3.3 Multirate

Multirate design means multiplexing different connections with different quality of service require-
ments in a flexible and spectrum efficient way. The provision for flexible data rates with different
quality of service requirements can be divided into three subproblems: how to map different bit
rates into the allocated bandwidth, how to provide the desired quality of service, and how to inform
the receiver about the characteristics of the received signal. The first problem concerns issues like
multicode transmission and variable spreading. The second problem concerns coding schemes. The
third problem concerns control channel multiplexing and coding.

Multiple services belonging to the same session can be either time- or code-multiplexed as depicted
in Fig. 36.3. The time multiplexing avoids multicode transmissions thus reducing peak-to-average
power of the transmission. A second alternative for service multiplexing is to treat parallel services
completely separate with separate channel coding/interleaving. Services are then mapped to separate
physical data channels in a multicode fashion as illustrated in the lower part of Fig. 36.3. With
this alternative scheme, the power, and consequently the quality, of each service can be controlled
independently.
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FIGURE 36.3: Time and code multiplexing principles.

36.3.4 Spreading and Modulation Solutions

A complex spreading circuit as shown in Fig. 36.4 helps to reduce the peak-to-average power and
thus improves power efficiency.

FIGURE 36.4: Complex spreading.

The spreading modulation can be either balanced- or dual-channel QPSK. In the balanced QPSK
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spreading the same data signal is split into I and Q channels. In dual-channel QPSK spreading the
symbol streams on the I and Q channels are independent of each other. In the forward link, QPSK
data modulation is used in order to save code channels and allow the use of the same orthogonal
sequence for I and Q channels. In the reverse link, each mobile station uses the same orthogonal
codes; this allows for efficient use of BPSK data modulation and balanced QPSK spreading.

36.3.5 Coherent Detection in the Reverse Link

Coherent detection can improve the performance of the reverse link up to 3 dB compared to non-
coherent reception used by the second generation CDMA system. To facilitate coherent detection
a pilot signal is required. The actual performance improvement depends on the proportion of the
pilot signal power to the data signal power and the fading environment.

36.3.6 Fast Power Control in Forward Link

To improve the forward link performance fast power control is used. The impact of the fast power
control in the forward link is twofold. First, it improves the performance in a fading multipath
channel. Second, it increases the multiuser interference variance within the cell since orthogonal-
ity between users is not perfect due to multipath channel. The net effect, however, is improved
performance at low speeds.

36.3.7 Additional Pilot Channel in the Forward Link for Beamforming

An additional pilot channel on the forward link that can be assigned to a single mobile or to a group
of mobiles enables deployment of adaptive antennas for beamforming since the pilot signal used for
channel estimation needs to go through the same path as the data signal. Therefore, a pilot signal
transmitted through an omnicell antenna cannot be used for the channel estimation of a data signal
transmitted through an adaptive antenna.

36.3.8 Seamless Interfrequency Handover

For third generation systems hierarchical cell structures (HCS), constructed by overlaying macro cells
on top of smaller micro or pico cells, have been proposed to achieve high capacity. The cells belonging
to different cell layers will be in different frequencies, and thus an interfrequency handover is required.
A key requirement for the support of seamless interfrequency handover is the ability of the mobile
station to carry out cell search on a carrier frequency different from the current one, without affecting
the ordinary data flow. Different methods have been proposed to obtain multiple carrier frequency
measurements. For mobile stations with receiver diversity, there is a possibility for one of the receiver
branches to be temporarily reallocated from diversity reception and instead carry out reception on a
different carrier. For single-receiver mobile stations, slotted forward link transmission could allow
interfrequency measurements. In the slotted mode, the information normally transmitted during a
certain time, e.g., a 10 ms frame, is transmitted in less than that time, leaving an idle time that the
mobile can use to measure on other frequencies.

36.3.9 Multiuser Detection

Multiuser Detection (MUD) has been the subject of extensive research since 1986 when Verdu formu-
lated an optimum multiuser detector for AWGN channel, maximum likelihood sequence estimation
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(MLSE) [3]. In general, it is easier to apply MUD in a system with short spreading codes since
cross-correlations do not change every symbol as with long spreading codes. However, it seems that
the proposed CDMA schemes would all use long spreading codes. Therefore, the most feasible ap-
proach seems to be interference cancellation algorithms that carry out the interference cancellation at
the chip level, thereby avoiding explicit calculation of the cross-correlation between spreading codes
from different users [4]. Due to complexity, MUD is best suited for the reverse link. In addition,
the mobile station is interested in detecting its own signal in contrast to the base station, which
needs to demodulate the signals of all users. Therefore, a simpler interference suppression scheme
could be applied in the mobile station. Furthermore, if short spreading codes are used, the receiver
could exploit the cyclostationarity, i.e., the periodic properties of the signal, to suppress interference
without knowing the interfering codes.

36.3.10 Transmit Diversity

The forward link performance can be improved in many cases by using transmit diversity. For direct
spread CDMA schemes, this can be performed by splitting the data stream and spreading the two
streams using orthogonal sequences or switching the entire data stream between two antennas. For
multicarrier CDMA, the different carriers can be mapped into different antennas.

36.4 WCDMA

To aid in the comparison of cdma2000 and WCDMA, the dedicated frame structure of WCDMA
is illustrated in Figs. 36.5 and 36.6. The approach follows a time multiplex philosophy where the
Dedicated Physical Control Channel (DPCCH) provides the pilot, power control, and rate infor-
mation and the Dedicated Physical Data Channel (DPDCH) is the portion used for data transport.
The forward and reverse DPDCH channels have been convolutional encoded and interleaved prior
to framing. The major difference between the forward and reverse links is that the reverse channel
structure of the DPCCH is a separate code channel from the DPDCH.

FIGURE 36.5: Forward link dedicated channel structure in WCDMA.

After framing, the forward and reverse link channels are spread as shown in Figs. 36.7 and 36.8.
On the forward link orthogonal, variable rate codes, cch, are used to separate channels and pseudo
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FIGURE 36.6: Reverse link dedicated channel structure in WCDMA.

random scrambling sequences, cscramb, are used to spread the signal evenly across the spectrum and
separate different base stations. On the reverse link, the orthogonal channelization codes are used as
in the forward link to separate CDMA channels. The scrambling codes, c′

scramb and c′′
scramb, are used

to identify mobile stations and to spread the signal evenly across the band. The optional scrambling
code is used as a means to group mobiles under a common scrambling sequence.

FIGURE 36.7: Forward link spreading of DPDCH and DPCCH.

36.4.1 Spreading Codes

WCDMA employs long spreading codes. Different spreading codes are used for cell separation in
the forward link and user separation in the reverse link. In the forward link Gold codes of length
218 are truncated to form cycles of 216 times 10 ms frames. In order to minimize the cell search
time, a special short code mask is used. The synchronization channel of WCDMA is masked with
an orthogonal short Gold code of length 256 chips spanning one symbol. The mask symbols carry
information about the BS long code group. Thus, the mobile station first acquires the short mask
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FIGURE 36.8: Reverse link spreading for the DPDCH and DPCCH.

FIGURE 36.9: Construction of orthogonal spreading codes for different spreading factors.

code and then searches the corresponding long code. A short VL-Kasami code has been proposed for
the reverse link to ease the implementation of multiuser detection. In this case, code planning would
also be negligible because the number of VL-Kasami sequences is more than one million. However,
in certain cases, the use of short codes may lead to bad correlation properties, especially with very
small spreading factors. If multiuser detection were not used, adaptive code allocation could be used
to restore the cross-correlation properties. The use of short codes to ease the implementation of
advanced detection techniques is more beneficial in the forward link since the cyclostationarity of
the signal could be utilized for adaptive implementation of the receiver.

Orthogonality between the different spreading factors can be achieved by tree-structured orthog-
onal codes whose construction is illustrated in Fig. 36.9 [5]. The tree-structured codes are generated
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recursively according to the following equation,

c2n =




c2n,1
c2n,2

...

c2n,2n


 =




(
cn,1 cn,1
cn,1 −cn,1

)

...(
cn,n cn,n

cn,n −cn,n

)




where C2n is the orthogonal code set of size 2n. The generated codes within the same layer constitute
a set of orthogonal functions and are thus orthogonal. Furthermore, any two codes of different layers
are also orthogonal except for the case that one of the two codes is a mother code of the other. For
example code c4,4 is not orthogonal with codes c1,1 and c2,2.

36.4.2 Coherent Detection and Beamforming

In the forward link, time-multiplexed pilot symbols are used for coherent detection. Because the
pilot symbols are user dedicated, they can be used for channel estimation with adaptive antennas as
well. In the reverse link, WCDMA employs pilot symbols multiplexed with power control and rate
information for coherent detection.

36.4.3 Multirate

WCDMA traffic channel structure is based on a single code transmission for small data rates and
multicode for higher data rates. Multiple services belonging to the same connection are, in normal
cases, time multiplexed as was depicted in the upper part of Fig. 36.3. After service multiplexing
and channel coding, the multiservice data stream is mapped to one or more dedicated physical data
channels. In the case of multicode transmission, every other data channel is mapped into Q and every
other into I channel. The channel coding of WCDMA is based on convolutional and concatenated
codes. For services with BER = 10−3, a convolutional code with constraint length of 9 and different
code rates (between 1/2–1/4) is used. For services with BER = 10−6, a concatenated coding with an
outer Reed-Solomon code has been proposed. Typically, block interleaving over one frame is used.
WCDMA is also capable of interframe interleaving, which improves the performance for services
allowing longer delay. Turbo codes for data services are under study. Rate matching is performed by
puncturing or symbol repetition.

36.4.4 Packet Data

WCDMA has two different types of packet data transmission possibilities. Short data packets can be
appended directly to a random access burst. The WCDMA random-access burst is 10 ms long, it is
transmitted with fixed power, and the access principle is based on the slotted Aloha scheme. This
method, called common channel packet transmission, is used for short infrequent packets, where the
link maintenance needed for a dedicated channel would lead to an unacceptable overhead. Larger or
more frequent packets are transmitted on a dedicated channel. A large single packet is transmitted
using a single-packet scheme where the dedicated channel is released immediately after the packet
has been transmitted. In a multipacket scheme the dedicated channel is maintained by transmitting
power control and synchronization information between subsequent packets.
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36.5 cdma2000

The dedicated channels used in cdma2000 system are the fundamental, supplemental, pilot,1 and
dedicated control channels. Shown for the forward link in Fig. 36.10 and for the reverse in Fig. 36.11,
the fundamental channel provides for the communication of voice, low rate data, and signalling where
power control information for the reverse channels is puncturedon the forward fundamental channel.
For high rate data services, the supplemental channel is used where one important difference between
the supplemental and the fundamental channel is the addition of parallel-concatenated turbo codes.
For different service options, multiple supplemental channels can be used. The code multiplex pilot
channel allows for phase coherent detection. In addition, the pilot channel on the forward link is
used for determining soft handoff and the pilot channel on the reverse is used for carrying power
control information for the forward channels. Finally, the dedicated control channel, also shown in
Fig. 36.10 for the forward link and in Fig. 36.11, for the reverse, is used primarily for exchange of
high rate Media Access Control (MAC) layer signalling.

36.5.1 Multicarrier

In addition to direct spread, a multicarrier approach has been proposed for the cdma2000 forward
link since it would maintain orthogonality between the cdma2000 and TIA/EIA-95B carriers [6].
The multicarrier variant is achieved by using three 1.25 MHz carriers for a 5 MHz bandwidth where
all carriers have separate channel coding and are power controlled in unison.

36.5.2 Spreading Codes

On the forward link, the cell separation for cdma2000 is performed by two M-sequences of length
3 × 215, one for I and one for Q channel, which are phase shifted by PN-offset for different cells.
Thus, during the cell search process only these sequences are searched. Because there are a limited
number of PN-offsets, they need to be planned in order to avoid PN-confusion [7]. In the reverse
link, user separation is performed by different phase shifts of M-sequence of length 241. The channel
separation is performed using variable spreading factor Walsh sequences, which are orthogonal to
each other.

36.5.3 Coherent Detection

In the forward link, cdma2000 has a common pilot channel, which is used as a reference signal for
coherent detection when adaptive antennas are not employed. When adaptive antennas are used, an
auxiliary pilot is used as a reference signal for coherent detection. Code multiplexed auxiliary pilots
are generated by assigning a different orthogonal code to each auxiliary pilot. This approach reduces
the number of orthogonal codes available for the traffic channels. This limitation is alleviated by
expanding the size of the orthogonal code set used for the auxiliary pilots. Since a pilot signal is not
modulated by data, the pilot orthogonal code length can be extended, thereby yielding an increased
number of available codes, which can be used as additional pilots. In the reverse link, the pilot signal
is time multiplexed with power control and erasure indicator bit (EIB).

1Dedicated for the reverse link and common for the forward link.
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FIGURE 36.10: Forward link channel structure in cdma2000 for direct spread. (Note: dashed line indicates that it is only used
for the fundamental channel).
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FIGURE 36.11: Reverse link channel structure in cdma2000.
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36.5.4 Multirate Scheme

cdma2000 has two traffic channel types, the fundamental and the supplemental channel, which are
code multiplexed. The fundamental channel is a variable rate channel which supports basic rates of
9.6 kbps and 14.4 kbps and their corresponding subrates, i.e., Rate Set 1 and Rate Set 2 of TIA/EIA-
95B. It conveys voice, signalling, and low rate data. The supplemental channel provides high data
rates. Services with different QoS requirements are code multiplexed into supplemental channels.
The user data frame length of cdma2000 is 20 ms. For the transmission of control information,
5 and 20 ms frames can be used on the fundamental channel or dedicated control channel. On
the fundamental channel a convolutional code with constraint length 9 is used. On supplemental
channels convolutional coding is used up to 14.4 kbps. For higher rates Turbo codes with constraint
length 4 and rate 1/4 are preferred. Rate matching is performed by puncturing, symbol repetition,
and sequence repetition.

36.5.5 Packet Data

cdma2000 also allows short data burst using the slotted Aloha principle. However, instead of fixed
transmission power it increases the transmission power for the random access burst after an unsuc-
cessful access attempt. When the mobile station has been allocated a traffic channel, it can transmit
without scheduling up to a predefined bit rate. If the transmission rate exceeds the defined rate, a
new access request has to be made. When the mobile station stops transmitting, it releases the traffic
channel but not the dedicated control channel. After a while it also releases the dedicated control
channel as well but maintains the link layer and network layer connections in order to shorten the
channel set-up time when new data needs to be transmitted.

36.5.6 Parametric Comparison

For comparison, Table 36.1 lists the parameters of cdma2000 and WCDMA. cdma2000 uses a chip
rate of 3.6864 Mcps for the 5 MHz band allocation with the direct spread forward link option and
a 1.2288 Mcps chip rate with three carriers for the multicarrier option. WCDMA uses direct spread
with a chip rate of 4.096 Mcps. The multicarrier approach is motivated by a spectrum overlay of
cdma2000 carriers with existing TIA/EIA-95B carriers [6]. Similar to EIA/TIA-95B, the spreading
codes of cdma2000 are generated using different phase shifts of the same M-sequence. This is
possible due to the synchronous network operation. Since WCDMA has an asynchronous network,
different long codes rather than different phase shifts of the same code are used for the cell and user
separation. The code structure determines how code synchronization, cell acquisition, and handover
synchronization are performed.

36.6 TDMA-Based Schemes

Asdiscussed, TIA/EIA-136andGSMevolutionhave similarpaths in the formofEDGE.TheUWC-136
IMT 2000 proposal contains, in addition to the TIA/EIA-136 30 kHz carriers, the high rate capability
provided by the 200 kHz and 1.6 MHz carriers shown in Table 36.2. The targets for the IS-136
evolution were to meet IMT-2000 requirements and an initial deployment within 1 MHz spectrum
allocation. UWC-136 meets these targets via modulation enhancement to the existing 30 kHz channel
(136+) and by defining complementary wider band TDMA carriers with bandwidths of 200 kHz
for vehicular/outdoor environments and 1.6 MHz for indoor environments. The 200 kHz carrier,
136 HS (vehicular/outdoor) with the same parameters as EDGE provides medium bit rates up to
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TABLE 36.1 Parameters of WCDMA and cdma2000

WCDMA cdma2000

Channel bandwidth 5, 10, 20 MHz 1.25, 5, 10, 15, 20 MHz

Forward link RF channel struc-
ture

Direct spread Direct spread or multicarrier

Chip rate 4.096/8.192/16.384 Mcps 1.2288/3.6864/7.3728/11.0593/14.7456 Mcps for direct
spread

n×1.2288 Mcps (n=1,3,6,9,12) for multicarrier

Roll-off factor 0.22 Similar to TIA/EIA-95B

Frame length 10 ms / 20 ms (optional) 20 ms for data and control/5ms for control information on
the fundamental and dedicated control channel

Spreading modulation Balanced QPSK (forward link) Balanced QPSK (forward link)
Dual channel QPSK (reverse link) Dual channel QPSK (reverse link)
Complex spreading circuit Complex spreading circuit

Data modulation QPSK (forward link) QPSK (forward link)
BPSK (reverse link) BPSK (reverse link)

Coherent detection User dedicated time multiplexed pilot (for-
ward link and reverse link), common pilot
in forward link

Pilot time multiplexed with PC and EIB (reverse link)
Common continuous pilot channel and auxiliary pilot (for-
ward link)

Channel multiplexing in re-
verse link

Control and pilot channel time multiplexed Control, pilot fundamental, and supplemental code multi-
plexed

I&Q multiplexing for data and control chan-
nel

I&Q multiplexing for data and control channels

Multirate Variable spreading and multicode Variable spreading and multicode

Spreading factors 4-256 (4.096 Mcps) 4-256 (3.6864 Mcps)

Power Control Open and fast closed loop (1.6 kHz) Open loop and fast closed loop (800 Hz)

Spreading (forward link) Variable length orthogonal sequences for
channel separation. Gold sequences for cell
and user separation

Variable length Walsh sequences for channel separation, M-

sequence 3×215 (same sequence with time shift utilized in
different cells different sequence in I&Q channel)

Spreading (reverse link) Variable length orthogonal sequences for
channel separation. Gold sequence 241 for
user separation(different timeshifts in I and
Q channel, cycle 216 10 ms radio frames)

Variable lengthorthogonal sequences for channel separation,

M-sequence 215 (same for all users different sequences in
I&Q channels), M-sequence 241 for user separation (differ-
ent time shifts for different users)

Handhover Soft handover Soft handover
Interfrequency handover Interfrequency handover

384 kbps and the 1.6 MHz carrier, 136 HS (indoor), highest bit rates up to 2 Mbps. The parameters
of the 136 HS proposal submitted to ITU are listed in Table 36.2 and the different carrier types of
UWC-136 are shown in Fig. 36.12.

FIGURE 36.12: UWC-136 carrier types.
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TABLE 36.2 Parameters of 136 HS

136 HS (Vehicular/Outdoor) 136 HS (Indoor)

Duplex method FDD FDD and TDD

Carrier spacing 200 kHz 1.6 MHz

Modulation Q-O-QAM Q-O-QAM

B-O-QAM B-O-QAM

8 PSK

GMSK

Modulation bit rate 722.2 kbps (Q-O-QAM) 5200 kbps (Q-O-QAM)

361.1 kbps (B-O-QAM) 2600 kbps (B-O-QAM)

812.5 kbps (8 PSK)

270.8 kbps (GMSK)

Payload 521.6 kbps (Q-O-QAM) 4750 kbps (Q-O-QAM)

259.2 kbps (B-O-QAM) 2375 kbps (B-O-QAM)

547.2 kbps (8 PSK)

182.4 kbps (GMSK)

Frame length 4.615 ms 4.615 ms

Number of slots 8 64 (72 µs)

16 (288 µs)

Coding Convolutional Convolutional

1/2, 1/4, 1/3, 1/1 1/2, 1/4, 1/3, 1/1

ARQ Hybrid Type II ARQ

Frequency hopping Optional Optional

Dynamic channel allocation Optional Optional

36.6.1 Carrier Spacing and Symbol Rate

The motivation for the 200 kHz carrier is twofold. First, the adoption of the same physical layer for
136HS(Vehicular/Outdoor)andGSMdatacarriersprovides economicsof scale and therefore cheaper
equipment and faster time to market. Second, the 200 kHz carrier with higher order modulation
can provide bit rates of 144 and 384 kbps with reasonable range and capacity fulfilling IMT-2000
requirements for pedestrian and vehicular environments. The 136 HS (Indoor) carrier can provide
2 Mbit/s user data rate with a reasonably strong channel coding.

36.6.2 Modulation

First proposed modulation methods were Quaternary Offset QAM (Q-O-QAM) and Binary Offset
QAM (B-O-QAM). Q-O-QAM could provide higher data rates and good spectral efficiency. For each
symbol two bits are transmitted and consecutive symbols are shifted by π /2. An offset modulation
was proposed, because it causes smaller amplitude variations than 16QAM, which can be beneficial
when using amplifiers that are not completely linear. The second modulation B-O-QAM has been
introduced, which has the same symbol rate of 361.111 ksps, but where only the outer signal points
of the Q-O-QAM modulation are used. For each symbol one bit is transmitted and consecutive
symbols are shifted by π /2. A second modulation scheme with the characteristic of being a subset of
the first modulation scheme and having the same symbol rate as the first modulation allows seamless
switching between the two modulation types between bursts. Both modulation types can be used in
the same burst. From a complexity point of view the addition of a modulation, which is subset of
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the first modulation, adds no new requirements for the transmitter or receiver.
In addition to the originally proposed modulation schemes, Quaternary Offset QAM (Q-O-QAM)

and Binary Offset QAM (B-O-QAM), other modulation schemes, CPM (Continuous Phase Modu-
lation) and 8-PSK, have been evaluated in order to select the modulation best suited for EDGE. The
outcome of this evaluation is that 8 PSK was considered to have implementation advantages over
Q-O-QAM. Parties working on EDGE are in the process of revising the proposals so that 8 PSK would
replace the Q-O-QAM and GMSK can be used as the lower level modulation instead of B-O-QAM.
The symbol rate of the 8 PSK will be the same as for GMSK and the detailed bit rates will be specified
early in 1999.

36.6.3 Frame Structures

The 136 HS (Vehicular/Outdoor) data frame length is 4.615 ms and one frame consists of eight slots.
The burst structure is suitable for transmission in a high delay spread environment. The frame and
slot structures of the 136 HS (Indoor) carrier were selected for cell coverage for high bit rates. The
HS-136 Indoor supports both FDD and TDD duplex methods. Figure 36.13 illustrates the frame and
slot structure. The frame length is 4.615 ms and it can consist of

• 64 1/64 time slots of length 72 µs

• 16 1/16 time slots of length 288 µs

In the TDD mode, the same burst types as defined for the FDD mode are used. The 1/64 slot can
be used for every service from low rate speech and data to high rate data services. The 1/16 slot is to
be used for medium to high rate data services. Figure 36.13 also illustrates the dynamic allocation of
resources between the reverse link and the forward link in the TDD mode.

FIGURE 36.13: Wideband TDMA frame and slot structure.

The physical contents of the time slots are bursts of corresponding length. Three types of traffic
bursts are defined. Each burst consists of a training sequence, two data blocks, and a guard period.
The bursts differ in the length of the burst (72µs and 288µs) and in the length of the training sequence
(27 symbols and 49 symbols) leading to different numbers of payload symbols and different multipath
delay performances (Fig. 36.14). The number of required reference symbols in the training sequence
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depends on the length of the channel’s impulse response, the required signal-to-noise ratio, the
expected maximum Doppler frequency shift, and the number of modulation levels. The number
of reference symbols should be matched to the channel characteristics, remain practically stable
within the correlation window, and have good correlation properties. All 136 based schemes can use
interference cancellation as a means to improve performance [8]. For 136 HS (Indoor), the longer
sequence can handle about 7 µs of time dispersion and the shorter one 2.7 µs. It should be noted
that if the time dispersion is larger, the drop in performance is slow and depends on the power delay
profile.

FIGURE 36.14: Burst structure.

36.6.4 Multirate Scheme

The UWC-136 multirate scheme is based on a variable slot, code, and modulation structure. Data
rates up to 43.2 kbps can be offered using the 136+ 30 kHz carrier and multislot transmission.
Depending on the user requirements and channel conditions a suitable combination of modulation,
coding, and number of data slots is selected. 136 HS can offer packet switched, and both transparent
and nontransparent circuit switched data services. Asymmetrical data rates are provided by allocating
a different number of time slots in the reverse and forward links. For packet switched services the
RLC/MAC protocol provides fast medium access via a reservation based medium access scheme,
supplemented by selective ARQ for efficient retransmission.

Similar to 136 HS (Outdoor/Vehicular), the 136 HS (Indoor) uses two modulation schemes and
different coding schemes to provide variable data rates. In addition, two different slot sizes can
be used. For delay tolerant packet data services, error control is based on a Type II hybrid ARQ
(automatic repeat request) scheme [5]. The basic idea is to first send all data blocks using a simple
error control coding scheme. If decoding at the receiver fails, a retransmission is requested using a
stronger code. After the second retransmission, diversity combining can be performed between the
first and second transmissions prior to hard decisions. This kind of ARQ procedure can be used due
to the ability of the RLC/MAC protocol to allocate resources fast and to send transmission requests
reliably in the feedback channel [5].

36.6.5 Radio Resource Management

The radio resource management schemes of UWC-136 include link adaptation, frequency hopping,
power control, and dynamic channel allocation. Link adaptation offers a mechanism for choos-
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ing the best modulation and coding alternative according to channel and interference conditions.
Frequency hopping averages interference and improves link performance against fast fading. For
136 HS (Indoor) fast power control (frame-by-frame) could be used to improve the performance in
cases where frequency hopping cannot be applied, for example, when only one carrier is available.
Dynamic channel allocation can be used for channel assignments. However, when deployment with
minimum spectrum is desired, reuse 1/3 and fractional loading with fixed channel allocation is used.

36.7 Time Division Duplex (TDD)

The main discussion about the IMT-2000 air interface has been concerned with technologies for FDD.
However, there are several reasons why TDD would be desirable. First, there will likely be dedicated
frequency bands for TDD within the identified UMTS frequency bands. Furthermore, FDD requires
exclusive paired bands and spectrum is, therefore, hard to find. With a proper design including
powerful FEC, TDD can be used even in outdoor cells. The second reason for using TDD is flexibility
in radio resource allocation, i.e., bandwidth can be allocated by changing the number of time slots
for the reverse link and forward link. However, the asymmetric allocation of radio resources leads to
two interference scenarios that will impact the overall spectrum efficiency of a TDD scheme:

• asymmetric usage of TDD slots will impact the radio resource in neighboring cells, and

• asymmetric usage of TDD slots will lead to blocking of slots in adjacent carriers within
their own cells.

Figure36.15depicts thefirst scenario. MS2 is transmittingat fullpowerat thecell border. SinceMS1
has a different asymmetric slot allocation than MS2, its forward link slots received at the sensitivity
limit are interfered by MS1, which causes blocking. On the other hand, since the BS1 can have much
higher EIRP (effective isotropically radiated power) than MS2, it will interfere BS2’s ability to receive
MS2. Hence, the radio resource algorithm needs to avoid this situation.

In the second scenario, two mobiles would be connected into the same cell but using different
frequencies. The base station receives MS1 on the frequency f1 using the same time slot it uses on the
frequency f2 to transmit into MS2. As shown in Table 36.3, the transmission will block the reception
due to the irreducible noise floor of the transmitter regardless of the frequency separation between
f1 and f2.

TABLE 36.3 Adjacent Channel Interference Calculation

BTS transmission power for MS2 in forward link 1W 30 dBm

Received power for MS1 −100dBm

Adjacent channel attenuation due to irreducible noise floor 50 to 70 dB

Signal to adjacent channel interference ratio −60 to −80dB

Both TDMA- and CDMA-based schemes have been proposed for TDD. Most of the TDD aspects
are common to TDMA- and CDMA-based air interfaces. However, in CDMA-based TDD systems
the slot duration on the forward and reverse links must be equal to enable the use of soft handoff
and prevent the interference situation described in the first scenario. Because TDMA systems do
not have soft handoff on a common frequency, slot imbalances from one BS to the next are easier
to accommodate. Thus, TDMA-based solutions have higher flexibility. The frame structure for
the wide band TDMA for the TDD system was briefly discussed in the previous section. WCDMA
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FIGURE 36.15: TDD interference scenario.
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has been proposed for TDD in Japan and Europe. The frame structure is the same as for the FDD
component, i.e., a 10 ms frame split into 16 slots of 0.625 ms each. Each slot can be used either for
reverse link or forward link. For cdma2000, the TDD frame structure is based on a 20 ms frame split
into 16 slots of 1.25 ms each.

36.8 Conclusions

Third generation cellular systems are a mechanism for evolving the telecommunications business
based primarily on voice telephony to mobile wireless datacomm. In light of events in TIA, ETSI,
and ARIB, cdma2000, WCDMA, and EDGE will be important technologies used to achieve the
datacomm goal. Standardization related to radio access technologies discussed in this chapter were
underway at the time of writing and will offer the European, U.S., and Japanese markets both CDMA
and TDMA third-generation options. In comparing CDMA evolution, the European, U.S., and
Japanese based systems have some similarities, but differ in the chip rate and channel structure. In
the best circumstances, some harmonization will occur between cdma2000 and WCDMA making
deployment of hardware capable of supporting both systems easier. In TDMA, the third generation
paths of GSM and TIA/EIA-136 are through a common solution. This alignment will offer TDMA
systems an advantage in possible global roaming for data services. In spite of the regional standards
differences, third generation will be the mechanism for achieving wireless multimedia enabling
services beyond the comprehension of second generation systems.
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